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Foreword 

The rapid progress made in radar is associated with -the considerable 

««pension that has taken place in its field of application, as veil as with 

the uninterrupted introduction of new achievements derived from science and 

engineering- The development of radar, and the complexity of the tasks rad&r 

can perform, makes it necessary to modernize the means used to realise radar 

infonsat ion, and for the control of equipment and troops« 

Officers engaged in the combat operation of radio frequency installations 

and in the training of personnel, are aware of the lack of literature taking 

a practical approach to their problems, literature that will increase their 

qualifications. 

The purpose of this handbook is to help officers to complete, and 

expand, their special knowledge* 

The first eleven, and the fourteenth chapters in the Handbook contain 

information on the fundamentals of radar and on the installations that make 

up radar systems. The other chapters, discuss the installations in the systems 

used for processing information, for control, and for communications- The 

examples cited in the Handbook are hypothetical in nature, and are presented 

for purposes of illustration only. 

Chapter I «as written by V_ Ya. Tsylov, chapters IX and VTI by A. M. 

Pedak., Chapter II and the second part of Chapter IV by Candidate of Technical 

Sciences, Docent F. R. Öwlyavko, the first part of Chapter IV by Candidate 

of Technical Sciences, Docent H. Z*. Chashnik, Chapter V by Candidate of 

Technical Sciences, Docent K. S. Labets and Ye. S. Batenin, Chapter VI by 

Candidate of Technical Sciences I. K_ Trecub, Chapter VXX1 by Candidate of 

Technical Sciences £. I- Kuril in, Chapter IX by Candidate of Technical 

Sciences, Docent A. S- Magdesiyev, Chapter X by Candidate of Technical Scien- 

ces, Docent G. M. Rakovchuk, Chapter XI by P. I. Baklashov, Chapter XII by 

Candidate of Technical Sciences, Docent V. G. Koryakov, Chapter XIII by. 

Candidate of Technical Sciences, Docent L. L. Barviriskiy,. Chapter XIV by 

C&ndiddate of Technical Sciences, Decent A. K. Krishtafovich, Chapter XV 

by Doctor of Technical Sciences Ye. N. Vavilov, and Candidate of Technical 

Sciences Yu. \.  Buzunov, Chapter XVI by A. M. Mikhaylov, and Chapter XVII 

by A. S, Kucherov. 

Where vne significance of materials to be used was the same, the 

authors gave precedence to new questions, and for this reason the Handbook 

does not include certain types of information. Headers will be able to find 

such information in the literature recommended in each of the chapters. 
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Since -the Handbook includes an extremely broad scope of questions a 

great many open source Soviet and foreign publications were used in its 

compilation» but a complete list would take up entirely too much space. 

Ve wish to express our deep appreciation to the authors whose works 

helped us, in one way or another, in our work of compiling this Handbook. 

Please address testimonials and comments concerning the Handbook to 

Moscow, K-160, Hili-tary Publishing House. 

The Authors 
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Letter Designations 

1» Designation of physical magnitudes 

a   height of rectangular waveguide; value of measured magnitude 

A   number of correctly used symbols 

b   vidth of rectangular waveguide 

S   flux density; susceptance 

c   velocity of propagation of radio waves; velocity of light in a vacuum 

C   capacity; information reception rate; capacity of a communication 

channel; dynamic error coefficient 

d   diameter; distance 

d   spot diameter 
s 

D   radar range, range to target; dynamic range; scale of range indicator 

scale;- coupler directivity 

D   horizon range (refraction taken into consideration) 
B 
e   electron charge; instantaneous value of electromotive force Ceof) 

E   electric field strength; constant voltage 

E       - real sensitivity of receiver to voltage 
rec min ^ 
E   complex amplitude of electric field strength 

f   high frequency 

f.  limits of frequency deflection (deviation) 
c 

F low frequency 

FJJ Doppler frequency 

F pulse repetition frequency 

F„ modulation frequency 

F(e) directivity pattern 

g real conductivity; antenna gain 

G directive gain 

GC») spectral density of noise power 
—36 

h   Plank's constant (6-6 * 10   joules/meter); height; altitude; 

transistor parameter 

H   target altitude; magnetic field strength; excess of signal over noise 

I   information content; current strength 

I   continuous anode current; pulse anode current 

j    - cathode ray tube beam current density 

k   proportionality coefficient; gain factor; transmission coefficient; 

JJoltzmana* s constant (1 »38744 - 10   joules/degree) 

K   traveling wave ratio 
tv 
K   standing wave ratio sw 
K   frequency shift(ing) coefficient 

K        phase shift(ing) coefficient 
9 
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K(cu) transfer function 

I length 

L Inductance 

L length of scanning line on indicator screen 

m amplitude modulation factor; test number; integer 

m . frequency modulation index 

H linear scanning scale; moment 

n index of refraction; integer 

n antenna rpm 

n pulse transformer transformation ratio 
P 

n(t) number of elements rejected in time t 

N receiver noise figure; number of molecules (atoms) for the energy 

level; number of elements in a system 

N number of turns in a winding 
turns " 

N number of pulses 
P 
p probability; reflection factor 

P probability; power 

P total power input to antenna 

P  . power radiated by radar set Crranseitter) rac 
P pulse power 
P 
P input power 

P power radiated by antenna. 

P real receiver sensitivity 
rec man 

P' limit of receiver sensitivity 
rec sun 

P_ false alarm probability 
za 
P . probability of correct detection 
cd 

P_ transmitter noise power 
tn 
Q quality factor; duty; report number 

Q(t> probability of failure 

r, n radius; resistance 

R, antenna radiation resistance 
A 

a. DC generator resistance 

K. radius of the earth e 
R, M load resistance load 
R «, effective radius of the earth eff 
R _ equivalent noise resistance of an electron tube nt 
R. internal resistance of a tube 

R(T) correlation function 

S tube slope 

S capture area of antenna 

S geometric area (aperture] of the antenna 
S 

S area of core section c 
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S CQJ) signal spectral density 

t time 

t recovery tiae 

t. discreteness of range scale markers a 
t, , signal delay time 
delay * 

t tune to transmit one figure 

T period; absolute temperature 

T average recovery time 

T charge period 
c 
T pulse recurrence period 

T modulation period 
IB 

T time to failure; period of natural oscillations 

u instantaneous value of voltage 

V voltage across the second anode of a cathode ray tube 

U voltage amplitude 
n 
*L• permissible voltage per 
U. incident wave voltage 

Sirftalc breakdown voltage 

v rate of propagation of electromagnetic waves 

v scope beam sweep speed 

V radial speed of target 

V wave phase velocity 

VCT) probability of recovery in time T 

V volume 

V communication channel capacity 
C 
V signal volume 

w instantaneous value of energy 

w(ac) probability density for the magnitude x 

x random error in coordinate measurement 

X reactance; "true value of measured magnitude; coordinate (of an 

index, of a target) 

V complex conductance; coordinate (of an index, of a target) 

V established value for a regulated magnitude 

Z impedance 

or circuit decay coefficient; transistor current gain factor; 

phase change coefficient or wave number; target bearing; weight 

factor 

3 r.ziiruth; wave decay coefficient in a transmission line; current 

gain factor for a transistor 

V propagation factor (y =  0 + jo-) 

y frequency tuning rate 
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6 relative instrument error 

5R range resolution 

6H height resolution 

6V resolving volume 

60 bearing resolution 

6e elevation resolution 

A measurement error 

AB increment of magnetic induction 

£F receiver pass band 

AX deflection of X coordinate 

Aß radar -azimuth, search sector 

Ac radar elevation search sector 

e target elevation; dielectric constant 

1\ efficiency 

T\. antenna efficiency 

7| antenna feeder installation efficiency 

X wavelength; element failure rate (in a system) 

1 wavelength in pipe 

X  .. critical (uniting) wavelength in pipe 

p, permeability; tube gain 

v sigr.al-noise ratio 

v signal-noise ratio for optimum signal processing 

v classification factor 
c 
n power flow density; direction finding capability 

Q wave (characteristics impedance 

a mean square error; mean square deviation from average service 

life 

c target effective echoing area 

j mean square error in range measurement 

c_ mean square error in azimuth measurement 
P 
T circuit time constant; pulse duration 

T pulse length 
P 

T pulse length after compression 
pc 

3 

pulse delay time 

channel occupancy time 

signal length 

T duration of pulse cut-off (decay) 

T. duration of pulse front 

cp phase angle; reflection factor phase 

m coherent oscillator phase angle 
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local oscillator phase angle 

width of antenna radiation pattern in the horizontal plane at 

the 0.5 power level 

$       magnetic flux 

$       angle of refraction; depfaaaing 

CD       angular frequency 

UL      resonant frequency 

frequency 

2- Abbreviated subscripts 

a unode 

A antenna 

b base, beat 

in circuit (elsnent)   input 

out circuit (element) output 

g generator 

per permissible value 

g grid 

c cathode 

eh channel 

co collector 

tn»'«' HmTigp^jn    Value 

min minimum value 

opt optimum value 

n noise 

thr threshold value 

? signal 

av average 

st stable 

est established 

sp specific 

f feeder, filter 

ph phase 

sh shunt 

sc scale 

em emitter 

el element 

eq equivalent 

eff effective 

m amplitude 
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Chapter I 

Radar fundamentals 

1-1  Radar and Its Forms 

Radar fa that field of radio engineering that uses reflections, re- 

radiations or self-radiations of electromagnetic waves, to detect various 

targets (objects), as well as to measure thuir coordinates and movement pa- 

rameters« 

A radar target is understood to mesa any material object capable of 

detection, and its position and movement parameters measured by radar methods. 

Radar can be subdivided Into active, active with, active response, semi- 

active, and passive. 

Active radix operation means the irradiation of a target by electro- 

magnetic energy radiated by a radar antenna, and the reception of the energy 

reflected ."Crem the target. 

Active radar operation vith active response differs from the previous 

definition in that a responder, a transceiver, is installed on the target 

and responds to signals from the radar. 

Semi-active radar operation differs from active operation in that the 

targat is irradiated by A  single radar (a radar located on the ground, for 

example), but the reception and detection of the signals reflected from the 

target are through the medijm of another object (a rocket, for example). 

Passive radar use means the reception of energy radiated frost the target. 

From the radio engineering point of view, the problem of detecting some 

particular target reduces to detecting a signal radiated, or reradiated,. fron 

-that target against a background of a different type, of noise. 

Any target irradiated by a radar becomes a source of secondary radiation. 

The power of the secondary radiation depends on many factors, such as the 

field strength created by the radar near the target, target parameters (di- 

mensions, shapes, and electrical properties), the position of the target 

relative to the radar, polarization of the primary field, and wavelength. 

Passive radio detection is based on the phenomenon of the radiation of 

electromagnetic energy by any physical body, the temperature of which, is 

above absolute zero. Since all targets satisfy this condition, they can be 

detected without preliminary irradiation. 

Radar is based on the properties of radio waves to be propagated in a 

homogeneous medium on a straight line, and at constant velocity- These 

properties of radio waves are what make it possible to establish the direction 

to the target, as well as the length of the path over which they are propa- 

gated.  Radar is therefore subdivided into radio range finding and radio 

direction finding. 
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Radio range finding is the determination cf range to a target by 

measuring rhe length of the path over which rndi^ waves are propagated to 

the target and return. 

Radio direction finding is the determination of the direction to the 

target, that is, measuring the angular coordinates ol the target. 

1.2 Radio Range Findiiij Methods 

Determination of the range to the target CD) involves the measurement 

of the delay in the reflected signal with respect to the main pulse. 

The main pulse (signal) is the pulse (signal) of high-powered, high- 

frequency electromagnetic energy formed by the transmitter and radiated into 

space by the antenna- 

The instant at which the main pulse is  radiated is taken as the origin 

of the reading of the time vf propagation af  the radio wave. 

The reflected signal (pulse) is the signal ipulse) of electromagnetic 

energy reflected from the target and received by the receiver. 

The interval of time between the instant the main pulse is radiated and 

the instant the reflected signal is received is called the reflected signal 

delay time (t J 
d 

td - 21>/c. (1.1) 

From whence 

D = ctj/2, (1.2) 

where 

13  is the distance between the radar and the target; 

c is the velocity of propagation of radio waves* 

The real medium is not strictly homogeneous, so the path covered by 

the radio waves will not be a straight line, strictly speaking, nor win the 

rate at which the radio waves are propagated be strictly constant over the 

entire propagation path. However, the relationships .cited are correct for 

the real medium as well if c is understood to be the average value for the 

rate of propagation of the radio waves over distance D (c ^ 3*10 meters/seco&d) 

(According to the last measurement, the speed of light in a vacuum is 

c = 299792 ± 0.4 km/secont). 

There are various methods of radio range finding, and these depend on 

the method used to measure the time interval, t , such as pulse, frequency, 

phase, and frequency-pulse,  Radar methods differ in the same way. 
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1_3 The Pulse Method in Radar 

Let us consider the principle upon which the pulse radar functions by 

using the block schematic shown in Figure 1.1. The electronic range finder 

transmitter radiates superhigh frequency oscillations in the form of main 

pulses that repeat periodically. Reception of reflected pulses takes place 

in the time interval between main pulses.  Pulses received are fed from the 

receiver output to the indicator, where the interval of time between the be- 

ginning of the radiation of the main pulse and the beginning of reception of 

the reflected signal (l.l) is measured and, as a result, the distance to the 

reflecting target is also established. 

y 
ftept3aMNU*    |-*| jtputm*nf   j—J 

nepeäjue^aaut 
ovtr* * a 
peina 

npus**B* 

1 
D E 

, Cutrpatm- 
jomop SOBpoumm 

Figur« 1.1.  Block schematic of a pulse radar. 

A - transmitter; B - T-R svitch; C - receiver; 
D - synchronizer; £ - indicator. . 

Where linear sweep £s used in the indicator the relationship between the 

occm deflection <t) and the measured range (D) can be established through the 

formula 

-where 

X  -  v td = v 2D/c - SD, 

is the constant speed of the sweep; 

(1.3) 

S = 2v /c    is the linear sweep scale. 

Synchronization between the pulse transmitter and the indicator,  that 

is,  the instant the main pulse is radiated and the beginning of the indicator 

sweep must coincide precisely. 

1.4    Pulse Compression Methods in Radar 

Pulse energy must be  increased if radar range  is to be increased 

where 

V     =  P T   , 
P P   P 

Cl.4) 

V  i-s the pulse energy; 
P 
P  is the pulse power; 
P 

T      is the pulse length. 
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As will be seen from the formula at (l.-i), an increase in pulse length 

will increase the pulse energy.  Increase in the pulse length degrades the 

radar range resolution, but if special modulation of the radiated pulses is 

used these pulses can be compressed by special processing in the receiver 

to a length providing the specified range resolution« 

Intrapulse linear frequency modulation and intrapulse phase shift keying 

are such modulation methods. 

The pulse-frequency method in radar 

Figure 1.2 is a simplified block schematic of a radar using intrapulse 

linear frequency modulation. 

tfcmcsucmso H2- 
E 

F 

i      ri 

AJmeniiatu 
KWutfrnt/mnp —6 

t 
1 i 
1 

ftpUZiiHU* 
CunipOnuJQncp • 

1 Cixuuamutuü 

1 •r 
BsiiOj*QC 

IfCmpoücznM £tmt*mBp 

Figure 1.2, Block schematic of a radar using intrapulse linear 
frwfiency modulation. 

A - transmitter; B - synchronizer; C - output; D - 
antenna switch; E - receiver; F - compressing filter; 
C - detector. 

The transmitter forms long length, I . radar pulses« The frequency 

inside the pulse changes in accordance with a linear law 

'-'•-« U.J> 

where 

a is the rate of change in the frequency. 

Figure 1.3 a and b shows the shape of the radar pulse and the law 

governing the change in the frequency. 

Signals reflected from the target are picked up by the radar receiver and 

are fed into a special compressing filter.  The compressing filter is a delay 

line, the delay time in which is linearly.dependent on the frequency (fig. l.^c). 

In this filter the high frequencies in a pulse, which arrive earlier, 

are delayed longer, -while the low frequencies, which arrive later, are de- 

layed for a shorter period of time. The result is that all the frequency 

components 5f the pulse are displaced in time to the end of the pulse; the 

pulse is compressed in time. 

The degree of pulse compression is wholly dependent on the limits of 

the change in the frequencies im tht pulse (the deviations in frequency) 

fd - aV 
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u_ , 

B _i  D    „ s 
r^HI- 

Figure 1.3. The principle involved in pulse compression. 

a - shapes of radar pulses at the input and output of the 
expressing filter; b - law governing the change in the 
frequency of a radar pulse; c - dependence of filter delay 
time on the frequency. 

A - T ; B - input; C - compressing filter; D - output; 

Pulse length at the filter output equals 

Tpc - l/fd' (1.6) 

The pulse compression ratio is 

k = T /T      = fJT . P   PC        dp (1-73 

Pulse power at the output of the compressing filter increases by a 

factor of lct  or 

P ,   = kP    .   . (1.8) p out p xn 

For example, compressing a pulse with a length of 500 microseconds by 

a factor of 100 requires a frequency deviation in the pulse of f = 200 KHz, 

and a rate of change in frequency a = 400 MHz/second. But if pulse power 

at the input is P    =1 microvolt, the pulse power at the filter output 

will be P     = 100 microvolt, 
p out 

jwmwü nfttSpaswemem 

fUJU/jnen 

Figure 1.4- Functional schematic of a compressing filter. 

A — transmitting piezo— ceramic converter; 3 - receiving 
piezo—ceramic converter; C — ^»rain«• strip; D - band- 
pass amplifier. 
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• A.4 
ß*' 

figure 1.5. Dependence of t. on frequency for a. dispersion 
•ultrasonic delay line* 

A-t,;B-f.;C-f 
d     «in      max 

An optimum fil*er, consisting of an ultrasonic dispersion delay line 

with a correcting bandpass amplifier across the output (fig. 1*4), for 

example, can be used for the corcpressing filter. 

The ultrasonic dispersion delay line consists of two piezo-ceramic con- 

verters **f  electrical oscillations into mechanical oscillations and an 

aluminum strip (fig. 1*4), The delay time of this ultrasonic delay line 

with respect to the frequency (fig. 1*5), and within the limits of the fre- 

quency from f .  to f   changes linearly with the frequency« 
su.n     max 

Intrapulse phase shift keying method in radar 

A simplified block schematic of.a radar with intrapulse phase shift keying 

is shown in Figure 1-6. The transmitter forms the main pulses with constant 

frequency and long duration *r • These pulses can be split into equal seg- 

ments, code intervals T . Within the limits of each, code interval is the 

initial phase of high-frequency oscillations. 

Cmsa&iSOBanHuä ' 

—r— 

c 
nsunsi 

CutpaC>apsw>MUÜ 

üumcnitbiä 
Kattjnymamv? \A 

*U3 KOda 

LTLr-LTL^ 

Rfntettmut 

Cattpatiitjamop 
CezjiacCiOHKuu 

1 L 
. jlemzxjnejr jcmooücmea 

Figure 1-6. Block schematic of a radar with intrapulse phase 
shift keying. 

A - HF oscillator; B - strobe amplifier with phase "TT"; 
C - strobe amplifier with phase "0"; I> - code forming 
circuit; £ - synchroniser; F - output devices; G — power 
amplifier; H -• antenna switch; I - receiver; J - compressing 
filter; K - matching filter; L - detector. 
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The length of the code interval, T , is determined by the specified 

range resolution, and the code interval sequence is established by the code 

selected. 

The Barker codes, in which the initial phases in adjacent code inter- 

vals equal rr or 0, and the number of code intervals in the pulse can be 

3i **i   5, 7, II, e±c,  car, be used, for example. 

Figure 1-7 shows a simplified schematic of the optimum processing of 

phase shift keyed pulses. 

Figure 1.8a shows a signal consisting of seven code intervals (n = 7)- 

The code intervals with initial phase 0 are conventionally designated by 

the sign 'VI" while those with phase IT are conventionally designated by the 

sign "-1." 

The signal is processed in a device, the circuit of which is shown in 

Figure 1.7, in order to compress it. This device is connected to a delay 

line with six cells (each of which has a time constant T ) and s&fm take- 
c 

offs.  All the take-offs are connected to a summator through amplifiers 

with identical gain factors. Amplifiers with the "a,f sign do not change the 

signal phase, but those with the "-a" sign change the phase by TT. All voltages 

arc summed in the summator, with phases taken Into consideration. The os- 

cillations are fed from the summa tor output into an optimum (matching) filter 

for pulse length TC-       „ « 7.  
uc it/ 

% \ % % r* % % 

•Ö 0BRB0 H 
i    • •-    »• "Ctptmamcp      —      ••    I • 

ä***n 

Figure 1.7-  Schematic diagram of the optimum processing of phase 
shift keyed pulses. 

A - delay line; B-T;C-a;D- summator; E - matching 
filter for 7 ; F - output. 

The shape of the voltage after the summator and optimum filter is shown 

in figures 1.8b and 1.8c. 

Table 1 lists the voltages fed from the delay line take-offs to the 

summator, using the accepted designation^, as well as the resultant voltages. 
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Table 1.1 

cyMHmpa 

B        K«"j»»" HKMptum 

1 2 .1.]. «1- i;. ( « | u | ii | a 

0i —1 +T -ll-l +1 + 1  +1 0 0 0 0 |0 0 
**i 0 —1 +1-1 —1 +1+1 +1 0 0 0 0 0 
^) 0 0 -I +1 —1 —1 +1 +1 +1 0 0 Ü Ü 
«, 0 0 Oi+1 —1 +1+1 —1 —1 —1 0 u 0 
«i 0 0 01    0 +1 —1   +1 +1 —3 —1 —l u u 
«c 0 0 0 0 0 -11+1 —I —1 +3   +1 + ii    c 
»r 0 0 0 0 0 0+1 —1 +1 +i-' —* —1 

„   CyvwapHoe —1 0 —I 0 
[ 

—11    0 +7      0—1 o —i 0 —I 
v iuuiptMeuie 

Key:     A - voltage from 
voltAge. 

simulator;  B - code intervals;   C — summed 

Vcltl 

/    1   2    I   3   1   A 

«MWJMlpt/W 

5   |   S   1    7   > 

"7 

A7   I   // rz I /j • 

1 
I 

.««Mi 

!    i 
i    i 

4fi» jftfiSftff 
1   :   !   I I 

I 
I 
I      1 

—NVi|Afyv*«priflW|i*^- 

^ftftj jj| 

i 

jfiä30* *$ 

•4* 

Jafifißft- 

r*^yty 
i   l 

aWjflju*^—*-C 

Figure 1-3-  Conversion of a phase shift keyed pulse. 

When phase shift keying is used the amplitude of the compressed pulse 
2 

increases by a factor of n, while the power increases by a factor of n - 

The length of the compressed pulse is shorter than that of the main pulse 

by a factor of r». 

1.5 The Frequency Method in Radar 

The principle upon which the frequency radar operates is as follows. 

The simplified block, schematic is shown in Figure 1-9- 
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The volxage of an outgoing frequency modulated signal, u (fig. 1.10a) 

is fed into the detector from the high frequency generator. Simultaneously 

the receiving antenna supplies the reflected signal voltage u„ (fig. 1.10b) 

to the detector input. If the distance from the reflecting target, and its 

effective area, remain unchanged with tine there will be no additional 

modulation (amplitude and frequency) of the oscillations during reflection. 

Given these conditions, the reflected signal differs from the outgoing signal 

only in amplitude. The magnitude of the time delay in the reflected signal 

can be established through the formula at Cl.l). 

Ktxpamop 

, : T~t—?.»"""—i 
rurntou 

r\   ' I 1 f  \m 1    Hacmotnuep — y/rv 

Figure  1.9.     31c<ik schematic of a frequency radio  range finder. 

transmitting  antanna; A_  -  receiving   antenna; 

B  -  audio oscillator;   C -  frequency modulator^   D - 
hign-frequ«iey generator; E - detector;  F - frequency 
meter;  G - intermediate—frequency amplifier. 

Beats occur when the outgoing and reflected  signals are added   (fig. 

1.10c).    The resultant signal turns out to be both frequency and amplitude 

modulated.     The number of maTriimim<  in  the   envelope of the  resultant  os- 

cillation in unit time will depend on the reflected signal delay time,  that 

is,   on the distance  from the reflecting  target. 

No¥,  if by detecting the resultant signal the envelops is divided 

(fig. l.lOd)  and after the necessary amplification is fed into a frequency 

meter,  its readings win correspond to the distance being measured.    The 

frequency meter can be calibrated in distance units. 

The beat frequency in the case of linear frequency modulation equals 

Fft = a -  2D/c, (1-9) 

where 

a    is the rate of change in the frequency. 

In the case of modulation in accordance with the law for a symmetrical 

triangular curve (fig. l.ll) 

V*2 I - ^aV
e*D (1.10) 

where 

f, is the frequency deviation; 
d 

F_j  is the modulation frequency. 
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Figure 1.10. Voltage curves explaining the operation of toe frequency 
radio range finder« 

A  - input; B - output. 

'ff 

i      i      !     ' 
\1/   \y   \lr-. 

Figure 1-11. Dependence of the modulus of the difference in the 
frequencies of the outgoing and reflected signals on 
timo in the case of modulation in accordance with the 
lav for a symmetrical  triangular curve. 

The formula at (l.lO) is correct for the condition lf,-f_ | P  F - 
' 1  Z •    m 

For tb» case of modulation in accordance with a harmonic lav 

Va fdSinßKV2£infiM(t-V2)i' (1.11) 

where 

t  is the delay time for the reflected signal, 
d 
As will be seen from the expression at (l-ll), if there is harmonic 

modulation and unchanged distance» the beat frequency will change periodically. 

But the readings on the frequency meter (given adequate inertia in the meter) 

will correspond to the average beat frequency, as determined -through the 

formula at (1.10). 

The formula at (i.lO) is approximate for cases of modulation with 

respect to a symmetrical tr?.a»cuiar curve and with respect to the harmonic 

law, and yields discrete values Uitt ar<&  multiples of the modulation frequency. 

The result is that the measured distance can differ from the true distance by 

a magnitude ^A* and in the case of measurements of short distances even by 

as much as 2DA, where 
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Do a c/4:fd' a"12) 

which establishes the accuracy of the frequency method of radio range 

finding. 

The  foregoing is correct in its entirety for the condition that the 

amplitude of the outgoing signal does not change vith time.  In point of fact, 

because of the resonant properties of the transmitting and receiving antennas 

and of the receiver input circuit, the frequency modulation is accompanied 

by amplitude modulation as veil. This causes the accuracy of-this particular 

method to deteriorate. 

If the distance between the range finder and the target changes* the 

law for the change in the frequency of the reflected signal differs from 

the lav for the change in the frequency of the outgoing signal because of 

the Doppler effect. 

Now- the beat frequency equals 

rb"lFd"oI' <1"13> 

where 

P,  is the beat frequency resulting from tne delay in the reflected 
a 

signal and established through the formula at (1.9); 

F   is the Doppler frequency- 

The Doppler frequency is 

Fß - «,-av^/o - aVyAi Ü-H) 
where 

X      Is the radio range finder's carrier frequency; 

v       is the *axge±*s radial velocity,   that   is,   the rate of displacement 
T 

of the target in the direction toward the radio range finder; 

\      is the wavelength. 

Range to the target and the speed at which it is moving can be measured 

separately for the case of modulation in accordance vith the law for the 

symmetrical triangular carve (fig. 1.12). 

If Fd > 
FD- 

F
d = •TB-TWI+J'IX (1-15) 

Thus,  by measuring the difference between F    and F0   (fig. 1.12), we 

can find the distance to the target,   as well as its speed 

D = cF72af Cl.17) c. 

vr = cFd/2fc. (1.18) 
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Figure 1*12.  Influence of the Doppler effect in the case of 
modulation in accordance with the lav for the 
symmetrical triangular curve* 

1.6 The Phase Method in Radar 

The simplified block schematic of the phase radio range finder is shown 

in Figure 1-13- 

Its operating principle1 is as follows. Two voltages, one from the scale 

frequency generator, 

ix. • U „sin »<«* * cpJ, U.19) 

vher« 

a,  is the scale frequency; 

to.  i* the initial phase, 

end one from the output of the receiver. 

us - ".*•«•.<*-**> **"•*•" 'ref3' 
Cl-20) 

m2 
where 

cp  is the delay in the phase of the scale oscillation in the radio 

range finder circuits; 

Vef 
is the lag in the phase of the scale oscillation, occnrring during 

the reflection from the target; 

t.  is the reflected signal delay -time, 
d 

are fed into the phase meter, P. 

The difference in the phases of voltages u_ and u  equals 

*diff = S*d * ?r + «Pref * (1.21) 

The difference in phase in the range finder circuits, as well as the 

lag, during reflection, are constant and can be computed, or determined, 

experimentally- Then, measuring the difference" in tiie phases of" voltages u 
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Figure 1*13« Simplified block schematic of a phase radio range finder. 

scale frequency generator; B - high-frequency generator; 
phase meter; D - receiver; E - tare et. 

and u-, the distance to the target can be established as 

D = C/2B3 <ipdia. - 9p - 9ref 3. (1.22) 

If radio range finding is to be ensured by the phase method there must 

be reliable selection of the signal reflected from the target, the distance 

to -which most be established. 

The Soppier effect can usually be used to make the selection. Two trans- 

mitters, operating on frequencies OL and (£_ are usually used.  Found at 

the receiver input (fig- 1.14) are the outgoing signals with frequencies m 

and av, as veil as the signals reflected from -the -target with frequencies 

•s^tOj and vgQg, ^ * tt^ÄVj/e <2 au*2v_/e mr* the Doppler freqt 

Fron täie output of the receiver the voltage is fed into two bandpass 

filters,   one of which passes the band of frequencies from D_      .     to D. 

the other those from n   ^.    to n_ -    Frequencies cu,   and uv should be 

selected such that the bands indicated do not. overlap. 

If ex  and QL  differ little from each other,   and Q. ^ Q-,  then 

D««Pdiff J*«i-*z> (1-23) 

where 

ipdiff D * (xn1-(i^)*2D/c is the difference in the phases of voltages 

u and u_ received by the receiver. 

As wel see, the distance in the case under consideration can be estab- 

lished by measiring the difference in the phases of the oscillations of 

two Doppler frequencies- 

The phase range finder considered has no range resolution, but does 

have target speed resolution. This latter is what makes target selection 

•with respect to the speed at which it is noving possible, and, as a result, 

provides range measurement even when several targets are in the "field of 
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Figure 1.1-». Simplified block schematic of a radio range finder 
using the Doppler effect. 

A - phase meter; B - bandpass filter l; C - bandpass 
filter 2; D - nigh-frequency generator; £ - receiver; 
F - target. 

vision" of the radio range finder. Narrow band filters «fi*h a variable 

resonant frequency should be envisaged in this case, rather than bandpass 

filters (fig. 1-14)- 

1.7 The Continuous Radiation with Phase Code Shift Keying Method 

The radar transmitter generates continuous, oscillations at constant 

frequency. The initial phase of these oscillations changes in accordance 

with a predetermined code» 

A repetition period for the radar. T . corresponding to the specified 
P 

range for the radar, can be selected. This period can be divided! up into 

time intervals T  (fig* 1.15)- 
c 

The interval. T is selected on the basis of the range resolution needed 

for the radar« Total intervals are 

W (1.24) 

The phase shift keying is done in such a way that £n approximately half 

of the intervals the phase is equal to 9 - and in the remainder of the 

intervals the phase is equal to 9'    •*  TI. The phase alternation is selected 

in accordance vith a predetermined code (fig. 1*15) • 

-f#~ 

Figure 1.15. Example of the phase code shift keying of a continuous 
signal. 
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The phase code shift keyed signal is radiated into space, reflected from 

the target, and received by the receiver, bat delayed by the time required 

to propagate the electromagnetic energy to the target and back. The re- 

ceived signal is fed into the nixer in the receiver, as is an identical phase 

code shift keyed reference signal, with the difference that this latter 

signal is time delayed by the delay line. By changing the delay in the re- 

ference signal the codes are made to coincide in time, the phase shift 

keying is equalized, and a narrow band, unmodulated signal, is obtained. 

The magnitude of the delay in the reference signal determines the range to 

the target. There are many advantages to this method as compared with the 

pulse method (while retaining all the positive aspects of the latter): 

the level of the peak power is equal to the average power, so there is 

no need to impose rigid requirements vita respect to the electrical strength 

of waveguides and high, voltage insulators; 

higher noise stability, because this method makes it possible to use 

narrow band filtering and is very sensitive to target speed; 

three tai*get coordinates Grange, azimuth, or elevation, and radial 

velocity} can be measured. 

1.8 The Continuous Radiation with Noise Modulation Method 

Noise modulation of a high-frequency signal can be used to determine 

the range in the case of continuous radiation. Modulation can be amplitude 

or phase. Let us consider the operating principle of the radar with ampli- 

tude noise modulation by using the black schematic shown in Figure 1.16. 
£ 
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Figure 1.16. Block schematic of a radar with noise modulation. 

A - noise generator; 3 - delay line; C - modulator; 
D - correlator; E - high-frequency generator; F - 
receiver; G - transmitting antenna; H - receiving an- 
tenna; I - target; J - u<t-fd>? K - R(*r-Td). 

The generator produces the noise signal u(t) (fig. 1.17a). The oscilla- 

tions produced by the high-frequency generator are amplitude modulated by 

this signal. The reflected signal is fed into the receiver. The original 

noise signal is separated at the detector output, but with time delay v. 

corresponding to the range to the target (fig. 1.17b). The signal is fed 



from the detector output to the correlator, ac the second Input to which 

is fed trie original noise signal u(t) delayed in the delay line by tin« T 

(fig. 1.17c). The delay ti»e in the line is variable. 

The correlator performs an operation on oath signals o' the form 

Tob 
R(T-Td) = lAofe J Ti<t-Td)uCt-r)dt, Cl-25) 

O 

where 

T . is time of observation. 
OD 

In the theory of random processes the function R(T—T .) is called the 
d 

autocorrelation function, and the circuit has therefore been named "the cor- 

relator.  Produced at the correlator is a voltage proportional to the value 

of the autocorrelation function of the noise R(^T) 'when AT = T—T .  The auto- 

correlation function of the noise is a «^Tripm• when AT — 0» 

Consequently, when the line delay time equals T  the voltage at the 

autocorrelator output will be a nwTriimwi (fig. 1.17d). Xf the entire distance 

is to be scanned the delay in the line should change from zero to a maximum, 

for this will correspond to the distance to the most distant target. The 

principal properties of a radar with noise modulation are the following: 

the noise signal« as distinguished from a periodically regulated signal, 

makes it possible to obtain an unambiguous determination of the distance to 

the target; 

the use of noise modulation, particularly in the case of phase modulation, 

increases the average power of the signal as compared with the pulse regime, 

just as in radars with other types of continuous radiation; 

the radar does not have high pulse power, simplifying the design of the 

transmitter and the antenna feeder path; 

the noise signal in the radar, particularly in the case of amplitude 

modulation, is similar to the internal noises found in receivers, and this 

can make possible more secret operation of the radar because, first of all, 

it is difficult to establish the very fact of radar operation, and, second, 

it is difficult to establish the radar's parameters. 

1_9 Detection of Radar Signals 

Radar detection of a target means the process of deciding on the presence, 

or absence, of a  target in a particular area of space by .receiving and pro— 

ccM,sin<i cudue  tiiyiuils. 

Signals are always received against a background cf noise. The prin- 

cipal types of natural noises found on the vavebands used in radar work are 

thermal and cosmic noises, and the noises that develop inside the receiver. 
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<t(t<g) 

U(t-T) 

sa-ta) 

-3_ ^ a. 

Figur« 1.17- The explanation of the principle of operation of the 
correlator in a radar with noise modulation» 

Noise causes signal distortion and errors in evaluating the situation. 

The decision as to the presence, or absence, of a tercet is made in the light 

of two conflicting conditions! 

there is, in  fact, a target; 

there is, in fact, no target« 

Tnoi=e conditions are unknowns in the development of the decision. 

There are two types of decisions relevant to each of these conditions: 

"there is  a target"; 

"there is no Target." 

Four situations are possible during detection. Given the condition that 

there is, in fact, a target, the decision that there "is a target" is correct 

detection, and the decision that there "is no target" is a target miss. 

Given the condition that there is, in fact, no target, the decision 

that there "is no target"' is correct nondetection, while the decision that 

there "is a target" is a false alarm. 

Target miss and false alarm are errors in target detection. 

Since, in the general case, radar signals and noise are random 

functions of time, the making of any particular decision toe is random in 

nature. 

The possibilities that these situations will occur is taken as character- 

izing the probabilities of correct and mistaken decisions: 

the probability of correct detection, P,; 

the probability of correct nondctection, P d; 

the target miss probability, P  ; 

the probability of false alarm, Pf • 

Correct detection and target miss (when a target is, in fact, present) 

form a complete group of incompatible events, so 
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P . * P . =» 1. Cl.26) 
cd   mt 

In precisely the same way, false alarm and correct nondetection form a 

complete group of incompatible events when there is ac target, and 

Pfa * Pcnd = 2- Cl-27) 

The formulas ax (1.26) and <1.27) demonstrate that «song the probabilities 

listed there are only two magnitudes that are independent. Ordinarily, the 

probability of correcr detection and the probability of a false alarm are used 

as the two independent probabilities for purposes of characterising the 

detection devices. 

The device used to process radar information must meet contradictory 

requirements.  If target miss is to be avoided, a decision as to its presence 

must be made, even when the target signal is badly distorted by interference 

and ix is impossible to confirm with confidence the certainty that there is 

no target.  The false alarm probability increases, of course-  On the other 

hand, if tie attempt is made to reduce the probability of a false alarm, the 

decision oust be made as to target presence only when there is a clear excess 

of signal over noise. The probability of target miss is now increased. 

This therefore leads to an educated compromise between the contradictory 

requirements, selecting the optimum method for processing the information» 

Cerxain criteria, in accordance with which we can compare various devices 

with each other, must be used in order to judge the quality with which the 

detection devices function. The optimum detection device is one which makes 

it possible to obtain the best (as compared with others) value for the selected 

criterion, all other conditions being equal. 

The criterion most often used in radar ia the Neyman-Pearson criterion, 

in accordance with which the optimum detection device should provide the 

maximum probability of correct detection, P ., for a specified value for 

the probability of false alarm, P . 

In the optimum receiver the detection of radar signals results from 

the establishment of a posteriori (tha, is, after the fact) probabilities 

of there being various types of information (for example, information that a 

target is, or is not present), and indications as to the quality of the 

decision made with respect to the information, the probability of which is 

greater than that of any others, or the establishment of the likelihood 

ratio characterising the likelihood of a particular hypothesis with respect 

to the information transmitted. 

The signal at the receiver input, u(t), is the sum of the random pro- 

cesses, given the condition that there is, in fact, a target 

u(t) - u (t) * u Ct), (1-28) 
s      n  ' 
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vhere 

u Ct) is the target signal; 

u (t)  is the noise. 
n 

If there is no target 

u(t)  = u  (t) (1.29) 

Like any random process,  the signal u(t)  can be described in full by 

the probability-density function for the signal   en alope w(u)   and phase v((p) 

The shape of the probability distribution for the case of u(t)   = 

= u  (t)   + u  (t) and u(t)  = u   (t)  is shown ii Figure 1.18. s n n 

«W 
• 

^**w 

Jc"*f 

1 

4*> M& 
v> 

Figure 1*18.    Probability-density functions for noise and signal- 
plus-noise envelopes. 

Knowing the probability-density function w(u),   and assigning threshold 

values for u   , we can compute the probabilities of correct   and mistaken 

decisions,   established through the following  expressions 

P       =   f    w       (u)du. 
cd      J        s+n * (1.30) 

P =fv  (u)dtt, end     »     n Ci-31) 

P_ =   f w       (u)du, mt     J     s+n * Cl-323 

fa 
= r wn(u)du1 (1-33: 

where 

w      (u)  is the probability-density function for the signal-plus-noise s+n 
envelope; 
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v fu) is the probability-density function for the noise envelope; 

U    is the threshold value for the voltage the excess in which is used 

in diking the decision that a target is present. 

The likelihood ratio can be established through the expression 

\  = w   (u)/w Cu). (1.34) 
s+n    n 

In accordance with the Neyman-Pearson criterion the decision that a 

target is present is made if the likelihood ratio exceeds the specified 

threshold value \tl), that is, X > Xth. 

The magnitude of V  is selected such that the false-alarm probability, 

P  , does not exceed a permissible value, P_    -  In reality, the"target 

signal used in existing radars operating in the space scan regime is a pulse 

train. The number of pulses in the train can be established through the 

formula 

"P • VW'v (1-35) 

wher^ 

öß _ is the width of the power pat-tern at the half-power level? 

n   is the antenna rotation rate (rpa). 

There are serious mathematical difficulties involved in computing the 

probabilities of correct detection of the target and of false alarm. However, 

in the case of weak signals, and this case is one of great practical interest, 

these probabilities can be established through the following formulas 

where 

}Cx)  is the probability integral; 

v = P /P is the signal/noise power ratio at the output of the linear 

section of the receiver; 

X .   is the threshold value for the likelihood ratio; 
tn 
N    is the number of target pulses processed.. 
P 
The correct detection probability for a specified false-alarm probability 

is greater the greater the signal/noise ratio at the output of the linear 

section of the receiver, and. the larger *the number- of pulses processed. 

Figure 1_19 shows the dependencies of the probability of correct target 

detection, P , for a specified, false-alarm probability, P , on the magnitude 
Cu la 

of the signal/noise ratio, i», and the number of pulses processed, N .  The 

curves for these dependencies are called the detection curves (the receiver 
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performance curves) and provide a visual representation of the observebility 

of radar signals. These curves can be used to find the threshold value, 

V , at which specified probabilities P . and P  will be ensured for optimum 
th * ca     la 
signal processing 

th *(Pcd< PfaJ/^p * 
(1.38 

where 

x(P . P, ) is the abscissa of a point on the curve corresponding 
cd'  fa 

to the specified probabilities P  and F  - 

Figure 1-19- Detection curve in the case of a weak signal of 
constant amplitude 

-10    -6 
F . is usually given from 0.5 to 0-9, and P. from 10   to 10 . 
cd ** 
The receiver detecting the signal should be able to evaluate the 

likelihood ratio X = w  Cu)/V tu)_ The greater the likelihood ratio, the 
s--n    n 

greater the probability that a signal is present. Computing the likelihood 

ratio for a signal with completely known parameters, one can conclude that 

the receiver should form the integral 

* = .T.J »0>*0>Ä (1.39) 
"a 

(where 

v  is the energy of the noise, computed as equal to its spectral 
n 

density; 

u' Ct) is the completely known signal; 

u(t)  is the signal at the receiver input: 

T    is time of observation), 
o 

and compare it with some level (threshold)*  At the same time, this operation 

win, with equal effect, compute the likelihood ratio and compare it with 

the threshold value.  The expression at (I.39) is called the correlation 

integral. A receiver carrying out this operation with the incoming signal 

is an optimum receiver and has the structure shown in Figure 1.20. 
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Figure 1.20.  Block schematic of a correlation, receiver. 

A - correlator (mulxiplication and summing); B - 
threshold device; C - u  -(t): D - u „. 

ref        out 

The correlator is a device used to multiply the input signal u(t) 

by the reference signal u ,(t), the latter a copy of the signal with the 

completely known parameters, u'(t), coinciding in time with the incoming 

signal, and integrated (summed) in time. 

The computed correlation integral is compared with the threshold, #, in 

the threshold device, and if the integral is in excess of the threshold, the 

decision is that a target is present. 

This type of receiver is called a correlation receiver. 

A filter, matched with the signal (or an optimum filter), as well as 

a correlator, can b« used to process signals in the optimum receiver. The 

filter ia said x.o  be optimum when its frequency curve, K   Ccu), is a complexly 

conjugate spectrum of the signal sCui) 

K
opt

<tu) = <*~Jmt*&(*). (1.40) 

If the signal spectrum in 

*(•)-$<•)«*•«. (i.4l) 

the filter curve will be 

^(«)-^C»)^p*(#)-e5(»)tf">«c"V#'" (i.42) 

where 

K       (a:)   is the filter's amplitude— frequency curve; 
opt 

o       Ctu)  is the filter's phase-frequency curve; 
opt 

S(<o) is the signal's amplitude—frequency speetruc:' 

9   (o>)        is the signal's phase-frequency spectrum; 

t. is the time delay ir: the filter. 

As will be seen from the expression at  tl.42),  the amplitude-frequency 

curve far the optimum filter,   K    ,(»),   is proportional to the signal's 

amplitude-frequency spectrum,  S(tu),  that is,  the shape of the filter's fre- 

quency curve coincides with the shape of the signal's frequency spectrum. 

The best  example of an optimum filter will  pass the spectral  components 

most pronounced in the signal  spectrum.     The weak components in the signal 

spectrum are suppressed by the filter.    The components of the noise spectrum 
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uniformly distributed over a broad band of frequencies are suppressed along 

with the weak components. 

The phase-frequency curve,   cp     . CtuJ,   for the optimum  filter iE proportional 
opt 

to the phase-frequency curve for the signal,   q>   (oj),   with  reversed sign,   or 

c>    ,<w)  = -vjud T o^n* (1.43) • Opt        S        O 

This signifies that the phase displacements of the spectral components 

of the signal are compensated for by the filter, and that there is a period 

in time t. (filter delay) vhen all the spectral components are in phase and 

add arithmetically. The signal voltage peak occurs at the filter output at 

this moment in tiac, but this phenomenon does not take place for noise 

Cfifl. 1.213- 

AAAAA ' 

Figure 1.21.  Superposition of the maxima for the harmonic 
components of the useful signal at the output of 
the filter in the case of an optimum phase- 
frequency curve. 

The optimum filter provides the best signal/noise ratio at the filter 

output when compared with any other types of filters 

v_ = 2w /6, (1-44) 

where 

v  is signal energy; 

6  is the spectral density of the noise. 

The signal/noise ratio provided by the optimum filter is established 

by the rignal energy at the filter input and the spectral density of the 

noise, and does not depend on the shape of the signal. Signal shape only 

establishes the filter structure. 

The only filters that can be used to process signals are those matched 

to the signals in passband width. 

Figure 1.22 shows the dependence of v/V_ on the product AFT (V is xhe 
ü p 

signal/noise ratio at the non-optimum filter output; v> is the signal/noise 

ratio at the optimum filter output: T  is the pulse length: £F is the 
P 

filter passband) 
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Figure 1.22.  Dependence of the signal/noise ratio an the product 
4FT . 

P 

As will be seen from Figure 1.22, there is  an optimum value for the 

product, CAPT )    = 1.37, for vhich ;.he ratio v/v_* is maximum, or, putting 
P opt O 

it another «ray, -.here is an optimum passband 

APA- = 1-37/T , opt      p (1.45) 

at which v/v = 0.825- 

The loas in the signal/noise ratio in this filter, as compared with 

that taking place in the optimum filter, is only 17%, or degraded by a 

factor of 1.2. The optimum filter provides a single pulse, as veil as pulse 

trains, for processing.  The engineering of the filter for a single pulse is 

simpler than is the case for the filter that handles puise trains. 

The solution to the detection problem during opt inn mi processing of pulse 

trains reduces to the following operations: 

optimum filtration of each pulse in the train; 

amplitude detection; 

synchronous integration of video signals; 

testing of the summed signal at the threshold. 

The first two operations are usually performed in the receiver, the 

others by the radar's output devices.  The synchronous integration operation 

is carried out by a device for summing the signals corresponding to the 

£aae range in the different repetition periods-  Needed for carrying out 

this operation is a device that can remember the signals for the repetition 

period (a delay line, for example). The block schematic of a synchronous 

integrator for four pulses in a square pulse train, as well as the curves 

explaining the synchronous integration process, are shown in Figure 1.23. 

The use of optimum signal  processing reduces, in sum. to reducing 

threshold power. By threshold power (P ) of radar signals is understood to 

cear. the minimum signal power at the receiver input which provides specified 

probabilities of correct target detection and false alarm. 
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The magnitude of threshold power depends on the specified values for 

the probabilities of correct target detection, and false alarm, the radar 

signal parameters, time öf observation, and the type of processing given 

the radar signals. 

For the case of optimum filtering of single high-frequency square pulses 

pth • *th-NkVr
P 

(1-46) 

where 

.V is the receiver noise figures; 
— _  —23 

k: is the BoltzmaruVs constant, k = 1.37*10   joules/degree; 

T is the Kelvin temperature, T = 300CK; 

v  is the signal/noise ratio, established using the detection curve 

(fig. 1-19) and the specified probabilities for P 3 and P_ . 
cd ia 

Threshold power must be stepped up when filtering is non-optimum so 

the same probabilities of correct detection and false alarm exist as 

pertain when using optimum filtering. 

The signal/noise ratio for non-optimum filtering   is lower than it   is 

for optimum filtering by a factor of v-/v,   in which v_ • 2WVG is the 

signal/noise ratio at the output of the optimum filter,  and V is the signal/ 

noise ratio at the output of the linear section of the receiver in the case 

of non-optimum filtering. 

Consequently, the threshold power in the case of non-optimum filtering 

is equal to 

P'        = vVv-v . -KKT./T     « v -  HkT/T     = v P . (1-47) th        <7        th        Op        c up        en 

The factor v is called the classification factor and si&nifies the 

factor by which the power of minimum received signals must exceed the power 

of the receiver's internal noises in order to have the signals from the target 

detected with specified probabilities of correct detection and false alarm. 

For example, a receiver with optimum passband will have a ratio 

The threshold power is the real sensitivity of the receiver, P    . . rec mm 
Therefore,  taking 1/T    = AF, we can write the formula at  (1.47)   in the 

form 

F = V P* .   , rec man        c    rec mxn1 

where 

P' = NkT_AF s P    is the limit of sensitivity for the receiver, rec mm On 
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Figure 1.23- Optimum processing of signals. 

A - optimum filter for single pulse; B - amplitude detector; 
C - synchronous integrator; 0 - delay lines. 

1.10 Radar Range 

Target detection is an operation that oust separate signals reflected 

fron the target from the background of receiver internal noise and fluctuating 

noise.  The special feature of this operation is the statistical nature of 

its r..-=,ults, occasioned by the random nature of the change in the noise 

voltage ^d the fluctuations in tho magnitude of the effective cross section. 

Separation of the useful signal can be accomplished with a definite degree 

of authenticity and which, above all else, can be characterized by the target 

detection probability. 
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In establishing the radar range we roust take into consideration the 

probable nature of the detection of target signals against a background of 

noise. 

With this as a point of departure, we will call the maximum radar range 

that limiting distance to a target at which detection of target signals 

against a background of noise will be ensured with a specified probability. 

In free space, and given the condition that maximum radiation from the 

radar antenna is aimed at the target and that atmospheric absorption of radio 

waves is not taken into consideration, maximum radar range (D  3 can be 1 max 
established through the equation 

P G   S o\ 
D   =\  I    . trans -»at (l-48) 

rec rain c 

where 

P.    is the power radiated by the transmitter; 
trans 

P"       is the limiting sensitivity of the receiver: 
rec nun 

C   is the maximum antenna directivity; 
max 
S   is the capture area of the antenna: 
A 
c   is the effective cross section; 

v   is the classification factor. 

Example. Determine the range at which a radar will detect an aircraft 
2 

with an effective cross section 0".. = 5 a with a probability of correct 
-8 

detection of P . • 0.9 and a false-alarm probability of P. = 10- .  Radar 
cd -1Ä f* a 

characteristics are P. = 845 kw;  P    =10        vatt;  S„  = 30/TT n ;  G = trans n ä 
= 12,C00;   X = 10 cm;  F    = 450 hertz;  T    = 2 microseconds;  n    = 6 rpm; 

d>0 g  •= 2*;   and AF »  1-37/T   . 

Solution.    1.     Number of pulses in the train 

N    - F Q_ _/6nA = 450*2/6-6 = 25 pulses 
P    P'O.y  A 

2. Ve find that v\. yN ^ 8 from the curves in Figure 1.19 for given 
-oh  p 

P „  = 0.9 and P, =10  , so 
cd fa 

vth " *SK • *"  - !•«• th   '   i    p 

3. Since filtering is net optimum, but separation of the signal is by 

a receiver with a passband of AF ^I from the curve in Figure 1.22 vVv Ä 1-1 

and the classification factor is 

vc = V
v-*th = 1-2" 1-^1.9. 

4-  The maximum range at which the target can be detected is 
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1-11     Radio  Direction Finding Methods 

The tas*c of radio direction finding reduces to establishing tne direction 

iron which radio waves  radiated,   or  reradiated,   by  the target,   are arriving. 

In other words,  the task is to establish the azimuth,  or elevation,  of the 

target   (the target  bearing). 

Target  bearing   (ff)  is understood to mean the angle between a base line 

and the direction to the target.     The base line most  often used is: 

in the horizontal plane - the north point  (sometimes the south); 

in the vertical  plane - the  plane of the horizon. 

tfadio direction finding can use the following methods:  amplitude methods; 

phase methods;   and amplitude-phase methods. 

Amplitude methods of radio direction finding 

The  amplitude methods of radio  direction finding  are based on the use 

of the directional properties of antennas (fig- 1-24). 

'Pi/ft 

Figure 1.24.  Direction finoisg by the maximum method. 

A. - direction of tne maximum; B - direction to the target. 

When &  movable pencil-beam antenna is used the amplitude of the signal 

reflected from the target at the receiver output (fig. 1.25) depends on the 

direction of the reception pattern with respect to the tar-get (the target 

bearing),  tf the antenna reception pattern has its maximum directed at the 
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target the amplitude of the reflected signal will be maximum  at the receiver 

ourput, and in all other cases the signal amplitude will be less than the 

maximum, and even equal to zero when the reception pattern is turned away 

froc the target. 

The dependence of the voltage across the receiver output on the target 

bearing is called the direction finding characteristic f(»3. 

When the directional properties of the transmitting antenna, f (Q0, and 

of the receiving! ar.zenna, f „(ffJi are used for direction finding, the direction 

finding characteristic is 

/(4-/AI {«)/*, to (1.49) 

where 

f.Ccr)    is the antenna directivity pattern. 
If a radar has one antenna used for transmitting,  as well as receiving, 

the direction firming characteristic is 

/0O-Ä«. (1.50) 

The amplitude methods used for direction finding are the maximum method, 

the minisua xathod, the equisignal sector method, and th« comparison method. 

The maximum-signal method-  In this method one establishes the direction 

to the tar-get by the direction of the maximum for the direction finding 

response curve (fig. 1.24). 

A 

Me» 

Figure 1-25. Signal at the receiver output when the maximum-signal 
method is used for direction finding (the direction 
finding response curve). 

A - tar-get. 

Vhen the amplitude of the signal from the target at the receiver output 

is a maximum, it is taken that the marrairaim for the direction finding response 

curve coincides with the direction to the target, and is considered to he 

the target bearing. 

Let the radar antenna be rotat-uig in the horizontal plane. A signal 

from a target, appearing on the screen of an amplitude indicator, will 

change its amplitude continuously Ci ig- 1-25)- 
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Wheri the signal reaches its maximum the operator Cor the automatic device) 

reads the value of the target azimuth off the azimuth instrument indicating 

the angular position of the antenna. 

Figure 1-26. View of the screen of a circular scan indicator 
when finding the direction to a target by using 
the maximum-signal method. 

A - target pip; B - range. 

If a circular scanning scope is used the range scanning line of *he 

scope will rotate in synchronise! with the antenna. The target azimuth can 

be established by the angular position, of the pip on the screen of the scope 

(fig. 1.26). 

A scope with a rang c-aziaruth (fig. 1.27) is usually used with sector 

scan radars. The scanning line on the scope in this case moves along the 

axis of the azimuth in synchronism with the beam switching. 

Figure 1.27«  Screen of a range-azimuth scope. 

A - pip; B v c 

Target azimuth is established from the position of the bright marker 

on. the indicator screen relative to the zero azimuth line« 

The principal advantages of the maximum—signal method are the simplicity 

with which bearing finding can be accomplished, and the possibility of taking 

bearings under the most favorable of signal/noise ratio conditions. The 

shortcoming in this particular method is the relatively low degree of accuracy, 

in talcing bearings. 
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The bearing error is 

As -V- 2m 
Ci-52) 

where 

a =  U0"
u/U_ is the relative error in establishing the maximum for the 

target signal; 

U  is the true value of the signal maximum; 

U  is the measured signal value; 

f" Co)    is the second derivative of f(o;) when Q< = 0; 

f(or)   is the direction finding response curve; 

or   is the angle between the cardinal direction and the direction 

to the target (target bearing). 

Vhen the signal classification is good the mean square value of the 

relative erros is ff = 0-05 to 0.15, and the mean square error in the bearing 

is equal to 

•„- (0.15 -S- 0,25) 6W( 

where 

8n c is the width of the direction finding response curve at the 0.5 
povrer level. 

The minimum-siflnal  method.     The ViinifflUm-sijnal method,   as applied to 

direction finding, a><*&ns reading the tearing .-.t the moment in tine when 

the direction of thf* ainäroun for the direction finding response curve co- 

incides with the direction to tue target (fig. 1-23).    A. direction finding 

response curve with a sharply defined, mirÄau» can be obtained by cutting in 
two  antennas that are opposite  in phaKe- 

?f*) 

Figure 1.28.  Direction finding by the a» inimun-sic^aal method. 

A - direction of -the ainimum; 3 - -direction to the targe1.. 

The principal advantage of the minimum-signal cetV/d is much more 

accurate direction finding as compared with the maxirrja-signal method because 

the steepness of the direction finding response curr^ in the region cf the 
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minimum signal is much more pronounced than in the region of the maxi mm 

signal. 

This rac-xhod is widely used in navigation because comparatively simple 

equipment can be used for direction finding, while providing acceptable 

accuracy. 

The mean square error in the bearing in  this case is 

n -       * 
•jT-fW (1.51a) 
n 

where 

K is tH« proportionality factor (X = 0.2 to 0-5); 

U  is the mean square value of the noise voltage: 
n 
f1 (0) is the first derivative of the direction finding response curve 

at zero; 

U is the voltage across the receiver input when the direction of the 

aiaximum in the reception pattern coincides with the direction to 

the target- / 

The gg-.aisignal sone method. Realization of this method requires the 

availability of two reception patterns positioned in space as shown in 

Figur* 1-29- 

Vhen the equisignal zone method is used for direction finding the bearing 

is re-ad at that mocent ia time when the equisignal direction coincides with the 

direction to -he target ; that is, -'hen the amplitudes of the signals from 

the target correspond-ina to each of the reception patterns are equal.  In 

the simplest oi* cas* e  direction finding by the equisignal method can be 

carried cut as follows. 

Let the antercia array consist of two identical antennas with the 

directions o- their maxisia in the reception patterns spaced at some angle 

2a-_ (fig- J-29). The signals reflected from the target are either received 

in turn by the antennas if there is but one receiver (one channel) in use, 

or by each of the antennas independently if there are two receiving channels. 

The operator, rotating the antenna array it» the plane of direction 

finding, attempts to arrive at that position in which the signals picked 

up by each of the antennas will be equal to each other.  It is at this moment 

in time that the operator reads the bearing to the target off the instrument 

used to indicate the angular position of the antenna array. 

The equisignal direction can be formed in one of several ways; the 

two antenna method (in the manner pointed out above); the three antenna 

method; the dephasing method; and the defocusing method. 

The conical scan method is the one most often used in single-channel 

systems to obtain the equisignal direction.  What is involved in this method 

is the shifting of the antenna exciter out of the focus of the parabolic 
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Figure 1.29. Bearing finding by the equisignal zone method. 

A  - equisignal direction. 

mirror of the antenna and rotating it around the fox&l axis of the mirror, 

thus causing the reception pattern to describe the figure öf a cone in 

space, occupying the right, upper, left, and lower positions, successively. 

The right and left positions arc used to establish target azimuth, while 

the upper and lower positions are used to establish the elevation. 

The principal advantages of the equisignal method of direction finding 

are greater accuracy than is the case when the maxima-signal method is 

used, and the capacity to establish the side to which the target is displaced 

from the eouisignal direction, thus providing for automatic tracking in 

direction. 

The accuracy of the equisignal method can be established by the accuracy 

in establishing the moment in time when the amplitudes of the signals cor- 

responding to the two intersecting direction finding response curves are 

equal to each other. 

The direction findicg error in this case can be established through 

the formula 

where 

.TKi (1.52) 

m is the amplitude modulation factor, the result of the displacement 

of the direction finding response curves 

Ut — U* m = - 
W» 

U and U are the target signal voltages for the first and second 

direction finding response curves; 

is the targ> 

fig. 1.29); 

U      is the target signal voltage in the equisignal direction (see 
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f'("V 
£{Q) 

——    has coee to bej w1 led the direction finding capability 
(sensitivity) _i 

The mean  square error in the bearing  is 

c    = a /n rad_ 
Q> IB 

When signal classification is cood. 0.02. 

As will be seen fro a the formula at (1.52/, the accuracy will bfe greater 

the steeper the direction finding response curve in the eq.uision.al direction. 

And the steepness of the direction finding response curve in the equisignal 

direction will be greater the larger the angle 0foi by which the reception 

pattern is displaced from the equisignal direction» 

Angle or cannot be increased very much because* if it is there will be 

a severe reduction in the magnitude of the reflected signal in the equisignal 

direction. There is an optimum angle of displacement, Q-    . at which the o opt 
Necessary  signal  magnitude and minimum bearing error can be ensured. 

Vhen receiving and transmitting antennas are used 

2Q-, 0 opt 0-858 0.5' (1.53) 

As a practical matter, 2Q will be somewhat smaller.  Ordinarily 

2Q* * ^-66n ei because detection range is reduced for optimum Q*_. 

The signal-comparison method. The direction to the target when the 

signal-comparison method is used for direction finding can be judged by the 

magnitude of the relationship between the amplitudes of two incoming signals 

corresponding to two intersecting direction finding response curves (fig. 

1-30). 

>/«/ 

Figure 1.30.    Direction finding by the signal-comparison method. 

A - direction to the target. 

Let the direction finding response curves be identical,  and let the 

angle between the direction to the target and the equisignal direction he 

equal to Q>    Then 

(1.54) 
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By measuring this relationship we can establish the target bearing Xor 

known direction finding response curves. This method can be used with £. 

single channel, as well as with a multichannel sat.  If the multichannel 

variant is used this method makes it possible to do what is, in principle» 

monopulse direction finding. 

A characteristic feature of the signal-comparison method is that 

direction finding can be done with fixed direction finding response curves. 

The advantage of the single ehannel arrangement for making the comparison 

is the simplicity of the equipment used. 

The principal shortcoming of the single channel arrangement is the 

presence of additional direction finding errors, because a change in the 

target signal intensity during the switching period will yield a false mis- 

match voltage. Noise, the amplitude of which changes with switching frequency, 

can completely upset system operation. 

The multichannel (monopulse) arrangement for making the comparison 

lacks these shortcomings.  Any change in the strength of the incoming signal 

is reflected in equal measure on both of the signals being compared and 

does not show up in system operation. Therefore, so far as monopulse direction 

finders are concerned, there is no way that an effective angular noise from 

the same point in space as that occupied by the target proper can be created. 

In principle, the multichannel (monopulse) arrangement can take bearings on 

several targets individually, something that is impossible in single channel 

systems. 

Direction finding using phase aethods 

Phase methods of radio direction finding establish the target bearing 

by the difference in the phases of the voltages across two receiving an- 

tennas, A and B (fig. 1.31), separated in space. The base between the an- 

tennas is equal to a. 

The difference in the phases of the incoming oscillations equals 

<p = ZTTA tofDj  = 2nA AD, (1-56) 

where 

AD = D-D  is the propagation difference; 

D  is the distance between points A and T; 

D  is the distance between points 3 and T; 

}„  is the radar wavelength. 

Since, ordinarily, D > d, and D > d, then 

AD = d sin. gr, 

9 = 2TT/X d sin <*, (1-57) 
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Figure 1.31. Direction finding by the phase method. 

where 

or is -the target bearing,   equal to the angle between the normal -to 

the base,   d,   and the direction to the target. 

What follows from  (1.57)   is that 

a = arc sin 
tt. C1.5B) 

The accuracy of direction finding uring the phase aetJiod is, in the 

main, dependent an the accuracy with which the diff'-srenc; in the phases of 

the incoming signals is measured, and on the m&gnitude ->f the case. The 

mean »quare eiTOr in the bearing is 

In turn 

where 

1/ 
(1.6C) 

P  is signal power; 

P   is noise power. 

The phase method of direction finding, in principle, permits aor-opulse 

direction finding with a multichannel direction finder. 

Direction finding using amplitude-phase methods 

These methods are based on the use of the amplitude, as well as the 

phase, relationships between the voltages across two receiving antennas 

separated in space. 

An example of the amplitude-phase method of radio direction finding 

is the phase-antiphase method, otherwise JOTOW» as the sum and difference 

method. In essence, the method is as folio»-«„ The antenna array consists 
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of two identical antennas spaced distance d apart. The directions of T.he 

maxima in the reception patterns for both antennas are perpendicular to 

base d. In the case of a single channel direction finder, •when the two 

receiving antennas are cut in in-phase with each other, the summed voltage 

tr  tfig- 1.22) across the receiver input will be 

where 

U  is the voltage across the receiver input when the direction of the 

maximum in the reception pattern coincides with the direction to 

the target; 

f(c) is the direction finding response curve for the antenna; 

d  is the base between the antennas. 

Figure 1.^2. Establishing the sun and difference voltages. 

If the antennas are cut in so their phases are opposite, th* voltage 

across the receiver input will be 

C4t»2£V"(a) sin (-x-sin *) - (l.«2> 

If we measure the relationship 

we can establish the target bearing* 

This method can also be used for monopulse direction finding in the 

case of a multichannel arrangement in the direction finder. 

The block schematic of one of the variants of a dual-channel monopulse 

radio direction finder for realization of this method of direction finding 

is shown in Figure 1-33- The magnitude of the deflection of the pip on 

the screen of the cathode ray tube caused by the intermediate frequency 

pulses depends on the direction to the target. 
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Figur« 1.33.  Block schematic of a dual-channel aonopulse radio 
direction binder. 

A - from; B - Us; C - Ud; D - high frequency amplifier; 
E - mixer; F - intermediate frequency amplifier; G - 
local oscillator; H - photoelectric reader; I - indicator 
screen. 

If the amplification in both channels, and the X and Y tube sensiti- 

vities are identical 

tg7 = tg(^-sina)> Ci.6« 

where 

y  is the angle between the mark on the indicator screen and the 

Y axis. 

Consequently, 

T==^siait (1.65) 

from wher.ee 

a = arcsin—h-, (1.66) 
i 

Che accuracy of this method of direction finding can be established 

by the accuracy with which angle v is read.  The mean square error in 

direction finding is equal to 

u"hen the signal/noise ratio is high a    = 1 to 3*- 

1,12 The i'.titisl i\vti.nrnK Method 

In the case of the partial pattern- method a specified sector is ob- 

served by overlapping it with several receiving antennas, each of which is 

connected to a separate receiver channel.  The signals are fed from the re- 

ceiver outputs into a special analyzer (fig- 1-34)- 
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Figure 1,34.  Block schematic of a radar with Target direction 
finding by -the partial patterns method. 

A - analyzer; B - receivers as numbered. 

The antenna reception patterns partially overlap (fig- 1-35J. A 

coarse approximation of the direction to the target can be the number of the 

receiving channel, the input signal to which has the greatest amplitude. The 

precise bearing can be estaoiisned by using one of th« direction finding 

methods already considered that utilize intersecting reception patterns. 

Figure 1-35-  Partial reception patterns. 

1.13 The Monopulse Method 

in the monopulse radar each pulse reflected from the target carries all 

the informaxion on target position, not only the angular coordinates, but 

range as well. The information is separated by simultaneously comparing the 

amplitudes and phases of the reflected signals received by several antennas. 

Monopulse radars are used for automatically "tracking by angular coordinates, 

for the most part, but surveillance radars can also be used.  Automatic 

tracking in one plane requires two channels and two antennas, with four re- 

quired for tracking in azimuth and elevation. 

Monopulse radars are more complicated than single-channel radars, but 

do provide more accurate coordinate determination. This is because the low- 

frequency amplitude fluctuations in the reflected signals have no effect on 

the functioning of these systems- 
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Figur* 1.36. Block schematic of an amplitude difference radar. 

equisignal direction; B - target; C - sixer; 
local oscillator; S - intermediate frequency amplifier; 

F - detector; G - subtract circuit; K 
J - antenna control circuit* 

out1 
I - amplifier; 

Let us consider the principle of operation of the monopulse radar by- 

using a very simple amplitude difference radar (fig- I.36) in which the 

amplitudes of signals received by tvo channels in the radar (for direction 

finding in one plane) are compared in order to establish the direction to the 

target. 

The antenna, directivity patterns form the equisignal direction-  The 

signals received by each of the antennas is amplified by separate receiver, 

detected, and then their difference is found« 

The signal received by antenna 1 is in the following form at the re- 

ceiver input 

VtlGTQ 

«p = AT &ö-r 7) cos («* + <?), Cl-68) 

k     is the proportionality factor; 

F(g)  is the directivity pattern for the antennas: 

P-fc+r. 
*     is the angle of deflection of the mwi'mum for the directivity pattern 

from the equisignal direction; 
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v     is "else angle of deflection of the equisignal   direction from the 

direction to   the target   (the angle of mismatch); 

tu    is the signal   frequency, 

o    is "Che phase. 

The signal   at the output   from the  second antenna  is 

a±=kFfa — 7)cos(«* + ?). (1-69) 

After transformation, intermediate frequency amplification, and linear 

detection, the signals in the radar channels at the input to the subtracter 

will equal, respectively. 

i.VQ 

where 

K , Ko are the signal transfer functions in the channels. 

The signal ax the subtract circuit output is equal to 

"out • *{«i-*a^cw-«+«ap^])-,T} ^-^ 
for small mi smutch angles. 

If the channel transfer functions are equal to t = K = K', the 

signal at the output will equal 

As will be seen from the formula at (l_7^), the signal at the subtract 

circuit output is directly proportional to the mismatch angle- This signal 

is fed into the antenna control circuit that rotates the antenna so as to 

continuously match the eqcisignai direction with the direction to the target 

that is, to reduce the mismatch signal to zero. 

Figure 1-37 shows the direction finding curves for" the system. The 

shortcoming in the system is the dependence of the zero value of the 

direction finding curve on the stability and the equality of the signal 

transfer functions in th.a individual channels on each other. There is no 

such shortcoming in the amplitude sum-difference radar (fig. 1*333- 

Pigrure 1-37- 

Direction finding curve for an 
amplitude difference radar. 

out 
••* 

s s 

f        ^—V 
s     S 
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Figui-e I.38.  Block, schematic of a sum—difference radar. 

A - target; B - mixer; C - local oscillator; 
D — inxennediate frequency amplifier; E — phase 
detector; F - U^.; G - amplifier; H - antenna 
control circuit. 

The signal at the output of this system is equal to 

out ^^(^[^J^T^sfo^. (1.73) 

for small mismatch angles. 

In this system the aero direction does not depend on the amplitude and 

phase characteristics of the channels (u    * 0 when y  * 0).  Change in the 

amplitude IKL and K.) and phase (cp- and cp2) characteristics of the channels 

will only result in some change in the steepness of the direction finding 

response curve. 

we can have phase difference and phase sum-difference radars, as veil 

as amplitude monopulse radars.  They differ from those described above only 

in the fact that the phase, rather than the amplitudes, are compared. 

1.14. Methods used to Measure the Height at "Which a Target is Flying 

Target height can he established with respect to known slant range to it, 

and by the target elevation. At the same time, such factors as atmospheric 

refraction and the curvature of the earth*s surface must be taken into con- 

sideration. 
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Atmospheric refraction can be -taken into consideration, by replacing 

the actual radius of -the earth, R^, by the so-called effective radius of 

the  earth, R 
eff In the case of normal atmospheric refraction 

eff 4/3 R   = 4/3*6370 = 8500 to e (1.70 

For the case of H < R   and E < R 

H-hA+Dsinc+ D /^ffi (1.75 

where 

H is the height at vhieh the target is flying; 

fa. is the height of the radar antenna: 
A 
D is the slant range to the target; 

e is target elevation; 

R  „ is the effective radius of the earth. 
eff 

Ordinarily, h < H, therefore 

D sin e + D /2H 
eff" 

(1.76) 

She centimeter band and measuring the height ax which a target 

is flying 

The maximum, comparison, and V—beam methods axe available for measuring 

target elevation when the centimeter waveband is used- 

The method of the masdmm,    A beam, narrow in the vertical plane, and 

vide in the horizontal plane, continuously scans a specified elevation sector 

when the maximum method is used to determine height.  Reflected signals are 

fed from the receiver output into the elevation-position indicator (fig. 1-39)- 

In this indicator the range and elevation angle sweep is the result of feeding 

a sawtooth range voltage to the X plate and a voltage proportional to the 

angle of elevation to the Y. plate. 

Figure 1.39. Screen of the elevation' 
position indicator. 

A - target pips. 

Figure 1.40. Screen of the 
height—range indicator. 
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A series of curves of constant heights, computed through, the formula at 

(1.76), are plotted on the indicator screen and axe used to find target 

height. 

A height-range indicator (fig. 1-40) cws be used instead of the elevation- 

position indicator. Height sveep is forced by delivering a voltage in the 

form 

Uy*=k£sint, (1-77) 

where 

k is the proportionality coefficient, 

to the Y plate. 

The method of the maximum can also be used to find the elevation angle 

by using partial directivity patterns. 

The comparison method was described, above. 

The V-bearo method- The V-beam method is, in essence, a radar antenna 

array consisting of two antennas forming two flat beams.  One of the beams 

is vertical, the other tilted (fig- 1-41}. The angle between the planes of 

the beams is usually equal to 45*. Both antennas are installed on the sane 

house and rotate in the horizontal plane. The direction of rotation is such 

that the vertical beam is displaced before the tilted beam is, with the result 

that the target is illuminated twice per revolution of the antenna array. 

The angle Q-. by which the antenna array is turned from rhe time the target 

is illuminated by the vertical bean to the time it is illuminated by the 

tilted beam depends on the height and range. The relationship between target 

height and this angle is ' 

H=sUf  .-,-t.' (1.78) 1 -*-sin*«j 

Accordingly, target height can be found by measuring the slant range 

and the difference in the azimuths of or . 

The meter band radar and measuring tir^-t height. Target angles of 

elevation are measured by comparing the eofs induced in antennas at different 

heights above the surface of the earth (fig. 1.42). Each antenna has its 

own directivity pattern in the vertical plane.  That of the lower antenna 

has one lobe, that of the upper two lobes, for example. Equisignal directions 

are formed in space by the intersection of the lobes, and these directions 

can be used to find the target's angle of elevation (fig. 1.42b), particularly 

when a goniometer is used. 

A goniometer is a device with two mutually perpendicular stator coils 

and one rotor coil. The latter can be rotated in the magnetic fields of the 

stator coils (fig. 1.43). The output terminals of both antennas are connected 

to the stator coils»  The rotor coil is  connected to the receiver.  The eof 

induced in the rotor coil will depend on the summed magnetic field created 
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Figure 1.41. The V-bea» method used to fond target height. 

Figure 1.42. Measuring target angle of elevation by using two 
antennas placed at differtat heights. 

a — ATvt*»•^ positions; b - directivity pattern positions. 

Figure 1.4?. Use of a goniometer to find angle of elevation. 

A - goniometer; B - receivers C - indicator. 

by the stator coils, while the magnetic field will depend on the currents 

flowing in the stator coils. 

The current flowing in the first coil will depend on the signal 

received by antenna A 

where 
c     is target angle of elevation; 

qj1 Cc)  is the equation for the directivity pattern of antenna JL; 
k    is the proportionality coefficient. 
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The current flowing in the second coll is 

'»-**«- (1.80) 

If the rotor coil ±3  turned so the resultant emf across its output is 

zero, -ehe angle of rotation of coil y will fix the target angle of elevation 

c completely 

"*T—5^-- Cl-81) 

We con construct the curve for y = vCe), for use in finding the angle 

of elevation e, or we can graduate the goniometer scale to read the angle 

of elevation directly. 

1.15. Moving Target selection Systems 

The moving target selection system* is a set of special equipments able 

to separate signals -rom moving targets against a background of reflections 

from fixed end slowly moving targets. These targets include local objects, 

water surfaces, hydrometeorological objects (clouds, rain, hail, snow), and 

others« Interfering reflections from all of the above targets are called 

passive noises. 

Passive ne-ise can exceed the level of receiver noise in intensity by 

30 to SO db, resulting in overloading the receiver and loss of useful signal. 

The useful signal can b* lost «v«i -when there is no overloading, the result 

of tJie masking effect of the noise- 

Useful signal and passive noise, alike the result of the phenomenon of 

secondary emission of electromagnetic energy from the radar transmitter have 

much in common, so far as their characteristics are concerned. The basic 

difference, and the one on which moving target selection is based, is the 

difference in the frequencies of the reflected signals, the result of the 

different radial components of the speed at which the target is moving and 

the sources of the passive noise- 

A transmitter radiates oscillations 

UA     (t) = Ü  COS (ffl t * fflu). (1.82) 
trans      m g   ^0 

Oscillations reflected from a fixed target at distance D    are in the 

form 

Ufi*Ct)    "  "m  COSC"gt   -   ^t/5   «g   *   9Q-1* (1.83) 

Oscillations reflected from a target at distance n
Qt moving in a 

straight line and uniformly with radial speed v ,  have the form 

u,     (t)   = U  cos tta t - 20^/s <B ± 2v /s CO t + oA3, (1.84) tar m 9 <X       g        r       g        To 
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where 

2DVs to - O-  is the constant lag resulting from the distance to the 

reflecting target; 

2v /s CD = Cin  is the Doppler frequency resulting from the radial Bove- 

ment of the tax-get. 

The appearance of the Doppler frequency in the moving target signal is 

used for moving target selection. 

All that is necessary to detect the signals from moving targets apainst 

the background'of the reflections from fixed targets when using a continuously 

radiating radar is to feed transmitter oscillations inu» the receiver simul- 

taneously with the reflections from the target. Beatin-5 of the oscillations 

from the transmitter and the reflected signal establishes the fact that a 

moving target is present and establish its radial speed. However, a system 

such as this will not establish the distance to the target directly. 

Moving target selection car also be obtained by the use of pulse radars, 

and here th.» distance to the target can be established through the use of 

conventional pulse methods. 

Coherent pulse moving target selection systems 

The place of the moving target selection system in pulse radars can be 

seen from Figure 1.44. Pulse moving target selection systems are called 

coherent pulse systems.. 

In these systems the oscillations from especial, so-called coherent 

oscillator are used as the reference oscillations and the reflected signals 

are compared with them. These oscillations are closely synchronized in phase 

with the transmitter oscillations, so closely that the difference In phases 

between the two oscillations is constant during each period in the pulse 

train. This type of oscillation is called coherent. The most widely used 

circuitry in the centimeter waveband is that in which the phasing of the 

coherent oscillator and the combining of the coherent and reflected oscilla- 

tions takes place on an  Intermediate frequency. 

We can review tht= operation of coherent pulse moving, target selection 

systems by using the schematic shown in Figure 1.44 as an example* 

The antenna radiates the pulses of high frequency energy from the trans- 

mitter Into space. 

Oscillations from the transmitter, converted into pulses at the inter- 

mediate frequency (phasing pulses) by the voltage from the local oscillator, 

arc fed into the coherent oscillator to phase it. During phasing the 

frequency and phase of the coherent oscillator oscillations are equal to the 

frequency and phase of the phasing pulse oscillations. 

Vhen the phasing process is concluded the phase of the coherent oscillator 

oscillations is closely coupleo with the phase of the transmitter oscillations, 

although it is not equal to it. The result is coherency in transmitter and 

coherent oscillator oscillations. 
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The phased voltage is applied to the phase detector fron the coherent 

oscillator. Tie phase detector also takes the reflected signal., converted 

into a signal at intermediate frequency ay the voltage fron this sane local 

oscillator. 
A B 

Figure 1.44. Simplified block sehsaatie lor saving target selection* 

A - -transmitter; B — antenna switch.; C — phasing mixer; 
D — local oscillator; E - signal mixer; F - coherent os- 
cillator; G - intermediate frequency amplifier; H - 
wind compensation circuit; I — limiter; J - phase detector; 
K — moving target selection system; "L -  compensator; 
M - to indicator. 

An amplitude limiter is installed ahead of the phase detector, and its 

purpose is to eliminate parasitic modulation of signals from fixed targets 

caused by antenna rotation as space is canned. 

The reflected signal voltage after the mixer in the nib period of repe- 

tition can he represented in the form 

Us " Um sSi°r(&fl * ^D " «loH * Va'l)Xp " TT> "*>  * 'Plo3' Cl-85) 

where 

«j is the generator frequency; 
0 

Cljj is the Ooppler frequency; 

OL is the local oscillator frequency; 

is the pulse repetition period; 

is the initial phase of generator oscillations; 

r = 1, 2, 3--; 
<-      is the initial phase of local oscillator oscillations. 

g 
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7h« coherent oscillator voltage is 

0       ^o Tco" 

The voltage across  xhe  phase detector output  is 

Cl.36) 

n pd CC«,   »fljj - olo)t - U-^ 

Cn-l)T    -^    -<p    •<? 
o 

CO,    -Q,           >t 
a i6 *°D 

m pd ^»cr^t -f 

%a*i tl-87) 

where 

U      _, = 1/2 U     ü n  pd man co 
If generator, local oscillator,   and coherent oscillator frequencies are 

stable the fixed target   (Ci ** 0)   ^deo signals at the phase detector output 

are constant  in amplitude from period to period in the trains.     When the 

target is a moving one (^ / o) the video pulses at the phase detector output 

will have amplitudes that will  change from period to period in accordance 

with the lav cos O^t- 

The envelope of the video pulses will change in accordance with a 

harmonic lav with frequency F ,  equal to the Doppler frequency,  only when 

FD < V2' 
where 

F  is the poise repetition frequencv- 
P 

n 

/ ' \ / ! \    / ' N 

I      \ 
1          \- /  ' \ / ; /     i     V     i 
i- h'r 

Figure 1.45- Dependence of the video pulse envelope frequency on 
the Doppler frequency. 

If this condition is not satisfied there will he a stroboscopic effect 

when frequency F. of the video pulse envelope changes with the Doppler fre- 
o 

quency in accordance with a sawtooth law (fig. 1.^5). 

Moving target selection compensators 

Signals flow from the phase detector to a compensator. 

The compensator makes the alternate period subtraction of the video 

signals from the phase detector output whereas the video signals with fixed 
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asplitude are suppressed and the pulses,  the- amplitudes of which chance fros 

period to period,  are isolated. 

The compensator can be a delay line or a storage tube. 

A compensator in the form of an ultrasonic delay lone is shown la 

Figure 1.46. 

oecmgasu 

^ 

Jft/BKagQ 

Ö 

COMtt 

H#Q 

Figure 1.46. Block schematic of'a compensator in the Con of an 
ultrasonic delay line- 

A - f    frequency generator;   B - frcn pha*e detector; 
C - modulating amplifier;  13 - ultrasonic eVlay line; 
Z - amplifier; P - detector; G - subtraction circuit; 
H - to indicator. 

Signals pass over tw channels so the alternate-period subtraction can 

be done in the compensator,   over a direct channel,   and over a channel with a 

delay of T ,   and are fed into the subtraction circuit «here -the difference 

signals are isolated. 

Pulses are delayed for the period of repetition in the channel vith 

the ultrasonic delay line. 

The video pulses are converted into radio pulses with an auxiliary 

frequency,   f_   (10 to 12 mHz)  so the transmission through the ultrasonic 

delay line will be undistorted.    The signal at the output from the direct 

channel   is in the form 

udir " VOS C0DX + Vn"l)Tp " <tf]- 

The signal at the output of the channel vith the delay is 

(1-88) 

"delay = V^* + ^p " <P3- (l-89) 

The signal at the output of the compensator (after subtraction) is 
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u • u..     - u.  ,       = 2U sin (1/2 o T  )  sin Cfl-t - CL,T com diz- delay m Dp 3 T3 p 

<n - 1/2)  - cO- (1.90) 

As win be seen from this formula, the difference signal equals zero 

for signals from fixed targets (ß_ = 0), but differs from zero for signals 

from moving targets. 

If good compensation is to be provided signals from fixed targets there 

must be strict equality between the summed delay times for the signals, 

T    , and the repetition period, T . This greatly complicates the com- 

pensator circuit. 

More modern are compensators with memory tubes combining the functions 

of memory and compensator* 

The memory tube compensator maintains the equality T     • T 

automatically at all times, so strict constancy of X is not required. 
p 

Target "blind" speeds 

The frequency curve for a compensator ii* the case of single subtraction 

K(F) = 2|sin (TTFTT )| Cl-9l) 
I      * P I 

is in the form depicted in Figure 1.47- 

«a* 

3 %     *>     *5> 

Figure 1.47-    Frequency curve for a compensator. 

The Doppler frequencies,  F  ,   for which the product  is 

Vp = n» (l-*2) 

and where n = 1,   2,  3i   ---i   that  is,   Doppler  frequencies,   multiples of the 

pulse  repetition,   yield a signal  equal  to  zero at the compensator output. 

The radial target speeds causing these Doppler frequencies,  that is, 

Vr blind " n^V2' U-93) 

are called "blind" speeds. The reason is that in time T the target covers 

distances equal to multiples of X/2- 

Consequently, targets moving at "blind" speeds cannot be detected. 

A variable repetition frequency is used to avoid "blind" speeds ia 

radars with moving target selection. While the speed will be blind on one 

repetition frequency, it will differ from the "blind" speed on another, and 

the target can be detected. 
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Tl.e i"i.'iK-vivion frequency can be changed smoothly, or in bounds. 

Ciiijigc in radar Irequcncy can, in principle, be used to cope with 

"iilijiJ" ^pood^, but this is a more complicated method* 

"Wind compensation" devices 

Certain types of passive interference sources (rain clouds, chaff 

cloutid) move about with the wind as 3.  single target, that is, they have a 

regular speed Component.  At the same time, the video Tulses turn out to 

be modulated by the frequency of the Doppler beats, and uncompensated inter- 

ference residuals will be present at the compensator output. The movesert of 

the .source of interference cut be compensated for by removing the uncocapen- 

satcd residuals. The frequency of the oscillations of the coherent oscillator 

can be changed by a special, so—called "wind compensation" device, so as to 

change the frequency of the signal reflected fron the moving source of inter- 

ference, and this will eliminate the residuals.  The result is  to make the 

phase of the interference constant from period to period with respect to 

the coherent oscillations, and interference compensation quality will be 

improved- 

l.l6 Externally Coherent Pulse Moving Target Selection Systems 

The use of internally coherent moving target selection is difficult 

because of the expansion in the band of Doppler frequencies of the passive 

interference*  Two factors are involved in this expansion:, the increase in 

the ceiling of the raliir detection zones; and the shortening of the wave 

length on which the radars operate. In the centimeter band the band of 

Doppler frequencies of the passive interference can reach a magnitude such 

that it is difficult to suppress the interference in an internally coherent 

moving Target selection system. 

In this case externally coherent moving target selection systems are 

used, and these are based on the sane principles as the internally coherent 

moving target selection systems, except that the coherent oscillator is 

phased with the passive interference signal, rather than with the main 

signal, or the passive interference itself is used as the reference voltage. 

In order to prevent useful signals from targets flying in en interference 

cloud being suppressed by this moving target selection system, the signal 

used for phasing the coherent oscillator Cor used as the reference voltage) 

is delayed for a period of time qual to, or  slightly longer, than the length 

of the radar pulse.  Compensation for wind influence in these systems is 

automatic- Howevei, the moving target can be selected in these systems 

only if a passive interference cloud is present- If passive interference 

is not suppressed in the radar receiving pattern the phasing of the coherent 

oscillator can only be done by target signals, and this will lead to 
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suppression of useful signals. Moreover, externally coherent systems will 

not suppress the leading edge of the interference cloud. Broad band com- 

pensation for wind effect can be realized in dual-frequency radars without 

the shortcomings inherent in the externally coherent method. 

1-17 The Susl-Freo.uency Method of Moving Target Selection 

A radar is said to be a dual-frequency radar vhv-n it, radiates radio 

frequency pulses* and receives reflected signals, en tvu different frequen- 

cies at the same time*  In the dual-frequency radar the same tr^isformati&n 

takes place in front of the phase detector, fost  a*, it does in the sinsle- 

frequency radar, but in the two sub—channels in the receiver that correspond 

to the two different frequencies of the main and reflected signals. 

In this case the reflected signal frequency is 

(1.94) 

(1-95) 

f_ and f__ in the formulas at  (1.94) and  (1.95)  are the carrier fre- 

quencies for the transmitters in the dual-frequency radar. 

Two signals, with frequencies as follows, are fed into the phase detector 

after the frequency conversion. 

fI tf " *tf * FD1-   fH « " f« * FD2- (1-9S) 

The echo signals are added to each other geometrically, and not to 

the coherent voltages, in the phase detector of the dual—frequency radar. 

The result is beating, detected by the amplitude detector.  Video pulses, 

the envelope of which will change with difference in the Doppler frequency, 

are formed at the detector output. 

Fb - FBI - Fm • »V*i - *v*2 -(frfn3!Vs-      Cl-97) 

If,   by way of example,   the frequencies for transmitters f_ and f_T are 

oquirl to 1550 and 1500 mllx,   respectively,   in the case of the single-frequency 

radar  the Doppler  frequency banes  for the passive  interference coved  by the 

wind at  speeds of from 0 to 50 stxers/seeond would cover the sections of 

the frequency curve from zero to F      = 517 hertz,   and F      = 500 hertz, 

respectively,   and in the case of the dual-frequency radar F.   = Fn-~Pnp = 517 - 

- 500 = 17 hertz. 

fI ref " fI + FDl' 
where 

FD1 • 2W 

fII ref " fII ^ FD2 
where 

FD2 - 2W 
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Naturally enough, it is quite easy to suppress passive interference in 

^o narrow a band of Doppler frequencies. 
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Chapter II 

Radar Tactical and Engineering Data 

Radar tactical and engineering data are data characterizing the expected 

efficiency of the radar to carry out concrete tactical missions in combat- 

Radar can be designated in accordance with its tactical purpose as: 

warning? 

early warning; 

detection and guidance; 

acquisition; 

rocket guidance, and others. 

Single purpose radars can establish different numbers of coordinates and 

target characteristics. 

The isost important radar tactical and engineering data are: 

limiting range; 

limiting angular coordinates; 

period of scan; 

resolution; 

accuracy in establishing coordinates; 

information capability; 

interference immunity; 

standards" for servicing in combat (setting up time, time required to 

energize, striking time, and the like); 

climatic conditions for combat utilization. 

2-1 Maximum Operating Rar.rjc: 

Radar range is based on aiaxiimj.ii. R  , and minimum, R . , operating 
BBUC1 Bin 

range. 

The maximum operating range (detection, for example) is specified by 

tactical requirements-  It can be evaluated, approximately, through the 

basic radar equation. 

Maximum operating range depends on many of the radar's ensineering 

characteristics, on the conditions under which radio waves are propagated, 

and on target characteristics, which, in the real conditions prevailing 

when the radar is used in combat, are all subject to random changes. 

Accordingly, evaluation of maximum operating ranpe is a probability. 

The value of moxisun operating range, R   , is usually indicated with 

respect to a specific target (a fighter plane, for example) and with a 

specified probability- 

Preliminary tests can be used when developing new radars to establish 

U   and to confirm the probability of realizing that R  .  It can usually 
max max 
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"JO-  shown that  It i.3  some value for n% (90?*-   for example)  of all  the tests max 
conducted. 

This determination of S   ccaits thai this magnitude can be guaranteed 
CXiX 

in r.£l oi' all cases of target detection. In 100 - n?» of the cases the target 

cannot be det»=cted at ranges equal to R_ , bur will be detected at somewhat 

lesser distances. 

The operating range of a long-range detection radar is usually limited 

to the range of direct radar visibility, R ., and this can be established 

through the formula 

where 

R  is in kilometers: 
v 

h  is the radar antenna height» in meters; 

is target height, in meters. 

2.2 Xiniroun Detection Range 

Minimum radar detection range, R - , depends on the limits within which 
Hin 

the antenna array can function with respect TO the angle of elevation e- It 

differs for different heights, and is established by the magnitude of the dead 

funnel. 

For a cosecant radiation pattern 

\in = ^sin W (3'2) 
where 

6   is the elevation limit» 
•ax 
In ground radars with small elevation angles the real value of R -  can imn 

be established by the flares on the indicator screen at the sweep origin 

by the reflections from local objects. 

If xhe ant*-nna array imposes no limitations, the minimum operating range 

for the radar can be established by the pulse duration, T , by the antenna 

switch restoration time, t , and the indicator resolution, SR. 

Q . a- c/2 (T + t ) + $R.. C2-3) 
mm.        p   r     1 

2-3  Sadar Aniauth Limits 

Most of the existing radars operate in the circular scan mode, that 

is, the azimuth, ß, is established from 0 to 360*. 

Some radars use sector scan, dictated by tactical considerations. 

2.4 3c£ar Elevation Operating Limits 

fiadar operating limits in the vertical plane are determined by the 

elevation sector scan, e . > and a maximum elevation, c  . 
mxn max 
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The minim-am  elevation is limited by the conditions for forming the 

radiation pattern, with the effect of the ground, 2nd design and operational 

nature, taken into consideration- e   .     is  usually equal to several tens of 
nun. 

degrees for a radar in the centioeter band, and from 1 to 3° for ü radar in 

the deciceter and meter bands.  The maximum 'elevation for modern detection 

radars is within limits ranging from 3.0 to 45*. 

A reduction in the magnitude of e . increase* the ooerating range 
nin 

against low-flying targets, and is obtained by raising the antenna array 

above the ground surface« 

An increase in e   increases the radar's ability ts- detect high targets. 
!fiax 

Engineering-wise, it i* arrived at by «implicating the design of the antenna 

arrays, by increasing the number of operating channels in the radar, and 

by increasing the power of the radio frequency -transmit.ters. 

2.5  The ftadar Detection Zone 

The radar detection zone is the space within the limits of which the 

radar can detect a target with a specified probability, and can measure 

target coordinates with the required accuracy. 

L 

"/-a» 

* S£«ff4 
ß^ 

—<£Ü£- 
«£^ 

1 
T 

w 
•—ft V * 

Fioure 2.1. The radar detection zone.  Detection range depends on 
target height. Hc is height of the ceiling for the 
radar. It is possible to find targets at heights of 
H > Hc in the scan zone.  Hmin is the target height at 
•which a low-flying target can be detected at a specified 
range. 

The detection zone (fig. 2.1) in the vertical plane c*m be represented 

graphically in coordinates of the height, H, and the range, S- Operating 

range differs fcr different elevations, e- The shape of the detection 

zone depends on the purpose for which the radar is intended, and the 

engineering decisions made in the radar design. 

2.6 Radar Height Ceiling 

The -r-adar height ceiling, Hc, is the maximum height at which a target 

can be detected at any range within the limits of the detection 2one. 
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Y^rr;*;i.ü caii be detected at heights above H at certain ranges within the 

liai = .» 01'  the scan zone. 

scan Period 

Tiie radar scan period, T   »is the interval of time required to illuminate 
scan 

all the points in the space that is the radar»s scan zone. 

Continuity and required definition in the reflected signal indication« 

can be provided, given the condition that 

T    >. N   . -A3 Ae/F p. _8rt - (2.4) 
scan ^   p nun "^  ' pf0.y0.5 

where 

T     is in seconds: 
scan 

X   .  is the minimum number of pulses reflected from the target needed 
p min " 

to detect the target with the specified probability (N  , »3 to 25); 
p ain 

F is the pulse repetition frequency; 

^3 is the radar's  sector scan in the horizontal  plane; 

Ac is the sector scan in the vertical plane; 

eQ 5&0 c &*"* **** widths of the antenna radiation patterns in the horizontal 

and vertical planes at the O.p power level,  respectively- 

ln detection and acquisition radars, Ac  = 6_       and 

T ^ N £ß/F r.    , C2-5) scan p man pv0.5 

Hie scan period determines the interval between two successive measure- 

ments of target coordinates.    Given modern target speeds, the smoothness with 

which the pips are iroved. on the scopes,  and the accuracy with which the 

target trajectories ere reproduced are greater the shorter the scan period. 

as 

psgu 
tff*** _____ 

Figure 2.2« Scan in an elevation sector by one beam. 

One way to reduce the scan period is to increase the aperture angle in 

the rsxd^r  antenna radiation pattern. However, narrow radiation patterns 

are necessary to improve the resolution and increase accuracy in establishing 

coordinates. The contradictions can be reconciled by a compromise selection 

of the radiation pattern and the method used to scan space. 
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Circular scanning radars have a scan period equal to the tine for one 

complete antenna, revolution 

T    = 60/nft, scan      A* 
(2.6) 

scan      A' 
wftere 

n  is antenna rpa. 

A radar can have sector scan in azimuth, at: veil as in elevation.  Ele- 

vation sector rvcan can be by one bean (fig« 2.E), or by several beans (fig- 2.3} 

each of which has its own zone. In the latter case, the scan period is 

shortened. 

Figure 2-3» Elevation sector scan by several beans.  Patterns 1, 2, 
3; zones 1, 2, 3. 

Given screw scan (fig. 2.4], one can make a circular scan in a zone. 

The seen period for the zone equals the tin« required for the antenna to 

itak* the several revolutions needed to scan the zone 

scan 3xme • ^A " AeA>.5' (2.7) 

where 

&e is the zone sector. z 

Figure 2.4. Screw scan. 

The full .«an period, assuming zones »r&  identical. 

node does not change from zone to zone, equals 

and that the scan 

scan      A    zf 0.5 z r* 
(2.8) 

where 

n  is the number of zones; 
z 
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"ii      is a factor that takes ir.-to coiv«iteration xh» tiae needed to rt-vorso r 
antenna movement; it depends on the number of zonez. and on the 

secuence and the method used to shift froa zone to 20ne; k • 1 to 3. 

-»S Sar.ge Resolution 

Kadar resolution is the capacity of The radar to make separate observations 

and oaisur«sents of the coordinates of two targets close together* 

Radar range resolution, fiR, is the minimum distance in range between two 

•careers with the same angular coordinates at which it is still possible to 

cake separate observations and range measurements for each target 

6H = CT/2 * 5R T <2.9) 

where 

c  is the electromagnetic energy propagation rate; 

T is pulse length; 

£R i.s  scope resolution (see Chapter IX). 

Resolution in conventional pulse radars is higher (6R is less) ta* snorter 

the pulse length and the higher the scope resolution.  It is primarily 

dependent on the length of the main pulse, r . 
P 

The first term in the right side of the equation at (2-9) is determined 

by the potential resolution, &R_* of the radar 

6R = CT/2. (2.10) 

Resolution in a radar with irtrapulse frequency nodulation and £ftiise 

compression during the processing of the reflected signal can be determined 

by the duration cf the "compressed" pulse,  T     , 
cp 

fiR = cr /2. .3.11) 
P    cp' 

Resolution in a radar with phase-code shift keying can be determined by 

zhc  duration of the code interval, T  , 
' pc' 

6R » cr /2 (2.12) 
P    P* 

where 

t       = T /n; 
pc   p' 

T  is the lenath of the main pulse; 
P 
n  is the number of code intervals. 

2„9  Ay.iwjtl) K<-.-.*,] ution 

Itadar assimuth resolution.- 53, is the difference in azimuths between 

targets ax the sane range, and at the same altitude, but as close to each 

other as they can. be and still have the racar make separate measurements of 

the azimuth of eaoh target 
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^ = «^ + 53^ C2 13) 

where 

o    _ is the width of the radiation pattern at half power in the 

horizontal plane; 

S3      is the azimuth resolution for the scope (see Chapter IX). 

Tor circular scan  scopes,   for  example, 

*   ' *0.5  * 57°  VV C2-l4) 

where 

r       is The  distance of the marker from the center of the scope; 

d      is The di-aetcr of the bright spot on the scope. 

2.10 Elevation Resolution 

Radar elevation resolution, fie, is the difference in the elevations of 

two adjacent targets at the seme range and at xhe same azimuth at which it 

is still possible to make separate measurements of elevation of each of the 

targets* 

Sadar resolution 6e  with, beam nodding in the vertical plane equals 

6c " 60.5 * *€s (2-15) 

where 

Q- e is the width of the radar antenna radiation pattern in the vertical 

plane; 

6e  is the scope elevation resolution* 

What follows from <2,13) and (2.15) is that xhe resolution of the angular 

coordinates depends primarily on the width of the antenna radiation pattern 

in the corresponding plane. The first summands in these equations determine 

the potential radar resolution of angular coordinates. 

2.11 Height Resolution 

A radar with high elevation resolution, and particularly one using the 

partial patterns method, or the beam nodding in the vertical plane method, 

to determine height, has height resolution. 

Radar height resolution is xhe minima difference in height between two 

targets at the same distance, and at the same azimuth, at which the height of 

each of the targets can still be measured separately (fig. 2.5). 

For the radar with beam nodding in the vertical plane 

6" äS ö0 JVcos c + 6» , (2.16) 

where 

R is the range to the target; 

£     is the present elevation; 

6H is Xhe height scope resolution. 
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Figure 2-5-  Radar height resolution. 

2-12  Radar Resolution Volume 

Radar resolution (pulse) volume is the volume of the part of space in. 

the radar's scan zone delimited by the distances equal to the radar's 

resolution in range and angular coordinates (fig. 2.6).  It equals 

CV = D25D636G (2.17) 

or 

IV  = 4* D2/G "CT/2, (2.18) 

where 

G    is the antenna directive gain. 

Targets vithin the limits of the radar resolution volume ar«: detected as 

a single target. 

The shorter the uain pulse,  and the sharper the radiation pattern of 

the antecma array,   the smaller the pulse volume,   and,   consequently,   -the 

better the radar's resolution. 

A radar with a smaller pulse volume is less prone to the effects of 

passive interference. 

r-TT*i, 

Figure 2.6. Resolution (pulse) volume of a radar. 

Resolution in the case of automatic tracking.  Radar resolution in the 

case of automatic tracking is understood to mean the minimum difference in 

-_arget coordinates at which positive automatic tracking of each of the targets 

is still possible. 
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2.13  Accuracy in the Determination o£ Target Coordinates 

The magnitude o.' the errors found in coordinate measurements is a 

criterion of the accuracy in determining target coordinates. 

Errors can be external and instrumental, according to source, anc can 

be coarse, systematic, and random, according to their behavior patterns. 

Coarse errors, or misses, occur as a result of errors in calculations 

and are readily eliminated. A well-drilled radar team will not permit them 

to occur. 

Systematic errors in radar operation rcsaain constant, or change in 

accordance vith a known lav.  These errors can be established in advance and 

taken into consideration.  Personnel operating the radar should know the 

sources of possible systematic errors and should always eliminate their 

causes, as veil as know now to evaluate peraissiole errors and introduce 

the necessary correction factors in measurement results. 

Systematic errors are usually instrumental errors. They depend on 

the accuracy with which the radar is tuned and adjusted, the condition of 

the equipment, xrors in locking and orienting the radar on the terrain, the 

degree of training given the operators, and the like» 

Systematic errors can also be external errors, and include^ 

errors caused by -the ground, and local objects; 

errors affecting wave propagation, the result of concrete climatic con- 

ditions; 

errors that depend on the nature and maneuvers of the target. 

Random errors are inevitable errors, the result of the random nature of 

all the processes in the radar assemblies and units, in the propagation of 

radio vavts, in the reflections from the target, in the observations made on 

the screen, and the like. 

Randoa errors can be computed through the statistical theory for 

measuring radar signal parameters, which is based on the fact that the pre- 

sence of various noises (interference) in the equipment for receiving and pro- 

cessing the signals cause the appearance of random errors in measurement. 

Random errors in operating radars are established by preliminary tests.  It 

«& the random errors that establish the accuracy with which target co- 

ordinates are measured. 

Mean square c", average (probable), and maximum errors are used to 

evaluate random errors. 

Often used in practice as well is the error characterizing the definite 

probability that such error will appear. 

Mean square error 

The mean square etror ii; 

(2.19J 
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where 

x. * a. - X is the random error in the ii& measurement; 

^.  is tho result of the II* measurement; 

X  is tho true value of the coordinate being measured; 

n   is the number of measurements. 

The mean square error can be computed with sufficient accuracy even 

when the number of measurements is comparatively small (n ^. 10). 

If the mean square errors o, * o%>i Q- , depending on various independent 

sources, are known, the resultant mean square error is 

*-^+^-+<5. (2.20) 

Average error 

The average eeror is equal to the average arithmetical error, derived 

from the absolute values of the random errors in a serits.-s sf measurements 

c  _ • 1-g|l-Hj^H....j-U,1 
av ~ —       « 

(2.21) 

The normal law lor the distribution of random errors 

Random errors have a normal distribution law 

where 

fix)    is the probability density of random errors; 

x   is the random error; 

c   is the mean square error. 

-A   -Ztf        -<t        B     /    6 2S     \30 

Figure 2.7- The normal law for the distribution of probability of 
random errors. 

Figure 2-7 depicts in graphical • form the normal law for the distribution 

of random errors. When measurements are more precise the measurement 

errors are smaller, but in any case 

j •a(x)dx = l. 

so  the probability density of errors is greater the closer toi^O. There 

is an equal probability of the errors being positive and negative. 
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The probability o£  a definite error, x, , can be established through 

the aquation 
i   ** 

/»GO—afac*0*t 
o 

The probability of the mean square error is P(c)  = 0-683,   for example. 

Vha.   this means is that of all measurements mvide  the error will not be in 

excess of /j in 68-35» of the cases,   whereas in 31*7% of the measurements the 

error will be larger than the mean square error. 

Probable error 

The probable,   x -  or average error is that value of the  error with 

respect to which the equal probability of The random error is greater,   the 

smaller it  is.     The probability of an average error is P(x      . )   = Q.5. proo 
Consequently, p09o of the measurements have an error less than x   , and 

503o of the measurements have an error greater than x  , . 
proh 

The probable error is in the following ratio in terms of the mean 

square error 

*prob • *& CT> (2-22) 

Maximum error 

The maximum error is the largest  random error possible under pre- 

determined measurement conditions.     It  is taken as equal to 

x = Itx (2.23) 
max prob 

Consequently, 

max 

The probability of a maximum error occurring in a specified series of 

measurements is P(x  3 = 0.993*  Consequently, only 0.7% of the measure- 

ments have an error greater than x 
max 

Errors of given probability 

Statistical errors, based on special statistical measurements, are often 

used to evaluate the accuracy with which target coorddnaxes are determined 

by radars.  In such cases a great many measurements of target coordinates 

are made and after the results have been processed mathematically it can 

be established that in n% of the meas-orements of the total measurements made 

the error, x , wall not exceed some specific value- 

Errors for &5  or 959» of the measurements are cost often given.  These 

errors are, naturally, in a definite ratio to the mean square error 

(2-25.1 

xa^i = ~a- (2.26) 
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It is  convenient to use errors of given probability in day—to-day 

practical work-  K^an square, and other errors are usually used in theo- 

retical research, and for engineering computations. 

2.14   Accuracy in Range Measurement. 

The modern theory of  the measurement of radar signal parameters is what 

rsakes it possible to evaluate the errors in the Eoasuranent of target co- 

ordinates with an accuracy adequate for practical purposes. 

The accuracy with which range is measured depends on "the accuracy 

with which the delay in the reflected signal is measured, on errors because 

of less than optimum processing of the signals, on the presence of unantici- 

pated delays in the signal in the transmission, reception, and indication 

channels, and on random errors in the measurement of range in the scopes 

used* 

The errors in the scopes are the result of instability in the scale 

markers, and of errors in reading. The latter is a compound of the error in 

establishing the center of the marker and errors in interpolation (see 

Chapter BC)„ 

The potential accuracy in the radar range measurement can be characterized 

by the mean square error, o"    equal to 

(j =  CT /2"/1STV [2-27) 
pot    p  »   v one 

where 

v     is the value of the visibility factor for one pulse, 
v one J *^ 
The mean square error in measuring the range, O" , is, naturally, larger 

R " Vpof C2.SS) 

than the potential mean square error, a       .  I- is equal to 

where 

VR is the accuracy impairment factor for a real radar. 

YR » 1-5 to 15 j   depending on the radar. 

The factor YR «en be represented in the form 

** -V1 • w^t • *V«U • C2-29) 

where 

a is the error caused by the curvature iji  the trajectory over 
prop 

which the r^dio waves are propagated; 

3".  is the error in the i» device in the radar. 
i 

The calculation of the error in C can be made with sufficient accuracy 

even if it is taken that 

YR-VI*4X*' (2-30) 
pot 

where 

c, , is the mean square error in the indicator. 
IAS 
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2.15 Accuracy in ' Smith >ieagureatcnt 

Systematic orrors in measuring the azixuth can occur when the radar 

antenna array is not oriented accurately and because of non-correspondence 

between the position of the antenna and the electrical scale of the aziiauth 

scale. 

Sandom errors in measuring target azimuth result from instability in 

the operation of the antenna rotation system., instability iix.  the circuit 

that forms the axiimrth markers, and from errors in reading. 

£he mean square error in.  measuring the azimuth:, is 

O    mil*,  •  ^grftr^ - y, (2.31) 

where 

Yfl  is the accuracy impairment factor in determining the azimuth for 

a real radar; it is established through a formula similar 10 that 

used to establish Ye» 

0) _ and o"_ are in degrees. 
' t>»5     D 

2.16 Accuracy in Elevation Measurement 

The accuracy with which elevation is measured can be established by 

virtually the same factors as apply to the accuracy in measuring azimuth. 

The mean square error in measuring the elevation can be assessed through 

a formula similar to the one  at (£.31) 

(2-32) 

where 

Q-  _ and a      are in degrees; 0.5 e 
V      is the accuracy impairment factor in the determination of the 

elevation by a real radar. 

2.17 Accuracy in Height Measurement 

in accordance with the forzaula at (l»76), the error i- measuring the 

height is a combination of the error in measuring the ranee and "he error 

in measuring the elevation,  and can be established through the ec.uatior. 

*Wä°ä fsine + -Ä-J + o4Äcos«, (2.33) 

where 

G.pn  are  in meters; 

c is in radians. 
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2-lS  Information C..»ability of a Radar 

Kadars provide information on the coordinates of all targets within 

the scanning zo.-.e oi" the radar, on the Characteristics of the targets, and 

on rhcir accessories-  Information from the radar can be evaluated qualita- 

tively and quantitatively. 

The quality of the information is  the volume of data on the targets, 

on data accuracy and resalutio.i- 

Inforaation can be assessed quantitatively by various criteria- 

The information content I (in bits), can be established as follows, 

:*or example 

where 

n  = V /6V     is the number of elements in the information: scan 
V is the volume of the scan zone for the radar; scan 7 

fiV is the resolution volume; 

H(X) is  uhe entropy   (see Chapter XVI)j 

X is the system of events* 

Information here  is understood to saean the possible number of resolution 

volumes, fiV,  in the radar's scan son* volume,  V _    . 

The most widely disseminated system- of events,  X, in radar consists 

of two events, of equal probability:  "taexe is a target/* in the resolution 

volume,  and "there i.s no target" in the resolution volume,  or 

•where 

p is the probability of event x_ ; 

p0 is the probability of event x_- 

In this case the entropy is 

m 

^yO— ^PttoSzPt —(0,510520,5+ 0,5Ios=0,5)  = l bit/element, 

and 

C2.35) 

that is, the information content xs  equal to the number of eleaents, its 

components. 

The technical informational capacity (the information content) of a 

radar can bo evaluated through the forsula 

V„* = <*««, " K*J&  Ae/Öfi 6? 5€' (2.36) tech    max   min 

vhere 

i      , R . are the operating limits for the radar in range; 
max'  min 
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A3 • AC are "the scanning sectors for* the radar in azimuth, and 

elevation» respectively; 

&R* £ßi 5c are the resolutions. 

The rate (technical) information can be obtained from the radar is 

Ctech • Itect
/T«oa- C2-37) 

where 

T    is the scan, period. 
scan *^ 

The practice often is to evaluate the information capacity of a radar 

by The number of targets and the number of pieces of data on each target in 

fact received in unit time, that is, the real rate at which information is 

received. This latter factor is sometimes called the tacxical information 

capacity and is established in the following manner 

C = ÖOmn/fit locations »er minute (£-3&J 

where 

n is the number of targets being worked; 

n is the number of pieces of data on the target; 

it is the capacity for information presentation. 

2.19 Radar Immunity to Jamming 

A radar1s immunity to Jamming means its capacity to retain tactical 

and engineering characteristics in the face of the effects of various types 

of radio frequency interferen.ee- 

The effect of the jamming appears in a reduction In the signal/noise 

energy ratio at the input to the radar receiver- The result is that the 

target can be detected with a given probability at Shorter ranges, or cannot 

be detected at all. 

The quantitative criteria for evaluating the immunity of a radar to 

jamming can be quite different- 

It is  customary to evaluate the immunity of the radar to jamming by its 

operating range in the face of the jamming. 

ABMCl 

Sfi*i 

ßTrft/MMW/S/MMMJMSSMM 

Figure ?-.8.  Schematic diagram of the location of the janmer and the 
target covered by the ji 

A - radar; B - R. ; C - jammer; L> - target; E - H«. 
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The r-idur opurarinc; range, R', in the presence of no3.se jusming pro- 

duced lay ilia  joi.^n'.nG transmixter docs not coincide with the range to the 

victim I fig- 2-8), but equals 

-y-,r ^^ — 

*  R    \/l&7~R~  I\r. .   /Go.      g(p.   9.   >AFX     , C2-39) a» 
where 

R  is the radar range when jamming is absent? 

It  is xhe distance from the radar to the jamming transmitter; 

P*.   . *F are sensitivity limit and radar receiver" Bandwidth; 
lim «in ' 

fliy. , 9-_J is  the radar antenna gain in the direction to the jamming 

transmitter; 

G      is the jammer transmitter noise power density, watts/hertz; 
c 

g.  is the radar antenna gain for the jamming- 
jam 
if the jamming transmitter is aligned with the victim 

*' • ^V^li^'V^9«^ • (2-4°' 
•where 

g_^  is The maximum gain for the radar antenna- 

V'"nen jamming occurs, the range of the radar not immune tu jamming can 

be reduced to the point where it can he considered äS completely jammed, for 

all practical purposes- This is why a variety of measures are undertaken 

to improve the immunity to jamming of radars Csee Chapter XI). 

The literature on the subject points out that a radar can be made 

immune to jamming by: 

operating the radar over a wide band and by rapid frequency changing; 

jrultichannel radar construction; 

high energy potential for the radar; 

reducing the level of the side lobes in the antenna pattern; 

by changing the pulse repetition frequency; 

by controlling the polarization of the radiated signal; 

by expanding the dynamic range of the receiver-indicator channel^ 

special types of modulation o£  the radiated oscillations; 

special methods of processing the incoming signals; 

the use of various devices and antiJam circuits in the receiving and 

signal processing c-iannel. 

2.Ü0  CIiia.-ttit: Conditions 

Thu radar should be able to function in .all typos of climatic conditions. 

the permissible limits for -temperature, humidity, pressure, and wind velocity 

in which the radar can retain its capacity to perform are usually given. 
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Temperature, humidity, and atmospheric pressure liave a. direct influence 

on the ability of the various units and devices in the radar to perform 

their functions. 

2-21 Radar Engineering Psta 

Hacar engineering data are the values of the magnitudes contained in 

the radar equation, as well as a nuaher of other engineering characteristics 

of the principal devices in the radar.  Principal among them are: 

tiie operating wavelength, \,  or the wave band; 

radiated power, P   : 
^ '  rad' 

receiver sensitivity, P    . • 
rec cun 

antenna Q&in, g ; 

widths of the radiation pattern in the horizontal, o _, and vertical, 

S0 5, planes; 

pulse repetition frequency, F ; 

the power required by the radar; 

pulse length, T ; 

receiver passband, £?. 

2.S2 i-:avsiength 

The dimensions of xbe antenna array for the required values for the width 

of the antenna radiation pattern, and the directive sun, depend on the radar 

operating wavelength selected. 

Taken into consideration when selecting the wavelength are the possibili- 

ties; oS: obtaining the necessary power from the transmitter, and providing 

the required receiver sensitivity- Taken into consideration as well as the 

absorbtion and scattering features of weather conditions (clouds, rain, snow) 

and ^f the atmosphere (oxygen and water vapor). 

The equation at (1.43) can be written in the form 

\     
R       =\/P SVATTX

2
? (2.41) max       Y    P A t rec min 

The range of a specific radar,  and the magnitudes of P.S.? , ~ p       A       rec xin 
which are given,   increases with a decrease in the wavelength because 

R~*fl/L" 
This dependence of R on \  can be explained by the improvement in the 

directional properties of an antenna with specified ypometric dimensions 

with reduction in \. 

It is taken that O" = constant, regardless of X.. 
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Usually neasured when tuning a radar is the frequency of the radiated 

oscillations, ft which can be found for the wavelength through 

X=±^, (2.42) 

where 

X is in centimeters; 

-  is in aüz. 

Greater accuracy in determination of soordinstes and resolution can 

be realized more readily at the shorter w&veleagths in the radar range. 

2.23 Transmitter Power 

The power radiated by a radar, P  , is practically always characterized 

by the transmitter pulse power, P . 
P 

These powers are associated by the relationship 

P»d " V,' (2-43) 
where 

T-  is the efficiency of the antenna feeder system. 

Transmitter pulse power is understood to mean the average power delivered 

to the feeder system, by the transmitter while the pulse lasts. 

Pulse power and average transmitter power over the pulse  sequence 

period,   P     ,   are associated by the relationship av 

P    . P    /T F  , (2,44) p aV   p p' 

where 

T is the pulse length, in seconds; 
P 

F is the pulse sequence frequency in Hz. p 
From (2.44) 

Transmitter energy is 

V - VPV (2-45) 

V =PT =P T. (2.46) p   p p   avp 

Badar range is fi—~V/W_* that is, it is primarily determined by trans- 
P" 

matter energy. 

An increase in range is obtained by increasing the transmitter pulse 

power for a given pulse length, and conversely for a specified pulse power 

the radar range will increase vxth lengthening of the pulse.  It is precisely 

this latter variant that can be realized in tins radar using intrapulse fre- 

quency modulation and intrapulse phase shift keying. 
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2.24 Receiver Sensitivity 

Kcal receiver sensitivity. P     . , is the. minimum input signal pcver 
' *  rec min1 ^ 

at which it is still possible to receive and detect reflected signals with 

a given probability. 

Signal detection takes place against the background of the noise in- 

herent in the receiver, so 

P     -  = v P  „, (2.47) rec mm   v n 0* 
where 

P _  is the noise power in the receiver passband at temperature 
n o 

T (see Chapter VTII); 

v    is the visibility factor (see the formula at 1.47). 

In the equation at (2.4l), the receiver sensitivity is expressed in 

watts. The higher the receiver sensitivity (the lower P    . ) the greater 
,     rec min 

the radar range because B — l/YV P    .. 

Receiver sensitivity is often expressed in decibels 

P      CdbJ - 10 log P ,/P    . . C2.4S) 
rec nun w rl' rec mm 

The reading level is taken as F  =10  watt, or P  =10  uatt = 
-14 

= 1 milliwatt. For example, P    .  = 10   watt corresponds to 90 db 
_   rec nan 

with respect to P  - 10*" watt or 110 db with respect to P  = 1 milliwatt. 

In the watter case it is said that the sensitivity is expressed in decibel- 

milliwatts. 

2.25 Antenna Gain 

The antenna gain characterizes the directional properties of xhe antenna 

array (see Chapter IV). 

The antenna gain, g , is, for all practical purposes, equal to the 

antenna's directive gain, C, because the radar antenna efficiency is 

extremely high (~\   ^ l). This is why the antenna's directive gain is often 

used instead of the gain. The directive gain is associated with the capture 

area of the antenna, S , by the relationship 

G = 4|j5AA
2- (2.49) 

With this relationship in mind, the equation at  (2.4l)  can be written 

in the form 

H =     P G"G  i2/64r:3P . (2_p0) 
max p       t rec mm 

There is a significant dependence of radar rang« for a specified working 

wavelength,   that is,  when  \ =• constant,   on the  directive gain because 

R — j C.     Today,   antenna size  is often increased in order to  increase radar 

range. 
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2.2o ^IJSJ Koalition Frequency 

The maximiiz: repetition frequency, ? , of the main pulses should satisfy 

the -Oilawing condition in order xo have unambiguous determination of targets 

at specified ranges 

p sax ^    tiax a' 
where 

c  is the rate of propagation of radio waves; 

I« is the assurance factor, eq.ua! to 1.15 to 1.25. 

Consequently 

?« m»*^ 1.3-105/»  , (2-52) p max max 

where 

R   is in kilometers. 
nax 
At the same time, the pulse repetition frequency should be such -chat 

for a specified space scan rate the niober of pulses, X , illuminating the 
? 

target will be adequate to detect the target with a specified probability. 

With these considerations in taind, it is custanary to provide 

'      ,    > N  .A3 icA   P« eöÄ e* (a-53) 
p ain ^ p min^  ' scanv0-5 0.5 * 

For surveillance radars, and with the propagation time for electro— 

magnetic energy to and -from -the target taken into consideration. 

N 
F               ~                   P 
p=in-oC5      R^ 

^A        1.5-105 

'A 
is antenna rpm; 

(2-54) 

where 

c c is in degrees; 

R   is in kilometers, 
raax 
There is no need to observe ihe condition at (£_5l) if the radar is 

fitted out to eliminate ambiouity in target detenrination. In such case 

the pulse repetition frequency can be three to five tines higher. 

The pulse repetition frequency establishes the number of pulses in the 

train for a given antenna radiation pattern width, and, as a result, the 

effect on the visibility factor for the receiver-indicator channel; that is, 

on the observability of the signal on tho scopes. 

2.2? Antenna Rotation Rate 

With the conditions stipulated by the equation at (2.6) in mind, 

the relationship at (2.5^ can be written in the font 
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rotations, a , should not exceed a predetermined .number for 

specified values of p _, F , 2nd scanning sector A3* otherwise it can 

be difficult to observe the reflected signals because of the low X  . . 
p min 

For radars with, circular scan, when As = 36aa, 

Other of the engineering characteristics of radars will be reviewed 

in subsequent chapters. 
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Chapter III 

Radio Wave Propagation 

3-1  The Spectrum of Electromagnetic Oscillations 

Electromagnetic oscillations cover the wave band from 10   to 3_10 

Included are radio waves, infrared rays, visible light, ultraviolet rays, 

X-rays, and gamma rays-  In the spectrum of electromagnetic oscillations, 

radio waves occupy the band of wavelengths from 100 loo to 0.3 so, or fre- 

quencies from 3 kHz to 10- mHz. 

The USSR divides radio waves into the bands listed in Table 3.1. 

Table 3-1 

Classifications of radio wave bands adopted in the U553 

Nine of hand Ultra!ong Long Medium Short Ultrashort 
waves waves waves waves waves 

Wavelengths, 1C0000 - 10000- 100O - 100 - 10 - 0.0003 
meters 10000 1000 100 IO 

Frequency, -3 
3-10 J - 3-10-2 - 3*10_1- 3-3' IO 3-10 - 106 

aKz 3-10-2 
3-10-1 

3 

The ultrashort wave band is divided into the sub-bands indicated in 

Table 3.2. 

The "nited Stares and England have adopted the classifications and 

designations for radio wave bands listed in Table 3*3- 

Table 3-2 

Classif2. cations of the ultrashort 
the USSR 

wave band adopted in 

Käme of sub- Meter Dfeciraeter Centimeter Millimeter 
band waves waves waves waves 

Vavel engths, 
meters 

10-1 1 - 0-1 0.1 - 0.01 0-01 - 0.0003 

Frequency, 
mHz 

3-10 - 
- 3-10* 

3-102 - 
3-103 

3-103 - 3-10* 3-104 - 106 
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Table 3.3 

Classifications of ultrashort wave bands adopted in the 

United State; and England 

Designations adopted 

in the United States in England 

-ocuency  \     \, 
band. 

t     gigshertz   J 

1 

?                       p 
 ! 

0,225—0,390          133,5—7G.90 

L? —Lz                     1 '         L 0.390-1,350   1    76,50-19,30 

;                  Sc — Sh                    j           S 1,550—3,90     j       19,3—7,C9 

C                                  . C"               i         3,90-0,20 
•                                                    it. 

7.E9—S.S4 

j                  3d — Si                    1            X                 \        6,20—10,90   j      4,84—2,75 

Kp — Kü                    J           J                          10.90-^17,25    !      2,73—1,74 

j                    Ki-Kl                     1           K                 |       17,25-33,0     j      1,74—0,92 

i                               .                                       i        • 
jfc — Qp                     r            Q                   .         33,O_4S,00           0,91—0,65 

f                  Va — V? V •15,0—56,0      J      0,05—0,54 

3.2 Electromagnetic Field Characteristics 

The speed of free propagation of radio waves in an unbounded medium 

vith a dielectric constant e and a permeability p. can be established through 

the formula 

•& = W (3.1) 

This speed is equal to the speed of light, c, in free space (in a 

vacuum). For free space 

and 

C £ arad/niet er] 

C £arad/niet er] 

£3-2) 

The electromagnetic field can be characterized by the intensities 

Of the electrical (E, volts/meter) and magnetic (H, amp/meter) fields. 

The energies moved by the electromagnetic vave are concentrated in 

part (V  )  in the electrical, and in part (V ) in the magnetic fielt?.». The 

volume densities of these energies are 

\ffE=^- tjoules/m3] C3-3) 

ET = ±£L   i joules/»3 3 (3-4) 
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The ir.Tonsity at which  tht energy   is moved can be characterized by the 

power flow density  (n,  watrs/n"),  that  is,  by the flow of energy over unit 

surface  per second.     The direction,  in which the energy is moved can toe 

detcrciined by the Umov-Poynting vector 

/7=[£Wj. C3.5) 

In the electromagnetic 'field created by an Isotropie radiator (that 

is,  by a radiator,   the field power flow density of which is the same in all 

directions)   the ma^nitide of the power flew density!   averaged over the period 

of oscillations,   equals 

where 

P is the power radiated by the source; 

R is the distance. 

Tr.n wave front is the surface, all points on which have the same phase, 

that is, the surface at each point on which radio waves radiated by the an- 

•cenna in different directions arrive at the same tine.  In the case of a 

point source the w«ve front is spherical, and in the case of a. linftar 

source the wave front is cylindrical. A small section of the wave front 

is a plane perpendicular to the direction of propagation at long distances 

from the source. The wave is called a plane wave in this case. 

The amplitude of the field in a plane wave propagated without attenua- 

tion does not change with distance.  In the spherical wave it changes in 

proportion, to l/R, and in  the cylindrical Vav* it changes in proportion to 

The ratio of field amplitudes in a plane wave propagated in any medium 

±s  constant and is called the wave impedance of the medium 

The wave isxreciance of free space equals 

Poi=?/^^l20=s;377 o^m» 0-3) 

The average power flow density in free space Is 

^-^-.^-(0*.. (3-9) 

where 

E and H are the amplitude values. 

The rate at which "the wave is deph&sed (©) with distance 

  do  __ 2= 
a— "öK~ T" (3-10) 
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is called -ehe phase factor, or phase const out. 

In an absorbing medium the amplitude of "the plane vave field, diminishes 

E - £10       , (3-115 

or 

-9'D 
£ = EQe     , (3-12) 

where 

3«  is the attenuation constant in nepers/lcilometer; 

p - fj'/0-115 is the attenuation constant in db/kilometer; 

EQ ts  the amplitude of the field at the input to The absorbing 

medium; 

E  is the amplitude of the field at distance D. from the input to 

the absorbing medium. 

Region profoundly effecting the propagation of radio 
 waves  

The propagation of radio waves from their source to the point of ob- 

servation is within a definite region, in the main. This region is an 

ellipsoid encompassing several first Fresnel zones (fig* 3*1)* The Fresnel 

zones are sections of the wave front of a size such, that the phase of a 

wave moving from the source through the initial zone dxifers from the phase 

of a wave moving through the edge of this zone by l30°- 

Figui-e 2-1-  Region profoundly effecting the propagation of radio 
waves. 

a - 1st zone; b - 2nd zone. 

de first Fresnel zone is a circle, the center of which lies on the 

line between the source and the point of observation, and is The origin 

of the zone.  The second, and subsequent, zones are annular belts, each of 

-which encompasses the preceding zone. The phases of the fields at the 

boundaries of neighboring zones differ by l300- 

3-3 The Influence of the Ground on the Propagation of Radio Vaves 

The ground effects the propagation of radio waves because some of the 

energy from the radiation source reaches the ground and is reflected from 
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-t. Thid results in swo waves, the direct wave and the reflected wave, 

appearing as the observation site (fig* 3-2). Some of the energy is ab- 

sorbed by the earth. 

Figure 3-2.  interference of the direct and reflected waves. 

Reflection coefficients 

The complex amplitude of the field of the reflected wave (E  ) is 

determined by the amplitude of the field of the incident wave (S.  ), by inc 
cultiplying the latter by seme factor,  called the reflection coefficient 

Lon C5 _.)-  In accordance with the determination 

ref 
R 

ref 
ref C3.13) 

where 

S  . is the change in the phase of the wave upon reflection, or 

the phase of the reflection coefficient. 

She modulus and th« phase of the reflection coefficient depend «a the 

polarization of the incident wave and the electrical paraseters of the soil, 

on the dielectric constant, and on the conductivity C- 

For horizontal and vertical polarizations, the reflection coefficients 

can be estahlijhed through the for=ailas 

where 
**sia6-?-y«"—OM-Q 

(3-14) 

C3.15) 

$ is the angle of slip of the radio beam (fig. 3.2); 

«' = — = *,—jrt  is the relative dielectric constant for the soil; 

71 = 60}JJ  is the imaginary part of e'; 

e  is the real part of e'. 

The moduli and phases of the reflection coefficients are found by using 

the curves (figs. 3-3 - 3-8] plotted through the use of the formulas at 

(3-14) and <3-15).  A parameter common to all curves is the magnitude TJ, 

the value of which is plotted on the sloping scales individually for the 

vertical and horizontal polarizations- 
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Tha  electrical  parameters of selected  soils and vater are listed in 

Table 3.4- 

Table 3-4 

Electrical parameters of selected soils and of vater 

In the merer wave band 

Soil,   water 

from 

oi   raho/n 

from 

aea water 

Vet  ground 

Dry ground 

Sea vrater,   £0-2J*C 

Dry,   s^ndy 

V«x sandy 

Fresh water,   T2Q°C 

80 - 
5 20 

2 6 

ao - 

0.66 

10 

10" 

-3 
6.6 

io-; 

4-10~J 

Fresh water ao      -      io * 5-ia * 

I;i the centimeter wave band 

Soil, warer X, c°        er a, mho-m 

IO 

9 

9 
10 

3 

69 

2 

79 
64 

6-5 

0.03 

0.S 
2.06 

18.4 

Example«    Determine the modulus and phase of the reflection coefficient 

when polarization is vertical and S » le.    A radar with X » 3 meters is 

located on soil that can be categorized as wet ground. 
_2 

Fron Table 3-4 we use e     = 10;  o- = 10      mho/m-    Ve determine the 

imaginary part of the dielectric constant to be 

Tj * 6°to = 60-3"IO-2 = l.S. 

Va find the solid line for i\  = l on the curve (fig. 3-5) along the left 

sloping scale of values- Let us now draw a line parallel to this line and 

corresponding to T) = 2 to its point of intersection with'the vertical line 

for 8 = 1°.  Let us now take the point of intersection to the right to 

the axis of the value for R where we find 3 = 0.88.  The point of inter- 
v v * 

section of the line for T] = 2 lies below the base of the curve on the curve 

for phases of the reflection coefficient _ Cfig. 3-6)-  *e will therefore take 

j3  = l80° as an approximation. 

The interference coefficient (the ground 
coefficient)  

The field at any point above the ground can be obtained as a result 

of the superiaposition (interference) of the field of the incident wave and 

rhe field of the wave reflected from the ground.  The complex amplitude of 
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the resultant field (E  ) is determined by the amplitude of the field of 
ras 

the incident wave by multiplying the latter by a coefficient called the 

interference coefficient, or the "ground coefficient11 [§(0)3- Tfee inter- 

ference coefficient in the case of horizontal £$_(9)3 and vertical [^(0)3 

polarizations can be established through the formula 

where 

h is the height of the source of radiation above the surface of The 
A 

ground. 

When the soil can ho considered to be a good conductor <i} > er)-> the 

ground coefficients equal 

«^(8)= 2 sin (iy*- sine), {3.173 

j ••> -_s-r 

\Jj/-\>\ \\ \,_ 
£*-.., 

.•:. , JT2gf pin liy»Thil J Hi  . I i? . i I rrj >V\ I 

T?V I'I'I'A: , oy 

J Z     S  * S £ S 1 Z     3  4 it   t  ; 2     •   * S S   Z 1 2     S  4 S*  t  I 2    S •* i S i I 
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Figin-e 3-3.    Graphs for the moduli of the reflection coefficients as 
functions of the angle of slip for various values for the 
parameter 1} = 60Xc when e    =4. 
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Figure 3-4.     Graphs for xhe arguments lor tile reflection coefficient  as 
functions of the angle of slip for various values foi= the 
parameter T\ when c    =4- 
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Figure 3-5-     Graphs for the noduli of the reflection coefficients as 
functions of the angle of slip for various values for the 
parameter v, vhen e    = 10. 
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Figure 3.6. Graphs for the arguments for the reflection coefficients 
as functions of the Angle of slip for various values for 
the parameter "[] vh.en a    - 10. 
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Figure 3-7.  Graphs for the arguments for the reflection coefficients as 
function« of the angle of slip for various values for the 
parameter 1\ when e = 80- 
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Figure 3-8« Graphs for th« moduli of the reflection coefficients as 
functions of the angle of slip for various values for xfcc 
parameter 7] when e •= 80. 
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Region profoundly effecting the reflection 

Since there is a region in space that profoundly effects the propagation 

of radio waves, there is also a region on the earthfs surface that profoundly 

effects reflection. This region is a section of the surface of the earth 

of the ellipsoid encompassing, at least the first Fresnel zone (fig- 3-9)- 

Therefore, the region profoundly effecting the reflection is an ellipse that 

at least contains the first Fresnel zone. 

When the location of air targets is such that th-a antenna height (h ) 

is considerably less than target height, the position and the dimensions of 

this ellipse can be established through the following approximate relation- 

ships: 

distance from the antenna to the center of th<* ellipse 

*«=.12-£-; 

length of the major axis of the ellipse 

(3-19) 

•«.* !!*-£; <3-20) 
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Figure 3-9-  Region profoundly effecting the reflection of radio waves 
from the earth's surface« 

a — in the vertical plane; b — in the horizontal plane. 

length of the minor axis of the ellipse 

*t«%**A- (3.21) 

The nature of the reflection should be specular in the region pro- 

foundly effecting the reflection. This means that the permissible irregulari- 

ties, Ah.., in the reflecting surface should ueet the condition 

^<Tjrar» <3.2*) 16 sine 

The radius of the area around the radar in the case of specular re- 

flection is 

Rarea= ^«l*«^ <3 ^ > 

Exasnple.  Determine the dimensions and permissible irregularity in the 

area around an antenna with height h  = 6 meters. The radar is operating 

in the circular scan mode on a wavelength of \ =  2 neters. 

Solution 

Xa ss 12--- = 12-£-= 216   ceters, 

-a, ä 11,3 -A = lltZ~ = 202    meters, 

Aä = 2,ß2/:A = 2,S2.G=1G,B aeters« 

The radius of the area, around the antenna is 

R    = A'u, + a.» 21G-f-202 = AH  meters. 
area      * 

The sizes of the permissible irregularities are determined at the origin 

of the area (8 = 8) and in its center (3*8). 
o c 
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In this case 

The permissible irregularities at the origin of The area axe 

The permissible irregularities in the center of the area are 

>     -**A Afifc<-iE-T- —-:z=- = -*,5 meters. 

Reduced heights.  Line of sight» 

So-called reduced heights (h»  and H») must be used in the calculations 

that utilize the interference formulas, for these take intc consideration 

the sphericity of the earth. They are computed through the following 

formulas 

h-=k _J1 ,'__<*   " ~%z\jz+ny (3-24> 

where 

D is the distance between the observation and radiation points; 

R = 6370 kilometers, and is the radius of the earth, 
c 

The sphericity of the earth is what causes a shadow region below the 

lin»- cf the horizon {fig. 3-10)i as a result of which location is only 

possible froai iho boundary of -that region when line of sight to the target 

ix  established.  *-ine of sight (D1) is established through the formula 

•• = yiRjy\+yij)- X3.2S) 

"iyure  3.10.     Turgi<t   line of   siylit.     D*   —  geometric;   D     - with 

refraction of radio waves taken into consideration. 
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i.-r     ?;•„••   lul'l.u-ncc- of X'-JO Troo&guhor^ on the  Propag.ai.ion of Radio Waves 

T.ie vro;jo»pherc  is  the lower '—  .:dary of the jLaos-phere,   extending to 

l-.ci.jlita of   10  to   12 kilometers.     r„  ^antains air gases,   water vnr»rs,   and 

hyjrouctcori-    The electrical  par;.,      crs of the troposphere are determined 

-'S"   its aictcoro.oqicai   condition ar..   _*jnospheric processes,   and these depend 

on how   «he troposphere is heated by xhc earth,   and on weather conditions. 

The  result   is that the following effects occur in different ways in the 

troposphere: 

refraction of radio wav«; 

scattering of the radio waves by discontinuities; 

absorption of radio wave energy; 

attenuation of radio waves by nydrometeors- 

Figu-e 3.11-     Refraction c-f radio vaves in the troposphere- 

Refraction is the curvature of the path over which radio waves are 

propagated. 

Tropospheric refraction is the result of a smooth change in the index 

of refraction  (n ="/T* 3  of the troposphere vith height   (z).    The degree of 

curvature of the radio beaa  (fig- 3-11) can be evaluated by the radius of 

curvature 

*r~ *-m+T •     (3-27) 

0 is the elevation of the initial direction of the radio beacj 
o 
k is the curvature coefficient for1 the radio bean; 

dn/di is the rate of change (gradient) in the index of refraction with 

height. 

The troposphere is said to be normal when its state is such that the 

absolute temperature (T) and pressure of the water vapor (e) decline with 

height in accordance with a linear law 

T* = 288 - 0.0065z, 

e Coillibarsj = 10 - 0.0035^- 

in the normal troposphere the gradient of the index of refraction 

equals . t 
£ =-4-10-* 4-. 
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Refraction is called Standard in  tliis case-  T>  least radius of curvature 

in the bean will be during radiation along the horizon (3 = C).  In the o 
standard  refraction case ^ sa '•**     (^ = 4). e 

The different case*: of refraction in the troposphere are shown in 

Ficjure 3-12. 

Figure 3-12.  Different cases of refraction in the troposphere when 
3Q - 0. 

1 - no refraction (k = <=); 2 - negative refraction (k < 0) 
3 - standard refraction (k = 4); 4 - increased refraction 
{A =  13; 5 - superrefruction (k < l). 

The radio bcas bends downward with an increase in the index of refraction. 

with, height (cn/cz ">  C) end negative refraction tk < O) occurs-  A decrease, 

or an increase, in the refraction occurs with less, or aore, of a change in 

the index of refraction with height with respect to standard refraction- 

The case when the coefficient of curvature is k< 1 is called svper- 

refraction, or tin atirAspfceric ducx.  The radio bean is then propagated in 

xhe layer near the gi-ound and is reflected frors the surface of the earth 

many ~ -s*e*> 

Na^ative refraction is usually encountered in the winter tice, during 

snow storas, and in the polar regions over the sea*  It reduces lin<* of sight. 

The atmospheric duct is forced by the layer of varai air found above a 

layer of coder, cioist air-  It is usually encountered over the sea and 

.-urine the saraing hours in the sunncr tice over land in windless eather. 

Positive refraction (k > C)  causes the radio beaa to enter the shadow 

region (fie- 3-10), increasing line of sight- Tan  effect of refraction on 

line of sight can be taken into consideration hy replacing the radius of the 

earth by a radius (R ) equivalent to it and established through the relation- 

ship 

i/ae = i/ae - i/or-. (3.28) 

In the standard refrac-ion case 

R   = 4/3 a   ^ 8500 ka. e e 

Anc the line of sight can be established through the formula at v2.l). 

Scattering of radio waves by the discontinuities in the Troposphere is 

caused by the continuous, and disordered, novercants of the air masses with 
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ciii^ioiit electrical parameters.  Scattered by the discontinuities, the radio 

wsvca also enter the shadow region (fig. 3.13). The amplitude of the 

scat.er-ed field in The shadow region is much greater than that of the dif- 

fraciion field-  This phenomenon is what makes long-range tropospheric com- 

r.unicacionsi possible over distances up to S00 to 700 kilometers.  These 

co^nunications involve the cae of special ^cations with powerful transmitters 

and p-sr.ciI-L.eaa antennas aimed at each other. 

Absorption of radio waves in the troposphere occurs in the oxygen and 

in the water vapor, and depends on the frequency (fig. 3.14). The absorption 

lines of the other gases are beyond the radio wave band. Radio wave scattering 

in ^he gases in the troposphere is slight. 

Attenuation of radio waves by h rdrometeors is the result of scattering 

ar.d absorption of their energy. Figures 3.15 and 3-16 show the attenuation 

factors in rain and in fog with respect to their intensity. Attenuation in 

dry snow and in hail is slight.  If the snow is vet, attenuation will be the 

sane as that occurring in rain of the same intensity. 

Oäeacmb 

K. "  region of dis- 
continuities 

Figure 3-13- Scattering of radio waves by discontinuities in tbe 
troposphere. 

M do/km 

vapors., 
*frk gV 

aj c,s BX    (?.* csa } & z 

Pifiure 3.1^_    Curves of the dependence of the attenuation factor 
for radio waves on the wavelength for oxygen and water 
vapors- 
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Figure 3.15.    Attenuation factor as a function, of the rain in- 
tensity for various wavelengths. 

$.%   db/lm 

/    2    3   <   S   S   7   B. 9 

Figure .3.16- Attenuation factor in fog of different intensities 
in the centimeter wave band (figures on the curves 
are line of sight in fog). 
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.n* ricJjr range   (R)   can be established through 

(-0.55R 
R = V0 

3   i=, ihc ran^e when, ther^ is no absorption; 

;  is the atter.ua^ica factor in ü/>^» 

with absorption of radio waves taken into consideration. 

>_3 "•'••? Influence of tha Ionosphere on the Propagation of Radio Uavcs 

Extending above the troposphere at a height above 12 km and rising to 

o0 to 70 lea is the stratosphere.  Propagation of radio wav^s in this region 

-L2.:<0b  place as it does in  a vacuum.  The upp.21* layer of the earth's gas 

envelope, which is located above the 60 to 70 k*a level, is called the iono- 

sphere. The ionosphere, according to present-day concepts, extends several 

thousands of kilometers fron the earth. 

The ionosphere consists of ionizad gs-ses with an admixture of neutral 

aio^is and aolccules. 

The source of the ionization is solar radiation, particularly ultra- 

violet, X-ray and gaisaa radiation. The energy of these radiations diminishes 

with penetration into the depth of the atmosphere.  Kcr.ce, the electron con- 

centration (X) changes with height fron slight in the lower layers of the 

ionosTihere to sone aaxinua (N  ) at soae definite height (2  ). Rarifi- 
aai max 

cation of the air causes a further reduction at even greater heights. This 

simplified noc.,-1 of the structure of the ionosphere (fig. 3.17) is called 

a simple layer. *L 

Figure 3-17. Dependence of concentration on height in a simple 
laver. a - :e  ; ö - N 

max      max 

The electrical parameters of the ionosphere have the following 

values 

•3 

C3-29) 

(3-30) 
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o^ is -the plasoa frequency, that is, the natural frequency of free 

oscillations of the electrons in an ionized medium (OL.=2TT7 8O.8NJ; 

X is the electron concentration in electrons/=; 

v is the number of electron collisions in unit tine. 

The propagation of radio waves in a simple ionised layer 

The index of refraction in the ionosphere 

=/T3^p: (3.JX) r- 

(vhere f is the frequency of electromagnetic oscillations) can be less than 

1, zero, and imaginary. Propagation of radio waves is impossible when its 

values are zero and imaginary. With X given any value there is, in the 

layer, a frequency at which radio waves will be reflected from the given 

layer- The highest of these frequencies 

fcri, '.   to-to^ (3.3*5 

at which the radio wave striking the simple layer vertically can still be 

reflected fron it is called the critical frequency. Radio waves with frequen- 

cies higher than f    pass an through the ionosphere. 

If the radio wave strikes the ionosphere at an angle, 9 , the highest 

frequency 

f   = f ./sin 0„ (3-33) 
max   crit     0 

is called the mme-jnnTn frequency. 

An averaging of many years of data on the values of customary electron 

concentrations yields critical and maximum frequencies between 16 and 48 mHz. 

Sadio waves at frequencies below these values will not pass through the 

ionosphere. 

The actual mechanism involved in the formation of the ionosphere is more 

complicated than the mechanism involved in the formation of the simple layer. 

The ionosphere is made up *>£ individual layers, known as the D, E, F , 

ar.d ?0  layers (fig. 3-18)- The electron concentrations in the layers, and 

the heights of the layers, change with tine of day and titae of year, as well 

as with the degree of solar activity-  There is rapid recombination of the 

ionized atoms in the denser layers at night, the low (T>3 layer disappears, 

and the electron concentration in the rest of the layers decrease*.  The 

ivniosjjhorc becomes more dense in the winter time, the maximum for the con- 

centration increases, and drops lower down.  The F' layer disappears in the 

winter time. 
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Figure 3-1Ö-  Average distribution of electron concentrations by 
height in the sunnier (a) and winter (b). 
Horizontal: clcctrons/cm^. 

The effect of the ionosphere on the propagation of waves 
in different bands 

Ultralong waves and long waves are propagated between the ionosphere and 

the earth as if by a waveguide.  The earth's surface guides the waves in 

this band within the earth envelope, causing them to propagate in the form 

of a so-called ground wave. 

Long waves are propagated as ground, as veil as sky, waves. The radio 

waves in the ground wave attenuate relatively quickly. The radio waves in 

the sky wave penetrate the D and E layers, where absorption is intensive, 

the waves are reflected, and they return to earth. These waves cover coct- 

paratively short distances in the daytime because of this absorption, but at 

night, when the D layer disappears, and when the concentrations of electrons 

in the E layer diminish, the range of transmission of long waves is much 

greater than during the day. 

Short waves propagated by a sky wave are reflected repeatedly from the 

ionosphereand from the earth.  Far this reason the range of radio communica- 

tions on these waves is very great. 

The N. I- Kabanov effect 

The Kabanov effect occurs in the short wave band, and simply stated 

says that radio waves reaching the earth's surface after having been re- 

flected from the ionosphere can be scattered by the. earth. Some of the 

scattered radiation returns to the radiation source, where it can be re- 

corded.  The return scattered signals can be received at ranges varying from 

several fc-Ji-'cred to several thousand kilometers. 

If the reflecting surface creates a direct reflection there will be 

no return scattered signal. 

Ulxrasherx w„vcs pass through the ionosphere, except for the long wave 

portion of this band.  Absorption and scattering of their energies occurs, 

as does refraction, and change in propagation rate. 
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3.6 The Effect of the Ionized Regions of Atonic Explosions 0x1  the 

Propagation of Radio haves (L5)  

The ionized regions «.f atomic explosions have the properties of the iono- 

sphere. The dimensions of these regions can he in the ±cns of  kilometers, 

and the densities of the electron concentrations in them can have magnitudes 

close to those found in the ionosphere. 

These regions can have the following effect on radar operation: 

cause a bending in the path of the radio waves (fig. 3.19), resulting in 

an error in determining target height 

where 

uH = h  L•\   -1), £3.34) 

h   is the vertical dimension of the region; 
reg 

a   is the angle of incidence of the beam at the region boundary; 

cause a change to take place in the group signal velocity (v     = 

ctc*): in the ionised region, leading to errors in determining the range to 

the target, and equaling 

4R - 2Lreg Cl - l/T'e
7) , (3.55) 

where 

1   is the distance over which the ionized region extends; 

cause some af the £ield energy to be absorbed, scattered, and reflected 

in the ionized region, and thus causing a reduction in radar operating range. 

The scattered radiation from the ionized region can be picked up by the 

radar in the same way that scattered radiation from any target is picked up. 

This is the basis for the possibility of determining the coordinates of atomic 

explosions and for arriving at an approximate determination of their 

characteristics. 

3.7 The Effective Reflecting Surface of a Target 

The effective reflecting surface of a target is the area of nondirection- 

al radiation that determines the magnitude of the reradiated power and creates 

the same flow of energy at the reception site as would the real target. 

Figure 3-3-9-  Error in determining the height of a target beyond the 
ionized region of an atomic explosion. 
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The effective reflecting surface depends on target six«, shape, material, 

and radar wavelength. The directivity pattern of the secondary radiation 

from the target is badly cut up because of the complex configuration of the 

target.  As t.'ie target moves The nature of this dissection changes constantly. 

The rr-s^lt of the random changes in target position and changes in "the 

•^.rociio.i of illumination.  It is this that causes fluctuations in the power 

of the sitjr.aL reflected by the target,  hence, the effective reflecting sur- 

face of a target is a variable.  The probability that — will ax. least L.^ 

equal to the selected magnitude tx) can be established using the graph .shown 

in Figure 3-20- 

W&O 

Iw  1     U^l 
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1 
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f !  i i 
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Figure 3.20. Graph of the probability that th-n effective reflecting 
surfac« of a target, cr win at least be equal to the 
selected design magnitude, x. 

Table 3-5   lists the average values for the effective reflecting  surface 

(CT   Q) tor selected targets. 

Table 3-5 

Average  values  ftr  effective  reflecting  surface  for selected 
targets 

Type target rt 0' 

Fighter plane 

Long-range bomber 

Ballistic missile warhead 

Transport aircraft 

Man 

3 to 5 

20 

0.2 

50 

0.8 

3.8 Radar Coverage Pattern 

The coverage pattern is that region of space at the boundary of which 

a target can be detected vith specified probability. The boundary of the 

coverage pattern can be established through the radar equation 

R -1/  P..aZ     J.^WP-     .     ,  v    10"°-O^K-F(o,c).       (3-36) •v P G2     ^X2/64?r3Pf . v p    max t rec man v 
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where FC^>, e) is the standardized antenna pattern (see Chapter IV). 

The random nature or" the position of the boundary of the coverage zone 

is caused by the fuzzing up of the signal by noise and by fluctuations in 

the effective reflecting surface of the target. Hence, target detection is 

random in nature; that is, it can, or cannot, occur.  This is taken inzo 

consideration in the aquation at (3.36) by the visibility factor, iJ .  The 

necessary values of th? latter providing for specified probabilities of 

correct target detection, (P J), and false alarm, (P. ). at predetermined cd la 
ranges, establish the r&undary of the coverage pattern. 

Radar coverage pattern in the vertical plane 

The boundary of the coverage pattern is established by the resultant 

antenna pattern. Detection and target acquisition radars have separate 

antenna patterns in the horizontal and vertical planes, so the coverage 

patterns too are constructed in these planes.  The coverage pattern in the 

vertical plane is taken with respect to the maximum in the antenna, pattern in 

the horizontal plane, so its equation has the form 

R(e) = *naJ(eh 0-37) 

where 

F(e) is the radar antenna pattern in the vertical plane. 

Meter and. decimeter band radars, in which the antenna pattern is formed 

by part of the energy reflected from the earth, have the equation at (3-37) 

in the form 

R(e> = a0F{c)c(e), (3.38) 

where 

R is the maximum radar operating range in free space; 

FCeJ is the standardised antenna pattern in free space; 

$(e) is the multiplier for the earth (see the expressions at 3.l8 - 3-l8) 

Figure 3-21 i:> an example of the coverage pattern for a radar, the an- 

tenna pattern of which is formed as a result of the energy reflected from 

the earth. The shape of the coverage pattern can change 'with the profile 

of the position and the nature of the soil.  It is desirable to set up in 

each position with coverage patterns for characteristic azimuths. 

The coverage pattern ir. the vertical plane (fig. 3.21a) is usually con- 

structed in the rectangular system of coordinates, in terms of the height (H) 

and the slant range (R) - Plotted on the coordinate grid are the elevation 

lines, the lines of reduced heights («"'), and the equal altitude curves 

with the sphericity of the earth taken into consideration. The reductions 

(£H) in the latter below the lines of reduced heights can be established 

through (3-25) 

£H^ R£/2R - (3-393 e 
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The equal altitude curves are u«ed in the «valuation Of the combat 

capabilities of a radar against targets flying at different  altitudes.  The 

coverage patterns in the vertical plane c«o be dissiailar in different 

directions, depending on the nature of t^- f&dar position. With this in 

mind, xhe combat capabilities of the radur c*n be evaluated by the s«t of 

coverage patterns taken for characxeristic azimuths. 

Figure 3-5:1.  Example of coverage pattern in the vertical (a) 
and horizontal (b) planes for a radar on a level, 
homogeneous site. 

Radar coverage pattern in the horizontal plane 

The coverage pattern in the horizontal plane is a horizontal section 

at a definite height in the coverage patterns in the vertical plane. When. 

the site is level and homogeneous the coverage pattern in the horizontal 

plane is a circle (fig. 3.21b) with internal, unexamined annular bands. 

They form ax the site of tht nulls in the antenna pattern. 

When, the position in whic-h the radar is located is uneven, the coverage 

pattern in the horizontal piano is  established from the set of coverage 

patterns in the vertical plane for characteristic azimuths, and with the 

screening effect of local objects at the given height taken into con- 

sideration. 

Maximum operating range, range at. a specific height, and antenna pattern 

for the sita are made more precise by using data obtained under real radar 
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operating conditions.    Overflights can be used *hen needed to make these 

refineaen"Ls* 

3-9     Propagation of Electromagnetic Waves in  the  Infrared Spectrum 

Infrared rays cover vj»e band from 0-3 nm to 0.75 microns,   that  is,   the 

band between the millimeter vaves and visible light.     Practically all bodies 

with temperaxures above absolute xero radiate infrar-sd rays- 

Vhen propagated into the atmosphere the beam-type flux from the infra- 

red spectrum ij attenuated because of scattering and absorption.    Scattering 

is caused by refraction,   reflection,  and diffraction of the beam-type flux 

by the discontinuities.     The attenuation factor due to  scattering ^an be 

established through the relationship 

where v       * 

\    is the wa.vel-»ngth in microns; 

S, is the attenuation factor for visible li-;3it (\ = 0-55 micron). 

ß. values, depending on atmospheric conditions, are listed in Table 3*6. 

Tabl* 3.6 

Attenuation factors fox visible light energy in accordance 
with atmospheric conditions 

vtiaQspheric conditions ß •   ,  neper/km 0  ,   cb/Jca 

Very heavy fog >48 >4l6 
Heavy fog 48 4l6 
Moderate fag 12 104 
Light fog 4.75 41 
Heavy smoke 1.3 10.4 
Light smoke 0.6 5.2 
Clear 0.24 2.1 
Very clear 0.12 1.04 
Exceptionally clear 0V04 0.35 

Some of the radiation energy is converted into other types of energy 

when the bear-type flux is absorbed.     Absorption in the molecules and gases 

in the atmosphere is resonant in nature. 

Ozone in the infrared region of the spectra* has absorption lines in 

the 4.63-4.95,   8-3-10.6,   an.«  12.1-16.4 micron bands. 

CO^ has the broadest ah.--,•?rption in the 4-4.8 and 12-9-17-1 micron 

t anils. 

Water vapor has heavy,   bro»id absorption  in the 0.926-0.973,   1.095-1.165, 

l-3.,9-1.4S8,   1.762-1-977»   and   3-52-2.845 micron bands.     Vidth of ehe bands, 

and intensity of absorption 1/ water vajors aid C0„ are greatest at the 

earth s  surfacs.     They diminish with increase/ in height above sea  lev si. 
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Chapter IV 

Antenna Feeder  Systeos 

Transmission  Lines 

Transmission  lines are  systems designed to transmit the energy  of 

eloctrocaagnfitic waves. 

The following types ol transmission, lines Are currently in use: 

two-vire  open-wire  and  shielded; 

coaxial; 

rectangular and round waveguides; 

strip waveguides. 

The process of transmitting electromagnetic energy along a line is 

always wave-like ia nature in the transmission line, regardless of the type 

o£  line used. 

4.1  Voltages and Currents'on a Transmission Line 

An incident wave is propagated from the generator to the load. On.  a 

long lo*isy line the amplitude of the incident wave diminishes approaching 

the load (fig. 4*1)-  If the load is unmatched some of the power is reflected 

and there is a reflected wave (fig. 4.2}. 

- 

Figure 4-1-  Graph of the valtage of an incident wav« on a line. 

Vb 

~~ 'J— -V.V7 

I-'i'jurt h.—.     Graph of the voltaflu of a reflect ad wave on a line. 

Tho expressions for the instantaneous values of the voltages of an 

incident, u , and a reflected, u , wave on a transmission line are 

::'•  .--U,,'«.•'•'*""cos (*/ — «). 

or — U^c'<os(V*£-T *±-T fy). 
(4.1A) 
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where 

U and U are the amplitudes of tlie incident and reflected waves at 

tfco origin of the line (when z = 0). 

z    is a coordinate of a point on the line; 

tu    is the cyclic frequency of the oscillation-, 

a =  -TT/X is the phase factor; it characterizes the difference in phase 

in the oscillations of the traveling wave at points spaced 

unit length, from each other; 

p     is the attenuation factor; 

$ is an angle taker, into consideration the phase displacement at 

the load and the delay between the direct and the return pro- 

pagation of the waves. 

For current waves 

**• —— e-^cos (at — «z\ 

l- ^ _HL c-vcos (Q£+ az -1- *j). 
(4.1b) 

where 

o is the characteristic impedance. 

The resultant voltage and current on the line are the application (super- 

position) of the instantaneous values of the incident and reflected waves of 

voltage and current 

_u«» ay •+ u~, (4.2a) 

(4.2b) i=:*v+r. 

The latter equation,  when, transformed with  (4.1a)  and  (4.1b)  taken 

into consideration, can he written 

i—|-<**-«-). (4.3) 

The relationships describing the propagation of the transverse components 

of the el*-ctrical and magnetic fields on any transmission line,   including 

waveguides,   are similar in structure- 

In complex Cora,   the resultant voltage and current on the line are 

described as follows 

.:     Ü{zjLjMi,      I-   JU)^, (4.'i) 

vhere 

U(zO   and l(z)  are the resultant complex amplitudes; 

L ^w^^w + ü-w. 
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Reflection Coefficient 

The complex reflection coefficient is 

j'^/H-;':^;/1^ (4.6) 

and ciiractcrizL's the ratio 01" the anplitudes of incident and reflected vaves 

and the phase displacement between these oscillations at the point under 

consideration.  In the formula at (4_6), p. = U.YU' is the complex coefficient 

of reflection through the section z .  The value of the modulus (p_) is "within 

the limits 

3<lrtl<l, (4'7) 

because the amplitude of the reflected wave cannot be greater than that of 

the incident wave. 

The culitpiier e^  characterizes the change in amplitudes in the case 

of direct and the return passage from the section under consideration to 

the load-  The multiplier e    characterizes the change in phase compared 

with the phase of the reflection coefficient through the section z- 

4-2 Conditions on thi> Lossless Transmission Line 

Or. short sections of a transmission line, one with a length of several 

wavelengths, and for purposes of describing the conditions oa  the line, 

losses can be ignored, the attenuation factor can be taken as 3 sa 0, and 

the same relationships that exist on the lossless line can be used to des- 

cribe conditions. The condition will depend on the ratio of the incident and 

reflected wave amplitudes, that is, on the modulus of the reflection, coeffi- 

cient |p| . The positions of maxima and minima are established by the phase 

of the reflection coefficient. 

Traveling Wave Conditions 

If the load is matched to the transmission line and completely absorbs 

the power incident to ity  there will be no reflected wave- (p = 0) and there 

will be traveling waves on the line. 

u.'r W 

Z. 

Figure 4.3-     Distribution of amplitudes on a line in the case 
of traveling waves. 
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As will be seen from (4-5), the amplitudes of the voltages (currents) 

along the line remain constant (fig. 4.3). Only the phase of to© oscillation 

along the line changes. 

Standing Wave Conditions 

If the load does not scatter the actual power and completely reflects 

the incident wave,|p| = 1, that is, the amplitude of the reflected wave will 

equal the amplitude of the incident wave-  At the points where the phases 

of the voltages of the incident and reflected waves coincide the reflection 

coefficient, p, is a real magnitude.  Since Jpj - 1, the amplitude of the 

voltage &±  "these points equals 

U   = 2U+- (4-8) 
max 

The points indicated are spaced Az = }J2  apart. 

In accordance with (4.5), in these sections the current amplitude is 

I ,  =0. (4_9) 
riin 

The same is true for points where the phases of the voltages of the inci- 

dent and reflected waves are opposite, and the resultant amplitude of the 

voltage equals zero 

U .  =0, (4.10) mm 

while the amplitude of the current has a maa-innim 

I   = 2I+ = U  /0. (4.11) 
max naX ~ 

Thus,   the resultant voltage and the current   in -the case of complete reflection 

(when |p]  » l)  are represented by the pattern of standing waves with nodes 

and loops (fig* 4.4). 

V I 

Uäi>*  -J JT4*\ 

Figure 4.4.     Distribution of amplitudes on a line in the standing 
wave condition. 

Mixed Condition 

If the load at the end of the line absorbs some of the power,   but some 

is reflected,  the value of the modulus of the reflection coefficient is in 

the limits 

0< ]p] < 1. (4.12) 
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The condition obtained (fig« 4.5) is somewhere between the traveling and 

St^ndin9 wave condition.  The sections of maxima an<* minima are called 

characteristic sections.  Acrosa these sections where the amplitude of the 

voltage is mairimuia the amplitude of the current is minimum, and vice versa. 

The distance between two adjacent maxima (minima) is £z = yjz. 

Figure 4,5- Distribution of amplitudes on a line vhen mixed 
waves prevail* 

Characteristic* of the Condition on. a Transmission 

Line 

It has been accepted that -the condition will be characterized by the 

value of the traveling wave ratio, K . The traveling wave ratio is 

numerically equal to the ratio of the minimum amplitude of the voltag* (or 

current) to the 

K . sv 

K  * U . /U   = I , /I „. (4.13) tw   Bin' max   min max 

The magnitude the inverse of K is  called the standing wave ratio, 

K  =. l/K  - V     /U . =1  /I . . (4.14) 
sw     tw   max mwi   max min 

The association between K  and the magnitude of I pi stems from the 
sw • * 

relationship at (4.5) 

K. 1 + |p|/l - IP|. (4.15) 

For traveling wave conditions  |pj  s 0,   K       =  1,  K       si«     For standing 

conditions | p \ =» 1, X      «0, K     • «.    I 

0 < 1 pi < 1. 0 < K.     < 1,   1 < K     <<». 

wave conditions  1 p \ =»  1,   X       • 0.   K       -  »-     In the mixed wave condition 11 '     tw *     sw 

T.W su 

Input Impedance of a Line Segment 

The iiiput impedance, Z(z) of a line of section z is the impedance of 

a line of length I - z, loaded by impedance, 2 

2TW-^-,-{^. ».«) 

The reduced (standardized) impedance is 
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Z(z) ij> a complex magnitude for an arbitrarily selected section. 

The magnitude p = jpl in sections of voltage maximum (current minimum). 

1 + |p|/l - |pl = K (4.18) 

that.is, it is a real magnitude» 

Similarly, across the sections oS  voltage minimum [current maximum) the 

magnitude p = - jpL and across these sections 

* 1 - |p|/l + |pj - K (4.19) 

Consequently, the input impedance of the line is pure resistance across 

all characteristic sections and has a complex nature, as in the other 

sections. 

-i .3 The Circle Diagram for Long Lines (the V-'olpert Diagram) 

The Volpert circle diagram (fig. 4.6) is a pattern of curves of con- 

stant values for the reduced pure, ß', and reactive, X', resistances con- 

structed on the plane of the complex reflection coefficient 

*-^+^-TTT 

The curves for R* * const « t(v, V) and X* = const = F(V, V) are 

families of circles. 

1 -~"— ,0 

(4.20) 

Firure 4.6. Circle diagram for long lines. 

A - distance from load. 

The curves for the constant value 

K  *= const and Z' = z/\ =  const 
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are plotted en this same diagram* 

These two fai&ilies, together with the circles for K' = const and 

X* • const, yield the circle diagram (fig. 4.6). 

The diagram can be used to establish the impedance of various sections 

of the line for a given line condition and, conversely, to determine what 

conditions are for a toown load impedance.  This is why the diagram, constructed 

using relative magnitudes R' = R/P* X*. « X/P, a1 - zA» as well as the ditneasion- 

less magnitude K , is universal end can bt used for computations on trans- 

mission lines of any type- 

In this diagram the circles for K  =1 [or p = 0), that is, the uatch 

condition corresponds to the central point.  The circle corresponding to 

K  aea, that is, standing wave conditions, is the outside circle* The 

intermediate values of K  are not plotted to avoid complicating the diagram. 

The value of K  can be taken from the curves for Ft* = const where they 

intersect the vertical axis (the axis of real magnitudes}.  The upper part 

of the axis of real magnitudes corresponds to the sections of voltage minima 

(current maxima)- On this line X1 - Q and R" • 10  < 1- The lower part of tv 
the axis of real magnitudes corresponds to sections of voltage r"?***"1* 

(current minima).  On this line X' = 0 and R' = K  > 1- To the left are sw 
the arcs of the circles when -Xr - const, and to the right the arcs of the 

circles when Xf • const* 

Figure 4.7- Use o£  the circle diagram to determine the magnitude 
of K  on a line for a specified load impedance, 

sw 

sw   max      max*      load     load 

Example. It is given that Z»   ^ = R'   ^ + jX'  ^- Find K  and 
• • F -- load    load     load-       sw 

the position of the closest minimum with respect to the load. 

The solution sequence will be explained through the schematic shown 

in Figure 4-7- 

1. Find, on the diagram, the curves for R'   _. and X*.  ,.  The 1 ' load      load 
points at wnich they intersect establish the position of the impedance, 

Z*   .on the plane of complex p. 
load 
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2.  A concentric circle passing through* this point establishes the value 

of K . The value K  « R1   can be read at the site of the intersection i.v sw     max 
of this circle -with the line of maxima. 

3- The reduced distance from the load to the closest minimum corresponds 

to the angle, read counterclockwise, between the radial line passing through 

the point Z»    and the lino of the minima. The figures for the values of 
load 

the reduced length z" - ss/i are plotted on the outside circle in the diagram 

(fig. 4.6). 

4.4 Matching Load and Line 

If the line load does not equal the characteristic icpedance, there 

will be a reflected wave on the line in addition to the incident wave, as 

has already been pointed out.  The larger |p|, the greater the amplitude of 

the reflected wave and the closer conditions on the line to the standing 

wave conditions. The reflected wave causes an increase in losses, and the 

appearance of over-voltages reduces the electrical strength of the line and 

intensifies tr.9  dependence of the input impedance on the frequency. 

A matching device (fig. 4.8) is installed ae&r the load in order to 

eliminate the, reflected wave. 

iliiliilliiililliirwlflliiliitiiiii iiiiWNiiiiir'' z 

c 

Figure 4.8. Schematic of the installation of a matching device in 
a transmission line. 

A - K i B — matching devices C - Z 
sw' ö      *      load 

Matching device parameters are selected such that the device will trans- 

form load impedance into characteristic impedatce: that is, the input im- 

pedance of the device will be equal to the characteristic impedance 

Z.  = P, that is Z* = 1 or y^ = l/p, that is Y' .  = 1. <4.2l) 

Now pure traveling wave conditions will pertain on the line to the left 

of the matching device. 

The matching device ought not introduce loss, so should be a reactive 

sink. 

Quarter-wave transformers and reactive stubs are most often ^sed a3 

matching devices. 
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^»5    TVo-Vi.ro  und  Coaxial   Lines 

T-'o-wirc  (.symmetrical)  lines can   >e open, or shielded.    The construction 

of  open   {unshielded)   feeder*  is show»!  in Figure 4.9,  that of shielded in 

figure "t.10- 

Xz. the  present  time open. ft-r>ders  are us^d priaarily  for feeding  sym- 

Ketric.j.ily-co:iplad long wave and ra->diuia vave antennas*    The open feeder is 

held ty rigid  insulators,  or is fixe£  in place by guys and  insulators. 

Ta.» *• ni.xial   (unsymnietrieal)   feeder  can be  rigid or flexible.     lit the rigid 

coaxi.^   i't-:;'er (fig. •'•.11} the inner wir* is supported by dielectric spacers, 

or by aa\i\i   tr ^i.-tors.    The latter are short-circuited segments of the 

Figure 4.9«     Construction of symcBtrical tvo-wir« unshielded 
line«. 

o^ti WM'f /*    / } 

Fifeaxft  V.10-     Construction c5  symmetrical  two-wiz-e  shielded lines. 

a - vith, a circi*JL?r shieid;  o - with strip c«--\aactors- 

_r_jr £n i*' 

i—.—<• r 

»-fa • •-S- J • • * 

Fixture 4-li«. Construction of coaxial CAOICS- a - vi±H  spacers 
as insuliturs: o - with metal insulators. 
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feeder with  electrical   length   I.        = Jt/4.     The inpedance of xh» supporting 

segment   (of the insulator) can be computed through the formula 

Z.      .       = 4p2/3\, (4.22) in ins        p <•*"*» 

where 

3   is the attenuation factor far the insulator feeder. 

Since o > g^,  Z. > 0,   ar;d the insulator will not,   for all  practicjil 

purposes,  shunt the main feeder. 

The flexible coaxial feeder consists of a flexible outer metallic braid 

and an inner wire supported by insulators.     The insulation most often used 

is a solid filling of a polyethylene type dielectric- 

Two-Wire and Coaxial  Line Parameters 

These lines have the following main parameters: 

charact-sristic impedance o? 

line wavelength X,-     ; 
line 

velocity rate £ = XAlin0? 

permissible voluäfle U ; perm 
attenuation factor a. 

She two-war« cable has a 

characteristic impedance of 

^576,    <{ , 

where 

d    is the distance between the wires; 

r . is the radius of the wires; 

G     i» the relative dielectric constant for the dielectric envelope; 

for an aerial cable e    - 1; 

a permissible voltage for an aerial cable of 

; 
perm 

U • U„.    -Vk, (4.24) 
perm      limitr 

where 

U,j    ..   = 4.6E,.   ..rCcmJ  log  d/r,   E, .    ..- 30 kv/cm; (4.25) limit lanat «-*••»     xirait 

Jc = 2 to 3i   and is the assurance factor with respect to  electrical strength; 

an .attenuation factor for typical aerial cables in the meter band of 

S  =  (O.OI to 0.04) db/meter. (4.26) 

The coaxial  cable has a 

characteristic impedance of 

?==7^ls~' C4.27) 

a permissible voltage for an aerial cable of 
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L    = U, . . A- (4.28)* 

U,. .  = 2.3 E..   rCcm] log R/r. 

The wavelength lor a cable with a dielectric filler can be computed 

through the formula 

*line - ^V <*•»»> 
where 

>.   =* 200/itmKz]   is the wavelength in free epac«,   in meters- 

tic rrcspondingly,   the  velocity rate   is 

§ = "V"GT- (4-30i 

For a cable with dielectric spacers 

g = 1.01 to 1.05- C4.3i) 

Table 4.1 

Electrical characteristics o- flexible coaxi.-l cables 

Type cable   Characteristic  Attenuation  Outside    Working 
impedance,      when 1 —.     diameter,   voltage, 
ohms ICO BHZ mm        lev 

RK-29 50 0.113 9-8 s 0.5 1-5 

RK-19 52 0.2 4.2 ± 0-2 1.0 

RS-6 52 0.05 12.4 =0.6 4-5 

HK-47 52 O.0Ö 10.3 ±0-5 1 

Hi -49 72 0-13 6-9 = 0-3 1 

RX-3 75 0.07 13.0 ± 0.7 5-5 
3X.-1 77 0.11 7-3 ± 0-4 3-0 

KK-2 92 0,09 9-6 ± 0-5 4.5 

4.6 Waveguides 

A vavftcuide is a hollcv metal tube used for the transmissioii of electro- 

magnetic waves- Any shape of tube cross-section can be used as & waveguide. 

From the standpoint of construction, the rectangular waveguides are more con- 

venient; to us«.  Round waveguides are most often used when axial symmetry of 

the wuvefjuicio is required, with rotating junctions, for example.  Any waveguide 

k • (6 to 7) for- a line with metal insulators; k - (15 to 20) for 
a line vith dielectric spacers. 
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is A unique filler of the upper fretcvencie« and these can propagate- oscilla- 

tions along the .waveguide if their- v&vclcugtts are  shorter i..an some critical 

\'avelcnoth,   \ 

*- < *~-c-- 14-32) CX*lt 

'."ho value of 5      .     is  determined by the transverse  dimensions and crxt 
*ype of oscillation propagated irk the waveguide-     -"he  smaller the transverse 

d'tver.sior.s,   and the mnre corcplen the pattern of the oscillation field,   the 

shorter tas critical wavelength.. 

Ordinal*! 1^
F
 X has the sane order as that cf the transverse dimension 4crit 

of tiie waveguide,   S3  it is desirable xo ust> waveguides ta transnik waves in 

the d**cin«ter7   centimeter,   and cil linnet, er twnds. 

fc.iat   is established in any waveguide is a field pattern iuch thttt oo 

t>*e w.sils of the waveguide tue tangent component of the magnetic field 

equals aero. 

lrtnsvers« electrical  oscillations with a ic-ngitudinai component K 

of  the x&gnetic field,   called type IE waves   Cor '.< wavt-s),   as well as 

transverse raagnecic wav.js with a longitudinal component   E    of the tlectric&l 

field,   can t-s propagat'sd along a hollow tube.    The latter are cailec type 

TM waves   (or S vave$). 

The wave   that will be propagated in a waveguide ^lone,  without  the mixing 

in of other waves,   is called the fundamental wave for tee ViVcguidc,   and the 

others are called higher types of waves. 

For the lu&ctjnental wave 

Xcrii fund > *crit high- (4*33> 

The waveguide s-v-uid ordinarily operate on the fundaaentaJ wave without 

the mixing in oi *h.-g-Vir wav«w. For this purpose the dimensions of the wave- 

guide are selected such that they satisfy the inequality 

vrn lund crxt jagt 

The wavelength ,•    ixt the waveguide for th»; selected oscillation equals 

K =  Vf3  '   °^crit;2- C4*35) 

"Tie wavelength, 1 , increases wi±.h increa.-e in '; .  When \  -+ \  ^„» the 

magnitude X -* as, indicating the curtailment of the propagation along the 

waveguide of the type of oscillation under consideration. The phase velocity, 

v , of z.  wave in a waveguide characterizing the movement of the field pattern 

along the waveguide, equals 
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V
P 

= V - *& " <3^crit>2- (4'36) 

It will always be greater than the speed of light,  that  is,   v    > c. 

At the sane time,  the energy transference rate is 

•. - «Yi - OA«^2 (4J7) 

and always is less than the speed of light, that is, v < c. 

If the condition \ < X    -±  is satisfied for the selected type of oscilla- 

tion, traveling, standing, and mixed wave conditions can exist in the wave- 

guide, depending on the nature of the load. 

4.7 Rectangular Waveguide 

£ and K waves can exist in a waveguide (fig. 4.12). She critical 

wavelength for the E and H waves can be established -through the relationship 

*crit = ,//,v  /.vr C4.38: "/(^tt-f 
For E waves: m  = 1, 2, 3, ..„; n = 1, £, 3-.- 

Fox- H waves: m = O, 1, 2, ", ...; n = O, 1, 2, 3 ... 

Values m • 0 and n • 0 at the same time are impossible for H waves* 

The indices m and n indicate the number of standing half-Waves along sides 

a and fa, respectively. For the case when the dimension b > a, the highest 

X -t Can be obtained for H 1 waves (a • 0; n • l), which is therefore the 

fmidaEwaita! wave for a rectangular waveguide. 

H?SzZ22Z 

figure 4.12. Rectangular waveguide. 

Fundamental (Hrt,) vave in the rectangular waveguide. Figure 4.13 shows 

the structure of the electromagnetic field of the wave for the matching case. 

For this vave \    _= 2 b. 
cnt 

The electrical strength of the waveguide operating on wave H  can be 

established through the expression 

For air E, .   ._,. - 3G kv/cm. 
limit 

Ordinarily 

Pper» ' W  to ^ Plünxf C4-40) 
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In order to preclude the possibility*of the appearance of higher types 

of vaves, the operating wave is selected froo tue condition 

1,S*>1>| 
2a <4.4l) 

The characteristic iapedance with respect to the voltage is 

•A=R-y 
(4.42) 

Figure 4-13- Structure of the field in a rectangular waveguide 
operating on a *andamenta! wave, ^01- 

3asic data on rectangular waveguides are listed in Table 4.2. 

Table 4.2 

Rectangular waveguides 

A B C                  ID B ^"jKea***!!^ 
BuyTptiatet ]»3- TO^I^KKS cre- ?**Vi>* use ajTyauBic. 

14* £ U, MM eaim«. CM IM*. jua      j JSMT 
•" 

MÖX002 33--:6,S 3.:s -15.S O.O03 
OS* 105 £0.5-31,2 3,:a 1S,9 0,003 
65X1^* 13.63-10,7 2,03 5.3 0.012 
45X« S.1—I3.S3 2V03 3.3 0,017 

3^X^ 7.6—11,55 2,03 0,02H 

KX*3 5,01— 7,62 1.63 1.« 0.OK 
15X3S 3.67— 5,£S 1,63 0,51 0,072 
10*23 2,5— 3.CÜ 1.27 0,23 0,127 

Key: A inside dimensions, n 
operating power, uw; 

i; B - passband, cm; C - wall thickness, 
E — nan'mum attenuation, db/meter. 
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4.8 Round Waveguides 

Both E and K vaves can exist in round waveguides. The critical wavelength 

is 

Xcrit = 2rTa/U tt-*°} 

where 

a is the waveguide radius; 

(U   for E* waves / ran 
X for H vaves 

nil 

U   is The n"> root of the Bessel function of the first kind of the a9 

°"li 
XI 

order; 

U1   is the n» root of an arbitary Bessel function of the first kind cm 
of the mfli order. 

Possible values are m = 0, 1, 2, 3---; n = 1, 2, 3-»* 

The index m indicates the periodicity of the field of the wave (the 

nusber of "standing waves" around the perimeter of the circumference of the 

waveguide). The case of m = 0 corresponds to a wave with axial symmetry. 

The Index • indicates the number of independent coaxial regions, in each 

of which the energy flows as in an independent waveguide, without flowing into 

a neighboring region. 

The fundamental wave in the round waveguide is the H  wave (fig. 4.14). 

Tor unis wave 

*crit - 3*41 * (4.44) 

Figure 4.14 
waveguide. 

H  wave in a round Figure 4.15- H  wave in a round 
waveguide. 

Ths H  wave can be used in installations in which it is necessary to 

turn the plane of polarization, as veil as in various waveguide transitions. 

A symmetrical wave of the H type (fig. 4.15) can be used in addition 

to the H wave. This wave has little attenuation, subsiding with increase 

in frequency, so it can be used in long-range transmission waveguide lines. 
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The syssiotrical E  wave (Tig- 4.16) can be used in rotating Junctions 

(fig. 4-17)-  In -these junctions the . ..ttact with the outer walls is through 

a quarter-wave coaxial stub, 4, whi..-  provides the electrical contact ax the 

rotation site.  The quarter-wave di .-ling sleeve, 6, suppresses the radiation 

of super—high frequency energy. TL...  purpose of ring 3 is to suppress the K 
11 

wove, which can appear in the junction because X       ._ „  > \     ..   _ . 
crit H^i   crit CQ2 

Figure 4.16-  E  vavc in a round waveguide. 

—i j output 

\U 

£ta3 C     ~ 7        £ 
input J    *w v 

Figure 4.17.    Rotating waveguide junction. 

The H      and E.  waves are also used in cutoff attenuators  (fig. 4.18). 

The dimensions of the waveguide for the cutoff attenuator are selected such 

that the oscillator wavelength satisfies the condition X > \.rit-    Given 

this selection of the wavelength,  the propagation factor is Y = @,  and is 

real,   so the super-high frequency oscillations attenuate along the waveguide. 

The dimensions of the cross section of the attenuator are usually selected 

small  and the oscillator wavelength turns out to be a, flood deal  longer than 

the critical \ 3> X     -T-     New the attenuation factor can be coaputed through 

the approximate formula 

0   [nap/a] *2nAcritC«]- (4.45) 
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input /.^.fTr.y'y"1; "> —.-.'•—~*       output 
„ . i t -C -*"• ?*\   ***    '• i •.-'-'•^L- 

JrSrs/wv-rrr*/ rrrrrr 

input ^li  r--^^ ^^ ,-''t~"^' f ' '"Sn  output 

Figure 4.lS.  E and H type attenuators. 

The magnitude of the attenuation derived from typical attenuators ranges 

vishjj: the limits oi 3 = (l to 3) nep/cm, or 3 = (10 to $0)  cb/cm. 

4-9 Sirgctional Couplers 

Directional couplers are used to transmit -some of the electromagnetic 

energy froc one waveguide to another. Because of the directional properties, 

the incident and reflected waves in the main waveguide in turn set up traveling 

waves in different directions in the auxiliary waveguide-  If there is a wave 

£r. one direction in the main waveguide, there will only be a wave in one 

direction in the case of ideal directivity in the auxiliary waveguide. And 

in real couplers there is a snail amplitude wave in an undesirable direction. 

The relationship between the powers of ths waves propagated on the auxiliary 

waveguide in desirable and undesirable directions characterises the directivity 

of the coupler 

Edo] - 10 log P^/^- U-46) 

In the case of tue ideal coupler P   =0 and D = ». Ordinarily the 

magnitude is D = 20 to 40 do. 

The coupling between "the main and the auxiliary waveguides is characterized 

by the iterative attenuation 

C [dh} s 10 log P+ . /P*  . £4.47) " main aux 

The magnitude of C can take values from C = 0 (full transmission of 

energy from the main waveguide to the auxiliary) to C e 50 to 70 dbj when 

part of the main power Is transmitted by the auxiliary waveguide (10  to 

ID"7). 

If an absorbing satched load is inserted as a directional coupler in 

one am of the auxi! iary waveguide, and an indicator i3 inserted in the 

other are, an assembly such as this win only reart to one wave, the incident 

wave, for example. If this directional coupler is then turned so the output 
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fljaige is coupled to the oscillator, we obtain an arrangement that win 

react only to -ehe reflected wave. 

The following varieties or couplers are xo be distinguished. 

A.   flotsam. jw*a 

); \/ Qxipnuc. sMtta B 
r,"v/f!\'*!/~*'""'"'^-' -' l^^,-nr''1 

77-ST77S77 

Figure 4.19*     Directional coupler with a quarter-wave separation 
of the coupling holes. 

A - incident wive; B - reflected wave;   C - detector 

Couplers with quarter—wave separation of the coupling elements»    The 

siaplest coupler of this type is the twe—hole coupler with the coupling holes 

in the narrow wall of a rectangular waveguide functioning en the main wave 

(fig. 4-19).     Here directivity is achieved because waves moving through the 

hole add in phase in the required direction, but are opposite in phase,  and 

sutually compensatory in the case of the opposite (undesirable)  direction 

because of the difference in electrical paths,  £d  • 2-\/4 * X    = 2. 

Couplers with several )L/4 spaced holes axe used to reduce the iterative 

attenuation end to increase the directivity in the frequency range.    A 

coupler such as this can be considered as a stage made up of several t-wo- 

nole couplers. 

Quarter-wave stubs,  coupling the wide walls  (fig. 4.20),  are soaetime 

used  instead of round holes. 

Figure 4.20.     Directional coupler with coupling stubs. 

Couplers with mixed electromagnetic coupling.    Examples of these couplers 

are those with round and +-shaped holes in the wide wall of a rectangular 

waveguide  {fig.  4.21  a and b).     Directivity in these couplings is arrived* at 
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uc^.iusL- öl' T.Uc tiinyczioncl  properties of The coupling elcaent proper.  Specific- 

-illy, in iho coupler shown in Figure 4.21a, the directional properties of the 

round holv ary established by the simultaneous excitation in The hole of a 

äys&ctricai E And an unaoianctrical H wave of a circular waveguide. Because 

o-~ the coupling of Those wjv^ t^c resultant characteristic radiation from 

tha hoiii into the auxiliary waveguide has directional properties. 

In the coupler shown iis Figure 4.21b the directivity of the -«—shaped hole 

is Cixablishod by excitation in the slots of the cross that has tiaat and space 

shifts  of 90* and the resultant characteristic of the radiation fron the 

main waveguide into the auxiliary waveguide too proves to be directional. 

Couplers with distributed coupling« This coupler is designed in the form 

of two waveguides connected through a long slot in a common vail, or  in the 

form of two ribbon lines located quite close to each other.  Each section of 

the slot (line) can be considered an elementary exciter.  If a traveling wave 

is propagated in the main vaveguide the phases of the elementary exciters 

will change along the waveguide in accordance with the law for the change in 

phase for the particular line. Because of the functions performed by these 

exciters, a traveling wave in a predetermined direction can also be excited 

in the auxiliary waveguide. 

-%:&*?^r 

t3 

•V 
Figure 't.21- Directional coupler with, mixed coupling. 

a - with a round coupling bole; b - with a 
±-shaped coupling hole. 

The change in the direction of propagation of the wave in the main wave- 

guide causes a change in the direction of the wave in the auxiliary waveguida. 
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Consequently,   this system is a directional coupler- 

4-10    iiTavagMa.de Bridges 

Vave guide bridges are used to   decouple oscillators on different   frequen- 

cies zr.d operating on a coirson i^ad,   for aeasurir.g ^isx^tches,  and as element* 

ir. antenna switches and balanced aixers.     The bridges most often used arc 

T-bridges and slot bridges. 

The T-bridge  {fig* 4l22a)  is a combination of TWO waveguide triplets. 

If saxcheä loads aro connected to aras 3   and 4 of the bridge,   and Then fee 

froa the arm 2 side*   there will be no energy üow in am 1,  because of bridge 

sji^Letry.     If the  feed is froa the am 1  the energy will   flow ta aras 3   and 

4,  but not to ana 2.     Arms 1 and 2 are therefore decoupled when arms 3  and 4 

carry sysaetrical   loads. 

/V 

a=>2S 

igure 4.22.  Vaveguide bridges. 
a - waveguide T-bridge; b - slot bridge; c - 1 

hertz 

rf the bridge is fed through ar= 2, a s£sac.tch in either of arcs 3 a^-ti 

4 will result in super-high frequency energy flowing in arm. L.  This phono- 

aar.cn is what sakes it possible to use the bridge as a mismatch indicator. 

The disadvantages of the T-br2cge are the need for an additional matching 

device, and the rigid manufacturing specifications with respect to accuracy. 

The slot bridge.  The isost widely used design is that in the iom of 

two waveguides with a cosson narrow wall, part of which is cut out (fig- 

i.SSb). A capacitive stub in the central section compensates for the re- 

flected wives occurring at the site of the junction between the narrow and 

wi.de sections- 

The slGt bridge ec-i be considered a directional coupler with distributed 

coupling and an iterative attenuation of C = 3 db. 7£ The- bridge is fed 

fros the i-ra 1 side, and if oatchec loads ar-e connected to aras 3 -and 4, no 

energy will flow in ars 2. 
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Is»; length, of the slot, 1    , in the bridge is selected for the 
slot 

condition 

slot 2» - 
(4.43) 

In this case power fed to arm 1 will divide equally between arras 3 and 

-*.  Ax the saac time, the phase of the oscillations in the arms will differ 

by 90°-  So signal will pass through am 2.  If one of the loads on anas 3 

r-r T is mismatched there will he a reflected wav«, swrt of which will travel 

on arm 2.  Accordingly, the slot bridge is siailar to the T-bridge, so far 

as the functions it performs are concerned. Simplicity of design and good 

band coverage are advantages of the slot bridge» 

4.11  Strip Lines 

Strip lines are  usually used in super—high frequency circuits in 

receivers and are made using printed-wire methods. The* advantages of these 

lines r.re Their good engineering features and small six«. They can be readily 

coupled to coaxial lines and waveguides. Disadvantages ire low electrical 

strength, and quite heavy losses. 

Unsyame-crical (fig. 4.23a) and symmetrical (fig. 4.2Jb) strip lines can 

be used. 

i 4   L- 

Figure 4.23.     Strip lines,  a - unsyamietrical  strip line; 
b - symmetrical strip line. 

The characteristic impedance of the unsynmetrical line is 

13fls      d 
C4.49) 

For the symmetrical   line 

? = z—5-. 
Ja2+ ——— (4.50) 
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Strip lines can bo used to build directional couplers, briirjc.«, filter», 

iT"onuitor*» and other devices.  Design principles are those applicable to 

waveguides.  Strij. lines arc ujee prisi&ri] y in radar receiver plunbing iir.6 

in small super-high frequency sear. 

4.12   The Nonreciprocal Elencnts iji Trar+sxissicn Lir.es 

Devices in which anisotropie materials, the properties of which differ 

for waves from dilferent directions, have been developed for use as the dielectric 

in present-day transmission lines. 

Thc anisotropie material most often used is a magnetized ferrite. 

A ferri-ce is a aagnctc-dieiectric with a crystalline structure which, 

in its external appearance, resembles a ceramic. An anisotropie magnetized 

ferrite makes it appear that waves with a different direction of rotation of 

the plane of polarization are propagated in the ferrite at different phase 

velocities and are absorbed differently.  Specifically, if the exciting field 

is selected in accordance with the relationship 

H la/ml z*  28-6 fCmHz}, (4.51) 

where 

f is the frequency of oscillations of the wave, 

then for a wave fron one of the directions there is intensive absorption, 

occasioned by ferromagnetic resonance in the ferrite. 

3y changing the exciting field we can change the ratio of the propagation 

parameters for waves moving out, and returning. 

The following effects are most often used when ferrite transmission lines 

are employed: 

nonreciprocal (that is, different for direct and return waves) rotation 

of the :>lanc of polarisation; 

nonreciprocal phase time delay? 

nonreciprocal absorption. 

The Nonreciprocal Hotator 

Devices providing for the nonreciprocal rotation of the plane of polariza- 

tion are called nonreciprocal rotators. Most widely used are rotators cased 

on the use of the Faraday effect (fig. 4.24a).  A rotator of this type is a 

circular waveguide stub vorking on an H  wave, in the center of which is a 

longitudinally magnetized ferrite rod. 

A change in the slope of the plane of polarization is made by changing 

the excitation current in the coil. 
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WZ?/?. 
iiE^^-^ 

b 

'iguru 4-24.     ?e.Tite waveguide e.enents.     a - nonreciprocal   rotator; 
b - nonreciprocal phase shifter  (when H < Hj - 

A -   ferrite:   B - excitation coil. 

The Nonreciprocal   Phase Shifter and Absorber 

The device providing the nonreciprocal phase tine delay of the waves is 

caij ed the nonreciprocal   (unidirectional)  phase shifter-, or mnreciprocal 

phase switcher. 

The aost convenient phase shifter is in the fora of a stub of rectangular 

waveguide with a longitudinally sagnatized ferrite plate (fie« 4,34b)-    The 

difference in the phase tiae delays for waves soving in opposite directions can 

be established by the sagnitude of the exciting field, and the intensity of 

tha V. aagnetic  field is taken euch lower then resonance  (H 4 K  )t   so ab- 

sorption will be approximately identical,  and sxallr  for Cirect,  as well as 

re turn,  waves. 

Ilevices that absorb direct and return waves differently are called non- 

reciprocal   attenuators   (reflected wave insulators). 

The simplest attenuator can be obtained if,   in the device reviewed above 

(fig.   4.24b}   in the  fora of a stub of rectangular waveguide with a trans- 

versely magnetized ferrite,  the value of the exciting field is increased to 

sozis sagnitude H ss K    that will   correspond to the condition of ferromagnetic 

resonance and of intensive absorption for one of the waves  (the reflected 

wave,   for exanple).     At the same time the direct wave will move with slight 

attenuation. 

The Circulator 

i'no circulator is a piece of plumbing   in which,   because nonrcciprooal 

elements are used,   a wave moving to one of the arms will be propagated inside 

the circulator over a path different  from that over which the wave leaving 

this; am is propagated. . Figure 4.25a is a diagrammatic layout of a circulator 

with four feed arms. 
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^igure 4-25- The circulator- a - schematic diagram of circulator 
operation; o - circulator in which the effect of a 
nonreciprocal phase shift is used. 

If the feed is from the arm 1 side, the signal is fed into arm 2. At 

the same rime, if the circulator is fed from the arm 2 side the signal is 

no longer fed into arm 2, but to arm 3 (or 4), etc. Thus, signal passage 

in the circulator is in accordance wizh the pattern 1-2-3-4-1-». 

The circulator can be used as an antenna transfer switch if the trans- 

mitter is connected to arm 1, the antenna to arm 2, the receiver to ana 3, 

and the absorbing matched load to arm 4. 

The circulator can be used as a unidirectional absorber-matching device 

if, as before, the oscillator and the load are connected to arms 1 and 2, 

and the matched loads are connected to arms 3 and 4. Now the reflected wave 

is fed from arm 2 to arm 3i then to ana 4 where it is completely absorbed. 

Thus, only the incident wave remains on arm 1 and the oscillator feeding the 

load through ^h® circulator is always working on a matched load. 

Circulators using the effect of a nonreciprocal phase shift (fig. 4.25b) 

are xhe ones most widely used. The principal parts of the circulator are the 

slot bridges, I and II, the nonreciprocal phase shifters, NP-1 and NP-2 with 

A© = -90°) -and the reciprocal phase shifter with Acu = -90** 

Let us consider the passage of a signal fed into arm 1.  After slot 

bridge I the signal power is halved, and, because of the properties of the 

bridge, the phase of the signal in the lower section will lead that of the 

signal in the upper section by 90*. The nonreciprocal and reciprocal phase 

shifters in the upper part in turn introduce an  additional 180° shift, at 

the same time that the lower nonreciprocal phase shifter provides no phase 

shift because the ferrite in it is located anti-symmetrically with respect 

to the ferrite in the upper phase shifter. This, the "upperl: and "lower" 

signals at the input to bridge II will have a 270° shift, as  a result of which 

signals fed into arm 4 are balanced and all the energy flaws in arm 2. 

If the circulator is fed through arm 2 the signal will halve aSte'z 

passing through bridge II and the "upper" and "lower" signals will be Ob- 

tained with identical 90* additional phase shifts because of the upper reci- 

procal and lower nonreciprocal phase shifters. The upper nonreciprocal phase 

shifter introduces no additional shift. Following reasoning similar to that 
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in the forcooiny, one can be persuaded that in this case the signal is only 

fed into arm 3-  If the device is supplied from the ax-m  3 side the signal is 

fed into ana 'i.  Thus, the device has all the properties of -the circulator. 

Circulators of a xype similar to this are widely used in modern radars. 

Antenna Devices 

Devices used for the radiation and reception of electromagnetic waves 

are called antennas. 

Antennas have the property of reciprocity. Antenna parameters in the 

reception mode are established by its parameters in  the transmission mode. 

4.13  Transmitting Antenna Parameters 

The radiation pattern shows the dependence of the power (u) density, 

or of the amplitude of the antenna field strength (E), on the direction in 

space when the distance to the points of observation is constant, that is 

(4.52) 

(4.53) 

wh«rc 

E        anu are the pin^inr"1» values for the respective magnitudes; 
p, 6,  are the azimuth and meridional angles. 
The pattern is depicted in the principal planes by a plane curve in 

& polar (fig«  4.26a)  or in a rectangular   (fig.   4.26b)   system of coordinates. 

b S 

Figure 4-26.    Radiation patterns in a polar  (a)  and in a rectangular 
(b)   system of coordinates. 

Patterns are classified according to their shapes- 
Figure 4.27a i3 that of a cosecant pattern,  fixed in the vertical plane 

through the equation 

F(e)  - sin e    cosec e when €   < e < fi (4.54) 
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where 

s  and c are the «i-im'•• and n-^vimtmi el«*ation angles in -the 

equation for the cosecant pattern. 

The cosecant pattern can be used in ground radars for observation pur- 

poses and in aircraft radars. The level of the sigral reflected from targets 

at various distances from the radar within its operating range rcains un- 

changed at the receiver input in the case of the cosecant pattern. 

&$&r& ¥%w& y*-wm-i 

S       C 

Figure 4.27. Radiation patterns. 
pencil; d - fan. 

cosecan. b - spade: 

The spade-shaped pattern, used in radio altimeters, is shovr. in Figure 

4.27b. 

The pattern, the major lobe of which is approximately syrmetrica! with 

respect to the direction of its maximum, is called pencil-shaped Cfig- 4.27cJ. 

The pattern expanded in one principal plane and compressed in the other 

principal plane is called fan-shaped (fig. 4.£7d). 

The directive gain of an antenna (G) is that number indicating the 

gain in the power density, or in radiated power (P„), provided at the point 

of observation by a directional antenna as compared with a nondirectional 

antenna (fig. 4.28) 

n- (?, 0) 

G(?.fl) = IK 

SO 

when E^ = EQ. 

<4.55) 

(4.5G) 
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In the formulas at {!*.55)   and (4.56) the index Z.  denotes a magnitude 

e^uazec to the field of a directional antenna, while the index 0 denotes 

that to the field of a nondirectional antenna. 

© if^ffj 

! 
I fry, jj. %,aj 

Figure 4.28.  Determination of directive gain of an antenna* 

The dependence of the directive sain on the direction in space can be 

established through the pattern by the relationship 

C(?, Q) = G^F=& Ö). (4.57) 

The maximum value of the directive gain can. be stablished through the formula 

G   = E2 D2/60P (4.58) 
max   max     £ 

where 

D is the distance between the antenna and the point of observation. 

The radar resistance (K~)  is a factor associating the power radiated by 

the antenna with the scuare of the current (I) at a particular point on the 

antenna „ 

The antenna efficiency, "FT, is the ratio of the power radiated by the 

antenna to the power fed to it (P.) 

A-    A- , 
(4.59) 

where 

P, is the power loss. 
loss *^ 

The antenna gain, g , is a number indicating the actual- gain in po*rer 

density, or in radiated power, provided by a directional antenna, that is, 

the gain with losses taken into consideration 

& (?,0)=c c?.e) ^ -«^ (?. Q). (^.60) 

Tho input impedance (Z ) of a transmitting antenna is the impedance 

with which the antenna feeder is loaded. 

The resistance (R ) in the input impedance includes the radiation 

resistance equated to the current flowing in the antenna input (5^.) ami 

the resistance of the losses (R,   ) 
loss 
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A ~ i^A   loss" 

The antenna radiation height is the theoretical length of soce equivalent 

linear array antenna with uniformly distributed current along a conductor and 

a "current area" (S*)t equal to the "current area" of the real antenna 

(fig. 4.29) 

hrad " VA' 
where 

I,  is the current at the antenna terminals. 
A 

Figure 4*29. Determination of antenna radiation height. 

Antenna parameters are associated with h   by the dependencies 

hrad - >*>  *„,' (4-Sl) 

where 
£m*x "l/Ry^^.y/lSO    is the maacjBua value of an unnonaaliaed pattern; 

Emax = ^V^rad' C4-61m) 

4:.14 The Receiving Antenna and Its Paranetera 

The receiving antenna can be represented as a generator of an emf with 

an internal impedance Z_.    The equivalent circuit of a receiving antenna 

loaded with impedance Z    is shown in Figure 4-30- 

Figure 4.j0- Equivalent circuit for a receiving antenna. 

The receiving pattern of a receiving antenna can be established as the 

dependence of the emf induced on the angle of incidence of the arriving wave. 

The effective height of the receiving antenna can be established as The 

dependence of the emf induced on the angle of incidence of the arriving w.ivc. 

The effective height of the receiving antenna is th<= coefficient linking 

the antenna emf (e  ] with the intensity of the electrif field for the 
rec 

direction of maximum reception (given the condition that the receiving antenna 

is oriented in accordance with field polarization) 

C4.62). 
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The directive gain of a receiving antenna is a number indicating the 

factor by wnich the power of the incoming signal arriving from the direction 

ox* luixinu» .-cception is greater for a directional antenna than it is for an 

Isotropie radiator. 

The receiving pattern, the effective height, and the directive gain of 

An zr.tenca in the receiving sode are the sane as the corresponding parameters 

of tha sase antenna operating as a transmitter.  The internal impedance of a 

receiving antenna is equal to -ehe input impedance of the same antenna in the 

-ransxit-ir.3 code. These are the properties that are the antenna reciprocity 

proparti-as- 

The power, P  , delivered by the receiving antenna to the matched load 

is established through ^he formula 

P  - us., rec   A 
where 

H is the power density in an incident plane wave; 

S. is the antenna capture area. 

The antenna capture area is linked with the other paraacters by the 

dependency 

S. = X2/4rr-flm F2(a>,e). (4.63> A        max 

In the event of a nisxatch of the load, the magnitude of S,  .  is A sis 
rediced in proportion to the degree of mismatch 

S,    = Sll  - Ip  _|2). (4.64) 
A mas   A    **ref'  * 

where 

p   is the voltage reflection coefficient* 

The effective surfaces of antennas are the radiating surfaces with size 

S equals 

SA = S^, (4.65) 

where 

K. . is the surface utilization factor, 
ux 

4.25 Systems of Radiators 

The resultant system pattern (P ) for identical radiators can be 

established by the multiplication rule. It equals the pattern of one 

radiator in the system (F_) multiplied by the system factor (7  ) 

F  = F„F . C4.66J 
rs   Is 

The system of radiators is said to he linear if the radiators are 

positioned in line- 
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The factor Tor a discrete equal amplitude line:.- system of identical 

radiators (fig. 4.3l3 with a linear increase in the ...itial phases of the 

iields can be established through tfcp formula 

Fs;W=—V-. u-67) 

N  is the cunber of elements in the system; 

p =2rt/\ d  sinS - c  is the generalized coordinate; 

d _ is the distance between radiators in the system; 

if  is the difference in the initial phases of the fields of adjacent 

radiators. 

The factor for a similar continuous systea of radiators is in the following 

fans 

where 

^  =L/2(2-/X  sin 9-^*)     is the generalized coordinate; 

L      is the systea length; 

O*     is the phase displacement per unit  length of the systea. 

The width of the major lobe of the factor for linear,   equal amplitude 

sysrens can be established through the following a^prcxisiate formulas: 

for ä discrete systea when N   ^ 5 

9WÄ2arcsin^-; E^-69) 

for a continuous systea 

In linear systems in which the cosine ajpl^.tude distribution diminishes 

toward the edge ths width of the major lobe of the system factor is approxi- 

mately 1-3  timss that   found in a system with -jniforw amplitude distribution. 

A flat,   rectangular lattice of radiators   (fig. 4-32)   can bs taken as 

a linear system consisting of N    parallel rows,  each of which is a linear 

system of N     elements.     In accordance with the multiplication rule,   the 

factor for an -;qual  amplitude system of radiators located  in a rectangular 

plane can be established as 

for a discrete system 
MO—|P Mfl 

\rPy 

ifc. />,)- — 
^»n^. N, 

'stem 

Fs$* .y.- sia£^     «3 h 

C^-71) --*—••    n        -KjSin^p 

for a continuous system 

*:-- «af. 
C4.723 
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In The formulas At (4.71) And (4.72) the generalized coordinates p 

and § can be found similarly through the formulas at (4.67) and (4.6£>. 

-Z 

Figure 4*31.    A linear stx-might-line-phase system of radiators- 

»— * 

Figure 4.32.  A two-dimensional lattice of radiators. 

The gain for a system of radiators continuously distributed on a 

plane can be computed through the formula 

<W • w* s«AfV (4.73) 

In the equal amplitude system K  • l, and in a system with a cosine distri- 

bution on one of the sides of the rectangular plane it equals 0.6l. 

The position of the main °»*i" of the factors for systems of radiators 

positioned discretely and continuously are respectively determined on the 

basis of the conditions that 

(4.74) 

(4-75) 

where 

is an angle includes by the direction of the maximum radiation 

and the perpendicular to the axis of the ra'^i&tors. 
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4.l6 Electrical Control of the Radiation Pattern 

T^e posixion of toe main mar:: mum of the radiation by the system can be 

Coal rolled by changing the distance between the elements, d, by changing the 

wavelo-igrh» Ä, and by changing the phase displacements cp and p'• 

Nonaechanical tilting of the radiation pattern is based on this and is 

usually done by controlling the phase displacements (phase control), or by 

changing frequency (frequency control). 3ota types of control can be exer- 

cised mechanically, or electronically. 

Phase control is exercised by using various types of mechanical and 

electrical phase shifters, vith -the phase shifters connected into the eireuit 

of each of the elements in the lattice. The increase in phase from element 

to element takes place in accordance vith a linear law. Control reduces to 

smoothly changing the phase in each element front the highest value "to zero, 

and then to the high.es* value with opposite sign, causing the main maximum to 

shift fron one extrem© position to the other. 

an 11 
Ltfa 

|   VrXfr 
C PttyMfiyva» 

Figure 4*35-     Schematic diagram of phase control of the  switching of 
the radiation pattern by frequency conversion. 

A - mixers; B - local oscillator;  C - receiver;  D - 
adjustable delay line- 

Used as mechanical  phase shifters are changeable length stubs,   controlled 

phase transformers,   rotatable type phase  shifters,   and others.     The 

electrical phase shifters usually Tised are waveguides with magnetized ferrites, 

semiconductor diodes vith a controlled capacitance for the junction,   and con- 

trolled inductances with saturation.    It is also possible to use waveguides 

with an electrified ferroelectric material,  or an  electron plasma. 

One such phase control circuit,  called a circuit with frequency con- 

version,  is shown in Figure 4.33«    Here the direction of the principal maximum 

is determined from the  condition 

Sia%''3ft     IT« C4.76) 
where 

O =2n/X- .     -I   is the dephasing of successively radiating elements over 
section 1 of a delay line between the taps of two adjacent channels; 
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.H..    is the line •wavelength; 
lir.c 

öQ-^T/ä"** is the dephasing of successively radiating elements along 

the array between two adjacent radiators; 

a       is the distance  between these radiators; 

n  is &  factor selected in accordance with the magnitude of the 

phase displacement and the size of the sector of radiation pattern 

switching. 

Frequency control is illustrated by the series circuit shown in Figure 

4.j4. The position of the principal maxi mug for the radiation from the array 

is, i;i this case as well, determined from the condition at (A.76), which is 

ir. the form 

a ax line (4-77) 

7   V   ^ T T ° T FJi signal 

Figure 4.3-*. Frequency control series circuit for switching a radiation 
pattern. 

Frequency control is accomplished as a result cf the dephasing of 

successively radiating eleaents from element to element, and is, in fact, the 

result of change in frequency.  This control can be realized through the 

use of frequency modulation. 

Switching of frequency and phase can be done from pulse to pulse, as 

well as inside a p^'lse. 

4.17 Sipole Antennas. The Symmetrical Dipole 

The radiation pattern of a symmetrical cipole (fig. 4.35) in the plane 

of the electrical vector can be expressed through the following dependency 

/Co)- 
»(Siae)-«^!) 

cosO (4-7S) 

The dipole radiates nondirectionally (fig. 4.36b) in the magnetic 

plan«. The radiation pattern of the oost widely used half-wave symmetrical 

dipolc (2i - \/2)  can be established through the expression 

eos f -^-sin0 J 

rm-tm-    m0 
and is in the form shown in Figure 4.36a« The amplitude of the field 

(4.79) 
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associated -with this dipole can be computed through the formula 

Ece) = 6o i..,yb * F(e)- looj 
where 

2,    is the loop current; 
loop 
D is the distance. 

(4-30) 

Figure 4.35-    Symmetrical dipole. 

9fStr 

FiRure 4.3 6.    Radiation patterns of a half-wave symmetrical  dipole in 
the electrical  (a)  and magnetic  (b)  planes. 

The active portion of the input impedance of a half-wave symmetrical 

dipole equals R^.   * 73*1 ohms-     The effective height of "this dipole equals 

JI/TT,   as per the  formula  at   (4.6la),   and the directive gain  it- equal  to 

1.64. 
The reactive portion of the input impedance of a half-wave thin symaetrica. 

dipole is inductive in nature and equals 42.5 ohms. Consequently, the length 

of this dipole is longer than the resonant length. The dipole ara must he 

shortened to a length equal to the following in order to tune to resonance 

1 = 

where 

p  is the equivalent characteristic impedance of the dipole 

?A=I201a-nfe 

(4.81) 

(4.82) 

r is the radius of the dipole conductor. 

Dipole arrays. The radiation pattern of an array can he established 

through the multiplication rule at (4.66).  The total radiation resistance 

and the effective height of a cophasal array consisting of an adequate number 

of half-'wave dipoles, using a parasitic reflector, can be computed, approxi- 

mately, through these formulas 
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h.« array = ~Vy **" <*•«« 
where 

N    and N    are the nunbers of dipoles stono the OX and OY axes. 

The array's directive gain can be computed through the  fomula at 

(4.73J-     At  the sane tiise the capture area of the array equals 

S, Ä 30rr • h2,„ JK,    __    - (4.35) A eff array*   X array 

^.iS    Diractor Antenr.a 

k director antenna is the name given, to a linear array  (fig. 4-31)  con- 

sisting of a directly-fed antenna and parasitic elements,   the naximua radia- 

tion  fron which is directed to one side along its axis- 

Suppression of the radiation to the opposite side of the array axis 

is achieved because the elements are spaced AA apart   (fig- 4.37)  and have 

a p>ase difference- of if ~ 90*. 

~n the director antenna the supply is delivered to the directly-fed 

antenna only.     The other eleaents reradiate the directly-fed antenna field 

and are called parasitic eleaents.     The initial phase of the field associated 

with the parasitic directors lags the phase associated with the fi«ld of 

the directly-fed antenna*  so the directors are shorter than the directly-fed 

antenna and their reactance is capacitiv«. 

The field reradiated by the reflector leads the field associated with 

the directly—fed antenna*    The reactance of the reflector is inductive,  and 

its length is longer than that of the directly-fed antenna. 

-U 
i 

I     N' 

i—r~i 

l „,   -o£=> 

Figure 4.37,  Director antenna ("wave duct"). 

A director antenna with aore than or.a  director is usually called a "wave 

duct-" The average value of the distance in  the "wave duct "is between 

0.25 oxid  0-35 >..   The directive Qain of a wave duct with length X. equal a 

«W*5(l * t/\). (4.66) sax 
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The directive gain of a wave duct is usually 20 to 30, and the width of the 

radiation pattern is 30 to 40°.  it can he computed, approximately, through 

the formula 

0.5 
YxA, (4.87) 

where 

B is a factor with a value of 65 to 70. 

! ! 

j-ch— 

Figure 4.38. Wideband oultiunit device with reactance compensation 
(a) and the principle behind this compensation (b). 

resonant; line. 

The wave duct is a comparatively narrow-band system.  In order to widen 

its bijr.dpass, a loop dipole, sometimes made with jumpers and bosses, ±s 

used, as is a special device in the form of an array of directly—fed, shortened 

antennas (fig. 4.38), as the directly-fed antenna.  The band voerage by this 

device is improved because the compensation from the capacitance of each of 

its dipoles is opposite in sign to the reactivity of the short-circuited 

line.  The band coverage by the wave channel can also be improved by using 

broadband reflectors (fig. 4.39)- 

A. linear array of "wave ducts" has greater radiation directivity than 

a sinple wave duct. The directive gain of this system Is higher at optimum 

distance and the magnitude of this distance is taken as equal to 1 to 1.2 X' 

Figure 4.39- Two types of multiple-tuned dipole reflectors. 
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Two-stacked»  director-type antennas are used wich detection radars to 

form the radiation pattern, which looks like the cosecant pattern,  and to 

provide a way in which to measure target   elevation.     This close  similarity 

to the cosecant shaped radiation pattern is the result of the distribution 

of the power radiated between th# upper  (P_    )  and lower  CP_ .) antenna 

stacks,   given the condition that 

V»!  -VrAl  -W°l   ' "-881 

where 

h  ,   ,     is the height of the upper  (lower)  stack; 

1:1   ,   ,   - P     ,   \/P— is the power distribution factor. 

The  distance between the stacks can be computed for the condition that 

•the mutual overlapping of the direction of zero radiation by one stack cor- 

respond to the maximum of the radiation from the other stack (fig. 4.4). 

At the same time,   h    =   (1.5  to  2)  h  - 

If the stages are fed about  90°  apart  in phase,  the radiation pattern of 

the two-stacked  antenna in the vertical  plane is in the form 

/(*)=£*(0 V.^siii?(—A^sins) -rWLsias^Ätsine), (4.893 

where 

e  is the elevation; 

F .(e) is the wave duct radiation pattern in the vertical plar.e. 

This vave duct is  advantageous because it has no deep nulls. A X-trans- 

foraer (Tig. 4.41) is used to distribute the power between the stacks in the 

specified ratio. It simultaneously provides & match between the feeder coming 

from the generator and the feeder branches going to the stacks. The following 

relationships exist in the ^-transformer circuitry 

(4.90) 

The radiation pattern of & twa-s"tacked antenna provides a means for making 

an approximation of target elevation if this pattern is controlled by a 

special device.  U&cd fcr the latter purpose is a stack supply transfer switch 

that supplies the stacks in phase and out of phase, as udl oa a goniometer. 

A. goniometer is a Y— transformer with sliding contacts at paints 1 and 

2. The condition of t = t.  •+• X/4 must r.ot be upset when these contacts 

are moved.  The resultant elevation radiation pattern changes with the positions 

of brushes 1 and 2, so e can be determined by the change as shown on a 

suitably scaled goniometer. 
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Figure 4-41. Schematic diagram of a. Y-transformer and a goniometer. 

A - to upper stacKi B - to lower stack; C - from 
transmitter. 

4.19 Mirror Antennas 

Antennas in which the field in theaperture is formed as a result of the 

reflection of electromagnetic waves from a metal surface with a special profile 

are called mirror antennas.  This antenna, in addition to the mirror, also 

has an exciter. The type of antenna is determined by the shape of tie mirror. 

The field created by a mirror antenna in space, as well as its field distri- 

bution, are determined by the amplitude and phase distribution of the field 

in the aperture. The aperture is a flat, continuous system of exciters, so 

its feed pattern can be determined in accordance with the rules for flat 

continuous systems. The magnitudes characterizing the feed pattern of various 

apertures with, respect to the amplitude distribution are listed in Table 4-3- 

Table 4-3 

Principal characteristics of radiating apertures 

Shape of aperture Amplitude    X.   HP width at    First side lobe 
distribution      O.5P1 degrees     level 

Rectangular a x b 

Rectangular a x b 

Sound, radius r 

Uniform with 51 X/a 0.21 
respect to a 

Uniform with 51 X/b 0.21 
respect to b 

Uniform with 51 X/a 0.21 
respect to a _ ©_ 

Cosinusoidal with 67 XA 0.07 
respect to b 

Uniform       1 60 X/2rv 0.2 

The gain of a mirror antenna can be established through, thi formula at 

(4.73). The efficiency of this type of antenna depends not only on the 

energy loss during the energy conversion process, but on the losses resulting 

from energy leakage from the mirror as well. The gain of a mirror antenna 

has its highest value in the case of the optimum product K. 7] . This value 
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is usually equal to 0.3 to 0.4, Ibis can be provided by that feed pattern 

in which the power density incident at the edge of the mirror ia  reduced to 

O.l its value at the center. 

Single radiators, continuous and discrete systems of sources, can be 

used as mirror antenna exciters. 

4.20 The Parabolic Antenna 

A mirror antenna in which the profile of the mirror is a parabola ii 

called a parabolic antenna. 

Figure 4.42.  Parabolic antenna operating principle. 

In the parabolic antenna, the length of the optical path covered by 

all beams from the focal point to the mirror, and after reflection to the 

surface of the aperture, is identical (fig. 4.42). Thus, the parabolic an- 

tenna can convert the spherical front of a ware from the source, which ia 

at the focal point, onto a flat front in the aperture. 

Moreover, after reflection from the mirror the beams diverging from 

the focal point are parallel* This property is wnat makes for the highly 

directiva - adiation from parabolic antennas. 

The mirror, a paraboloid of rotation, forms a pencil-beam pattern. 

Truncated paraboloids are used to form fan-beaa patterns. The truncation 

can be symmetrical, as well as unsymmetrical, with respect to the focal 

plane (fig. 4.43). This latter is what makes it possible to considerably 

reduce the screening effect of the exciter and the reaction of the mirror on 

the exciter by positioning the exciter outside the stone of the most intensive 

mirror field. 

&i 
Figure 4.43* Ifaayamwtrically truncated parabolic antenna with 

radiation maximum displaced in order to reduce the 
screening effect of the exciter and mirror reaction 
on the exciter. 

A - radiation maximum. 

The width of the radiation patterns of parabolic antennas can be com- 

puted approximately: 

in the electrical plane 

e,»=80^r <4.91) 
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in the magnetic plane 

*S*=70- rft*~'w a^"' (4-92) 

wfcere 
RnpfHl *B ***e radius of the paerture in the corresponding plane. 

The parabolic antenna will form a fan-bean pattern if a linear system 

of discrete sources (fig. 4*44) is used as the exciter. The displacement, 

AX, of the source from the focal point (fig* 4.44a) leads to a displacement 

of the "-*-*—** in the radiation pattern by the angle A6-  these magnitudes 

are associated by the relationship 

**«*/*-£. (4.93) 

f is the parabola's focal length. 

By using a ruler of discrete exciters fed from a common channel 

(fig. 4.44b) we can form a fan-beam pattern because the fields of the in- 

dividual sources are added. If each of the exciters if ed independently 

(fig* 4.44c) we can form a fan of partial (independent) patterns. 

When the exciter is moved oat of the focal point defocusing occurs, 

and the result is an increase in tha pattern width and a drop in the directive 

gain (fig. 4.45). This is a shortcoming of parabolic antennas.  It can be 

eliminated in part in spherical and in spherical-parabolic antennas. 

Figure 4.44. Principles involved in the deflection of the maximum 
in the radiation of a parabolic antenna (a), and their 
use as the basis for the formation of a fan—beam (b) 
and of partial (c) patterns. 

A shallow, spherical mirror will function in almost the same way as 

s parabolic mirror; if the exciter is located at a point half the radii 
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\ fT k S 
\ . 

V 
£.0$ 4» vs 

Figure 4*45* The coefficient or reduction in the directive g»-Ew (y) 
and the coefficient of expansion of the main lobe Ck) 
in the radiation pattern of a parabolic antenna in tens 
of the displacement cf the exciter fron the focal point* 

figure 4.46.  Principle of operation of the apberical «irrer. 

Figure 4.47* Spherical-parabolic mirror. 

of -the sphere, and if the direction of its naacimun radiation is oriented along 

the radius* The bean reflected fron the mirrcr passes through the center 

of the sphere. If the exciter is displaced by sose angle* the bean will be 

deflected by that sane angle. This is the basis on which the fan-bean 

pattern (fig* 4*46) can be constructed* 

The shape of the spherical mirror can be aade parabolic to improve its 

focal properties in one of the planes* The spherical-parabolic antenna can 

thus be formed (fig. 4.47). 

4*21 Mirror Antennas with a Cosecant Pattern 

The nethods discussed above in connection with the formation of fan- 

beam patterns can be used to form cosecant radiation patterns. Then too« 

that method which changes the shape of the parabolic mirror, that is., using 
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* adrror- with a dual curvature (fig. 4,48), can also bo used* 

vvptrabolt 
fiopaBoM 

Figure 4.48. Principle of operation of a mirror vita.dual 
curvature. 

Hie cosecant pattern has two distinctive sections (fig. 4.27)- A i 

called triangulär fan is contained within elevation limits fron c^_ to 

«, . The- cosecant fan is contained within the sector froai e.  to | 
fan fan 

The triangular fan fonu as in the conventional fan-bean pattern. 

The number of displaced exciters needed to for« this fan can he 

established through the formula 

/HlAr" (4-94) 

Here the average value of the expansion facto*- (it ) for the pattern as 
av 

a result of tike diaplaceaent of the exciter fron the focal point can be 

token according to tho nuaber in)  of exciters required.  This is why the coat- 

potation through the faramla at (4.9^) can be carried out by successive 

approxiaavtions. 

The nuaber of exciters needed to form the cosecant fan can be computed 

similarly. 

A cosecant shaped pattern can be arrived at by a redistribution of the 

powers radiated in the fan and by changing the directive gain in various 

sections of the fan* 

The intensity of the electromagnetic field at the naTiiarfm of the lobe in 

the antenna radiation pattern can be approxixtated through the fomulas 

in the near zone 

n.v-3P
E«/V (4-95) 

in the far none 

»av " PZ „.S/W2. «•*> 
where 

D is the distance. 

The distance to the Boundary between the near and far sones can be 

approximated fron the condition that 

h.    is the largest dimension of the antenna aperture. 
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4.22  Anti-T-R Boies 

Anti-T-R boxes are used with radars having a ccmmon antenna to switch 

the antenna to the transmitter when the latter is transmitting, and to the 

receiver when that unit is receiving.  Anti-T-R boxes can be divided into 

switdigear and those built using non-reversible elements. 

Resonant stubs, balanced bridges, and circulators (balanced anti-r-R 

boxes) are used in switchgear types. A typical schematic of an enti-T-H box 

using resonant stubs is shown in Figure 4.49.  A gas discharger is the switch 

In this circuitry.  Three stages of blocking in the receiving branch provide 

reliable protection for the receiver vitJiin the operating band of frequencies. 

Discharger P. is cut in through a transformer in the first blocking stage, 

retracing the "hot" resistance of the discharger by a factor of (p,/p ) • 

providing for heavy attenuation of the leakaQe power in the receiver. 

h 

&• s 7 

Figure 4.49* Typical schematic of the switchgear type radar ant« 
transfer switch. 

A - transmitter; B - receiver; C - to antenna- 

^--"-z& 
JILL 
VI f 

Figure 4.50. Schematic diagram of how a transfer gas discharger 
that switches the branch coming from the generator into 
an antenna is cut in. 

A — from generator; B - to items; C — to receiver. 
E 

.fypttm* 

m 
'jap« 

'**?>>—J    HvpKtfjrwmjx A—XL^ 

Figure 4.51. Schematic diagram- of a balanced antenna anti-T-R. box 
designed to use a circulator with a ferrit* phase shifter (a) 
and the schematic diagram of the circulator in this trans- 
fer switch (b). 

A - from generator; B - to receiver^ C 
circulator; £ - absorbing load; F — to 
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In the meter band radars the transmitter circuit is blocked by trans- 

fer discharger» inserted in the circuit as shown in the diagran in Figure 

4.50- 

A typical balanced transfer switch circuit, using a circulator, is 

shown in Figure 4.51* 

The switching devices are connected to the circulator MM as follows: 

to ant 1 - generator; 

to arm II - antenna; 

to am HI - reeeivarj 

to an IV - the absorbing lead. 

Discharger F^, the blocking branch lor the receiver in the transmit 

node, is cut into arm XI. This blocking is needed to protect the receiver 

from the energy fed into this an if the antenna, is not Batched with the 

feed line. The energy reflected frost discharger Fv is fed into the absorbing 

lead. 

Upon change in the direction of circulation the feedback energy- fro» 

toe transmitter is fed fron *ra I into the matched load (an IT). 
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Chapter V 

Electronic Devices 

5-1  damnification of Electronic Dericw 

The principles of operation of electronic devices ere be—a* on the 

phenomena created by currents of electrons, en controlling the Motion of 

these currents and converting then into elesients of Has devices themselves* 

With reference to the characteristics of the space in which the electron 

currents move, electronic devices ere divided into varisim, gas discharge, 

end seciiconductor devices. 

Using electronic devices it is possible to accomplish: 

rectification (the conversion of ac current into dc); 

generation (the con version of dc current into ac); 

amplification (conversion of low-power electrical oscillations into 

high-power electrical oscillations); 

conversion of electrical energy into light energy or light energy into 

electrical energy; 

conversion of frequency and shape of electrical oscillations, and 

stabilization and commutation of supply, voltages and currents. 

Vacuua, ion, and semiconductor electronic devices according to their 

construction, purpose, type of electrical discharges in the discharge cases, 

and also the character of energy conversion, are divided into a series of 

standard groups or classes, the most important of which are: 

converting devices; in this group are found rectifiers, amplifiers^ 

generators, frequency converters, switches, and other special devices de- 

signed to convert electrical currents and voltages; 

photoelectric devices; this group includes vacuum and gas-filled photo* 

elements, photo-multipliers, semiconductor pbotodiodea and phototranaistors, 

electro—optic image converters, and also transmitting television electron 

ray tubes. Photoelectric devices are used to convert light signals into 

electrical signals; 

electronic indicating devices; this group includes the cathode ray tubes 

in oscillographs, receiving television tubes (kinescopes), print-out indicator 

tubes (charactrons), and a series of other special devices. Electronic 

indicating devices are used to convert electrical signals into light signals 

that can be observed on lusdneccmnt screens* 
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5*2 Conventional Classification of Vacua and Semiconductor 
Electronic Devices '         

Depending on the operating principles^ purpose., and construction 

characteristics, different types of electronic devices are classified 

(narked) in Accordance with a system of conventional nomenclature, stipula- 

ted by the All Union Standard COST 5461-59- The classification of electronic 

devices consists of four element» of letters and numbers (Table 5-1)- 

Table 5-1 

Conventional classification of electronic devices 

Group Classification 

First element of the classification 

Long-wave and short wave generator tubes 
(frequencies up to 25 MHx) GK 

Ultrasbortwave generator hübe* (frequencies 
from 25 to 600 MHz) GU 

Pulse generating tubes GI 

Kenotrons V 

Voltage stabilisers   (stabilitrons) SG 

Current stabilizers (current regulators) ST 

Pulse modulator tubes QC 

lUKsiving-aaplifying tubes and low-power 
kenotrans A number Indicating  in   round 

number» the heater voltage 
im "volts 

Cathode ray tubes A number indicating the dia- 
meter or diagonal of the 

in 

High voltage pulse diodes VI 

Charge—storage tubes LN 

Gas-filled pulse thyratrons TGI 

Second element of the classification 

Diodes D 

Dual diodes Kb 

Trlodes S 

Tetrodes £ 

Low-frequency pentodes and ray tetrodes P 

Pentodes and ray tetrodes with sharp cut-off Zh 

Pentodes and ray tetrodes with remote 
cut-off K 

Frequency-converting tubes with two control 
grids A 

Triodes with one or two diodes G 

Pentodes with one or two diodes B 

Dual triodes * N 
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Triode-pentode F 

Triode-hexcxJe and triode-neptode I 

Tuning indicators Ye 

Oscillograph -tabes and kinescopes with 
electrostatic ray deflection 10 

Oscillograph tabes with eloctrommpi letic 
ray deflection IM 

Kinescopes with electromagnetic rmy 
deflection UC 

low-power kenotrons Ts 

High-voltage kenotrons ) .    «_       .   .,     ..  _. .   . ^^ A number indicating the serial 
«oltage stabilisers ) nnaber of the type of device 

Charge storage tabes ) 

Third element of the clmssificaticc 

Generating tnbea of all ranges ) A number indicating the 
r~ *w j- J_W        *    - * J. \ serial number of the typo Cathode ray tabes of all type» J ^ dmvicat 
Receiving  amplifying tabes and ) 

low-power kenotrons 

Fourth element of the classification 

Receiving-amplifying  tube» and low- 
power kenotron»: 

in a metal envelope None 

in a glass «nvelope 5 

in a ceramic envelope K 

type Zh 

("finger-tip"), 19 and 
22.5 ma in diameter P 

submiztiature, over IO mm in diameter G 

sabminiature, IO mm in diameter B 

subminiature, 6 tma in diameter A 

with a retainer in the switch L 

with disc .solders u 

Notes:  1*  A nonexisting element in the conventional classification (besides 

the last one) is narked with a dash. 

2. Besides the four elements in the classification for receiving- 

amplifying tubes, there may be additional letters: V - for vibration- 

resistance devices, Ye - for long-lived devices« 1 - for pulse devices. 

A fraction appears as the fourth element of the classification for 

high-voltage kenotrons, gas-filled tube rectifiers, and thyratrons: the 

numerator gives the average and pulse current in amperes; the denominator 

gives the allowed reverse voltage in kilovolts. 
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Examples:  1.  6N1P-Y«: "6" - heater voltage 6.3 V; «N» - dual triode; 

"1" - series number of the type; "P" miniature configuration ("finger-tip" 

tube): Tfew - long-lived device (5,000 hour life-tine). 2. 45LM1V: "45** - 

screen diameter approximately 45 cm; "IM" - oscillograph tube with electro— 

magnetic ray deflection; nln - serial number of the type; "V" - two-layer 

screen, white glow, yellow afterglow (see the basic parameters of cathode 

ray tubes).  3«  TGI1-700/25* "TGI" - gej-filled tbyratron, pulse; "1" - serial 

number of the type; "700/25" - 700 A anode current in the pulse and 25 kv 

anode voltage. 

System of Marking Semiconductor Devices 

1st element in the classification: a letter or a number specifying the 

original material. 

G or 1 for germanium.  Letter if t   < 6o°C; number of t   >. 70*C. 
max max ^ 

K or 2 for silicon.  Letter if t   < 85°C; number of t   > 120CC. 

A or 3 for gallium arsenide« 

2nd element: a letter designating class or group of devices. 

Diode - D; 

transistors - T; 

variable capacitors - V; 

superhigh frequency diodes - A; 

photo devices — F; 

noncontrolled thyristors - N; 

controlled thyristors - U; 

tunnel diodes - I; 

stahilitrons (Zener diodes) — S; 

rectifier columns or blocks - Ts« 

3d element? number specifying the purpose or electrical characteristics 

of the devices (Table 5-2). 

4» elemeat:  letters (A, B, C, -«-.), determining the variety of a given 

development type. 

Examples: Germanium parametric diode - 1A&02A; silicon mixing detector - 

2A101A; tunnel diodes of gallium arsenide - 31301a to 31301G| germanium 

transistor - IT308A to IT308G; silicon transistor - 2T301 to 21301Zh. 
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Table 5-2 

Third element of the classification for semiconductor 
devices 

For Diodes üoncontrolled 
Rectifiers „ 

6 ?. 
| 

S                UHF  diodes 
12l 

e 

i 
S3 

i! 

tbyristors 
1     ' 

«• si 
ii 
If 

3 if 
if 

7. 

5 ^ 

Ö 
e 

9. 
Hi 
If B-B 

«A. 
Ü 

1 | 
-2 

SI 
a * 

2-C 3-5 
- H 
si 

101    199     »1-299 »1-399 401-O9 SOI-G» lai-s» 101-199 301-299 aoi-a» «1-499 SOI-399 101-199 301-399 pi-i» »1-3» S0I-3» 

Controlled . Stabilitrons 
thynstors - Low Dower Averaae »wer -Hi ah nower 

1    S 2* = 

If 
3*2 

si 
1^. "I 1%. 

Br 

• 
i s 

1 i 
8 

* • 
a 

1 
i 
• 
8 

t 
o 

<• s 
1 
§ 

101-IS9 Ml-» aoi-3» 101-1» 301-39» 301-399 101 -19» 201-399 301-3» «I-*W 60I-S99 601-0» T01-W WI~tW m-999 

For Transistors 
Low power Average power High-power 

17 18 19 17 IS 19' 17 
mmwciw^ 

JOl-J» 

Keys 1 - low power; 2 - average power; 3 - high power; 4 - universal} 
'"'    5 - pulse: & - variable capacitors; 7 - «lacing; 8 - video; 9 " 

modulator; 10 - parametric; 11 - switching; 12 - photodiodea; 
13 - photo transistors; 14 - generators; 15 - amplifiers; l6 - 
switching; 17 - low frequency; 18 - middle frequency; 19 - high 
frequency. 

Before introducing the new classification system for semiconductor 

devices in 1964, all semiconductor diodes developed eerlier bad D as the 

first element of The classification, and transistors bad the letter P. 

The second element for diodes and transistor» was a number signifying the 

purpose or electrical properties of the device, and the third element was 

a letter (A, B, C...), which differentiated the different types of a given 

device*- 

Examples of the old nomenclatures diodes - EQA to DIZh; D219A, *.., 

transistors - Pl5, P502 to P502V, etc. 

5.3 Vacuum Tubes 

The principle of operation of vacuum receiving-amplifying and generating 

{transmitting) tubes is based on controlling the density of an electron 

flow va. the operating space of the tube by changing the voltage applied to 

the electrodes. 
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Amplifying activity of the tube is caused by the difference in degree 

to which the grid and anode voltages affect the anode current; grid voltage 

has a ouch greater effect on anode current. This allows weak signals, con- 

ducted to the controlling grid, to create large changes in anode current and 

to effect amplification or generation of electrical oscillations. 

Tubes with control grids nay be used for amplification or generation* 

However, special generating and modulating tubes are usually used in trans- 

mitting tube circuits.  The characteristic peculiarity of these tubes in 

comparison with receiving-amplifying tubes is the increased size of the 

electrode system, the comparatively large values of supply voltages, currents, 

and dissipated power. Generating and modulating tubes in most cases are 

cooled by forced air or liquid. 

The physical processes in generating and modulating tubes are practically 

no different from the physical processes talcing place in receiving-amplifying 

tubes with control grids. 

Fundamental Characteristics of Electron 
Tubes 

The properties of electron tubes are divided into characteristics and 

parameters, which are given in special handbooks of electronic devices or 

which are indicated on rating plates on each election tube. The most useful 

characteristics are the following: anode, anode-grid, grid-anode, and grid* 

The anode characteristic is the relationship of anode current to the 

voltage on the anode with constant coltage on the remaining electrodes. 

The anode-grid characteristic is the ratio of anode current to voltage 

on the first (controlling) grid with constant voltage on the other electrodes« 

The grid-anode characteristic is the relationship of correct through 

one of the grids to anode voltage with constant voltage on the other 

electrodes. 

The grid characteristic is the relationship of current in one of the 

grids to voltage on one or another grid with constant voltate on the other 

electrodes. 

Fundamental Parameters of Electron Tubes 

1. The electrical values which determine the standard and extreme 

operating staces are: heater voltage and current, voltage on the electrodes, 

allowable dissipated power on the electrodes, and other values. 

2. Static or rated parameters: 

slope of the characteristic (transeonductance) 

S = al^/atf^ C«AA3 wnen U - const; 

internal ac resistance of the tube 

R. - £U /&X Cobm3 when V  , - const; 
l     a  a gl 



gain 

» ' *V4V 
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when  I    a  const 

AI * &u ji tv    indicate small increments of anode current,   grid and 

anode voltage. 

These parameters are linked by the equation 

SHi  = u. (5.1) 

3- Values which characterize the resistance of the tube to external 

influences are: allowable intervals of temperature, pressure, and humidity 

of the surrounding medium, allowable mechanical loads, and other values» 

Tubes of a single type always vary somewhat in these parameters from 

one sample to another» Handbooks give average values of the parameters fcr 

tubes of the given type. 

'*. Interelectrode capacitance: 

input C. , capacitance between the control grid and other electrodes not 

working on ac voltages at the same frequency as that supplied to the control 

grid? 

output C   , capacitance between the anode and other electrodes which 

do not operate on ac voltage of the same frequency as that of the voltage 

supplied to the resistance load of the tube; 

transfer capacitance C , capacitance between anode and control grid. 

Example. For a triode, C.  = C , i.e., the capacitance between grid 

and cathode: C    • C  . i.e.. the capacitance between anode and cathodes 
out    ac 

C  « C  , i.e., the capacitance between anode and grid. 
tr   ag*     *       ^^ 

The value of "cold" capacitance is given in handbooks.  In an 

operating tube the "warm" capacitance is increased by approximately 20 to 

30*. 

Standard values of the parameters for receiving-amplifying tubes are 

given in Table 5-3- 

The most import/uxt electron tube parameters arm the following: 

Bandwidth coefficient of a tube 

Y " VC^ + C^ C-AA-pF], (5.2) 

The bandwidth coefficient of the usual amplifying tubes is less than 

one, but in special tubes for wideband amplification the coefficient is 

eual to 1 to 3 «A/V-pF. 
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Table 5.3 
Standard values of parameters for receiving-amplifying tub*» 

1 i22 

ill ss<r 

*   5 *•> 
II 

5 
... € 
X w — 

i§ : 

6 

lei 
7 

Hi 
TpHO&w AW ye«- 3—10 O.3—10. 2—10 S-10 3-15 5-10 

Q 
TpHOJLU  JUIiyCH* 

-"«HKS   KJJipjUKMIH* 
2-20 10-» 20-100 1-5 0.5—3 1-S 

HiUKOucronnie 

T0ÄM 

• 
2—15 10—100 50—1000 3-15 OJ-1 3—10 

ll 
BucoxnaeroT* 

BeXTOAU 

3-30 100—2500 1000—10000 3—10 0,1—0,003 2—10 

Kay:     1  -  group;   2  - slope of  characteristic,  S EraA/V];  3  - internal 
resistance, R* [I03; * - gain, p,; 5 - input capacitance,  C^ EpFJ? 

6 - transfer capacitance,  C      CpF3; 7 - output capacitance,  C 

CpF3j  6 - triodes for power amplification;  9 - triodes for voltage 
amplification;   lO -   low-frequency tetrodes  and   pentodes;   11   -  high- 
frequency  tetrodes  and  pentodes* 

Equivalent  noise resistance of a tube.   R .     The equivalent  noise 
— — - —  n^eq 

resistance of a tube is that resistance which, when the grid is connected 

into the circuit at room temperature, creates a noise current in the anode 

circuit equal to the noise current of the given tube. 

For triodes 

Rn   = 2.5 to 3/S CK.3- (5.3) 

For pentrodes and tetrodes 

•,*• VV1».(3/s + aoVs^) ZKih       (5 4) 

S£mA/V3 is transconductance; 

I , I 0 are anode current and current in the screen grid in milliamps. a  9* 
Active input resistance of the tube at UHF. 

R.  - aA D«3, xn (5.5) 

where 

a - o.l to 3 BO/» 3; 

X is the wavelength in meters. 
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Maximum leakage resistance in the first arid circuit« The value of 

this resistance, R _, is given in handbooks and determined the allowable 
01 

grid current for: negative grid voltage. Usually H  • O.l to 1 MQ* 
fll 

5.4 Cathode Ray tubes 

Cathode ray tubes is the naae customarily given to a large group of 

electronic devices in which a:focused electron ray (beam) controlled by 

electric signals is used. 

Depending on their purpose they are classed as: cathode ray tubes for 

measurements of physical values and visual observations of regular electrical 

processes (oscillographic tubes); cathode ray tubes for receiving television 

images (kinescopes); projection electron ray tubes; and other special classes. 

Dependong on focusing and deflection of the electron rayt cathode ray 

tubes are divided into the following basic types: 

with electrostatic focusing and ray deflection; 

with magnetic focusing and ray deflection; 

with a combined system of focusing and ray deflection. 

Cathode Ray Tubes with Electrostatic Control 

The construction and supply circuit of a cathode ray tube with electro- 

static focusing and deflection of the electron ray are shown in Figure 5*1» 

All electrodes of the gun are made cylindrical to receive a radially 

symmetrical electric field, assuring the best conditions for focusing the 

»lectron ray. To decrease the effect of the plate field on focusing, each 

plate is electrically eonaeeted to the second anode of the gun through a 

leakage resistor Rw5 to 7 K3- 

s. 

12    3    4    3        j—, 

focus 

-fcr ' + 
Figure 5*1» Construction end supply circuit of a tube with 

electrostatic focusing and electrostatic deflection 
of the electron ray* 

1 - cathode; 2 - control electrode (modulator); Z  - first 
anode of the gun; 4 - second anode of the gun; 5 ~ vertical 
deflection plate; 6 - horizontal deflection plate; 7 - - 
graphite cover; 8 - luminescent screen. 
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Cathode Ray Tubes with Magnetic Control 

Hie deflection system of tubes with Magnetic control in most cases con- 

sists of two pairs of deflecting windings positioned on the throat of the 

tube. The illuminated spot on the screen in this type of tube is positioned 

by varying the currents in the deflection windings«  The construction of an 

electron-optic system and the supply circuit for a CRT with magnetic control 

are shown in Figure 5*2* 

brilliance 
8ß*Bum-    Jf 

Figure 5*2* Construction and supply circuit for a tube with 
magnetic focusing and magnetic deflection of the 
electron ray. 

1 - cathode; 2 - control electrode (modulator); 3 - 
anode of the gun (accelerating electrode); 4 - focusing 
winding; 5 - deflection winding; 6 - graphite coating - 
anode of the gun; 7 - luminescent screen. 

Compared with tubes with electrostatic control« tubes with magnetic 

control have the following advantages: 

they permit better focusing of the ray with greater current density 

in the beam; 

magnetic deflection permits deflection of the ray at a greater angle, 

allowing a larger screen to be used with a relatively short tube; 

simpler constructions and circuits can be used to obtain radially- 

circular and spiral scan; 

the construction is simpler. 

However, the impossibility of having a set of focusing and deflecting 

windings-, the impossibility of expending energy for creating focusing and 

deflection magnetic fields, and also the limited possibilities of using 

magnetic tubes for studying rapidly changing electrical processes because 

of the inductance in the deflecting windings are all essential faults of 

oscillograph tubes with magnetic controliin comparison with tubes with 

electrostatic control. 

Modulation Characteristic of Cathode Bay Tubes 

The modulation characteristic of a cathode ray tube is the relationship 

of the ray current to voltage on the control electrode (modulator) with 

constant voltages on the remaining electrodes* 

Cutoff voltage is the negative voltage on the control electrode (modulator) 

at which the ray current is equal to zero. 
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Screen Brilliance 

Screen brilliance is calculated by the formula 

B - AJL(U - U0)
n, (5.6) 

where 

J.  is the current density of the ray; 

U  is potential difference between cathode and screen; 

IL ia minima potential difference between cathode and screen at 

which the screen ia illuminated* 

A  is the constant, depending on the physical properties of the 

phosphor; 

n - 1 to 2 for the technical phosphors now in use. 

Brilliance is almost always controlled by changing J by varying the 

voltage on the control electrode (figs. 5*1 and 5.2, "brilliance'* control). 

Fundamental Parameters of Cathode Ray Tubes 

1. Electrical values which determine standard and extreme operating 

nodes. 

2. Diameter or diagonal of the screen« In conventional notation of 

tube types, this is indicated in centimeters by the first element. 

3- Afterglow time (the time required after excitation is removed for 

the brilliance to decrease to one pereentoof its initial value)* Tubes 

are divided into five groups according to the afterglow time of the phos- 

phors used in the screens: 

very short afterglow (less than lO ^sec); 

short afterglow (io usec to 0.O1 sec); 

average afterglow (0101 to 0.1 sec); 

long afterglow (o.l to 16 sec); 

very long afterglow (greater than 16 sec). 

4. Glow color. Glow color and afterglow time are indicated by the 

fourth element of the conventional designation in letters as follows: 

A - dark blue glow, short afterglow; 

B - white glow, short or average afterglow; 

V - two-layer screen, white glow, yellow afterglow, long afterglow; 

G - violet glow, very long afterglow; 

D - light blue glow, green afterglow, long afterglow; 

Tfe - two—tone screen in shifting bands (first baud baa an orange glow, 

and the second band has a green glow), long afterglow; 

Zh - light blue glow, very short afterglow; 

I - green glow, average afterglow; 

K - rosy (orange) glow, long aitertjlow; 

M - light blue glow, short afterglow. 
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5-    Tube sensitivity.     Sensitivity of tubes with electrostatic control 

is defined as the amount the light spot on the screen shifts «hen a voltage 

equal to one volt is applied to a given pair of deflection plates»    It is 

measured in mra/V- 

For plane-parallel  plates the sensitivity nay be approximated by the 

formula 

tf=""2^"4(-5-+^)conV'V3, (5.7) 
where 

U 0 is voltage on the second anode of the gun, volts; 

1.  is length of %he plate in on; 

d  is distanca between plates in on; 

tp is  distance fron the screen to the plate in am* 

Handbooks give tube sensitivity for each pair of deflection plates* 

Usually h* - 0.1 to 0.8 mm/V« 

Sensitivity of tubes with magnetic control is defined as the distance 

the light spot on the screen shifts when one amp-turn is applied to the de- 

flection winding, measured in ma/amp turn.  The sensitivity of magnetic 

tubes is determined experimentally and is not given in handbooks, since it 

depends on the parameters of the deflection windings* 

Dark—Trace Tubes (Skiatrons) 

Thesa tubes are a variety of cathode ray tubes in which the luminescent 

screen is replaced by a screen consisting of potassium chloride or sodium 

chloride crystals. Exciting such a screen with an electron bean produces 

not a light but a dark spot or a dark trace. 

At temperatures close to 300*E the dark spot or trace on the screen 

may persist for a long time after the excitation is removed, even days or> 

weeks. To dear the screen (erase the recording) in several seconds or 

ninutes, it is heated or subjected to strong external illumination. 

Readout Cathode Ray lubes (Cnaractrons) 

These tubes illuminate letters, numbers and other symbols on a 

luminescent screen using an electron ray. The cross section of the 

electron bean must assume the form of the symbol which it is desired to 

record; then the electron beam, falling on the luminescent screen, prints 

the required symbol on it. 

Construction of a charactron is sketched in Figure 5*3« The signifi- 

cant difference in the construction of this tube in comparison with oscillo- 

graph tubes consists of the matrix (metal disc with boles), and the 

selection and compensation plates.  The electron ray, after passing through 

the selected opening in the matrix, is returned to the axis of the tube by 
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Figure 5-3- ttic of a charactron* 

1 - cathode; 2 — controlling electrode; 3 - first 
anode; 4 - second anode; 5 and 6 - deflection plates for 
a symbol selection system; 7 - focusing and correcting 
windings; 8 - matrix; 9 and 10 - compensating system 
plates; 11 — deflection winding of the address system; 
12 - bulb; 13 - postdeflection acceleration system; 14 - 
luminescent screen« 

the compensating plates and subsequently deflected to the desired point on 

the screen by the magnetic field of the address system, where it illuminates 

•the symbol chosen on the matrix* The number and type of these symbols de- 

pend on the number and snap« of the openings in the matrix* Industrially 

produced chsxactrons have a matrix with 63 different symbols. Response speed 

in charactrons reaches 20,000 symbols per second. 

Symbolic Cathode Ray lube (Typotron) 

A typotron is a variation of a charactron with a memory for symbolic- 

information on the screen. Formation and choice of the symbols on the 

matrix in a typotron ia  accomplished just--as in a charactron«  The funda- 

mental difference in a typotron compared with a charactron is a special 

memory device, which permits retention of the inscribed symbol on the screen 

for a long time (symbolic cathode ray tubes ar^  described in the book by 

I. Ye* Soloveychik, P. M- Anishcbenko, Symbolic Presentation and Its 

Application in Contemporary Radioelectronic Systems, Sov. Radio Press, 

1959-) 

Charge Storage Tubas 

Charge storage tubes are special cathode ray tubes used for recording, 

storing and reproducing electrical signals, recorded on a dielectric target» 

Recording electrical signals on a dielectric target by an electron 

beam is based on using the pnanomw non of secondary electron ami salon. 
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An essential property of UM construction of charge storage tubes in 

comparison with oscillograph tabes is the dielectric target* deposited as a 

thin layer on a conducting base (signal plate) in place of the luminescent 

Qiarge storage tubes with a barrier grid or readout charge storage 

tubes (shown in fig* 5*4) enjoy wide use at the present tine. 

Figure 5*4. 

V \\V ^^ K^jjf     Jl 
[—pl^a/ia? 

c,      Input 
-MMMJ^mM 

Schematic diagram of a charge storage tube with a 
barrier grid« 

1 - cathode; 2 - control electrode; 3 - first anode of 
the gun; 4 - second anode of the gun; 5 - deflection 
winding; 6 - collector; 7 ~ screen grid; 8 - barrier 
grid; 9 - dielectric target; 10 - signal plate* 

Focusing and deflection of the electron ray in charge storage tubes may 

be electrostatic or magnetic. Scanning the surface of the target by an 

electron beam may be effected by a raster or spiral. 

The operating state of the readout charge storage tube is chosen so 

that the coefficient of secondary .ssion, a </' (where I. is the current 
1 ' ~   1 

of the primary electron beam, I. the current of the secondary electrons dis- 

lodged from the target), is larger than one.  In this state the input electric 

signals subject to recording on the dielectric target are lead to the signal 

plate, and the load resistance K , from which output signals are removed on 

readout by the electron beam before the new signals are recorded, is connected 

into the circuit of the collector, barrier grid, or signal plate. 

In the absence of input signals, the surface of the dielectric target 

under the influence o- the electron beam acquires a surplus positive 

charge. This is accompanied by an increase in potential on the surface of 

the target relative to the barrier grid and by the formation of a braking 

electric field for secondary electrons in the "barrier grid-target" gap* 

Consequently the flow of secondary electrons from the target decreases* 

The potential on the surface of the target increases under the influence 

of the electron beam until dynamic equilibrium is established, at which the 

flow of secondary electrons leaving the target becomes equal to the flow of 
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primary electro na in the beam. Tfci* amount of surface potential on the 

target in the dynamic equilibrium state is called the equilibrium potential 

and ia designated U • 
eq 

Thus at dynamic equilibrium, the potentials of all elements on the 

target surface reach the value of U  , positive relative to the barrier 

grid (potentials of the barrier grid and signal plate are identical and 

equal to zero). Thereupon, current in the collector circuit» I  t is con- 

stant and the output signal U  . » O» 
out 

On application of input signals, the electric field in the "barrier- 

grid-target" gap changes.  If the input signal is positive, the braking 

electric field for secondary electrons in the "barrier grid-target" space 

increases, collector current decreases, and a positive signal proportional 

to the amplitude of the input signal appears on the resistance EL in the col- 

lector circuit (this output signal appearing on the load while input signal, 

U. , is applied is called the recording signal, U  ). While the input 
in rec 

signal is applied, the potentials of the points on the surface of the target 

scanned by the electron beam decrease in comparison with V    ; the positive 

input signal is recorded on the target (fig. 5-5«)- 

cW 

1 ABtonxMue   - - OopoKC 2 

j*ifK-& 
$ßww«atm*OH( 

Ar^- 
j&tuxenve 

Figure ?•?-  Potential changes on the surface of a dielectric target 
under the influence of an electron beam, a - distribution 
of potential on the surface of the target during recording 
of short pulse signals (U« — equilibrium potential; a'b* - 
recording of a positive input signal; c'd1 * recording of 
a negative input signal); b - recording on the target of a 
complex signal; c - change in potential on the target 
during readout of recorded signals (potential relief) by 
an electron beam» 

1 - recording ray motion; 2 - scanning l*ne| 3 - potential 
relief; 4 - readout ray motion. 
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Thus input signals applied to the signal plate produce a change in 

potential distribution along the scan of the target by the electron Dean; 

a s^-called potential relief appears on the target (fig, 5*5b)* 

Reproduction or readout of the signals recorded on the screen is 

effected by the electron beam on its return notion over the parts of the 

target surface on "which recording took place.  If there are no input signals 

during readout, then in the readout process« the surface potentials of the 

target are again returned to the equilibrium value, U , by the electron 

bean (fig. 5.5cJ. Meanwhile the potential relief modulate* the secondary 

emission current of the collector; the number of secondary electrons trapped 

by the collector will decrease in relation to the potential distribution on 

the target along the scan. Consequently, signals corresponding to the pre- 

viously recorded signals vill appear on the output circuit of the charge 

storage tube on load resistor R,  (these output signals are called reading 

signals, U   .).  Polarity of the reading signals is opposite to that of the. 

recorded input signals. If the output signals are removed from the load in 

the barrier grid or signal plate circuits* their polarity corresponds to the 

previously recorded input signals/ but this method of removing output signals 

requires special aeaaurea tor frequency separation of input and output sig- 

nals* 

During readout of the recorded signals the potential relief is simul- 

taneously erased.  Consequently, it is possible to record new input signals 

on the laut scan of the target by the electron b«am, and later to read them 

out« 

A charge storage tube with barrier grid is usually used as a readout 

device. Hie principle of signal readout is illustrated in Figure 5.6., where 

u.   is the input signal of positive polarity applied to the signal plate 

at a time t ; u     is the output signal taken from load resistor R_ during 

recording of u.  ; u    . is the output signal taken from »"esistor JL 

at a time t_ = t. + T while reading out the previously recorded signal 

(T is target scan period); u.  -is the input signal of positive polarity 
s in z 

applied to the signal plate at time t « t •* T ; u     is the output signal 

taken from R. while recording u. _; u , = u,   . - u_    is the resultant 
X in S' out   1 read   2 rec 

differential output signal taken from R_ at t_ = t_ + T • 
L*    d L a 

If the charge storage tube were an ideal readout device, then a 

periodically repeating signal, constant in amplitude and polarity, applied to 

its input would be read out completely, beginning from the second scan 

period. 

In actuality, not only a useful signal, but also so-called residual and 

parasitic signals are created in the charge storage tube.  Consequently, 

"zero" differential signal at the output is only obtained after n-fold 

readout of identical input signals. 
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Figure 5-6. Diagram showing the signal readout principle of a 
charge storage tube. 

Fundamental Parameter» of Readout Charge 
Storage Tubes 

Recharge coefficient T|« The recharge coefficient (coefficient of the 

first residual) is defined as the ratio of amplitude of the second u. 
z reac 

and the first U    , readout signals for application to the tube input (to 

the signal plate) of repetitive sinusoidal voltages. It is measured in #, 

i.e.. 

«A read 3100m. 
Target suppression factor P^..  Target suppression factor (coefficient 

of seeding) is defined as the ratio of amplitude of the first output recording 

signal U     to the amplitude of residual output; signal u" with repetitive 

sinusoidal signals applied to the input of the charge storage tub«, i.e., 

P m  Ü    /U . 
T   l reef 0 

Dynamic range, D.  Dynamic range is defined as the ratio of the sum of 

output signals U,    and U,   , to full range of intrinsic noise voltage 
1 rec     l read 

in the charge storage tube 2.V   ^^ with repetitive sinusoidal signals applied 

to the input of the tube, i.e., 

D = U 
1 rec 1 reaff  n 

For the given conventional operating states of a charge storage tube 

and with the given operating amplitude of the input signals, Tjt P_, D, and 

the output signal current I . depend on the constant component of collector 

current I  . _ (i.e., on the ray current).  The character of this dependence 

is shown in Figure 5*7»  In every actual application of a readout charge 

storage tube, it is possible to choose the optimum readout mode fay using the 

relationship of 7), P_, 3, and I to ray current. 
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V'8.& 

Figure 5-7. Relationship of the basic parameters of a readout charge 
storage tube to ray current with input signal parameter 
held constant (U. = const). 

5-5 Ion or Gas-Discharge Tubes 

Ion or gas-discharge tubes include a large group of tubes based on 

the physical process in which an electric current passes through a gas- 

discharge gap* 

In contrast to vacuum tubes, in ion tubes current is created by the 

movement of positive and'negative iant, as well as of electrons.  When a 

current is passed through an ion tube, the electric field of slowly moving 

positive ions compensates for the field of the negative space charge of the 

electrons; consequently the internal resistance of a gas-discharge tube 

is very small. This results in large discharge currents for small voltages 

applied to a gas-discharge tube. 

Gas-filled ion tubes usually contain inert gases (helium, argon, neon, 

krypton, xenon) or mercury vapor.  Some types of ion tubes are filled 

with hydrogen Or a mixture of several inert gases. 

The density of tne  gas or mercury vapor filling th-~ tube significantly 

affects the conditions under which electric current passes through the tube. 

In gas-filled tubes, the gas pressure for the most part does not exceed 

tenths of nraHg. In some tubes it reaches tens of nsnHg and even several 

atmospheres. 

Ion tubes are divided into two basic groups according to the type of 

electric discharge: 

semi-self-maintained discharge tubes; 

self-maintained discharge tubes. 

In semi-self-maintained discharge tubes, electron emission from the 

cathode, necessary to create a discharge current is established by heating 

the cathode with an external current source (tnermoelectruuic emission) or 

by the action on the sturface of the cathode and the gas column by quanta of 

radiant energy (phot©electronic emission). In self-maintained discharge 

tubes, electron emission from the cathode is accomplished by bombarding 

the surface of the cathode with positive ions incident on the cathode from 

the discharge gap* 
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A large variety of ion tubes of both typen is used in radar technology: 

gas-filled tube rectifiers, thyratrons, voltage regulators, spark gaps, 

fluorescent lamps, decatrons, cyphertrons, and others. 

Gas-filled tube rectifiers are gas—filled two-electrode tubes with heated 

cathode*  They are used for rectifying currents at industrial frequency.  The 

discharge is a semi—self-Maintained arc. 

Thyratrons »re  three- or four—electrode gas-filled devices. There are 

thyratrons with heated cathodes Cusing seaü-seif-maintciried arc discharge) 

and with cold cathodes (using self—maintained glow discharge).  Thyratron 

grids are designed only for controlling striking, since after discharge 

the voltage on the grids has practically no effect on anode current. There- 

fore, such tubes «ay only be used in certain switching circuits or rectifier 

circuits with smooth regulation of the rectified current. 

Stabilitrons are two-electrode tubes with self-maintaining discharge, 

used for stabilizing voltages in de circuits« There are stabilitrone with 

glow discharge (stabilization voltage II   » 75 to 150 V) and corona discharge 
ax 

(U  «1000 to 10,000 V). 

Decatrons ar^  multi-electrode gas-filled tubes with glow discharge, 

designed to count electric pulses in a decimal system. Decatrons are 

classed as two—pulse and one-pulse, according to the method of transferring 

a charge fron one discharge gap to another, and are classed, AS calculators 

or commutators according to the function they fulfill. 

Cypberotrons are indicating tubes with glow discharge for displaying various 

data in the form or illuminated numbers. 

Fundamental Characteristics and Parameters 
of Ion Tubes 

Depending on the construction peculiarities and purpose of the ion 

tube, its properties are determined by various characteristics and para- 

meters. Here only some of these parameters, illustrating the most common 

properties of ion tubes, will be discussed. 

Glow potential. U . This is the voltage on the electrodes of a gas- 

discharge gap at which self-m&intaining discharge occurs. It is determined 

from the empirical formula 

U » U.  •pr/const + ln(pr). (5-8) 
g   ion *^ *^ ' 

where 

U.  is the ionization potential of the given gas: 
ion 
P is ga* pressure; 

r is the distance between electrodes; 

const is a constant for the given gas. 
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Tbc function U - f (pr) is shown in Figure 5»8. Fron the graph it can 

be seen that by choosing the product pr, and the composition of the gas, the 

required value of V can be established in the design or construction stage. 
9 

U  is the fundamental parameter of ion tubes. 

'S. 
m 

SDXNe+ZDXffj 

\ s*o Neon - Me 

V (k <t> NC*Q£%*x vs f 
\J s-r 

s   tn   is   20. 2$ pr* 

Figure 5.6.  Dependence of glow voitage for certain gases and 
gas mixtures on the product, pr. 

In an actual circuit depending on the value of discharge current and 

temperature of the surrounding medium, pressure« p, inside the tube does not 

"r^rain constant, which leads to changes in ü , 
0 

Arc voltage, TJ  «is the potential difference between anode and cathode 
arc 

produced on passage of the discharge current.  U   is always leas than U . 

For mercury devices U   A, lO to 20 Vjfor tubes filled with inert gases and 
arc 

hydrogen, U   may be as high as tens and hundreds of volts* 
arc 

Discharge development time, t, , is the time required to establish 

current in the discharge gap after voltage is applied to its electrodes. 

This time varies from several nanoseconds to milliseconds.  Consequently, 

ion devices in many applications should be considered inertial tubes« 

The electrical parameters of gas-discharge tubes are maximum and Dean 

current, operating anc aaxtmum permissible voltage, limiting frequencies. 

limiting resistances in the electrode circuits, stabilised voltages, and 

others. 

5-6 Semiconductor Picdes 

Semiconductor diodes are classed in two groups according to the con- 

struction of their principle working part (the area of contact between the 

electron and hole-conducting semiconductors, which is usually called 

electron-hole or p-n junction): junction and point-contact. The majority ' 

of diodes is made on a base of germanium or silicon by introducing into the 

monocrystal strictly controlled quantities of impurities of other elements, 

which change the character of conduction. Germanium or silicon coped with 

tri-valent elements (acceptor additives) has hole conductivity (p-type). 

If five-valent elements are added (donor additive), then the conductivity is 

is electron (n-type). 
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According to the preparation method of the p-n junction, planar semi 

conductor diodes axe classed as alloyed, diffused, or "grown." 

Current through the p-n junction at constant temperature depends on 

amplitude and plarity of the applied voltage 

vh ere 
/-/.(»"-1) 

(5=9) 

I is the current flowing through the junction; 
—19 

q - 1.6*10   k is the electron charget 

k • 8.7-10  eV/*K is the Boltzmann constant; 

T is the junction temperature in *K; 

e «^ 2.73 is the base of the natural logarithms; 

I   is Teverais  current of the diode, obtained when a certain external 

voltage is applied, minus to the p region and plus to the n region 

(I is also called the reverse saturation current); 

U  is applied col tage. 

A graph of this equation for a diode is the volt-ampere characteristic 

(fig. 5-9)- „  Vgft 

; te III 
1 f ex       SIB       4ffff      jer      auf m 
-arp== 

w 

ft«  ox 
AMmrmvi op*M0ur,w 2. 

•*%-• ' 4* iCfti-U 

»«8- S oj 

1.2 

1 |       •»- 'A 

Figure 5-9-  Volt-ampere characteristic of a semiconductor 
diode. 

1 - reverse voltage, V; 2 - forward voltage, V (average); 
3 - forward current, A (average); 4 - reverse current, mA 
(average). 

As is evident from the graph, a diode is a nonlinear element in an 

electrical circuit. 

Its forward and reverse resistances are very different. Current I 

depends on temperature.  For germanium diodes, reverse current doubles for 

each. 9 to 12*C increase in temperature; for silicon it doubles for each 

6 to 8.5°C. 

At sufficiently large "J   a sharp rise in reverse current is observed. 

An increase in reverse current is caused by thermal or electrical break- 

down. If current is not limited under these conditions, the diode is 

destroyed. 
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Besides active resistance, a p-n junction (diode) has a capacitance, 

which depends on the original material (mgermanium or silicon), the con- 

centration of additives (thickness of the p-n junction), junction area, and 

applied voltage«  The relationship of capacitance to applied eoltage is shown 

in Figure 5.10. 

-Ky        * zs    a 

Figure 5*10. Graph of capacitance of a semiconductor diode 
a» compared to applied voltage. 

Diodes are classed in three groups according to their frequency 

characteristics: 

low-frequency (rectifying or power diodes); 

high-frequency (universl or pulse); 

superbxgh— frequency* 

Within each group, semiconductor diodes «re divided according to 

classification as shown in Figure 5*11* 

The properties of the first -two groups of diodes are characterized by 

the following fundamental parameters: 

I   EuA3 - reverse current at a certain reverse voltage: for silicon 
rev r 

diodes I vt as a rule, is considerably less than for ideutial geroacium 

diodes; 
u.f [Vj - forward voltage drop in the diode at nominal current; for 

germanium diodes V£ =  (0.3 to 0.5) v; for silicon diodes Uf »<0.8 to 1.5) V; 

C CpF] - diode capacitance with a certain reverse voltage applied; 

f   (MHz] - maximum frequency at which operation without lowering the 
max 

the rectified current is possible; 

U   [V] - breakdown voltage at a given temperature; 
max 

At" - operating temperature range; for germanium diodes At* - (-60 to +70}°Ct 

for silicon At* « (-60 to +120)*C. 

Parameters given in handbooks are cverage values, and variation from 

specimen to specimen may be considerable. Therefore, when diodes are to be 

connected in parallel or in series, they should be tested, and matching 

resistances should be connected. 
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Figure 5.11. Classification of semiconductor diodes. 

1 - diodes; 2 - rectifying; 3 - low power I < 013 A; 

4 - average power 0-3 A < 1  < 10 A; 5 - high power I  > 10 A; 

6  - high frequency; 7 0 to 300 MKs; 3 - from 300 MHz to 1O0O MHz; 
9 - superhigh frequency; 10 - mixing detectors; 11 - video detectors; 
12 - special; 13 - pulset l4 - On average current I^ 50 mA; 15 - 
microsecond t  £. 0.1 u»ec; 16 - nanosecond t  < 0.1 y.sec; 17 - on 
current I > jS'mA; l8 - stabilvtrons; 19 - low power P_^ $ 0-3 w» 

20 - average power 0,3 < P „^5"; 21- with low TC (TC < 0-10 V<3eg>i max 
22 - four layer; 23 - rectifying, low power I < 0-3 A; 24 - rectifying» 
average power 0-3 A < I < IO A; 25 - rectifying, high power I > 10 A; 
26 - noncontrolled; 27 - variable capacitors; 28 - high frequency; 
29 - superhigh frequency; 30 - photodiodes; 31 - for visible range; 
32 - special; 33 - tunnel; 34 - amplifying; 35 - generating; 36 - 
switching. 

Fundamental parameters of superhigh frequency diodes are; 

operating wave length, \  £e»3; 

conversion losses 

r. a 10   applied power at the signal frequency        _ 
s output power at aiTinteroediate frequency     ' 

usually amount to 6-? to 8*5 db; 

current sensitivity g = *,_*/*-  t*/<0; for present-day diodes it 

reaches 4 A/W and depends on the amount of constant positive bias, whose 

optimum value for silicon diode» is O.l to 0.2 V, and 0-3 to 0*4 V for ger- 
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Relative temperature noise t is the ratio oX noise power created by 
n 

the diode to the termal noise power of an ohmic resistance, equal to the 

output Impedance of the diode at T ° 239*K, usually t •=  2 to 3- 
n 

Special Types of Semiconducting Diodes 

Reference diodea   (atabilitrons").    For a sufficiently large concentration 

of adnistures (N s- 10      atoms/cm )  in each of the semiconductor regions,  the 

thickness of the p-n junction is snail   (to  5-10       cm).     Then reverse types of 

electrical breakdown of the p-n junction may take place — avalanche and 

aener.    Current at the breakdown may vary within wide limits with practically 

unchanged voltage  (I «, k"J     ). 

The volt-ampere characteristic of such a diode is shown in Figure 5-12. 

A   'W* 

* O&A 

C 

I 

frl-ft-H-l 

rSovsvvsa 
>fc» Mm '****** 

Igg mm *S0TIOBW 

Fxyure 5*12. Volt-ampere characteristic of a silicon stabilitron. 

st man      st max' 

*   stab» 
G - I   . mA. 

Stabilitrons are made with a silicon base* Their fundamental parameters 

U  [V3 - stabilization voltage, it ranges from 3.5 to 20O V; 

R. = dU/dl Eonm] - dynamic resistance; 
d 
TC = du*_t/dt°-l/Uat-lO0Vd«fl«« i» temperature coefficient of stabilization 

voltage, for the majority of diodes TC = 0.2 to 0.5 St/deg; 

st min I are «••*"•"""" and "»»•*-""•*" stabilization currents, st max * 
usually I st.  nun 

Tunnel diodes. 

(0.1 tollO)mA; I 
st max Oo to 1 A). 

With very high concentrations of admixtures in each 
.10 21      ~3 10      en    ), the thickness of the p-n junction region of the crystal  (10 

is very small  (d ^ lO      cm).    A significant field gradient  (E "jt 10    V/cm) 

can exist on such  a thin junction with only small  external  voltages.     High 

gradient and small junction thickness allows current carriers to penetrate 

through the electrical barrier on the junction practically without energy 
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loss.  This called the tunnel effect.  The volt- 

a diode is shown in Figur« 5-13- 

ampere characteristic of such 

*tf.fi 

Figure 5*13-     Volt-ampere chAracteristic of a tunnel diode. 

B - I ;   C - I   .   i   D -  «, »V;   R 
'. Bin' •        * 

U 
min 

With a moderate increase in forward voltage' (to 60 to 200 nV)t the tunnel 

current of a diode begins to rise (0a part of the characteristic}, and then 

decreases txtoiuae of a decrease in the number of free energy levels in the 

p-region to which the electrons of the n-region may transfer by the tunnel 

effect (ab part).  With a further increase in applied voltage« current 

through the diode rises again, but because of an increase in the usual 

diffusion current. With reverse biasing, current monotonically and rapidly 

builds up to the limiting value. 

Tunnel current I  . is strongly dependent on the area of the junction* 

For present—day diodes I    ra (0.1 to 50) **•*  For germanium diodes, the 
peaKi . 

ratio of currents I , /I _,  * 12 to l<k, «nd for gall in arsenide diodes 
MUC valley * ^^ 

it reaches 40* 

Because of the falling portion oh the volt-ampere characteristic 

(where R. < 0), they may be used for amplifying or generating'oscillations 

(to frequencies of 10  Hz) or for high-speed switching circuits (switching 

speed to 1 to 2 ne). Tunnel diodes may operate over a wide temperature 

range (4 to ©Q0*K) and at high radiation levels. A fault of these diodes is 

the poor reproducibility of parameters in production.  In addition, to 

assure their operation at SHF, the junction area must he made very snail 
2 2 

(S ^ 50 ur) because of large specific capacitance (c ^ 5 uF/cm )• 
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Parametric diodes (variable capacitors]•  Variation of diode capacitance 

with applied voltage may be used for parametric 'amplification and generation 

of electric oscillations, effecting frequency modulation, network, tuning, 

and other purposes.  At the present tine special types of diodes, called 

parametric diodes, have been designed for low-noise amplification at SHF. 

They are made of silicon, germanium, and gallium arsenide; structurally 

they nay be planar or point—contact.  It is primarily important that diode 

capacitance C  permit network tuning at resonance, and that changes in 

total capacitance of the network AC with small amplitudes of the «xmtrolling 

voltage result in sufficiently high modulation coefficients (a = AC/C ). 

The relationship of diode capacitance change to change in voltage, 

determined by the junction structure, is desirably close to linear.  Under 

these conditions, the resistance loss R introduced into the resonance 
* s 

system by the diode should be minimum,   so that greatest amplification and 

least noise level is achieved.    Decrease in ft    is attained by increasing the 

donor concentration,   and also by introducing special admixtures  (gold, 

silver, nickel}.    At the present time, diodes are being used in which 

C   -a 0*5 to 2 pF; ft   p* l to 5 ohms; m ='0.2 to 0.6;  f       £10 GHx,  permitting 
0 S max 
20 to 35 db amplification is the 3-cm range with noise coefficients of 1-5 

to 2-5 db_ 

Photodiodes 

Photodiodea are designed to convert light signals into electrical signals* 

Germanium photodiodes are the most widely used. They may operate in two 

ways: 

a) in the absence of an external voltage source.  In this mode the photo- 

diode operates as a barrier-layer cell. Intrinsic emf reaches 60-90mY, 

greatest current goes up to 100 y,A (with illumination of 7000 lux and ft. » 

a 1O00 ohms). This mode is characterized by lev noise ler^ls, and it is 

feasibly used in detecting light fluxes and low frequency tracking of light 

pulses (F. up to lOO kHz); 

b) in the presence of an external reverse voltage. This is the so- 

called photodiode regime. Here the operating voltage drop on the load is 

equal to the difference in voltage drop with a dark current (reverse current 

of the diode I. , = 5-50 uA) and current when the diode is illuminates 
dark 

(I   $ 1 BA).  The operating voltages of the supply sources are chosen equal 

to 3-30 V. Integral sensitivity reaches K = dl/d$ «* 50 wA/lu. Maximum 

spectral sensitivity corresponds to the wave length X = 1*5 u-> Limiting 

repetition frequency of the light pulses is up to 100 kHz. 

Switching diodes (thyristors). Switching diodes have a four-layer structure, 

p-n-p-n. The basis of the switching activity of this structure is the depen- 

dence of current gain of the "generating" transistors on the electrical state. 
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7h« majority of thyristors is Had« on a silicon base by alloying,   diffusion, 

or a combination of *H>th Methods.    A volt-ampere characteristic of such 

diodes han the form shown in Figure 5.l4-in solid lines.    As a consequence 

of The portion of toe volt-ampere characteristic with negative resistance 

(part ab)  they oar be used in various circuits for automation, computer 

technology,   and others,   as switching elements.     On-off time may be as short 

as 10 na. A n 

p Vita*33-1881 

Xepmaneptrenw 
(X&IWBIV äiada—I—fi 

•5     tMtpaw&>« 

Orcs^iv oftr^       u+w-~n$*mv 

Figure 5.14.  Volt-ampere characteristic curve of switching diodes* 

-i 

50 mA-lOO A; B 
Off 

1-50 mA; C 

characteristic curve for a conventional diode; 
I  ~ 0.5 »A; E 

^«ac-1^'"-0^-20-200^ 

Diodes are also made with controlling electrodes«  Here a third output 

is made from one of the internal regions of the structure*  By varying tht 

voltage on this electrode, it is possible to vary the reset voltage, as 

shown in Figure 5*1** in dotted lines. 

Numerical values for the parameters of contemporary switching diodes 

are given on graphs of volt-ampere characteristics. 

5.7 Transistors 

A transistor is a system of two adjacent electron-bole junctions in the 

monocrystal of a semiconductor. 

At present only planar germanium and silicon transistors are manufactured. 

Their junctions are made by diffusion or alloying, and also by combining 

these two methods or by pulling from a melt. Accordingly, differentiations 

are made between alloyed, diffused, and ^grown" transistors. 

The different conductivity regions in a semiconductor monocrystal may 

be arranged p-n—p or n-p-n. The construction and conventional symbols for 

transistors in the principal circuits are shown in Figure 5*15» 
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Figure 5« 15- Construction and conventional symbols for transistors. 

1 - semiconductor crystal; 2 - emitter; 3 - crystal 
bolder (base output); 4 - internal emitter output; 5 - 
external emitter output; 6 - base output) 7 - external 
collector- output} 8 - internal collector output; 9 - 
metal casing; 10 - glass insulator. 

Tha left region of the crystal (fia. 5*15)  is called the emitter, the 

center region is called the base, «nd the right is called the collector. 

On amplifying electrical oscillations, bias voltage at the junction 

between emitter and base drops in the forward direction from the source 

£  (tenths of & volt), and, at the collector, junction voltage drops from 

the source E     (tens of volts) in the reverse direction, as shown in Figure 

5.16. 

Figure 5*16. Schematic of a p-n-p transistor unblocked for amplifying 
signals. 

Under the influence of U , holes from the emitter are injected into 

the base, causing a current in the emitter I . In the base region these 

carriers will move to the collector because of diffusion.  Arriving at the 

collector, the holes are attracted by the electric field created by E at 
c 
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the junction from the base into the collector region, thus increasing current 

in the collector junction, 

1=1  * crl * c   co  w e 
where 

I   is the initial reverse current in the collector junction; 

a  • a1 /&1  U b * consrt  is the current Amplification factor (or - 

« 0.9 to 0-999). 

Because the case width is made very snail (w < 50 p), almost all the 

holes (90-99*9*) leaving the emitter reach the collector.  The remaining 

holes recombino in the base with electrons* To establish electrical neutrality 

in the base, electrons enter it fron the source E • This creates a small e 
current in the base circuit J.    = I    -  I   . 

Dec 

A change in emitter current Cat the input of a low impedance circuit) 

causes t  change in collector current approximately equal to it (at the output 

of a high-impedance circuit). This is the origin of the tern "transistor" 

(transfer of resistor).  This is the operating principle of a transistor, an 

element which may be used to amplify voltage and power. 

The physical processes in n-p-n transistors are practically the same as 

those already discussed (it is only necessary to change polarity of the supply 

sources E and E to the reverse and observe the motion of electrons in the 
e     c 

base). A transistor may be connected in reverse, where the collector takes 

the role of the emitter and the emitter becomes the collector.  But since 

the area of the collector junction is approximately twice as large as the 

are«, of the emitter junction, while the impurity concentration in the emitter 

region is chosen considerably larger than in the collector region, current 

amplification factor (&   ^ 0-5) and allowable power dissipation for inverse 

transistor connection are small. Therefore, such a connection appears in- 

feasible« 

gg> iffif ^5 

*w 

Figure 5*17- Three basic circuits for connecting transistors, 
a — common base; b - coaaoon emitter; c — common 
collector. 
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Depending on ^hich electrode of the transistor is common to input and 

output current {•»oltage) sources, there are three basic configurations far 

connecting transistors: common base, common emitter, and common collector 

(fig- 5.17). 

Characteristics and Systems of Characteristic Parameters for 
Transistors 

The fundamental properties of transistors at low frequencies are deter- 

mined by families of input and output static characteristics.  In handbooks, 

input and output characteristics are usually given for only two transistor 

circuits: common base and common emitter. 

From these characteristics it is passible to construct two more 

families: characteristics of voltage feedback and transfer characteristics 

(forward current transmission), but they are rarely used. 

At -the present time, the most widely used characteristics are those 

with I.  and U   as the independent variables.  Graphs of these 

characteristics take the form shown in Figures 5-lS and 5*19- 

k.-*\ Ou,-o 
Vs 

-eA~V tr0**- JM 

C hwm^'^ 

Figure 5.1Ö. Characteristic input curves of transistors, 
a — common base; b - common emitter. 

A " hll bZotml " »VAle ' U • const* 
c 

B - L2 - Aoe/fiuc I = const 
e 

h   Eohm] *V*M<» const; 

123 AV*Uo|*b 

Characteristics for common collector circuits differ only slightly 

from those for common emitter, and therefore are  not used in practice. 

For small changes in voltage and currents (small signals] the nonlinear 

portions of the characteristics may be considered linear and the transistor 

may he considered as an active linear four-terminal network for varying 
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-4.1 * ii^S 

\    J£ 

%n^^   * 

i sfi-i •* •fiA-it-n-it-tt-a 

Figure 5-19. Output characteristics of transistors. 
a — COODOQ base; b — *~•—• emitter.- 

A"h2lb"«'-A1/Al.|B -const' c 

B - h22bC«egoiMi3 - A^A^ I j    B 

D " h223 t»*0oh«2 - Al/AUj   T 

components of current and voltages (fig. 5«20)*  The association between 

currents and coltages for such a four-terminal network max oa expressed by 

one of six pairs of linear equations. Ihm systems of characteristic transistor 

I A»Mvmn**ü 

*t 
Figure 5*20. Representation of a transistor as an  active linear 

four-terminal network for varying currents and 
voltages. 

I - Active linear four-terminal network. 

parameters are differentiated according to the chosen pair of equations. 

The following -three systems are frequently used= 

System of 2 parameters. For thin system 

Qx-Zji + ZJw: 

System of T parameters- For +his system 

System of H parameters- For this system: 
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At low frequencies the Z, Y, and H parameters axe purely active, and 

are defined a* 2^ , y Z^ ^ y Z^ = r^; Z22 " F22; Yll '11' 
Y12 " fl12' Y21 °ai» 22 '22; Hll hli; H12 = h12; H21 h2T H22 J22* 

Since with experimental measurements of characteristic parameters the 

greatest accuracy for small input resistance of the transistor is obtained 

with no load on the input, hut with large output load (short-circuit on the 

output), most handbooks now give the h-parametera. 

Numerical values of the h-parameters (Table 5.4} are also determined 

fron the characteristics, as shown in Figures- 5-l8 and 5*19.  Accordingly, 

»11*»« = UJ/IJI ö^-Aü^/AI in I U   = const 

is the input impedance of the alternating current transistor with the alter- 

nating current shorted; 

'12 ' V"2 X.« - «W4". out I. = const 
i A I in 

is the open-circuit feedback -voltage for alternating current across the 

input; 

h2i- v^u-. Alout/Älin|ü const 2  ~ " "     ]   "out 
is th« alternating short-circuited current amplification factor at the output; 

for circuits with a common base the current amplification factor is designated 

by cci   and by ß   for the circuit with a common emitter; 

h^CohmJ = I^2 |i^-4IGO/WI| _    out*" out I I.  = const 

is the alternating current output open circuit admittance at the input. 

Numerical values of the transistor parameters depend on the circuit, 

electrical mode, operating frequency, and temperature. 

Table 5-4 

Typical values of the h-parameters of low-frequency alloyed germanium 
transistors 

1 tnm cohort 
AuoA »uwrscpou 

• CMM C oftount 
KKUnrropaM 

40 200 2000 

*n 4-IÖ-« 1G-10-*'       |                I 

**' a = 0,98 1       , "...  -, 41 ö + 'tt-T^T-» 1 — 
3      S-a       U 

AM[JUOIO]6 1 50               |                50 

4rP P »' 1     " 
Key: i - parameter; 2 - common base; 3 - common emitter; 4 

collector; 5 - ohm; 6 - ^mho; 7 - mA/V. 
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Tbo advantages And inadequacies of various transistor circuit« *~fip be 

easily seen from Table 5*4.    Handbooks,  as a rule, usually give the h— 

pax&meters lor a CO-OP base circuit.    To determine fa    , fa    - h    ,  and h 

in  two different circuits«   it  is required to  divide the corresponding para- 

meters of tbe common base circuit by  (l-ty).    Tbe parameter h^^ - 1,  and 

"llAa/1"* " "is 12s       "llb~22b' -  w       ~12b" 
If tbe 2 or T parameters are required, they can be found from the 

following *II*M— *n*n 

.    to — 

to—"»; 

*u 

rng•T~i    to' 
«11 

w *V7»  « 

1 *>JT 

sir -X V 

« '-~7777777?7ff77%F$. ffivi*. 
2Ü **<«=—-^8s& ffl^     3K 

0 -5   -0 -0 -jff ts -J» 

*„-UT 

94' 
W. 

V. 
OkJf 

0   S  -tff IS -2ff-2J-.JP 

****   *a,7= 

sa 79 93 m m 

Figure 5*21.    Relationship of h-parameters of low-power germaniua 
low-frequency transistors to operating regime and 
temperature (cress hatching shows the regions of possible 
variation in parameters from one unit to another among 
devices of tbe sane type). 
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The manner in which the b—parameters depend on state, temperature and 

other factors is quite complex. These relationships for low-power germanium 

alloyed triodes is shown in Figure 5-21. 

In addition to the Z, Y, and H parameters, there is another system of 

intrinsic (physical) parameters whose numerical values do not depend on the 

Circuit configuration. These parameters correspond to the T equivalent 

circuit (fig. 5>22). 

Figure 5*22« Simplest equivalent circuit of a transistor connected 
with a common base. 

re - emitter junction resistance; Cfi - emitter junction 
capacitance; r^ - base resistance; rc - collector 
junction resistance; C — collector junction capacitance; 
Ie - equivalent current generator* 

In this system of parameters are introduced: 

the current amplification factor, 

o- - -»aj; <5.io) 

resistance of the p-n Junction, 

r
e-2All-2-^(l + A80; <5.lD 

base resistance 

rb = r'b * r"b " hJhS C5U2) 

resistance of the collector p-n junction 

rc = l/h22* C5'133 

5.8 Frequency and Noise Properties of Transistors 

Frequency properties of transistors are basically determined by the 

time required for the carriers to cross the base region and by the effect 

of the junction capacitance. They are characterized by a parameter called 

the specific current amplification frequency, f CMH*3-  f i» the frequency 
or        o* _^_ 

at which the modulus of the current amplification factor a decreases by 72 

in comparison with the value measured at low frequency.  Since the capacitance 

and base width depend on applied -oltages and currents, f of a transistor 

depends not only on its ccsctmcti« but al-o on the operating node« These 

relationships are shown in Figure 5-23. 
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Pi^ur« 5-2?.  Relationship of specific amplification frequency 
of transistors Pl3, Pl4, and Pl6 on tb« operating 
node,  a - plotted against emitter current; 
b - plotted «gainst collector voltage. 

Transistors are presently classed according to their frequency 

characteristic« as low-frequency Cf ^ 3 MHz); average frequency (30 MHz < 

< *" ^ 30 MHz); high frequency (30 MHz < i < ?-O0 MHz.), and supcrhigh 

frequencr '* > 3<X» KHz). 

tfhe- ••v.'\._t)  transistors it must be kept in mind that the frequency 

properties of a transistor in a common emitter circuit are considerably 

worse than in & common base circuit* The specific amplification frequency 

of a transistcr in comeon emitter circuit f is approximately calculated by 

the formula 

/^Ü.T/.a-^CMHz]. (5.1t) 

Noise propert ies of mass production transistors is worse than those 

of vacuum triodes. Koi.se depends on the parameters of. the transistor 

(flf, rc, 3c0> 
its operating mode (I , U ), operating frequency f. 

temperature, and impedance of the signal source R 

These relationships are complex in character 

F with changes in emitter current, temperature, 
n 
shown in Figures 5*24a and 5-24b. 

The raise factor of transistors usually is within the lioits 5-30 do and 

may vary considerably from one  unit to another of the same transistor type* 

Change of noise factor 

R , and frequency are o 

Noise of transistor varies inversely with its a and r and directly 
c 

with its r. and o •cO* 
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Figure 5.24.    $o$.se factor of transistors in relation to  (a) 'operating 
node and temperature,  and  (b)  frequency. 

1 - Silicon transistors: 
0*       - 6 V;   R    m 1IO;   t"  • Z59C(   I    «laA. cc J) c 

2 * Germanium transistors: 
uce - 3-5 V? Rg - 1 1£; Ie - 0.5 »Art« - 25°C 

5-9 Operating Modes and Uses ot  Transistors 

It is possible to distinguish three regions on the family of output 

curves for a transistor (for example, for a common emitter circuit): active, 

collector current cut-off region, and saturation region (fig. 5.E5). 

In practice transistor* are used in two modes; amplification and 

«witching. ' In the amplification mode vitn small signals, the transistor 

Operates only i» the active region; with large signals, it operates in the 

collector current cut-off region and in the active region. In the switching 

made, it operates in «11 three regions.  In the active region, the emitter 

junction is biased in the forward direction, and the collector junction in 

the reverse direction. Consequently, output current varies proportionally 

•with changes in input current, 

0(1 cO 

The cut-eff region (Mocked state) is characterized by reverse voltage 

on both junctions.  Under these conditions it is possible to consider that 

approximately constant reverse currents flow in the circuits of both 

electrodes of the transistor: I  « I ; I M I.  + I . 
eO ** cO* W* cO   eO 
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Figure 5.25.  Possible transistor operating modes. 

1 - saturation region; 2 - active region; 3 

current cut-off region; 4 - P     •• const; 

collector 

The semiconductor triode is saturated when both junctions are biased in 

the forward direction.  Then further change in has« current produces no 

change in collector current.  Residual voltage on the collector, U      - 
'  ce sat* 

is small, usually amounting to tenths of a volt. Accordingly, dissipated 

power on the collector p-n junction is also snail, and collector current 

is determined by the value of load resistance and supply voltage E • This 

results in good switching properties for transistors in pulse circuits. 

Inertial properties of transistors depend on the circuit, electrical 

mode, junction capacitances, and transfer time for the carriers to cross 

the base* 

If the operaxing point is not in the saturation region, the time constant 

of the transition process at the transistor output in a common emitter circuit 

(T ) is determined by 
B 

3^£- Laecl. (5-15) 

If the operating point is in the saturation region, then the processes 

in the semiconductor triode after the end of the base current pulse consist 

of two stages (fig. 5*26). During the first stage a decrease in concentra- 

tion (dissipation) of accumulated holes in the base takes place. This pro- 

cess is characterized by a dissipation time T     äJ T InS, where 

S • X./I.   *.  i* the degree of saturation; then the operating point shifts 
o  o sat 

to the active region, in which collector current decreases exponentially 

with time constant T, Thus, recovery time from saturation to the blocked 

state is greater than t., which has a negative effect on high-speed pulse 

circuit. 

Transistors are exceptionally reliable elements of electronic circuits, 

but incorrect use reduces their reliability and is one of the reasons for 

failures in operation. 
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Figure 5.26.  Diagrams of transistor currents for pulse operation. 

Tne most frequently encountered examples of incorrect operation are 

the following: 

1. Using devices at the i"w'w" allowable conditions or even exceeding 

the operational limits-  In all handbooks for each device are given maximum 

Allowable current», voltage», and power, taking into account the corresponding 

saf«ty factor only on technological breakdown. These limits should not be 

exceeded in-any static, dynamic, or non-steady et Me which might occur in 

circuits. 

2. Disregard for the thermal state of the transistor- Since at in- 

creased temperatures The allowable voltage, current and power limits are 

reduced, almost all of the transistor parameters change.  For example, re- 

verse collector current on the average doubles with each 10*C rise in tem- 

perature. Therefore, special attention should he paid to cooling without 

regard to how far the dissipated power is from the allowable limit. Ger- 

manium transistors operate in a temperature range from -60 to *70°C, and 

silicon from -60 to +120°C. Transistors should only be soldered into a 

circuit in such a manner as to minimize heating of the junctions. 

3- Using transistors in a common emitter circuit with large resistance 

in the base circuit. This resistance should he minimum- Avoiding the 

transistor output from the arrangement does- not assume isolation of the base 

circuit in the presence of voltages on the other electrodes- 

4- Securing The transistor by its leads.  The transistor is resistant to 

mechanical stress only when i- is mounted to the chassis by its casing.  This 

also, assures the best heat conduction and generally increases stability and 

reliability of operation. 
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Chapter VI 

Pulse Engineering 

6.1  Pulse Voltages and Currents 

An electrical pulse is understood to mean the voltage (current) acting 

in a circuit for a short time period, short as conpared with the transient 

processes taking place in that circuit. 

Video pulses and radio pulses are different, in that video pulses are 

voltages (currents^, the instantaneous values of which differ from zero, or 

from a constant level, for a short period of time (fig. 6.1a).  Radio pulses 

are pulses of high-frequency sine voltage (current) (fig. 6.1b).  The en- 

velope of a radio pulse is a video pulse. 

Pulses can be of different shapes, depending on the use for which 

intended. Most often used in radar work are square (fig. 6.1c), sharp 

(fig. 6.1d), sawtooth (fig. 6.1e), and trapezoidal (fig. 6.1f, g) pulses. 

Video pulses can have positive and negative polarities. 

The principal parameters of a single pulse are its amplitude U (I ), 
m     m 

width T , width of front T , and cut-off T   (fig- 6.1a)* Conventionally-! 

the pulse width is measured at the level of 0*1 U (X ), the width of the 

front can be determined CJ; the time required for the voltage (current) to 

rise from O.l U (I ) to 0_9 Ü (I ), and the cut-off width as the fall from m    in mm 
0*9 U  (I  ) to 0.1 U  (I  ].    The reading level can sometimes bo selected at mm mm 
other levels, but in any case is alvaya stipulated. 

The principal parameters of a periodic sequence of pulses are the 

repetition (recurrence) period, T  (fig. 6.1a), the repetition (recurrence) 

frequency, F • l/T , the pulse duty factor 

Q B  T-/T. = 1/f T (6.1) 
P  P      P P 

and its reciprocal, the duty cycle 

K   « 1/Q « T/T   = FT (6.2) 
« P   P        P P 

Yet another parameter of the radio pulse is the carrier frequency. 

6.2 Pulse Formation by Linear Electrical Circuits 

Rheostat« type capacitive circuits, RC, and rheostate type inductive 

circuits, RL, for differentiating and integrating pulses, impulsing circuits, 

and lines with distributed and lumped parameters, are all used to form 

pulses. 
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f * 

Figure 6-1.  Video and radio pul: 

« x 

a - video pulses; b - radio pulses; c - square video 
pulse; d - sharp video pulse; e - savtoothed video 
pulse; f and g - -trapezoidal video pulses» 

Differentiating circuits 

A differentiating circuit is one in which the voltage across the output 

is proportional -to the derivative of the input voltage 

u Ic-dU. /dt. 
in 

Capacitive (fig. 6.2a) and inductive (fig. 6.2b) circuits can be used 

for differentiation.  The capacitive differentiating circuit is the one most 

widely used in practice. The smaller the time constant (T = RC for the 

capacitive, T = l/R for the inductive circuit) the more precise the differentia- 

tion, but the smaller the magnitude of the output signal. Hence, the mag- 

nituce of the time constant is selected in accordance with concrete 

engineering conditions. 
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a b 6 

Figur« 6.2«  Differentiating circuits* 

a — capncitive; b — inductive. 

Differentiating circuits are used for the following operations. 

1* Carry out the mathematical operation of differentiation.  In the 

electronic computer this use of the differentiating circuit is for continuous 

action« A combination of a differentiating circuit and an amplifier (an 

operational differentiating amplifier) is used in this case to improve 

the quality of differentiation when the output signal has sufficient amplitude* 

2. Formation of sharp pulses from the edges of the voltage. When 

positive square pulses (fig. 6.3a) are fed into the input of the differentiating 

circuit, sharp pulses (positive for the time of the pulse front, negative 

for -the time at the pulse cut-off) are obtained at the output* Formation 

of sharp pulses is connected with the rapid charge (discharge) of the capa- 

citance,  'me smaller the -time constant, the shorter the pulse« When the 

pulse vidth is me_ared at the 0*1 U level 

(6-3) 

Figure 6*3*  Voltage across the output of a differentiating circuit. 

a - in the case of differentiation of a square pulse; 
to - in the case of differentiation of a trapezoidal prise. 

The shape of the output pulse shown in Figure 6-3 a, occurs only under 

ideal conditions; infinitely short width of the inpett signal front, zero 

generator resistance, no shunt capacitances* 
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A real pulse at the output of the differentiating circuit has less 

amplitude, is wider, and ha? a finite width of front (the dotted lint in 

fig. 6.3a) - Capacitance C is selected 4 to 5 times larger than C and C 

(fig. 6.2a) in order to reduce the effect of the shunt capacitances.  Or- 

dinarily, C and C are 10 to IS pf, with the magnitude of C ^ 50 to lOO pf. 

The obtaining of sharp pulses is sometimes called pulse contraction, 

and the circuit used a contracting circuit. Use of the contracting circuit 

makes it possible to obtain pulses with a width of T ^ 0.5 to 1 micro- 
P 

seconds.  Pulse contraction can be used to form short-duration pulses, 

for selecting pulses according to width, and thelike. 

3* Formation of square pulses from trapezoidal. When a trapezoidal 

pulse is fed into the input of a differentiating circuit, there will be two 

square pulses at the output; positive during the time of the front, negative 

during the time of input pulse cut-off (fig. 6-3b).  Thus, the differentiating 

circuit can be used to obtain the sensitizing pulse in a scope with raster 

Integrating circuits 

An integrating circuit is one in which the voltage across the output is 

proportional to the integral of the input voltage 

t 

JB< U   = k f ü. dt. 
out    •£  in 

Used for the most part for the integration is the RC, capacitive, 

circuit (fig. 6.4a). The RL, inductive, circuit (fig. 6.4b) is practically 

not used* 

Figure 6.4.  Integrating circuits. 

a — capacitive; b - inductive. 

The larger the integrating circuit's time constant, the better the 

quality of integration, but the smaller the magnitude of the output signal. 

Principal uses of the integrating circuit are to carry out the mathe- 

matical operation of integration (as an element in an operational integrating 

amplifier), to make a sawtooth pulse out of a square pulse (fig. 6.5a) to form 

the time-base sweeps, for selecting pulse widths, and for obtaining the para- 

bolic vorcage from the sawtooth voltage (fig. 6.5b) to form the height scan 

in the indicator of an  altimeter system. 
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Figure 6»5 

a - integration of a square pulse; 
a sawtooth pulse. 

b - integration of 

Systems with Impact Excitation Circuits 

Circuit excitation caused by the current drop can be used in these 

systems. Systems with impact excitation circuits are used to obtain a 

series of sinusoidal oscillations, short sharp and square pulses, for pulse 

expansion, etc. 

Obtaining series of sinusoidal oscillations.  Positive feedback: circuits 

are most widely used (fig* 6.6a). Upon initial operation tube 1-  ia 

triggered, the place current in the tube flow» through the coil and stores 

energy in the magnetic field of the coil.  When tube T receives an input 

pulse it is blocked and oscillations with frequency f » l/ZrtlfLC appear in 

the circuit* These oscillations are repeated by the cathode follower, so 

energy is available in the circuit. When resistor H is of the optimum 

magnitude the energy losses in the circuit are coopansatad for and the ampli- 

tude of the oscillations remains practically constant (fig. 6.6b). Connection 

point "a" is usually selected at the middle of the coil. Now the optimum 

magnitude of R.  ,  can be established through the formula 
3 opt 

opt 
i A - VCR- (6.4) 

This circuitry is widely used in calibrators to obtain the range 

markers. 

Obtaining short sharp pulses* Here the critical condition is used, 

and the circuit can be shunted by resistance 

«-*/£. (6.5) 

Delivery of a negative pulse (fig. 6-7«) result«: in the formation of 

two sharp pulses (fig. 6.7b), similar in shape to the pulse from the 

differentiating circuit, at the circuit output. This is why this circuit 

is often called an inductive differentiating circuit.. The principal advantage 
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Figur« 6.6. Arrangement with impact excitation circuit and 
positive feedback« 

a - schematic; b * voltage tine diagrams. 

in 

U^ 
•*%& v~ 

a b <? 

Figure 6-7. Stage -with inductive differentiating circuit. 

a - schematic; b - voltage'time diagrams. 

of the circuit is the possibility of obtaining a large amplitude pulse, 

considerably in excess of the source voltage £ . 

Forming Lines 

Sistributed-parameter lines, as well as artificial lines with lumped 

parameters, can be used to form short square pulses. The advantages of 

these devices include good shape and a highly stable pulse width, and 

the possibility of obtaining high power pulses. 

The line can he used as an energy bank for purposes of obtaining power- 

ful pulses. The line is charged by closing the key (fig* 6.8a). The 

charging time is 

t ,_    = 3CR + R,  JtC, 
charge        load  * 

(6.6) 

where 

; is the line (cable) length, meters; 

C is the line capacitance (capacitance per meter of length). 
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717c The line discharges to load R = 0 = *t/C at the moment the key is 

Closed (a thyratron is often used as the key).  Waves of voltage and current 

are propagated on the line at velocity v = c/"fe (c is the speed of lieht; 

e is the dielectric constant of the cable dielectric)* By time T. = l/v 
d 

tft* voltage (current) wave reaches the end of the line and is reflected from 

the open end of the line to be propagated 'co  its origin at the sane 

velocixy.  When the reflected wave arrives at the origin of the line the 

line is completely discharged. A pulse with amplitude E/2 and width 

T
p • 2T

d -2-Lyz=5fi-iwy7 [microseconds^ (6-7) 

is formed at the load. 

The pulse shape is dostorted (fig. 6.8b) when there is a line mismatch 

(Rload>P°rRload<P)- 
The principal advantage of using a coaxial cable (RK-1, RK-3, RK-20, and 

others) for forming is the undistorted pulse shape (when the cable is matched 

to the load). Disadvantages are low characteristic impedance (p « 50 to 

1^0 ohms) and long length (in order to obtain T = 1 microsecond a length 
4 

of 1 » 200 to 300 meters is required). One of the conductors is twisted 

into a spiral (spiral lines HKZ—400, KKZ—V>1, jsnd others) to reduce the length 

of the cable.  These lines provide a delay of 1 microsecond per lo cm of 

cable length at a characteristic impedance of «bout 1,000 ohms* The prin- 

cipal shortcoming of tlic spiral line i* the extensiv« distortion of the 

pulse shape.  Spiral lines usually- nave a delay of T. ^ 1 microsecond. 

i   t 
T   ? 

ir. 

**<P 
<* 

R=e-' &s   *% 

Figure 6.S.  Forming line». 

a - schematic; b - voltage time delays. 

Artificial chain lines (fig. 6.9s) are those most widely used because 

they are compact, and because different characteristic impedances (from 

tens of ohms to several kilohma) and delays (from thens of a microsecond to 

several tens of microseconds) can be obtained. Chain lines consist of series- 

connected cells of inductances and capacitances. 
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The characteristic impedance pline and the delay tis* ia on* link can 

be established -through the forsnlas 

»line "YLcell/cell 

Lcell7Ccell Tdi-y 

The width of the pulse that is formed is 

(6.8) 

(6.9) 

^cellW  • (6.10) 

where 
a    is the number of cells. 
Increasing the number of cells results in a shortening of the front, 

(fig. 6-91») -    For a given front width 

n - O.Z7 *v (6.11) 

**- 

*c—  *c, if. 

o    tf 

Figure 6.$. Artificial chain line. 

a - schea&tic; b - voltage tin* diagrams. 

However, an increase in the number of cells does not do away with the 

oscillations at the apex of the pulse. Correction is used to improve the 

shap* of the apex, and that most often used is a booster inductance, 1^. 

When L = L    there are virtually no oscillations at the apex, but the 
o   cell 

width of the front doubles (the dotted line in  fig* 6.9b). 
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Forming lines are used in the pulse modulators of radars, in coding and 

decoding devices, for stabilisation of pulse generators. 

6„3  Nonlinear Electrical Circuits Used for Pulse Formation 

Tne parameters R, L, and C depend on the magnitude of the voltage 

(current) in nonlinear forming circuits« 

Clippers 

A clipper is a device, the voltage across the output of which remains 

constant when the input voltage goes beyond the limits of a fixed level, 

the quantizer threshold. When the values of the input voltage are inside 

tne quantizer threshold the voltage should be reproduced Across the output 

without distortion. Limitation of the upper part of the input voltage re- 

sults in top clipping, limitation of the lower results in bottom clipping* 

and when limitation is of the -pper and lower parts in bilaterial clipping» 

Clippers axe used to obtain square pulses from a sine voltage« for 

amplitude and polarity selection, and for improving pulse shape.  Elements 

in which the resistance very definitely depends on the regime arc used for 

clipping.  Diodes, multi-electrode tubes, and transistors are used as non- 

linear elements such as this. 

Diode clippers. The principles of operation of diode clippers are based 

on unidirectional conductivity of the diode»  TbCy are used in electro vacuum 

and semiconductor diodes. The advantages of the vacuum diode include a 

high value of back resistance and permissible voltage, and a low temperature 

ratio. Shortcomings include large size, less efficiency and reliability 

(than semiconductor diodes), dependence of the characteristic on the filament 

voltage, and high inter-electrode capacitance. Today semiconductor diodes 

are used in clippers, for the most part. There are series and parallel 

diode clipper circuits, depending on the method used to cut in the diode. 

In the series diode clipper circuit (fie« 6*10) the diode is unblocked 

when the voltage is positive and the voltage at the output will repeat the 

input voltage, whereas, when the voltage is negative the diode win be 

blocked and the output voltage will be clipped. The clipping level can be 

changed by changing the magnitude and polarity of tne bias source.  The 

advantate of this arrangement is the clearly defined clipping level. The 

disadvantage is the capacitive coupling between the input and output be- 

cause of the plato—caihodc capacitance, causing distortion in the shape of 

the output voltage« particularly when the front is quite steep. 

In the parallel circuit of the diode clipper (fig. 6.1l), when the 

diode is unblocked the load resistance H  d is shunted by the low resistance 

of the diode and the output voltage is limited, while if the diode is blocked 
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Figur« €.10. Clippers with series connected load. 

a - top clipper to zero level; b - bottom clipper to 
zero level; c - top clipper to positiv« level; d - 
bottom clipper to negative level; e - bilateral level. 

the voltage «cross the output repeats the shape of the input voltage. The 

condition R    > R  . > R must be satisfied if the circuit is to function 

normally* The absence of capacitive coupling between the input and output 

is the advantage of this circuit, whereas the disadvantages are the need 

for a bias source with low internal resistance, less definition of the 

clipping, and attenuation of the output signal caused by the drop in 

voltage across R 
clip 
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Figure 6*11. Clippers vith parallel connected load. 

a - top clipper to zero level; b - bottom dipper to 
zero level; c - top clipper to negative level? d - 
bottom clipper to positive level; e - bilateral! 
clipper* 

The advantages of all diode dipper circuits are simplicity, efficiency, 

and stability of the clipping level. Lack of amplification is a short- 

coming. 
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Clipping Amplifiers 

Multi-electrode tubes,  or transistors,  can be used to obtain clipping 

and amplification.     Three  types of clipping  a*e possible,   as a result  of the 

flow of   crid currents   (grid-circuit  clipping),   as a result of the lower and 

upper bending of the plate-grid curve (plate-circuit clipping top and 

bottom). 

Grid-circuit  clipping-     The circuit  describes  an  amplifier with resistance 

6.1Sa).     When the voltage across 

the grid is positive the voltage across the amplifier input is clipped by 

the flow of grid current through this resistance similar to the parallel 

diod-2 clipper (fig*  6.12b).    The voltage clipped in the grid circuit is 

amplified and  inverted  in the plate  circuit. 

Bottom plate-circnit clipping is obtained in the amplifier  (fig.   6.13a) 

by plate current cutoff.    When the input voltage drops below E „ the tube 
go 

is blocked, the voltage across the plate reaches the magnitude E , and is 

clipped (fig. 6.13b). 

R ..  inserted in its grid circuit (fig 
clip 

Figure 6.12. Grid-circuit clipper. 

a - schematic; b - voltage ind current time diagrams. 

Top plate-circuit clipping. A pentode and a high-resistance plate 

load must be used to obtain this clipping. The clipping results from the 

transition of the pentode into the critical condition, and this establishes 

the minimum voltage across the plate (fig. 6.14). 

A combination of bottom plate-circuit clipping with grid-circuit clipping, 

or top plate-circuit clipping, is used to obtain bilateral clipping. A 

transistor can be used for unilateral or bilateral  clipping (fig. 6.15). 

Top clipping is by blocking the transistor, while bottom clipping r*:--*jlts 

from the transition to the saturation condition (for transistors of the 

p-n-p type). 
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Figure 6.13. Bottom plate-circuit clipper. 

a - schematic; b - voltage and current tine diagram«« 
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Figure 6-lA. Top anode-circuit clipper. 

a - schematic; h - voltage and current time diagram». 
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a 6 

Figure 6*15«  Bilateral transistor limiter» 

a - schematic; b - voltages and current time diagrams. 

Level Clampers 

Separation circuits (HC circuits and transformers) will not pass the 

direct components (fig. 6.16a), and level clampers make d.c. restoration 

possible.  A diode is usually used for this purpose (fig. 6.l6b)•  In the 

interval between the pulses the condenser quickly discharges through the 

diode, eradicating the output voltage biasing £nd changing the zero lev«l, 

A source of biasing voltage must be cut in in series with the diode to 

change the clamping level.  Clampers are used in the output stages of the 

sweeps of scopes, for background restoration in television sets, and the 

like. 

a*> 

"MU   1 
1   1 
I   I 

f  « 

I    I  I 

a 
»* 

Figure 6.l6.  Level clampers, a - change in the initial level 
as pulses pass through an RC circuit; b - damper cii 
cuit and output voltage time diagram. 
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Circuits with Nonlinear Magnetic Elements 

The cores of nonlinear ma.jnetic elements for the most part are manu- 

factured from ferrites with a rectangular hysteresis loop (rig. 6.17)- 

Circuits with nonlinear magnetic elements are used to form pulses (peak trans- 

formers), or as circuits with two stable states« 

Peak transformers (fig. 6-l8a) are used to convert the sine voltage into 

short pulses. The operating condition is selected such that the transformer 

is saturated for a good part of the period. The voltage is zero across the 

fitput. Short pulses <fig. 6-lSb) appear at the output as the transformer 

shifts from one saturated state to the other.  Advantages of the peak trans- 

former are reliability, simplicity, compactness, great steepness of output 

pulse cut-off. Shortcomings are not very steep pulse edges and small ampli- 

tude output pulses. 

*L 

Figure 6.17. Hysteresis loop of a ferromagnetic material. 

Circuits with two stable equilibrium states. The circuits are based on 

the presence of two states of  residual magnetization of the core (toroid)., 

*B   and -B   (fig. 6.17). The basis of the circuit i* the toroid with 
res      res 

several windings (fig. 6.19a]. 

*»• 

«*•* 

*L. 

Figure 6.18. Peak transformer. 

a - schematic; fc - voltage time diagrams. 

If the magnetic state of.  the toroid is established by the point -B  , 

when a pulse current is fed to winding I the core undergoes a reversal of 

magnetism to i-B . When the pulse current ceases the toroid enters the second 
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stable state, one that corresponds tö the residual magnetization +B  , Now, 

if a pulse current is fed to winding II the core undergoes a reversal of 

magnetism to -B , and after this pulse subsides the toroid returns to the 

original state of residual magnetization -B 

An emf pulse is induced at the output winding each time the toroid under- 

goes a reversal of magnetism (fig. 6.19b). 
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Figure 6*19* Fcrrites used in circuits. 

a - ferrite toroid; b - time diagrams of currents. 
voltages, and remanence; ferrite-diode element; 

ferxite-transistor element. 

If the toroid had been in state +3   prior to feeding the pulse to jres 
winding 1, upon delivery of the induction pulse the increase is to *B ,   and 

D 

after the pulse has died out the toroid returns to the original state t +B^ - 

The toroid does not undergo a reversal of magnetism and the emf pulse induced 

in the output winding is small in amplitude. Nor does reversal of magnetism 

occur with the delivery of pulse current to winding II if prior to the 

delivery the magnetic state of the toroid had been established by the 

remanence, -B 
res 

Piodes (ferrite-diode elements), or transistors (ferrite-transistor 

elements)« are inserted as couplings between the cores to provide unidirectionality 

of information. Insertion of transistors also provides amplification of the 

input signal. Other elements (such as transfluxors, "small ladders," and the 

lüce), are made of ferrites, in addition to toroids. Ferrite circuits are 

widely used as switching, logical, and memory elements. 
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6-4  Square Pulse Generation 

These generators use devices with a falling section on the volt-aapere 

curve.  It is a known fact that on this section the device's equilibrium state 

is unstable, resulting in the voltage (current) jumps needed to form square 

pulses»  Positive feedback, or devices with a falling section o;. their 

curves Cthyratrons, tunnel diodes, secondary emission tubes, and the like), 

are used to obtain this curve. 

Pulse generators can function in the following modes: 

autooscillation, when generation occurs without outside excitation; 

synchronization, when outside signals controlling the operation of the 

geaeratcr are fed to the generator functioning in  the autooscillation mode; 

start-stop (driven), when the generation is the result of the effect 

of the outside signal only. 

Multivibrators as Generators 

In generators of this type the positive feedback is created by using two- 

stage amplifiers in which the output from one stage is coupled to the input 

of the other. 

Multivibrators operating in the autooscillation mode.  The principal cir- 

cuit in the. multivibrator (fig. 6.20a) is a two-state resistance—coupled 

amplifier, in which the output from each of the amplifiers is capacitance- 

coupled to the input of the other through a separation capacitor. Generation 

involves sequential blocking of one tube and firing the other (a process 

known as inverting the circuit).  After sequential inversion the capacitor 

connected to the plate of the triggered tube discharges through this tube 

and the leakage resistance, creating a negative voltage across the grid ot 

the blocked tube, keeps this tube blocked. When the capacitor discharges the 

voltage across the grid of the blocked tube increases and when it reaches a 

magnitude equal to that of the blocking voltage the tube fires, the positive 

feedback circuit is resotred and the next inversion, the blocked tube is 

triggered, the triggered tube is blocked, takes place in the circuit. 

Square pulses are formed at the tube plates (fig. 6.20b).  The width 

of the pulses, and their repetition frequency, can be established through the 

formulas 

T,i-WVlV)l; <6-i2) 

T
p2 = Vilnt!

Di/|
E

flol; <6-13) 

T
P - 

T
P i * T

P r 
(6-14) 

Pulse width and repetition frequency are regulated by changing the magni- 

Tudes of the leakage resistances (R and R_), or of the capacitance. 
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Figure 6.SO. Vacuum tube multivibrator. 

a - schematic diagram; b - voltage time diagrams. 
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Figure 6.21.    Transistor-type multivibrators. 

a — schematic diagram;  b — voltage time diagrams. 



Minimum multivibrator pulse vidth ia 0.5 to 2 microseconds, the oscilla- 

tion frequency is fron a reaction of a hertz to hundreds of thousands of 

hertz, and the pulse rate can reach 100.  Frequency stability is low and is 

but a few percentage points in the best of cases. 

A simple way in which to increase stability is to us« a multivibrator 

with "positive" grids (the dotted line in fie,. 6.20a shows the leakage re- 

sistances cut in in this circuit).  Other stabilization methods will be 

reviewed in what follows. 

The transistor-type multivibrator (fig. 6-2l) is no different, in prin- 

ciple, than the tube type, but as a practical natter- bias is always fed tc 

the base in the case of the transistor generators to increase stability. 

Pulse width, repetition frequency, and amplitude of pulses are calculated 

through the formulas 

T     ,   - ft.   C 1» «O*1     C     5 (6.15) 
P 1  ->  I     R ,/E co t>r   c 

2 + 1 

1  +  I c0%2r   c 

V7pitTpa' '       (6'x7) 

The dependence of the initial current, X  , on the -temperature is in the 
CO 

main determined by the temperature stability of the pulse repetition period. 

In order to increase the stability it is desirable, insofar as this is possible, 

to increase E , reduce resistance R. , and select transistors with small 

current values, *«-  O*1« Vay *° increase stability is to insert a base of 

silicon diodes in the circuit.  Instability of the repetition period can be 

reduced to a few percentage points by the use of these measures. 

Triggered multivibrator.* Triggered multivibrators are understood to be 

multivibrators with a single stable equilibrium condition, producing a single 

pulse triggered by an outside signal.  Triggered multivibrators are used as 

pulse expanders, strobe pulse generators, time delay devices, and the like. 

There axe many circuit designs for the triggered multivibrator. 

Specifically, we can make a triggered multivibrator by blanking one of the 

*  These circuits are also called single-pulse multivibrators, single- 
vibrators, trigger circuits, kipp relays. 
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multivibrator tubes (fig. 6.20a) by an outside biasing source. Most frequently 

used is the triggered multivibrator with cathode coupling (fig. 6.22A).  The 

Advantages of this circuit are stability, simplicity, absence of a negative 

bias source, good pulse shape at the plate of tube T .  In its initial state 

tube T is blocked by voltage U created by the current from the unblocked 

tube, T , at resistance R . Upon delivery of the trigger pulse tube T is un- 

blocked and T is blocked.  Condenser C, discharging through unblocked tube T , 

provides a negative voltage across resistance R, keeping tube T blocked.  As 

the condenser discharges this voltage increases and when it reaches the 

blocking voltage tube T is unblocked and tube T is blocked. The original 

condition of the circuit is restored (fig. 5-22b) after condenser C is charged 

from source E . 

•f* 

f" _fa_ Ft h 

"a* i 

I      U—I  
» 

J 4 
Figure 6.22.     Triggered multivibrator with cathode coupling using 

electron, tubes. 

a, — circuit;   b — voltage "time diagrams. 

The pulse width can be calculated through the formula 

T    ca RCln  -  U ,/|E     I- p ^ ml' I   gO« (6.19) 

Widta is adjusted by changing R and C, as well as by changing voltage £ 

The circuit provides pulses from units in microseconds to fractions of 

a second. Maximum permissible pulse duty factor is 0.3 to 0.5. The use of 

certain types of circuits (pick-off diode, cathode follower) results in con- 

siderably increasing the duty factor. Stability of the pulse width is in 



2J.0 

percentage. Connecting the resistance to source £ (the dotted line in 

fig. 6.22A) results in a several-fold increase in the stability. 

-TL 
Figure  6*23.     Triggered multivibrator with  emitter coupling  using 

transistors. 

a - schematic;   b - voltage time diagrams. 

Circuits using transistors to make triggered multivibrators are similar 

to corresponding circuits using tubes. Figure €.23 shows a triggered multi- 

vibrator circuit with emitter coupling« 

The pulse width can be calculated,   approximately,   through -the formula 

>=£bCln 
a~*r*,+^* j^iffr]+-ffi 

_g7 (6.20) 

Trigger» 

Triggers are start-stop devices with two stable equilibrium conditions* 

Rheostat  coupling between stages is used to obtain this mode.  Triggers are 

divided into symmetrical triggers, in which both stages are identical, and 

unsymmetrical.  Symmetrical -triggers are used as frequency dividers for 

pulse repetition, for controlling various types of devices, as memory, 

counting, and switching cells in electronic computers, and the like. Un- 

symmetrical triggers are used mainly to form square voltages from sine 

voltages and as amplitude discriminators. 
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Figure 6-24.  Vacuua tube syaraetrical triggers. 

& - trigger with external biasing; b - voltage 
time diagrams; c - trigger with automatic biasing. 

Vacuum tube symmetrical triggers. The circuit most widely used is the 

one with an external biasing source (fig. 6.24a). Tbc circuit has two stable 

equilibrium conditions: 

tube T is unblocked, T is blocked* 

cube T is blocked, T is unblocked. 

A negative pulse, blocking the unblocked tube (or a positive pulse un- 

blocking the blocked tube) must be fed into the input in order to shift the 

trigger from one stable state to the other. The voltage across the plate of 

the unblocked tube will increase and will flow through the coupling circuit to 

the grid of the blocked tube and unblock it. The circuit shifts to the 

second stable state, and this holds until the arrival of the next trigger 

pulse. 
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An automatic biasing circuit (fig. 6.2*tc) is often used, in addition 

to the circuit discussed.  This circuit has the advantage of the abaenee of a 

biasing source, but also has the disadvantages that go with having two 

additional elements and a reduction in the amplitudes of the output pulses. 

The use of the external biasing source circuit is desirable in devices 

with a great many triggers. 

The type of triggering reviewed, in which pulses of just one polarity are 

fed to the tube grid in turn, or in which pulses of alternating polarity are 

fed to the grid of a single tube, is called split triggering.  Another type 

of triggering, common Cor counting), is used when triggers are used in counters. 

Pulses of just one polarity are fed to the grid (or plate) of the trigger tube 

through a diode (fig. 6.25). 

Quick-acting triggers can be characterized by ma-rimum frequency of 

repetition of the trigger pulses, at which the trigger functions stably. 

Triode triggers can provide quick action up to 1 MHz. The action can be in- 

creased to lO MHz and higher by some complication of the circuit (the use 

of pentodes, additional cathode followers, high-frequency correction, clamping 

diodes, and others)- 

Symmetrical transistor triggers.  Transistor triggers are similar to 

tube-type triggers (fig. 6.26). The speed at which these triggers function 

is usually slower than that of the tube—type triggers, because of the lower 

(as compared with tubes) frequency properties of the transistor, as well as 

because of the delay in the beginning of the turnover at the time the unblocked 

transistor leaves the saturated mode.  A variety of circuit arrangements can 

bo used to increase the action, such as nonlinear feedback to eliminate the 

saturation mode, emitter repeaters, diode clamping, high frequency correction, 

and the like (fig. 6.27). The use of these measures can result in arriving 

at a speed of a few megahertz. 

Figure 6.25- Symmetrical triggers with common triggering. 

a - grid; b - plate. 
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Figure €.26.    Symmetric*! saturated transistor trigger. 

a  - schematic;   b - voltage time diagrams. 
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Figure 6-27. Different transistor trigger designs. 

a - with diode clamping; b - with emitter followers; 
c - with high-frequency correction. 

Unsymmetrical trigger with cathode coupling (fig. 6.28). This circuit 

has a number of advantages, including a well-shaped output pulse, and a 

high degree of sensitivity. However, triggering will only occur with alter- 

nating polarity pulses so the unsymmetrical trigger with cathode coupling is 
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not used in counter circuits. When a voltage is delivered to the input the 

trigger flip-flops any time the input voltage passed through the operation 

level.  The transistor circuit is similar to the tube circuit» 
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Figure 6.28.  Unsymntetrical trigger. 

a - schematic; b - voltage tiae diagrams. 

Gas discharge triggers (thyratrons, cold cathode tubes) make it possible 

to switch heavy currents. The chief shortcooinc of gas discharge triggers is 

their slow action, a few tens of kHz. They are used in  automatic circuits, 

electronic switches, and counters. Figure 6.29 is the schematic of one 

design of a cold-cathode tube trigger. Initially one of the tub-*s is fired 

(unblocked), the other is blocked, and condenser C is charged. Upon delivery 

of a positive pulse the blocked tube fires, condenser C begins to discharge 

through this tube, the plate velt&ge of the tube which had fired drops 

sharply, and the tube is killed. The trigger shifts to the second stable 

condition. 

Tunnel diode trigger (fig. 6.30a). The falling section of the diode 

curve is used in tunnel diode generators.  The load line should intersect 

the iioce curve at three points (fig. 6.30b), in order to obtain two 

stable states; points 1 and 3 are stable, point 2 is unstable.  The circuit 

can be triggered by pulses of alternating polarity, and when the pulse is 

negative the transition is made from point 3 to point 1, when positive from 

point 1 to point 3. Advantages of this circuit include simplicity, high 

speed Cup to several tens of megahertz), and high temperature stability. 

Short comings include lack of a unidirectional signal, making it difficult 

to match stages, and low voltage (tenths of a volt). The use of transistors 

will ÖO away with these shortcomings.  A speed of several MHz can be reached 

with combination circuits such as these.  In addition to their use in 

triggers, tunnel diodes can be used in multivibrators for autooacillation and 

triggered modes. 
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Figure 6.29. Cold-cathode tube trigger. 

Figure 6.30. Tunnel diode trigger* 

a - schematic; b - volt-ampere curve; c - voltage 
time diagrams. 

Blocking Oscillators 

A pulse transformer is used to form the positive feedback in these os- 

cillators* Blocking oscillators are used to generate short pulses (from a 

few tens of nanoseconds to several tens of microseconds) with a relatively 

high pulse rate (from several tens to several hundreds of thousands). An 

important advantage of the blocking oscillator over the multivibrators is the 

ability to obtain high power in a pulse for low average power.  The most 

widely used design of a blocking oscillator in the autooscxllation mode is 

shown in Figure 6.31a. 

The tube is blocked by negative voltage across the grid, created across 

resistance R by the discharge of condenser C, in the interval between pulse 

generations. The discharge causes the voltage across the grid to increase 

and when it reaches the magnitude of the trigger voltage the tube fires, the 

feedback circuit is closed and pulse generation occurs (fig. 6-31b). During 
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Figure 6.31. Electron tub« blocking oscillator. 

a - schematic; b -' voltage time diagrams. 
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Figure 6.32* Start—stop blocking oscillator* 

a - with triggering through the diode; b - vita a 
triggering stage. 

generation condenser C is charged by the grid current, the voltage across 

the grid decreases, and the tube is once again blocked at some predetermined 

time. The transformer windings must buck each other in order for generation 

to occur.  If generation fails to occur the ends of one of the windings must 

bo reversed.  The voltage for the blocking oscillator can be picked off the 

plate, or the third (load) winding, so it is easy to obtain the required 

polarity and output pulse amplitude. Sometimes the output voltage can be 

taken off at the resistance connected to the plate or cathode circuit. Negative 

pulses can be taken off at the plate load, positive ones at the cathode load.. 
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The repetition period can be adjusted by changing the magnitude of 

resistance B and capacitance C, the pulse vxdth by changing capacitance C. 

Use of  a "positive" grid circuit results in a several-fold increase in 

repetition period stability. The blocking oscillator can be blocked by an 

external source to obtain the triggered »ode. 

One of the most widely used methods of triggering is the delivery of the 

trigger pulses through an isolation diode (fig. 6.32a).  Sometimes an 

additional decoupling stage (a cathode follower, or a tube connected in 

parallel with the blocking oscillator tube) can be used for triggering 

(fig- 6.32b). 

Transistor blocking oscillators can 'generate pulses with widths of frc» 

a few tenths of a microsecond to several hundred microseconds with pulse 

rates from several units to several thousand. The circuits and the operating 

principles are similar to corresponding tube blocking oscillators.  Most 

frequently used is the transistor .blocking oscillator with a common emitter 

(fig. 6.33). The diode, D, Ls used to reduce the kickback occurring after 

pulse formation. 
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Figure 6-33-  Transistor blocking oscillator. 

a — schematic; b - voltage time diagrams« 

r 

Well-shaped pulses, a steep front» large load-carrying capacity, are 

all advantages of this circuit.  Instability in pulse width is a few tenths 

o'f a percent, and the repetition period is 10 to 20%. 

A several-fold increase in the stability of the repetition period can 

be obtained by using a circuit with an emitter capacitance (fig. 6-34}. 

The shortcoming in this circuit is the high pulse peak cutoff.  Artificial 

chain lines are used to increase pulse width stability. 

Stabilization of pulse time parameters.  Pulse excitation circuits 

(fig. 6.35a) Are-  often used to increase the stability of the repetition period. 

The circuit oscillations are added to the voltage across condenser C, with the 

result that the time at which the tube is unblocked can be stabilized (fig. 

6.35b). The use of the circuits increases the stability of the pulse repetition 

period by a factor of 3 to 5- Circuits for increasing the stability of multi- 

vibrator-type oscillators can be used similarly. 
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Figure £.34.  Blockine oscillator with emitter capacitance, 

a - schematic; b - voltage time diagrams. 
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Figure 6.35- Blocking oscillator stabilized by a pulse excitation 

circuit. 

a - schematic; b - voltage time diagrams. 

An artificial chain line (fig. 6.36) can be used instead of capacitance 

C to stabilize the blocking oscillator pulse vidth. In this circuit the 

pulse width can be calculated by the artificial line parameters 

D2nK^ (6.21) 

The number of line cells is usually 3 to 5- The circuit provides very 

good pulse stability but does have a number of shortcomings, including a 

reduction in pulse power by a factor of 1.5 to 2, deterioration in pulse 

shape, and an increase in the front length. The circuit is therefore only 

used when the requirements with respect to pulse width stability are rigid* 

The artificial line is seldom used to stabilize multivibrator type generators. 

Generator synchronization is one way to improve the stability of 

pulse time parameters.  External periodic voltages act on a generator operating 

in the automatic oscillation mode when synchronization is used. Synchroniza- 

tion involves the matching (multiplicity) of the repetition frequency of the 
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Figure 6.36- Blocking oscillator stabilized by an artificial 
chain line. 

a - schematic; b - voltage time diagrams* 

pulses from the generator with, the frequency of the synchronizing voltage» 

A sine voltage and short pulses are most often used as the synchronizing 

voltage. 

Figure 6-37a shows a blocking oscillator in the synchror^j-zation node. 

The voltage across the grid is the sum of the voltage at the condenser- and 

the synchronizing voltage. Generation occurs when this summed voltage 

reaches the blocking voltage value (fig. 6.37b).  Other types of generators 

can be synchronized in a similar way. 

The condition for synchronization is Trt > X ; the ratio n = T /T op p   syn 
is called the synchronization multipleness.    The higher this latter is, 

the more stable synchronization will be*     Synchronization is widely used for 

time matching of the operation of pulsers,   frequency dividers,  and for 

the stabilization of generators. 

Figure 6*37-    Blocking oscillator 
synchronization. 

a - schematic;  b - voltage time 
diagrams. 
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6-5 Generation of Sawtooth Voltage and Currents 

The sawtooth voltage is used to obtain the time-base sweep in cathode 

ray tubes with electrostatic deflection, a time delay, and lor other pur- 

poses-  Sawtooth current is used primarily to obtain the tine-base sweep 

in tubes with electromagnetic deflection (scopes, television devices, and 

the like). 

Sawtooth Voltage Gererators 

The basis for obtaining a sawtooth voltage is the charging (discharging) 

of a condenser. In the simplest circuit (fig. 6.33a) condenser C is charged 

through R while the tube is blocked, but discharges quickly through the tube 

when the tube is unblocked. A sawtooth voltage is generated across the 

condenser (fig. 6.38b). 

Figure €.38. A simple sawtooth voltage generator. 

a - schematic; b — voltage time diagrams. 

The most important parameters of the sawtooth voltage are the duration 

of the operating rate, T , the average velocity, v  = U_/T , voltage use 

factor, ^ = U/E , and the coefficient cf nonlincarity e, which characterizes 

the relative change In the rate of rise (fall) at the beginning and at the 

end of the sawtooth voltage 

• =-& P». — «te _l ** a *Z9< 

*»fc 
(6.22) 

The coefficient of nonlincarity should not exceed 0.1 (10%) in the 

case of the television sweep, 0-02 Tc 0.03 (2 to 3%) in the case oi' radar 

scopos, and 0.001 (0-1%) in the case of accurate time delay.  In the simple 

generator considered c • §. Consequently, the nonlinearity is very high 

in the case of the practically desirable use of the source of supply (§ ^ 70 

to 80%). A stage such as this can be used in devices in which the linearity 

requirement is low. 
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The principal method used to obtain a linearly changing voltage is that 

of charging (discharging) a condenser with direct current. Current 

stabilizers (pentodes, transistors), as w*ll as feedbacks, are used for 

current stabilization. 

Sawtooth voltage generator with current stabilizer.. Figure 6-39a shows 

a circuit with a current stabilizing pentode. When tube T is blocked 

condenser C will discharge what is, for all practical purposes, direct 

current through the pentode because the pentode's place curves have but a 

slight slope.  A linearly falling voltage (fig. 6.39b} is generated at the 

output. When tube T„ is unblocked condenser C will charge from source E . 
1 a 

The minimum coefficient of nonlinearity is about i&. The coefficient of non- 

linearity can be reduced by using feedback to the pentode and a supplemental 

source of supply.  The circuit can 'be used in sweep generators in certain 

types of oscillographs in combination with a start-stop multivibrator* 

-Ar* 
-r 1   -f 

Figure 6-39- Sawtooth voltage generator with current stabilizing 
pentode. 

a - schematic; b - voltage time diagrams. 

Figure 6.40a is that of a similar circuit with a current stabilising 

transistor.  Initially both transistors are unblocked and condenser C is 

charged to practically the source voltage.  Upon the arrival of a trigger 

pulse transistor T is blocked, and condenser C discharges with the col- 

lector current of transistor T . Since the dependence of the collector 

current on the collector voltage is slight, the condenser will discharge 

in accordance with a linear law (fig. 6.40b).  The minimum coefficient of 

nonlinearity for this circuit too is close to 1%. 

There is a significant increase in the coefficient of nonlinearity when 

a load is connected to the condenser, not only in the case of the tube-type 

circuit, but in the case of the transistorised circuit, as well.  Consequently, 

a low-ohmic load must be connected through a transformer stage (such as & 
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cathodü follower, for example).  Adjustment of the rate of the linear voltage 

is made by Changing the capacitance C, as well as with resistance R (in 

the tube design) and R  (in the transistor design)« 

-v-ta 
UM 

»f*l I 

Figure 6-40. Sawtooth voltage generator with current stabilizing 
transistor. 

a - schematic; b - voltage time diagrams. 

Sawtooth vcltage generator with positive feedback. Condenser C will 

begin to charge when switching tube T  (fig. 6.4la) is blocked. A compensating 

voltage, fed into the charging circuit from the cathode follower output, 

is used for current stabilization. Minimum coefficient of r-onlinearity is 

about 1%.  Condenser C and resistance R are used to adjust the rate of rise 

in the voltage. One advantage of the circuit is good \oad capacity [the 

voltage drops xith the output of'the cathode follower). The circuit is 

widely used in the range sweep channel of radar scopes. 

The circuit is frequently combined with a trigger circuit (fig. 6*42). 

The role of the switching tube in the circuit is taken 5y the grid-cathode 

section of tube T .  Initially T is unblocked and T is blocked. Feeding 
2 2 1 

a trigger pulse unblocks T . causing an increase in the voltage across 

resistance R ,, and T is blocked. Condenser C is charged through the 
cl       2 

cathode follower, as shown in Figure 6.41. When the voltage across the grid- 

cathode section of tube T reaches the level of the blocking voltage this 

tube is unblocked and T is blocked. When the condensers are recharged 

the circuit returns to its initial state. Change in R and C results in a 

simultaneous change in velocity and duration o£ the operating rate, but 

amplitude U will not change, and this is an advantage of the circuit, 
m 

The transistor design of the main direcuit is similar to that «f the 

tube design (fig. 6.43).  It is recommended that a source E = 1*5 to 2 volts 

he inserted in the emitter circuit to prevent blocking the emitter follower 

during the circuit restoration period, and thus reduce the time required to re- 

charge condenser C 
8 

The nP«*1•"" coefficient of nonlinearity equals 1 to 
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Figur« 6.4l. Sawtooth voltage generator with positive feedback. 

a - schematic; b — voltage time diagrams. 

Figure 6-42. Trigger circuit combined with a sawtooth voltage 
generator. 

a - schematic; b - voltage time diagrams* 
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Figure 6.4.3.  Sawtooth voltage generator with transistorized 
positive feedback. 

a - schematic; b - voltage time diagrams. 

Sawtooth voltage generator with negative feedback (fig. 6.44a). The 

tube is initially blocked at the third grid by negative voltage Iron the con- 

denser, obtained by using a clamping circuit (diode D). When a positive pulse 

is supplied the tube is unblocked and condenser C discharges through resistance 

R and the tube. The discharge current and linearization of the output 

voltage (fig. 6.44b) are stabilized by the feedback from the tube plate into 

the discharge circuit. The chief advantage Of this circuit is the high 

linearity (a coefficient of nonlinearity on the order of hundreds of a per- 

cent can be obtained) -  This is why the circuit is often used in devices for 

precise variable delay. Shortcomings are the slow rate of change in the 

voltage and the relatively long restoration time.  The latter of these can 

be eliminated by making the circuit somewhat more complicated (by using 

cathode followers and clampers). 
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Figure 6.44. Sawtooth voltage generator with negative feedback, 

a - schematic; h - voltage time diagrams. 
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The circuit considered can be combined with a trigger, in which case one 

must design an additional positive feedback loop.  These devices are triggered 

by short pulses and the duration of the operating rate is fixed by circuit 

parameters. 

The two-tube circuit (the sanatron), and particularly the one-tube cir- 

cuit Cthe phantastron), are in use- One phantastron design is shovn in 

Figure 6.45a- The cathode follower (tube T.) reduces restoration time- 

Tube T is initially blocked by the suppressor grid and unblocked by the first 

grid- The tube fires, and -condenser C begins to discharge upon the arrival 

of a negative pulse. The discharge process is linearized by the negative feed- 

back supplied the discharge circuit from the plate of tube T through the 

cathode follower, T _ When the voltage across the plate drops to the magnitude 

U ,  . , at which the plate current ceases being controlled by the grid 
al mm 

voltage, the action of the negative feedback ceases, the voltage across the 

control grid increases rapidly, and the screen grid current increases corres- 

pondingly. The voltage across the screen grj.d, and the suppressor grids 

•r.c , , .   1» I 
t 

Figure 6-45- Phantastron-  a - schematic; b - voltage tine diagrams. 

associated with it, decreases and the tube returns to the original condition 

in a jump, after which condenser C will charge quite, quickly through the 

cathode follower. The phantastron is used primarily as a time delay 

device. The duration of the operating rate, which determines the magnitude 

of the delay, can be regulated by resistance R, capacitance C, and potentio- 

meter R_, by changing the original voltage across the anode (fig- 6.45b). 
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Figure 6.46* Sawtooth voltage generator vith transistorized 
negative feedback. 

a - schematic; b - voltage time diagrams. 

Uxiitized transistors (two transistors connected In series), replacing 

the pentode, are usually used in sawtooth voltage generators with negative 

feedback (fig. 6.46). The operating principle of this circuit is similar 

to that of the tube circuit» for the most part. The sawtooth voltage 

generator can be built with one transistor if the trigger circuit is made 

more complicated. 

Transistorized generators of this type provide a lower order of linearity 

of the sawtooth voltage than do the corresponding tube circuits (the T*PTT"""" 

coefficient of nonlinearity has a magnitude on the order or tenths of a 

percent). 

Sawtooth Current Generators 

The chief purpose of sawtooth current generators is to create a sawtooth 

current in the deflection coil so as to obtain a time-base sweep in cathode 

ray rubes of radar scapes, in television, and the like. A trapezoidal voltage 

(fig. 6.1f) musT be supplied in order to obtain a linearly changing current 

in the deflection coil. Accordingly, the sawtooth current generator consists 

of a trapezoidal voltage generator and an output stage (a current amplifier). 

A trapezoidal voltage generator will result from a sawtooth voltage generator 

if the capacitance is replaced br an HC circuit (fig* 6.4?)* The magnitude 

of the initial jump can be regulated by resistance R.  Another way to get a 

trapezoidal voltage is to sum the sawtooth voltage and the square pulse 

in a mixer. 

The output stages are current amplifiers, so they can be made using 

power tubes (beam tetrodes, ordinarily), or power transistors* The most 

widely used circuits are those with the deflection coil connected in the 
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Figure 6.47* An BC circuit for obtaining a trapezoidal voltage- 

plate, or the cathode, circuit of the tube (fig- 6-48). The chief advantage 

of inserting the coil in the plate circuit is the low amplitude of the input 

signal, while that of putting the coil in the cathode circuit is the smaller 

amount of current distortion-  If slow sweeps are used the coil is usually 

inserted in the plate circuit, but if fast sweeps are used the coil will be 

found in the cathode circuit. 

• t,* +t£fi 

Figure 6.48. Output stages. 

a - with the deflection coil in the plate circuit; 
b - with the deflection coil in the cathode circuit. 

~LT £» 

Figure 6«49. 5awtooth current generator with negative feedback- 
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Figure 6.50. Transistorized sawtooth current generator. 

Nonlinearity in the curves for the output stages of the tubes introduces 

marked distortions in the shape of the current« Great improvement in 

linearity can result from inserting an output stage in the trapezoidal 

voltage generator feedback circuit (fig. €.49). In this circuit the positive 

feedback for linearization of the trapezoidal voltage is taken off the 

cathode output in the output stage.  Amplifiers are inserted (tubes T and 

T ) to increase the gain in the feedback circuit, and as a result, the 

linearity. This circuit will yield a coefficient of nonlinearity for the 

current on the order of tenths of a percent. 

The transistorized sawtooth current generator circuit can he put together 

in a manner sinilar TO that used in the corresponding tube designs. However, 

there are difficulties, täe result of the low input resistance of the 

transistor, so in practice output stages are combined with the trapezoidal 

voltage generator (fig. 6.5OJ-  The transistor is blocked in the initial 

mode. Delivery of an input pulse unblocks the transistor, and a current, 

increasing linearly, flows through the coil. Circuit linearity is relatively 

low (the coefficient of nonlinearity is 1 to 5%)- 

6-6 Pu3 se Control 

Pulse Modulation and demodulation 

Modulation is defined as the change in one of the pulse parameters in 

accordance with a predetermined law. Modulation can take place with respect 

to amplitude, width, and phase.  Demodulation is the process of separating 

out the modulating signal. 
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Pulse-amplitude modulation. A simple way In which to obtain pulse-amplitude 

modulation is to change the clipping level in the diode clipper. The advan- 

tages of this method axe circuit simplicity and linearity in the modulation 

characteristic, while the chief shortcoming is low sensitivity.  Pulse- 

amplitude modulation can also be obtained by changing the gain of the ampli- 

fier in accordance with the modulation law. Pulse-amplitude modulation in a 

sawtooth voltage generator can be accomplished by changing the source voltage, 

E . 
a 

Peak detectors can be used for demodulation. Bridge circuits yield good 

results (fig. 6.51a).  The control voltage, U , is an unmodulated pulse with 

an amplitude in excess of the maximum amplitude of the modulated pulses, 

U (fig. 6.51b). A voltage equal to the control pulses in amplitude is set 

up in the autobias circuit, ft C1 .  Upon delivery of the control pulse the 

diagonal cd in the bridge is short—circuited and condenser C is charged from 

the source of modulated pulses (or is discharged through it if U   > V  ). 
out   m 

If there is no control voltage all the diodes are blocked by the voltage 

across the R,C circuit, and the voltage across the output remains practically 

constant. The result is separation of the envelope of modulated pulses at 

the output (fig. 6.51b). 

»jf 

U 
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Figur;* 6.51-  Bridge circuit for the demodulation of pulse- 
amplitude modulation. 

a - schematic; b - voltage time diagrams. 

Width modulation, or width-pulse modulation. Width-pulse modulation can 

be obtained by changing the width of the pulse from the pulse generator 

(trigger circuits, phantastron, and the like).  Simple width-pulse modulation 

can be obtained by using nonlinear feedback in a transistorized blocking 

oscillator (fig. 6.52).  Feedback speeds up the process of taking the 

transistor OUT of the saturation mode and reduces the width of the pulse 

generated. The modulating voltage changes the moment in time the feedback 

is cut in, and consequently controls pulse width. 
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Figur« 6-52. Blocking oscillator with width-pulse modulation. 

a - schematic; b - voltage time diagrams. 

I  1 
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Figure 6.53. Schematic of the conversion of width-pulse modulation 
into pulse-amplitude modulation. 

Width-pulse modulation demodulation is usually done by making a pre- 

liminary conversion into pulse-amplitude modulation, which can be demodulated 

by the methods described above. Conversion of width-pulse modulation into 

pulse-amplitude modulation can be done by using a generator that will produce 

a linearly changing voltage (fig. 6.53). 

\—k—k k L« 
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Figure 6*54. Schematic of the conversion of width-pulse modulation 
into pulse-position modulation. 
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Figure 6-55-  Conversion of pulse-position modulation into width- 
pulse modulation using a trigger. 

Figure 6-i>C- Conversion of pulse-position modulation into pulse- 
amplitude modulation. 

a - schematic; b - voltage time diagrams; A - sawtooth 
voltage generator. 

Phase modulation - pulse-position modulation. Pulse-position modulation 

involves changing the time position of each pulse in a modulated pulse train 

with respect to & periodically unmodulated pulse train. Pulse-position 

modulation can he obtained from width-pulse modulation by differentiation 

and subsequent clipping (fig- 6.54). Preliminary conversion of pulse- 

position modulation into width-pulse modulation, or into pulse-amplitude 

modulation, usually occurs during demodulation. A trigger can be used to 

convert pulse-position modulation into width-pulse modulation (fig. 6-55). 

A device consisting of a sawtooth voltage generator, switch, and 

accumulator (capacitance) can be used to convert pulse—position modulation 

into pulse-amplitude modulation. The sawtooth voltage generator can be 

triggered by a periodic pulse train, with switching (connecting the accumulator 

to the sawtooth voltage generator) done by a modulated pulse train.  This 

results in the envelope of modulated voltage (fig. £.56) being separated at 

the accumulator. 
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Pulse Selection 

Pulse selection is understood to mean the separation out of the puls« 

train of just Those pulses that differ in accordance with a predetermined 

designation (predetermined amplitude, width, and the like). Selection can be 

used for the automatic logging of coordinates in radar, in pulse communica- 

tions, in television, and the like. 

Amplitude selection. Any of the following clippers can be used to select 

pulses, the amplitudes of which exceed a definite magnitude. The circuit 

shown in Figure 6.57A can be used to select pulses, the amplitudes of which 

are less than a specified magnitude. If the pulse amplitude is greater than 

a specified Itvel, the pulse expander (the start-stop multivibrator) is 

triggered and the pulse blocking the amplifier is produced.  If the amplitude 

of the input pulse is less than the specified magnitude the expander will not 

function, and a pulse will appear at the amplifier output (fig. 6.57b). 

Width selection. A simple method for selecting pulses with widths in 

excess of a specified magnitude is the use of a sawtooth voltage generator 

with subsequent clipping (fig. 6.53).  Used for this purpose is a circuit 

with an artificial nhain line (fig. 6.59a), the advantage of which is high 

stability. ' If the input pulse exceeds twice the width ef the artificial 

chain line delay, there is addition of the input pulse to the pulse reflected 

from the «id of tb* lint at the load, and a pulse will appear At the clippez- 

ttube T ) output (fig. 6.59b). If the width of the pulse is less than 

twice the width of the artificial rhain line delay, there will be no addition, 

ar-d there will be no pulse at the output _ 
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Figure 6.57« Amplitude selector. 

a - block schematic; b - voltage time diagrams. 
A - bottom clipper; B - pulse expander; C - amplifier. 
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Figure 6.58-  Width selection using a sawtooth voltage 9 T.erator, 

a — "block schematic; b - voltage tiae diagrams; 
A - sawtooth voltage generator; B - bottom clipper. 

If it is necessary to select a pulse witn a width leas than a specified 

magnitude, the selection of a pulse with a width in excess of this magnitude 

as reviewed above, and a blocked amplifier, can be used. The functional 

construction of the circuit and its operation are similar to the circuit 

shown in Figure 6-57- 

Time selection.  In time selection those of the input pulses coinciding 

in tiae with the gate pulse are separated. Two methods are used in time 

selection.  The first involves adding the input and gate pulses, and then 

clipping (fig. 6-60]. The second method is based on the use of coincidence 

gate circuits (the "P" circuits) described in what follows. 

Figure 6.59-  Width selection using an artificial chain line. 
a - schematic; b - voltage time diagrams. 
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Figure 6.60. Time selection» 

a - schematic; b - voltage time diagraxs. 

out 

Figure 6*61- Block schematic of pulse repetition frequency selection. 

A - delay circuit»; B - tine selector. 

Repetition frequency selection.  A circuit with a delay, T = T , and 

a time selector (fig. 5.61) can be used to separate those pulses with a 

predetermined repetition frequency, F = 1/T , from a pulse train. 

Comparators (Amplitude Comparators) 

These devices are used to bring, about a drop in voltage (current) at 

the moment in time the input voltage and the reference voltage (constant, 

or changing slowly) are equal. The chief use of comparators is to obtain 

a time delay. Clipping amplifier circuits, or an unsymmetrical trigger 

(fig. 6.23), can be used as comparators. 

«v -fc*- 

'9 [tan* 
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Figure 6.62. Regenerative diode comparator. 

a - schematic; b - voltage time  diagrams* 
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Great steepness in the drop at the moment the comparison is made is pro- 

vided by a regenerative diode comparator (fig. C.62).  Prior to the moment the 

comparison is made, diode D is blocked and the feedback circuit is open. 

At the moment the comparison is made between the input voltage and the 

reference voltage, U , the diode is unblocked, the feedback circuit is closed 

and a jump, like the one in a conventional blocking oscillator, takes place 

in the circuit* 

Time Delay Devices 

Time delay devices are used for time selection, pulse measurements, 

matching the operation of pulse devices, separating channels in the case of 

pulse communications, and the like.  Delay lines, electronic delay circuits, 

and phase shifters, can be used for time delay. 

Delay lines can be divided up into electrical and ultrasonic»  Artificial 

chain lines (fig. 6*9) sx« used, for the most part« as electrical delay 

lines. Delay duration is 

L C . 
c c 

(6.23) 

Artificial chain lines are used primarily to cause no more than a 10 

to 20 microsecond delay.  Lines are cumbersome in the case cf long time 

delays. Lines with distributed parameters (simple cables and cables with 

spiral windings} can be used to obtain very small delays (tenths of a micro- 

second). 

Jl   ^ 
J\ 

— 2 HLK3 
SL 

Figure 6*63-  Piezoelectric delay line- 

1 - modulator; 2 - generator; 3 - transmitting quarts 
plate; Jfc - acoustic line; 5 - receiving quartz plate; 
6 - detector amplifier; 7 - shaper. 

Ultrasonic lines are used to obtain longer delays (hundreds and thousands 

of microseconds).  Their action is based on converting an electrical signal 

into a sound oscillation for an acoustic line* In ultrasonic lines with 

piezoelectric converters the conversion is  made by a quartz plate (fig. 

6*63)- Mercury (t  = 6.7 ms/cm; attenuation 6 = O.OS3 db/cm), fused quartz 

(t  « 1.8 ms/cm; 5 = 0.007 db/cm), and magnesium alloys (t  " 1*7 ms/cm; 
5 s 

6 • 0.01 to 0.2 db/cm) are all used as acoustic lines. 

Acoustic lines with multiple reflections (fig. 6*64) are used to increase 

the delay. 
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Figure 6-64.  Piezoelectric  delay line with multiple reflections. 

The magnetostriction phenomenon (the change in the dimensions of ferro- 

magnetic bodies when acted upon by a magnetic field) is used in ultrasonic 

magnetostriction delay lines (fig- 6-65). A thin nickel wire (a few tenths 

of a millimeter in diameter, t  = 2 ms/cm, 6 - 0.2 to 0-3 db/cm) is usually 

used as the acoustic line. Permanent magnetic fields are Created at the trans- 

matting and receiving ends in order to increase conversion effectiveness. 

Different time delays can he obtained by installing a few receiving coils 

along the line. 

Electronic delay circuits make it possible to obtain a delay from a few 

microseconds to neveral seconds.  The advantages of these circuits include 

simplicity and the possibility of adjusting the delay over broad limits* 

Low stability, compared with delay lines, is a shortcoming* The amplitude 

comparator with an input voltage changing in accordance with a linear lav 

can. be used as the electronic delay circuit. The time delay is adjusted by 

changing the comparison level. The time instability of these circuits is 

ff " A*,,/*,, ^d can be reduced to 0*1 to 0-05%. 

4 
G=3 mrw w 

Figure 6.6?. Magnetostriction delay line* 

1 - acoustic line; 2 - transmitting coil; 3 - receiving 
coils; 4 - permanent magnets; 5 — sound absorbers* 

Time delay can also be obtained by using trigger circuits (fig. 6.22) 

and a phantastron (fig. 6-45).  The output pulse from these circuits is 

differentiated for this purpose* The pulse obtained as a result of differentia* 

tion of the cut will be delayed relative to the input by the magnitude t. » T d   p 
(fig. 6.66). Regulation of the pulse width results in changing the delay 

time. Instability of the delay fron a trigger circuit is a = 1 to 5%; 
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Figure 6.66. Obtaining time delay with a trigger circuit. 

a - block schematic; b - voltage tine diagrams; A 
trigger circuit; B - differentiating circuit; C - 
bottom clipper.  """-" 
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Figure 6.67* Time delay with amplitude comparators. 

a - bloclc schematic'; b - voltage time diagrams; A - sine 
oscillation, generator; 3 - amplitude comparator; C - 
phase shifter. 

from the phantastron c = 0.1 to 1%.    A. high degree of stability and good 

linearity of delay adjustment are basic principles of widespread use of the 

phantastron as a time delay circuit- 

Time delay using phase shifters provide variable delay with a high degree 

of stability (o = 0*01 to 0.001%). The delay principle is based on a phase 

shift in the sine voltage relative to the original voltage, with subsequent 

conversion of the. sine voltage into a pulse, by amplitude comparators 

(fig. 6.67)* The simplest type of phase shifter that can be used is a bridge 

circuit (fig. 6.63). Resistance R can be used to change the phase between 

20* and l€0*.  Turning the rotor of an induction phase shifter (selsyn trans- 

former) results in changing the phase 360*. The capacitance phase shifter 
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(fig. 6.69J has the greatest Stability (ff • Q.005&).  Sine voltages shifted 

90° are fed to the fixed sectors. The phase of the output voltage can be 

changed over 36O0 by turning the rotor fron the dielectric. 

Figure 6.68. Bridge-type phase shifter. 

a,*um «1 wt 
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Figure 6-69- Capacitance phase shifter. 

Pulse-Rate Division 

Pulse—rate division can be used to match the operation of pulsers, for 

obtaining scale Barkers, for measuring time intervals, and the like. Most 

often used as dividers are synchronized generators, circuits vixh stable 

equilibrium states (triggers), and circuits with stepped energy accumulation. 

Synchronized generators are dividers with synchronization nwltipleness 

of n > 1 (fig. 6.37). 

The higher the synchronisation multiplene;.? Cthat is, the larger the 

divider*s division factor) the lower the stability of the division factor. 

Practically speaking, a stable division factor in the case of synchronization 

does not exceed 5 to 7. When stabilizing devices are used (delay lines, 

impact excitation circuits) this magnitude can be increased to 8 to 10. 

Dividers based on generators in the start-stop mode belong to this class, 

and in this case trigger pulses with a repetition period that is shorter than 

the length of the generated pulse are fed into the generator {such as the 

trigger circuit in fig. 6.22, for example), and circuit operation does not 

occur with each trigger pulse- After differentiation there are pulses at the 

output with a lower repetition rate. These dividers provide a stable 

division factor, equal to 10 to 15- The advantage of these over synchronized 

generators is  that when there are no -trigger pulses there are no output 
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pulses, indicating equipa'=nt fault. The generators continue to generate, al- 

though synchronization is upset. 

A general shortcoming of this class of dividers is the change that 

takes placa in the division factor with change in pulse synchronization 

frequency- 

Counter triggering is used for trigger type pulse-rate division.  The 

division factor equals two- The advantages of this divider are stability o£ 

circuit operation and independence of the division factor from the repetition 

rat« of the triggering pulses- A shortcoming is the high value of the division 

factor- 

Dividers with energy accumulators-use stepped charging of the capacitance 

(fig» 6-70a«- Originally the blocking oscillator tube is blocked by 

voltage U . Upon arrival of a triggering pulse the accumulator condenser, 

C, will charge and when the pulse ends will not, practically speaking, dis- 

charge. Condenser voltage, and consequently the voltage across the grid of 

the tube, will increase with the arrival of each pulse (fig- 6-70b). A 

jump will occur in the blocking oscillator when the grid-cathode voltage 

reaches the blanking voltage- At the same time a short pulse is formed at 

the output, the accumulator condenser will discharge the grid currents and 

the circuit will return to  its original state» The stable division factor 

for the circuit equals 6 to 5. The advantage of the circuit is that tbe 

division factor is practically independent of input pulse rate; a short- 

coming is the sensitivity to changes in the parameters of the trigger pulses 

and supply voltages- 

»•/"a* IWW-IU. 

Figure 6.70.    Divider with energy accumulator. 

a -  schematic;   b - voltage tine «Üagraias. 
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Figure 6.71. NO logic elements. 

a - diode transformer; b - electron tube; c - transistor. 

Decision Elements 

Decision elements are widely used in electronic computers, in devices 

used for non-contact switching, and the like.  They are gate circuits with 

several inputs and one output and sake decisions« The signal a at the input 

and output of gate circuits can have two values, so th«y are coded in a 

binary counting system with the numbers 0 and 1. Logic circuits can be 

divided into potential (signals at the input and output are potentials), 

pulse (signals at the input and output are pulses), and potential-pulse. 

The basic operations carried out by decision elements are NOT, OR, and 

AND. Any complex logic operation can be carried out on the basis of these 

operations- 

The NOT decision element (inverter) realizes the operation of negation. 

In the case of the potential element there should be a low potential at the 

output when there is a high input potential, and in the case of the pulse 

element the output polarity will be opposite to that of the input polarity. 

The diode transformer circuit (fig. 6.71a) can use the coils hooked up to 

buck each other, while the tube and transistor circuits (figs. 6.71b and 

c; use the inverting properties of these devices. The diode transformer cir- 

cuit is only a pulse logic element. The tube and transistor circuits 

Can be used as potential or pulse elements. 

The OR decision element (combining circuit) has two and more inputs and 

one output. There should be a signal at the output when a pulse is fed 

into any input. The diode rheostat (fig. 6.72a), diode transformer (fig. 6.72b)« 
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tube and transistor circuits (fig. ö.7ac and d) work on a common load. A 

signal fed into any input results in a signal at the common output. In the 

Gerrite diode element OR {fig- 6.72e) the amplitudes of the input pulses are 

selected such that each of then magnetizes the core, that is, any of them 

lags "the information about the signal.  The information is logged at the out- 

put by a clock pulse. The tunnel diode OR decision element is a trigger with 

several inputs. In the OH circuit the amplitudes of the input signals are 

selected with a magnitude such that each will individually cause the trigger 

to change over to a. state with a high output potential. 

The AMD decision element (coincidence circuit) has two and more inputs 

and one output. There wail only be a signal at the output when there is a 

simultaneous delivery of pulses to all inputs.  In the diode rheostat circuit 

(fig. 6.73a3 the entire diode will he blocked only when pulses are delivered 

to all inputs, and a high potential will appear at the output. If conditions 

are otherwise, just one o* the diodes vill be unblocked and there will be a low 

potential at the output.  In the transfonaer circuit (fig. b.73b; the amplitudes 

of the input pulses are smaller than the source voltage E, and their summed 

amplitude is larger than. E.. If one of the pulses is missing the diode' is 

blocked, no current will flow in the primary winding, so there will be no 

pulse at the output.  Simultaneous delivery of pulses unblocks the diode and 

there is a pulse at the output. 

Figure 6-72- OR decision elements. *a - diode rheostat; b - diode 
transformer; c - electron tubes; d - transistors; 
e - ferrite diode: f - tunnel diode* 
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Figure 6.73-  AND decision element,  a - diode rheostat; b — diode 
transformer; c — pentode; d - triodes; e - transistors. 

The tube in the pentode circuit (fig. 6*73*0 is only unblocked upon 

simultaneous delivery of pulses to the first and third grids. 

The triode and transistor circuits (figs* 6.73d and e) have the triodes 

(transistors) unblocked in the original mode. Only upon simultaneous blocking 

of all tuhes (transistors) will there he a pulse at the output. 

The AND decision elements using ferrites and tunnel diodes are no different 

than the OR elements (figs. 6_72e and f), but the amplitudes of the input 

signals are selected such that the polarity reversal of the ferrite core (or 

the flip-flop of the tunnel diode) occurs only upon the simultaneous delivery 

of pulses to all inputs. 

New gate decision elements, parametrons, and elements based on the 

phenomenon of superconductivity, have recently begun to be introduced. 

Parametrons are circuits in which "oscillation with phases displaced 

l80* (rr)i occur with a periodic change in inductance (or capacitance) and 

the phase of the oscillation depends on the initial oscillations (signals) 

of small amplitude*- Oscillations with zero phase are taken for the signal 
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"O" and those with phase -n for the signal for "I"  The advantage of these 

circuits are reliability, high speed operation, and noise stability, while 

the shortcoming is the need for powerful modulated sources o- high frequency 

oscillations. 

In the gate elements based on the phenomenon of superconductivity (the 

cryotron, the persistor) the state of normal conductivity is taken for the 

signal "0" and the state of super-conductivity for the signal "1".  The 

elements are switched from one state to the other by a magnetic field created 

by the current flowing through them. The advantages of these elements include 

reliability, efficiency, small size, while shortcomings include slow operating 

speed, and the need for deep cooling in the installations (on the order of 

units of degrees, absolute}. 
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Chapter VII 

Radi» Transmitting Devices 

7-1 Classification of Radar Sending Devices 

Radar transmitters, depending on "their operating range, are divided into 

oeier, decimeter, centimeter, and millimeter transmitters. 

Contemporary radar transmitters operate on pulses. According to modula- 

tion, distinctions are made among pulse, pulse—frequency, and pulse- 

position transmitters. 

Depending on the construction of the generating stage, transmitters may 

be single stage o* multistage. 

Single stage generators operate in self-oscillating modes. 

Multistage generators operate in amplifying modes with constant {external) 

excitation. 

Transmitters are also classified by the generating element in the output 

stage-  Accordingly, transmitters are divided into: 

tube; 

magnetron; 

klystron; 

platinotron, etc. 

A block diagram of a single stage pulse transmitter is shown in Figure 7-1. 

Aoong the possibilities for SHF generators in this circuit are' triodc genera- 

tors, magnetrons, backward wave tubes, stabilitrona, and other generating 

devices. _        _ , 
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Figure 7.1.  Block diagram of a single stage pulse transmitter. 

1 - from synchroniser; 2 - driver; 3 - pulse modulator; 
4 - SHF generator; 5 - to antenna feeder; 6  - control, 
interlock, and signaling circuits; 7 - supply source; 
8 - from net (supply unit}. 

High frequency oscillations from th$ SHF generator are led through a 

feeder to the antenna. 

The SHF generator is controlled by a pulse modulator. 

A high-voltage rectifier is usually used for the supply source of -the 

transmitter. 
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The pulse modulator is triggered by a driver» 

Transmitter and indicator operation is synchronized by a common 

synchronizer. 

The funriagwntal  stages of all units of a radar device include circuits 

for control,  interlocking,  and signaling. 

A multistage radar device is constructed as shown in the block diagram 

in Figure 7-2. 

JZh£hBri^l >re*cxaap 

Figure 7-2- Block diagram of a multistage pulse transmitter. 

I - exciter; Z - Easter oscillator; 3 - power amplification; 
4 - frequency multiplication; 5 - SHF generator; 6 - to 
antenna feeder; 7 - pulse modulators; 3 - from synchronizer; 
9 - driver; 10 - control, interlock and signaling circuits; 
II - supply source. 

The output SHF oscillator, fundamental pulse modulator, supply source, 

and control, interlocking and signaling circuits in this transmitter are 

named analogously to the corresponding units of a single stage pulse trans- 

mitter and may be distinguished only by electrical and technical data. 

The output oscillator of a multistage transmitter operates in an 

amplifying mode, and consequently, is excited by a constant source of SHF 

oscillations. In the given case, the exciter contains a master oscillator, 

stages for frequency multiplication and power amplification.  These Stages 

may operate continuously or pulsed.  In the latter case, pulse modulation 

is effected in certain multiplication and amplification stages by pulse 

modulators, included in the exciter. 

In the output oscillator, triodes, klystrons, amplitrons, backward 

wave tubes, and other amplifying devices are used.  The same types of devices, 

but lower in power, are used in the amplifying and multiplying stages of 

the exciter. 

Triodes, stabil it rons, and other generating devices are used in the 

master oscillators, which are SHF self-oscillators of low power- with high 

frequency stabilization. 

The pulse modulators may be triggered by various drivers or by one driver. 

Sequential pulse modulators may also be triggered by the preceding pulse 

modulators. 
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7--     SHF  Triode Oscillators 

SKF  trioco  oscillators  are widely used  in  the meter and decimeter ranges 

of   radio waves. 

SHF oscillators are most  often  constructed with a common  grid   (fig.  7.3)- 

Tube  1  wixh coaxial   anode  grid  2 and grid-cathode  resonators forms a closed 

oscillations  systeu.     The  oscillator is tuned by changing the length of the 

anode-grid  resonator using  plunger 4-     Feedback factor is  regulated,   and  con- 

sequently its operating mode is accomplished by changing the position of 

plunger 5  in the grid-cathode cavity.     Naturally,   shifting plunger 5 changes 

somewhat  the operating  frequency of the self-oscillator. 

r*-fl 
Figure 7-3»  Schematic of a triode SHF generator. 

1 - tube; 2 - anode—grid cavity; 3 - grid-cathode cavity; 
4 and 5 - tuning plungers» 6 - high frequency output; 
7 - capacitive stub; 8 - dividing capacitors. 

Energy of the SHF oscillations is transmitted from the oscillator to 

t^e antenna through high frequency output 6- 

fecdbacK between anode-grid and cathode grid resonators is effected by 

interelectrode capacitance of the tube.  Inductive or capacitive elements 

are often used for its amplification. 

In the oscillator under discussion, capacitive stub 7 with a small disk 

at the end is used for this purpose. 
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The outer cylinder- of the oscillating system is usually grounded.  Is 

such a case, there should be a separating capacitor (which is shown in 

fig. 7-3 as a dielectric pacer) between this cylinder and the. anode of the 

tube. 

Anode voltage TE is sually supplied to the tube radiator, structurally 

joined to its anode. 

The tube is heated by ac voltage ~U„. 
n 

The grid is biased automatically with resistor R .  Capacitive plunger 5 
S 

is used as a separting capacitance in the grid circuit. 

In the pulsed mode in the meter range, power o* SHF triode oscillators 

may reach several megawatts. 

Efficiency of triode oscillators is comparatively low; up to 50Ä at 

wave lengths longer than 30 em and lower at shorter wave lengths. 

Frequency stability of tube SHF oscillators is high. 

Data on SHF triode pulse oscillators is presented in Table 7.1* 

Table 7.1 

Basic data on pulse triode SHF generators 

10 
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12 
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20±S 

12G0 
20 

SOO 
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20 
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2,5 
1660 
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2.5 
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Key: 1 - parameter; 2 - tube type; 3 - GI-4A; 4 - GI-5B; 5 - GI-6U; 
C  - G1-7U; 7 - «1-1411; 8 - GI-l^ll; 0 - CI-2'jA; lO - hentor voltago, V; 
11 - heater current. A; 12 - anode voltage lev; 13 - anode current, A; 
14 - anode reduction voltage, fcv; 15 - tube transconductance, mA/V; 
16 - slope c-f the critical mode lines, mA/V; 17 - permeability, %; 
18 - oscillating power, lew; 19 - dissipated power on the anode; tor; 
20 - dissipated power on the grid, w; 21 - •».m'miw frequency, Mto; 
23 - maximum pulse length, microseconds; 23 - interelectrode 
capacitance, pf. 
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7-3 Tetrode SOT Oscillators 

In the lower part of the Deter range and in the decimeter range of waves, 

tetrode oscillators are frequency used. They operate in a continuous aode 

and have large power output. 

Tetrode oscillators use a common grid circuit. Ray tetrodes are often 

used.  The second (screening) grid is connected oy direct current to the anode, 

which produces great acceleration of the electrons in the region between the 

grids. This shortens the transit time of the electrons from the second grid 

to the anode, increases electronic efficiency, and consequently the overall 

efficiency of the oscillator.  Tetrode oscillators have higher efficiency 

than triode oscillators. 

Tetrode oscillators with all—metal ray tetrodes« the electrodes of 

which constitute part of a closed resonator, and oscillators as a whole, 

are a vacuum system, called resnatrons-. 

A diagram of a resnatron is shown in Figure 7.4. Its electronic 

system is a dual tetrode. 

nri 
°S¥w- 

Figure 7.4.  Diagram of a resnatron. 

1 - cathodes; 2 - contml grids; 3 ~ screen grid; 
4 - anodes; 5. - anode-grid resonator; 6 - tuning 
plunger; 7 - cathode—grid resonator; 8 - capacitive stub; 
9 — fine tuning eleoent. 

Capecitz.ve feedback is accomplished with stub 8.  Grid—cathoce resonator 

has & capacitive fine tuning 9*  Retiming is done with plunger 6, shortening 

the anode-grid resonator. 

Power from resonators in the decimeter range reaches €0 lew with 40-6096 

efficiency in the continuous mode* T>e retiming range is about 20%, 

7-4 Magnetrons 

A multiresonator magnetron is  an effective generating device in the 

decimeter and centimeter ranges. 

A multiresonator magnetron (fig. 7.5) consists of a heated oxide cathode 1, 

anode olock 2 with streps 3 and output 4 for high frequency energy output. 

Tunable magnetrons also have a tuning device.  The space between cathode and 

anode block is called the interaction space. 
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Figure 7-5- Design of a. magnetron. 

1 - cathode; 2 - anode block with resonators; 3 ~ straps; 
4 - output device; 5 - 'resonator; 6 * slot; 7 - heater 
outputs. 

Electron control in a magnetron is accomplished by the action of con- 

stant electric and magnetic fields on an electron stream. These fields act 

in mutually perpendicular planes (crossed fields).  The electz-ic field is 

directed radially from the anode unit to the cathode. The magnetic field, 

evenly distributed over the interaction space, is directed along the cathode. 

The high frequency field of the resonators also takes part in con- 

trolling the electron flow. Electron flaw in a generating magnetron is 

"spoke-shaped" fig. 7-6) and rotates in the interaction space. At the ends 

of the "spokes," electrons move in complex epicycloids. 

anode 

Figure 7-6.    Rotating electron stream in a generating magnetron. 
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Moving electrons, acquiring kinetic energy from 'the pulse modulator, 

inter-act with the high frequency electric field of the resonators and supple- 

ment the energy of the field. 

The degree of interaction of the electrons with the high frequency 

field, and consequently the energy which they give it, depend both on the 

amount of electrical voltage between anode and cathode and on the potential 

of the magnetic field. The high frequency field of the resonators in turn 

improves the conditions for energy transfer by the electrons to this field, 

grouping electrons around those resonators which most effectively interact 

with the resonator field. 

The circuit of a magnetron generator is shown in Figure 7.7a. The anode 

unit is the magnetron casing, and is grounded, as a rule.  High voltage 

rectangular pulses with negative polarity ar&  applied from "the pulse modulator 

to the magnetron cathode* 

The magnetic field is created by an external permanent magnet." 

b 6 

Figure 7*7« Schematic diagrams of a magnetron oscillator. 

a - high voltage applied direct;)-; b - high 
voltage applied from a modulator through, a 
pulse transformer. 

Magnetrons are cooled by ventilators or a liquid cooling systi 

Other practical circuits for magnetron oscillators are mere complex. 

Figure 7-7b shows a circuit where high voltage from the modulator is 

applied across a dual secordary winding (3-5; 4-6) of a pulse transformer. 

A Killiamneter measures average current I    of the magnetron, associated 
& Ä-V 

with the pulse equation 

I    = T F I , 
a av   p p a (7.1) 

There are magnetrons in which permanent magnets are an integral  part  of the 
construction.    Such aagnetrons are called packed. 
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where 

T , F  are pulse length and repetition frequency. 

Operating characteristics of a magnetron. Electrical relationships 

In a magnetron determine its operating parameters: pulse anode voltage £ 

and magnetic induction of the magnetic field B.  These parameters influence 

anode current I , useful high frequency power P, power input P., efficiency 7], 

and oscillating frequency £ of the magnetron. 

The operating characteristics are a family of graphical relationships 

of anode voltage E to anode current I with the following h*ld constants 

magnetic induction; 

oscillating power; 

efficiency; 

frequency. 

They are determined with constant load on the magnetron. 

Typical operating characteristics for a magnetron are shown in 

Figure 7.8. 

20    SO    40    £0    60    70     SO   Ig.o 

Figure 7-8- Operating characteristics of a magnetron. 

1 - efficiency; 2 - power; 4 - field; 4 - frequency. 

The relationship between magnetron current and voltage with constant 

magnetic induction is close to linear and is represented by almost horizontal 

lines, which are higher the higher the magnetic indt.ctxon. 

With constant B, I  increases sharply with an increase in E .  This is 
a a 

explained by the fact that with an increase in anode voltage, greater quanti- 

ties of electrons leave the electron cloud surrounding the cathode, and take 

part in an energy exchange with the high frequency field of the resonators. 

Naturally, oscillating and output power increase also.  Magnetron efficiency 

at first increases, and then, passing through its maximum, tfrops. Decrease 

in efficiency at low currents is explained by the fact that in these operating 

modes, the high frequency resonator fields are still comparatively weak and 

their hunching action on the spatial charge is small. Decrease in efficiency 
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at hiQh currents is explained by the fact that, with a large current, mutual 

collisions af  electrons in the spokes of the spatial charge increase; con- 

sequently overall grouping of the electrons is impaired. 

Curves corresponding to P » const are reminiscent of hyperbolas, and 

indicate that, with an increase in voltage E and magnetic induction 3, 

oscillating power increases. 

Curves ^f = ccr..-,t she«* the relationship of magnetron frequency to its 

operating mode*  They arc complex in character and may vary widely from unit 

to unit of the same type of magnetron; for this reason they are not always 

given with the operating characteristics* 

With the operating characteristics at hand, it is possible to foresee 

which changes in the operation of the transmitting device will involve 

change in this or that parameter. 

Example-  Let it be required to obtain oscillating power P =• 900 kw 

from the magnetron whose operating characteristics are shown ir. figure 7.8. 

Anode voltage E may be regulated from 0 to 30 kv  The magnetic system 

consists of a field with magnetic induction B = 0.27 tesla, which may be 

regulated within the limits ±0.02 tesla. 

In such a ease it is feasible to choose the following mode for the 

magnetron: B = 0.27 tesla; £ = 27-5 kv: I »  £2 amp. 
a a 

This mode assures magnetron operation with sufficiently high efficiency 

C-*>53$) and a certain decrease in current. 

Example. Let it be required to shift the magnetron of the preceding 

example from the mode specified to a mode with oscillating power P = 10OO kw. 

It is bes? to increase anode voltage and magnetic induction simultaneously 

to E = 29 kv and B = 0.28 tesla. Now the pulse anode current will be 
a 

I 1^ 6A amp, and efficiency is held almost to its previous value. 

If B remains equal to 0.27 tesla and only anode voltage is raised to 

£ = «28 kv, the required oscillating power P = 1000 kw will only be obtained 
a 

with a decrease in efficiency. Current through the magnetron in this case 

will rise to I  -74 amp, which exceeds tlie permissible limit (I ,.  - 70 amp), 
a a list 

Using a magnetron with currents larger than the limiting values notice- 

ably shortens its lifetime, and therefore is not recommended. 

Elect-Tonic frequency shift.  Electronic frequency shift (e.f-s) implies 

changing the generated frequency while changing the operating mode of the 

magnetron-  It is evaluated by the e.f .s. coefficient k-, which is determined 

aa the ratio of frequency increments if to the corresponding pulse current 

increment, i.e., k = &£/&*•• 

In magnetrons it is estimated using the ratio 

where f and I are nominal values. 
a 
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Depending on the range, in practice k - 0.05 to 0.3 MHs/anp. 

These values of k are considered large and reflect an intrinsic fault of 

magnetrons; the dependence of their frequency on the operating mode. 

Load characteristics of a magnetron.  Output power and oscillating frequen- 

cy of a magnetron depend on the magnitude and character of the external load 

impedance. 

A magnetron is always connected with the load by a coaxial or wave guide 

transmission line.  In this case the load may be described by the modulus of 

the reflection coefficient (4.7) and its phase (4.6).  Therefor«, the 

relationship of generated power P and frequency f of the magnetron to load is 

graphically shown in polar coordinates as a Wolpcrt diagram (fig. 4.6). 

A family of curves of P and f in polar coordinates with constant anode 

current and constant magnetic field potential is called the load 

characteristics (fig- 7-9). They are usually determined with lowered 

power, since large mismatches in the load produce large overloads in the 

transmission line. From the load characteristics it is evident that at the 

largest power output of the given magnetron, its frequency changes sharply 

with changes in phase and modulus of the reflection coefficient.  In the 

range of smallest power for the given magnetron, its frequency stability is 

increased. 

SB* 

Figure 7-9-  Load characteristics of a magnetron. 

Considering equation (4.15)t the load characteristics are often con- 

structed in the plane, K  , phase of the reflection coefficient. 

Frequency pulling of a magnetron. The phenomenon of a change in generated 

frequency produced by a change in load, is called pulling.  It is evaluated 

by the frequency pulling factor F   . 
pull 

The frequency pulling factor is the total change in frequency resulting 

from a 360° change in phase of the reflection coefficient where its modulus, 

equal to 0.2 (K   = 1.5) remains unchanged. 
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Tlw factor F  21 is determined from the load characteristics.  It is 

equal *o tho differonce in frequencies of curves &f =  const, touching the 

circle which corresponds to a. reflection factor p • 0.2.  For example, for 

the magnetron whose characteristics are shown in Figure 7-9  F     =12 MHz 
pull 

F  11 for oagnetrc-ns in the centimeter range is 7 to 15 MHz.  This is 

an extremely large value and it illustrates the second fault of magnetrons: 

the strong dependence of their frequency on load. 

When using magnetrons, the mode of the high frequency Tract of the 

transmitting device must he carefu-.'y controlled so they do not operate with 

a reflection factor ]p|> 0,2. 

When a magnetron is replaced, the feeder system must be carefully ad- 

justed to result in the lowest possible value of reflection factor. 

Table 7-2 shows characteristic data for typical operating modes of 

pulse magnetrons. 

Table 7-2 

Characteristic data for typical operating modes 

of pulse magnetrons 
1 
Hit-art (ApHCH- 

-n.poM-1»»). Mru 
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3000 1150 
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70 
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22 
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70 
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56 
55 
33 

I wo 
835 
500, 

Key:  1 - frequency (provisional), MHz, 2 - output power in a 
pulse, kw; 3 - E , kv; *t - I , amp; 5 - minimum eff., 5G; 
6 - off-duty factor- 

Tunable magnetrons.  The frequency of the oscillations generated by the 

magnetron is determined by the parameters of its oscillating system. The 

oscillating system of a magnetron consists of "the resonators in tne anode 

block, straps, the interaction space, and the end space.  Its principal parts 

are the resonators and straps.  Changing the parameters of the resonators 

and straps permits tuning of the magnetron in the frequency range. 

High power magnetrons have a mechanical frequency retuning device, 

which consists of movable elements coupled with the resonant system and 

changing its reactive parameters.  It produces changes in capacitance of 

the straps, in the inductance and capacitance of the resonators, the reactive 

parameters of additional tuning elements. 

A tuning mechanism which operates by changing the capacitance of the 

straps is shown in Figure 7.10. 
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Figure 7-10- Tuning elements of a magnetron- 

1 - anocic block; 2 - dual straps; 3 - fine adjustment 
ring; 4 - movable vacuum seal; 5 - retuning screw. 

In a magnetron with dual ring straps 2, the capacitance of the latter 

is changed by the ring 3i introduced between the straps.  Inserting the 

ring between the straps is equivalent to decreasing the distance between 

then, and consequently it leads to an increase in capacitance of the straps 

and the whole oscillating system of the magnetron- 

By changing the capacitance of the straps, the magnetron frequency may 

be adjusted within the limits of 5& By simultaneously changing the in- 

ductance of the resonators, and the eaoacitance of the slot and straps, it 

is possible to tune magnetrons within 10-15% of the center frequency. 

7.5 Klystron Oscillators 

Mulxiresonator klystrons are widely used as SHF devices with very large 

power output. 

A contemporary four-cavity klystron is diagrammed in Figure 7-11- 

.Figure 7-11- Multiresonator klystron. 

1 - electron gun; 2 - catcher; 3 - focusing winding; 
4 - resonators; 5 - input device; 6 - output device; 
7 - input and output guides. 
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An electron stream, leaving electron gun 1, is influenced by the 

potential between catcher 2 and the cathode. The stream is focused by the 

magnetic field of the electromagnet windings 3*  The walls of resonators 4 

ore transparent to the electron stream. 

In the first resonator, the electron stream velocity is modulated by 

A high frequency field, created by a high frequency voltage applied to the 

klystron input.  In the drift tube between the first and second resonators, 

the velocity modulation of the electron beam rerults in density modulation. 

The electron stream, whose density varies harmonically, sets up high fre- 

quency oscillations as it moves in the second resonator. The power of the 

oscillations, with given construction parameters and klystron mode, is 

considerably larger than the power »f the oscillations in the first resonator. 

In the second resonator, velocity modulation of the electron stream, 

resulting in density modulation in the drift tube between the sttcond and 

third resonators, is intensified. 

The electron flow, velocity modulated and with its energy increasing 

from resonator to resonator, produces high frequency oscillations in the last 

resonator which are fed through output device 6 to the feeder system. 

Klystron amplification depends on the number of resonators rail  amounts 

to 15 to 90 do. Klystron efficiency is 40$ and higher. 

Klystrons operate in all ranges of SHi*. Power in the lO-c-antimeter 

ranse reaches 4C Mw in the pulsed mode and several kilowatts in the con- 

tinuous mode. 

Multiresonator klystrons in the decimeter range are known to have an 

output power of 10 Mw pulsed, tunable over a 140 MHz band. Lif-atime is 

on the order of 300 h. 

Frequency stability of transmitters using klystron generators may be 

high, since it is determined by the frequency stability of the low power 

exciters. 

Klystron oscillators also na%e inherent faults. The ^asic faults 

are: narrow band, difficulty in tuning over the vand, very high operating 

voltages (to 400 kv), excessive size and weight. 

The circuit of a klystron oscillator is shewn in Figure 7*12. The 

klystron resonators and catcher are connected directly 

to the casing.  AC heater voltage is applied through step-down transformer 

Tv 
A negative pulse of the modulating voltage is taken from the secondary 

winding of pulse transformer PT and led to the klystron cathode. 

Focusing windings are supplied from a rectifier with voltage Eg. 
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to antenna 
j, fag feeder 

Figure 7.12. Schematic diagram of a klystron generator. 

Ammeter A serves  to monitor average current of the klystron, and 

ammeter A monitors current in the focusing windings.  C , C , and C. 

are blocking capacitors. 

Characteristics of nmltiresonator klystrons.  The energy characteristics 

of amplifying klystrons are the operating and amplifying characteristics. 

The operating characteristic of a klystron is defined as the relation- 

ship of output power to anode voltage £ (fig« 7.13A) with constant excitation 

power* Output power is associated with the accelerating voltage by a cubic 

function. The same figure shows the relationship of efficiency 1} to voltage 

£ . a 

-^'f- 

*v 

*f. 

Figure 7.13- Characteristics of a multiresonator klystron. 

a - operating characteristic; b - amplifying characteristic: 
c - phase characteristic. 

Output power, efficiency, and accelerating voltage are related by the 

equation 

^»^ (7-3) 

where 

<& is conductivity of the electron beam in the klystron at saturation 

*r«-o+i.i)io-*-vj 
The region of practical operating modes is indicated on the operating 

characteristic*     Outside this region,   efficiency decreases,   the catcher over- 

heats,  and x-ray radiation intensity increases. 
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Amplification characteristic is defined as the dependence of output 

power ?   on excitation power P.  (fig. 7.13b) with constant anode voltage 

Since the p^wer amplificatian factor, expressed in decibels» is deter- 

mined by the ratio K =   10 log (P  /P. ), the amplification characteristic 
out  in 

is sometimes graphed as K - f(P. )_ 
in 

The phase characteristic of a klystron is defined as the dependence of 

the phase shift in oscillations at the input on anode voltage*  It is 

usually represented as the relationship of a phase shift increment £cp* to 

a relative change in anode voltage (fig. 7.13c), i.e.. 

A*? -'(£) 
where 

AE     is an  increment of anode voltage. 

The phase  properties of a multiresonator klystron are determined by the 

phase pulling factor k ,  indicating the ratio of an increment of phase shift 
9 

Ac to  an  increment  of  anode voltage causing  it,   i.e.,   k    = n<p/£,E . 
9 * 

For typical klystrons 

Af«ii=^Cde9/^ (7.4) 

It is evident from the phase characteristic that the stability of 

an advance in phase of oscillations at the output in relation to phase at 

the input in pulsed multiresonator klystrons depends on stability of the 

amplitude of anode voltage pulses. 

Multiplying klystrons. Multipliers are klystrons in which the oscilla- 

tion frequency at the output is a multiple of the exciting oscillations. 

Klystron multipliers are similar in construction and operating principle 

to multi-cavity amplifying klystrons.  The output resonator of a klystron is 

tuned to a frequency several times higher than the input frequency. Frequency 

multiplication in known klystrons amounts to 2 to 10. Their gain is usually 

close to one. 

Klystron multipliers may be used in exciters for multistage radio 

transmitting devices. 

Traveling Wave Devices 

In recent ycurn  Sill'* generating devices in which an extended electron 

stream interacts with waves propagating along nonresonant decelerating 

systems have found increasingly wider application. These devices have 

been designated traveling wave tubes. 
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There are two classes of traveling wave tubes: type 0 (ordinary) and 

type M (magnetron) tubes. 

In ordinary traveling wave tubes, the electron stream is focused by a 

longitudinal magnetic field, and in magnetron traveling wave tubes, it is 

focused by transverse (crossed) electric and magnetic fields. Each type 

includes forward and backward traveling wave tubes, depending on whether the 

direction of the electron boa« deflection coincides with the direction of the 

traveling wave or is opposite to it. 

7-6 Type 0 Forward Traveling Wave Tubes 

In the literature, these devices are often simply called traveling wave 

tubes. This type of tube operates in an amplifying mode; its layout is 

shown in Figure 7-l4. 

Aisä Input 

Figure 7-14- Construction of an ordinary traveling wave tube. 

1 - electron gun; 2 - decelerating helix; 3 - collector; 
4 and 7 - couplers; 5 - absorber; 6 - focusing winding 
(solenoid); 8 - output device; 9 - tuning plunger. 

The cathode of the electron pun 1 emits electrons, which under the 

influence of a potential on the accelerating electrodes, helix 2, and 

collector 3, form an electron stream, moving inside the helix with velocity 

v 4  c- 
e 

Input signals and coupling element 4 set up in the decelerating helix 

an electromagnetic wave which, propagating with velocity v -w v toward the 

output end 7, interact with the electron stream and are amplified.  High 

frequency oscillations are taken out of the tube through output waveguide 

8. The extended electron stream is focused by solenoid 6. To prohibit self- 

oscillation of the tube, a local absorber 5 is mounted on several screws in 

the center of the helix. 

At the present timo many industrial types of these tubes have been 

developed which are used in amplifying stages of receiving devices.  The wide 

practical application of traveling wave tubes is attributed to their wide- 

band operation, low noise levels, high gain, and also sicple design. 

Faults of traveling wave tubes are their low efficiency (l<uss  than 20%) 

and unwieldy construction. 
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rubes. 

Table 7-3 illustrates the basic parameters of some traveling wave 

Table 7-3 

Basic parameters of certain traveling wave tubes. 
Parameter luöe typest, *u«a 

MWUV-5       ywUV-a      yu uv-7 

1 PaGo'iüft jionaion IICTOT. M:i[ 
2 Kc>S>imiicirt ycii-icnns. 06 .  . 

4 MOUWOCTL   »OJiioro  ciirnaja. 

3*00—4000 
IS 

Ö 

[0-4 

0.5-0,9 

12 

S-1S0 

400-000 

500 
30 
1 

0".07 
1000 

3100—WOO 
30 

0,03 
3-4 

0,7-0,35 

—30 

150—500 

600—1100 - 

1303 
•330 

2,5-4.5 

0.07 
1000 

3400—4000 
26 

5 IIaiiOo.-ibiua<i   »uKo,tiu«   *om- 
3   • 

7   To«   H3Ka.1J.  a.   .   .    i   .   -   .'• 

9 HanpsÄCHiis   rwp«oro    JHOOS 

6.3 
0.7-0,85 

-^50 

1100—1400 
10 HanpnitWHiie    nroporn     ano/u 

11 HanpiuKcime Koxnemopa  <[»). 

12 Tox »TOporo atioaa. **» . .   . 

14 MantHTHaa »r-T^ywwm COJWHOH- 
Al. «  

15 ÜOSFCMWOCXk. H ...-.,.-*   .- 

1500 
3000 

20-35 

o.'os 
1000 

Key: 1 - operating frequency range, MHa; 2 - gain, db; 3 - noise factor, db; 
4 - input signal power, v; 5 - greatest output power, w; 6 - heater 
voltage, v; 7 - henter current, amp; 6 - control electrode voltage 
(s], v; 9 - first anode voltage (=), v; 10 - second anode voltage (helix), 
v; 11 - collector voltage (*), v; 12 — second anode current, microamperes; 
13 - collector current, ma; 14 - magnetic induction of the solenoid, 
tesla; 15 - lifetime, h„ 

Ordinary forward traveling wave tubes may be low, average, or high 

power. Average and high power tubes are used is multistage radio trans- 

mitting devices. 

7.7. Type M Forward Traveling Wave Tubes 

In the literature, these devices are often called magnetron amplifiers, 

as they operate in amplifying modes. Figure 7-15 shows a schematic 

layout of a tube with cylindrical construction. 2 

Figure 7-15- Magnetron traveling wave tube. . 

1 and 2 - cathode and accelerating electrode of the electron 
gun; 3 - deceleration system; 4 - negative electrode (i:bottoBl"); 
5 - electron beam; 6 - input; 7 - output; 8 - absorber; 
9 - collector. 
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Electrons emitted by cathode 1 of the electron gun with the 

accelerating electrode 2, under the influence of the magnetic field set 

up by an external magnet and the voltage between the decelerating systems 3 

and negative electrode 4, form the electron beam ;>. 

Electrons in the beam move in the same way as in a magnetron at the 

ends of the spokes. 

Amplified oscillations are applied to input 6 of the decelerating 

system.  Wave.» along the axis of the decelerating system propagate with 

phase velocity, v , approximately equal to the velocity of electron motion 

in the ray v  .  (This velocity is much smaller than the velocity of light). 

As a result of coupling the field of the traveling wave and the electron 

stream, the electromagnetic wave is amplified in proportion to its propagation 

from the input to the output of the decelerating system.  Extremely powerful 

oscillations are obtained at output 7- Pulsed amplifiers of this type produce 

output power of several megawatts with efficiency greater than 60%. Their 

gain is 15 db within 25Ä limits. 

The tubes function on comparatively low acceleration voltages, *» multi- 

stage radio transmitters with excellent frequency stability can be built. 

7*ö. Type O Backward Travel ino Wave Tubes 

These tubes may be used as amplifiers and as generators. 

In backward wave tubes* (fig. 7.16) periodic deceleration systems j 

are usrd, similar to the systems in a traveling vj,vc tube.  The field of 

the electromagnetic wave along the deceleration system is nonharmonic.  It 

may be considered as tee sum of spatial harmonic components with varying 

amplitudes and different phases. 

\        1-^    /   /    f t    I 

r   f-i cr       r     i 
y'\'V.-ZZTiJj„-~^-j:^=*?r------r-'--^"^.'^^----*- .-,----------------._•-:-, j—__ _ 

Figure 7.16.  Layout of a type 0 backward wave tube. 

1 - electron gun; 2 - electron stream; 3 ~ deceleration 
system; 4 - collector; 5 - absorber; 6 - output; 7 - 
focusing winding. 

Backward wave tubes are called carcinotrons from the Latin word 
"carcino" - back. 
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In a backward -wave tube, electron bean 2 interacts with the first or 

second backward spatial harmonic-  If the tube node is correctly chosen dis- 

regarding the fact that the electromagnetic wave in the deceleration system 

is directed apposite to the electron beam, electrons are deflected synchronous- 

ly with changes in phase of one of the backward harmonies« 

Modulation of the electron beaao in a backward wave tube is accomplished 

with both forward and backward harmonics.  Percentage modulation of the 

beam increases in the direction from collector 4 to the electron gun 1. 

MOJT« dense bunches of electrons give greater energy to -the electromagnetic 

wave in the deceleration system« and therefore at output 6 an amplified high 

frequency signal is received. 

In generating and amplifying backward wave tubes, the physical processes 

of coupling the electromagnetic wave with the electron beam are similar, 

since after the tube is excited the spatial wave in the deceleration system 

will be similar to the wave in an amplifying tube. 

Excitation of a backward wave tube, and consequently generation of high 

frequency oscillations are possible since the motion of an amplified 

electromagnetic wave opposite to the electron beam assures a feedback con- 

nection of the beam with the field of the deceleration system. Feedback in 

a backward wave tube is distributed in character and is effected along the 

whole tube. 

Ordinary backward traveling wave tubes have wide-band properties. They 

permit electron tuning with a closed range of 3:1. These devices are practical 

even, in the millimeter range. Most frequently generators of this type are 

used in a continuous-wave mode. Their efficiency is low, on the order of 1%. 

7-9 Type M Backward Wave Tubes 

Magnetron backward wave tubes (type M carcinotrons) are principally 

used both as generators and as amplifiers.  Generating carcinotrons, like 

that shown in Figure 7.17, have undergone extensive development. 

The structural elements of carcinotrons of this type are the same as 

In the ordinary backward traveling wave tube described above, although the 

deceleration systems are cylindrical. The magnetic field for controlling 

the electron beam is set up along the axis of the tube similarly to the field 

in a magnetron.  The electron beam moves between the deceleration system and 

a special negative electrode (!tbottomn} opposite to the electromagnetic wave 

propagating along the deceleration system toward the tube output. The 

physical processes in a magnetron backward traveling wave tube are basically 

no diflarent from the processes going on in a type 0 carcinotron. 

Magnetron backward traveling wave tubes are quite effective generating 

devices in the decimeter, centimeter, and millimeter wave ranges. Their 

efficiency may be as high as 50%*    They have high range characteristics, and 
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are easily retuned in a wide range of frequencies. In the 10—centimeter 

range Their power output amounts to several hundred kilowatts pulsed and 

several kilowatts continuous wave. 

Figure 7*17.  Type M backward wave tube layout- 

1, 1' - cathode and acceleration electrode of the 
electron gun; '*• - electron beam; 3 - deceleration 
system; 4 - collector: 5 - absorber; 6 - negative 
electrode; 7 - output« 

These devices are distinguished by exceptionally high noise levels 

(up to 25 db), therefor« they are used as noise generators. 

7-10 Carmatrons 

On The basis of type M backward wave Tubes and magnetrons, combined 

SHF generating devices have been developed and given the name carmatrons,.* 

In a carmatron, instead o£ an electron gun, cylindrical cathodes are 

used, positioned as in a multiresonator magnetron coaxial with the decelera- 

tion system. The advantage carmatrons nave over type M backward wave -cube? 

is a simplified construction since no electron gun is required. A more 

powerful cathode permits an increase-in power in the device. 

Bandwidth characteristics of carmatrons are somewhat worse than type 

M backward wave tubes* 

Carmatrons inherited a fault of carcinotrons: strict dependence of 

frequency on supply voltage.  For this reason, a highly stable voltage source 

is required for continuoys-wave carmatrons, and, for pulsed carmatrons, pulse 

modulators are also required TO form voltage pulses with an ideally stable 

base frequency. 

From the initial syllables of carcinotron and magnetron. 



7-11 Platinotrons 

Platinotrons were developed on the basis of magnetrons and are similarly 

constructed (fig- 7-183. Deceleration system 1 of a platinotron is similar 

to the anode block of a magnetron. Cylindrical activated cathode 2 is 

positioned coaxially with the deceleration system. 

2 

Figure 7-lS-  Platinotron construction. 

1 - deceleratitsn system; 2 - cathode; 3 ~ straps. 

The electron beam is controlled by permanent magnets and magnetic 

fields are set up in exactly the same way AS  in a magnetron. The electron 

beam in platinotrons is usually coupled with a backward wave, but it may be 

used with a forward wave. 

Platinotrons used as amplifiers are called amplitrons.  AnplitronS are 

distinguished from magnetrons by the fact that their deceleration system is 

not closed. This is accomplished by openings in the straps 3- These openings 

are coupled to the input and output, which are carefully retched to the ex- 

ternal mechanisms (transirission lines). 

£HF oscillations applied to the atoplitron input are amplified.  Passing 

a signal through -the device xn  the amplification process is accompanied by 

a predictable •phase shift in the oscillations. 

The dependence of output power on input power for various amounts of 

supplied power P. for one type of amplitron is shown in Figure 7.19- With 

the lowest supplied power (P. = 500 kw) the area a-b is applicable, where 

output power is only weakly dependent on input high frequency power. 

If input power is "too small, then frequency of the output oscillations 

does not depend on frequency of the input oscillations, i.e., control 

of the oscillations is lost. 

The greater the power supplied from the modulator, the greater will 

be the required power of the input oscillations to control amplification. 

In xhe region where the input signal Cvütrvia the output, amplification 

is greater than 10 db with low values oi  input power. With an increase in 

power of the input oscillations, gain decreases, although dependence of out- 

put power on input power is more pronounced. 

The operating characteristics of an ampliftron (fig. 7-20) are similar 

to those of a magnetron. 
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I«*.««» "out* kw 

toea 

Figur« 7.19- Amplifying characteristics of an amplitron. 

1 - region in which input signal does not control 
. kw. 

Figure 7*20-  Operating characteristics of an amplitron. 

Anrilitron efficiency is determined as the ratio Of the difference of 

output 

the modulator, i.e 

P  , and input. P. , high frequency power to power supplied from 
out XII 

71 out   in' 0* 
(7.5) 

where 

P. =EI  is applied power, 
o   a a 
It is important to notice that input power in an amplitron is not lost, 

but passes to the output and is completely used. 

Amplitron efficiency increases with an increase in anode current and 

magnetic field. Practically values reach 65% and up, while remaining 

constant in a frequency hand greater than 10%. 

Table 7-4 lists the parameters of certain anplitrons, operating in the 

pulsed mode. 
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Table 7-4 

Fundamental parameters of amplitrons 

Parameters Type of TMD uusjMTyoiu  amplitron 

QK5K QKGSJ QKMJ QKEQ 

AmruiOK, Mitt    .... 1225—1350 
[ucxaiiusc* 

!ckis ncpc- 
crpouca) 

400 
40 
33 

IS 
300 

12S0-I350 

4003 
94 
73 

10 
UOO 

2700-2800 

3000 
50 
05 

10 
200 

2000-3100 

3000 
Auo.inoc n jnpu^*uiic, K» 
Aiiwrwuä Ton, a .  .  .  . 

52 
65 

10 
200 

Key: 1 - tuning range, MHz; 2 - (mechanical tuning); 3 - output paw, 
4 - anode voltage, kv; 5 - anode current, amp; 6 - gain, db; 9 - 

off-duty factor. 

kw; 

An amplitron reproduces an input signal very well. In the limits of 

possible operating modes, the signal is unchanged. Phase shift of high 

frequency oscillations on passing through the «mplitron is only weakly 

dependent on anode current. 

Investigations show that, even with a change in KV^ from 1 to 2.5 

and variation in phase of the reflection coefficient in wide limits, the form 

of to« spectrum of the amplified oscillations remains practically unchanged 

at tie amplitron output; tris is its greatest advantage over the magnetron- 

Feedback elements may be introduced between output and input of a.  platino- 

tron.  Feedback in a platinotron assures its self-excitation.  A high-Q 

resonator is introduced into the feedback loop to stabilize the frequency 

of the self-oseillations- 

Platinotrons, together with external feedback elements and frequency 

stabilisation are called stabilitrons. 

Stabilitrons are new devices, and, as reported in the literature, their 

structural development is still in progress.  In certain stabil itTxns, feed- 

back is accomplished with a special reflector at the output and frequency 

stabilization is accomplished with an external resonator at the input. 

In such a case, feedback and frequency stabilization are accomplished 

as follows.  Part of the high frequency energy is reflected from a mismatched 

output of the stabilitron and is returned through the device to a resonator. 

This energy sustains oscillations in the. input resonator. 

Because the input resonator has a high Q, it maintains oscillations of 

a strictly determined frequency- The external resonator may have a high 

Q, and its stabilizing properties will be extremely high. 

Operating and load characteristics of a stabilitron are similar to 

magnetron characteristics.  Electron displacement in it is 50-100 times less 

and frequency pulling is one order of magnitude less than in a magnetron. 
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Stabilitron parameters are shown in Table 7-5- 

Table 7-5 

Basic stabilitron parameters 

Parameters 

1 JIIUIUUOH. ä\ku  (ocpccTpoftKa xcxa- 
JtlflCCU«)   .   .. 

2 BuyOJUUfl  iHluulOCTfe. K9I .-.   .  .   .   . 
3 MarUH««« HluyKlUlfl. T* . .   ..... 
4 Auojwoe  lucpitaccaiic. Ha   ...... 
5 Auoasufi TOK. a - . . 
5 X.B.*, % ; 
7 3.KKTp«tii«    cwftmemte    HSCTOTU. 

«itfa  
B    KoxJw>MIUlCU-   3A7«niB3raa   «CT07U. 

ftk*i ....  

Tv« Sygftasmtron 
OK<M 

1225—1350 
600 

3.115 
36 
37 

12W—1350 
750 

36 
•10 
52 

0.04—0.5 

Key•••     1 - bandwidth (MHz) (mechanical retiming); 2 - output* power, kv; 
3 - magnetic induction, tesla; 4 - anode voltage, lev; 5 - anode current, 
amp; 6 - efficiency, %; 7 - electron frequency shift, KHz/Amp; 
8 - frequency pulling factor, MHz. 

7.12 generators Using Semiconductor Devices 

Junction semiconductor triodes and tetrodes find practical application 

in generators of high frecjuency oscillations. 

Continuous—wave generators use common emitter, common base, and 

collector circuits-  The first two circuits are most often usedl 

Figur* 7*21 illustrates a common emitter generator circuit using a 

p-n-p triodc. 

Figure 7-21. Schematic of a continuous-wave generator using a 
semiconductor triode. 

Under the influence of excitation voltage U  on the first junction Cp-n), 

barrier potential in the junction charges- The fundamental process in the 

first junction (emitter-base) is a repulsion of holes by the emitter and 

free electrons by the base-  Forward currwnt across this junction will be 

essentially hole current- since holes are injected into the base by the 

emitter.. 

The number of holes injected by the emitter is determined by the potential 

of the base relative to the emitter; i.e., emitter current depends or. the 

voltage between base and emitter.  If this voltage is harmonic, current in 

the emitter-base junction will also be harmonic. 
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Holes, diffusing through the base, reach the second junction Cn-p), 

decrease the impedance of the base—collector junction, and collector current 

increi^es.  In an energy exchange with the oscillating resonator L ,C con- 

tributes a large nuaber of electrons which supplement the energy of the 

cavity.  Pow^r of the oscillations in the collector circuit (in the cavity 

L , C )is tens and hundreds of times greater than the power expended by the 

excitation source.  In this Way high frequency oscillations are amplified. 

Naturally, self-excited oscillators may be designed using semiconductor 

devices.  The circuit of a seUT-excited oscillator with an autotransfbrmej- 

coupling with the common emitter, parallel base supply, and series collector 

supply is shown in Figure 7-22.  A secondary negative voltage is applied to 

the base to choose the reference operating point on the part of the 

characteristic with a steep slope.  It is taken off the supply source through 

potentiometer R, 

bias is required, on the order of fractions of a volt; therefore resistance 

F^ is small.  The fundamental resistance in self-biasing the base is resistor 

H - Capacitor C is an element of base bias. The remaining elements of the 

self-excited oscillator are designated the same way as elements from the 

theory of self-excited tube oscillators. 

H,. For available semiconductor triodes, a small initial 

Figure 7.22. Schematic of a self-excited oscillator using 
semiconductor triode. 

Self—excited oscillators with capacitive and inductive coupling are also 

practical. 

Semiconductor generators are coming into wider use. Small size and 

weight of semiconductors combined with miniature radio components permit 

compact designs.  Their simplicity and reliability are high.  Special de- 

signs can withstand accelerations produced during launch of a rocket or 

space vehicle- 

Quantum Molecular Devices 

Depending on the range of wave used, quantum devices are classed as SHF 

and optic quantum devices. 

The following are classed among SHF quantum device»: 
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molecular (atomic) generators; 

molecular amplifiers; 

paramagnetic amplifiers. 

In foreign literature, all these devices nave the common neme 'Wscr.'" 

In Soviet literature they are usually called quantum molecular generators 

and quantum molecular amplifiers. 

Included in optic quantum devices are generators and amplifiers operating 

in the infrared (0.4 mm to 0.76 microns), visible (0.76 microns to 0.4 microns) 

<ind ultraviolet (0.4 microns to 20 A) ranges.  In foreign literature and 

often in Soviet literature, these devices are called "lasers"*" or optic 

makers. 

These devices are more often called optic quantum generators in Soviet 

publi cations. 

For research in the field of quantum radiophysics and for building the 

first quantum molecular generators, Member Correspondents of the Academy 

of Sciences of the USSR N. C. B&sov and A, M. Prokhorov von the Lenin prize 

in I960. For the name  scientific research these Soviet scientists (and the 

American physicist Charles H. Towncs) were awarded the Nobel prize in 1964. 

Optie quantum generators are developing rapidly at the present time. 

According to the operating principle and physical properties of the active 

substance, they are divided into many groups and types, the most important 

of which are solid body, gas, liquid, and semiconductor optic quantum 

generators. 

7.13 Quantum Molecular Generators and Amplifiers 

The operating principle of quantum devices is based on interaction of 

an electromagnetic field with atoms or molecules of certain substances 

which possess properties such that under certain conditions the internal 

energy of their atoms (molecules) is turned into electromagnetic energy. 

Such an energy transformation occurs inhere atoms (molecules) jump from one 

energy level to another, giving off quanta (portions) of electromagnetic 

energy of a given frequency. 

In certain substances, which are called active, under certain conditions 

atoms (molecules), absorbing energy quanta, jump to a higher energy level, 

i.e., to an excited state.  Excited atoms may spontaneously radiate (spon- 

taneous radiation) their acquired energy and return to the original or some 

intermediate energy state. 

The word "oaser" is formed from the initial letters of the English 
words "microwave amplification by stimulated emission of radiation." 

"Laser" is made up of the initial letters of the phrase "licht ampli- 
fication by stimulated emission of radiation." 
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Excited -ltociÄ (molecules) may be "forced" to radiate electromagnetic 

energy by the effect of an external electromagnetic field.  Radiation caused 

by an external electromagnetic field is called Inducted radiation. 

Atoms (molecules) are shifted to an excited atate by introducing 

electromagnetic energy into a system containing an active substance.  This 

process is called pumping.  Accordingly, the frequency of the excitation 

electromagnetic field is called the pumping frequency. 

The quantity of atoms located at various levels or the population of 

the energy levels is determined by the temperature of the active substance. 

In quanfim generators conditions are set up under which the population of 

higher energy levels is higher.  In such a case even a weak external electro- 

magnetic field at a given fret;uancy will produce intensive radiation caused 

by transfer of atoms from a higher into a lower energy level. 

The energy level of an active substance is quantitatively determined by 

the population of the level, i.e., by the number of atoms (molecules) and 

the energy of each atom (molecule).  The usual distribution of atoms (mole- 

cui.es) in the energy levels of a substance at theraodynaaic equilibrium 

determined at a specified temperature is shown in Figure 7-23a-  It satis- 

fies the Boltzaann equation 

= - • *r (7-6) 

where 

N   is the number of molecules (atoms) in the upper level with energy 
B 

V • 
m 

N   Ls  the number of molecules (atoms) in the lower level with energy 
n 

V ; 
"     -23 

k = 1.38*10 "*  j/l°K is the Boltzmanr. constant; 

T  is temperature of the active substance in degrees Kelvin. 

Figure 7.23. Enerc levels of an active substance. 

a - at thermodynamic equilibrium; b - when the substance 
is excited. 
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To create generation or amplification,   thermal  equilibriuo of the sub- 

stance is disrupted so that the population of the upper energy level  is 

creater than that  of the lower (fig.   7-23b)_ 

At on-.:  I- active substances have not two,  but many energy levels. 

Accordingly,   from one energy level  an atom may jump to various energy 

levels,   and each jump corresponds to a unique wave length of radiated os- 

cillations-     Consequently,   spectra of energy radiated by atoms and mole- 

cules are studied. 

The wave length for a given jump is equal  to 

X_  . = : -*.*    wm-wa> (7.7) 

where 

JC, n are arty possible (permitted) jumps; 

W , V       are energies of the corresponding levels; 

c  is propagation velocity of the electromagnetic energy; 
-34 h • 6.6*10   j*sec is Planek"s constant. 

la the first quantum generator designed by N. C. Basov and A. M. 

Prokhorov molecules of ammonia were used as an active substance.  Recently 

quantum generators have been developed which use atotas of hydrogen. Such a 

generator is sketched in Figure 7.24.  Its basic elements are a source of 

atomic hydrogen-1, an atom sorting device 2, and a resonator 3- 

Figure 7*24.  Design of a quantum generator using atoms of hydrogen. 

1 — source of hydrogen atoms; 2 - device for sorting 
atoms according to their state; 3 - resonator; 4 - dia- 
phragm; 5 - accumulating tube; 6 - output. 

Atoms of .hydrogen, obtained by high frequency discharge, pass through 

diaphragm 4 and fall in a narrow bean on the sorting device, which dis- 

criminates on the basis of energy level. 

Two reference energy levels, conventionally designated 1 and 0, are 

used (fig. 7.253 -  In the field of a permanent magnet, the upper level is 

split into three. Atoms of the two upper levels (l-l; 1-2) are focused so 

that they enter the opening of accumulating tube 5 (fig» 7*24), which is 

located in the center of a high frequency resonator Tv^d to the frequency 

of the jump from level 1-2 to the zero level (l420 and 405 MHz). 

Electromagnetic oscillations, set up in the resonator by induced radiation 

of hydrogen atoms, are led through the output device 6 to the load. 
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'igure 7.25-  Energy levels of atomic hydrogen and their- change 
due to the Zeeman effect. 

The sorting device is a six-pole permanent magnet, which sets up a 

nonuniform field. 

Accumulating tub« 5 has a diameter- of about 10 cm, and is made of quartz. 

Its inner surface is covered with teflon (a fluorine hydrocarbon compound), 

chemically inert to hydrogen atoms, which decreases the flow of atoms through 

the walls. 

The high frequency resonator has the usual structure.  Its inner surface 

is silvered- 

The coupling loop with the load is regulated.  It may be set up in 

such a manner that generation is pulsed or continuous-wave.  Coupling can 

be increased to the extfavt that generation becomes impossible; then the 

quantum device will operate as an amplifier. Transition from oscillation to 

amplification may also be effected by changing the intensity of the hydrogen 

aton beam.  Frequency stability of a hydrogen quantum generator is on the 

order of 10  - This stability is assured if the generator -temperature 

is maintained with an accuracy of 0-OlcC. 

Hydrogen generators have the outstanding advantage that they can be 

used at room temperature and do not require complicated cooling mechanisms. 

7-1^ Optic Quantum Generators (Lasers) 

Optic quantum generators have three basic elements: active substance, 

(possessing properties of induced radiation), pumping source (exciting the 

active substance), and a resonant system. 

The active substance may be a solid body, gas mixtures, or liquid. Ruby 

with chromium additives and fluorite with uranium or samarium additives are 

the solids used. 

The circuit of a ruby laser is shown in Figure 7.26. The active sub- 

stance is a monocrystal of red ruby, which is aluminum oxide Al«^q with 

about 0.05% chromium added. The ruby crystals are made in the form of a 

rod 1. The rod is usually about 4-5 cm long and 0.5-1.0 cm in diameter. The 

rod faces are pushed and covered with silver« One face is opaque, the 

other is about 10% transparent. 
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Figure 7-26-  Construction of a ruby laser. 

1 - ruby rod; 2 - xenon pulse rube; 3 - reflector; 
4 - ruby holder; 5 - pulse transformer. 

Pumping energy is produced by a pulsed xenon tube 2, which produces 

intensive light* The ruby is mounted parallel to the tube inside the same 

reflector 3 or inside the helix of the pulse tube. 

The ruby rod itself serves as the resonant system of the generaisr. 

The operating principle of an optic quantum, generator is as fbllov?. 

vfith each pulse from the pulse tube, chromium ions, absorbing light quanta 

with wave length 5600 A, are excited and jump from reference level 1 to 

energy levels lying in region 3 (fig. 7-2?). 

ZU 

£ |,J 

Figure 7-27. Energy levels in ruby. 

1-3 - chromium ion jumps under excitation; 3-1 - spontaneous 
jumps of excited ions; 3-2 - jumps in an intermediate 
reference level; 2-1 - permitted jumps vith radiation in 
two spectra R, and R . 

Immediately after this, some of the chromium ions return to level 1, 

but the majority cf than jumps to level 2.  These ions remain in an excited 

state for a short time, and then jump to the reference state at level 1. 

Jumping from level 2 to level l, the ions radiate light at about 6943 A 

•wave length. 

Naturally, each ion emits a photon in going from level 2 to level l, 

and each radiated photon causes other chromium * ions to jump from level 2 

to reference level 1.  In other words, the photons induce (cause) radiation 

of other photons, and in a short time they form a large beam which propagates 

along the ruby rod. The opaque mirror on one face of the rod reflects the 
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light wave back, into the ruby rod.  When the light intensity level inside 

•Lhe rod is low, even the transparent face partially reflect» the light. 

When the light reaches & determined intensity, its powerful beam pours out 

through the sewitransparent face. 

Photons leave the ruby through the side trails without reflection, and 

only those oscillations which propagate parallel to the axis of the ruby 

rod are amplified. The light beam from an optic quantum generator is highly 

directional and, because of the coherence (each succeeding photon is in phase 

with the preceding) of the processes in the ruby, its intensity is extremely 

high. 

Ruby lasers are pulsed. Pulse length (fig. 7.£8) is determined by the 

power of the pumping source and processes in the ruby itself. Pulse repetition 

frequency is limited to several pulses per minute, since it determines the 

temperature of the ruby crystal* In principle it is possible to make a 

continuous-mode crystal laser. 

 ,— fwe» 3 
3 400 800 1200 

Figure 7.28.     Pulse at the output of an optic quantum generator. 

1 relative intensity; beginning of pumping. 

Laser oscillations are highly monochromatic, i.e., wave lengths of 

the oscillations which make up the light beam at the generator output are 

not dispersed. Thus, for example, for a. ruby laser, depending on pumping 

power, the spectrum of the output beam varies as shown in Figure 7-29. 

J-L. 
6$2S 

(3 

toss S32S rl2 8,   SSSQ 
1   ÄßlfHa 8QXHU.A* 

b 6 

Figure 7-29-    Radiation spectrum from a ruby laser 

a - low-power pumping. 
1 - wave length,  A. 

b - high-power pumping. 

A disadvantage inherent in solid state lasers,  as well as gas and 

fluid lasers,  is their low efficiency (1-2Ä)- 
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7-15 Semiconductor Optic Quantum Generators 

Crystals of gallium arsenide, gallium arsenide—phospaid*!-, and other 

substances are used as the active substance in semiconductor optic quantum 

generators. Radiation in semiconductor crystals is caused by energy jumps 

of free electrons. 

Lasers of this type employ electric pumping. Excitation of carriers 

(electrons) is accomplished by current through the diode in the forward 

direction. Vith low excitation current., radiation from the semiconductor 

diode is noncoherent and its intensity is low. Vith certain large values 

of current through the semiconductor, coherent induced radiation is observed; 

the radiation band converges, and radiation intensity Increases. 

The construction of & diode with noncoherent infrared radiation is 

sketched in Figure 7-30. 

Figure 7.30. Diode with noncoherent infrared radiation. 

1 - gallium arsenide wafer; 2 - wire contact; 3 - lens; 
4 - kovar casing; 5 - base. 

A diffusion diode of gallium arsenide, GaAs, with a p-n junction is 

placed in a standard casing with a glass lens in its upper part. 

Diode excitation current of 100 mm at 25°C produces 1*2 V forward 

bias. 

Heference radiation occurs at 0.9 microns wave length at 25°C Diode 

radiation may be modulated by varying the excitation current at acy frequency 

from audio to 900 MHz. Diode efficiency at room temperature is about 5%, 

and at liquid nitrogen temperature (77*K) it is 10 times higher, i.e., 

greater than 50%. 

The construction of a diode with coherent radiation at 8400 A is 

shown in Figure 7-31- Two wafers of p- and n-type gallium arsenide with 

zinc and tellurium additives respectively are divided by a 2-5 micron 

thick junction- The diode is shaped like a truncated pyramid. The junction 

and reverse  eides of the pyramid are strictly parallel ana highly polished. 

The semiconductor between these sides forms a resonator tuned to the 

radiation frequency. 

A. forward pulse current is used for pumping. Pulse length is 5 to 

20 microseconds. 

Semiconductor lasers operate pulsed and continuous-mode. They may he 

used independently or as pumping generators for solid stage lasers. 
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Figure 7-31-  A semiconductor laser. 

1 - P-type gallium arsenide; 2 - n-type gallium 
arsenide; 3 and 5 - electrodes; 4 - junction plane. 

Pulse Modulators 

Pulse modulators are radio devices designed -to control the oscillations 

of SHF generators. 

They are classified according to their fundamental elements: a 

commutatinc. device and a storage element; and according to the operating mode 

o£ the latter. 

The basic classes of pulse modulators are electron tube, linear and 

magnetic. 

7.16 Electron Tube Pulse Modulators - 

Pulse modulators using electron tubes as switching elements are called 

electron tube modulators.  Their storage-element may be capacitive or 

inductive. The most widely used modulators have capacitive storage elements, 

operating on partial discharge. Such modulators are called pulse modulators 

with a partial discharge capacitor.  A modulator circuit is shown in 

Figure 7-32. 

- £e 

Figure 7-32.  Circuit of a pulse modulator with partial discharge 
capacitor. 

Figure 7-33- Change in voltage on the storage capacitor in the 
charging and discharging stages. 
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la the  pauses betuwi  triggering pulses,   the switching tub« 1   is 

blocked by negative voltage -E  .     At  this time storage capacitor C     is 
C H 

charged, from a high voltage rectifier with voltage E .  Charging current 

flows through the following circuit: -»Eg» resistor R , storage capacitor C , 

charging resistor R_, to the chassis.  Charge on C^ builds up exponentially 

from U  .  to U     (fig- 7.33). 
c man    c max   v 

The time constant of the charging circuit 

T = (ft + R_)CM  * (7.S) 
C     1    2  n 

is chosen so that the capacitor will charge to the required value before 

•the triggering pulse arrives. 

The switching lube is unblocked by a positive triggering pulse coming 

from the driver. Vith the -tube opm, the voltage on capacitor CL^ is applied 

through the tube to the magnetron. This voltage (and a constant magnetic 

field) causes the magnetron to begin generation.  Of course, the energy of 

the storage capacitor is expended to supply the magnetron, and it partially 

discharges through the following circuit; TCH, tube lt magnetron M, 

-CL_-  A small part of  the current branches off through resistor R^. 

Capacitor C„ continues to discharge while xhe tube is conducting, and 

ceases discharge when the control pulse ends. 

The discharge circuit time constant is 

Td - V* <7-9) 
eq 

where 

R     s,2 R./E +H^; 

R  is the dc resistance of the SHF generator (pulsed). 
9 

The time constant is made sufficiently large by choosing a large capacitance 

for C so that it will discharge very little while the pulse is formed. 

C„ discharges (fig. 7-33) to U   . .  In the following pansa between pulses 
n c min 
it again charges to U    • 

c max 
Voltage on the capacitor changes by tha amount 

AU = U     - U   . , (7-10) c   c max   c nan' 

which, as a rule, does not exceed 5Ä of the »i^-imum voltage on the capacitor. 

Hence the term modulator with partial discharge capacitor. 

Leading and trailing edges of the pulse formed by the modulator are 

affected by parasitic capacitance of the circuit and its elements. Total 

parasitic capacitance is considerable (50 to 150 pF).  It discharges prin- 

cipally through resistor R, which may not be chosen snail.  Therefore, pulse 

cutoff may be extended, and consequently, the high voltage pulse from the 

SHF  generator is also extended.  This is undesirable since prolonged generation 

may not be used, and the thermal load on the generator is increased, thus 

lowering its lifetime. 
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A nigh voltage choke L is often used instead of resistor S^ (fig. 7.34) 

to improve the pulse trailing edge.  In this case the basic pulse is 

followed by high intensity oscillations in the discharge circuit of the 

modulator, »hich may trigger the magnetron again-  A diode is connected in 

parallc? with the choke to eliminate these oscillations.  It does not con- 

duct current while the base puL*e is being formed and does not affect the 

forming process. After the pulse is formed, AS soon as the oscillations 

reverse polarity (fig. 7.3?), the diode begins to conduct, shunts the 

modulator discharge circuit, and extinguishes the parasitic oscillations 

in it. 

Figure 7.34- Circuit of an electron tube modulator with an 
inductance in the charging circuit. 

without diode 
v - 5a iao3e 

\J&g%*** 

Figure 7.35. Output pulse of a modulator with post-pul: 
correction. 

Resistor R in both circuits limits forward current from the high -voltage 

rectifier through the conducting switching tube. 

A modulator with a discharge inductAnce and a diode forms a pulse 

w£th a sharp dropoff at the tip, since  current through the inductor in- 

creases linearly during the pulse, which leads to an additional discharge 

by the storage capacitor. To minimize the drop at the pulse tip, the choke 

inductance is carefully selected, and in' some rasps -he capacitance of the 

storage capacitor is increased. 

An SHF generator and a modulator with partial discharge capacitor may 

be coupled by a pulse transformer, which fulfills its usual function and 

replaces the discharge inductance.  The quenching diode may be connected 

in parallel with either the primary or the secondary winding of the 

transformer. 

Switching electron tubes have comparatively small power (Table 7-6). 

For this reason they are often connected in parallel in modulators with a 

partial discharge capacitor. One of the valuations of such a parallel tube 
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circuix is shown in Figure 7-36- Here the limiting resistors are R. and 

R0.  Two storage capacitors C  and C are used in the circuit.  They charge 

from  one rectifier through their limiting resistors and the common primary 

winding of the pulse transformer.  The grid circuits of the switching tubes 

are in parallel, but each tube discharges its capacitor through the following 

circuit: positive plate of the storage capacitor, tube, chassis, primary 

winding of the pulse transformer, negative plate of the capacitor. 

Table 7-6. 

Palse modulator tube parameters 

i3 
I ««ad. TMK-S. 

16 [7 
i-Mü-io.    rxx-a. 

jo 
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15 '  u jwwyiwa c  
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21 EnwocTi. «0: 

22 xtxajuw* ...   ......... 
23 BUXQSlttS  ............ 
24 sposoaitaii ...   ........ 

6.3 
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0.1 

25 
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32 
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10 

26 
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28 
30 
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5 
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2 
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1250 800 

50 15 
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57,5 13,5 
K.5 5,2 
0,5 o»a 

6,4 

22 
52 

350 
—OX 

10 

2000 

-125 
5 

SO 
11,5 
0.9 

6.3 

5.5 

—300 

25 

3.9 

350 
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2 *   1 
1000 1750     i 

41 100 
5 2 

40 ÖC 
6 12 

0,7 6 
i 

! 

—oco 

5 

1730 

X0 
2,5- 

i;o 
10 
10 

Keys  1 - parameter; 2 - GI-30, dual tetrode; 3 - GMI-2B, tetrode? 
4 - GMI-3, tetrode; 5 - GMI-5, tetrode; 6 - GMI-6, dual tetrode; 
7 - GMI-7, tetrode; 8 - GMI-10,' tetrode; $  - GMI-89, tetrode; 
IO - GMI-90, tetrode; 11 - heater voltage, v-  la - heater current, 
anp; 13 - anode voltage, kv; 14 - pulse anode current, amp; 
15 - control grid pulse voltage, v; 16 - bias voltage, v; 17-contrcl 
grid pulse current, amp; l8 - screen grid voltage, v; 1$ - permissible 
power dissipation on anode, W; 20 - pulse length, microsecond; 
21 - capacitance; pF; 22 - input; 23 - output; 24 - transfer- 

Resistors R , R, , R , and ft,  in the anode and grid circuits are 

included to suppress parasitic high frequency oscillations. They are 

usually about IO to ohms. 
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TOR* 
£5 
»HI 

Figure 7*36.  Circuit of an electron tube modulator vith tubes 
in parallel. 

7.17  Linear Pulse Modulators 

Pulse modulators with storage elements in the form of an artificial 

line we called licaar.  Hydrogen thyratxons are used as commutatiag ele- 

ments. 

The principal circuit of a linear modulator is illustrated in Figure 

7.37.  It consists of an artificial line (AL)t hydrogen thyratron Th, 

charging choice CC, and pulse transformer PT.  The generator is loaded by 

an SHF generator, and supplied from a high voltage rectifier. 

to SHF 
generator 

Figure 7*37* Linear pulse modulator circuit. 

The modulator charging circuit contains the rectifier, charging choke, 

line, and pulse transformer. Figure 7-33 shows the equivalent circuit of 

the charging loop. The storage element begins to charge from the rectifier 

with voltage £_ when it is switched from discharge to charge, which corresponds 

to closing the switch in the equivalent circuit. In the discharge stage the 

artificial line behaves like a capacitor vith capacitance equal to the total 

capacitance of ?he line C,. 
• line 

L 

-a 1 . 
Figure 7.38. Equivalent circuit of the charging loop. 
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In addition to the choke  (with  inductance L  ),   the  line contains a 
c * 

series circuit- Resistor «L includes losses in the choke and other 

elements of the charging loop. 

Inductance in the stages of the artificial line have practically no 

effect on the charging process since they are small in comparison with 

inductance in the charging choke- For the sane reason» the pulse trans- 

former does not affect the charging process. 

The period of modulation usually does not exceed the period of intrinsic 

oscillations in the charging loop, and the charging process is  transfer in 

character. 

If there is no energy initially stored in the choke or in the capacitors 

of the line, then voltage and current in the charging loop are described by 

the equations 

*-*C -«-co* -^ 

and 

where «= 

'«*~"esiau8f» 

C7.ll) 

(7.12) 

So": 

loop; 

Q   is the figure of merit of the charging loop; 

p. is characteristic impedance of the charging loop. 

The charging process is often limited to the first half of the period 

T of the intrinsic oscillations, i.e., by the ratio 

V*' (7.13) 

where 

T is the period of modulation, equal to the pulse repetition period; 

T. =^TTVL C. . . (7.14) 
0     ' c L-me 

In this case the charging voltage on the line U,.  and charging 
line 

current i vary as shown in Figure 7-39*. 

Figure 7-39- Graphs of charging voltage and current for various 
modes of the charging loop. 

a - resonant charge; b - linear charge; c - oscillating. 
charge. 
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The linear charging mode occurs when T < T^/2.  Figure 7-39b 

shows charging voltage and current under these conditions. 

Oscillating charge node takes place when T > T72 (fig. 7.39c]. 

In all modes the line is charged to practically the same voltage 

"line mo* ^.(l"^). <7.15) 

Usually Q. 10 and U^ ^ te 1.8 Eß. 

Average charging current  for the resonant mode 

l.v"*(1-*)- (7.165 

The discharge loop of tiw modulator consists of the artificial line, 

ihe hydrogen thratron  and the pulse transformer.,   loaded by the SHF 

generator.    An equivalent circuit of the discharge loop is given in 

Figure 7-40.    The artificial line is replaced by an ideal  line with wave 

impedance 

P, •       • t/H (7.17) Kline      y -£-, 

where 

L ,  C    are inductance and capacitance of the line stages. 

V*(t) 

Figure 7-40- Equivalent circuit of the discharge loop. 

The line is charged to U. .      and is an energy source for the dis- 
line max 

charging loop. 

The load resistance 

EL - R /n2 , (7-lß) 

where 

R  is dc resistance of the SHF generator; 

n  is pulse transformer, PT, turns ratio. 
P 

The load impedance is considered matched to the artificial line if 

R. = a   -     * Vith  a matched load, the discharge loop forms a single 
L   line 

voltage pulse (fig- 7.31a) with amplitude tX = V  ;  -.V2 xaA  length 

determined by equation (6.10). 
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Figure 7„4l.  Formed voltage pulses for different load matchings 
of a linear pulse modulator. 

a - matched load; b - load larger than matched; c — 
load less then matched (\J    ~ V. , )- 

x. line max 

Figure 7*42« Voltages and currents in the circuits of a linear pulse 
modulator. 

a - voltage in the charging and disenarying stages of 
the AL; b - charging current; c - voltage on the primary 
winding of the PT and current through it. 
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A mismatched Uad may be larger or smaller than p .  .  Voltage pulses 

for these cases are shown in Figure 7-4l.  The relationship of processes 

in in* charging and discharging stages in a linear modulator «ay be ex- 

plained with the sketch of voltages and currents shown in Figure 7.42. The 

artificial line is charged over  the extended period T =- T by a Small 
F 

(average) current to voltage U_.      .  At a certain moment a triggering 
line max 

pulse is applied to the grid of the hydrogen thyratron.  The thyratron 

fires, and the artificial line discharges for a short time 7 through the 

primary winding of the pulse transformer.  As soon as the thyratron fires, 

the voltage on the line decreases to half its value, but it is held practically 

constant for the duration of the pulse.  This voltage acts on the primary 

winding of the pulse transformer and is amplified into the anode circuit 

of the SHF generator. 

Linear pulse modulators in many variations of circuits and constructions 

are being used in a broad range of applications. 

Artificial lines. Artificial lines CAL) in pulse modulators are energy 

storage elements and forming elements. The customary ladder network is 

often used (fig. 6.9)- 

In, actual conditions the AL as a forming tvo-terminal network is dis- 

charged into the load \aa active impedance (7-18)), shunting the inductance 

of the pulse transformer. The forming voltage pulse thus has a steeply 

sloping tip, since current through the inductance rises linearly during 

the pulse. 

To correct the pulse shape, an AL with unequal network Parameters is 

used. Such lines are called unsymmetrieal. Exponential type parameters of 

an unsymmetrical line (fig. 7-43) are calculated by the formulas: 

l—ST 

^l~~Wj (7.20) 

C* = Ci = coast (7.21) 

/.-A*"*"- (7.22) 
where 

a = SL^i 

L  is inductance shunting- the loco; 

•c  is the number of sections. 

The number of sections n usually satisfies the relationship (6.11) 

and 

a • (2 to 8)106T. (7.23) 
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Figure 7.43- Artificial line with load. 

Hydrogen thyratrons. Hydrogen thyratrons are almost exclusively used 

in linear pulse modulators. The construction, of a thyratron is shown in 

Figure 7-W»-  It has three electrodes: cathode, anode, and control grid. 

The distance between anode and grid determines the value of'breakdown 

voltage and consequently, of cutoff voltage. 

*y.r 

*ys 

II li 
^ 

St 300QOt 

£— "• 

7^ 
n •" 

8" 

, 

Figure 7-4t. Construction of a hydrogen thyratron. 

1 - anode input guide; 2 - bulb; 3 - class baffle; 
4 - grid; 5 - anode; 6 - grid shielding plate; 
7 - grid frame; 8 - cathode screen; 9 - cathode 
shielding plat«; 10 - cathode. 

According to its construction, the grid may he a perforated plate or 

a woven grid located directly under the anode. 

To obtain positive control characteristics, the cathode is completely 

screened from the anode field. Therefore, a thyratron includes shielding 

plates far the grid and cathode and a cathode screen. The grid shielding 

plate is electrically connected to the grid. When this plate is present, 

the electric field of the anode does not go beyond the edges of the plate 6, 

and consequently, the anode does not affect cathode emission. Electrons, 

emitted by the cathode are prijnarily located in the region bounded by the 

screen and the shielding plate of the cathode. 

The thyratron fires when a positive voltage is applied to the control 

grid and the anode. Voltage on the grid starts current flowing between 

grid and cathode, thus producing electrons and ions in the region outside 

the cathode screen, which propagate up to the grid shielding plate. As 

soon as electron density at the edges of the shielding plate 6 becomes 

sufficiently high, the electric field of the anode causes ionization zn  the 
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region between, the grid and anode plates, vhieh leads to ionization in the 

whole space between the anode and cathode and to discharge in the thyratron. 

In the initial stages of discharge, the anode current is a glow discharge 

between anode and grid.  Glow discharge leads to an increase in positive 

potential on the grid to a value at which the gas In the space between grid 

and anode is ionized rapidly. After the gas in this region is ionized, the 

anode electric field begins to affect electrons outside it, and gas ionisa- 

xion in the grid-cathode regions takes place, which leads to discharge in 

the thyrarron. The whole process of initiating and carrying out discharge 

in a thyratron takes place in approximately 0-05 microsecond-  De-ionizaticn 

time in a hydrogen thyratron is on the order of tens of microseconds. 

Hydrogen is one of the most active chemical elements.  It eagerly 

absorbs impurities contained in the material of the electrodes, which may 

cause a decrease in hydrogen pressure and consequently, chances in the 

electrical characteristics of the thyratron.  To eliminate this effect, 

thyratron electrodes are made of chemically pure nickel, and certain other 

measures are taken to compensate for the loss of hydrogen in a thyratron when 

it is in use. 

Hydrogen thyratrons have a positive grid characteristic and are con- 

trolled by positive pulses whose amplitude is from 200 Cfor the majority 

of thyratrons) to 700 v, and whose length is several microseconds. 

The rise time of grid voltage is given for each thyratron. For the 

majority of thyratrons it is equal to %ÖÖ  to 600 volts/microsecond (see 

Table 7-7)- 

An anode current pulse is delayed in relation to the firing pulse 

of grid voltage. The delay amounts to several tens of microseconds and 

depends on the leading edge of the firing pulse, the value of anode voltage 

on the thyratron, and on the state of the cathode.  The cathode state depends 

on the method of heater supply.  If the heater is supplied by alternating 

current, the alternating field will affect discharge close to the cathode 

and also the time required to set up ionization stages of discharge in the 

thyratron. Delay of the anode current pulse in this case may be decreased 

considerably. 

In using thyratrons, heater voltage must be held strictly constant, 

since cathode emission decreases sharply when heater voltage drops, and an 

increase in heating increases hydrogen reaction with the oxide cathode. 

Service time of a hydrogen thyratroa depends on its mode of operation 

and is determined primarily by the operating voltage, anode current, 

pulse length, and repetition rate-  Thyratron service time is usually no 

less than 500 h.  It may be extended if the thyratron is not continuously 

operated at its limits. 
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Table 7-7 

Parameters of certain pulse hydrogen ihyratrons 
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Key:  1 - parameter; 2 - TGIl-260/12; 3 - TGI2-325/16; 4 - TGIl-400/16; 
5 - TGIl-700/25; 6 - heater voltage, v; f  - heater current, amp; 
8 - anode voltage, lev; 9 - voltage drop in pulse, v; 10 anode current 
in pulse, amp; 11 - average anode current, amp; 12 - slope of the anode 
current pulse front, amp/microsec; 13 - pulse output power, kw; 
lk -  pulse length, microscc; 15 - pulses per second, p/sec; 16 - 
firing pulse parameters; 17 - voltage, kv; IS - current, amp; 
19 - pulse length, micro&ec; 20 - rise time, kv/microsec. 

Figure 7-45. Simplified equivalent circuit of a pulse transformer. 

Pulse transformers- Pulse transformers are widely used in pulse 

modulators and other devices. Their fundamental purpose is to increase 

the amplitude of the formed voltage pulse. Simultaneously they match 

the low impedance modulator output with the high impedance SHF generator 

input, change pulse polarity, provide dc decoupling with the circuit, 

etc. 

The equivalent circuit of a PT is shown in Figure 7.45, where all 

elements are referred to the primary winding. 
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Pulse transformation should not be accompanied by a great deal of 

distortion in the pulse shape, distortion produced by distributed inductance, 

L * magnetization inductance L,, and capacitance C of the transformer. 

To decrease L, and C , the number of turns is limited, cere volume is in- 

creased, and special coupling circuits are used for the windings. The 

turns ratio of pulse transformers is limited to 3-10. No more than 

several tens of turns are allowed in the primary and secondary windings. 

Operating voltages on the windings, as a rule, are very high; cons^uently 

careful attention is given to their electrical stability. 

Pulse transformer cores are made of nigh-grade steel with high magnetic 

permeability.  They are wound of ribbons, 0.02-O.10 mm thick.  Cores are 

often made of £310 steel (previously called XVP). 

To improve electrical stability, pulse transformers are assembled in 

closed tanks filled with transformer oil. Transformers over 100 kw and 

6 kv are provided with expansion tanks. 

7-18  Linear Pulse Modulators vith Dual Forming Lines 

The circuit of a modulator with dual forming lines is illustrated 'in 

Figure 7-46- 

Figure 7-46. Basic circuit of a linear pulse modulator with 
dual forming lines- 

The charging loop of the modulator includes charging choke CC, charging 

diode Tube , two-terminal forming networks AL. and M-_, and the primary 

windins of the pulse transformer PT. 

Charging current flows through the following circuit: +E_, charging a 
choke, charging diode, and then through the branches- first artificial 

line to the chassis; second artificial line to the primary winding of the 

pulse transformer to the chassis. 

Processes in the charging loop are determined by inductance of the 

charging choke, total capacitance of the forming lines, total active 

losses in the circuit, and the charging diode. 
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An equivalent circuit of the charging loop is shown is Figure 7-47' 

.»_J-vw> 0)L 

11 
A      *Ti 

figure 7-47-  Equivalent circuit of the charging loop. 

Parameters of the charging loop elements are selected so-that the 

period of intrinsic oscillations in the loop, determined by equation 7.14, 

will satisfy the condition 

0 ^   Bin1 

where 

T .  is the minimum pulse sequence period. 

The charging loop is adjusted so that at maximum pulse repetition rate 

(corresponding to T . ), it -will operate close to resonance. Then at all 

other pulse repetition frequencies, the charging loop will rectify the 

charging process (fig. 7-48). In the latter case, the charging period of 

the storage element may be divided into two stages; an oscillating charge 

stage (from t to t ) and a rectified- charging process stage (from t to 

t ).  Of course, charging current only flows in the first stage (from t to 

V- 

Figure 7-48. Voltage on the line and charging current in a 
rectified charging process (U 

line max 

The first stage of the charging process is the same for all pulse 

repetition rates. The duration of the second stage varies inversely with 

the pulse repetition rate. 

The process in a charging loop which contains a diode with T > T /: 
is called a rectified charging process. v 
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Since voltage on the storage element does not change in tue second 

charging stage from -t to t^, then in the case of a rectified charge, the 

voltage to which the forming line is charged is the same as for resonant 

charging (7-15)-  Average charging current in the rectified mode is deter- 

mined by the equation 

^-•ä-O-fc) (7-24) 

where 

-V< 
p   is the characteristic impedance of the charging loop; 

x = T/T  is the node indicator. 

The effective value of charging current is 

"eff 
. I-    l/i 5- (7-Ä5) 

The discharging loop of a pulse modulator consists of the hydrogen 

thyratron Tube , first forming line AL f primary winding of the pulse 

transformer, and the second line AL, r 

A supplementary high frequency choke is usually included in the dis- 

charge loop to decrease the rise tine of anode current through the thyratron 

in an attempt to decrease heat losses in the thyratron. 

The outstanding feature of the discharge in this modulator is the two 

forming lines, and consequently the processes taking place in it are quite 

different from the processes in _» discharge loop with one line. 

The load of a pulse modulator with dual lines is considered matchaü 

if its inpedance i^ "twice as large as the wave impedance of the forming 

lines, i.e.* 

\ ° 2>l: (7.26) 

A simplified circuit of the discharge loop is shown in Figure 7.49at 

and the equivalent circuit in Figure 7.49b. 
1st line    1-PMHua       7-gjunma 2nd  line 

Figure 7.49.     Simplified  (a)  and equivalent   (b)  circuits of the 
discharge loop of a linear pulse modulator with dual 
forming lines. 
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As soon as the line has charged to the required voltage U, .     , the 1 luxe max 
thyratron fires, which is equivalent to closing switch X in the equivalent 

circuit in Figure 7-49b. The left end of the first line is now short- 

circuited- 

This moment is taken as the initial (t = 0) moment for the process in 

the discharge loop. 

With a short circuit, voltage and current waves are set up in the lice. 

Waves propagating in both lines from l^fc to right will be considered in- 

cident, and those propagating from right to left will be considered reflected. 

Tha voltage reflection coefficient, in a line in the general case is 

equal to 

B " •LL-öI/äU.*PL' (7'£7) 
where 

R__   is the total load impedance of the line. 

Obviously,   the coefficient  of reflection from an open  end of the line, 

when R__   = -s  is equal to +1,  and from a short-circuited end of the line 

(Hj.   - 0),  is equal to -1- 

Prom the moment switch K i« closed,  a current   (fig. 7-.50a) 

Jr * «li« ^Plta.« »•*» 

begins to flaw through the thyratron,   and an incident wave appears at the 

left end of the first line.    When the left end of the line is short-circuited, 

a « -l    the incident wave is negative and equal to U, . •    The incident 
line majc 

wave, propagating from left to right, seems to strip voltage fron the pre- 

viously charged line. Energy previously stored in the line capacitances 

is transformed into magnetic energy. 

Behind the front of the incident wave propagating from left to right 

voltage on the line becomes equal to zero, although the first line in 

front of tha incident wave front and the second line (and consequently, the 

load) remain at the same state as before the thyratron was fired. There is 

practically no voltage on the load **r current through it. 

The line parameters are chosen so that the wave propagates one complete 

length in  a time equal to half the length of the pulse formed by the iLadulator, 

i.e., 

•5-K55- 
(7.29) 

All this time voltage on -the right end of the first line remains equal 

to U. .       (fig. 7-50b). 
line max 
The first line is loaded on the right by impedance K. _ , equal to the 

sum of the modulator load impedance R_, determined by equation 7-—6, and the 

impedance of the second line. 
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Figure 7*50* Graphs of currents and voltages in the discharge loop 
of a linear pulse modulator with dual forming lines. 

Both lines are identical, accordingly Pline 2 " o-iine l 

Consequently, the total load impedance of the first line 
'line 

*ixH3o line" 
(7-30) 

After a time equal to *r/£, the incident wave reaches th= right (loaded) 

end of the first line.  The line load from the right is not matched, so 

a reflected wave appears. For R^ = 3plin » "the reflection coefficient is 

equal to 1/2. At the right end of the first line the voltage becomes 

equal to half of the foncer value and changes polarity, since a negative 

wave is reflected. Ild.» voltage on the right end of the first line will be 

maintained till the wave propagates from right to left and back (fig. 7.50b). 

At t = T/2 the state of the first line at points 1-4 (fig. 7-49b) 

changes radically! which naturally causes a change in the boundary conditions 

on the left end of the second line. The second line seems to be connected 

to a load through the first lin«, consequently an indicent vave appears in 
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-the second line. The  load on the second line is the same as on the first, 

i «. R.  «3D   1 accordingly the reflection coefficient from the left 
* XL   ^line 

end of the line is also equal to 1/2.  As a result, voltage on the left 

end of the first line at this moment will become equal to U, .     /2 
line max 

(fig- 7.50c). The sane voltage is established along the line as far as the 

incident wave propagates. At the moment t = T, the incident wave reaches 

the right open end of the line, is reflected, and begins to propagate back. 

Propagation of the wave fro» right to left indicates that the second line 

is also stripped of energy, transferring it to the load through the line 

sections located in front of the wave.  Voltage on the line and current in 

it become equal to zero in the sections behind the front of the reflected 

wave. 

Voltage U,.  __ at the loaded end of the second line up to moment 
line 2L w 

t - 3T/2 remains unchanged, equal to t U      /2 (fig. 7.50b]. 

Thus, in the period from t » T/2 to t • 3T/2 voltage at ihe right end 

of the first line is constant and equal to - U .  _-_/2i aa^ voltage at 

the left end of the second line remains constant and equal tc •+ U, .      /2. 
line max 

Voltage on the load at this time is equal toü,.     (fig. 7-50d). line iriMir 

Current  in the load (fig.  7.50b)  is constant: 

h. " "line «A. ' "line w^lfc»- <7-3l) 

For convenience, time on the abscissa of Figure 7*50 is given in units 

of half the duration of the formed pulse T/2, i.e., the time required for 

the wave to traverse the line in one direction. Values of voltage and 

current are plotted on the ordinate. 

It must be emphasized that the duration of a pulse (see 6.10) formed 

by a modulator with dual lines is determined by a double transit of the wave 

along one of the lines, i.e., 

where 

n is the number cf sections on one line; 

L , C  are inductance and capacitance of one section. 

Using dual artificial lines in the discharge loop of a pulse modulator 

has a number of advantages associated with the fact that, for given output 

data on the modulator, the voltage to which the line is charged is cut 

in half. The operating voltage on the hydrogen thyratron is thus reduced by 

half. 

A linear modulator with dual lines is more complicated in its circuitry 

and construction than a modulator with one forming network. 
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7.19        Magnetic  Pulse V-odulators 

Pulse modulators using nonlinear inductances as switching elements are 

called magnetic pulse modulators. 

Nonlinear inductances.,   made in the form of chokes,   autetransformers, 

or transforaers with  special   alloy cores,   are called magnetic  switches. 

The inductance of a choke X. with a ferromagnetic core is equal to 

N?Xl (7-32) 

where 

N  is the nu-iDcr of turns in the winding; 

S  is the core section; 

:  is average length of magnetic lines in the core; 

n is magnetic permeahility of the core material- 

The inductance of a magnetic swi-tch depends on the degree of magnetisa- 

tion of its core.  If a ferromagnetic material has a hysteresis loop as 

shown in Figure 7.51, its magnetiw permeability (equal to the ratio of an 

increment of magnetic induction to an increment of field potential; i.e., 

LL » AB/AH) in the saturated state •  (regions 1-2 and l*-2» in fig. ?-5l), 

is considerably less than permeability in the nonsaturated state jj, 

(region 1-1»)• Consequently inductance of a magnetic switch in the un- 

saturated state (L) will be considerably more than at saturation (L ). 

The impedance of a choke in the unsaturated state will alee be greater than 

at saturation. This fundamental property of nonlinear inductances Is used 

in magnetic switches. 

T •f 
A*'' 

AS 

Figure 7-51.  Hysteresis loop of special alloys, 
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The core material should have certain properties.  Primarily, the 

hysteresis loop of the alloy should be almost rectangular, and its area, 

as sniall as possible. With such properties, permeability of the core 

material varies drastically when the material saturates Cji/u ^ 2000); 

the material switches from one state to another with low field potentials, 

and hysteresis losses are  small- 

A ferrogmagnetie material should also have the greatest possible 

magnetic induction at saturation B , thus permitting a reduction in the 

required volume of the core, and accordingly, in the dimensions and weight 

of the commutator. 

The core material should have high resistivity to reduce eddy current 

losses.  To further reduce these losses, cores are wound 01 ribbons from 

10 to 8o microns thick. 

Various ferromagnetic alloys with the required properties have been 

produced.  The best of these are nickel permalloy type 60 NP, 65 NP, 

and otbers. Table 7-8 shows the characteristics of some alloys. 

Table 7.8 

Characteristics of some ferromagnetic 
alloys 

3. 

CM» 

2 
Tojiaima 

IMC», MM 

9 
-'Hiuyuiwii 

II.1CUW.CI Uli 

5KO*PUII- 
-TK1U.1* 

iffiiM 

6 VjcakJioc 
COn^OTUBJC- 

nc 

7 

50 SP 0,05 1.5 ss—« to 45 *.* 

65 KP 
0.01 

0,05-0,10 \& 
52-57 
SE—93 

43 
12 30 8,35 

34  AKMP 
0,02—0,04 

0.35 
1,3 
1,55 

S5-90 
S6-95 

16 
%,6 52 3,3 

80  NKhS 
0,05—0,1 
0,2—0,34 0,7 

i6-£ 
1,6 65 S,5 

79  NMA 
0,01 
0,2 0,75 — S,0 

1,6 56 S.S5 

£310 
0,05-0,09 

0,05 1,6 
40—42 

71 
4,0 
32 52 3,5 

0,05 1.7 66 36 

Key:  1 - alloy; 2. - plate thickness, ram; 3 - saturation induction B , 
veber/nr*; *t  - BQ/B,., %i   5 -  coercive force, Hc, a/m; 6 - specific 
impedance, p  *10~3, ohm-m; 7 - specific weight, kg/m3. 

'et 

A schematic of a magnetic modulator is illustrated in Figure 7-52- 

Magnetic modulators usually have an ac supply, so ac voltage is supplied 

to input terminals 1-2.  Transformer Xr steps up voltage to the required 

value.  Charging choke CC assures the required charging mode for the first 
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storage capacitor C Saturation chokes MK»,  MK ,  and MKL  arc magnetic 

switches.    Artificial line AL ana puls« transformer PT have the customary 

purpose* 

to SHF generator 

Figure 7-52.     Circuit of  a magnetic pulse modulator. 

Capacitors C    and C    are  equivalent and equal  to  the total  capacitance 

C, .        of the artificial   line, line 
Inductances of the magnetic switches are chosen so that each is con- 

siderably smaller than the preceding one,   i.e.,   in a nonsaturated  state 

L,   >  L_  > L_„     At  saturation also L,        > L_       >  L- Inductance of 123 l s        2 s        J s 
the first switch in a nonsaturated state should be several times larger 

than inductance L. of the charging choke.     Usually L   > (3-5 )!<>.- 

The first switch has an additional winding for initial magnetization 

from the dc  source   (through terminals 9~10). 

Inductance of the final switch MK^ in a nonsaturated state should be 

considerably larger than the inductance of the pulse transformer primary 

winding,  and at saturation it.should not be larger than the inductance of 

a segment of the AL. 

In a magnetic modulator there are three principal  parts:   input circuit, 

transforming stages,  and final stage. 

The input circuit comprises capacitor C  ,  charging  choke CC,   and the 

step-up transformer, which serves to charge C..    The charging choke is chosen 

so that  the circuit  : 

the modulator,  i.e., 

so that  the circuit  is tuned to the  frequency of the generator QJ    supplying 

°b 1« 

If there is no initial  energy stored in the circuit,  voltage   Cfig. 7-53a) 

on the secondary winding of the step-up transformer 

e = E sin to t. (7-33> m g 

Voltage on the capacitor will vary as shown in Figure 7-53b. Mathe- 

matically this voltage is described by the equation 

act — <?£"* (*"* — l) cos V. (7-34) (7.34) 
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Q is the figure of merit of the input circuit; 

c/    is the attenuation factor of the circuit; 

tiL is the intrinsic angular frequency of the circuit- 

** • j"! 
Sn 

A»« 1/ \' 
CO * / • i 

/ «fluwe\| 

-B„ / \ ^m      s 

Figure 7-53-  Graphs of voltage and magnetic induction in the 
input stage of a magnetic modulator. 

In the initial state MK. is at negative saturation, i.e., initial mag- 

netic induction in its core B(0) = -B . 
. s 

An  increment of magnetic induction UB in the core is associated vith 

voltage on the choke by the equation 

Aß: 
:?.35) 

where 

£3  is in v-sec/m j 

S   in cm ; 
c 

u  is voltage in -volts- 

Voltage u. acts at points 3-4 of the circuit.  It is applied simultaneously 
ci 

to the four sequentially switched-in elements HK , HK , MK , and FT.  Since 

the inductance of the first switch is considerably larger than the inductance 

of all the following elements, voltage u£ is applied almost entirely to 

the first switch. 

Vith a variation in u as shown in Figure 7«53b, at the very beginning 

of the C charging stage, the first magnetic switch is taken out of negative 

saturation, and then its magnetic induction begins to rise. 

The increment of magnetic induction satisfies (7.35)» and total in- 

duction in the core varies as shown in Figure 7-53b- 
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• tc(t*s.l 

-pCx/C»)   =j=£zfa,.,J 

Figure 7.54. Equivalent circuit of the discharge loop of a -trans- 
former stage. 

Magnetic induction is maximum at t., when u.  changes polarity.  At 

this time, the core should not be in «i state of positive saturation.  After 

t , the MC, core is demagnetized by a voltage of reverse polarity on 

capacitor C_. Dem&gnetixation takes place more rapidly than magnetisation» 

It continues until the core returns to the original state of negative 

saturation (moment t ).  In the saturated state the impedance of MK is 

racucally reduced, and capacitor C begins to discharge into capacitor C . 

The equivalent circuit of the discharge is shown in Figure 7*34* 

At the initial moment of discharge, voltage on capacitor C is equal to the 

amount to which it v&g charged. The process of discharging capacitor C 

through the saturated first switch into capacitor -_ is accompanied by a 

drop in voltage on both capacitors as show» in Figure 7*55-    Note th&t MK- 

in this period 

charge into AL. 

in this period is not saturated and does not permit capacitor C to dis 

JtjV 

Figure 7-55'    Voltage and current in the transformer and final 
stages of a magnetic modulator. 

Analytically,  voltage on the capacitors during recharging is described 

by the following equations 

and 

where 

«C* = f- (1 + COS «*/) 

'tfc+l• 14" (I—COS«*0, 

(7-36) 

(7-37) 

k    is the number of discharging capacitors; 
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k + 1 is the capacitor following the discharging capacitor; 

U     is voltage to which the capacitor was charged; 

ui = l/|E~C   is the intrinsic angular frequency; 

In this case, "c k = 
u
cli and u£    = u^-  Voltage u^ is applied 

across points 5-6, i.e., it is applied to three elements: MK,» MK_, and 

the primary winding of the pulse transformer. Since the inductance of 

MK is much larger than the remaining inductances, the voltage acts principally 

on MK „ 

Voltage u^) in accordance with (7*35)» causes a change in magnetic 

induction in the core of the second switch. 

When voltage on the second capacitor reaches its maximum, the core of 

MK saturates, and capacitor C begins to discharge into the AL.. 

Voltage on capacitor C varies in accordance with (7-36), and voltage 

on the line (with total capacitance C .  = C ) varies in accordance with 

(7-37)- 

Voltage u   , i.e., at points 7-8, principally acts on MIC- Vhen 

line voltage reaches its maximum, switch MX_ saturates and begins to dis- 

charge the AL into the load through the pulse transformer. 

In the circuits C-, MIL and C_, MIC, voltage and current are trans- 

formed.  Duration of the processes is reduced, but discharge current froic 

stage to stage is increased. Accordingly, these circuits are called 

transformer stages- 

Duration of the process in the ka stage is equal to half the period of 

intrinsic oscillations, i.e.. 

*-«j/v%- (7.38) 

where 

L   is the inductance of the k* switching choke at saturation. 

The final stage consists of an artificial line, magnetic switch MK., 

and the pulse transformer* The line is discharged into the primary winding 

of the pulse transformer loaded by a. SHF generator in the same way as for 

the customary linear modulator* This forms a voltage pulse of the given 

length, determined by the artificial line parameters. 

This circuit is called a choice circuit, since its magnetic switches 

use a variety of choke.  Composite circuits are sometimes used in practice, 

in which nut»transformers end transformers are usod together with chokes* 

In this case, an input transformer is not required, since the required 

voltage increase may be obtained in transformer stages with switching auto— 

transformers or transformers. 

There are usually three or four transformer stages in a modulator. 

If the modulator power is increased, the number of stages is raised to six. 
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Magnetic modulators arc highly reliable, mechanically rugged, ana require 

no  warn-up lime-  They may be constructed with any desired output parameters; 

in particular, there are no factors which would limit the possibility of 

obtaining the necessary powers. 

7-20 Radio Transmitter Circuits 

In recent years multistage radio transmitters using floating drift klystrons 

and acplitrons in the output stages have cone into wider use. A typical 

block diagram of a pulsed transmitter with a floating-drift klystron is 

shown in Figure 7-56-  The klystron generator exciter is a multistage device 

with repeated frequency multiplication, and amplification of the r.f. 

oscillations. Fairly powerful oscillations, stable in frequency and phase, 

are obtained at its output. 

irjioy 

JjnyC* 

^=L 
4 J 

1         r- 
1 

trigger1— -4- .  . . 

£ 3 d ̂ 7 ^1 7 

to At* 

Figur« 7.56. Block schematic of a transmitter with a floating drift 
klystron. 

1 - exciter; 2 - klystron generator; 3 - pulse modulator 
of the exciter; 4 - pulse sodulator of the klystron 
generator; 5 - control, blocking and signaling system; 
6 - cooling system; 7 - supply source. 

The oscillations are modulated in the exciter and the klystron generator 

by separate pulse modulators. '* 

One possible circuit of a klystron generator is shown in Figure 7.12« 

Quartz-crystal oscillators, stabilitrons. and reflex klystrons are 

used in the exciter master oscillator in the latter case (t±g,  7-57). 

Reference voltage at the .-stable frequency is taken off after the oscillations 

of the quarta-crystal oscillator used in the AFC system have been frequency- 

multiplied. 

Frequency modulation 'fig. 7-57) is accomplished by applying a 

modulating voltage to the reflex klystron- 

The complexity of the exciters in more powerful klystron transmitters 

is indicated in Figure 7*58.  Kere a quartz-crystal oscillator is used as a 

aasxer oscillator* Electron tube amplifiers and frequency multipliers, using 
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Figure 7-57- Block schematic of a klystron transmitter. 

1 - video amplifier; 2 - reflex klystron; 3 - klystron 
amplifier; 4 - intermediate frequency amplifier; 5 - 
amplifier; 6 - rectifier; 7 - mixer; 8 - discricinator; 
9 - magnetization rectifier? 10 - frequency multiplier 
stages; 11 - quartz-crystal oscillator; 12 - supply, 
control, and protection circuit. 

SHF triodes, amplify the oscillations and raise their frequency. Amplitude 

modulation is accomplished by applying a modulating voltage to the output 

stage klystron. 

-I ydeoumcßb 
I i 

ympoancn 

s )'r.p3-jir.cto\ —.- I'zjpoznaib —*- ympaumcjtb,  t"^Z:p  j—— 

It 
j •> Ciena SVCCKO- 

Figure 7-58. Block schematic of a klystron transmitter with 
electron tube exciter. 

1 - klystron generator; 2 - doublerj 3 - tripler; k - 
supply unit; 5 - control and protection circuit; 6 - 
modulating signal amplifier; 7 - hi an voltage rectifier: 
8 - focusing winding supply rectifier. 

In pulsed radio transmitters pulse modulation in the electron tube 

frequency multipliers and the amplifiers of the exciter is carried on simul- 

taneously with pulse modulation in the klystron generator. 

Floating drift multiplier klystrons, amplitrons, and traveling wave 

tubes may be ured in the exciter stages. 
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ff    ff 
Figur« 7-59-    Schematic of the radio frequency channel of a klystron 

transmitter. 

i  - reflex klystron;  £ - resonator; 3  - three-cavity 
floating drift klystron with magnetic focusing?   4 - 
four-cavity floating drift klystron with electromagnetic 
focusing. 

Figure 7.59 shows a simplified schematic of the radio frequency channel 

of a three-stage klystron transmitter.    A reflex klystron,  1, with a high-Q 

resonator,  2,   serves as the master oscillator.    Amplification and frequency 

multiplication are accomplished by a floating drift klystron,  3,  with 

magnetic focusing.    Floating drift klystron 4 with electromagnetic focusing 

is used in  the output  stage. 

Figure 7.6o shows a block diagram of a pulsed radio transmitter 

using platinotrons. 

H nacnjjJiiiru 
2 
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f f c \ <5 7 
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Figure 7-60.    Block diagram of a pulsed transmitter using platinotrons. 

1  - tuning mechanism;   Z - longitudinal  deflection mechanism; 
3 - cavity resonator;  ** - stabilitron;  5 - reflection 
element;   6 — reflected wave attenuator;   7 ~ amplitron; 
8 - tube modulator;  9 - cooling system;  10 - linear 
modulator;   11 - to load;   12 - triggering  pulses. 

A stabilitron serves as exciter.    A faigh-Q cavity resonator,  tuned 

over a determined frequency range with the tuning mechanism,  is connected 

to its input,  and a reflecting elexent is connected to its output.    The 

feedback necessary Tor self-excitation is accomplished üy reflecting part 

of the energy.    Feedback phase is controlled by moving the reflector along 

the coupled waveguide. 
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A decoupling attenuator  is connected after the reflecting  element to 

decrease the effect  uf the amplitron on the master oscillator.     A ferrite 

rectifier which slightly attenuates the  forward wave and  hloel^s propagation 

of wave  in  the backward direction  is often used as a decoupling  element* 

An  amplitron is used  in the output  stage.     Separate  pulse nodule tors 

serve to  control  oscillations of  the  exciter and the amplitron output 

generator.     An electron tube modulator  is used to  control  the  less powerful 

caster oscillator,  which is under rigid requirements relative to frequency 

stability and phase.    The output, amplitron generator is controlled by 

the less  powerful  linear modulator.     The pulse modulators are  synchronized 

from one  source- 

Figure 7.61 shows a simplified circuit of a radio frequency circuit of 

an amplitron transmitter.    Traveling wave tube 1  is used in the first stages 

of the exciter.    Amplitrons operate in the following stage 3 of the exciter 

and in the output  stage  5 of the transmitter*    Ferrite devices 2  and 4 are 

used for stage decoupling* 

Svei 

xi    Output 

Figure 7*6l-    Circuit of the radio frequency channel of an amplitron 
transmitter. 

1 - traveling wave tube;   2,  4 - ferrite devices; 
3  - amplitron of the exciter following  stage;   5 -  ampli- 
tron of the transmitter output stage. 

Garcinotrons,  klystrons,   and other generating  devices may be used as 

coaster oscillators in amplitron transmitters.     The  frequency  of the 

amplitron transmitter may be adjusted over a given range with electronic 

or mechanical tuning arrangements.     Amplitrons cannot be tuned as wideband 

devices in this case. 
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Chapter VTII 

Radio Receiving Devices 

S.1 General Information on Radio Receiving Devices 

Radio receiving devices are designed to separat« signals of a certain 

frequency and shape, to subsequently amplify them« ana to convert them to 

the form required to trigger the final stage (indicator). 

The most common form of a radio receiving device at the present time 

is the superheterodyne receiver, such as that shown in the block diagram 

in Figure 8.1. 1 npctfzcjasamejit 
' taangmu    c 

fB-
b 

roar» 

Wpw- iio 

Figure 8.1. Block diagram of a radio receiving device. 

1 - frequency converter; 2 - input device; 3 - high 
frequency amplifier; V - mixer-, 5 - intermediate frequency 
amplifier; 6 - fji 7 • detector; 8 - low frequency 
amplifier; 9 - final stage; 10 - heterodyne. 

Frequency selectivity is accomplished in high frequency and intermediate 

frequency amplifiers. Secondary conversion (detection) of the signals into 

a shape required for operation of the final stage is accomplished in a 

detector. 

The frequency converter is required to simplify signal amplification; 

this is done principally at an intermediate frequency f. which is lower 

than the received signal and which does not vary whan the receiver operates 

in a range of frequencies. Amplification of the signals to a value required 

to operate the final stage is primarily effected in the intermediate frequency 

amplifier stages and partially in the high frequency amplifier end video 

amplifier (low frequency amplifier)* The stages of the receiver (fig. 8.1) 

up to the detector comprise the linear part o'f the receiver. 

Radio receivers are classified according to the form of the signal 

rvco>-ec (pulse, frequency modulated, etc.), the operating frequency range 

(meter, decimeter, centimeter, and millimeter wave length receivers), and 

ether factors. 

Depending on their purpose, receivers may be distinguished not only 

by the form of the received signal and the operating frequency range, but 

also by circuit, construction and performance figures. 
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8.2 3asic Performance Figures of Receivers 

The sensitivity of a receiver- characterizes its capability to receive 

veak radio signals. It is quantitatively described by the value of the 

limiting and actual sensitivity. 

The limiting sensitivity of a receiver P*     or E'   . is defined r nun     r mm 
as that minimum power (or emf) of the signal in the antenna which, if the 

antenna and receiver are matched, produces at the output of its linear part 

a signal-to-noise ratio equal to one. 

Actual sensitivity of the receiver P     (or £  . ) is defined as. that r nan r nan 
power (or emf) in the antenna which produces at the output of the linear 

part of the receiver a signal-to-noise ratio equal to the discrimination 

factor.  For decimeter waves and shorter, sensitivity is measured in watts 

or decibels, for meter ana longer waves, it is measured in volts (micro- 

volts). 

Accordingly 

p- -iJ*3 = 10 log P^J>:/P   -iJ>3. r man re*    r man 
where 

P * is the power of a reference level (usually P - = 10  watts). 

Receiver sensitivity varies inversely with "the value of P     or r man 
E  . • In present-day decimeter and centimeter wave receivers« P    • 
r mi?3    -14 r "" - 10   to 10   watts, in meter wave receivers and above E     » 2 to 1 r man 
SO microvolts. 

At SHF, sensitivity is primarily limited by internal noise of the re- 

ceiver. Receiver noise is characterized by the noise figure N, •which in- 

dicates by how many times the total noise at the input (or output) of the 

device is larger than total noise in the signal source at its input (output). 

Since noise from the signal source is supplemented by internal noise 

of the receiver, the signal/noise ratio at the receiver output will be 

smaller than at its input. This deterioration is also characterized quanti- 

tatively by the noise figure. 

The noise figure N of a device is defined as the ratio of signal/noise 

power at •the input to the signal/noise power at the output: 

(P /P ). 
K = j-*,-8!" (3.1) 

The noise figure is measured in relative units and decibels, where 

N"  • 10 log N.. _. For an ideal (no-noise) stage N = 1. Actually, in do cal 
modern radar receivers N = 1 to 10. 

The noise properties of a receiver are also characterized by the effective 

noise temperature T  , associated with N by the equation 

T 
eff = T0<

N-X)' 
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TQ = 300 "K. 

The noise figure of a receiver is primarily determined by noise in 

the first stage». Thus, the first stages (high frequency amplifier stages) 

should be low noise in order to decrease the noise figure and increase 

sensitivity of the receiver- 

Gain characterizes the amplifying properties or the receiver-  A 

distinction is made between power gain (K ) and voltage gain (K). 

Power gain K is defined as the ratio of power at the output of the 

device P   to power at the input. P. , 
out   *^ *^ '  in' 

K = P ./P. . 
p   out in 

Voltage gain is defined analogously 

K =» U J  U. . out   in 

If the input and output stages are matched and the stage requires the 
a. 

maximum possible (i.e., nominal) power P. .  fron the signal source (the 
x in 

preceding stage or antenna) and delivers nominal power P     to the load, 

the ratio of these powers is defined as the nominal power gain: 

P 
K   -  n out 
np T-— 

n in 

The greater the K  of a given stage, the less the effect Of noise 

in the following stages on the receiver sensitivity. Gain is given in 

relative units or decibels, where X  = 20 log K or K .. • 10 log K . 
6   *^        p 13 

In common receivers total gain K = (0.1-10) • 10 ; le - (0.1-10) - 10  j 

It  = (0.1-10) - 1013. 
np 

Gain is a complex quantity, since between input ana output voltages 

there is a phase shift due to reactive elements.  The relationship of the 

gain modulus to the frequency is called the frequency characteristic, and 

the relationship of the phase shift angle between U . and U.  (argument 

of Kj to frequency is called the phase characteristic (Fig. 8.2). 

The pass band of a receiver characterizes its selective properties 

and determines the region of frequencies passed at the same time by the 

receiver. Width of the pass band is determined (Fig. 3.3) as Sie difference 

of frequencies f and f, for which K is decreased by \/2 and K is half 
2     1 P 

of its maxiaum value- 

For pulse receivers there is an optimum or quasi-optimum pass band, 

for which the signal/noise ratio at the output of the linear part of the 
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Figure 8.2. Frequency and phase characteristics of a receiver« 

receiver is maximum. The optimum band depends on the form and length of 

the pulse and is determined by the equation 

0.5 -r- 1,37 
A^p-t— (8.2) 

where T - length, of the received pulse; 
P 

0.8 

1-37 

for & bell-shaped  pulse; 

for & rectangular pulse. 

In actual radar station receivers AF opt 0.1-1 MHz, 

When the pass hand of a radio receiver xs shifted from the optimum 

{i.e., when AF >&F ^ or AF <&F  ), the signal/noise ratio at the output 
i?  opt     p  opt 

of its linear section becomes worse. This is caused by different spectral 

distributions in the frequency of the pulse signal and the noise. 

iömiting sensitivity of the pass band and the noise figure are asso- 

ciated by the following relationships: 

P   - mm tirjtbF\mjb 

rrnin *" 
- in u-V; 

(8.3) 

(S.4, 

where E' r mm 
*P*        . in W- 

r mxn 3 

k Boltzmann constant 

T     = 300««,  IcT 4-10'21  tf/s; 

radiation resistance of the antenna in fl« 

The range of a receiver is characterised by the ability of the receiver 

to operate in a range of frequencies and determines primarily the noise 

shielding of the receiver from antenna interference.     It  is quantitatively 
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determined by the dynamic range of the input 0.     and output D        signal. 
in out 

Dynamic range of the input signal D.  is defined as the ratio of 
in 

m-.^«...— input voltage U.     at which the receiver is not overloaded, to 
in max 

minimum input voltage U.   . , corresponding to the limiting sensitivity of 
in sun 

the receiver: 

Dynamic range of the output signal is found analogously! 
V 

-   _ out max ._ ,. 
out " ü ^  . Ce-6) 

out man 

These values are sometimes determined by power: 

P 
(8.7) 

pin  P   . * 
r sin 
P  . 
out max 

DP out - P  CM) 
out nun 

They are measured in relative units or decibels, D-- « 20 log D; 

D   a 10 log 0 .  In common, receivers D.  should be greater than 70 to SO dB. 
pdB p 3X1 
The relationship of U   toll, is called the amplitude characteristic of 

the receiver. 

Radio receivers are also characterized, by the operating stability, 

efficiency, and technical-economic indicators (cost, weight, dimensions, 

etc.). 

8.3 Optimum Reception 

Reception of* useful signals in practice is accompanied by internal 

and external fluctuation interference (noise).  A receiver vhicii provides 

the best reception, evaluated by an arbitrary criterion, in the presence 

of noise is called an optimum receiver. Receiving a signal in the presence 

of noise requires a solution to one of the following, two problems:   ,_ 

detecting the signal; i.e., establishing the presence or absence of 

a signal; 

A-> i/rt~ifwinatinj the signal; i.e., finding the form of the signal 

oscillations or one (sometimes several) of the parameters of this oscillation 

(amplitude, arrival time, etc.). 

The problems of detecting and discriminating have much in common and 

in many cases may be solved at the same time. But these problems also 

have many differences. Thus an optimum, signal detector nay not he ^aa. 

optimum discriminator, and vice versa. The predominant problem in radar 

is the problem of detection. 
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Criteria for an optimum receiver.  In the process of detecting a 

signal two types of errors are possible: 

detecting a signal when in fact there is only noise (false alarm) ; 

not detecting a signal when there actually is one (signal omission). 

Criteria have been set up in relation to the probability of errors. 

According to the criterion of an ideal observer, a receiver is con- 

sidered optimum if it assures a minimum probability of error of any type» 

-According to the Newman-Pearson criterion, a receiver is considered 

optimum if it has a maximum probability of correct detection, a "•'"'""" 

probability of omitting a signal with a given probability of false alarm. 

The  Newman—Pearson criterion is the most feasible for radar. Other optimum 

criteria are known {Bice criterion, mini-aax criterion, information loss 

criterion) . 

In the eeneral case, the criterion applied to a receiver depends on its 

construction and properties. 

Two types of optimum receiver nay be used for detecting a radar signal: 

a, receiver vith an optimum filter and a correlation receiver, 

A receiver vith an Optimum filter may solve two problems: 

reproduction of the information carried by the signal U (t) with 

the niniaani mean square error; 

reproduction of the signal U (t) with minianan mean square error« 

for a radar station detector, detection is the main problem; conse- 

quently an optimum receiver amounts to a linear filter and a following 

detector (Fig. 8.3). Xn this case, that linear filter which provides 

maximum signal/noise ratio at the detector output is the optimum.  Construc- 

tion of the filter is strictly dependent on the signal spectrum. The filter 

is optimum whose complex frequency characteristic is proportional to the 

complex-conjugate spectrum of the received signal (see Chap. I). For 

example, for a sequence n of periodic radio pulses (for a series of signals 

reflected from the target) an optimum filter (Fig. 8.4) consists of two 

series blocks K.(j(e) and K (j<u) and has a saw-tooth frequency characteristic 

(Fig- 8-5 tO -  Block K. (jio) is an optimum filter for a single radio pulse 

and is realized as a system (Fig. 3.6). Structure and frequency charac- 

teristic of block K^(jtu) strictly depends on the number of pulses n. 

For r>l, this block has a saw-tooth frequency characteristic (Fig. 8.5 b) 

and for this reason is called a saw-tooth filter. For finite n, a saw- 

tooth filter is realized as a delay line EL with (n-1) taps and isolation 

stages (Fig. 8.7). For n-*», a saw-tooth filter may be realized as a vide- 

band stage with delayed negative feedback. (Fig. 8.3) with pK -*1„ For a 

finite number of pulses, the latter filter (Fig. 8*8) is not optimum. 
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37i'*ft?*(*w 

Figure S-3-     Block diagram of an optimum receiver with a filter. 

1  - linear filter;   2 -  amplitude detector. 

ffjW —-   if^'iu; 

Figure 3.4. Block diagram of an optimum filter for a seauence of 

pulses. 

Kj(j») 

Figure 8-5. Frequency characteristics of an optimum filter: 

a) for block £ ; b) for block K£; c) for the filter as 
a whole«,     ~ *" 

Lpijm- 

Figure 8.6*  Structure of block KL in an optimum filter: 

lD integrating circuit; 2) summing stage. 
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^nput 

Output 

Figure 8.7-  Structure of block K in an optima filter for finite n 

CIS - isolation stages; SS - steaming stage) 

to Uelay j 
lin* j 

Figure 8-8. Structure of the K_ block in. an optimum filter for n •+ •• 

Since it is sometimes difficult to realize optimum filters, quasi- 

optimurn filters have been studied by V- I- Siforov to operate on rectan- 

gular radio pulses, and by A. P. Belousov to operate on bell-shaped radio 

pulses. The form of the particular characteristic of the filter is assumed 

given and corresponding to the resonance characteristic of the system of 

circuits, and the maximum signal/noise ratio at the filter output is 

assured only by choosing the pass band» The latter is found from equation 

(8.2). 

A correlation receiver permits optimum detection of signals with 

completely unknown parameters. For optimum correlation of a pulse radar 

receiver, besides the known parameters (signal frequency, pulse length, 

etc.), the position of the expected reflected signal in time oust also be 

known.  In this case there is minima mean square error in reproducing 

the information. The block diagram of the simplest correlation receiver 

is shown in Fig. 8.9, where y(t) - received oscillation, Je(t) - reference 

oscillation, associated in a particular way with the signal. For example, 

x(t) - useful signal delayed by time T . 

»ft; 
-•=-*i taltxplier 
Input    f 

Integrator H 
*W 

Figure 8.9. Block diagram of a correlation receiver. 
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3.4. Input Circuits 

Input- circuits are designed to match the antenna-leeder system to the 

high frequency amplifier, and, if there is so high frequency amplifier, to 

match directly to the converter and to carry out preliminary selection. 

Separate oscillator systems ox- a set of several oscillator systems, 

coupled together are used as input circuits. 

la the long, medium, and short wavelength ranges and in the first part 

of the meter range (up to 150-200 Mrte) oscillator circuits with lumped 

parameter*, consisting of inductor windings and capacitors (Fig* 8.10) are 

used as input (and also iuterst-nge) circuits. 

Figure 8.10, Input circuit with lumped parameters. 

At frequencies above 200 MHz oscillator systems with distributed para- 

laeters are used-, since with an increase in frequency the dimensions of 

i-n^iif^-rtr- landings decrease, and at frequencies above 200 MHz they are 

impossible ±o .construct.  In addition, with an increase in frequency, 

selectivity of the oscillator system with lumped parameters drops rapidly 

as a consequence of an increase in active resistance in the conductors 

because of skin effect. 

At frequencies from 200 to 1000 MHz, long line sections are used as 

input (and interstage) circuits, and at frequencies higher than 1000 MHz 

cavity resonators ar^  used, since here sections of long lines are not 

highly selective as a consequence of losses due to skin effect. Cavity 

resonators have a greater surface area; consequently current density in the 

metal and losses in Joule heat are  small.  In centimeter range radar stations 

the input circuit is usually combined with one of the antenna T-E. tubes. 

Oscillator circuits in the frequency range are tuned by electrical or 

mechanical changes in one parameter or another. Electrical tuning is 

accomplished with ferrites, ferroelectric and semiconductor capacitors. 

Mechanical tuning is accomplished with variable capacitors, short circuit 

stubs, etc. 

me input circuit may be coupled to the signal source capacitively, 

inductively, or with an auto transformer. For a system with distributed 

parameters, coupled lines, an opening, or a slot may he used* 
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The fundamental parameters of input devices are the voltage or power 

transmission coefficients, K. and JC . respectively, the pass band A**- , 

and the resonant frequency £_- 

Noise properties of the input circuits in an electron tube nigh fre- 

quency amplifier are taken into account in calculating "the noise figure of 

the amplifier. In other cases, the noise properties of the input circuits 

are calculated separately and are characterized toy the noise figure N, 

uniquely associated with the power transmission coefficient by the formula 
1 

The ratio of voltage (power) in the output circuit to the emf (nominal 

power) of the signal source is understood under the voltage (power) trans- 

mission coefficient of the input circuit, 

The transmission, coefficient is Tnfl^fp""» when the antenna—feeder system 

is matched to the input circuit. 

In practice, receiver input circuits have K. = 0-7-3» K = 0-7-0.95; 

AF • 5-70 KHz. 

8-5_  High Frequency Amplifiers 

The purpose of a. high frequency amplifier is to provide ^'"'"m total 

noise figure, to suppress noise in the secondary <-hnnnol ^ of the receiver, 

and to amplify at the frequency of the received signal. 

Two-stage electron tube high frequency amplifiers are used in th* 

meter and decimeter ranges* Traveling wave tube high frequency amplifiers 

are used in the centimeter and shoi*ter wave regions. 

To decrease the noise figure at superhigh frequency, special low- 

noise amplifiers (parametric amplifiers, amplifiers using tunnel diodes, 

quantum amplifiers) are also used. 

The basic parameters of a. high frequency amplifier are: noise figure 

N, voltage gain IC, nftmiwaT power gain K , and stable gain X . 

Stable gain is defined as the ""»TJ"T"TP voltage gain at which the stage 

operates in a stable condition (does not oscillate) • It is inversely 

proportional to frequency and to the capacitance, coupling the input and 

output circuits of the stage. 

Furthermore, a high frequency amplifier is characterized by a resonant 

frequency, a pass band, and input and output admittances*  In practice the 

high frequency amplifiers of contemporary receivers have, depending on 

frequency, N = 2-10; K = 10-70; K  - 20-300? K = 10-100. 
np        s 
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High frequency electron-tube amplifiers 

The most common electron-tub« circuits are:    a two-stage circuit using a 

pentode vita grounded cathode (pentode,  grounded cathode - pentode,  grounded 

cathode),   a cascade circuit   (Fig. 8.11)  -triode with grounded cathode - 

triodc with grounded grid,  and a two-stage tricde with grounded grid - 

triodo with grounded grid circuit  (Pig. 8.12).     ALI of these circuits using 

bantam tubes and oscillator systems with lumped parameters are u?cd at fre- 

quencies up to 100-150 MHz; Above 150-200 MHz, only the triode with grounded 

grid circuit using bantam tubes and cermet tubes and oscillator systems with 

distributed parameters are used. 

Figure 8*11*     Cascade circuit   (triode with  grounded  cathode -  triode 

with grounded grid). 

+ £* 

Figure 8.12. Triode with grounded grid - triode with grounded grid. 

Figure 8.13 shows a schematic section of the construction and equivalent 

circuit of a high frequency aaplifiar stage usir.g a lighthouse triode and 

sections of coaxial lines. 
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f£ Output 

!i 

im ^ 
Anode rf-i 

^=p%X--Jj€atb ode; 
% 

Figure 8.13.  Schematic cross section and equivalent circuit of a 

lighthouse triode with grounded grid. 

The triode with grounded cathode - triode with grounded grid circuit 

(cascade circuit) provides minimum noise figure and low input admittance. 

Because of the low output admittance of the first stage, a.  low noise figure 

iic assured in the second stage.    The second stage (triode with grounded 

grid)   shunts the first   (triode with grounded cathode) ,   thus providing stable 

amplification of the first   stage and  sufficiently high nominal power gain, 

although the voltage gain is sharply reduced (Sä 1). 

A comparative appraisal of the basic parameters of electron-tube high 

frequency amplifiers is shown in Table 8.1. 

TafiJittaa 3.1 

CBOMCTKI KacKuaa y£1 

1    II3K — H3tt 2    T3C-T3C . 3     T3K - T3C 

5        ilT^-flOSkniDft 

7       K—HSHCOAbtlJKÄ 
o   K7 —cpaBHXTMtao 

r1 JThi«   . l±/C —6aawnoft 
L3fi^¥ — tSazunoA 

^•3 w — »»fatä 
4 /?Mp— aOOaWHHO  BKCO- 

KHft 
A" — NUUS 

cpaBMHTftiruto 

up»   xajioki  ycH- 
Jteiltm <JC"*^ I) 
BMCOTO Kaotaaa 

Tabl'j 8.1. Properties of high frequency amplifier stages. 

1. pentode (grounded cathode) - pentode (grounded cathode) 
2. triode (grounded grid) - triode (grounded grid) 
3- triode (grounded cathode) - triode (grounded grid) 
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•'»-  (cascade circuit}; 5.  X - large; 6.  K    small: np 
7-     K  -  largest;  8  - K    - comparatively  large;  9  - V - 

small;   10  -  K       - comparatively snail;  11.     K - large; np 
12.     K     -   large;   13   -  N   -   small}   1-4.     K       -   sufficiently 

high;  15 - K - small;  16.    K    - comparatively high,   but 
first  stage  gain low  (K »» l). 

For eacn stage of all electron-tube high frequency amplifier circuits 

the following relationships are valid: 

Stool« gain is determined by the equations: 

for triode with grounded cathode and pentode with grounded cathode 

circuits JJ-O.«/^; (8.12) 

for triode with grounded grid circuit 

Here K
s~ ^ -Ca* * 

g_, S, R     input admittance, transconduetance, and equivalent noise 

resistance of the tube respectively; 

g admittance of the signal source (antenna); 

g input circuit admittance; 

g total admittance of the input circuit (g = g  + g * 

fl.)i 

i1     r total capacitance and total admittance of the anode circuit 

of the stage respectively-    Cgz = 9(>e + fl^  x  + fl^ £> i 
C     ,   C , anode-gride and  anode-cathode capacitance of the tube; ag       ax 
m frequency  of the amplified oscillations; 

m coupling coefficient from the grid of the following 

stage.     For complete coupling of the circuit &    =1. 
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Parametric amplifiers 

Parametric amplifiers are devices in which the signal is amplified by 

the effect of a high frequency energy source periodically changing the 

reactive parameter (capacitance or inductance) of the circuit and consequently 

introducing energy into the circuit- 

Depending on the method of changing reactance of the parametric amplifier 

circuit, the following types are recognized:  semiconductor, electron ray, 

ferromagnetic (ferrite]. 

Operating principles of a semiconductor parametric amplifier. The operating 

principle of a semiconductor parametric amplifier in which the capacitance 

of the circuit is varied, may be explained on the model of an oscillating 

-.ircuit containing a capacitor (Fig. 8.14) with movable plates. 

-fei^i^K-ri^ri^H 

Figure 8.14. Operating principle of a parametric amplifier; a) model 

Of a parametric amplifier; b) form of the signal at the 

parametric amplifier output; c) variation in capacitance 

of a parametric amplifier. 

Until time t (Fig. 8.14 b) the circuit parameters do not change, 

and the signal acting on the circuit has an amplitude U* . Beginning with 

t the capacitor plates are mechanically separated by an amount ad at the 

moments when the voltage and charge on them xs maximum. Since an electric 
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i'io:.;! exist* liozwoon the cap.iciior plates, clergy oust be expanded To shift 

tl^c oiacci.  This energy cones from a special source, called the pumping 

cv~orator.  Energy exparjied in shifting the plates is transmitted to the 

electric field of the capacitor and increases its energy.  This leads to an 

i--creasc in voltage on the capacitor, since the capacitance of the component 

doer^-sed and the charge regained unchanged. 

If the capacitor places are returned to -the original position at those 

moments »»-hen their charge is equal to zero, then energy does not leave the 

circuit. Periodic reiteration of this process leads to an increase in the 

energy supplied to tbe system and an increase in the amplitude of the signal. 

The energy introduced into the circuit is characterized by a negative 

resistance r . The greater the amount of energy supplied, the greater the 

value of r and the greater the gain of the parametric amplifier. 

However, the energy introduced int* the circuit may not increase without 

limit. If energy introduced into the circuit compensates the total energy 

loss in the circuit, which corresponds to r = r , nun-attenuated oscilla- 

tions arise in the circuit when there is no signal, i.e., the system self- 

excites and begins to operate as a parametric generator. Signal?- cannot 

be amplified in such a system.  Here r - total resistance -loss in the 

circuit. 

Introducing energy into a circuit by changing its reactance is usually 

called parametric regeneration to distinguish it from the usual regeneration 

in tube amplifiers produced by positive feedback. 

Oscillations of the pumping generator, which vary ihe capacitance of 

the circuit, should correspond in frequency and phase to the signal fre- 

quency. The plates must be shifted twice during the period of oscillation 

at the moments of maximum voltage and charge, ard they must be shifted 

twice at the moments when voltage and charge are equal to zero (Fig. 8.l4 b). 

Thus, this system is a device in which external energy which changes 

the capacitance of the capacitor is converted to signal energy. 

In actual semiconductor parametric amplifiers, a semiconductor diode 

whose capacitance is noolinearly dependent on vcltaoe and changes under 

the effect of the pumping voltage from C   to C .  is used in place of a 
max    nan 

mechanical capacitor. To simplify the pumping generator, the voltage does 

not change in jumps, but varies sinuooidally. 

A parametric diode is characterised by the following parameters: 

average capacitance C_, modulation index A, rcsistar.ee loss U , figure of 
D s 

merit Q, critical frequency f  , where 
cr C   + C 

max   min 
S" 2  
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and modulation index 

C — C 
AC max        min m'=^r =c—^c—• 

ii max mm 

Loss resistance R is determined by the total voluae resistance of the - 
s 

semiconductor and the resistance of the contacts; it varies from 0,3-6 Cl  for 

germanium and fron 1-lQ ft for silicon devices. 

The quality of a parametric diode, from the point of view of its appli- 

cation, also depends on the figure of merit of the nonlinear capacitance, 

which is determined by the equation   /) 1 

Consequently, to increase Q of the nonlinear capacitance, diodes with 

low resistance £ must be chosen. 
s 

The critical frequency of a diode is equal to the frequency at which 

negativ« resistance of the diode r is equal to its loss resistance. The 

negative resistance introduced into the circuit is determined by 

r — m 

From which, considering r = R , we obtain the following equation for critical 

frequency: * m . 

13 

For contemporary diodes, the critical frequency is around several 

thousand megahertz. The greater m and the less CL and R , the greater 

amplification may be obtained from a parametric amplifier* Consequently, 

the better diode has the higher critical frequency. 

Parametric amplifiers using semiconductor diodes may he separated into 

three basic groups: 

single-circuit regenerating; 

dual-circuit; 

traveling wave amplifiers. 

Regenerating amplifiers under certain conditions may operate in a 

super-regeneration mode, forming a separate group of amplifiers. 

Single-circuit parametric amplifiers. A parametric amplifier with 

only one circuit which is tuned to the signal frequency has been colled 

a single-circuit regenerating parametric amplifier (Fig. 8.15). 

3 
K 

±:s. zC-i 

Figure 3.15-    Single-circuit parametric amplifier. 
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To  establish the regenerating  amplifying mode in. a single-circuit para- 

metric  amplifier,   the circuit capacitance must vary with the pumping frequency 

I"     = 21" .    A .single-circuit regenerating parametric amplifier is simple in. 

construction  and  tuning. • 

The major fault  of a single-circuit parametric amplifier is the depen- 

dence of gain on the phase ratio between signal  and pumping frequencies. 

If f    / f /2,  the ratio between the phase of these oscillations,  and conse- 

quently the gain,  varies periodically,  which leads to parasitic amplitude 

modulation of the signal   at   a low frequency F = I 2f    - £   ]. s        p 
Dual-circuit par'ametrif: amplifier«     A dual circuit parametric amplifier 

is a system of two oscillator circuits coupled by nonlinear capacitance C 

which varies with frequency f  .     Or: of the circuits is tuned to the signal 

frequency f   ,  the other auxiliary  (open-circuit or balanced)   is tuned to the 

frequency difference f    = f -f    or sum of f    - f •*!  .    The most valuable -ps •*        p    s 
property of dual-circuit parametric amplifiers is that pumping frequency 

drift  and mutual phase shift between the signal and the pumping does not 

affect the  amplifier operation.    Furthermore f    and f    need not be multiples s p 
of each other. 

Depending on the frequency to which the auxiliary circuit is tuned and 

the source of the amplified signal,  dual-circuit parametric amplifiers may 

be separated into three types: 

regenerating amplifier; 

nonregenerating amplifier-converters 

regenerating amplifier-converter. 

Dual—circuit regenerating parametric amplifier-.     A voltage from the 

signal mesh L C    (Pig. 8.16)  and a voltage at the pvenping frequency are 

applied -to the nonlinear capacitor C  .    Under the effect of these two 

voltages,   combined frequencies are produced on the nonlinear capacitor 

just as in the usual mixer. 

Figure 8.l6.     Circuit  of a dual-circuit regenerating parametric 

amplifier. 
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Current at the frequency difference entering the second circuit L_C 

tuned to this frequency will produce a voltage increase in it.  Oscillations 

at the remaining frequencies will, practically speaking, not be discriminated 

in the *.?*ilificr.  Thus three voltages with frequencies f , f , and f = f 
a  P      2 

will <:cz  on the nonlinear capacitor. 

The capacitance of the nonlinear capacitor in this amplifier decreases 

at those moments when its vwltag«? is maximum, and capacitance increases at 

those moments when voltage is mir.iaum.  This is equivalent to introducing P. 

negative resistance into the signal circuit and into the frequency difference 

circuit, since at frequencies f and f the capacitor is connected in parallel 

with these circuits. 

In the given parametric amplifier, ^e signal is supplied to and taken 

from the first (signal) circuit. 

Dual-circuit nonregenerating amplifier-converter.  This amplifier 

(Fig. B.17) is distinguished by the fact that its second circuit is tuned 

to the frequency sua (f = f ).  In this parametric amplifier the signal 

is supplied to the first circuit  and taken off the second circuit.  There 

is no parametric regeneration in such an amplifier.  Amplification takes 

place only because of parametric conversion of the signal frequency f to 

the higher frequency f . which has a greater amplitude-  The absence of 

regeneration makes the amplifier exceptionally stable in operation (self- 

excitation is impossible).  Its pass hand may he 10% at  the amplified 

frequency, which appears to be the fundamental advantage of this circuit. 

Figure 6.17. Sch^iaatic of a dual-circuit amplifier-converter. 

A dual-circuit regenerating parametric ampli.fi er-convert er differs 

from the nonneg en elating amplifier-converter (Fig. 8.17) only in that its 

second circuit is tuned to the frequency difference fn  = f . Two principles 

are operative in such an amplifier: first, the principle of regenerating 

amplification, and secondly, the principle of nonregenerating amplification 

because of frequency conversion in the nonlinear re-ictive element from f 
s 

to f2 = f_-  The advantages of this type of amplifier are that greater gain 

may be obtained with high stability, a wide pass band is possible, and the 

amplifier input is decoupled from the output. 
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Traveling wave semiconductor parametric amplifier» This device is made 

in the form of a section of a feeder (long line or waveguide), ir. which, 

parametric diodes are connected at given d ist ances- 

tor such an amplifier to operate, the signal and pumping oscillations 

must propagate at a specific velocity in the line. Then the pumping fre- 

quency should be twice as high as the signal frequency (assuming proper 

ph^e relation). Thus when the signal passes down the line, conditions for 

transmitting energy from the pumping generator to the signal oscillations 

are set up in each diode- As a result, the power of the signal is increased 

as it passes from diode to diode.  Power gain is proportional to the length 

of the line. 

This type of amplifier has consi'cr&ble advantages in comparison with 

the types discussed above; it has a vide pass band (up to 25% of the carrier) 

and does not require rectifying tubes and circulators.  However, traveling 

wave p^raoetric amplifiers have more complex tuning. 

Operating principle of an electron ray parametric amplifier. Operation 

af this type amplifier is based on periodic changes in the reactive impedance 

of a cavity resonator when a bunched electron beam passes -through it. 

The schematic of an amplifier operating on this principle is shown in 

Fig. S.l8. The electron ray, leaving the electron gun, is accelerated 

toward the collector* The ray passes through the cavity resonator, supplied 

by a pumping voltage (f =2f ) and ia velocity modulated. Moving further, 
P   3 

ihe electron ray passes through the second resonator, whic.^ has two identical 

paps located a distance I from each other. Signal voltage with, frequency 

f is applied to this resonator. With specific values of voltages, ray 

current, distance between both cavity resonators, and distance 1 , energy 

is introduced into the signal circuit compensating the energy loss in it, 

thus producing signal amplification. A shortcoming of this -amplifier is 

the shot effect in the electee flow-, which amplifies itf noise. 

£
p

=2£
s Signal *r?ät 

I 
11and output 

Electron' 

/ 1 J    '• ^ 
aeeS58vi   r~i        r~i—;—1~] Col"! i a    re Coliecxor 

Pumping cavity    Signal  cavity resonator resonator,.. 

Figure S.lS.    Schematic of an electron ray paramagnetic amplifier. 
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Operating principle of a ferromagnetic parametric amplifier. An ampli- 

fier of this type differs from those discussed previously with varying capa- 

citors only in that energy is introduced because of varying inductance. 

In these amplifiers, an equivalent self-inductance L  of a ferromagnet 

whose magnetic induction is a nonlinear function of current (power of the 

electromagnetic field) is used as the variable reactance.  By varying current 

i with frequency f_ the equivalent self-inductance is made to vary with 

time, and, under certain conditions, energy is introduced into the circuit. 

Figure 8-19 shows the equivalent circuit of an amplifier.  It consists 

of two circuits tuned to frequencies t    and f and coupled by variable 
1    2 

inductance L(t), varying with the pumping frequency f  = |f  2 f.\   .  A 

signal with frequency equal to f is amplified and supplied to the load. 

A shortcoming of this amplifier is the high noise figure and greater pumping 

power required, to equal the gain of a semiconductor parametric amplifier. 

Load 

I—w*-*^/- 

£3 
^—Signal 

Figure 8.19. Schematic of a ferromagnetic parametric amplifier. 

Circuits for connecting a parametric amplifier into the receiver 

channel. Resonant regenerating parametric amplifiers are reciprocal devices 

(devices which conduct energy in only one direction are usually called non- 

reciprocal) and may amplify signals even if the input and output circuits 

are interchanged. Therefore noise coming from the amplifier output will be 

amplified if special measures are not taken. lotal noise of the parametric 

amplifier will be amplified, and receiver sensitivity will decrease. 

To eliminate multiple regenerative noise amplification coming from the 

parametric amplifier output and to increase operating stability when the 

parametric amplifier is connected into the channel, non-reciprocal devices 

(tubes, circulators) and various connecting circuits are used. Depending 

on the circuit, parametric amplifiers, are classed as pass and reflecting 

types. 

The circuit of a pass type parametric amplifier is» shown in Fig. S.20 a. 

The input signal is applied to the amplifier through the tube, and the 
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amplified signal is  applied to the following stage of the receiver through 

another tub*.  There may be no tubes in this stage.  Then ne»ise from The 

following it age is of the receiver is amplified by the parametric amplifier, 

loading to a decrease in receiver sensitivity. 

to receiver 

Figure o.20.  Circuit for connecting a parametric amplifier into the 

receiver channel: 

a) pass type parametric amplifier; b) reflecting type 
parametric ampl ifier. 

The circuit for connecting a reflec*ting type parametric amplifier is 

shown in Fig. 8.30 b. In this circuit the amplifier has a singl« coupling 

element. The signal from the anttuia is directed by the circulator to the 

parametric amplifier through feeder II, and the amplified signal, leaving 

the amplifier through the same feeder« is applied to the following stages 

of the receiver (branch III}. The matched load in branch IV of the circu- 

lator serves to absorb power reflected in the feeder because of imperfections 

in its matching. 

The second circuit is  considered preferable since the circulator intro- 

duces less noise than the tubes. 

Performance figures of a parametric amplifier. Parametric amplifiers 

are characterized by the following basic performance figures: power gain 

K , pass band £F. effectiveness €, and noise figure N. 
P 

The way in which these indices are associated with the amplifier para- 

neters depends on the type of amplifier and the method used to connect it 

into the channel. 

For pass regenerating amplifiers, the performance figures are determined 

by the following equations: 

IF 3 = -f-VX,.  JV=l-i-£lx£i (8.14) 
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where g =3+9  *Sn *g. -9 - regenerating admittance of the oscillating 

system. 

for reflecting regenerating amplifiers 

iC„=^4. AT=l+-la, (8.15) 

C and £F for these amplifiers are determined By Eq. 8.14. 

Here g , g   load and signal source admittance respectively; 
L>   S 

Q.      admittance of diode losses. 

For a regenerating parametric amplifier-converter, power gain 

may 
The remaining parameters are determined from Eq» S-l4 with g =0. 

Amplifiers using tunnel diodes 

An amplifier using a tunnel diode effects amplification through energy 

from a dc source introduced into the circuit by a semiconductor diode using 

the tunnel effect. Because of the tunnel effect, the Voltampere charac- 

teristic of a tunnel di'/i has a decreasing segment where increasing forward 

bias leads to a decrease in current. The tunnel diode resistance in this 

segment is negative; thus energy is introduced into the circuit from a de 

source (the bias source). 

A tunnel diode is characterised by the following parameters: critical 

frequency f , loss resistance R-, capacitance C_; and figure of merit Q, 

which are determined just as the corresponding parameters of a parametric 

diode. 

Using tunnel diodes at SHF produces amplifiers with low intrinsic noise. 

Figure 8.21 shows a centimeter range amplifier with tunnel diode operating 

in reflection, and Fig- 8.22 shows its equivalent circuit. 

Figure 8.21. Schematic section of a SHF amplifier with a tunnel diode: 

1) tunnel diode; 2) coaxial resonator; 3) input and 
output; 4) bias circuit. 
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Figure 3.22.     Equivalent  circuit of an  amplifier with a tunnel  diode: 

g     -   load  admittance;   g     -   admittance  of  the  losses   in 

the p-n junction of the diode; g_ - negative admittance; 

L„,   CA  -  equivalent   inductance and capacitance of the 

1     -   equivalent   signal   current   generator. 
0*     0 

circuit 

Th£ basic performance figures of  the amplifier are K  .  AF,   and N. 
P 

which are determined, by Eg.. 3.15 for the given circuit. 

A comparative chavacteristic  of the basic performance figures for the 

different types of high frequency amplifier is shown in Table 8.2. 

KawcTUMKU« noKuarejui p*xs**uvx ntoom yBH 

1    TM ycurrurfi           £  T (^y   1 3 ^ K*?X 
.OT'c tf 

8  i"B4 «a u«aa.i4KMuss- 
Q       vecKMX   -jttax    . _ . 
' yB4 na J1SB  

10 yBH     «a     TjiiiiwkJio.M 
ij.oac  

HJjicjcTpoitiicuyscDue fly 

150-600 
600—1200 

ICO—Ü0 
iso—*oo 
100—300 
10-Ü0 

1,5-3 
."•—5 

1.3—2.5 
1.5—2,3 

I 3—2 
l|03-^ 
—1,1* 

SO—100 
100—10» 

30—100 
30—100 

30^300 

20 
20—40 

15—20 
15—20 

15—25 

2—7 
10 

10—15 
10 

0.1-5 
0.05—0.1 

1—3x 
10 cv 

10 c« 
101* 
10 CM 
lOcrf 

Table 8.2* Performance figures for various types of high frequency 

amplifiers. 

1 - type of high frequency amplifier; 2 - T <"£); 3 - N; 

4-K ;5-K dB;6-aFin#off;7->-;8- high cp      np s7 s 
frequency amplifier with cermet tubes; 9 - high frequency 

amplifier with TWT; 10 - high frequency amplifier with a 

tunnel diode; 11 - Electron ray parametric amplifier; 12 - 

semiconductor parametric amplifier; 13 - quantum amplifier, 

8.6. Frequency Converters 

Frequency converters are  devices in which the carrier frequency of the 

accepted signal is converted to a lower, so-called - '.-tenaediate frequency 

without changing the modulation or spectrum of the signal. 

A frequency converter consists of a mixer and a heterodyne.  Basic 

elements of a mixer are: nonlinear element, input device, and output 

filter, tuned to f. 
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Figure S-23-    Pretiu^ncy conversion principles 

In the input device of the mixer  (Fig, 8.23),  heterodyne oscillation* 

vith. frequency f    and signal  oscillations with, frequency f    form a beat 

frequency,   that  is,  an oscillation, modulated in amplitude and phase which- 

carries information about the signal.    This oscillation is applied to a 

nonlinear element.    Hie current  in the nonlinear element   is  a sequence of 

pulses,   whose  amplitude changes  according to the beat  frequency envelope. 

The frequency spectrum of this sequence contains oscillations at the signal 

and heterodyne frequencies,   their harmonics,  and oscillations at the combined 

frequencies  (nf  aaf  ),   where m,   a -  arbitrary whole numbers.     Oscillations 

at the coo-Lrined frequencies carry information  about the signal.     To obtain 

oscillation with the same shape as the applied signal,  the oscillation at 

only one combined frequency must be separated out-     Usually oscillation at 

the difference frequency fh~^    or *    -*h is separated out with an output 
resonant filter.     The difference frequency is called the  intermediate 

frequency.    The choice of f.   is considered below. 

A converter using a harmonic of the heterodyne is sometimes used to 

provide decoupling between the  circuits Of the heterodyne and the  input 

circuit of the mixer.     In this case £ ,=mf -f    or f .=f -mf. ,   where  m is the 
i  h s    i s  h/ 

number of the harmonic. 

A frequency converter is a linear clement of a receiver for signal 

oscillations, where the envelope of the heat frequency, acting in the 
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linear  range of  trie Voltampere characteristic of the nonlinear element, 

carries  information about the signal»     At the same time the convener is a 

nonlinear  eleaent   for- heterodyne oscillations used for beating  and which 

operate in the nonlinear region of the mixer characteristic. 

A frequency converter  is characterized by the following basic parameters^ 

conversion coefficient K     ;  noise figure N     , pass band AP     ,   input and output 

admittance  Q.     ,     and •g _   - •*in  fc Jout  fc 
Tn« concept of conversion coefficient  K,    encooipaases the ratio of 

fc 
voltage at the output at frequency £.   to voltage at the input at frequency 

f .  The remaining parameters are the sane as the analogous parameters of 

the amplifier. 

The value of K  and N  depend on the amplitude of the herodyne voltage 

U and bias voltage U 
h t> 

LI and U. are considers! Optimum when the noise 
n     t» 

figure is sufficiently small, and the conversion coefficient is sufficiently 

large-  Kote that in converting harmonics of the heterodyne, K_ is  decreased fc 
while the noise figure N  is increased. 

In radar receivers single-grid and crystal type frequency converters are 

used.     Furthermore,   mixers with tunnel  diodes or traveling wave tubes and 

semiconductor parametric amplifier-converters may also be used. 

Single-grid frequency converters.     In single-grid converters,  which 

are used in -ehe meter and decimeter ranges, pentodes or triodes are used as 

the nonlinear element of the mixer.    Heterodyne and signal voltages are 

applied to the control  grid. 

Tne principal  circuit  of a single—grid frequency converter is  shown 

in Pig. 8.£4.    In contrast to the amplifying mode, the operating p^int of 

the tube in the converting mode is chosen on the low bend of the plate-grid 

characteristic.    Conversion at the first harmonic of the heterodyne is 

optimum if U U. « 0-7 S^, where E^ - cutoff voltage of the tube, 
a      gO        gO 

from HTA 
to IFA 

Figure 8.2*. Schematic of a single grid frequency converter. 
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The required value of U is  established, as a rule, by the constant 

component of cathode current, which provides the least shirt in the con- 

version mode fron optimum for a change in voltage*  The tube is sometimes 

biased by the constant component of grid current set up by the heterodyne 

voltage from a fixed source. The required heterodyne voltage is provided 

by tht? amount of coupling between hererodyne and mixer.  Capacitance, auto- 

trans*ormer, transformer, and cathode coupling pre used. The most comnon, 

as well as the simplest, is capacitive coupling. 

To insure stable and reliable heterodyne operation, and ol£3 to eli- 

minate reciprocal effects during tuning, coupling between heterodyne and 

mixer should be low. 

Conversion parameters are determined by the following 1 

A^c=•_; C3-16) 

^fc =^ <*'I7> 
2 

Wfc " ' + 1       UFA "^°     (S-'8) 
out 

where 5   transconductance of »aversion in the optimum mode, equal to 

(0.25-0.23)3^, 

0—      total admittance of the anode circuit of the mixer at the inter- 

mediate frequency, equal to the sum of plate circuit admittance, 

plate load admittance, converter output admittance, and input 

admittance of the 1PA stage; 

g   total admittance of the mixer grid circuit at the signal fre- 

quency, equal to the sum of *.rie converter input circuit admit- 

tance, mixer input admittance Cg. , = 0.5a ^ S —^%), output 
in ic      •   o ^i. 

admittance of the last stage of the HFA, calculated at the mixer 

input; 

K equivalent noise resistance of  the tube in the conversion mode; 
n eq * 

this resistance is considerably larger than the resistance of 

the same tube in the amplifying mode; 

C_  total capacitance of the mixer plate circuit. 

Crystal frequency converter.  In crystal frequency converters, a semi- 

conductor diode is used as the nonlinear element of the mixer. These con- 

verters are used in the centimeter and decimeter wave ranges.  At decimeter 

wave lengths, vacuum tube diodes are sometimes used as the nonlinear elesents. 
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and the converter is then called a diode converter. 

Coaxial (Fig. 8-25 a) and waveguide (Fig. 8.25 b) constructions are 

ust cosEoonly used to transmit signal energy and heterodyne energy to the 

nonlinear elem^^t (diodü).  In soae cases strip lines are used, which have 

the advantagesof simple preparation, compactness, and wide band width. 

t* from heterodyne 

Co I^A 

to TFA. 

^i!F«ya heterodyne 

Figure 8.25.  Schematic section of -the construction of a crystal fre- 

quency converter: a - coaxial construction; b - waveguide 

construction 

The construction of a converter should provide: 

transmission of maximum signal power trout the cavity resonator (CR) 

to the diode with minimum losses in the h<-trrod?ne circuit, HF.\ circuit* 

and minimum variation in diode parameters in the cavity resonator; 

transmission to the diode of heterodyne power required for optimum 

conversion mode, while simultaneously providing stable operation in the 

heterodyne and no power transfer front the heterodyne to the receiver input. 

These problems can be solved by placing the diode in the maximum current 

in the coaxial construction «nd in the maximum electric field in the wave- 

guide construction and by matching the mixing chamber with the cavity resonator. 



>:ininu^i loss of signal ;>ov.*ar is obtained by ^-ovidinc low coupling between 

n;i.\cr ar-d heterodyne and jy including  a quarter—wave filter in the inter- 

i-cdi^iic frequency circuit,     The  affect c^ dicde parameter breakdown  is 

decreased by choosing the section fron the diode up to the resonator equal 

to an odd n-^ier of ^.^/S «16 assurir.3 that its active ia-pedance varies little 

with vc^riations  in the load ever wide rnnge«. 

"he second problen is solved by varyir..; the coupling between heterodyne 

and aua;er.    "o assure stable operation of the heterodyne,   a. disc resistor, 

equal to the wave impedance C-  the i^eier is included,   and the sections 

iron the ^rcbe to this, resistor are chosen sc=evhat less  -his    ./2 to ccn- 
h 

pensate for the reactance of the probe and the disc resistor. JLs a result, 

a traveling vtvc is s&i up in the feeder, coupling the heterodyne with the 

-i^er,  and the :tixer does not affect, heterodyne operation» 

-o prohibit energy trsnsaissiaa fraa ehe heterodyne to the receiver 

input,  The distance free the probe to the cavity resonator is chosen equal, 

to a quarter wave length of the heterodyne.    This segment in  -he cavity 

resonator section is short-circuited; therefore the probe section has a 

lar^a impedance which prohibits margy fron the heterodyne fron entering 

the cavity resonator.    Üie cavity resonator' presents a. low impedance to the 

heterodyne frequency,  since its pass band is snail  (high -4),  and the reso- 

nator is sharply de-tunad relative to s\.» 

2he optihaus conversion soda is controlled by the value of the constant 

component of diode current vhach is about 150-250 uA for carmfiBiiS diodes 

and 5C0-SCO v-k for silicon diodes« 
For sixine." diodes, losses L and relative noise temperature t. {see 

Chap. V} are introduced, which are used to express uniquely the conversion 

coefficient and noise figure of the sixer: 

Kle  = 10 dB 

K - _£a. = .   _   .   10
0-- "es 

hctercuvr.es 

»üteredyncs are self-exciting low—power generators.  They should . 

provide suitable power to the mixer for obtaining n-.-.-f-ii:- conversion and 

ha-v-e sufficiently high frequency stability, sufficiently wide waag raase, 

and low intrinsic noise. 
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In the meter and decimeter range low-power electron tube generators 

vixh capacitivc feedback are used as heterodynes. In the meter range circuits 

with lumped parameters are used, and in  the decimeter range, circuits of long 

line segments are used- Reflex klystrons are usually used in the centimeter 

range.. 

The operating principle of a reflex• klystron is based on interaction of 

the electron flow with the electromagnetic field of the resonator (Pig. 8-26). 

The electron gun sc±s  up an electron flow which is accelerated by a constant 

voltage between cathode and resonator 2, and vhieh penetrates the grid of 

the cavity resonator.  The electromagnetic field in the gap between grids 

affects velocity modulation, that is, the velocity of an electron leaving the 

gap will be greater or less, depending on the phase of the field in the gap. 

In the space between resonator 2 ar.£ ref;. .--or 3, the electrons are turned 

back because the reflector potential is negative relative to the cat—ode 

potential. As the electrons continue to move along, velocity modulation 

becooes density modulation:  the slower electrons which were accelerated in 

the resonator begin to overtake the electrons moving with average velocity, 

while the faster electrons, which have been slowed down, overtake the remaining 

eleczrons-  Electron bunches are formed as a result. 

The electron bunches again enter the space between resonator grids and 

under carxaic conditions (certain dimensions and voltages between the klystron 

electrodes) decellerate, giving off energy to the electromagnetic field of 

the resonator, and maintaining sustained oscillations in the resonator. 

Oscillations generated by the klystron are led to the mixer over coupling 

circuits and a coaxial cable. 
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Figure 8.26.    Construction of a reflex klystron:     1- electron flun; 

£ -resonator^ 3 -reflector; 4 -output; 5- accelerating 
electrode* 

Frequency of the oscillations generated by a klystron nay vary sooothly 

•with variations of the reflector potential -within certain limits-    This 

property of a klystron is used for automatic frequency control  (AFC) of a 

heterodyne.     In this way the AFC system varies the reflector potential so 

that the difference between heterodyne and signal frequencies is equal to 

th* nominal intermediate frequency. 

In case a vide range of electron tuning is required,  and also in the 

millimeter wave range where klystrons are not effective,  backward wave 

tubes  (BWT) are used as heterodynes. 

Auxiliary reception channels 

A superheterodyne receiver has, along with substantial advantages, 

certain shortcooings in comparison with direct amplifier receivers. Xne 

major shortcoming is the presence of auxiliary channels of reception, also 

called parasitic, since all kinds of noise are produced in them. 

Parasitic reception channels are caused by the presence of signals 

with frequencies different from the signal frequency which., acting in the 

frequency converter, create oscillations »it an intermediate frequency at 

its output. Combined oscillations are formed in the converter because of 

interaction between the input oscillations nf. and heterodyne harmonics mf^. 
in h 

This produces oscillations at the 1FA input whose frequency is determined 

where m = 0,' 1, 2, 3,-*»: 

/i*=-?-'h±^f. . J***^ n -   — a >i * 

1, 2, 3... 
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One of the values of f.     corresponds to  the useful  signal   f     (n=l j 

a*l  or 2,   sign f when f,    is chosen less than f  ,   or - when f >f  ),   and all 1        a h s As 
the rest  are parasitic   signals.     Since the amplitude of the combined oscil- 

lations drops sharply with increasing K and n,  practically speaking the 

most dangerous parasitic channels are the mirror symmetrical   (n  = 1,   m the 

saac as for f   ,   and opposite in  sign)   and thy direct  pass channel   (n=l,  mO) 

osciJ lations with frequency f. . 

Since the frequencies of t!.e parasitic channels  are transformed at the 

converter output to the same  intermediate frequency as the useful  signal, 

the useful signal cannot he separated from (filtered out of)  noise at the 

converter output and in the IPA. 

Up to the converter,   the frequencies of the parasitic signals differ 

froE the frequency of the useful  signal; consequently frequency selectivity 

in the circuits preceding the converter (HFA,  input circuit)   is a likely 

method ?or eliminata-ag parasitic channels. 

The degeee to which parasitic channels arc reduced is quantitatively 

characterized by the attenuation, factor a. 

The attenuation factor of a, stage c is equal to the ratio of useful 

signal amplitude to tb.e parasitic channel amplitude at the stage output, 

when the ratio of thes« amplitudes at its   input is equal to one. 

The value of a for a single oscillating circuit is found hy the ratio 

where Af *  f -f.  5 s s . 
1 s k I 

t.   - frequency of the k-th parasitic channel. For a mirror channel, 

Af = 2fr 

The total attenuation of several stages is equal to the products of 

their attenuation factors. 

8.7- Intermediate Frequency Anplificrs 

Intermediate frequency amplifiers carry out the primary amplification 

of the signal. Using a constant intermediate frequency considerably lower 

than the frequency of the received signal makes it possible to obtain a 

high, undistorted amplification of the oscillations at the required fre- 

quency band for stable operation of the amplifier. The number of stages 

in the amplifier, commonly called a ruXer IPA, may be from six to IO. 

Single-circuit and multi-circuit intermediate frequency amplifiers 

are most widely used.  In single-circuit amplifiers, the circuits of all 

stages may be tuned to one frequency or mutually staggered; in both cases 

the circuits are  the same. Such a circuit is shown in Pig. 8.27. 
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t- r-T-fn'i n 
3      p—1 

Figure 8.27«    Schematic of a single-circuit  intermediate frequency 
amplifier stage. 

Dual-circuit schemes (Fig. 8.28) are the most widely used multi-circuit 

intemediate frequency amplifier devices. IFAJ with dual-circuit staggered 

stages and IFAs where one of the stages has several (three or four) coupled 

circuits   (the so—called concentrated  selection filter)   are sometimes used. 

Intermediate frequency amplifiers are characterized by the following 

parameters:    nominal intermediate frequency f.,  gain K, pass band AF, 

effectiveness e,   and rcctangularity coefficient  EC 

So  + 

Figure 8.28. Circuit of an intermediate frequency amplifier stage 

with two coupled circuits. 

la considering the nominal intermediate frequency, it must be noted 

that there are reasons for choosing either a higher or a lower frequency 

f.. The fundamental advantages of a higher frequency are the greater 

selectivity in the mirror channel, smaller inductance windings, better 

separation of the intermediate and video frequencies.  The advantages of 

a lower f. are the greater amplification stability and the fact that the 

breakdown parameters o£ the circuit are not so critical. The intermediate 

frequency for radio pulses should also satisfy the inequality 

2D-?-40 
4 > 

In practice f.   = 1O-100 MHz;  K^  „ 
*^ i ro.l 1-5-5; K+ io*-io6.» 
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The product of xhe resonant gain times its pass band is called the 

effectiveness of one stage 

The product of til» gain of on« stage times the pass band ot the whole 

amplifier is called the effectiveness of amplification e. 

The greater the effectiveness of a stage, the greater pass band it vill 

have at constant gain, or the greater the amplification which can be obtained 

with constant pass band.  Amplifiers are classed, according to effectiveness. 

Anplificrs with tuned (resonant) circuits have the greatest effectiveness, 

multi-circuit IFAs have .high effectiveness. Amplifiers with coupled circuits 

have higher effectiveness than amplifiers with staggered pairs. 

The selective properties of an intermediate frequency amplifier are 

characterized by the coefficient of rectangularity K   , which indicates 

the ratio of the frequency band at a lev*il of 0.1 of the maximum gain (or 

output voltage) to the pass band. For an ideal amplifier with a rectangular 

frequency characteristic, K_ , « 1.  In practice K__ >1. An amplifier 
ro-i ru*± 

is more selective the more closely its frequency characteristic approximates 

the rectangular, and consequently, the more closely K    approaches one. 

Amplifiers with single circuits have lower selectivity than amplifiers 

with two circuits, etc. The remaining amplifiers are approximately equivalent. 

In practice IFA with single tuned circuits are more widely used for 

amplifying radio pulses longer th>ui £p-s, since these amplifiers, except for 

the fault3 discussed above, are quite superior in comparison with other 

types of IFA: they are  simpler to. build and t-jne, have the shortest delay 

time» do net have parasitie blips in the radio signal, and ore least 

critical toward breakdown of the circuit elements, especially the tube 

capacitance. 

For amplifying radio pulses less than 2us in length when the amplifier 

should have high effectiveness, for which the XFA using tuned circuits should 

have 10 to 15 stages, six to eight stage IFAs with staggered tuning (in 

duplicates) or IFAs with two coupled circuits are used. Table 8.3 shows 

the calculated relationships for n stages of these types of IFA and a 

comparative estimate of their effectiveness. 

8.8. Detectors 

Detection is the process of transforming the modulated signal to reveal 

the information.  This process is the reverse of modulation. 

Depending on the form of the modulated signal, detectors are classed 

as amplitude, frequency, and phase detectors. 

Amplitude detectors. Amplitude detection comprises two fundamental 

processes: 
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Table 8-3.    Stannary table of formulas for ZFA parameters. 
1 -   iÄTameter;  2 - type of ZPA;  3    -IFA with single tuned 
Circuits;   k    -1PA With  staggered, pairs;   5    - IFA with coupled 
circuits;  6   -gain K ; 7  " pass banä 4F  5 fl - a-mplifier 
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10 -   ratio of IPA effectivenesses. *°"1 

creation of a low frequency signal,  (envelope of the amplitude-nodu- 

lated oscillation or video pulse) on the basis of a high frequency AH 

oscillation or radio pulse; 

separating (filtering out) useful low frequency signal from the high 
frequency oscillations. 

An amplitude detector consists of three basic elements: a nonlinear 

element, a load resistance R, and a filter (capacitire load) C. Hie most 

common are amplitude diode detectors.    Their circuit is shown in Fig. 8.29. 

^-Gr 
in out 

Figure 3.29-  Schematic of a diode detector- 
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The first part of the process in amplitude detection is carried out by 

tue diode and the resistance R, tho second is carried out by capacitor C. 

When the high frequency signal modulated by a low frequency oscillation acts 

on the nonlinear clement» current with a complex form flows in the diode 

circuit, creating a voltage on the load resistance H with the frequency of 

the envelope of the AM oscillation, and the remaining current components 

which have higher frequency flow through capacitor C, which presents a low 

impedance to these frequencies* If a radio pulse acts on the nonlinear 

element (Fig. 3.30), the diode conducts current during the positive half- 

period of the high frequency oscillations, setting up a voltage cat  resistor 

R, and the capacitor C charges rapidly* In the negative half-period of the 

high frequency oscillations, the diode is blocked, capacitor C slowly dis- 

charges through R, creating a voltage of the same polarity on it as that 

created by the current flowing through the diode in the positive half- 

period. Consequently a positive video pulse appears on ft with pulsations 

at the tip which are removed by a special LC filter connected between the 

detector and the video amplifier. The polarity of the output signal depends 

only on the way the diode is connected. 

— at 

5igm-e 8.30- Graph of voltages in an amplitude detector: 1-voltage 

at the detector input; 2 .voltage on the load 

An amplitude detector appears as a nonlinear element of the receiver 

to the. input signal.  It deforms the signal spectrum and impairs the signal/ 

noise ratio because of the interaction of the frequency components of the 

signal spectrum and tLe noise spectrum. 

The latter phenomenon decreases for U. ^(.0.5-2) V_ where the detection 
in 

process becomes linear, i.e. : U   is proportional te  17. . At low signals 

U    .   is  proportional to U  , axA  the detection process is quadratic. 

A radio pulse detector is characterised by the transmission coefficient 

K_, rise time ~.  and decay time T , input and internal impedance, R.  and 

R. respectively. 

These parameters are uniquely determined by the slope of the voltaapere 

characteristic S of the nonlinear element and by the load parameters R and 

C: 
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-a = 2.2£C. /fc«1*^* (3.X9) 

» -,_*_ p a     -^  I 
^iiT-^V in sie-M=ecos6) > ' 

•wiser».' S - cutoff angle, by definition equal, to naif the period of oscillation 

in the coiarse of which, the diode conducts current (Fig- 8-30), and uniquely 

determined by; , «**#» 

The load elements are usually found from the conditions: 

where C ,   anode-cathode capacitance of the «node. 

Electron-tube and semiconductor triodes which, depending on the method 

of connecting the detector load, cay operate as grid, plate, and cathode 

detectors, are used for the detection of AM signals. For details see £L23 

and CL33- 

Synchronous detector. Detection of AM oscillations may be done by 

linear elements (L, C, R.} with varying parameters. These detectors have a 

valuable characteristic: they permit synchronous (commutator or amplitude— 

phase) detection. Detection is considered synchronous when the amplitude 

and polarity of the output signal depend on the difference in phase of the 

oscillations received by the detector and the oscillations changing the 

detector parameters. This permits these detectors to be used in radar 

stations tc distinguish between moving objects and srationary objects or 

passive noise.  The diode detector is the simplest of this type, with its 

internal resistance changed by a special generator which has the sane 

frequency as the signal received by the detector* 

A coherent heterodyne is generally used for this purpose in radar 

stations. To obtain maximum output signal from the detector, the oscilla- 

tions of the coherent heterodyne and the input signal should have a certain 

phase shift, depending on tha ratio of their amplitudes. 

Asynchronous detector. Since in many cases it is difficult to syn- 

chronise the phase of these oscillations, detectors which do not require 

synchronization are often used. These detectors are called asynchronous. 

In ehe simplest case, an asynchronous detector is a diode detector, with two 

signals applied to its input: 

the signal from the intermediate frequency amplifier output; 

oscillations from an arbitrary low. power generator with frequency f, ^f.. 
a    i 

These detectors have many advantages ovsr the usual diode detector 

Clarger transmission ««efficient, better signal/noise ratio, aod others). 
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Frequency detector.«     A frequency-modulated  signal carries information 

in the variations of its frequency.    The process of detecting this informa- 

tion is called frequency detection  (FD). 

Frequency detection in the majority of detectors consists of two 

processes: 

converting frequency-modulated oscillations into an amplitude-modu- 

lated signal; 

amplitude detection of the latter and exposure of  its information. 

Jüiy linear system vhose 'transmission coefficient  depends on frequency 

may be used for the first part of the process*     The simplest system is an 

oscillating circuit detuned relative to the center frequency f    of the FM 

oscillations.    In this case,  depending en the ratio of signal frequency f 

and intrinsic frequency f    of the circuit,   the amplitude of the oscillations 
o 

varies at the output  (Fig. 8.31)«    This preserves the frequency modulation 

in the output signal,   i.e.,  the signal at the output has both amplitude and 

frequency modulation, and is called amplitude-frequency modulation (AFM) . 

Amplitude detection of AFM oscillations is usually done by diode detectors 

(Fig.  8.32)-" Input 
Amplitude Putput 

out 

wMmmiwmmAr 

out 

Figure 8.31. Process of converting frequency-modulated oscillations 

into amplitude-frequency-modulated oscillations. 
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Figure 8-32. Circuit of the simplest frequency detector. 

A frequency detector is characterized by the slope of the amplitude— 

frequency characteristic S , indicating voltage change at the output for 

a 1 MKz (or kHz) change in frequency from 1 : 

(SJ22) 
fd=/o(i+-D'*/ 

where U - ma'sinnim voltage amplitude on the circuit at resonance: 
o 

KL transmission coefficient of the amplitude detector; 

initial detuning of the circuit; 

Q   figure of merit of the circuit; 

Af - it  -f i. 1 c  s< 

Two-cycle frequency detector circuits are employed to increase trans- 

conductance S__, and the allowable detuning (deviation) Af of the FM oscil- 
ia 

lations {Fig. 8.33) when the circuits are detuned symmetrically relative 

to the center frequency of the FM oscillations and the output voltages 

of -the detectors are mutually subtracted. If the signal frequency is not 

f , voltages on the detectors will be different and a signal with positive 

or negative polarity-, depending on the type of detuning Cf>£ or f<f ) 

will appear at the output. 

Detectors operating analogously to phase detectors (fractional 

frequency detectors, heterodyne frequency detectors, see CL33 for details) 

may be used for frequency detection.  A frequency detector is one of the 

basic elements of automatic frequency control system. 

Figure 3.33- Schematic of a two-cycle frequency detector 
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Phase detector-  In phase modulation, information is carried in the 

phase variations of the high frequency oscillation- The phase, varying 

with time, represents the speed with which frequency changes.  Of course 

speed must be measured with reference to another object. Therefore, to 

evaluate phase changes, the phase of the modulated oscillations oust be 

compared with the phase of another oscillation taken as reference. 

Phase detection (PD) involves two processes: 

addition of phase-modulated U and the reference oscillation U  , 

forming an amplitude-phase modulated oscillation; 

amplitude detection of the oscillation obtained. 

The simplest circuit of a single-cycle phase detector and the vector 

diagram of the addition at its input: are shown in Fig. 3.^4. 

out 

Figure 8.34.  Phase detector: 

a - circuit j b - vector diagram of voltages at the input • 

A phase detector is characterized by the slope of the amplitude- 

phase characteristic Sfdi indicating the voltage change at the output for 

& one degree change of phase. 

A balanced circuit PD (Fig. S.35) is used to increase S,.. Th** out- 
fd 

standing feature of this circuit is that the signal is applied to the diodes 

out of phase, and the reference voltage is in phase. Thus, if the phase of 

the signal and the phase of the reference voltage do not coincide, a voltage 

difference will appear on the diode, and the polarity of the signal may 

change. 

out 

from refence 
gen«»»»s».tor 

Figure 8.35-  Balanced circuit of a phase detector. 
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the value of S       depends on the relative amplitudes of -the reference 
id 

voltaQO l> and the phase-modulated signal U    as veil as the phase shift 

? between then. 
For n  =   U /U 

ref 

^=ÄÄ(lc«|-|-r]sinf]); (SJ22) 

for m 3 1 

0     _,   arid under these ref Phase sensitivity  (slope)  is most even when 0^ 
conditions  is maximum for Cp =   (2n*l>^. 

Aoplitudc limiters are used to limit  the signals  so as to  eliminate 

the effects of variations in signal amplitude on the output voltage. 

8.9    Video Amplifiers 

The purpose of the video amplifier in a receiver is to boost the 

detected signal   (video pulse)   to the level required for normal operation of 
the  indicator devices. 

One of the possible variations of a two-stage video amplifier is shown 

in Pig-   8-36- 

i     PI 
jDJo-indic&tor 

Figure 8.36.     Video amplifier circuit 

As a rule the first stage operates as a limit er to. prevent overloading 

the indicator devices. 

The second stage (a cathode follower] matches the output impedance of 

"the receiver to the wave impedance of the cable KT^  transmits the  amplified 

signal   alone "t*ie cable to the indicator devices without  distortion. 

First s-age gain 

where S - slope of the tube characteristic; 

R        plate load impedance. 

First stage gain is usually equal to 10-20. 

For non-distorted amplification, -the staee should have a sufficiently 



The value of f   uniquely determines the pulse rise -time 
-  max      f _ A35_ 
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wide pass band. The pass band of a -video amplifier is tiie difference of 

its u->per and lower limiting frequencies. 

The upper boundary frequency is found from the resistance and capa- 

citance of the plate circuit: 

Capacitance C , composed of the tube capacitance and the assembly 
o 

capacitance, is usually equal to 15-30 p?- 

ly deter 
t >=*** . 
r  4ax" 

To increase f   (decrease rise time of the pulse] high—frequency max. 
correction is sometimes employed, connecting an inductor in series with B . 

The lover boundary frequency is determined by the transfer capacitance 

<o26V 

The value of f . uniquely determines drop G at the tip of a poxse 

with duration T r r*=2~: * 
J* " "p* Kin 

Accordingly, to decrease f .  (drop 6 at the pulse -tip) 3.    and C 
tain g     g 

should be quite large* Sometimes low frequency correction, choosing C. of 

a certain value depending en R and R ,  is used to decrease G- 
a     g 

The gain of a cathode follower is less than one, since all output 

voltage from the resistor is again applied, to its control gird (100& 

negative feedback)- 

However, a cathode follower with low output impedance may feed into- a 

cable with high capacitance, and this is one of the major reasons £or i-ts 

use. 

The performance figures on a cathode follower are determined by: 

AT     £E*  .  1 
Tcf   1 + SRt * 

max kf       2sCe/ik 

f —  L 

C&\27) 

where Ä - impedance of the cathode load. 

If necessary, the signal may be further amplified before it Is applied 

to the indicator by video amplifier stages in the indicator block. 
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8.10 Amplifier Control in the Receiver 

When a. station is operating» radio pulses of differing intensity, 

depending on the distance to the target, its reflecting surface and other 

factors, are applied to the receiver input.  Weak reflected signals, as 

well as strong ones, must be observed. This requirement can be met if the 

receiver amplification can be changed rapidly, which requires the use of 

automatic gain control. 

Over a. period of time, the tubes 17 the receiver age and are replaced; 

consequently its gain changes. Bur for a given signal at the input, a 

given signal intensity should be obtained at the output. This is accom- 

plished by using manual gain controls (MGC) . Manual gain controls allow 

the operator to choose the gain depending en the intensity of the reflected 

signal. 

Toe most common method of automatic .aid mflTWjQ gain control in radar 

receivers is based on changing the transconduetance of the tube in one or 

more stages of the intermediate frequency amplifier. Control is sometimes 

applied to the video amplifier. 

Transconduetance of a tube may be changed by changing the voltage on 

one or more of its electrodes« Bias voltage and voltage on the screen 

grid arc most often used for control.  Changing plate voltage and voltage 

oa Ln« shielding grid are not very effective. 

The disadvantage inherent in controlling gain by changing voltage on 

the screen grid (Fig. 8-37) la  that, with bias constant and gain decreasing 

(decreasing screen voltage), the grid characteristic shifts to the right, 

increasing the danaer of averloadina the stage. 

Figure 8.37. Controlling gain by changing voltage on the screen grid: 

a -schematic of the stage; b -graph of input and output 
voltages of the stage for two operating modes 

Bias may be changed by changing the potential of the cathode or the 

control grid. A control circuit which varies cathode potential has large 

inertia and requires considerable energy from a constant source, which is 

dissipated as heat in the control elements. The control circuit with 
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variable control grid voltage shown in Fig. 8.38 eliminates these faults, 

^rotocting a receiver from active and passive noise is discussed in 

Chapter XI. 

V 

Figure 8.38. Schematic of an JFA stage with gain controlled by 

varying control grid potential 
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Chapter  IX 

Displays 

Radar utilizes various types of displays tc observe the air situation, 

detect   targets,   and  establish their coordinates. 

The type of display used depends on the purpose for which the radar is 

intended.     PPI  displays can be used trr detection and for making rough approxi- 

mati«v.;s of coordinates.    Range-i—imuth and range-height type sector displays 

can be used if more accurate measurements of coordinates are required,  and 

if target characteristics must be found more accurately.    Special displays, 

on -j.-fc.ica conventional signals and symbols will glow along with the radar signals, 

can be used wh*»? *hö rsäärs are linked with automated control systems. 

9.1.     Effect of the Display on Radar- Cnaracteristics-Conditioris  for Signal 

Observation  and  Visibility  

The display is the final link in the radar system.     It reproduces all 

the signals received by the antenna and produced by the receiver.     It is the 

task of the operator watching the screen "to make a careful analysis of all 

the information on the display in order to separate the useful signals from 

the interference. 

Once the operator has detected the targets, he has a second task to 

perform, that of establishing the range, X, the azimuth, 0, and the height, 

H, after which, aod in so far as this is possible, he must establish target 

characteristics. 

Consequently, the most important stage of radar operation is associated 

with observation of targets on displays, and, naturally, the efficiency with 

which the display* function is a very important factor in the successful 

completion of an assigned mission. 

Modern radars make widespread use of displays with intensity markers 

and afterglow. Displays with amplitude markers are also used. 

Receiver noise causes a characteristic "noise background'* on the 

screens cf intensity marker displays. The background consists of a great 

many luminous spots of different widths, brilliance, magnitudes, and shapes, 

with many of them resembling targets, at least at first glance, thus making 

the work of the observer difficult. The structure of the noise background 

is the result of many factors, the most important of which are the pass 

bands of the IF and video amplifiers, sweep speed, antenna rotation rate, 

and suae others.  The pass band, AF, will be close to optimum in this case 

if it is associated with the pulse width it  ) by the relationship at (3.2)» 
P 
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The so-called visibility factor, v (See Chapter I) is used to sake a 

qualitative assessment of signal visibility against a background of noise. 

The smaller the'visibility factor, v , the lower the power of the 

detected signal. 

The different factors bearing on the fundamental engineering charac- 

teristics of the radar have a very definite effect on the magnitude of the 

visibility factor. 

Those with the greatest effect on the magnitude of the visibility factor 

are: 

pulse repetition frequency, F ; 

receiver pass band, AF; 

sweep speed, v ; 

pulse width, T ; 

the quality with which the electron beam in the tube used in the 

display is focused; 

external conditions prevailing when the observation is made; 

antenna rotation rate* 

The dependence of the visibility factor on the pulse repetition frequency 

is shown in Figure 9*la* Signal observability improves with an increase in 

the pulse repetition frequency and, consequently, in the number of pulses 

handled in the receiver« 

The effect of receiver pass band at the intermediate frequency on 

observability can be followed from the graph in Figure 9-lb- 

The curve in this figure is for the case when the sweep speed, v , and 

pulse width, r , remain constant and the only facts that changes is the pass 
P 

band, AF. 
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Figure 9-1- Dependence of v on repetition frequency (a), pass band tb). 

The trace of the curve shows that there is a clearly defined minimum 

for the visibility factor when ÄF 1. 
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Ti-.c dependence of the change in observability on sweep speed is shown 

in Fi.-ure 9.1c. 

Degradation of observability with increase in sweep speed results 

because at high speeds of passage of the beam over the surface of the screen 

the conditions under which the screen is excited are degraded, and besides 

there is an increase in the "graininess" of the noise background, that is, 

the markers from the noise blips increase in magnitude. 

So far as observability is concerned, the optimum magnitude of a marker 

for screens with intensity markers is considered to be 

'opt -<lto3«, (,.!) 

where 

d, is the spot diameter. 

Videly used displays have d =1 mm, I   = 1 to 2 mm. 

The effect quality of focusing of the electron beam has on observability 

is  to degrade contrast, because when focusing is poor the target and noise 

markers "dissolve." 

Observability is effected significantly by the average brilliance of 

the noise background brightening the screen, by the external conditions 

under which the observations arc being made. This is fixed on the one hand 

by the properties of the cathode ray tube, and on the other by the special 

features inherent in  the human eye (see #9.10). 

Antenna rotation rate too has A definite effect on observability because 

when all other conditions are equal, the rotation rate is what determines 

how many pulses will be present at a definite point on the screen. 

The number of pulses in the train will decrease with increase in antenna 

rotation rate, and this will result in a reduction in marker brilliance. 

Sffect of Display on Radar Detection Range 

The radar equation at (1.48) defines the dependence of radar detection 

range on inherent parsneters and target characteristics. 

Detection range for a surveillance radar can be found through the 

following dependence on the visibility factor 

R = i4 » <9.a> 
•ft- V 

where 

k is a coefficient that takes radar and target parameters into 

consider at ion. 

The smaller v , that is, the smaller the value of the threshold signal, 

the longer the radar detection range. 
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Vidcly used.   throe-Male PPIs have approximately the lolloping visi- 

bility factor magnitudes: 

on small scale - v   te 3-5; 

on medium scale - v  %3; 

on  large scale  - v    ^ 2. 

The change in the magnitude of the visibility factor with change in the 

scale on the screen is the result ot the change in sweep speed. 

The relationship at   (9.1)   links the magnitude of the spot,  d  ,   and the 

length,   1,   of the marker on the screen  in the optimum case*     At  small  scale 

settings for the sweep this condition cannot be satisfied,  and shows up in 

the magnitude cf the visibility factor. 

The linear dimension of the marker on the screen can be computed through 

the formula 

l«B      ,  /L -d . (9-3) scale    s    a 

where 

R       ,     is the scale used on the screen; scale 
1    is the linear dimension of the sweep. 

Effect of Display on Radar Resolution in Range and Azimuth 

The relationship at   (2*9)  is used to establish the range resolution for 

the radar.     It can be written  in the following  form 

.„   .   P'% * AT) R
£Cale (9-4) 

OR = c • m —i d 
2 Ls 

where 

m is a coefficient that takes the magnitude of the  "gap" between  two 

adjacent markers into consideration* 

The  second  term  in the right hand  side of the  expression at   (9.^t) 

defines the display's resolution,   6R      or, putting it another way,   it 

demonstrates the degradation  in radar resolution  attributable  to the display. 

An analysis of the second term will   lead to the conclusion that  improve- 

ment in display resolution can be arrived at in the following ways; 

reduce the range sector displayed on the screen; 

increase the linear  dimension of the sweep;   that  is,   increase screen 

dimensions; 

reduce the dimension of the spot on the screen. 

TIIü only Way resolution can be improved for a selected typo of cathode 

ray tube is to use several range scales. Two or three different scales ore 

usually used. 
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The first  scale,   the smallest,  covers  the  entire scanning zone  at 

m.-jcinuini  range-     The second  scale  is  a one and one-half to two-fold amplifi- 

cation of the first,  while the third is a four- to five-fold amplification 

of the second. 

The display's  resolution changes  accordingly as the  shift  is made  fro» 

one  scale to  another. 

At long ranges the PPIs include a ring scan,  that is,   individual 

sectors   (rings)   covering the whole  of the  zone of observation.   Can be looked 

at  at  large  scale*     In this case range sweep begins after  some delay cor- 

responding to th# distance  to the beginning  of the sector being  looked at, 

rather than at the moment the main pulse is radiated* 

Resolution in azimuth can be f01 -»d through the formula 

» " »o.9 * *   »«MM/W (9-5> 

where 

&     is the magnitude of the azimuth sector in degrees5 
scale 

L is the linear dimension of the azimuth sweep; 

n is a coefficient that takes the magnitude of the gap between markers 

into consideration. 

The second summand in -ehe right hand side of the expression, at (9-5) 

characterizes the resolution in azimuth for the display,  59 -  In the case 

of the PPI the magnitude of the sector 5ß  _ is always 360°, while the 

length of the sweep will be variable, depending on the distance the marker 

is from the center of the screen. 

The linear dimension of the sweep can be calculated as the circumference 

of a circle, that is, 

Ls = 2nr, 

where 

r is the distance the marker is from the center of the screen. 

Analysis of the second term in the expression at (9*5) lead's to the 

conclusion that in order to increase the resolution in azimuth it is necessary 

to reduce the magnitude of the sector brought to the screen for the type of 

cathode ray tube selected.. The use of the sector scan mode is sought out 

for this purpose. 

It is also possible to simultaneously reduce the magnitude of the 

sector ß   , , and increase the linear dimension Of the sweep, L . This is scale' s 
done in special scopes of the range-azimuth type, in which the azimuth and 

range sweeps form a rectangular raster. 
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Effect of Display on Coordinate Measurement Accuracy 

Errors resulting from the inaccuracy in distinguishing the centers of 

target pips and scale- markers bocausg of their finite magnitudes. Since 

target pips as veil as range and azimuth scale markers have finite dimen- 

sions., the operator has to make a visual determination of their centers, cor- 

responding to the true position of the target, or of the scale marker.  This 

operation always contains an error.  The mean square error, determined 

experimentally, is about 3& of marker magnitude. 

Errors associated with poor focusing.  The error in fixing the center 

increases with increase in the marker resulting from poor focusing. The 

mean square error in range is on the order of tens of meters, in azimuth on 

the order of minutes. 

Errors in interpolating the position of the target pip between the scale 

divisions.  Interpolation involves a visual, proportional division of the 

segment between two scale markers within the limits of which the target pip 

is located. The mean square error in interpolation can be computed through 

the formula 

o. .= k - 0,005^  , <9-6) int scale 
where 

k = 1 to 2, and depends on the scale setting; 

A      , is the distance between azimuth or range markers. 
scale 

Errors caused by nonlinearity in sweep. Nonlinearity in the sweep 

causes errors in measuring the coordinates, and these errors are associated 

with those of interpolation in various sectors of the sweep. Konlinearity 

in range sweep results in range determination errors. 

In this case the mean square error can be found through t'.ie formula 

CT a 
- £4  (9-7) int ~ S scale 

where 

or is the nonlinearity in the sweep. 

As will be seen from the foregoing, the errors in interpolation have a 

significant dependence on the distance between scale markers, expressed in 

terms of the scale setting used. 

9-2 Plan Position Indicators 

The PPI can be used to make a rough determination of target range and 

azimuth, as well as to make an approximation of target characteristics.  On 

the PPI the air situation ±3  in the form of a projection on the horizontal 

plane.  A PPI screen is shown in Figure 9.2. The PPI usually can be used 

to scan in three operating modes: 
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circular scan, during •which the entire radar coverage zone is looked at; 

Figure 9.2.  Images on the PPI screen in three operating modes, a - 
circular scan mode; b - ring scan mode; c - sector scan 
mode. 1 - range markers; 2 - azimuth markers; 3 - reflected 
signals; 4 - signa's reflected from local objects; 5 - 
signals reflected irom clouds. 

ring scan, during which the entire radar coverage zone is looked 

at by seexors at enlarged scale; 

sector scan, when only a specific sector is looked at. 

A range sweep delay circuit, inserted in the range sweep channel, can 

be used to obtain the ring scan mode. 

A circuit for displacing the center of the sweep can be used to obtain 

the sector mode* 

The channel for forming the az-inuth «^reep provides range sweep syn- 

chronised with antenna rotation^ All PPIs can be divided into two groups 

with respect to the method used to obtain a rotating sweep: 

those with a rotating deflection system; 

those with a fixed deflection system. 

The distinguishing feature of those in the first group is that rotation 

of range sweep with respect to the azimuth can be synchronized with the 

antenna by rotating the deflection system mechanically, causing the range 

sweep to rotate. 

The deflection system in the PPIs in the second group is fixed. Sweep 

rotation occurs as a result of rotating the magnetic field. 

The block diagram of a PPI with a rotating deflection system is shown 

in Figure 9.3- 

The trigger stage is the source forming the range sweep and can be used 

in any PPI operating mode, not only to eliminate pulse pickup3, but to get 

staole trigger pulse amplitude. A wideband resistance-coupled amplifier 

with bottom clipping can be used as the trigger stage. Chapter VI contains 

the circuits of similar clipping amplifiers* 

Specific requirements imposed on circuits for trigger pulse delay are; 
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minimum time to rcstore-the original condition, particularly important 

in the case of long delays; 

linearity of the delay over the entire range of the seal«. 

These requirements are best satisfied by circuits in which the voltage 

drops linearly and which are, moreover, the most efficient* 

A circuit providing smooth trigger pulse delay, and widely used in 

displays, is shown in Figure 6.9- Jump delay circuits can also he used, 

A block diagram of a possible variant of the jump trigger pulse delay, and 

voltage curves, are shown in Figure 9-^- 
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Figure 9-3- Block diagram of a PPI with rotating deflection system. 
1 - trigger; 2  - trigger stage; 3 - channel for forming 
range sweep; 4 - trigger pulse delay circuit; 5 ~ expansion 
circuit; 6 - sawtooth voltage generator; 7 - sawtooth 
current amplifier? 8 - outgoing trace intensifier circuit; 
9 - focus coil; 3.0 - center shift; 11 - deflection coil; 
12 - center.shift device; 13 - cathode ray tube; 14 - 
range markers; 15 - azimuth markers; 16 - target signals; 
17 - procedure signals; l8 - signal mixing and amplifying 
channel; 19 - circuit for mixing incoming signals; 20 - 
amplifier circuit; 21 - sector setting; 22 - brilliance 
control;_23 - deflection coil rotation channel; 24 - focus 
control; 25 - antenna coupling; 26 - elements for controlling 
operating modes. 
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Figure 9-^-  Block diagram of jump trigger pulse delay and voltage 
time diagrams for various points in the delay. A - delay 
setting; B - trigger; 1 - line voltage generator; 2 - 
threshold circuit; 3 - coincidence circuit; 4 - range scale 
markers; 5 ~ output sxage; 6 - change in level of constant 
voltage and delay setting; 7 - firing level; R  - restoration 
level; 9 - delayed trigger pulse. 

The trigger pulse excites the generator, the sawtooth voltage from which, 

added to the constant regulated voltage, acts across the grid of a tube with 

a clipped operating level Cthe threshold circuit). If a change is mad* in 

the magnitude of the constant component of the voltage acting across the 

tube grid, the tube will fire at different sawtooth voltage levels. 

The magnitude of the constant voltage can be changed smoothly by rotating 

the arm of the delay setting potentiometer, and correspondingly changing the 

moment in time the tube fires. The pulse corresponding to the moment of 

firing is fed into the coincidence circuit, into which range scale markers 

are also fed for synchronization purposes. 

The coincidence circuit produces a pulse which can be used as the 

delayed trigger pulse. 

One of the fundamental requirements imposed on- expansion circuits is a 

minimum time requirement for restoring to the original condition. 

Various types of triggers, in which cathode followers are used to cut 

restoration time, can be used as expansion circuits. 

Regardless of the circuit used, there is distortion in the shape of 

the expanded pulse, the result of the transition processes that take place 

during current and voltage drops. This has a negative effect on the operation 
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of the sawtooth voltage generator. Different types of clamping clipping 

circuits eliminating these distortions can be used to improve the shape of 

the expanded pulse- Chapter VT contains a description of clipping circuit 

operation. 

A voltsge that changes linearly, and produced by the sawtooth voltage 

generator, is used to deflect the cathode ray tube beam from the center to 

the edge of the screen. 

Generators with positive feedback  (see Chapter VI) have been widely 

used in practical circuits. 

Special features of a PPI with a fixed deflection system. In order t-o 

obtain a radial-circular sweep with a fixed deflection system, it is necessary 

to create a magnetic field that changes linearly and rotate? in synchronism 

with antenna rotation in the throat of the tube. 

A fixed deflection system consists of two pairs of coils positioned 

mutually perpendicular with, respect to the cathode ray tube axis. A sawtooth 

current, modulated in accordance with the antenna rotation law, and displaced 

with respect to the phase in these coils by 90°, flows through these coils. 

The currents in the deflection coils are 

i = f(T) sin nAt, 

i2 = £(T) COS flAt, 

where    £CT) is the lav in accordance with which the sawtooth current changes; 

Q   is the angular velocity of antenna rotation; 

ß.t is the current azimuth of the antenna. 

Magnetic fluxes, changing in accordance with this same law, occur as a 

result of the effect of currents i and ift, 

§x = -zf(T) sin QAt, 

$ * af <T) <JOS fit, 

where z is a coefficient fixing the relation between the current in the coil 

and the magnetic flux. 

The resultant field, which deflects the electron beam, acts in the tube 

throat -n 
ltant 

köST^t)    A 

The position of the resultant field vector can be calculated as follows 

.sin fl.t\    _ „ g  f A   \= fit  = p 
(9-9) 

that is, it corresponds to the present azimuth. The resultant field therefore 

rotates in synchronism with antenna rotation.  Consequently, formation of a 

rotating sweep requires the generation of a sawtooth voltage and modulation 
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of that voltage  by -he   sine and cosine law for the antenna, rotation angle. 

The sawtooth voltage  is generated by the generator in the range sweep channel. 

This voltage   is then  split   into two components,   90°  apart.     Each of these 

components is inoculated by the antenna rotation law. 

Most often used for splitting are sine-cosine rotating transformers and 

sine-cosine potentiometers.    They are mechanically reliable and can be used 

TO load the deflection coils directly. 

The block schematic of a PPI witii a fixed deflection system is shown 

in Figure 9« 5-     The only difference betwec-i it  and that for the PPI with a 

rotating deflection system is in the aziouthal  sweep rotation channel. 

Tpatm gopu-jpoMSjiiu fotrpamj Scxtnocma 

JL 
:. J\-3si>j/oe 

Figure 9.5-  Block schematic of a. PPI with a fixed deflection system. 
A - azimuth sweep generation channel; B - sine-cosine 
rotatable transformer; C - horizontal sweep amplifier; 
D - vertical sweep amplifier; E - cathode ray tube; F - 
range sweep generation channel; G - sawtooth current 
generator; H - expansion circuit; I - trigger pulse delay 
circuit; J -  trigger; K — outgoing trace intensifier 
circuit; L - amplifier circuit; M - signal mixing circuit; 
N - signals; Q - miacing and amplifier channel; P - focusing 
circuit; Q - brilliance control circuit; R - cathode ray 
tube control channel* 

The sine-cosine rotatable transformer in this channel has a rotor 

winding and two stator windings located perpendicular to each other. The 

rotor is mechanically coupled to the antenna shaft and rotates in synchronism 

with it. 
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The rotr  winding is the sawtooth current amplifier load in the range 

sweep generation channel. 

The magnetic flux around the rotor winding, the result of the flow of 

sawtooth current, induces emfs in the stator windings, the magnitudes of 

which depend on the mutual positioning of the rotor and stator windings- 

It is highly important that there be a **ixed central point, corresponding 

to the origin of the sweep, in scopes with fixed deflection systeos because 

positive aiid negative sawtooth voltages appear across the amplifier tube 

grids. Controlled level clampers, designed to restore the original potential, 

are used for this purpose. 

PPIs for combining situational infonaation.  The data received fro» 

several radars can be combined on the screen of one PPI. 

A single system of synchronous and cophasal antenna rotation, and a 

single trigger for the transmitting and indicating devices, can be used to 

combine the information. 

Figure 9.6 is the block schematic of a PPI for combining situational 

information fro« two unsynchronized radars. 

As will be seen fr-a the schematic, a cathode ray tube and a fixed 

deflection system, are U£ed in the indicator. 

The indicator utilizes the time division of signals method wherein the 

sweep voltage relative to the X and Y axes, correspond ir.o to the position 

of the antenna associated with radio* No. 1, is fed to the deflection coil 

during one time interval, with the sweep voltage from radar No. Z  fed to, 

and the sweep voltage from radar No. 1 disconnected from, the deflection 

coil during the succeeding xlm.t  interval.  The result is the appearance of 

two sweeps on the indicator screen, the positions of which correspond to the 

azinuifchal positions of the antennas for radars Kc.  1 and No. 2 (fie. 9-7). 

The echo signals fro» the radars are switched simultaneously with the 

sweeps, and at the moment the sweep from radar Mo. 1 is generated, the echo 

signals from that radar only are fed to the cathode ray tube modulator. 

Echo signals from radar No. 2 are cut out at this time. 

The functions of signal time division are carried out by a special 

circuit. 

If the radars are quite a distance apart an additional circuit for 

taking the base into consideration is  used, and this circuit superimposes 

the origin of the sweep at a point on the screen corresponding to the posi- 

tion of the radar on the terrain- 

Vhen the radars have identical repetition frequencies, or very nearly 

so, the sweep trigger frequency of one of the radars is r,sduced when informa- 

tion is combined on one indicator. 
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Figure 9-6. Block schematic of a PPX for combining situatiocal 
information. A - Radar No. 1; 8 - sweep generator; C - 
servo-amplifier; D - unit for generating the X and Y axis 
sweeps; E - trigger pulse unit; F - trigger pulse; G - 

conventional symbol generator; H - unit for selecting and 
positioning conventional symbols; I - time selection unit 
("wait" circuit) ; J - indicator; X - Radar No, 2; L - 
Radar No. 1 sweep voltage, X coordinate; M - Radar No. 2 
sweep voltage; U —  blanking pulse. 
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Figure 9-7. View of a screen of an indicator showing the combined 
situation (a) and the screen of an indicator when the 
information from two remote radars is combined (b). A 
Radar No. 1 sweep; B - Radar No. 2 sweep; I is the 
distance between radars no. 1 and no. 2. 
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9-3« The Azimuth-Range Sector Display Indicator 

These indicators are used: 

to improve azimuth and range resolution; 

to increase the accuracy with which coordinates are read; 

to find the height of a target with a radar producing a V-beam. 

Expanding the sweep scales in the azimuth-rang« indicator is unavoidably 

connected with decreasing the scan zone. A view of the screen of an indicator 

of this type is shown in Figure 9-8-  The reflected signals are reproduced 

on the indicator screen .as vertical, or horizontal, lines; the scale markers 

in the for» of rows of vertical and horizontal lines. 

UCAt 

JO/MTU Satinaeatt 

Figure 9-8*  View of an azimuth-range indicator screen; A - azimuth 
scale lines; B - target; C - range scale lines. 

Usually used to obtain an image on the screen of a cathode ray tube is 

fast range sweep (horizontal or line scan), and slow azimuth sweep (vertical* 

or frame scan), controlled by the antenna. The deflection system in these 

indicators therefore consists of two mutually perpendicular, fixed deflection 

coils, one creating the range sweep, the other the azimuth sweep. 

The vertical deflection coil is supplied with current from the range 

sweep channel, similar to the range sweep channel in the PPI with a rotating 

deflection coil. 

The horizontal deflection coil is supplied with current from the azimaxh 

sweep channel, changing in proportion to the angle, or to the sine of the 

angle, of rotation of the antenna. 

A typical azimuth-range indicator consists of the following main elements: 

a cathode ray tube with a fixed deflection system; 

a range sweep channel; 

an azimuth sweep channel; 

an amplification channel; 

circuits for supplying and controlling tube operation. 
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Figure 9.9 is & functional diagram of a typical indicator. 

the azimuth sweep channel is designed to develop the current, the 

magnitude of which changes with the angle of rotation of the antenna in 

azimuth, that is 

i = kh  or i B k sin 0 

where 

K  is a  constant; 

9  is the angle of rotation of the antenna in azimuth. 

The channel consists of two main elements; the modulator, and the 

deflection system supply circuit« 

Azimuth sweep channel using an azimuth pulse transmitter, Hie block 

schematic of a sweep channel using an azimuth pulse transmitter and the 

voltage curves, are shown in Figure 9-10- 

A special device' ( a transmitter ) generates short .pulses that are 

related to the angular position of the antenna as the antenna rotates in 

azimuth. 

the pulses from the transmitter output are fed into the gating circuit, 

which also receiver the intensification pulse voltage for the sector selected. 

Thus, a "bundle" of azimuth pulses is formed at the output of the gating 

circuit.  Toe width of the "bundle" is fixed by the width of the azimuth 

intensification pulse and fixes the magnitude of the working sector in 

azimuth. 

The pulses obtained at the gating circuit output are then fed into the 

counter and then into the circuit for converting the code into voltage* 

The result is to generate a stepped voltage which is then smoothed out by 

a filter. 
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Figure 9.9-    Block schematic of an azimuth-range indicator. 

Reproduced from 
best available copy 
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Figure 9.9. Block schematic of an azimuth-range indicator. 
A - range sweep channel; 6 - trigger pulses; C - trigger 
stage; 0 - delay circuit; £ — sawtooth voltage generator; 
F - sweep output stage; G - intensification circuit; H - 
mechanical coupling with shaft for rotating antenna; I - 
azimuth sweep channel; J - circuit for generating the 
initial azimuth sweep voltage; K - amplifier and output 
stage; L - circuit for generating azimuth sweep inten- 
sification pulse; M - circuit for generating azimuth 
markers; N - mixer; 0 - circuit for generating range 
markers; P - video amplifier; Q - echo signals from 
receiver; R - vertical displacement circuit; 5 — hori- 
zontal displacement circuit; T - focus circuit; U - control 
electrode; V - cathode. 

A "north" pulse can also be generated at the instant the antenna passes 

through the north point, thus providing for correct selection of the operating 

sector by the transmitter* 

The azimuth sweep channel with selsysn modulators. Ihe most widely used 

circuit for generating azisnxtl. sweep is that using a selsyn couple (see fig. 

9.11). 
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Figure 9.10. Block schematic and azimuth sweep voltage curves when an 
azimuth pulse transmitter is used. A - antenna; B - 
azimuth pulse transmitter; C - gating circuit; 0 - storage 
circuit; E - amplifier with negative coupling; F - 
deflection coil; G - sector selection circuit; H - azimuth 
marker pulses; I - azimuth; J - sector selection voltage; 
K - sector; L - pulses at the gating circuit putput; M — 
voltage across the storage circuit output. 
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The variable voltage used for selsyn supply is usually called the 

carrier frequency voltage, and the selsyn that modulates this voltage in 

amplitude is called the modulator. 

The carrier frequency should be a great deal higher than that of 

selsyn rotor rotation in order to simplify the process of detection and 

voltage envelope discrimination. 

A selsyn transmitter can be used to modulate the carrier frequency in 

accordance with the antenna rotation law. The rotor winding of the selsyn 

transmitter rotates in synchronism with the antenna. A voltage is induced 

in the stator winding, the load on which is the three-phase winding of the 

Stator of the selsyn transformer being used. The amplitude of the voltage 

A    ModysaetoB 

Figure 9-11- Blocic schematic of an azimuth sweep channel with a 
selsyn modulator,  A - modulator; B — carrier frequency 
generator; C - selsyn transmitter; D - antenna; E - 
selsyn transformer; F  - cathode follower; G - sector 
select; H - phase detector; I - outgoing sweep trace; 
J -  intensification pulse; K - sweep amplifier; L - 
deflection coils; M - return trace. 

across the rotor winding of the selsyn transformer depends on the mutual 

positioning of the rotors of the selsyn transmitter and the selsyn trans- 

former. Since the selsyn transmitter rotor rotates at antenna rotation 

frequency, a voltage, amplitude modulated by the antenna rotation frequency, 

is induced in the selsyn transformers braked, winding. 

Zero voltage amplitude means that the positions of the selsyn rotors 

match.  By rotating the selsyn transformer rotor we can change the moment 

zero is established for the output voltage envelope. At the same time the 

zero amplitude for this voltage will correspond to the different angular 

positions of the antenna in space. 
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The phase detector in the azimuth, sweep channel is used to make the 

rectified voltage proportional to the sine of the antenna rotation angle. 

When a conventional detector is used this dependence could only be arrived 

at within l80e limits. The linear section of this voltage in the 20 to 6o° 

range of antenna rotation in azimuth (fig. 9.11) is used -to generate azimuth 

Use of the cathode follower is the result of a need to generate a high 

input resistance in the aziauth sweep channel, because it is customary in 

radar practice to connect several seisyn transformers to one azimuth sweep 

voltage selsyn transmitter. 

A powerful output stage is needed to convert the voltage of the sinu- 

soidal envelope obtained across the phase detector output into the current 

for deflecting the 'tube beam. 

Switching the video amplifier input by intensifying only the outgoing 

sweep trace can be resorted to in order to eliminate the superimposition of 

images of the outgoing and return azimuth sweep traces. 

9-4 The elevation-position type indicator for measuring altitude 

The elevation-position typ« indicator is included among the indicators 

•with rectangular sweep, and in design is little different from the azimuth- 

range indicator. 

The horizontal s*mvp current in this indicator is proportional to the 

range, and the vertical sweep current is proportional to the angular posi- 

tion of the beam in the vertical plane. 

Those radars with a V-beam radiation pattern have the vertical sweep 

current in the selected sector proportional to the angle to which the antenna 

is turned in azimuth. 

The elevation scanning voltage in the radar with a "rocking horse" beam 

in the vertical plane can be generated by devices that cause the beam to 

wobble. 

Lines of different heights, HI, H2, H3, etc., are constructed using 

the range and elevation coordinates, in order to read target height. These 

equal height lines, as well as the range and elevation lines, are plotted 

on a transparent light filter and planed atop the tube screen. 

When a scale such as this is used the determination of target height 

can only be made after a careful matching of the electrical scale lines 

for range and elevation with similar lines of the plotted scale. The 

accuracy in determining the height depends on the accuracy with which the 

match is made. 
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Figure 9.12. View of a height indicator witn scales for the different 
heights and the markers for a radar with a V-beam. A - 
marker generated by the echo signal from the tilted 
beam; B - curves of equal heights; C - initial angular 
scale marker; D - marker generated by the echo signal 
from the vertical beam. 

Line« of equal height are in the form of hyperbola in the elevation- 

position indicators Cor angle of rotation-range for V-beam radars), and 

the constant current lines are in the form of horizontals (fig. 9.12). 

There are two basic shortcomings in these indicators; at l^=g ranges 

the equal height lines converge and a considerable error in reading the 

height results, and much of the useful area of the screen is wasted. 

Two scales, range and elevation, are often used in order to eliminate 

these shortcomings. 

As was indicated above« the vertical sweep voltage for the V-beam radar 

is proportional to the angle of rotation of the antenna in azimuth, not to 

the angle of elevation of the antenna« 

Si->ce echo signal pips can appear at different places on the screen, 

it is necessary to match" the original sero line of the angle of the mechani- 

cal scale with respect to which the grid of antenna rotation angles was 

constructed with the echo signal pip from the vertical beam in order to 

determine target height. The height reading is taken from the position 

of the echo signal pip from the incident beam relative to the lines of 

«oual height. 

The zero line on the scale can be matched with the echo signal pip 

from thA vertical beam in one of the following ways: 

by correcting the position of the sector selection setting; that is, 

changing the position of the signal pip from the vertical beam with respect 

to the lines on the fixed mechanical scale, a .procedure complicating the 
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work of the operator and resulting in substantial measurement errors; 

by shifting the mechanical scale until its zero line matches the center 

of the trace of the signal from the vertical beam. 

This method permits determination of target height on the second 

antenna revolution. 

But it is only possible to shift the scale when the vertical sweep 

voltage can be changed linearly from the angle of rotation of the antenna. 

The most effective way in which to establish a vertical linear sweep 

based on the angle of rotation of the antenna is to use the azimuth sweep 

circuit with pulse accumulation reviewed above. 

The method that utilizes summing of the sine voltages can be used in 

the circuit with selsyns to obtain a linear azimuth sweep. For example, it 

is possible to Obtain an output voltage from the two selsyns in Figure 9.13 

that will be proportional to the angle of antenna rotation. 

One of the selsyns (the primary) can be rotated in proportion to the 

angle of rotation of the antenna in assimuth-S, while the other (the linearizing 

selsyn) -2®, with both selsyns fed from the same carrier frequency generator. 

If l/8u> of the output voltage from one selsyn is subtracted from the 

output voltage of the other the summed voltage will be a linear function of 

the angle &y   and will be accurate to within 1°. 

In the case of mechanical scale shifting it is convenient to us« a 

scale of equal height, projected optically. This makes it easy to shift 

from one scale to another in the event the indicator uses two scales and 

also reduces the parallax error- 

Figure 9M1/±  is the schematic diagram of an elementary optical device 

witn one mirror. 

The operator observes the tube heyond the screen through a mirror with 

partial reflection. Mirror 1 is set  up at an angle of 4.5° to the tube axis. 

Scale 5, which is engraved on a plastic plate, is end lighted. 

The plate is set up perpendicular to the tube screen and at some 

distance from the mirror such that the operator se^s  the image of the scale 

on the surface of the screen. 

Vhen the switch is made to the other scale, the lighting for scale 6 

is cut in, and that for scale 5 is cut out. 

Lighting can be switched by the same knob that switches scales.  Vhen 

the plates are moved Tthe image of the scale on the indicator screen is moved. 
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Figur« 9-13*     Schematic diagrao of linearization, of the  azimuth voltage. 
A - selsyn transmitter;  B -  selsyn transformer;  C - to 
amplifier input;  D -  linearity adjustment;  £ -  antenna 
shaft; F - sector seloet. 

Figure 9*1^«    Schematic diagram of aa elementary optical device with 
one mirror.  1,  2 - mirror; 3 - observer; 4 - scale 
lighting;   5,   6. - scales. 

9.5    Tbe Range-Height Type Indicator for Measuring Height 

As distinguished from the foregoing, in the range-height indicator 

the scale of the elevation sweep expands with increase in the range and 

thus simplifies reading the height» 

In order to create sweep in height-range coordinates in an indicator 

with fixed deflection coils,  it is necessary to feed current into the 

horizontal deflection coil,  and the magni-tude of this current is propor- 

tional to the horizontal range to the target: 

*hor ' ^or =V°OSC 

where 

k. is a coefficient fixing the sensitivity of the deflection system; 

*2 *1 ä ' 
c is the rate at which -the electromagnetic energy is propagated; 

c is  the target elevation. 
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At the same time, the vertical deflection coil must be supplied with current. 

the magnitude of which is proportional to target height 

k H a k* t- sin e 

where 

\  =k3 2 ' 

The diagrams of the currents flowing in the deflection coils for this 

case are shown in Figure 9»15a, and the lines of equal height are depicted 

on the screen by a family of horizontal lines. 
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figure 9*15- Diagrams of currents flowing in the deflection coils. 
A - vertical; B - horizontal; C - vertical deflection 
sweep current;, D - horizontal deflection sweep current« 

If a small sector of the elevation is depicted an the indicator screen, 

time t is often used as the horizontal coordinate (sweep current is propor- 

tional to slant range), and sin c»e is used as the vertical coordinate. 

The reading of range data can be simplified in this case, but the lines of 

equal height bend upward somewhat with an increase in angle e* 

Curvature in the lines of equal height can be eliminated if the hori- 

zontal deflection coil is fed a current proportional to the range, and 

the -vertical deflection coil is fed a current proportional to the height 

<fig. 9.15b), that is 

k^H k. t sin e vert 

A sawtooth voltage across the input to the output stage will result 

in a sweep current proportional to the range. 

In order to obtain the sweep current to feed to the vertically deflected 

coil, it is necessary to form a sawtooth voltage and multiply it by the sine 

of the angle of rotation of the antenna in the vertical plane« 
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The earth's curvature,  and the refraction of radio waves,  must be taken 

into consideration in determining the height relative to the earth's surface 

at  long ranges.    The formula for so doing  is in the jTorxn 
2 H = R sin e * R 

2r e 

where 

i-       is the effective radius of the earth. e 

In this case the sweep "current flowing in the deflection coils must have 

been changed in accordance with the following law 

W = V* Vert * V sin € * V2' 
that is, the current flowing in the vertical deflection colls must have an 

additional parabolic component* 

Integration is one of the simplest methods to use to obtain a para- 

bolic—shaped voltage. Integration changes the sawtooth into a parabolic 

voltage. Chapter VI discusses integration circuits. 

In range-height indicators, the sweep lined go off the tube screen at 

high elevations and heavy sweep current is required to create them. During 

sweep flyback the high rate of decay can cnusc excessive overloading and 

damage to deflection coil insulation. Hence, rise in current at high 

elevations oust be eliminated in indicators. This is done by using circuits 

limiting amplitude sweep voltage amplitude or by using circuits automatically 

changing the sweep voltage duration. 

The level of limitation is fixed by the moment in time the beam reaches 

toe upper edge of the scale on the indicator screen. 

9.6 Indicators for Semiautomatic Pickoff 

Semiautooatic information pickoff, automatic transmission, and repro- 

duction of target pips  is the procedure used to redtjce the time required 

to transmit and reproduce measured da.'-:-* Semiautomatic pickoff can be 

accomplished with conventional radar indicators of various types, but the 

indicator must be equipped with a special optical-mechanical pickoff, as 

well as with special indicators for semiautomatic pickoff, using the elec- 

tronic-optical pickoff method. This method involves the reproduction on 

the indicator screen of a spot of light which the operator mechanically 

matches with the target pip, thus "pinning down" the -"jordinates.  The most 

widely used practical method is the electronic-optical one, the essence of 

which involves reproducing an electronic marker on the screen, -the position 

of which is fixed by the values of the constant components of the voltage 

picked off the arras of the potentiometers in the pickoff device. The 
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electronic-optical method is realized in special indicators, the principle 

of construction of vhich differs substantially from that discussed in the 

foregoing. In these indicators the glow of the primary radar situation is 

superimposed on the secondary signals, vhich later can be target pips, 

markers, symbols, figures, and the like*  Constant voltages must be used 

to reproduce the secondary signals. Ctae fixed deflection system will repro- 

duce the primary radar situation and the secondary signals. The block 

schematic of the apparatus for reproducing the primary situation is no 

different in principle from-the PPI with the fixed deflection system dis- 

cussed in the foregoing, one in which the situation is reproduced in polar 

coordinates. Special equipment is usually needed in the indicator because 

the pickoff is usually in rectangular coordinates- Figure 9»l6 is a func- 

tional schematic included to explain the principle of the electronic- 

optical method. An electronic marker, the position of vhich is fixed by 

voltages 0 v and U M, picked off the potentiometers in the pickoff divide, 

R and R , is brought out on the screen. The arms of these potentiometers 

are moved by the operator through a mechanical transmission, and the marker 

moves on the screen. At the moment the marker and the target pip catch the 

pickoff button is pressed and. relay P functions.  The contacts of this relay 

connect the outputs from the coordinate potentiometers to the storage devices, 

C and C . in -which voltages IL and U  are clamped. These voltages can 

then be transmitted to tne reflecting device directly, or it can be coded 

first and th-an transmitted over communication channels in code. Marker pip 

reproduction requires cutting off, for some period of time, the scanning 

sawtooth voltages fed to the deflection coils, and, at this same time, feed 

in the constant voltages for the marker. The frequency at which it is neces- 

sary to cause the marker* to glow should be such that on the one hand the 

marker can be observed as a non-flickering point, ff**H on the other, that 

the information lost as a result of the curtailment of the sweep be a minimum. 

It is considered that a marker glow frequency of 15 to 16 hertz satisfies 

this requirement.  Curtailment of the delivery of the sawtooth, voltage sweeps 

xs carried out by a special inhibitor which can be synchronized off tne 

common synchronization system. In addition to inhibiting sweep intensifica- 

tion, a marker intensification pulse must be delivered to the tube's control 

electrode. 
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Figure 9*3-6. Functional schematic of the electronic-optical pickoff 

method. 

A - trigger pulses; B - synchronization pulses; C - 
marker intensification pulses; D - circuit for inhibiting 
sweep intensification; £ - interrogation pulses; F - 
mixer; 6 - radar signals; H - sweep intensification; I - 
pickoff; J -  amplifier. 

Figure 9*17 shows the voltage diagrams explaining the electronic-optical 

pickoff method. When the semiautomatic pickoff indicator is mated with a 

short-range radar, the intensification of the primary situation and th* 

secondary signals can be carried out in one sweep period. A variety of 

conventional symbols and numbers can be intensified on the nrmTiiiitninit'r 

pickoff indicators, simplifying the work. Two methods are used to intensify* 

numbers and symbols: the first is by the use of Lissabons figures, the 

second by the use of the small raster format method. The block schematic 

explaining the principle involved in the first method is Shown in Figure 

9*18.  Basic components in the circuit are the sine voltage generator, pro- 

ducing a frequency oscillation, f , and a doubler, producing a frequency 

oscillaxion 2f . The sine oscillations produced are fed into a special 
S 

deflection system, and an image resembling the number £ will appear on the 

screen. By intensifying the individual sections of this number we can 

obtain all numbers from 1 to 9» as well as several conventional symbols* 

The sensitizing poises can be shaped from these sine voltages, shifted the 

required magnitude ia phase, AS well as by The sensitizing pulse shaping 

circuit. The small raster format method is one in which a television type 

raster is created at the point at which the symbol or number is reproduced, 

and the individual sections of this raster are intensified. This- method has 

greater possibilities for reproducing numbers and symbols than does the 

method which forms from the Lissajous figures. 
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figure 9-17- Voltage carves associated with Figure 9.16. 

A - trigger pulses; B - synchronization pulses; C 
sweep Inhibiting pulses; D - sensitising pulses. 
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Figure 9-1&.    Block schematic of symbol  reproduction- 

A - to deflection system for numbers;  B —  generator,   f   ; 
C - doubler,  2f ; D - intensification shaping; E - output 
stage;  F — to control elecrfcrode- 

Symbol Indicators*    The semiautomatic pickoff indicator lets us combine 

the properties of the conventional indicator with tue possibilities for 

reproducing special symbols and numbers.    However, there are indicators 

which can reflect a signifibantly greater amount of information by using a 

variety of symbols.    These are called symbol  indicators-    The basis of 

indicators is a symbol-printing tube, with a special matrix with symbols inside 

the neck.    The electron beam, passing through the matrix at the required 

place,   "prints" this symbol on the screen«    Symbol indicators are most often 

used as terminals in electronic digital computers in control points. 

9.7.     Scale Marker Formation Methods 

Azimuth Marker Formation Methods 

Azimuth scale markers must be fixed,   and rigidly  synchronized with 

antenna rotation,   if target  azimuth is to be established  accurately. 
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Each azimuth marker must be intensified by just one cycle of The out- 

going trace of the radial sweep, and must always begin with the beginning 

of the sweep-  If this requirement is not satisfied, the scale markers will 

appear chaotically, they will be seen to flicker, and will be defocused. 

Azimuth determination is difficult in this case. This can be eliminated by 

rigidly synchronizing the beginning of the azimuth scale markers with the 

beginning of the range sweep- 

Marker width, tg, »list satisfy the condition 

P    P 

where 

T   is the pulse repetition frequency for the radar. 
P 
If this condition is not satisfied, the markers will he intensified by 

more than one range sweep, and this will cause some of the Barkers to appear 

more brilliantly than others. 

A typical circuit for obtaining azimuth scale markers is shown, in 

Figure 9.19-  Here the transmitter is connected to the antenna shaft and 

produces the primary signals as the antenna passes through, predetermined 

angles, the magnitude* of which can be fixed by the required resolution for 

the azimuth marker».  The primary signals are triggered by the circuit for 

shaping the expanded pulse and producing a pulse with a width oomewfaat 

greater than the pulse repetition period for the radar. This pulse is fed 

into the synchronization stage, wbici- is a coincidence circuit. Trigger 

pulses are fed into the other input of the synchronization stage. At the 

moment pulses coincide the circuit functions and feeds a poise into the 

scale marker generator, where the synchronized azimuth marker is formed. 
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Figure 9.19- Block schematic of the formation of azimuth markers and 
voltage time diagrams at various points in the formation. 
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Figure 9.19. Block schematic of the formation of azimuth markers and 

voltage tine diagrams at various points in the formation. 

A - reduction; B - transmitter; C - expansion circuit; 
D - trigger pulses; £ - synchronization circuit; F - 
scale marker generator; G - to cathode ray tube; H - T . 

The electric-mechanical method.  In tliis method the transmitter is a 

cam (fig. 9.20a} connected to the antenna, shaft through a reduction and 

closes contacts 1-2 as many times during one antenna revolution as is 

required to produce the azimuth markers for one antenna revolution.  For 

example, if the 5* scale markers are to be formed, the contacts must close 

72 times (360/72 = 5*)-  At the moment the contacts close there is a pulse 

across resistance R, and this pulse is also the primary signal for the 

subsequent formation.  The advantage of this circuit is its simplicity. 

It does have significant shortcomings, however, including short contact 

life, and a broad scatter in times of occurrence of the primary signals, 

and this, in the final analysis, reflects on the accuracy with which the 

scale markers chart. 

The photoelectric method. The principle involved in obtaining markers 

by the photoelectric method is explained in Figure 9.20b. 

Basic components are the light source, the opaque disk with radial 

apertures, the photo electric cell, and the amplifier. 

The disk is connected to the antenna shaft through a reduction. As the 

antenna rotates the light beam passes through the apertures, striking the 

photoelectric cell, and producing a pulse of currant. The amplified pulse 

in then u.-ed as -ehe primary signal. The pulse repetition period, T. depends 

on the reduction ratio and the number of slots in the disk, and equals 

(9-10) 

•where 

*r 
n  is the number of slots in the disk. s 
This is a more complicated circuit to manufacture, but can be used when 

antenna rotation rates are high. 

Selsyns and the Zero Reading Method 

This method is widely used in circuits for forming azimuth markers 

because it is simple and dependable. The basic components (fig. 9.20c) are 

tne selsyn transmitter, the selsyn transformer, and the shaper. 

The selsyn transmitter rotates with the antenna. The selsyn transmitter 

ro^or will rotate at a rate that depends on the reduction gear transmission 

ratio. 

TQ - 360Oir 
P           n       ' s 

*r is the reduction ratio; 
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The selsyn transfcnner, t"«--* rotor of which is fi^:ed, is eicccricaliy 

connected to the selsyn transmitter.  A voltage with a. frequency that of 

the voltage supplied to the stator of the selsyn transmitter, but nodulated 

by the amplitude of antenna rotation frequency Cor a oultiply of it) appears 

across the rotor windings.  This is the voltage that is applied across the 

shaper, -which detects and forms the envelope. 
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Figure 9*20* Azimuth pulse transmitters. 

a - electric-mechanical; b - photoelectric; c - selsyn. 

A - light source; B - disk; C - photo electric cell; D - 
amplifier; E - reduction; F - selsyn transmitter; G - 
selsyn transformer; H — shaper. 

Every time the envelope thus formed passes through the zero value, a 

triangular pulse is formed at the shaper output, und the width of this pulse 

can be regulated by changing the shaper clipping level (fig. 9-21)- These 

pulses are also used as the original pulses for further shaping of the azimuth 

markers. 

The reduction transmission ratio, i , can be found from antenna rotation 

rate and marker graduations through the formula 

_ 2&B° 
xr " 53Ö5"' (9.11) 
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IS the scale is to have two, or more, graduations, there must be 

several channels, differing only in the i ratio. 

Duplex synchronisation is required for the formation of azimuth scale 

pulses« First, the markers for the lowest graduation must be synchronized 

with the trigger pulses, and, second, the marker for the highest graduation 

must be synchronised with the markers for the lowest graduation. 

Range Marker Formation Method 

For convenience in reading the coordinates, the range scale markers 

should be shaped in the form of short electrical pulses, the amplitudes of 

which differ according to -ehe marker graduations. Ordinarily, the amplitude 

of the marker used with the highest graduation exceeds that of the marker 

used with the lowest graduation by 30 to SO&. 

Range scale pulses should he formed while the outgoing trace of range 

sweep lasts, and the accuracy with which they are plotted should remain 

constant over the entire raage scale. 
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Figure 9*21* Shaper operating principles. 

A - clipping level« 

A finely controlled crystal oscillator, which functions continuously 

(fig. 9.21) is used as the marker oscillator. The crystal oscillator 

frequency is divided into stages which make the division into magnitudes 

corresponding to the repetition period for the markers, and this is done in 

order to obtain the synchronisation pulses. 

In this method the range scale markers are formed from the IF voltages 

generated during crystal oscillator frequency division.  In this case, the 

crystal oscillator frequency must not be lower than the repetition frequency 

for the scale markers on the lowest graduation, that is, 

res 

['/ 
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where 

1, 2, 3 ... 

t   is  the specified resolution for the scale markers. 
res       ' 

The principle involved in division of the repetition frequency for the 

scale marker a for the lowest graduation to the required magnitude is used 

to obtain the scale markers for the highest graduation. For example, if 

the markers for the lowest graduation are lO-km markers the recurrence 

frequency of l? kHz must be reduced by a factor of 5- 

9*8. Three—Dimensional Indicators 

There are two basic methods that can be used to obtain three—dimensional 

indications: 

the use of the stereo effect which creates visibility of three-dimen- 

aional images; 

building three-dimensional indicators using optical and mechanical 

equipment. 

The first method utilizes the principle of a special optical system 

superimposing two flat images to obtain a three-dimensional image,  Figure 

9*22 shows a schematic diagram explaining the functioning of an indicator 

of this type. 
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Figure 9.22. Three-dimensional indicator using stereo effect. 

A - polarized glasses; B - signals from radar. 

Two cathode ray tubes, positioned at an ang^o of 90° to each other are 

used* The images on the two tubes are displaced somewhat relative to each 

other. Polarized filters, C and D, are placed in front of each of the 

screens. The image can be superimposed by a semi-transparent mirror, E, 

which i- half silvered. Polarized glasses are used for observations, with 

the left eye seeing screen B, the right eye screen A. 
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Figur« 9*23*    Three-dimensional indicator with tilting (a)  and rotating 

(b)  mirrors. 

A - mirror with controlled rotation and tilt; B - radar; 
C - reduction; D - elevation synchronous tracking trans- 
mitter; E - azimuth synchronous tracking transmitter; 
F - optical system; G - echo signal; H - converter; I - 
light äource; J - axis of rotation; X - electron beam; 
L - phosphor screen; H - tube envelope. 

Optical parallax is introduced in each o£ the images to reproduce the 

third dimension (depth). 

A voltage, proportional to the sine of the elevation is added to the 

deflection system in indicator A to achieve this. This same voltage is 

subtracted from the indicator B sweep voltage.  Advantages of indicators 

such as these include simplicity of design .and use of conventional indica- 

tors; a shortcoming is the narrow observation angle. 

Tilting, or rotating screens or mirrors, are used in the second of the 

methods. The image is projected onto them by an ootical system.  The optics 

most often create a brilliant marker, which is the reflection of the object 

in space. 

The screen is lighted up at that moment in time when the angle of 

rotation of the screen corresponds to the target elevation. 

The mirror is connected to the radar antenna, by a synchronous tracking 

system, and repeats radar beam ntovement. The two other coordinates lie in 

the plane of the screen. 

Figure 9.23 illustrates the operating principle of these indicators. 

what makes these indicators complex is getting the mirror to revolve 

inside the cathode ray tube, and at a high enough speed. 

A good effect can be obtained by placing a screen covered with a 

flnorescing composition inside tha cathode ray tube (see fig. 9.23). Here 
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xhe electron beam is deflected in accordance «rith the plane coordinates of 

tile target, and the screen repeats antenna rotation with respect to elevation* 

A phosphorescent Barker forms when the beam hits the screen. 

Indicators such as these can only operate off radars using beam scanning 

in the vertical plane. 

9.9.  Color Indicators 

Marker discrimination in the known types of receivers "is brought about 

by using one of the properties of the human eye - that of sensitivity to 

change in brilliance- While the eye can distinguish no more than four to 

Six  gradations of brilliance., the radar signal can have a very great many 

more such gradations. So conditions are created wherein not all the details 

of the situation brought out on the indicator can be perceived by man, or, 

putting it another way, not all the potentials of the radar are used to the 

maximum» Press  reports suggest that one «ay to increase observation effi- 

ciency is to use color indicators, so the human eye is reacting to change 

in color, as well as to change in brilliance. This improves signal visi- 

bility and increases the effectiveness of operation under interference 

conditions«  The essence of color indication is that signals differing in 

level (amplitude) are reproduced on the screen in different colors. If two 

colors are used, the indicators are called »wo—color indicators, if more, 

they are called multicolor indicators. 

A special two-color tube, or two separate, single-color tubes, with 

subsequent optical super imposition of the image, are required to reproduce 

signals of different levels in the form of two colors. As distinguished 

from conventional radars, the amplitude curve for the receiver-amplifier 

channel in the r&dar with color indication must have a section in the form 

of two intersecting straight lines (rising and falling). Therefore, 

individual channels with predetermined amplitude curves for each color are 

built to operate an indication system such as this and the functions of 

separating the signals of different levels and converting them into brilliant 

markers of different colors are combined.  The amplitude curves for the 

channels are selected so weakly reflected targets will glow in one color, 

and strongly reflected ones will glow in another, or in an intermediate, 

color. Eirperiments have 'proven that the human eye is most sensitive to 

green and red, so these two colors are the ones most widely used in color 

indication systems.  A color indication system car. also be built by selecting 

complementary colors, that is, mixing them in a predetermined proportion; 

to yield a definite color. An indication system such as this is called a 
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complementary color system. Let us, briefly, consider the circuitry used 

to design a radar receiver-indicator channel for a two-color indication 

ay at em. 
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Figure 9.24. Block schematic of two tube color indication. 

A - IF amplifier; B - detector; C - Channel I video 
amplifier; D - subtraction circuit; E - Channel I signal 
amplifier; F - "green tube"; G - Channel II video- 
amplifier; H - Channel II signal amplifier; I - "red tube". 

Figure 9.24 shows one way in which a receiver-indicator channel with 

two different color tubes can be designed.  In this circuit the output from 

the channel II video amplifier is connected into the subtraction circuit, 

thus providing amplitude curves of required shape for both channels. Signals 

from Channel II are subtracted from signals in channel I as the signals 

flov through the subtraction circuit.  The signals thus formed control the 

brilliance of the tubes with red and green persistence. Mirrors 1 and 2 

are used to make an optical match of the two-color image obtained.  It should 

be noted that there are definite technical difficulties involved in designing 

this system, primarily those involved with the bulk of the apparatus.  This 

is why a circuit with one two-color tube and two control beams is sometimes ' 

used. Color indicators with a three-color persistent kinescope (red, green, 

blue) can be designed on approximately this same principle. 

9»10. Lighting Engineering Units and Elements of the Physiology of Vision. 

The capability of an indicator to reproduce a situation, and the capacity 

of an observer to evaluate it, are used in making visual observations of 

radar signals.  The images reproduced on the indicators, *s well as the 

observation conditions, should be such that maximum operating efficiency is 

ensured. 

The human eye is most sensitive to light oscillations with a wave length 

of A. = 0-556 micron, a wave length corresponding to that of the color green. 

The sensitivity of the eye to other colors can be evaluated by a parameter 

called the relative luminous efficiency and showing the percentage <&  the 
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power of light with wave length X that can constitute 

the power of liuht with wave length X.  For example, -the relative luminous 

efficiency of white (day) is O.lt. Special lighting engineering terms and 

units are used to make a quantitative evaluation of the result of the effect 

of light on the human eye. 

Luminous flux« The unit used is the equivalent luminous flux with 

wave length X » 0-556 micron, and called the light watt- The fluxes of 

light with other wave lengths of the same power will differ in accordance 

with the relative visibility factor.  In practice, units smaller than the 

light watt by a factor of 621, and called the lunec (lie), are used to measure 

luminous flux. An electric lamp rated at 55 watts yields a luminous flux of 

about 650 lumens. 

Luminous intensity. * Characterizes -the angular density of the luminous 

flux, that is, it defines the magnitude of -the luminous flux radiated in a 

given direction« 

The unit of luminous intensity adopted is the candle, corresponding to 

a source uniformly radiating a luminous flux of 1 lumen at a solid angle 

equal to a steradisn. 

Illumination. Defined as the magnitude of the luminous flux incident 

per unit area. The unit of illumination is 1 lx (lux), and is the illumina- 

tion of a section of a surface with an area of 1 m covered by a luminous 

flux of 1 lioen. 

Examples of illumination (in lux) are: 

minimum illumination needed for reading 20-30 

illumination in a liohted room in the daytime 1O0 

illumination in an open area in cloudy weather       1,000 

illumination in the summer time under the direct 

rays of the sun 100,000 

Luminance, characterizes the source of radiation and equals the luminous 

intensity arriving per unit area of the projection of the luminous surface 

on a plane perpendicular to the given direction. The unit of luminance is 

the nit (nt) v that is, the luminance of a surface yielding a luminous 

intensity of 1 candela per square meter in a direction perpendicular to it» 

Luminance is the basic magnitude to vüich the human eye reacts when looking 

at an illuminated or luminous surface« 

Examples of luminance values (in nits) are: 
9       9 sun at noon 10 -  2*10 
8 8 projector arc 4-10    - 15*10 
6 6 filament of a lighting lamp 3*10    - £0-10 

luminescent lamps 5*lv   - 10-1CT 
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normal motion picture screen 60 

image on indicator screen 10-30 

Contrast characterizes the relationship of the luminance of the lightest 

section to the luminance of the darkest section.  Good photographic contrast 

is 100 and higher. The radar image has infinitely less contrast. 

The eye is a recording device and possesses a number of properties 

which oust be taken into consideration when observations are being organized. 

The capabilities of the eye oust also be represented ±n  evaluating the obser- 

vability of subjects, in evaluating accuracy in determining coordinates, the 

basic operations carried out by the operator during his observations* 

Visual evaluation of luminance.  The sensitivity of the eye to luminance 

can be characterized by three magnitudes of sensitivity; absolute, difference, 

and upper thresholds of sensitivity. The eye is not satisfactory for making 

accurate quantitative evaluations. It can distinguish weak luminances when 

the distinction between small subjects is associated with intensities, and 

strong luminances associated with the painful sensations of being blinded* 

The absolute threshold of sensitivity defines the least luminance 

causing light sensation. It is  determined by individual properties of the 

eye and the degree of its preliminary preparation (adaptation) to observation 

conditions* Extremely significant is the preliminary adaptation to darkness 

to cope with the conditions under which a radar indicator screen is observed* 

For the dark adapted eye the absolute threshold of sensitivity is 10  to 

10  nits for a luminous surface with an area on the order of a few square 

centimeters at a distance of 2J to 35 cm, and at least several seconds of 

observation time. For these same conditions the absolute threshold of 

sensitivity for the daylight adapted eye is 0-3 nit. 

The difference threshold of sensitivity establishes the least difference 

between two different luminances being compared by the eye. The upper thres- 

hold of sensitivity establishes the greatest luminance of a luminous field 

the eye can withstand without being blinded. 

Visual evaluation pf observation results. The evaluation of dimensions 

is determined by visual acuity, that is, the capacity of the eye to distinguish 

snail details. The quantitative sensitivity of the eye to the difference in 

details can be characterized by three thresholds; non-separated vision, 

split vision, and recognition of shape. The threshold of non-separater! 

vision is defined as the least angle at which the image detail becomes 

visible as a non-separated spot. 

The threshold of split vision is defined as the least augle between 

two adjacent objects under observation, at which they are still seen separately* 
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For most people this angle is 35 to 40" (about 0.04 to 0.05 no). The 

threshold at  split vision depends on the magnitude, shape, and position*of 

the objects« as well as on their luminance, color, and observation conditions. 

The threshold of recognition of shape is defined as the least angle 

characterizing definite dimensions of the details of an object subject to 

evaluation in connection with observation missions. 

In radar indicators the task, of visual evaluation arises in determining 

the position of the marker with respect to the lines on the scale, during 

visual determination of the center of the marker, its origin, or end, and 

in the visual relating of these points to the lines on the scale, in the 

behavior of the amplitude markers with respect to the noise path, in target 

resolution, and the like, Errors associated with visual evaluation of 

results depend on the degree of focusing, luminance, adaptation, and many 

other external factors. 

Vision fatigue. Insufficient luminance of the image, and unevenness 

in lighting, lead to strain on vision and as a result to fatigue. Fatigue 

causes a reduction in contrast sensitivity, in visual acuity, and in 

stability, that is, a reduction in the efficiency with which the observer 

functions. It is very important that observation conditions for the operator 

be created (darkening of the compartment, average luminance, and the like) 

such that a minimum of visual strain occurs. 
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Chapter X 

Automarie Control Systems for Electronic Devices 

Automatic  control   systems for electronic  devices  are systems of  automatic 

regulation and control.     An automatic control   system consists of  a set of 

devices which control  an object without direct human participation. 

The problem of control  is considered to  be the  regulation o£ one or 

several physical values characterizing the stage of the object to be controlled. 

An automatic control system is a system which operates automatically to 

maintain a certain physical value constant or to change it according to a 

given or previously unknown rule« 

The very simplest  as well  as extremely complex automatic control   systems 

of every type,  construction,  and purpose nave certain design principles and 

functional rules in common* 

10*1«    Operating  Principle and Functional  Diagram of an Automatic  Control 
System _ _^^_^__^____ 

An  automatic control   system may be one of two  types:     open-loop or 

closed-loop. 

The block diagram of an open-loop  system is  shown  in  Fig.   10-1.     In open 

systems,   there  i3 no feedback from the output" to the input  and consequently, 

ttw control process does not depend on the results of the system operations, 

on how the system carries out its function. 

I  
Jgg/mve Ttitfuarfjmn. - 

K 
L • 

oSmun 

Figure 10.1.     Block diagram of  an open-loop system. 

1 - Drive;  £ - amplifying-converting device; 3 - actuator; 
4 - regulated  (controlled)  object. 

Toe device used to produce the required  input value ac  {given value)   is 

called the drive.     In the amplifying-converting device,  the input sigr.al is 

amplified and converted  into  a controlling action*  which  is  applied to  the 

actuator.     The actuator acts on the controlled  object,   controlling the value 

y '(the regulated value) which characterizes the state of the given object. 

All open-loop systems have great faults, which are caused by the absence 

of feedback; there is no way of controlling the regulating process, and there 

is no way of controlling the regulating process,  and there is no correction 
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if the controlled value does not correspond to tlie given value. 

Closed-loop  automatic control  systems  are more feasible.     A typical 

automatic control  system block diagram is shown in Fig* 10.2. 

»»',•'"39 

•___! j 
1        7   tf^—^Z"  

Figure 10.2.  Block diagram of a closed-loop automatic control system. 

1 - Drive; 2  - measuring device; 3 ~ amplifying-converting 
device; k  - actuator; 5 - regulated (controlled) object^ 
6 - regulator; 7 - feedback. 

In these systems, there is feedback between output and input systems. 

The controlled value y is applied, through the feedback loop to the measuring 

device, where it is compared with the given value x. As a result of comparison. 

of these two values, an error signal (mismatch) is produced, proportional to 

the difference i=ac-y. 

In the amplifying-convex1 ing device, the error signal is amplified and 

converted to a form suitable for applying to the actuator. 

The actuator acts on the controlled object and changes the regulated 

value in such a «ay that its deviation froa the given value is completely 

eliminated or reduced to an allowable amount. 

Separate elements iii MEC system may be expressed implicitly or may be 

absent, or may be combined into units.  A special drive device may be lacking. 

In some systems, the actuator nay be completely combined with the amplifying- 

converting device and may. be called the regulator (controller). Correction 

signals are generated in this device to provide stability and the required 

indicators of the quality of the regulating process. 

The control device is sometimes lumped together with the measuring 

device ana called the regulator. Then any automatic control system consists 

of a regulator and regulated object.  The regulator is used to hold constant 

or to vary according to a given rule one or several physical quantities 

characterizing the processes in the controlled objects, their position, or 

parameters of motion. 

Under actual operating conditions, an automatic control system may be 

subject to disturbances as well as to a useful signal.  Disturbances (inter- 

ference) may affect the controlled object or the regulator. 

A normally functioning automatic control system should meet the speci- 

fications of operational stability, control quality, and operational accuracy. 
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10.2.  Stability of Automatic Regulation And Control Systems 

The stability of an  automatic control system is taken to mean the 

ability of the system to return to the original or a new equilibrium state 

after a change in the driving (controlling) or disturbing signal. 

Stability depends on the system parameters and above all on gain. 

The stability of an automatic control system may be judged by intro- 

ducing the free component of a transient process.  If the free component. 

Y   is attenuated in the course of time, i.e. at t •* =>, Y  -+ O, the system 

is stable.  If Y   increases with time or shows undamped oscillations, then 

the system is unstable. 

Figure 10*3 shows graphs of a transient process in an unstable system 

(a) t a stable system (b), and a system on the borderline of stability (c). 

Figure IO.3.  Graphs of a transient process in an unstable system (a), 

a stable system (b) , and a system on the borderline of 

stability (c). 

Hie required margin of stability is provided by choosing the system 

parameters and connecting correction (stabilizing) devices to deform its 

amplitude-phase characteristic in a suitable «v.  The stability margin may 

be estimated by the amplitude and phase stability margins. 

The margin of amplitude stability (modulus) AN indicates by how many 

times (how many decibels) the modulus N((D ) of the amplitude-phase charac- 

teristic of an open loop system at frequency <fi must be increased so that 

through the-point (-1, jO) (Fig. 10.4). 

AN * 201g  1 C10.1) 

PM 

Figi 10.4.    Estimate of the amplitude and phase stability margin, 
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The phase stability margin &cp    is taken to mean the angle between the 

amplitude-phase characteristic vector with modulus N(a) 5   • 1  and the negative 

real  axis. 

Acceptable values for stability margins of  amplitude and phase lie within 

the following  limits;     AN    *  10-15 dB;  Alp     - 30-50*. 

10.3    The Quality of Automatic Control Systems 

In a stable automatic control system,  the free component of a transient 

process dies out with time. 

A transient  process  is a process of change with time of the state of a 

dynamic system from the moment it is acted upon until & stabilised process 

is begun. 

The quality of a system may be judged by its behavior in the transient 

mode  in response to a single step  action  (Fig.  10.5)   on the initially quies- 

cent system. 

M) m. 

/"max «1 f. 

a 1 
S=*<J 

t 
•t 

Figure 10.5.    Characteristics of a transient process* 

Systems are qualitatively determined by a set of characteristics of 

the transient process, called quality indicators. 

The following direct quality indicators are usually used: 

1.    Regulation time (time of the transient process)    t    - the tine in 

the course of which the output signal does not deviate more than 5-10% from 

the stabilized value,  i.e.,  «  =  (0.05-0-l)Y . 
2*    Rise time t    - the time interval  in the course of which the output 

attains its stable value for the first  time. 

3.    Overcontrol a% - the ratio of iwWirmm deviation AY        to the sta- 

biliz-ed value  in a direction opposite  to the initial deviation,   expressed 

in %: 
AY 

c* 100% (10.2) 

Permissible values of a% lie within the limits 20-40%. 

fc* Number of oscillations n and frequency of oscillations f of the 

output Y in the course of the transient process. 
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Usually n should be held to 0.5-3. 

Die accuracy of an automatic control system operating in the presence 

of a useful, regular signal x(t) and a random disturbance (interference) 

p(t) is determined, on one hand., by the dynamic error z , and on the other 
d 

hand, by random error z . 

Dynamic error is taken to mean an error of the system aue to inexact 

termination of the regular component of the input signal, and random error 

is an error produced by the effect of interference. 

When a slowly changing signal x(t) is applied to the system, the ultimate- 

state dynamic error is determined by the series 

^(^ = CDÄ0(0 + C1i(0+-^-i(0 + .- (i0.3) 

where    C , C , C ... - coefficients of dynamic error; 

Jt(t)T ¥(t) ... - corresponding derivatives of the input signal« 

The terms of the series «re usually called: 

position error (signal error); 

velocity error; 
Wt3 
cLi(t) 

C 32(t) - acceleration error» etc. 

To determine dynamic error, the error coefficients C. and the derivatives 

of the input signal must be calculated. 

The error coefficients C. are determined by the transfer function of the 
a. 

system in the open state K (p). The table below shows some first error coef- • 
P 

ficients for a system with various numbers of integrating elements. 

jiyraua Mam 
2 -J**s<w,'*r 

ramAn O^fMjit 
4= 
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o C 1 5    IC* Ky. Ke-Ktofr- 
inaticin«     yctiACHits »+** 

I 
0 
1 

- cucrcuM   B paWHKxy- 
TQH COCKMUHH 

2 Co 

d 
Cz 

0 
0 
1 

Table 1. First error coefficients for a system with various numbers 

of integrating elements. 

1 - Number of integrating elements; 2 - error coefficient; 
3 - formula.; k  - note; 5 — amplification factors of the system 
in the open state* 

For & system with one integrating element and open state gain 
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KV, • 200/sec, it is required to determine dynamic error If the input signal 

changes with constant velocity V = dOO m/s, i.e.« acCt) » Vt = SOO t. 

Solution.  The first derivative of x(t) = V = 800 m/sec, and the second 

and higher order derivatives of the input signal are equal to zero.  From 

(10.3) and the table, dynamic error will be equal to 

System error produced by the first derivative (velocity) of the input 

signal is usually called velocity error, and the coefficient K^ is Called 

the velocity gain or velocity Q (dimensions of Q are 1/sec). 

If the useful control signal xft) and the disturbance p(t) represent a 

stationary random process,. then total error 2(t) and its dynamic and random 

components, 2,(t) and Z (t) respectively, will also be a stationary randem 
d        c 

process.  In this case the mean square error or its root-mean-square value 

is taken as the measure of error« 

The mean square error of an automatic control system may be calculated 

by the correlation function R (t) or the spectral density S ((n) of error; 

—* 
If the control and disturbance are applied to the system input and 

there is no mutual correlation between them, the mean square total error 

where    K .(jco) - amplitude-frequency characteristic of the closed-loop 

system; 

S (tl>)   - spectral density of the control signal; 

S (u>)   - spectral density of the disturbance signal. 
P 

The integrals of (10.5) may be calculated analytically or graphically 

as the area bounded by the functions under the integrals. 

The mean-square error a of an automatic control system is defined as 

the square root of the average of the error squared. 

0-/PW. (10.6J 
Example.  The transfer function of a servo system takes the form 

«there KV a 180 l/sec - velocity Q; 

T - time constant. 

At the input of tue servo system there are both a useful regular signal 

of the form 
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.« = -. + * „  , (l0-8) 

(where Q = 100 deg/sec - angular velocity) and interference, constituting 

white noise with spectral density 
.  2 

^ = 0 = 0,1^. (10.9) 

It is required to determine the mean-square err he system- 

Solution.    Prom the expression Tor the transfe; j.on  (lC.7),   it is 

evident -that the system includes one  integrating el«:-      c  ithe denominator 

contains p to the first degree)  and therefore,  according to the data in the 

table above, ft - ^ ft ••-jjj. 

The dynamic component of error 
*4 - C0<„ + Cfi = -jr-. tlO.10) Av 

Ihe transfer function of the servo system in tue closed state 

Substituting p = jm into the transfer function, we obtain, in accordance 

with (10-5), the mean square interference component of error*; 
*• 

Ibe nean square total error 

Ajr 

Substituting numerical values gives the root-mean-equare error 

20-4* Systems for Remote Synchronous Transmissions of Coordinates 

Synchronous indicator transmissions are often used in radar stations 

for transmitting data on range, azimuth, and elevation of a target over 

great distances. 

Synchronous transmission uuu.ca.tes a system -which provides continuous 

match in the position of -two or several shafts (which are not connected 

mechanically) as they rotate. 

A synchronous electric transmission includes the following elements 

(Fig. 10.6): 

* 
The method of calculating the integrals is shown in appendix II of tl**l3- 
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detector D - a device -which converts the angle of rotation of the 

drive  shaft  DS  into electrical   signals; 

receiver R - a device which accepts the electrical  signals of the 

.censor and transforms then  into an angle of  rotation of the  receiving  shaft 

fiSj 

connection line CL - for transmitting electrical  signals from the 

sensor to the receiver. 

sso  —  

PS0      .     J—     tt       r-L^ 
«$-    D      .    R W 

Figure 10.6.  Structural diagram of a synchronous transmission* 

xn transmitting coordinates with synchronous transmission, the angular 

position cr of the drive shaft determines the transmitted angle« and angular 

position 6 of the receiving shaft determines the transmitted angle reproduced 

at the receiving point.  Thus for example, if the drive shaft is connected 

by a gear transmission to the lead of an antenna, then the pointer connected 

with -ehe receiving shaft will indicate the azimuth or angular position of 

the antenna» The range may be also transmitted by connecting the gear 

transmission of the drive shaft to a range potentiometer. 

Automatic radar systems most often use indicator synchronous transmis- 

sions» Selsyns are used as detectors and receivers in indicator synchronous 

transmission. Figure 10.7 shows the circuit of one variant of coupled selsyns. 

Figure 10.7*  Circuit of an indicator synchronous transmission 

The circuit consists of selsya-detoctor SD, whose rotor-position gives 

the transmitted angle, and selsyn-receiver SR, whose rotor rotation reproduces 

the transmitted angle. 

Single—phase rotor excitation windings aro connected to supply source 

£S, and corresponding phases' of the three-phase rotor windings are inter- 

connected. 
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Single-phase alternating current, in the stator windings sets up a 

pulsating magnetic excitation flux in each selsyn, which indicates emfs e*, 

«*, el in the rotor phase windings of the detector, and emfs e,, e_, e, in 
2  3 iz^ 

the receiver phase windings.  If the transmitter and receiver rotors are 

positioned identically vith respect to the excitation flux and the selsyns 

are identical, equal emfs will be induced in the rotors.  Since these emfs 

are opposing, there will be no current in the rotor phases. 

If the transmitter rotor turns through a certain angle relative to the 

receiver rotor, the corresponding emf s in the transmitter and receiver phases 

will no longer be equal; compensating currents and the magnetic fluxes asso- 

ciated with them will arise in the rotor windings, and their interaction 

with the stator field will create in both the* transmitter and the receiver 

a rotational moment which will try to match the positions of the transmitter 

and receiver rotors.  The receiver rotor will assume the same angular position 

as the transmitter rotor, with a given degree of accuracy. 

The discrepancy between the angle of rotation of the transmitter a and 

of the receiver 0 is called the angle of error 9 =» a  - 3. This angle in the 

ultimate- state determines the error of the synchronous transmission. 

The angular error S depends on the external moments H  constituting ex 
the load on the receiver shaft; M 

(10.13) 

where K - specific synchronous momentt whose value is given in the certified 

data of the selsyns. 

A deviation in the operating conditions of the selsyns from nominal 

(change in friction of the rings and bearings due to scale on the rings and 

impurities of the lubricant, change in voltage or frequency of the supply 

source, length of the connecting line) leads to reduced operational accuracy 

of the synchronous transmission* Two-speed (dual channel] synchronous trans- 

missions are used to increase transmission accuracy.  The circuit of such a 

transmission is shown in Fig. 10.3.  It uses two parallel synchronous trans- 

missions for coarse and fine readings. The drive shaft is directly connected 

to the coarse selsyn from the transmitter selsyn and through a reducing gear 

with accelerating transmission q to. the fine detector.  This provides highly 

accurate data readout through the fine channel (see servomechanisms for the 

deflection system of & plan position indicator. 
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Figur« 10*8.     Circuit  of  a two-»peed  indicating  synchronous tr«asusjioa 

One detector selsyn otten transmits the elevations of two or more aelsyn- 
receivera.    Figure 10-9 snows the circuit of an indicator transmission, 

where two receivers SR    &ad SB.    arts connected in parallel to one detector 
1 2 

selsyn SD. 

ea =?m 

Figure 10.9*  Parallel operation of receiver selsyns in a »ynchrooou» 

transmission 

Special detectors (series 1>D are produced industrially for operation 

with various numbers of receiving selsyns. 

I>iffercntial selsyns are  sometimes used for remote indicator transmis- 

sion of an angle. 

Differential selsyns are used to indicate the algebraic sura of angular 

displacement of two shafts which are not mechanically connected. 

A differential selsyn (diff S) is connected in the*rotor winding circuit 

of selsyns S and S of a remote angle indicator transmission, as shown in 

Fig. ICIO. In this circuit the differential selsyn may operate &b detector 

or as receiver. 

Figure 10-10. Circuit of an indicator synchronous transmission with 

a differential selsyn. 
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Vhen selsyns S and 5 operate as detectors and the differential selsyn 

as a receiver, the rotor of the differential selsyn -will rotate through an 

angle equal to the algebraic sum of the angular positions of selsyns S and 

V 
Ccntact-1 ess selsyns may  be used in indicator synchronous transmissions» 

A synchronous transmission comprises either two contact-less selsyns, or 

one contact and one contact-less selsyn. 

In the latter case, the receiver will be a contact-less selsyn (CSK) 

aral the detector will be a contact selsyn. The three-phase windings of the 

DS rotor and the CSK stator are connected together, as in the usual induction 

(Fig. 10-11). 

Figure 10*11«  Circuit of a synchronous transmission with a contact- 

less selsjn 

Selsyns may be used in the transformer mode in radio electronic devices. 

In 'transformer (measuring) synchronous transmission (fig. 10.12) , the 

secondary winding of the detector is connected to the three-phase winding 

of the selsyn-transformer ST. Ihc load is connected to the single phase 

winding of the transformer. Supply voltage is applied, to the excitation 

winding of the detector. 

a 

Figure 10.12. Circuit of a transformer synchronous transmission 

When the detector rotor turns through a certain angle, an ac emf is 

induced in the single phase transformer winding, with its amplitude propor- 

tional to the angle of mismatch between the angular position of the detector 

rotor and the transformer rotor, and the phase of the carrier depends on 

the direction (sign) of the mismatch» 

The fundamental indicator of quality of remote synchronous transmissions 

is the error in transmitting coordinates, which depends mainly on the accuracy 

class of the selsyns and the load on tne selsyn receiver. Contact selsyns 

are produced in three classes of accuracy. 
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Maximum error: 

detector selsyna of the first class: up to 0.25°; 

of the second class: up "to 0»5°» 

of the third class: up to 1-0*; 

receiver selsyns of the first class: up to £ 0.75°; 

of the second class: from : 0-75 to ± 1-5*1 

of the third class,: from ±1*5 to ±2.5*- 

10-5  Servomechanism for the Deflecting System of a Plan Position Indicator 

In a plan position indicator (PPI), the scan line should rotate synchro- 

nously and in phase with the antenna rotation.  This is accomplished by 

rotating the deflecting coil of an electron ray tube vith a servooechanism. 

Figure 10.13 shows a simplified circuit of a servooechanism for rotating 

the deflecting system of an electron ray tube (ESI). 

KanCirtS 
Pine channel 

Figure 10.13-    Simplified circuit of ft servomechanism for rotating the 

deflection system of  a plan position  indicator. 

To   increase  accuracy,   a two-speed measuring device vith coarse end fine 

readout channels and an additional synchronization device are used as the 

measuring  element. 

The rotors of the coarse-readout selsyn detector SD       and the selsyn 

transformer 5T      «re connected to the rotors of the selsyns in the fine- 
CO 

readout channel SD and ST. through the reducing gear P with increasing 

mechanical speed l:o,„ 

When the antenna motor H rotates the antenna in the horizontal plane, 

the matched position of the selsyn pairs i» disturbed. 
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For small mismatches between the angular position of the antenna and 

the deflecting winding, a voltage greatly exceeding the output voltage of 

the ST  appears at the output of the ST,. 
CO I 
After amplification in the power amplifier and conversion in the cor- 

recting device« the fine channel voltage is applied to the drive motor of 

the deflecting system M w., which, through tne reducer, swings the deflecting 

system and the rotors of the seisyn-transformers to decrease the mismatch* • 

The scan on the screen of the electron ray tube moves to a new position. 

However, the discussion here cannot be limited to the fine channel, 

because the transmission mismatch nay occur in different ways. Vb«n the 

£D  completes one rotation, the magnetic flux of ST. makes o revolutions, 
CO I 

that is,   it will occupy the position in which its output voltage is zero a 

total of q tines.    Figure 10.14 a,  shows a graph of the voltage variation 

on the signal windings ST      and ST. in relation to the angle of mismatch for 

an uneven transmission number Q> 1 * «M«ncewe V,0      Z tumpfXEiuie ifa 

VW \l-\l  M/\l 
a 

for uneven (a) and even (b) transmission number 

1 - Voltage U • 2 - voltage U •  3 - stable null; 
4 - unstable null; 5 - "false" null; 6 - voltage U' 

The presence of q positions with zero voltage at the ST. output may lead 

to spurious matching in any of these positions* To prevent this, the system 

operates in the coarse channel for large mismatches, thus providing only one 

position for stable matching (stable null); and for small mismatches, it 

operates in the fine channel. The channels are switched automatically by 

the synchronization (switching) device. 

There are a great number of synchronization devices using relays or 

diode circuits or other nonlinear elements. Many serve systems for radio 

electronic devices use a synchronization circuit with & neon lamp (NL). 

When the mismatch angles exceed S • 2-5" (for q * 36), output voltage 
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of the coarse channel after amplification in the synchronizing device is 

sufficiently high to ignite the neon lamp (Fig. 10.13)-  After the neon lamp 

is lit, voltages for both fine and coarse readout appear at the power amplifier 

input.  Sin=e the coarse channel voltage is larger in amplitude, it will be 

the controlling voltage until, in the process of mismatching, the neon lamp 

is extinguished, and the fine channel voltage will become the controlling 

value. 

The value of the angle of mismatch at which the neon lamp is ignited 

may be changed by adjusting the drive with potentiometer P. 

The supplementary synchronizing device cannot eliminate the stable falsa 

equilibrium (false null) which appears an the fine channel at the mismatch 

angle of 1&0" and with even transmission ratio 2 (Fig* 10.1**, b). 

To eliminate constant error at 180°, an additional voltage LI is a 
connected in series with U    ,   the voltage on ST     ;  U.,  is taken from the co co      d 
secondary winding of the step-down transformer Tr,   which is connected to the 

supply source of the SO excitation windings.    With the supplementary voltage, 

the graph of total voltage 

U*     -  U       * U. (10.14) 
CO co d 

of the coarse channel is shifted upward (Fig, 10.14, b); and at the "false" 

null point, it will he ample to set the synchronizing device into operation. 

As a result of introducing U , voltage U*  differs from zero at 

6 • l60* and 6 • 0s*  For the system to operate normally, signal voltages on 

the coarse and fine channels should remain equal to zero at 6 a o*. To 

fulfill this condition, the ST   stator rotates through a certain ?ngle cpT co 
close to one fourth the period of variation of the fine channel voltage. 

Electronic or magnetic  amplifiers may be used  in the  servoaechanism 

Cor rotating the deflection system of a plan position indicator. 

In some radar stations,   the  servo  system is supplemented by a differential 

device or by setting the scan manually in any position or at the basic voltage. 

Other methods of rotating the deflection windings use a contact-less 

selsyn with two ytator windings connected to the corresponding coils 90° away. 

Scan current passes through the rotor of the contact-less selsyn,  which is 

mechanically connected to the cntenna.    In place of a selsyn-detect or,  a 

sin-cos in potentiometer is sometimes used. 

The basic   indicators of the quality"  of a servomechanisB? for rotating 

Her« and subsequently in calculating the teencical  indicators of the systems 

undar discussion,   it  is assumed that they have acceptable  stability margins. 
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the deflection system of a plan-position indicator axe: 

tracking  accuracy; 

tine for the system to enter synchronization. 

10.6.    Servomechanisas for Controlling Antennae 

Servomechanisms using  selsyns with an  electrical  machine power amplifier 

are most often used for controlling antennas or the cab of a radar station« 

figure  10-1?   show»   the circuit  of  a  servo  with   i*n  electrical   machine 

power amplifier. 

&ejL£Uxüig_ ejement 

Tl       *fclit-  >^v 1   J*.   K-7i   _ ^@^p%Q 
^-     Mecnanjcwj. feeouam. 

Figure 10.15«    Servomeehanism with an electrical machine power amplifier 

He elements of the system are: 

a measuring device, 'consisting of selsyn-detector SD and selsyn- 

transformer ST; 

phase sensing amplifier PSA; 

electrical  machine power amplifier EMA* 

actuator A; 

reducer Pj 

controlled object O  (antenna,  cab); 

supplementary feedback F,   effected through dc  tachometer-generator 16« 

The seiayr.-detector of the measuring device iu located at the control 

point or is connected to the drive mechanism.    Depending on the type of 

radar or its operating mode,   the rotor of the selsyn-detector is mechanically 

connected  to the command   (drive)  shaft  and may rotate with constant  speed 

or may be turned manually with a control  wheel.     The rotor of the selsyn- 

tranaformer i.r connected by mechanical feedback, to the receiver shaft-axis 

of the controlled object.    When there is a mismatch angle between the command 

and receiving shafts,  an error signal in the form of an ac voltage, whose 

amplitude depends oi   the  amount of mismatch  and whose phase depends on the 

sign of the mismatch angle,  appears at the single-phase winding of the 

seisyn-transformer. 

In the phase—sensing amplifier, the error signal is transformed into a 

dc voltage, which is applied to the electrical machine amplifier after fil- 

tration.     The amplified control voltage is  supplied to the actuator.     The 
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actuator will turn the controlled object and the sei syn-tranafonner rotor 

through tne reducer to decrease the mismatch angle until the angular posi- 

tion 0 of the receiving shaft becomes equal to the angular position a of  the 

command shaft. 

The system is stabilised by feedback, supplied from tachometer-generator 

TG and including the supplementary circuit F, which way be a differentiating 

element. To increase accuracy of the servo, a two-speed measuring device 

is often used, consisting of two selsyn-detectors and two selsyn-transformers 

for coarse and fine readout«  This type of measuring device has been discussed 

in the case of a servo for rotating the deflection system of a plan position 

indicator. 

Two' input channels are sometimes required, wfriich may influence the 

actuator independently of each other. Then a differential selsyn is connected 

between the selsyn-detector and the seleyn-transformer, as shown -in the circuit 

of Fig. 10.16. Channel 

^ ^ c±     r 

CT    output- 

Channel II output 

Figure 10.16.  Circuit for including a differential selsyn in a 

The stator windings of the selsyn-dctcctor SD  supply the stator windings 

of the differential selsyn, and the rotor windings of the detector are con- 

nected with the stator windings of the transformer. When the input shaft 

of channel I or channel II rotates, a mismatch voltage corresponding to the 

given channel appears on the terminals of the ST rotor windings«  If both 

input shafts rotate simultaneously, the mismatch voltage and the antenna 

rotation voltage associated with it win be proportional to the algebraic 

sum of the rotations of both input shafts. 

Radar display cabs are often rotated by electric motors, whose rota- 

tional velocity is varied with special relay-contact switches or with 

automatic devices.  In some ays-tecs, the angular velocity of an asynchronous 

three phase motor is varied by switching the supply windings from a delta to 

a double Y with an automatic machine. 

The basic quality characteristic of a servo «nteana control is the ""»•"'mm 

dynamic error for a given controlling effect. It in most often required that 

at a given angular velocity Q deg/s the velocity error 9 of the servo with 

gain i. should not exceed the given value of 8 
v max 
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V=ü7.5e
Bax Cio.15) 

The basic characteristic of a cab-rotating servo is the range or number 

of stages of regulated speed. Two—speed control is most often used* 

10*7• Automatic Range Tracking System for Radar Stations 

A system of automatic target ranging is designed for continuously 

determining any of the target coordinates. 

Figure 10.17 shows the functional diagram of an analog automatic range 

tracking system (ARS).  Oscillograms of voltage at principal parts of the 

circuit are shown in Fig« 10-18. 

4   •"  fl<J4K»CMWff U 

ÄASyOWBMT 
' Y L«<nwv   12 

•     ixseosa 

Figur«  10.17.    Functional diagram of a range tracking  system  in a 

pulsed radar station. 

1  -  videopulses;   2 -  input;  3  "  time discriminator; 
'4 - memory (fixing) devices   5 - amplify ing-correcting 
device;   6 - actuator;  7 -  range voltage;  8 -  input; 
9 - gate pulses; 10 - gate pulse generator; 11 - time 
delay generator;  12 -  transmitter triggering pulses* 

; PI flyaio$nü UHntfjihc   Triggering pulse 

Delay pulse 

, Gate pulses . 

I Video pulse 
h' Bii3eout.ni.abc 

Range voltage 

f-*r : r—• 
1   ;s Error, 

I 
}v\\\vvv\v\\\m^^^^. 

Figure 10*18* Oscillograms of voltagesat certain points of the automatic 

range tracking system. • 

Range to the target is determined by measuring the time interval t 

between the moment the pulse (1) is emitted by the transmitter and the moment 
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the video pulse (A) is received. To this end, the system develops a selector 

puls« O) in the form of t*o gate pulses« whose time position is controlled 

by a special time delay circuit*  A range scale is associated with the gate 
t 

poises. 

The problem of automatic rang« tracking is to automatically eliminate 

mismatch between the time positions of the video pulse and the tracking gate 

pulse At »t -t . 
1  e 

A time discriminator is used as the mismatch measuring element, to whose 

input the video pulses (4t) from the receiver output and the tracking gate 

pulses (3) are applied. In the discriminator the areas of the video pulse 

overlapped by the first and second gate pulses are compared, and an error 

signal (5) is generated, proportional to the difference in areas, taken over 

the left and right gate pulses.  The error voltage in the form of short two- 

polar pulses is applied to the memory (fixing) device, where it is converted 

into a continuous control signal* 

A differential detector or some other fixing circuit may be used as a 

memory device, in which the error pulses are recorded on the first period 

of alternation T and are read out one after the other. The sign of the 

•resulting error voltage is determined by the bias voltage of the gate pulses 

relative to the center of the video pulse. 

The «mplifying-correcting device, in addition to amplifying, stabilizes 

the system and decreases tracking error. 

Range finder circuits usually include one or two integrating elements 

and a focusing element for stabilization. 

The amplified and converted error signal is  applied to the actuator, 

which changes the range voltage (6) and duration of the delay pulse(2). 

Actuators in an automatic range tracking system can'be low-power 

0-5 •*) two-phase asynchronous motcrs or electronic integrators* Accordingly, 

the time delay generator may be either a circuit with capacitive phase reversal 

or an electronic circuit using a phantastron* 

The gate pulse generator includes a blocking oscillator and a delay 

line or two blocking oscillators. 

The delay pulse circuit generates a rectangular pulse which begins 

simultaneously with the transmitter triggering pulse (l). 

The trailing edge of the delay pulse in the gate-pulse generator is 

formed into the first gate pulse, and the trailing edge of the first gate 

pulse is formed into the second gate pulse* 

The time position of the trailing edge of the delay pulse is varied by 

the actuator voltage until the gate pulse is located synaetricallY relative 

to the video signal* 
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Mismatch signal decreases,  and range,  measured by "the system and pro- 

portional to the interval, t   ,  approaches the actual range which is propor- 

tional tc interval t^. Basic indicators of the Quality of'an eutomatie range 

trafiV^ng system are the Accuracy in determining range,  and the range at which 
coordinates are determined accurately. 

With pulse length on the order of IjiSj  ranee error does not exceed 

25 m.    Depending  on the type of radar,   maTri-mra range at which coordinates 

are determined accurately may amount to tens; to hundreds of kilometers, with 

the •iniiiii 400-500 » (lor a target angle of 6-8°). 

10.8.     Automatic -Azimuth Tracking System with Simultaneous Spatial  Scanning 

The functional  diagram of one of the possible variations of an automatic 

azimuth tracking system with spatial scanning by a linear sweep of the 

directionality characteristic is    shown in Pig. 10.IO- 

Sequenceof Erfor 

video signals _ "SJ^SZm* 
•a^stOmmtgmJ^JjB^m^U^ Actuator     taianrtl1 

rill,    -*1i.        ^8Crtain*t0r^    \   fllter 

SMOd a, I 
Input <- J 

(»ate* pulses Gate pulse 
ilessctr.#i6*        generator 

-EfcP11 

Azimuth T Ityanmuc 

pulses 
Figure 10.19.  Functional diagram of an automatic azimuth tracking 

system with scan* 

In principle the given system is analogous to the automatic range 

tracking system. The differences arc only in the role played by each video 

signal in the given «a» of a sequence of video signals, and in the fact 

that the delay generator is triggered by azimuth triggering pulses, which 

are generated at the moment the radiation pattern of the antenna passes 

its maximum, taken after the beginning of the azimuth readout. 

A sequence of video pulses arrives at the input to the phase discrimina- 

tor with each illumination of the target.  In the phase discriminator, the 

time positions of the azimuth gate pulses and the Center of gravity" of 

the signal sequence is compared, and an error signal is generated. Tie 

amplified and smoothed error voltage affects the delay generator so as to 

decrease the difference between the positions of the n*>iiii'T|,h gate pulses 

and the sequence of signals. Azimuth fl_ measured by the system approxxaates 

the true azimuth B_, determined by the time position of the center of the 

video pulse sequence. 
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Thin method at  determining azimuth is used both in tbe case of circular 

scanning by the antenna ray, us well as for sector scanning. An analogous 

method is used for determining target elevation. 

10.9*  Automatic Direction Tracking System with Final Scan 

The principle of final scan of 'the directional diagram is often used 

with automatic direction tracking (APT) in precision radar stations. Figure 

10*20 shows the functional diapram of an automatic direction tracking system 

with final ray scan. 

\- Zulu 4       4 

Bf^Am 

icmaBuMiaugprnTwei 

Figur* 10*20*    functional diagram of an automatic direction tracking 

system with final st---ui. 

1 - Received signals; 2- selector pulses; 3 - receiver; 
4 - envelope detector; 5 - amplifier, filter; 6 - phase 
detector; 7 ~ correcting (stabilizing) circuit; 8 - 
Power amplifier; S - elevation, motor; 10 - elevation 
channel; 11 - wteatu; 12 - reference voltage generator; 
13 - FSM; i4 - azimuth chanaol; 15 - phase detector; 
16 - power amplifier; 17 - correcting (stabilizing) 

* circuit; 18 - rsimuth motor. 

When the target is found at the axis of the cone (T ) * reflected 

signals at tbe receiver output «re constant in amplitude, and when the 

axis is shifted relative to tue axis of the paraboloid <T ) by an eagle C, 

the amplitudes of the reflected pulses will be modulated approximately 

sinusoidally with the frequency of the directional pattern rotation. 

For the target X. to appear on the eguisignal line, the axis of rotation 

must be turned in tbe horizontal plane through an angle cQ, and in the 
P 

vertical plane through an angle ccp* The phase detectors, using reference 

voltages, reduce the error signal e to azimuth and elevation components* 

Thus the automatic direction tracking system should include two servo systems 
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to trade azimuth and elevation. 

Output signals fron the receiver pass through the -envelope detector, 

amplifier, and band filter with central frequency 0 equal to the frequency 

of rotation of the directional pattern. The filter serves to separate the 

first harmonic of the signal arriving from the detector.  Then the mismatch 

signal is applied to the phase detectors of the azimuth and elevation channeli 

Tlhc reference voltage generator is connected to the final scan notor 

(FSM) often in such a way that two rectangular or*sinusoidal voltages are 

generated at its output, shifted in phase by TT/2- 

Output voltages from the phase detectors are applied to the input of 

-the servos in the azimuth and elevation channels. Each system contains a 

power amplifier, correcting and stabilizing circuits, and actuators. The 

latter turn the antenna through -•»•»—'i+h and elevation so that the axis of 

the paraboloid is directed with the required accuracy at the target T . 

Systems of this type are corrected by sequential correcting circuits 

or by flexible feedback; including a motor and a power amplifier« 

Selector pulses are applied to the special receiver channel (self- 

tracking channel), so that only the signal chosen for tracking the target 

will be separated out of all the signals reaching the receiver. 

UM basic indicator» of the quality of an automatic direction tracking 

system are: 

accuracy i» determining angular coordinate»; 

range at which coordinates are determined accurately. 

With a radiation pattern about 4° wide in both plaoes, accuracy in 

determining angular coordinates varies from 4 to 8r; with a pattern 5° 

wide, it varies from 6 to l4'. 

The range at which coordinates are determined accurately is the same 

as for the ARS systems. 

10.10. Automatic Range Tracking Systems using an Electronic Comput« 

Radar tracking stations with electronic computers are used for automatic 

tracking of a large number of targets. 

The operating principle of the automatic range tracking system using 

a computer is illustrated in the block diagram shown in Fig, 10.21. Two 

fundamental problems are involved in the process of trackings automatic 

measurement {"plot•) of range of all targets during the acaiming period 

(primary information processing} and identification, or determining which 

of the range measurement* belong« to the trajectories of each tracked target 

(secondary information processing)* 
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Bang« of the tArget R is determined by tbe tine delay t   of tbe 

Ltter: 

«her« c -  is the proportion velocity of electromagnetic waves. 

ClO.16) 

Figure 10»2I» Block diagram of an automatic rang«1 tracking ay at en with 

an electr-onic computer 

1 - Triggering pulses- 2 - selector pulse generator; 
3 " differentiating loop; 4 — di»charge pulses; 5 - 
transnitter; 6 - counting pulse generator; 7 - CG; 
8 — range register-; o, — antenna; 10 - receiver; 11 - 
preselector; 12 - read-out pulse generator; 13 - read- 
out circuit; 14 -  AND; 15 - DL;  1&?-conautator; 17 - 
measurement distribution circuit; 18 - digital computer 
memory; 19 ~ comparing unit; 20 — digital computer; 21 - 
range measurement; 22 - extrapolated range value R ; 
23 - secondary information processing; 24 
information processing. 

primary 

By calculating tbe number of pulses n generated by tbe counting pulse 

generator witb stable frequency F during time t, » n*F t_ , target range may t p 1    p 1 
be found from 

R (10.17) 

c 
2P discreteness of tbe range read-out. 

Counting pulses are applied to tbe range register tbrough tbe coincidence 

got« CG«  Pulse count in tbe circuit begins witb tbe arriral of a triggering 

pulse from tbe tran**ff*.*«r and continues until tbe receiver is blocked towards 
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the end of the sending period. The coincidence gate is opened by a selector 

pulse which is admitted during the whole time the receiver is open. With 

the end of the selector pulse, the range register discbarges due to a pulse 

obtained by differentiating the trailing edge of the selector pulse. 

Information on the time the transmitter is triggered is also given in 

the preselector, where the useful signal is separated out of the noise back- 

ground. From the preselector output, the pulses are admitted to the range 

resist«- through a distribution circuit for readout pulses, thus opening 

the range readout circuit, and to the commutator which controls the operation 

of the circuit for distributing measurements in the computer memory hlocks* 

To determine the pertinence of the range measurements to the actual 

targets, zthe computer calculates coordinates extrapolated (advanced) one 

period. The extrapolation process generally leads to * solution of * dif- 

ference equation of the form 

K - «Äi • -Ai *X-„ * {1018) 
+ pi«ti * VlU * ••• * "Ai 

where or. and ß. - coefficients of the "weight• with which the measured and 

extrapolated values of the coordinates, R7 and R. respectively, are computed 

in the preceding periods. 

The separate channels of the secondary information processing system, 

which provide running coordinates of the target, may be schematically repre- 

sented as closed digital automatic systems. 

Figure 10.21 shows one channel of the secondary information processing 

system, which functions in the following manner« 

After extrapolation has been done in the digital calculating device of 

the channel, the value Rf is compared with the measured range value RT of 

a*l targets which are recorded in the computer memory in the kth period of 

the infoncÄtion sequence. 

If the comparison unit finds the inequality 

(Bk "-ft ^^max (10.19) 

where AR   - possible extrapolation (gate) error, then the measurement is 
max 

considered to be attached to the given target and the approximate value 

B. is substituted for tha precise RT after extrapolating on the following 

period of the sequence. 

If the inequality is not fulfilled for all targets, the target is 

considered to be new, and its data are brought to a new section of the 

In the full circuit of the secondary information processing unit, the 
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In the full circuit of the atx.aud.mry  information processing unit, the 

target in identified in «11 three coordinates on the basis of the region of 

possible {probatle) target position« In the identif icatien process, the 

absolute difference between extrapolated and seasfired values of coordinates 

is coopered not only in the kth period, bat also curing several preceding 

periods. 

lO.ll.  »•••«—tic aziamth Measuring System Csing a Computer 

The operating principle of an automatic «säantfa smemmTdng system for 

radar station displays using a computer is illustrated in the block diagram 

•how in Pig. 10.2Z* 

A series of circuit elements (receiver, preselector, selector; pulse 

generator, counting pulse generator) is common to the range and azimuth 

••»muring system, and the azimuth register, measurement distribution circuit, 

end commutator are analogous in their operating principle to the el*nants of 

TtycxDvoü 

dajri 

SSJIOK mttsmu U.BM 

Figure 10.22.    Block diagram of an automatic azimuth measuring syst< 

using a digital computer* 
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1 - Triggering puls«; 2 - range selector pulse generator; 
3 - range discharge; 4 - range read—out pulse; 5 ~ Counting 
pulse; o _ to Mtonntic range measuring circuit; 7 ~ 
transmitter; 8 - counting pulse generator; 9 ~ CG;  10 - 
CG; 11 - antenna; 12 - receiver; 13 ~ preselector; lU ~ 
packet boundary fixing circuit; 15 " OR; l€ ~ azimuth 
register; 17 - azimuth trigoerii.j pulses (discharge); 
18 - AND; 19 ~ antenna drive; 2C - antenna angular posi- 
tion; Zl - DL1; 22 - DL2; 2? - storing register; 2ft  - 
primary information processing; £5 - commutator; 26 - 
measurement distribution circuit; 27 - to digital computer 

unit« 

Vxth a round looking radar, a packet of reflected signals arrives fron 

each target. Azimuth measurement requires that the location of the center of 

the packet of signals reflected from each target be found. This is accomplished 

by using a boundary forming circuit for the packet vith subsequent calculation 

of the arithmetic mean of the time delay of the poises in the packet boundaries 

in relation to the moment they cross the antenna axis in the primary direction* 

The calculated time interval is then converted to digital code* 

To convert to digital code, the counting pulses produced by the generator 

mrm fed to the «•*"••< h register.  The register is a digital counter of the 

time elapsed from the moment the sionals passed the primary direction antenn*. 

At that Moment, azimuth triggering pulses axe produced wtdch discharge the 

azimuth register. 

Üben a pulse at the beginning of the packet arrives at the data, distri- 

bution* circuit, the storage register- begins to take in information, in binary 

cede through the upper stages of the AND gates. 

Uhen a pulse at the end of the packet crosses the antenna axis,, read- 

out from, the azimuth register is again passed into the storage register* 

The sum obtained is proportional to the azimuth of the terget. 

The pulse from the end of the packet is passed through a short delay 

line BLL into the lover stages of the AND gates, passing azimuth information 

through the measurement distribution circuit into the corresponding computer 

•emery unit* After further delay in SL2, this sane pulse is used to dis- 

charge the storage register and to switch the commutator into the position 

required to pass azimuth information on the following target into the 

computer memory. 

"Ehe problem of determining pertin nee of the measured ar.imuth to the 

specific target (identification problem) is also accomplished by the secondary 

processing system, analogous to the automatic range tracking system using a 
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10.12.      Automatic   Frequency Control   Systqaa 

Automatic  frequency 'control   is required -to bold the  intermediate 

frequency of a receiver constant during variations in frequency of the 

trans*titter and heterodyne under.the effect of random factors (change in 

temperature,   load,   etc»)   or during  frequency retiming» 

AFC circuits are automatic control systems  (ACS).    They vary considerably 

in their structure and design; however,  a common block diagram of an often- 

used AFC circuit takes the  form shown  in Fig.   10.23. 

'-^ 

aeumrr    rt 

Figure 10.23« Block diagram of an automatic frequency control 

1 - Measuring device; Z - mixer^ 3 - IFA; A - divider 
(discriminator); 5 •" regulator (controller); 6 - tuned 
object. 

The intermediate frequency (such as f .«f -f_) may be held Constant by 
x H    X 

adjusting the -transmitter frequency f  or the heterodyne frequency f_.  If 

f_ is adjusted, the tuned object iii the circuit (Fig. 10.23) will be the u 
heterodyne, and the respective input and output signals of the system will 

be *,•*_* *a
rfn* Hfjli varied, the tuned object will be the transmitter, 

and t*ie signals will be f. *f „, f-*^** 
in  z x 

To measure drift of the intermediate frequency fron the given value, 

the AFC circuit has a measuring device, usually including a mixer, inter- 

mediate frequency amplifier IFA and divider (discriminator). See Chapt. VIII 

for operating principles of the circuit and characteristics of the measuring 

circuit elements (mixer, IFA, discriminator). 

Frequency and phase AFC systems are possible.  In frequency self-tuning 

systems, the measuring circuit reacts directly to the running value of the 

frequency difference, while in phase systems, it reacts to the phase shift, 

that is, to the difference in phase between reference and stabilizing 

oscill ations« 

In frequency systems, a frequency discriminator is used as discriminator« 

In phase systems, a phase discriminator and reference frequency generator tire 

used in place of the frequency discriminator.  Otherwise, a phase adjustment 

system is the same as a. frequency adjustment system, and therefore, ve shall 

consider the operation of AFC systems using frequency systems as an example« 

Heterodyne and transmitter voltages enter the mixer, which produces a 

new voltage, whose frequency, called the running intermediate frequency, is 
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equal to the difference of frequencies f and f . This voltage enters the 

ITA and after amplification is led to the frequency discriminator. The 

frequency discriminator compares the running intermediate frequency with 

the nominal intermediate frequency, and produces & mistuntch voltage« vith 

value and polarity depending on the value and sign of the intermediate 

frequency shift (frequency mismatch).  All elements located between the 

discriminator and tuned object arm  usually called regulating or controlling 

units. 

The regulating element amplifies and converts the mismatch voltage into 

a controlling voltage whose value and form are appropriate for the tuned 

element* Under the effect of the controlling voltage, the bet', odyne (or 

transmitter) frequency changes so that the difference f„-f Cor f -f_) is 
Jl 9 S  *» 

approximately equal to the nominal intermediate frequency. 

In many cases, the regulating device determines the type and behavior 

of the whole AFC system« 

Dep^Ädxnq on the type of regulating device, AFC circuits are classed 

as electronic, electromechanical, and thermal. 

In electronic circuits, all elemtut-« of the regulating unit are elec- 

tronic devices. Most frequently, dc amplifiers, T*.yr«tron and phantastron 

circuits are used. 

Electromechanical circuits use low-power electric motors or relays as 

actuator element to change the heterodyne or transmitter frequency mechanically. 

Thermal AFC circuits vary "the frequency of special klystrons fay varying 

temperature. 

Regulating units of the majority of present-day AFC systems are fitted 

with an automatic search circuit which is triggered when the frequency 

difference increases to 1 Suits exceeding the attenuation band and ceases to 

search when the frequency difference is reduced to a value lower than the 

set band* Thus the AFC system operates in two modes:  search and tuned 

(trackina).  In the search mode, the circuit generates oscillations of a 

special form, which cause the klystron frequency to vary periodically within 

vide limits, carrying out "search" for the transmitter frequency. 

In the tuned mode, the search generator is eliminated from the control 

circuit or operates as an inertia! amplifier with a large time constant, 

and the system returns to the tracking mode. 

To stabilize the system and improve its characteristics, additional 

elements may be introduced into the regulating unit as integrodifferenti&L 

elements, fixing., and smoothing circuits (filters); supplementary feedback 

loops. 
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Electronic AFC systems usually have good regulation without, using any 

kind of special correction methods*  Supplementary feedback loops vith 

tachometer generators are often used in electromechanical circuits. 

The fundamental quality indicators of an AFC circuit are the following: 

tuning accuracy; the value of residual error in the nster range is 

usually equal to 25-100 kHz, and in the centimeter range, 200-300 kHz; 

search range (band of heterodyne electronic tuning) usually comprises 

0.5-l*09h of the carrier frequency. 

10.13*  Automatic Gain Control Systems 

Automatic gain control systems are designed to maintain the output 

Voltage of a radio receiver constant during considerable changes in the 

amplitude of the input signal» These systems are classified as ordinary 

automatic gain control systems (AGC) and special Systems* Instantaneous 

automatic gain control (IAGC) systems and automatic time gain control (AIGC) 

systems belong to the special systems. 

Ordinary AGC systems are divided into systems without feedback (AGC 

•forward1*) and systems with feedback (AGC "backward"). 

Block diagraas of these two classes of AGC are shown in Pig. 10.24. 

Complex systems of "forward" and "backward" control, multi-branch systems, 

and others «re all possible. 

-HFA- Detectcr 

AGC 
amplifier 

Jlaaetmat he 
Contrail«! 
stages 

AGC 

d£±£c±or 
Ssttttmtot . gemam? Otaamtf  —I 

Detector  IPA 

* wv/ 
1EAII 

y/7va 

I     ampjUificJ 
Filter •m 

Figure 10*24. Block diagram of AGC "forward" (a) and AGC "backward** (b) 

Hae basic elements in all these systems are the AGC detector and the 

controlled amplifier tube. 

Amplifiers in the AGC circuits improve the stabilizing characteristics 

of the system. If amplification is K, the AGC amplifier precedes the 

detector; if amplification is dc, it is located behind the detector. 
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The filter serves  to filter out high and low frequency components which 

nay exist in the voltage rectified by the detector. 

A delay voltage E , which determines the triggering threshold of the 
d 

AGC, is introduced into one of the AGC stages« In the delay circuit, receiver 

amplification remains unchanged until input voltage reaches a determined level. 

The operating principle of an AGC circuit depends on establishing a 

feedback effect from the detector output to the controlled amplifier stages 

in the intermediate, high, and sometimes low frequency circuits. 

In AGC "forward• circuits (Fig. 10.2b, a) the signal from the detector 

output passes through the filter and enters the following (forward) amplifier 

stages as a negative bias. 

For example, in changing (amplifying) a signal, negative bias increases 

and gain of the regulated stages drops. Hie gain can be made to vary in 

such a way that the output signal remains approximately constant during 

extensive variations in the input signal. 

An AGC "forward" system operates in an open cycle. Xt has limited use, 

since, with no feedback, any changes in the conditions of gain is the stages 

behind the detector of the primary channel will not be compensated by the 

system. 

An AGC "backward" system has feedback (Fig. 10.24, b), and therefore, 

it is an automatic control system, whose regulating action is determined by 

the deviation of the output voltage from a given level. 

The output signal from the receiver IF A stages arrives at the AGC 

amplitude detector, and then after filtration and amplification is led to 

the preceding (backward) regulated IFA stages. Gain is most often changed 

by applying negative bias to the control. grids of the regulating stages, 

although it is also possible to apply the controlling signal to other grids. 

Vhen the amplitude of a reflected signal at the receiver input increases, 

the rectified voltage at the AGC detector output increases. This voltage 

increases negative bias on the grids of the controlling tubes, decreasing 

gain to the point that voltage at the receiver output remains almost constant. 

An instantaneous AGC circuit differs from an AGC circuit primarily in 

that the IAGC circuit has a smaller time constant.  Consequently, its regu- 

lating voltage remains practically constant during rapid variations in the 

useful signal, and an additional negative bias is produced on the grid of 

the amplifier tube as a .consequence of detecting persistent interference 

voltage. Thus, the instantaneous automatic gain control circuit holds the 

gain of useful signals constant and decreases the receiver gain for 

interference. 
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The block diagram of an IAGC is shovn in Fig. 10.25. The circuit include* 

an IAGC detector and an IAGC amplifier. The amplifier is usually a cathode 

follower with positive feedback, used to stabilize operation.  To eliminate 

extra bias at low interference voltages, the circuit operation is often 

delayed by supplying delay voltage E.. The principal circuit elements 
4 

(detector, amplifier) are described in Chapt. XI. 

IAGI IAGC dotettor 
m    £tm*ams ^ 

Figure 10*35- Block diagram of an instantaneous automatic gain control. 

An automatic rime gain control circuit (ATCC) eliminates receiver over- 

load when it is subject to powerful pulses from the generator, transient 

interference, and also powerful reflected signals from objects located close 

to the radar station.  The ATGC blacks the receiver during transmission of 

pulses from the generator and unblocks it when gain is decreased within 

several microseconds after each pulse is ended. 

An ATGC circuit differs in complexity and the arrangements of its ele- 

ments, and it operates in an open cycle (Fig. 10.26). 

^ 

JJOyCAQ .  ' • 

t*et*a 

Figure 10.26* Simplified block diagram of an automatic time gain control 

1 - Transmitter triggering pulses; 2 - regulating circuit; 
3 - controlled IFA stages* 

when a transmitter triggering pulse acts on the ATGC regulating circuit, 

a large negative bias voltage appears on the grid of the IFA regulating tubes, 

causing a sharp decrease in the gain of the IFA stages, whereupon normal 

reception of comparatively strong pulses becomes possible.  Chapter IT contains 

an example of a possible ATGC circuit. 

The quality of an automatic gain control system is appraised by the 

degree of decrease (contraction) of the dynamic range of voltage change- 

V    .   at the receiver output in relation to the range of voltage change U. 
out in 
at the receiver input (Fig* 10.27). 
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Figure 10* 27« Appraising the effectiveness of an automatic gain contra! 

system. 

1 - U     , ;  2 -  U i3-U. out' out max li ; 4 
in 

; 5 - U.   - 
\* '        in 

To appraise the effectiveness of an AGC system  in the ultimate state, 

we use the coefficient 

(10.20) 

indicating by bow many times the amplitude of the receiver output voltage is 

increased if the amplitude cf the input voltage increases a given amount 

D. 
i 

x max 
(10.21) 

i min 

The ratio D./D , called the contraction coefficient, indicates how many 
a. o 

times the AGC system decreases the dynamic range of voltage change at the 

receiver output in relation to its input. 

The dynamic range of change in the input signals of contemporary radar 

receivers may be on the order of SO to 100 dB. Note that, for the final 

stages and the output units to operate normally, this range must be decreased 

to 4 to 10 dB. 

10*l4. Optimum and Self-Tuning Systems 

In general, optimum control is taken to mean control which provides the 

best solution to the problem set for the system under given actual conditions 

and limitations; for example to achieve maximum speed, highest accuracy in 

reproducing the useful signal, minimum fuel expenditure, etc. 

The latest development in optimum control systems is the self-tuning 

system. 

Self-tuning control systems provide the required amount of control 

(regulation) during changes in the characteristics of an external effect or 

the properties of the controlled objects and the regulator elements. A 

typical block diagram or a self-tuning system is shown in Fig. 10.23. 
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Figure 10*20, Typical block diagram of a self-tuning system 

I  - Logic element: 2 - device for cstia&ting external 
influence; 3 ~ actuator; 4 _ self-tuning loop; 5 — 

device for estimating the process; 6 ~ input; 7 ~ regu- 
lator; $ - controlled object; 9 " output; 10 - Primary 
system* 

A z<*.lf -tuning system has two essentially differ en scory 

system and the self-tuning loop* 

The self-tuning loop may include several elements wii     '-rent pv -poses. 

A device for estimating the process serves to identify the dyn&sic properties 

of the object* The device £or estimating an external influence serves to 

determine the features of the external influence. The logic oleovnt (calcu- 

lator) produces or stores the criteria for estimating the completeness of 

the system. The actuator is meant to transfer the signal (command) from the 

logic element to the regulator.  Under the effect of this signal, the para- 

meters or structure (characteristics or function program) of the primary 

system vary in accordance1 with varying features of the external influences 

or the dynamic properties of the object, and a criterion of completeness im 

accepted. 

Those enumeration elements are most common which may be modified in 

actual systems and which are not strictly necessary. 
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Chapter XI 

Countermeasures and Protecting Radar Stations Against Interference 

Countermeasures include those measures, töe purpose of vhich is to 

interfere with the Operation of enemy radar station«, or to reduce the 

uuumj *o effectiveness« 

These measures Include the following: 

searchias for the eneay's radar equipment; 

creating interference with radar stations; 

radar-proof camouflage; 

destruction of the enemy's radar equipment« 

11.1. Radio Search for Radar Equipment 

The most effective type of search by radar is search made using special 

radio search equipment. 

Radio search for a radar system involves the detection and interception 

of radio signals, direction finding, and the recording, measuring, and 

analyzing of radar signal parameters. 

As reported in the foreign press, the basic missions assigned when 

searching for radar stations are the following = 

obtain information on the engineering characteristics of the radar in 

order to set up effective countermeasures; 

obtain information on the enemy's radar equipment; 

warning crews of aircraft, ships, and ground stations that they have 

been illuminated by enemy radar stations; 

obtain information on the number, types, disposition, and tactics in 

using radar stations in order to expose the actions and the intentions of 

the enemy, now his equipment and forces'are disposed, and other information 

needed in planning and conducting combat operations. 

A typical search station includes a detection system, a direction 

finding system, a signal analysis system, and a variety of recording devices 

(magnetic tepe recorders, photographic attachments, and others). 

Search stations can be installed on the ground (transported, carried), 

aboard aircraft and ships, and on earth satellites. 

11.2. Method» Used to Detect Radar Operation 

Antennas with narrow beams are usually used in search stations in 

order to increase the search range, as well as for purposes of accurate 

direction finding* In this case directional search is made in order to 

detect radar operations. 
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Xhe search far the frequency on which a radar is operating cen be con- 

ducted by using A non-search method, one involving a non-retunable multi- 

channel search receiver, br by tuning the frequency of a, super-heterodyne 

receiver over a specified frequency raufe. This is the difference between 

search and non-search detection methods* 

Search methods can utilize: 

directional scanning only; 

frequency scanning only. 

It is not the practice to use frequency and directional scanning simul- 

taneously because the possibility of nissing some of the incoming signals 

increases. 

Directional scanning is that process of making a successive inspection 

of space by the major lobe of the beam from the antenna of the search station, 

carried out in order to detect radar operation and establish the bearing. 

Frequency scanning ±a that process of successive retuning of the receiver 

within the limits of a specified frequency hand, carried out in order to 

detect the operation of a radar and to establish its carrier frequency* 

Directional Scanning 

It is usual in search stations to select the v~       "•• beam in the 

vertical plane such that scanning will not take place nd in 

this way scanning occurs only in the aximuth plane. 

Let us conduct a search, for a radar operating in the circular directional 

scan node (fig. ll.l). ? is the effective beam width for the radar, <p„ 

is the effective beam width for the search station.  Hie dimensions of the 

q> and 5p  sectors are  established by conditions for normal signal reception. 

The <p  sector usually coincides with the width of the major lobe in the 

search station antenna pattern. The <p, sector can coincide with, or be such 

broader than, the •ajar lobe in the radar antenna pattern because of aide 

lobe reception. 

PM 

Figure 11.1. Incidence conditions for rotating patterns. 

Radar signals can be detected only when o and q>  are incident. 

Incident is understood to mean the case when both sectors intersect the 

line 00' for' a period of time sufficient to provide normal signal indication. 
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Directional scanning van be assured, ox* probable. Assured seaming 

provides reliable incidence of the rotating sectors after some finite tiae 

interval.  In the case of probable scanning one can only refer to the Mag- 

nitude of the probability of incidence of the rotating sectors after a fixed 

tiae interval* 

Assured scanning. There are two types of Assured scanning:  slow and 

fast. 

In the ease of slow scanning the antenna of the search station rotates 

•ore slowly than does the target radar antenna and completes a rotation of 

angle <p _ after some tin« interval that is longer than, or equal to, the 
AS 

tine required for one revolution of the radar antenna.. At the same tine, 

after one revolution of the search station*a antenna there is reliable 

incidence of the rotating sectors, <p and «P.-« This condition can be 

expressed mathematical lv ih the fore 

TAS>Tüf* <"•!) 
where 

TAa is the period of -rotation for the search station antenna; 

t      is the period of rotation for the antenna of the target radar. 

lhere is a second condition, to be satisfied if radar operation is to be 

detected; the incidence tine, t., for the rotating sectors must be at Least 

that of the time, t  « r*quired for normal 'functioning of the indicator in 

the search station, that is 

t. 2 t. . (11.2) 
l   and 

When reception is o£ pulse signals the nunber of pulses supplied fro» 

the target radar during the incidence tine should be at least the number 

required for a normal indication. 

A shortcoming of slow .scanning is the loo© scanning time required, fixed 

by the time it takes for the search station's antenna to make one revolution. 

Ibis time becomes longer the slower the target radar antenna rotation rate. 

Slow scanning can be used when a search ia  being made for a radar with a 

long operating period, as well as when detection is of a radar with, rapidly 

rotating antennas. 

In the case of fast scanning the search station antenna rotates faster 

than does the target radar antenna and completes one full revolution in a 

period of time not in excess of the time required for the target radar 

antena* to rotate through tho sector <p,, that is 

Given this condition, there will be reliable incidence of the rotating 

sectors <p end 9  after one revolution of the target radar antenna. 
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Tb« second condition,  t. > t.   ,,  Mist also be satisfied in order to 
n   ind 

detect radar operation during rapid scanning. The advantage of rapid «canning 

is fas shore scan tine, fixed by The tine it takes the target radar antenna 

to sake one revolution. 

The shortconings of rapid scanning includes 

a requirement for high antenna rotation rates_for the search station 

and the engineering difficulties involved in meeting the requirement; 

a requirement for a sufficiently broad bean from the search station, 

reducing the radio search, range. 

Rapid scanning can be used when searching for a radar with slowly rotating 

Probable scanning. Medium-speed scan, or probable scanning, is sometimes 

used to reduce the detection time as compared with slow scanning, as veil 

as to reduce the search station antenna rotation rate as compared with rapid 

scanning. 

If scanning at average speed with the search station antenna, results in 

a slower rotation rate for the antenna than Is the case for the target radar 

antenna, the probability, of incidence of the rotating sectors of the beans 

during one search station antenna revolution can be found through the formula 

The probability of detecting target radar operation in n revolutions is 

A«=1-(1-*J". (11.5) 

But if, during probable scanning, the search station antenna rotates 

faster than does the target radar antenna, the probability of incidence of 

the rotating sectors of the beams during one target radar antenna revolution 

can be found through the expression 

Frequency Scanning 

Retunshle superheterodyne search receivers are usually used in precision 

search stations« Their principal advantage is a high degree of sensitivity 

and fine frequency resolution, determined by the receiver IP amplifier band 

width. 
-9      -11 The sensitivity of superheterodyne search receivers is usually- 10   -10 

watt. 

The error in establishing the frequency when a superheterodyne receiver 

is used is usually taken to be equal to half the IF amplifier pass band. 
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Superfaeterodt-T.* search receivers for use in the frequency range up to 

1000 MHx hare & pass band of about 4 MHz, in the frequency range up to 3000 

HHx about lO Mix, and for the higher frequency 20 MHz and nre. 

The tuning band of the search receiver can cover thousands of megahertz 

and *o is divided up into subbands. Retiming is done in the subband selected. 

Frequency scanning, like directional »canning, can be assured, or- probable. 

Slow, or fast, frequency search can be used for assured detection of radar 

operation* 

Slow frequency scanning- Let us carry out the procedure involved in 

detecting signals from a radar operating in the pulse node on frequency t  * 

The antenna of the search station is aimed at the radar* Scanning is in 

frequency only. Retiming of the search receiver is in accordance with a 

•j—Mitrl ill sawtooth law (fig. 11.2) in the band t  -f, T is the retuuing 

period, AP is the search receiver band width. 

Figure 11*2. dlow frequency scanning 

Slow frequency scanning is characterized by the fact that the search 

receiver is retimed over the entire search band twice in a period of tine 

shorter, or equal to, the illumination time, t. . In this case the retuuing 

rate V*» should satisfy the condition 

At the sane tine, the retiming rate should be such that during the tine 

required to retune over the band width the search receiver can take at least. 

K pulses required for the normal operation of the indicators 
P 

(11.8) 

Detection of radar operation is mandatory if these two conditions are 

satisfied during one retuuing period, T . 

A shortcoming of slow frequency scanning is that the search band oust 

be taken quite narrow in order to satisfy both of the conditions stipulated 

at (11*7) and (11.8). 
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Fast frequency scanning.  Detection of radar operation should occur 

with on« pule« when retiming for "the carrier frequency of the radar fron 

pulse to pulse. This is vhen fast frequency scanning is used« But if the 

search receiver is retimed in accordance with a symmetrical sawtooth lav, 

and fast scanning is used, the time for double rctuning of the receiver over 

tbo entire search band must be shorter than the pulse duration T , for the 
p* 

target radar; that is, the rctuning rate Bust satisfy the condition 

T,>2-^- (11.« 

Now reliable detection of radar operation will occur after each pulse. 

However, the search receiver retiming rate is limited by the tine required 

far the oscillations in the receiver to rise to a sufficient magnitude. 

Consequently, the permissible retuning rate is fixed by the receiver pass 

band - 

T'<A/^ (11.10) 

Shortcoming of fast scanning include a requirement for a vide band 

search receiver in- order to scan a broad band, and this reduces receiver 

sensitivity, es well as the accuracy with which the frequency is established. 

If the fast and slow frequency scanning conditions cannot be satisfied, 

detection of radar operation will occur after a, finite time interval with 

some degree of probability. 

11 -3.  Kon-Scanning Methods of Searching for the Operating Frequency 

Non-scanning methods of searching for the operating frequency are used 

when short search time is a requirement. 

The bandpass filter method is used in coarse search stations. Each 

such filter has a fixed pass band, providing coarse determination of the 

incoming signal frequency. The error is half the filter papa band. A 

separate antenna, and a separate amplifier channel can be used for each 

bandpass filter to eliminate the mutual effect of the filters and proiride 

separate indications for the signals passing through the different filters* 

Figure 11.3 i* the block schematic of a search system using straight ampli- 

fication and providing simultaneous reception -in the 1 to 10 cm band. 

The high frequency devices in the receivers (antenna, waveguides, 

filters, detectors) are designed to have the limit frequencies of adjacent 

subbands overlap somewhat (fig. 11.4*) • Absence of these overlapping zones 

results in attenuation, or even total loss of reception where the subbands 

meet (fig. 11.4b). However, these overlapping zones should be kept to a 

minimum, because broadly overlapping zones can dictate the need for an 
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Figure 11.3- Multicnannel direct amplification search receiver- 

A - vave length in cm; B - limits of frequency subbands; 
C - antenna; S - bandpass filter and detector j s - vidno 
amplifier; P - indicator. 
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Figure 11*4. Use of overlapping zones to eliminate nulls where adjacent 

subbands neet. 

increase in the number of subbands, increasing the bulk of the equipment 

accordingly. Moreover, reception ambiguity will occur in an overlapping 

zone because signal reception will be noted simultaneously on adjacent 

channel indicators. 

II,*Cj Radio Search Range 

The range of search equipment is understood to mean the "w*-inwg> distance 

at which the source of radiation can be detected when in operation. 

Radio search range in free space can be found through the formula 
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rad g g Y7] »r-feU ~»».T.. (11J1) 

P  . is the power radiated by the target radar; 

g    is the antenna gain factor for the radar in the direction toward 

the eearch station; 

g   is the antenna gain factor for the search station; 

Y   is a coefficient taking into consideration the non-coincidence of 

polarisation of search and target station antennas (taken as equal 

to 0.5 in calculations); 

T|   is the signal power propagation factor between the antenna and the 

input to the receiver in the search station (taken as equal to 0.5 

in calculations); 

P* bin is the cutoff sensitivity of the receiver in the search station, 

fixed by the power of own noise, equated to the input; 

v   is the coefficient of excess of signal over noise level in the 

receiver needed for dependable operation of the analyzing and 

display equipment used with the search station. 

This formula does not consider attenuation in the propagation of radio— 

wares in the atmosphere, something that weighs particularly heavily in the 

• Ml irnntrir and shortwave portions of the centimeter bands« 

When attenuation is considered the range can oe found through the fornula 

Rr " ^Mfrad9 ».YVVPP »in '« * (ll"12) ^"^rad9 ».YV^p 

or is the coefficient of absorption of electromagnetic energy per Kilo- 

meter of path in the atmosphere, expressed in db/km (its value is 

taken from special tables or graphics) . 

In the millimeter, centimeter, and decimeter bands, in which the dif- 

fraction phenomenon is very weak, the •mr^—w» radio search range is limited 

to horizon range-. 

Horizon range can be found through the following formula when atmospheric 

refraction is normal 

R^DoO - 4-ltyhtM +V°aC»T)t (11.13) 

h is the height of the target station antenna above ground level; 

h  im the height of the search station antenna above ground level» 

As has been noted in the press, the utilization of the phenomenon of 

long-range tropospheric 'propagation is a recent innovation in the field of 

super-long-range radio search in the meter and centimeter bands» 
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11.5« Target Radar Parameters 

Modern fine search stations are usually equipped with analyzing equip- 

ment for use in establishing many radar parameters, such as: 

carrier frequency; 

type of modulation; 

pulse width, shape, and repetition, frequency; 

radiation pattern width and shape; 

search character and sector; 

antenna rotation rate; 

width and'structure of code trains: 

signal spectrum structure; 

direction to source of radiation* 

Xhev« data provide a sufficiently firm basis for deriving the type and 

tactical purposes of target radars, this information can be used for opera- 

tional search targets, as well as for purposes of organizing effective 

electronic countermeasures. 

These target parameters can be measured directly, at the time of search, 

by analyzers, as well as recorded on special recorders using tape, photography, 

punched tape, or punched cards. 

11*6«  Radar Jamming 

Any radio signals arriving at a receiver input, and hampering separation 

of useful signals, can jam a radar. The different type« of Jamming «re 

listed, in brief, in Figure 11.?. All types of .jamming can be divided into 

two large groupings: 

organized (electronic}; 

unorganized (non-electronic}. 

Unorganized jamming includes mutual radar interference, atmospheric and 

man-made interference, reflections from local objects and clouds, interference 

of cosmic origin, and internal noise in radio receivers. 

Organized jamming is produced specifically for purposes of reducing the 

effectiveness of radar operation, or to jam the radar completely. 

Organized jamming can oe divided into active jaoming, generated, by 

special transmitters, and passive jamming, the result of the reception of 

electromagnetic waves reflected from a variety of artificial reflectors, 

depending on the method used to jam. 

The manner in which the jamming effects radar can be conventionally 

•divided into two types: masking and simulative. 

Masking jamming can be generated by narrow-band and wide-band transmitters 
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of continuous And strobed noise, by transmitters of puls« noise, false targets 

(traps), and by parasitic dipole reflectors. 

SisMlatire (sisinformation) jamming can bo generated by transmitters of 

response type jamming and by special simulators. In addition, range tracking 

and angle tracking can be broken up, and false targets can be imitated. 

Misinformation jamming can also be generated by corner reflectors and false 

targets (traps)• 

Janming can be barrage, or selective, depending on the width of the 

spectrum of radiated frequency. 

Selective jamming ban a spectrum width of the same order as that of the 

pa££ *>anc of T"*e receiving device in jammed radar* fhis typ«? of jamming is 

characterizes '•->/ a comparatively high spectral power density« Spectral 

power density is the ratio of full transmitter power to the width of the 

frequency spectrum of the oscillations generated by- the transmitter and is 

usually expressed in watts per megahertz* In* shortcoming in selective 

jamming is the requirement that the jamming transmitter bm finely tuned to 

the frequency of the radar being jammed. 

Moreover, when selective jamming is used one transmitter can only jam 

one radar frequency channel at any given moment in time. 

'.paöja/toKawtottMCü ememna 

tlejHodyjta- 
poacMHbte >ttX}fjapom*mie 

\G&xpoHnye 

J Pe2yjapnue\ ftepesyxxptive [   1 Ocjsmiiue\ tyeünsaniare 

^     jäoSy^itpoBSH/fue 

Figure ll.Jj. ' Ja ig classifications. 

A - radar jamming; B - organised jamming] C - unorganized 
jamming; D - passive jamming; E - active jamming; F - mutual 
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jamming of radars and various radiating equipment: 6 - reflections 
fron local objects and clouds; H - window; I - traps; J - conti- 
nuous; K - strobed; L - pulsed; M - various types of reflectors; 
K — unmodulated; O - amplitude-modulated; P — frequency-modulated; 
Q - amplitude:-frequency modulated; R - continuous; S- pulsed; T - 
Don—synchronous; U - synchronous* V.- regular; V - irregular; X - 
response; Y - non-response; Z - simulated by regular signals; 
AA - simulated by noise; BB - simple; CC - multiplex, 

Die difficulties involved in generating selective jamming increase greatly 

«hen there are a great many radars involved, «s well a« when rapid radar 

retiming is utilized* 

Barrage jamming is generated over a broad band of frequencies to simul- 

taneously jam several radars operating on different frequencies.  Barrage 

jamming requires no accurate matching of jaaming transmitter frequencies and 

target radar frequencies. The shortcoming of barrage jamming is that high- 

powered jammers are needed to generate the high spectral power density. 

Selective jamming with frequency switching (sliding jemming) is con- 

sidered to be a compromise between these two types of jamming* In this 

method the tratunitter frequency is changed very rapidly over a broad band 

Of frequencies.  It concentrates a high power density from the jamming 

transmitter in all possible radar operating channels in a very short -period 

of time.  Given the corresponding selection of frequency switching speed, 

the jamming transmitter can attempt to prevent the radar receiver from 

successfully restoring full sensitivity in the time required to retime the 

jammer to the operating band of frequencies for the radar after the effect 

of power jamming has been used. 

11,7. Continuous Unmodulated Jamming 

The mathematical expression for oscillations with fixed amplitude and 

frequency is in the form 

11. - u . cos m.t , (11.14) 

-here 

V     and <•>. are the amplitude and carrier frecsency of the jamming, 

respectively. 

Ine useful signal during the time the ÄF pulse reflected from the target 

acts is 

ag = UaSccs (üfc* + ojt). (11.15) 

O  and m are amplitude and carrier frequency of the reflected KF 

pulse; 

(a is the-phase of the fill frequency for the lea BF pulse. 
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When jamming and signal act on the receiver at the same time, the 

resultant voltage at the XT amplifier output has an amplitude established 

through the expression 

U  • R^, Vü2. , U3 * 2X3   .V    cosCo^t * ^) , (11.16) 

«her* 

Kjp  is the gain in tha IF amplifier stages; 

ol is the beat frequency, equal to the difference between signal and 

jamming frequencies Ccn - « - tu.). 

The nature of the effect of unmodulated jamming on .the receiver depends 

ie jamming amplitude, 

by the beat frequency m . 

on the jamming amplitude. u ., and the degree of detuning, which is established 
mj 

The Effect of Weak Unmodulated Jamming 

Unmodulated jamming, in which the amplitude of U ., although greater 
mj 

than the signal amplitude, U  , still does not overload the receiver stages, ms 
ia called weak unmodulated jamming. 

In the case of slight detuning of the jamming with respect to the signal 

frequency, when the beat period  is many times greater than the pulse width, 

the amplitude of the resultant voltage can be written in the f'.xm 

B-r - hrJf U
2. + U2    * 2Ü  .U   cos cp.   , (11.17) mj uu* og  ms Tt 'k 

©    - constant when Ö < t ^ T * Tk p 

Since the phase y   will change from pulse to pulse and can take any 

value in the range 0 to 2ft, the amplitude of the resultant voltage at the 

output of the IF amplifier will change in ti.e range from K~     ,       .to 
mj ms 

K_ (U +U ). There is virtually no distortion in pulse shape (fig. 11.6}. 

A constant component and negative (when a  =* O), or positive (when 

Cp  • n), polarity (fig. 11.7) are obtained across the detector load, H    _ 

In the case of galvanic coupling of the video amplifier to the detector, 

the presence of a large constant component at the detector output causes a 

displacement of the operating point of the video amplifier stage with the 

result that the video amplifier gain factor changes, and clipping of the 

signal from the tvget can occur as a result of anode current cut-off, or 

as a result of the grid currents flowing in the video amplifier tubes. 

The useful signal will be weakened, or completely disappear. 
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The insertion of a transition circuit in the video amplifier first 

stage input eliminates the effect of the constant component of the output 

voltage from the detector. But the useful signal with polarity opposite to 

that for which the video pulses amplifier was designed,, can be weakened. 

Consequently, pulses of reverse polarity will be dimly seen on the screen 

of an indicator with amplitude markers, and will not be seen at all on a 

tube with brilliance Barkers. 

Figure 11.6. The appearance of the pulsating pulses at the IF amplifier 

output as a result of the random rrlationsh;  ^etween the 

phases of weak unmodulated janucinc ar i signed. 

Since probability of the appearance of positive ar-i negative pulses is 

identical, the presence of unmodulated jamming reduces the number of pulses 

creating the target pip by a factor of approximately two. 

In the case of severe detuning of the jamming relative to the signal 

frequency (beat period T^ -1— * T ) the value of cos («Lt-Kp.) while the 

reflected signal is acting win change from -1 to +1, regardless of the 

magnitude of a  .  And the envelope of the amplitude of the resultant voltage 

trill change in accordance with a harmonic law, with the initial phase cf the 

envelope established by the magnitude of (p • 
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Figure 11.7.  Effect of vealc unnoduleted jsneing on the detector. 

figure 11*&. Distortion in the Ahape of pulses in the IP aaplifier 

as * result of the effect of weak unpopulated jessing 

Figure 11.9- Distortion in the shape of the pulses in the IF amplifier 

as a result of the effect «f weak unmodulated Jensone for 

various X 
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Figure 11*8 shows 'the graphics of 'the reauVtanT voltage at  the  IF 

amplifier output for T,   • T   and three different values of 9. •    Figure 11.9 Op K 
shows the graphics of the resultant voltage across the IF amplifier output 

for x   - 2T h p V Tb - ="3V Tb 1/2T In this case distortion of 
to   p • s   • ~   p * i> p 

the shape of the video pulse (its breakdown) will occur at the detector out- 

put t in addition to the appearance of the constant component and upset in 

the functioning of the video amplifier.  Useful signal attenuation will also 

take place. 

The Effect of Strong Uhmoduihted Jamming 

Strong unmodulated jamming overloads the IF amplifier. The overload 

is the result of saturation of the plate circuits of the amplifier tubes« 

or by "the grid-circuit clipping, or by the simultaneous action of both. 

Complete jamming of the useful signal (fig. 11*10) can result, when strong 

unmodulated jamming is acting on a scope with amplitude markers one sees 

tails 

Figure 11. lO-, Jamming of the useful signal by strong unmodulated 

jamming in the XF amplifier stages« a - weak unmodulated 

jamming does not Jam the signal; 'b - strong unmodulated 

jamming overloads the IP amplifier stages» 
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Figure 11-11.  View of range »cope. 

a - no jawing (seen on the «cope is tbe nun pulse from 
the transmitter - 1; pulses reflected fron local object« - 
2; pulses reflected fron 'tbe target - 3; inherent receiver 
noise); b - strong unmodulated jn—inij 

Figure 11.12. Viev of FPI. 

a - no jatnaing (1 — main pulse from transmitter; 2 - 
poises reflected from local objects; 3 - pulses reflected 
fron target; & - surface of PPZ intensified hy noise); 
b - strong unmodulated jamming {darkened sector, S, 
corresponding to the main lobe of the antenna pattern, 
is seen on the screen}. 

the target pip vanish and the inherent noise in tbe receiver, as well as 

reflections from local objects will diminish, or virtually disappear (fig. 

11.11) • A darK sector will appear on the PPI: one corresponding to the main 

lobe in the antenna pattern (fig. 11.12). 
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It has been reported Oat continuous unodulated jamming is not widely 

used against pulse radars because it can be overcome by relatively simple 

11.3« Continuous Jamming Amplitude Modulated by Sinusoidal Oscillations 

Toe mathematical expression for oscillations amplitude modulated by 

harmonic oscillations ox frequency 0, is in toe form 

u > U  (1 • m cos 01) sin to.t (11.18) 
3 0 

or u • U .sin m.t + »<£• ein (a).-Q)t • 
mj     3      2 3 

4 m^ sin (to   * Q)tt 

«here m is the modulation factor. 

':•£.•••. 

v —«.-.>?:.: 

:  V• 
. -••• X 

Figure 11.13. FPI screen showing continuous jamming modulated by low 

frequency oscillations. 

A constant component and a modulating oscillation with frequency Q will 

be separated at the detector output if tbe IF amplifier is not overloaded. 

If tbe video amplifier is protected against the constant component, a 

modulating' oscillation with frequency Ci will be reproduced at the video 

amplifier output, and this will be fed into the indicator and reproduced on 

tbe screens of cathode ray tubes. 

When the frequencies of tbe modulating voltage of the jamming and the 

scanning voltage of the indicator are multiples, the oscillogram will be 

fixed. ' Practically speaking, because of instability in the frequencies, 
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Figure 11.14, Bange indicator scope showing continuous jamming modulated 

by high frequency oscillations. 

the multiple nature of their relationship is upset, and the oscillogram mo*«« 

along the sweep, forming a flickering image«  Observation of the useful signal 

is difficult. Figures 11.13 and 11.14 are views of the screens of indicators 

s© affected. The higher the frequency of the non-multiple nature il/Q. , 
sweep 

the greater the modulation factor. 

Moreover, amplitude modulated jamming can cause the same phenomena, as 

can unmodulated: 

overloading of the IF amplifier and jamming of the signal before it 

reaches the detector as a result thereof; 

appearance of dual-polarity pulses at the detector output as a result 

of the random ratio between the phases of the carrier frequencies of signal 

and noise; 

distortion of the shape of the pulses as' a result of the difference 

in signal and noise frequencies. 

The jamming discussed is narrow band. The equipment for coping with 

it is simple.  Hencu it has not been widely used either.  But it Can be 

used when conical scanning by the antenna beam is used to angle track.  In 

this case the modulation is by the spatial scanning frequency« An angular 

error ia introduced in the antenna control system when jamming of this type 

is in use, or automatic tracking is completely upset. 
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11.9- gulae Ho ige 

Pulse noise is a sequence of unmodulated, or modulated, high frequency 

pulses generated by the transmitters tuned to the frequency of the target 

radars* Xbc synchronous pulse noises at -which the pulse repetition frequency 

is equal to, or is a multiple of, the pulse repetition frequency of the target 

radar, and the non-synchronous pulse noises, differ. 

Die noise pulses on' the screen trill remain fixed when synchronous pulse 

noise with pip amplitude is working on the screen, for in  this case the pulse 

noise ia very similar in appearance to target pips (fig* 11-15)- If the noise 

pulses are close to target pulses in amplitude and width, it is very difficult 

to distinguish the useful signals from the interference. 

/"•."•••••• i 

Figure 11.15. View of a range scope screen with synchronous pulse 

noise showing (l - pulses from local objects; N - 

receiver noise; P - pulse noise; X - target pulse)« 

Non-synchronous pulse noise moves the noise pulses about on the screen, 

and it is Very difficult to distinguish the target pip (fig, il»l6)„ 

Large amplitude pulse noise overloads the stages, causing a loss of 

receiver response for some time after i-t has acted* 

•hen the radar is operating in the target range tracking mode, and in 

order to drain off the tracking strobe, response jamming with a false delay 

time can be used, leading to an interruption in range tracking of the target, 

Sisjplex and multiplex response pulse noise can also be used to imitate 

false targets. 
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Figure 11.16*  View of * range scope showing unsyncbronized pulse noise. 

Noise with a. regular structure is of little effect.  First of all, it 

is usually narrow band.  Second, since the modulating signal has a. definite 

periodic behavior pattern, selection of the corresponding filters can weaken 

considerably, or «ren do avay with, the effect of the noise» 

Ihe greatest effect is by noise with an irregular structure, so called 

noise jamming. Noise jamming is similar to the internal fluctuating noise 

inherently present in the receiver, so if no special Measures are undertaken, 

it is difficult to distinguish from set noise. 

11.10» Fluctuation (straight Koiae) Janming 

Straight noise jamming is a limited band of frequencies of fluctuation 

noise amplified in the corresponding devices and radiated in order to jam 

electronic equipment. WoroerTer, fluctuation jamming can be formed in the 

eottxpment itself because of fluctuations in the currents flowing- in the 

tubes (the shot effect) and as a. result of the chaotic movement of the elec- 

trons in resistors and in other components. 

Fluctuation jamming is a. random process, and probability laws {so called 

probability distribution laws) ere resorted to, to describe it* However, 

there are many problems, dealt with when knowledge- of certain statistical 

characteristics of the process is sufficient*' JL process im said to» be 
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stationary when the distribution laws and all the other probability charac- 

teristics associated with it do not depend on the origin of the tin* reading« 

Stationary processes possess ergodidic properties, ir. accordance witb 

which any realization of the process has the same statistical properties. 

Ihercfore, in the case of ergodidic random processes any statistical charac- 

teristic obtained by averaging Many possible realisations with a probability 

as close -to unity as possible can be obtained by averaging a single realization 

of the random process over a sufficiently long time interval* 

In the ease of stationary fluctuation jamming, the basic characteristics, 

•which can be found by tine averaging, are: 

the average value, or the constant component of the vol-tag* 

Ji^-Uia-f j udt; (11.19) 

the effective, or 1 square value of tbe voltage 

°.«- SLV/TI**5 

13M «ffective squared value of the voltage, or the 

voltage r 

(11*20) 

square noise 

(11.21) 

{the latter magnitude ia numerically equal to the average power for the 

process, separable by a resistance of 1 ohm) ; 

the mean square variable component (dispersion) of the process 

0==^=Inn -LUu-^dt. (11.22) 

lb« dispersion in numerically equal to the average power of the variable 

component of tbe process, separable by & resistance of 1 ohm« 

The Correlation Function 

Host completely characteristic of fluctuation jsoming is the correlation 

function, which is the -time average of the product of two running values of 

fluctuation voltages displaced by an interval of time *r: 

DW-Bu-}-[«W«C + ^ (11.23) 

The correlation function characterizes tbe association between the 

preceding and succeeding values of the fluctuation voltage time interval T 

apart. 

'Figure 11,17 shows a typical curve of the correlation function for a 

random stationary process« £fr) 

Figure 11.17.    Graphic of -the correlatacn 
function of * stationary random process. 
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Basic properties of the correlation function. 

1. Ti»e correlation function is even 

2. Ubec T -» <», the dependence between the magnitudes u(t), «i(t • T) 

weakens. At the sane tine, if there is no constant component i the process 

lim J? (•=)•=••= Ä (»)—0- 

When there is a constant component, R(«) is numerically equal to the 

power of th« constant component of the process, separable by a resistance of 

1 ofcs. _. 

3. When T » 0, the correlation function takes its Beads— ralue and is 

numerically equal to the total average power for the process, separably by 

a resistance of 1 oho. 

Dispersion of the stationary process is 

a-- = fl(0) -/?(»). 

If the correlation function is reduced to an extremely small value 

(say, to 1% or 5SW over a period of time T -* T , the magnitude T is called 

the time, or the interval, of correlation. The magnitudes u(t), u(t*T ) can 

be taken as practically independent* 

The Energy Spectrum 

The concept of an energy spectrum, or of spectral power density, is 

introduced for the characteristic curve of the spectral composition of the 

fluctuation jamming.  By definition, the following magnitude is called the 

spectral power density 

c<fl=i&£iHrM='J^ Cll-*> 

where 

df is an infinitely narrow band of frequencies; 

p(f, f+ df) is the power contained within this infinitely narrow band. 

Tb« spectral power density is a function of tiiB  frequency and indicates 

the distribution of the power of the fluctuations with respect to the frequency 

band. 

The spectral power density has the dimensionality watts/hertz, or watts/ 

megahertz. 

It is sometimes suggested thai, xnere is some ideal source, from the 

Output of which one can take noise voltage with an infinitely uniform 

energy spectrum, th« pur^own of which is to study the properties of fluctuation 

noise. This noise is called whit« noise, by analogy to white light, the spec- 

tram of which in the visible portion is continuous and uniform. In fact, 
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th«r« is no such thing as white noise because any electronic device has a 

finite frequency pass band ana a Linited dynamic range. 

The nature and width of the spectrum of fluctuation depends on the noise 

source, as well a» on the circuit through which the jasmine flows. 

SOCK sources! generate noise with a uniform spectrum* Noise such as this 

is created by electronic tubes {because of the shot effect),' pure resistances-, 

and other sources* 

th* spectral density of the noises generated by pure resistance R, can 

be found through the expression 

</(^=-«A77t. 

•»A3 k is the  Bol-tzauum's constant,   equal to 1,33*10 joules/degree; 

t is the absolute temperaturw 

<U-35) 

Co 

c(0 

-— f 

Figure 11.18.     Graphic cf the white noise energy spectrum. 

0ß 

täÖThMxt* 

•f.Mzv, 

Figure 11.19*     Spectrum of noises  generated by a thyratron 

Vertical:    volts/>M= 1/2. MHx. 

generated by pure resistance does not 
.13 .-14 

; horizontal 

The energy spectrum of rne oon 

depend on the frequency in the r«nce to 10** -10  hertz-, but does serve 

a kind of approximation ox the «nergy spectrum of white noise. 

the graphic of the energy spectrum of white noise is shown in Figur« 

11*18. 
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Other sources, spzth  as a tbyratron, for example, produce noise vith a 

nonuniform spectrum (fig* 11.19)* 

Atmospheric noise, the intensity or which decays with increase in 

frequency, has a nonuniform spectrum. 

The structure of the fluctuation noise depends on the width of the 

energy spectrum. Jamming is called narrow band if the average frequency in 

the spectrum is such greater than its width (fig. 11.20a).  Jamming is called 

broad band if the width of its energy spectrum is comparable to the average 

frequency of this spectrua (fig. 11.20b). The average duration of the voltage 

spikes is longer for narrow band jamming than it is for jamming with a broad 

energy spectrua. The duration of the noise spikes can be approximated by 

the magnitude 

?*width 
- T (11.26) 

where 

Af width 

noue spike 

is the width of the energy spectrum* found through the formula 

A* width 

\Gif)df 

[C(/)J. 
(11*27) 

where r  is the correlation time. c 
w 

Figure 11.20.     Energy  spectrums for narrow band   (a)   and broad band  (b) 

fluctuation jamming* 

Jawing without a constant component,  the spectrum of which is in the 

radio frequency band  is called high-frequency jamming   (high-frequency noise). 

If the spectrua is adjoining the coordinate origin, the jamming is called 

low-frequency jamming '(video noise). 

If fluctuation jamming with an energy spectrum G.   (f)  is acting at the 

input to a linear system the energy spectrum at the output of this ayateut 

will be found through the formula 

6     At)   -6.   (£)   •  K?(f) £11.28) out an 

K(f]   is the amplitude-frequency curve for the system. 

when it is white noise that is acting at the input to a linear system, 

the energy spectrum of the noise at the output will coincide in shape with 

the square of the amplitude-frequency curve (fig. 11*21). 
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If fluctuation voltage, is fed into the input of a nonl inear 

such as « detector* the energy spectra vill vary greatly in shape 

r 
Aw 

c^JEfi 

•A 

Figur« 11.21. Conversion of a white 

selective system* 

noise spectrum into a lin« 

r«W 

A 
._    y./fc)    • -_ 

CttMtn 

cftn 
c.(rt 

Figure 11,22-  Energy spectrum of a narrow-band random proct 

conversion into a nonlinear system. 

after 

o 
the 

For example, if a narrca-band process, the spectriiB of which is concen- 

trated in a relatively narrow band of frequencies near high frequency f 

(an example of this process is noise at the output of a linear systi 

band of which is much narrower than it» resonant frequency) is acting a± the 

input of a nonlineer system with y = f(x), the output spectrum vill consist 

of several parts (fig. 11.22) ': 

a low-frequency part of the energy spectrum G (f) ; 

part of the energy spectrum located near the carrier frequency G.(f ). 

The other parts of the energy spectrum are located near the odd and 

even harmonics of frequency f • 
o 

From the standpoint of detection, the main interest is the low-frequency 

portion of the energy spectrum because the high-frequency component of the 

spectrum is usually filtered out in the detector load. The spectral band, 

G (f), im the main interest in the case of modulation in radio transmitters. 

The energy spectrum and the correlation function are not independent 

characteristics of a random process since both describe the process from 

the standpoint of the rate at which it occurs. 

The energy spectrum and the correlation function of a random stationary 

process are related to each'other through 

(11.29) 
RW=*\Gtf)*os2*fzdf, 
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0(fl=4j/?(*)cos2i/t<iT_- 

Si« correlation function of white noise equal* 

£««. 

(11.30) 

(11.31) 

that la, it is a delta function at the coordinate origin. By definition, 

the delta function 6(T) equals zero when T / O and la unlimited when T - O* 

[ 0. i*0 

In this case the correlation function is instantaneously damped, indicating 

the complete independence of the instantaneous values when T r 0. The cor- 

relation function will be damped to varying degrees for the intermediate 

Talues of the width of the spec trim of random processes (0<AKv). 

Figure 11.23 shows the correlation function of the noise voltage across 

the output of an amplifier with a bell-shaped frequency curve. The solid line 

is the correlation function for the case when the resonant frequency is f / 0, o 
and the dotted line for the case when f    • 0 and the system hand pass equals 

o 
Af/2 (low frequency filter). Since the correlation function is even, the 

image of this function is only gives for positive T. *& 

keen 

to 
Figure 11*23* Energy spectrum and correlation function for fluctuation 

noise across the output of an amplifier with a bell-shaped 

frequency curve. 

Thus, the correlation function contains traces of all the manifestations 

of a process fixing its frequency spectrum* Oscillations in the correlation 

function with predetermined frequency denote the average spectrum frequency. 

Attenuation in the oscillations characterizes the width of the fluctuation 

spectrum, and the shape of the envelope of the.correlation function is 

related to the shape of the frequency spectrum. 

Direct noise jamming is created by special jammers providing a compa- 

ratively high spectral nove-* density over a broad band of frequencies and 

is used to create barrier jamming* 
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11*11 •    Moise Jamming with Amplitude,  Frequency,  md Amplitude-Frequency 

Modulations 

Spot frequency noise jamming is generated by modulating high frequency 

generators with, noise voltage.    The modulation can be done in amplitude, 

frequency,  or by both parameters simultaneously. 

*4 

Figure 11-24.    Energy spectruntf of modulating noise (a) and of amplitude- 

modulated noise jamming in the case of linear modulation 

(b>. 

The enerflT spectrum of amplitude modulated noise jamming consist»* of 

a discrete component at the carrier frequency and two side bands, the shape 

of the envelope of which in the ease of linear modulation coincides with the 

envelope of the low-frequency spectrums of the modulating noise  (fig.  11.2k). 

The  side components of  the spectrum of  amplitude-modulated noise jamming has 

symmetrical amplitude and phase.    Amplitude-modulated noise jaoming is close 

to straight  noise jamming  in  effectiveness.     This type Of jamming  is widely 

used in the meter and decimeter v«vc bands» 

Frequency-modulated noise jamming has been the type most widely used. 

In the case of the frequency modulation of the noise-jamming  transmitter, 

the width and the nature ot the jamming spectrum depend on the effective index 

of -the frequency modulation and on the law for the probability of the distri- 

bution of the modulating noise. 

the effective index of modulation can be,found through the expression 

AD  __ is the effective deviation  (the mean square deviation)  in the 

frequency; 

Af. ..^ is -the width of the spectrum of the modulating noise« 

In the case of a linear fregttency-modul&tion characteristic curve and 

sufficiently high modulation indexes  (m        > 1), the envelope of the spectrum 

of modulated oscillations repeat« the lav for the probability of the distri- 

bution of modulating noises.    The width of *the spectrum is fixed by the dual 
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deviation of the frequency-.  If the modulation is done by noise with a normal 

distribution law, the envelope of the energy spectrum has a shape corresponding 

to the normal law (fig- 11.25) • Amplitude limited noise is used to obtain a 

•ore uniform spectrum. 

Figure 11.25« The energy spectrum of frequency-modulated noise jamming 

in the case of linear modulation by noise with a, normal 

distribution law. 

Combined frequency and «rplitudc modulation is the-case in many generators 

using self-excitation. For example, in the case of frequency modulation of 

magnetrons and backward wave tubes additional amplitude modulation occurs 

because the generated power depends on the frequency* 

The shape and width of the modulated oscillation spectrum desired can 

be obtained by selecting the coefficient of amplitude modulation, the index 

of frequency modulation, and the spectrum and structure of the modulating 

noises. 

11.12. Hethoda of Generating Noise Jamming 

Photoelectron multipliers, thyratrons in a magnetic field, and noise 

diodes are used in modern transmitters as sources for the modulation of 

noise voltage. 

Photoelectron multipliers provide an adequately uniform spectrum of 

noise voltage up to frequecies of several tens of megahertz, with a noise 

intensity of approximately lCr-lO microvolts/megahertz. 

Thyratrons in a magnetic field have quite a vide noise spectrum (up to 

6 to 7 megahertz). Their principal advantage is a high level of noise 

voltage. 

The types of oscillator tubes used in jamming transmitters are selected 

according to the purpose for which the transmitter is intended, wave band, 

and power required. 

Conventional oscillator tubes, triodes and tetrodes, are used in 

jamming transmitters for the shortwave and meter wave bands. 
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lOO to 1500 watt, continuously oscillating magnetrons, are widely used 

in airborne and shipboard, aa well as ground, jammers in toe centimeter and 

decimeter banda. 

A recent development £s a »ore powerful tube, the barratron, which ia 

a magnetron, operating on unstable types of oscillations. The  effective 

power of barratrous ia approximately ten times greater than that of modern 

magnetrons. Barratrous hare been developed in two versions; one with a 

fixed frequency for barrier jammers, and one with smooth retiming (electronic 

or mechanical) for spot jammers.  Barratrous are used in the decimeter and 

centimeter were bands. 

Backward w«ve tubes have also been widely used. The tubes in use at 

the present tine operate in the band from 400 to 200,000 MHz and can be 

quickly retuned electronically over a range of several tens of percent. 

Thviir power ratings range from a few watts to tens of kilowatts. 

11*13- Characteristics of Boise Jamming 

The effect of continuous straight noise jamming is similar to that 

created by receiver noise.  Thi» type of joining forms a characteristic 

noise track on the screen of ax indicator vitn an amplitude marker, and its 

imago depends on the sweep rate and repetition frequency for a given receiver 

IF and video frequency pass band.  A low amplitucfa useful signal can be seen 

in some cases as a darkening of the sweep line at the has« of the signal 

easiest the noise background. 

In PPIs the noise modulates the electron bean intensity. At the same 

tiee, the noise leaves traces in the form of bursts of random brilliance 

and size out of synchronism with the sweep. Noise reduces the brilliance 

interval, distorts the signal image, and masks it. 

The manner in which noise jamming with amplitude, frequency, or amplitude- 

frequency noise modulation acts is, basically, the same as in the case of 

straight noise jenming* Amplitude-modulated noise jamming differs from 

straight noise because it contains a carrier frecuency and symmetry with 

respect to amplitude and pha&e of the side components relative to the 

carrier' frequency. As distinguished from the case of straight noise jamming, 

there will he no darkening of the image near the sweep when there is a 

signal caused by signal pulsation because of the beating of the carrier« 

which degrades signal observability. 

In the case of frequency modulated noise jamsino. frequency modulation 

is converted into amplitude modulation ia the receiver because the IF ampli- 

fier's transmission coefficient is a function of- the frequency* and an 
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Figur* lJi«26.    PPI »cope shewing continuous noise jauning. 

/      T 

1 • ' •••.*-.      \ , '     •       -v.j .•;!••   \ 

•L.-..i_.L._       •'   i•' ' I-'- ' 'T*J; - 

Figure 11.27.  Hange scope showing continuous noise jatsning* 

(j - jonming; T - target pulse) 

envelop« of converted amplitude nodulated oscillations will bo separated 

out at tne output or the aaplitude discriminator. 
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If, in this case, the level of the noise jamming is high enough, the 

IF amplifier will be overloaded, and the result will be partial, or total, 

jamming of the useful signal, depending on jamming power. Figures 11.26 

and 11.27 show the effects of continuous noise jamming on the receiver-indi- 

cator channel. 

11.14.  The Jamming Factor, The Countermeasures Equation. 

The concept of a jamming factor, K., will be introduced for pa Biting type 

jamming«  The jamming factor will be understood to mean the magnitude equal 

to the minimal ratio of jamming power to useful signal power at the receiver 

input at which the probability of a radar's carrying out its combat mission 

is reduced to a predetermined level. 

The jamming factor depends on the type of radar' being jammed (mainly 

on the availability of protection against jauuing in the equipment), and 

on the form of jamming selected. 

Straight noise jamming i» the most effective, and in this case the 

jamming factor is at its least value. 

Lex us suppose the jamming is created by an on-board jammer. 

Disregarding attenuation in the atmosphere, the reflected signal power 

at the receiver input is        _   2_ .3 
H  .g 0\ a 

P --£***/ (11-32) a      (4n)V 
where 

P .is the radar transmitter power: rad . *^ 
3 is the antenna gain for the radar1; 

a    is the target scatter area; 

R is the target range. 

Jammer power at the receiver input is 

P, = • 3t 3a • * Ul.33) 
3      (4nR)s 

where 

P.. is the jammer power; , 

g, is the jammer antenna gain. 

Jamming will be effective- if 
p< •* K<P«* (u-34) 3    3 9 

This condition is called the countermeasures condition. By substituting 

the relationships at (11.33) and 111.32} *** toe eo.uaca.on at (11.34), we 

obtain the expression 
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•?tajt o racist' (11.35) 

which is known as the countermeasures formula* The product of P.^g., is 

called the equivalent jammer power. 

A» .analysis of these relationships indicates that as a target carrying 

a jammer approaches, the signal power at the receiver input increases very 

auch aare rapidly than does the jammer power. This can he explained by the 

fact that signal power at the receiver input is inversely proportional to 

the fourth power of the distance« hut the jammer power is inversely propor- 

tional to the square of the distance. Therefore, at some range, called the 

minimum jammer operating .range. R , * the countermeasure condition at (ll.^ 
min 

ceases to prevail and the target begins to appear in the noise background 

(fig. 11.28). 

This leads to another conclusion, namely, that if the target is using 

jaming for self -protection * a lower powered oc-board jammer is needed for 

long-range radar jamming. 

The, absolute value of the jammer power at t2ie receiver input increases 

as the jj approaches the radar and, beginning at some range R., begins 

to overload the receiver-indicator channel.  When this is the case, light- 

struck sectors, the sizes ami number of which increase continuously as  the 

receiver is overloaded by the jamming acting on the side lobes in the antenna 

pattern, form on the PPI screen.  Beginning at soce range, the indicator c«n 

be light-struck in a circular direction.  If the receiver gain is reduced, 

the jamming will only effect the sain lohe in the pattern. Only a narrow 

flare section will be observed in this case. 

The jamming range is selected greater than the target radar range. If 

this i.a done the target radar will be jammed before the jammer comes within 

range of the radar. 

E rtfct/s* 

jfcwa Üeüamtni «owfawww 
muet «aw«*»«* apaMimtr- 

******    ~A    KV 

Figure 11.28.  Superposed operating ranges for a jammer. 
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A -   (P7P )ia;  B -  P.   .   ;  C - P.        ;  D  -   iP./P ).   ; j'   s        * 3   on' j  m 3     s  in* 
E - overload P;    F - jammer range resulting from receiver 

overload;  G -  jammer range controlled by countermeasurcs; 

K - K.; I - radar: J-R.i K-H; t-R  .   . 
j ' j DID 

11-15- Parasitic Jamming 

The application of parasitic jamming is based on the use of the principle 

involved in the secondary emission of radio waves.  In £he case of ground 

radar, this parasitic interference is currentiy generated by so-called "traps" 

(false targets), inflated and corner reflectors, and parasitic reflectors. 

In the case of airborne radars the janaaing can be generated by using corner 

reflectors producing a mask for individual objects, imitating false objects 

(factories, bridges, railroad stations, and the like)., or even changing the 

radar map of the terrain» Unorganized parasitic jamming results from reflec- 

tions from local objects, tbunderheads, rain, and snow.  In the millimeter 

and centimeter bands, reflections of this kind can be very intense so that 

thunderheads, rain, and fog can greatly reduce radar range, or even hide 

whole areas within radar range from observers« 

Parasitic reflectors to generate parasitic jamming are made in the form 

of dipoles of length I * \/2  or I J» X.  If a half-wave dipole is within the 

zone illuminated by a radar, the operating frequency of which coincides with 

the dipole*a resonant (natural) frequency, the dipole will generate more 

intensive oscillations*. The natural wave length of the dipole is  approximately 

equal to twice its length. The length of the dipole is taken as something 

less than half the length of the wave illuminating it in order to obtain 

resonance, that is, a contraction factor is introduced 

^ = 4=0.95. 

where 

l is the length of the dipole; 

\  is the wave length. 

Snail deviations from the resonant frequency (±5 to 10$) do little to 

reduce the jamming effectiveness, so chaff of a single size is used to 

create jamming of stations the frequencies of which are 10% apart. 

Parasitic reflectors can be made of aluminum foil, foil glued to paper, 

metallized paper, glass fiber, and glass plastic. 

Chaff is dropped from aircraft in bundle», and the amount of this chaff 

per Imndle ia  selected so that each bundle will offer a reflection equivalent 

to one that would be obtained from a target. The bundles are cut diagonally 

in order to increase the range. 
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Figur« 11.29. PPI screen showing parasitic jamming by the corridor 

If the target is to be hidden from radar observation, enough chaff must 

be released from the aircraft to provide «n effective reflecting surface in 

the pulse volume equal to, or greater than the effective reflective surface 

offered by the target_ 

Dipole jamming today is generated by the discrete, or the corridor, 

method.  In the first of these the bundles are dropped from the aircraft 

at predetermined time intervals. The reflections from these bundles look 

like real target pips on radar screens*  Package life is short, however,     , 

because the packages quickly lose forward motion and scatter as they fall. 

In the corridor method the aircraft providing the jamming drops chaff   , 

continuously to form a long cloud (a corridor) of jamming. Following aircraft 

can nee this cloud to cover them so they can fly through undetected (fig* 11*29). 

The aircraft providing the jamming can also fire the packages of chaff ahead 

of it by using rockets. 

Automatic devices that make drops at a previously-set tempo are used 

t*> drop the bundles of chaff. 

11.16. Countermeasure Masking       , 

The purpose of countermeasure masking is to hide various grouad targets, 

aerial and apace guidance equipment, and military equipment from radar obser- 

vation, as well as to create, false target pips and objects on radar screens. 
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Ihia Basking can be done by using: 

corner reflectors; 

narrow-band interference radio-frequency absorbing coatings; 

broad band radio-frequency absorbing coating«; 

an object  shape offering little reflection toward» the radar. 

A corner reflector consists of mutually perpendicular flat faces cut 

in triangle»,  sectors, and rectangles (fig. 11*30) and rigidly fastened 

together.    It reflects electromagnetic energy falling on it in the opposite 

direction. 

Figure 11,30.    Shapes of corner reflectors. 

with triangular faces; b - with sector faces; 
vith rectangular faces. 

The wirritnm reflecting surface of a triangular reflector- with triangular 

faces can be computed through the formula 

a is the length of a rib of a corner face rib. 

For the corner reflector vith square faces 
12*** 

Corner reflectors are used to mask ground targets against radar observe-, 

tion, as well as to create- false targets on the around, in the w»**r, and 

in space. 

•Anti-radar coatings. The use of anti-radar coatings reduces the 

effectiveness of target reflecting surfaces, that is, it attenuates the 

power of reflected signals. Radar range is thuj reduced, and, by way of 

an example,, a 12 db reduction in reflected signal strength results in halving 

the radar range. 

The coatings are of two types; interference and absorbing. 

A wave reflected from the external surface of the interference coating 

are compensated for by a wave reflected from the surface of the object. 

Coating thickness is selected equal to one-fourth the wave length, or to a 
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multiple of an odd number of quarter wave«. Interference coatings can be 

made of rubber, mixed with carbonyl iron. Hie principal drawback is lack 

of band coverage. 

There is no reflection of electromagnetic energy Iron the external surface 

of broad band absorbing coatings because of the predetermined structure of 

their material.  The electromagnetic waves enter the coating and are completely 

damped in it. The materials used are dielectrics, or fibrous mats impregnated 

with a mixture of neoprene and conducting carbon black, iron fillings or chips 

in combination with ordinary fur, with layers of sheets- of corrugated paper 

board, rubber mixed with carbon dust, and others« 

The external surfaces of absorbing coatings are not made smooth, but are 

given a sort of relief of pyramidal protrusions (horns) covering the entire 

surface.  This provides additional reduction in residual reflection of Inci- 

dent electromagnetic energy. 

Absorbing coatings are applied in several layers. 

The development of anti-radar coatings is fo3loving a path leading to 

a reduction in residual reflection, in reducing their weight and overall 

dimension«. 

Anti-radar costings can be used on ground, surface, submarine, air, and 

on space targets offering a radio frequency contrast* 

Specifically, the effective reflecting surface of the warhead of a 

ballistic missile can be reduced by metal screens shaped to provide little 

reflection in the direction to the radar, or by materials absorbing radio 

waves. 

These measures can reduce the detection range of a missile warhead by 

a factor of 2 or 3, so that target detection is only possible at the ooaeent 

the warhead enters the dense layers of the atmosphere, when the coating» 

mentioned burn up, or are dropped with the nose cone« 

False targets ("traps") are small guided missiles launched by conventional 

bombers beyond the range of radar detection* They form pips similar to those 

presented by real targets on radar'screens so can draw active AA defense 

equipment cvay fr.-ai the real targets* The missiles can be fitted with corner 

reflectors to increase their effective reflecting surfaces. These missiles 

can also carry equipment far creating active jamming of electronic equipment 

11*17'  Destruction of Radar Equipment 

The means for destroying radar can be used very widely and this is in 

addition to jamming' the radar and using anti-radar csoouflage. Radio search, 

air and space search, military scouts and agents can all be used to establish 

radar coordinates. 
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Fjidar within short ranges of the front Line can be destroyed by artillery 

and mortar fire» Radsx installations deep in the rear can be destroyed by 

aJu- strikes and »issues. 

Aircraft use special homing devices to get at the radar installations* 

The  "air-ground" missiles used to destroy radar installations have 

homing guidance heads* 

The United States has developed a special tactical missile of the "air- 

ground" class known as the "Shrike,n designed to suppress AA radars. The 

missile's launching range is from 50 to 75 km. 

The missile has a solid fuel engine and a passive guidance system that 

uses radar radiations. 

United States Navy and United States JLir Force aircraft are armed with 

"Shrike" missiles. 

11.18. Methods Used to Protect Badar Against Jamming 

The capacity of a radar to provide dependable detection and determination 

of target coordinates (reception of signals) despite jamming is called its 

antijamming ability (its immunity to jamming) * The antijamming ability can 

be characterised by the ratio of signal pover to jamming power for which the 

probability of detection and the accuracy in determination of target coor- 

dinates is no lower than may be required« It i» obvious that the smaller 

this ratio, the greater the antijamming ability» 

Antijamming devices ^ce not all-purpose devices because each is only 

effective against a specific type of jamming. Hence it is obvious that the 

same radar has different antijamming ability with respect to different types 

of jamming depending on the protective devices used in the radar* 

Organized and engineered measures comprise the protection given the 

radar against jamming* 

Organized measures include operation on separated frequencies, covert 

operation of radar equipment, the training given operators in working through, 

jamming, and the like* 

All engineered measures can be divided into two groups. 

The first group includes methods to protect against jamming, those that 

prevent the jamming from arriving at the receiver input; 

spatial selection (narrowing the antenna pattern, reducing side lobe 

levels); 

polarization selection (baaed on the difference in the polanzed 

structure of signals and jamming}; 

frequency selection» 
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The second group includes methods and circuitry to protect against the 

jamming entering the receiver: 

those aimed at preventing overloading the receiving channel; 

those protection circuits based on the differences in the structure of 

useful signals and jamming (difference in carrier frequency, in spectral 

composition, in phase, amplitude, width, and repetition frequency of thws 

pulses). 

Among the engineered measures used to provide protection against jamming 

is an increase in the radar's energy potential. 

11.19*  Preventing Overloading of the Receiving Channel 

Protecting the receiver against overloading by reflections from local 

subjects, as «ell aa  by active jamming, means increasing the receiver*s 

dynamic range, the characteristics of some of the methods used to prevent 

overloading the receiving channel «re  given below. 

Expansion of the dynamic range of the IF amplifier stages. Receiver 

overloading occurs first of all in the last stages of the IP amplifier.  The 

dynamic range of the IP amplifier can be expanded by using more powerful 

tubes, and by supplying higner plate and screen voltages. 

The gain in the IF amplifier channel can be reduced and that in its 

video channel can be increased in order to expand the dynamic range.  This 

has limited possibilities because the voltage across the detector input has 

to be on the order of one volt in order to ensure a linear detection mode« 

.Instantaneous automatic gain control. Instantaneous automatic gain 

control makes it possible to retain a fixed gain for the receiver for short- 

duration useful signals, and considerably reduced the gain in the case of 

lengthy high amplitude jamming. The operating principle of instantaneous 

automatic gain control is as follows. When high amplitude jamming appears 

across the grid of the regulated stage in the IF amplifier there is an 

additional shift, AB , with a magnitude approximately equal to the jamming 
0 

amplitude, U . . • This prevents suppression of the signal, which nsweepsn 

over the linear section of the tube's characteristic curve (fig. 11.31). 

Figure 11.32 shows an IF amplifier stage that is part of an instantaneous 

automatic gain conTrol circuit. The voltage from the IF amplifier stage 

(the tube T ) is fed into the detector« The rectified voltage of negative 

polarity is fed to the grid of the IF amplifier stage tube through the 

cathode follower (tube T ) • The time constant for the instantaneous automatic 

gain control filter, primarily established by the RC circuit, is selected 

several time« larger than the signal pulse duration« Delay voltage E. is 
d 
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fed into the instantaneous automatic gain control detector,  otherwise the 

detector will begin to function on weak voltages*    de magnitude of resis- 

tance R    establishes the selection of the operating point on  the  tube's 

characteristic curve in the original condition« 

Figure 11.31«    Strong pulse jamming with duration t. at the input and 

output of a stage in the instantaneous automatic gain 

control  (t       is the instantaneous automatic gain control op 
time of operation) • 

signal;  B - remainder of jamming; C - u.   ; D 
iE-t;i 

M 

—it 

Ha ctimtg 

Figure 11*32* Acylifier stage, tube T , part of the instantaneous 

automatic gain control circuit. A - to grid of next 

stage. 

A differentiating circuit with a small  time constant  is sometimes 

inserted between the detector1 and the video amplifier in order to suppress 

the long jamming puls«« remaining after the. in«tantaneouff automatic gain 

control. 
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Use of an IF at89c with a linear logarithmic aerplitwde response curve. 

The amplitude response curve for a convent ional receiver looks like the one 

shown in Figur« 11.33-  A receiver such as this is readily overloaded, that 

is, after the input voltage has reached some value, U.  _, a further increase 

in that value will not result in any increase in the output, voltage. 

If the receiver is to function normally in the face of high powered 

jamming, it is desirable to have an amplitude response curve that is linear 

for weak, and logarithmic for stronger, signals (fig. 11*34), 

 yT7   C 

/ II B 

9          D   9** 
Uoi 

Figure 11.33.     Amplitude response curve for a conventional receiver. 
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Figure 11.34.    Linear-logarithmic amplitude response curve. 

A - U      5 B - 'logarithmic section; C - linear section; 
D - U?°* 1 E- U. - 

in 0     in 

A curve such as this can be obtained by the use of feedback, by the 

delivery of negative voltage to the tube with variable steepness, by shunting 

the plate loads with a non-linear component (by a diode), and by using other 

•et hods. 

Automatic tine gain control. In order to avoid overloading the receiver 

vhen powerful pulses fron the oscillator and powerful reflected signals from 

the targets close to the radar arrive directly across the receiver input, it 

is necessary to block the receiver during the time the oscillator is trans- 

mitting pulses, and to cause it to operate at reduced gain for a few micro- 
« 

seconds after each pulse has terminstod. this is done by using en automatic 
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gain control*    Figure 11-35 is one possible automatic tiae gain control 

Circuit.     Tube T. ia shut down by the voltage Crom source E    in its original 

condition.    When the main pulse is radiated the tube opens up and condenser 

C rapidly charges to voltage U    » I R_, the magnitude of which can be adjusted 
1       L     tr 

by resistance R, When the pulse is over tube T  is blocked and condenser C 

discharges through resistances R, and S A negative voltage, exponential 

in shape, is supplied to the grid of one or two IF amplifier stages from 

condenser C through the cathode follower (tube T ), Resistance R, can be 

and R can be used to used to change the rate of discharge of condenser C, 

change the initial voltage across the capacitance« Figure 11-3* is the curve 

for the change in the regulating voltage in the automatic tire gain control 

circuit. An effort can be sade to attain a situation such that the receiver 

will generally be blocked for some period of time after the main pulse has 

been radiated. » 

Figure 11*35* Automatic tine gain control circuit* 

*p\ 

-*-t 

Figure 11 »3&* Curve for change in regulation voltage across the output 

of an automatic time gain control circuit for different 

time constants for the discharge of condenser C. 

11.20.  Antijamming Methods Baaed on Signal Selection 

Selection is understood to aeon the separation of the signal from the 

jamming using its known parameters (width, pulse interval, pulse amplitude, 

and carrier frequency and phase). Let us take up some of the methods that 

can be used to select signals. 

. Frequency selection is based on the use of the selective properties of 

the XF amplifier, and of'various types of filters. 
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Rejection filters,  used to separate out of the receiver pas« band the 
section of frequencies containing the jamming,  will suppress the narrow band 

jm—ing  (unmodulated jamming,  or jamming with very simple types of Modulation). 

An example of a circuit vith a rejection filter is shorn as Figure 11 «37* 

Figure 11.37.    Rejection, filter circuit  (1^,  C^ - circuit tuned to the 

'ntermediate frequency; L,, C    - rejection filter). 

«M 

fZt v-Kjr-7Z 

Figur« 11.38. (a) Noise energy spectrum density; (b) spectrum for e. 

clipped video pulse train; (c. square of the amplituc. 

frequency response curve for 1 comb filter. 
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Figure 11-39-     Simplified schematic of an amplifier with en amplitude- 

frequency response curve close to the comb filter curve, 

A - delay line 

So-called comb filters can be used to separate a pulse signal from noise 

nodulated jamming.    Figure 11.38 presents the energy spectrum for noise« the 

spectrum for a clipped pulse train with repetition frequency F ,  and the 
P 

square.,   or the amplitude-frequency,  response curve for a comb filter.     As 

will be seen from that figure,  the comb filter separates the signal spectrum 

components,  and suppresses the jamming spectrum components. 

The filter should pass tue oasic portion ox tue signal spectrum if the 

result is to be an tmdistorted signal*    In -the case of an overall filter pass 

band Aff = 1/T   ,  and of an elementary band for passing one spectral component, p 
&£  ,  the increase in the signal/noise/voltage ratio will be approximately 

equal to fiff/n'M   , where n is the total number of signal spectrum components 

that must be passed. 

A feedback amplifier circuit will provide an amplitude-frequency response 

curve close to the comb filter curve.    Figure 11*39 is a simplified circuit 

of an amplifier of this type.    The load on tube T    is the delay line*    Delay 

time,  X.,   is equal to the pulse sequence period.    The line load  is resistance 

R        .,   equal  to the line's characteristic  impedance.     The tube X    stage 

amplifies oscillations U.,  tapped from the line.    Load -Z in its plate circuit 

can be resonant,  or aperiodic {depending on the nature of the amplified 

oscillations).    Toe feedback voltaoe, ü        is fed into the first stage input 
to 

from tube T output« Resistance Or- reoulates the magnitude of the feedback. 

The output voltage is picked off at the plate of tube X_ • 
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Dae comb filter is also an antijamming device for use against unayn- 

cfaronized pulse Jamming* 

Figure 11*40*    Heptode synchronous detector circuit. 

I _   2att     1 j       fir,      1 

*  b 

Figure 11*41 • Signal and noise spectrum» at input (a) and output (b) 

of a. synchronous detector, 

Phase selection is based on separating the signal from the noise by 

using its known phase, a» distinguished from the phase of the noise.  Phase 

selection circuits are b^eed on the uae of the synchronous detection method. 

Figure ll*4o is a heptode synchronous detector circuit* 

Toe Aumrned voltcge of signal and noise at frequencies a» and to. 

respectively is fed to the signal grid of tube T • Voltage from the 

oscillator, U , the frequency of mhich. is equal to the signal frequency and 
o 

is rigidly synchronized with it, is fed to the oscillator grid* 2be result 

is to cause the synchronous detector for signal voltage to act like a detector, 

and as  a converter for the jamming voltage. The result-of the detection is 

to shift the signal and jamming spectrums by the magnitude Q) (fig. 11.4.1) • 
o 

A iov frequency filter is put in the synchronous detector output to separate 

the signal and suppress the jamming. 

Since at lov frequency one can find a filter with quite a narrow pass 

band end very steep slopes in its resonance curve, the use of a synchronous 

detector makes possible quite a suppression of the jamming, if its spectrum 

does not intersect the signal spectrum» 

A direct signal from the transmitter can be used to synchronize the 

oscillator. 
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Synchronous detection, combined with compensation circuits, provides 

protection against organized passive jamming ai.d reflections fron local 

objects* 

Tue accuamlation method is based on the use of the property of periodicity 

of the signal in terns of tine to distinguish the signal from tho jamming« 

It is equivalent to using the comb filter method, but considered from the 

time point of view« The engineering is quite simple, and had found widespread 

use in radar. Signals reflected from a target are a clipped periodic train 

of pulses. There is no regularity in the case of noise voltage, -which is a 

random process. 

•   m 
Jtamr 

joärpMur 
m 

9aunr**#> b 
Figure 11.42. A possible block schematic for accumulation of signals 

by delay lines (adder circuit). 

A - n. ; B - D    (top all delay line, bottom all amplifier). 

Signal order selection is used in accumulation circuits. Cue such block 

schematic of an accumulator is shown in Figure 11.42. It consists of amplifiers, 

the inputs of tfhich are fed with voltages from the delay lines. Each line 

has a delay equal to the period of pulse repetition, T .  All amplifiers have 

a common output, across which the summed voltage is picked off« This circuit 

has a number of accumulation cycles equal to the number of delay lines Cm - 

1, 2, 3...). The signal across the output of the n» amplifier appears with 

a time delay of nT relative to the signal fed to the receiver input (n • 0, 

1, 2, 3... - the number of amplifiers). 

Let us suppose a signal, together with the noise, is fed from the 

receiver output to the accumulation circuit. At the moment the mQi pulse 

in the train arrives the accumulation circuit sums the signal and noise for 

m periods in the sequence. At the same time the signal voltage increases 

m times, and the noise voltage, because of its random nature, only increases 

by the"1/•* The signal/noise ratio increases by a factor of m in power 

across the accumulator output« 

Given a sufficiently large number of accumulation cycles, accumulation 

circuits will separate very weak signals out of a background of strong 

jamming« The drawback in these circuits is the long integration time* 
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Used as accumulators in radar are cathode ray tubes with persistence., 

with charge accumulation, with dark recording, integrators of various types« 

delay lines, as well as the lac (memory) in the operator's vision. 

Figure 11.43* Pulse width selection circuit. 

A - delay line. 

Spectral analysis cf the Operation of accumulators demonstrates that 

their amplitude-frequency curve hns The shape of that for a comb filter, and 

the greater the accumulation cycles Tor the accumulator used, -the closer 

it« frpquwicy curve will approach the ideal comb filter. 

Amplitude and pals«; width selection. Pulse jamming differs from useful 

signals in its structure and frequency spectrum. Amplitude and pulse width 

selection is used to cope with it_ 03ie difference in target and jamming 

pulse widths is used in the pulse width selection circuit (fig. 11.43). The 

incoming signal with T is fed to the RC differentiating circuit fron the 

output of the video amplifier in the receiver (tube T )  Xbe differentiated 

signal is fed into two channels. The first of these channels consists of 

the cathode follower (tube T ) which only passes positive pulses, delay line 

for a time delay of t equal to the width of the radiated pulse, and the 

coincidence circuit (tube T ). The second channel consists of an amplifier, 

tube T , operating in the grid-circuit clipping mode, and a coincidence 

stage, X. • Positive pulses are fed to both grids in the tube in the coin- 

cidence stage at the moment in time corresponding to the end of the pulse* 

Tube T, is triggered, and the signal is picked off its pi ate load. The 

voltage curves for this case are shown in Figure 11.44a.  If the width of 

the input signal is longer than the delay time in the line (T > t./, the 

positive pulses are not fed into the coincidence stage simultaneously. Tube 

T> will not be triggered and no signal will appear across its output« The 

voltage curves for this name are shown in Figure U.44b. 
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Figure 11,44.  Voltage curves tor  a pulse width selection circuit. 

a - widths of received and radiated pulses equal; b - 
width of received pulse longer than that of radiated 
pulse. . 
1 - input signal; 2 - signal from differentiating 
circuit; 3 - signal across control grid of tube in 
coincidence stage; 4 - signal across screen grid of 
tube in coincidence stage; 5 ~ signal Acraa» the plate 
of the tube in the coincidence stage. 

Figure 11.45- Amplitude selector circuit. 

A possible circuit that can be used as an amplitude selector is shovn 

in Figure 11.49. loe incoming positive signal is fed sinultaneously to  the 

control grid Of tube T in the coincidence stage, and to the amplitude 

clipper, T_, If the jamming signal exceeds the level of clipping of the 

jUBolitude «elector, fixed by resistance R, there is a negative pulse fed to 

the screen grid in the tube in the coincidence stag« from the plate circuit 
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of tube T .  Tube T  is not triggered by the incoming pulse and there is no 

jamming at ehe receiver output. The useful signal, which does not exceed 

in  amplitude the clipping level, triggers tube T and passes freely to the 

receiver output. 

11.21»  Correlation Reception 

The correlation method of separating the signal from the noise is based 

on the use of the properties of 'the correlation function. Let a sinusoidal 

S\gnal and fluctuating (noise) gamming te acting at the receiver input 

v.nV) - »*<') + a„ CO = y-sin 0»«/ + 9)-r "«C0- 

Tns autocorrelation function of the input process is 

* (T> - lim i f I«* W + "* (01-1% ('-r ^) + 
(11.36) 

R (T) «Ad ft (T) are noise and aignal autocorrelation functions; 

Jt     (T)  and R    (T)   are thes mutual correlation functions of noise and an ns 
signal. 

Since signal and noise are independent functions. 

Then 

R AT) - R    (T) - 0. na na 

R(T)  • R (T) * R (T)„ s n 

The autocorrelation function of a periodic signal is periodic. For a sinu- 

soidal signal 
*«-$««• 

The autocorrelation function of the noise is non-periodic, and diminishes 

with increase in the argument T- 

4V*> um 

Figure 11.46* Correlation functions: 

a - noise; b - periodic 
and noise. 

of periodic signal 
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Figure 11«46 depicts the correlation functions of noise, a periodic signal, 

and the SUB of signal and noise. 

If the receiving device includes a correlator (delay circuit, multiplier, 

integrator, and recorder) the periodic component vill be separated «hen there 

is a signal across the output of the corralator.  There Kill be no signal if, 

by virtue of an increase in T,. the values of the correlation function tend to 

a constant (if there is no constant noise component, to zero)* 

Figure 11.47 is the block schematic of a correlation receiver. Two trains 

of short pulses, shifted with respect to each other by a circuit with a variable 

delay in time T, are fed from the pulse generator to the selecting device. The 

pulse repetition period, T , is selected as the integration interval. The 
P 

selecting device separates n pairs of discrete values for the input; process 

a., b_, for each value of r. The pairs of discretes are divided by time 

interval T (fig* 11.48). The nuaber n fixes the observation time, t , since 

*0 » * ' V 

The approximate value of the correlation function obtained across the correlator 

output is .    i ,A 

£tf«tf 

Sm3*o$ \trat*. tuifgm 

jyoapeüaott 

I' r- 
' renam/noa 

IMA? •rortr aim BUM 

Figure 11*47* Block schematic o£ a correlation receiver. 

a - multiplier circuit; b - integrator; c - input filter) 
d - selector; e - delay circuit; f - pulse generator. 

o, r a. *.- 

«r JJL.». z 1 
T* -fc_ -A.- 

Figure 11.48. Separation of discrete values from the envelop« of the 

input process. 
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Theoretically, correlation reception permits detection of signals 

regardless of the signal/noise ratio, but a long observation two is required 

to do so (n "• •). 

When signal/noise ratios at the receiver input are small, a long correla- 

tion interval T is needed in order to separate R (T)• But the correlation 

interval cannot be taken as longer than the pulse width, T , in th« cane of 
P 

pulse radar, because 

R  <T) « 0 when T > T . 
s p 

Consequently,  we use the correlation reception nethod in radar with con- 

tinuous radiation and in puls« radars with long pulse widths.    Tue literature 

on >-he subjoot notes that the use of a correlation receiver in centimeter 

band radar,  in which puls© widths are 1 to 2 microseconds, presents known 

difficulties. 

11*22,    Other Jtatij snming Methods 

Shift in Hadar Working Frequencies 

Shifting the operation of  a radar to another wavelength  is an effective 

method of getting away fron active jamming,  the spectrum of which falls in the 

receiver's band,   or   intersects   it.     However,   this method runs   into   exttf-siB-ve 

technical difficulties,  resulting ffroai the fact that  in the centimeter- irave 

bands there are no magnetrons and klystrons that will function dependably 

over a broad band of frequencies.     Replaceable  oscillators,   and high frequency 

heads for receivers,   are used to increase band width. 

Retiming is adequate over a sufficiently broad band of frequencies in 

the decimeter and meter bands. 

Continuous cha°qe in radar working frequencies 

Jto effective method  for protecting against  active jamming 'is continuously 

changing the working frequency of the radar in accordance with some law.    A 

"sliding" working frequency makes it very difficult to detect the operation 

of a radar and to analyze the signal radiated by the radar T  and thus  generate 

the active jamming to hamper the radar's operation. 

Receivers with changing tuning usually have quick-acting automatic 

frequency control systems* 

Coding a radar signal 

Radar  signal coding   *i sometimes used to make it difficult to generate 

active jamming.    The number, of pulses,  and the time intervals between tnem, 

can be changed automatically during operation, thus making it eran mom 

difficult to jam. 
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The drawback in coding a radar signal is that the range resolution of 

the radar is reduced. 

The pulse compression method 

Radar range depend* on the pulse energy 

V s P T , 
P   P P 

«here 

P    is the pulse power. 
P 

Consequently, the long pulse radiation mode can greatly improve the 

radar's lanunity to jansning.  But at the asme  time the pulse frequency must 

be modulated in accordance, with a predetermined lav in order to obtain good 

range resolution.  The incoming signal is compressed by an optimum filter. 

At the ssne tine the pulse energy can be retained and thus lead to an increase 

in signal power at the filter output and to an increase in resolution* 

Chapter I reviewed the pulse-frequency method of radar operation in 

detail. 

11.23* Coping with Mutual Jaaaing 

Acting on the radar in addition to organized jamming is the interference 

created by neighboring radars, or other equipment operating in the same band. 

If such interference is to be avoided, working frequencies Bust, in so 

far as this is possible, be separated, positions must be properly selected, 

and the working sectors for the individual radars established. Particular 

attention is given to the locations of radars operating on the same Wave- 

length. These radars must be set up at definite distances from each other 

and working sectors assigned such that the transmitting antenna of one is 

not aimed into the receiving antenna of a nearby radar. 

Pulse width and amplitude selection circuit«, as well as radar retiming 

to another working frequency, can be used to cope with mutual interference. 

It ;• *»««ir*bXe to change the repetition frequency to cope with syn- 

chronous interference caused by nearby radars vith the same pulse repetition 

frequencies, or a repetition fretju-mcies, ox" a repetition frequency close 

to that used by the radar nemr by. 
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Chapter XII 

Automation of the Gathering and Procegaing of Radar Information 

12.1.  Fundamental Concept» 

Gathering and processing of radar information is the process of obtaining 

possible evidence of targets located in the range of vision of a radar station« 

The physical basis for obtaining this evidence is the radar station 

signals, including the following: 

signals fron the output of the radio receiver; 

triggering pulse fron the radar station transmitter which determine* 

the beginning of the tine delay count of the reflected signal; 

signals characterizing the spatial position of the radar station antenna 

(signals of the azimuth and elevation sensors of the antenna system). 

An indication is obtained from processing the radar information.  This 

indication is a set of all possible information about the target: coordinates, 

height, velocity, bearing, location time*  In addition, a aeries of other 

characteristics may be included in the indication, such as nationality, number 

of targets, importance, type, authenticity, etc* On plan position indicators, 

the indication is an illuminated point which carries information on the pre- 

sence of a target and its coordinates*  In automatic gathering and processing, 

the indication may be represented by the amount of voltage, current, or rota- 

tion angle of a selsyn, and, in units based on computer technology, it is 

represented in binary numbers« In this case, the indication may include 

manifold information. 

Signals which carry the information required for the observer (operator} 

are called useful signals. All those sources which distort the useful signals 

and disturb the target information are interference. They include noise in 

the receiving channel and various artificial active and passive interferences. 

Furthermore, automatic information processing can produce other interference 

factors, such as errors in measuring coordinates, reductions in the trans- 

mission channels, disturbances in the function of specific elements of the 

processing system, etc. As a rale, all useful signals are accompanied by 

interference, so that the problem of separating useful signal from inter- 

ference must he dealt with in the processing stage. The deleterious effect 

of interference cannot be completely eliminated, so that the results of 

processing always contain errors. 

Information processing may be semiautomatic,  where the human operator 

takes part and carries out certain functions, or completely automatic, where 
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all functions «re carried out vithout human  participation. 

Radar information processing is divided into three • stages: primary 

processing, secondary, and tertiary* 

12*2. Receiver Ctatput Signal 

In -the general case, the signal u(t) at the output of the receiver ia a 

re of useful i 

represented by the 

aüxture of useful signal u (t) aad interference u.(t). Hie mixture may be 

u(t) - uÄ(t) • u±(t). 

Interference makes the output signal become essentially random, and 

therefore it can only be described statistically. When the useful signal does 

not fluctuate and interference conforms to the normal law, distribution of 

the amplitude of the sum "signal *  interference" at the output of the receiver 

channel may be described by the generalized Rayleigh lav, whose distribution 

density takes the form 2 2 
- X +v 

v . (x) = xe  2  I„tvx), (12.10 
SI O 

«here x • -•   is the normalised output signal; 

u(t)     is the signal at the receiver output; 

O".        is mean square roiae; 

T        is the aigrwil/noxoe ratio; 

i,.(vx)    is a modified Beasel function of the first kind, zero order 

on the argument vx> 

The expression tvr the probability density of pure noise v. (x) is found 

from formula (12.1) it v • 0 (i.e., there is no useful signal present): 
_x2 

v.(x) s xe  2 (12.2) 
x 

Graphs of the function v . (x) for various signal/noise ratios (including 

v « 0) and the Beasel. function I (vx) are shown in Fig. 12*1 and 12.2. It 

is evident that the distributions of the amplitudes of pure noise and the 

total differ «ore« the greater the signal/noise ratio. 

0* 

8.1 Vtt) 
i z a 4 st 1 * s 

Figure 12,1.    Graphs of probability density of generalized Rayleigh IcM 
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for amplitudes of the SUB "signal • noise"• Probability 

density for pure noise corresponds to the curve v • 0. 

VfaJ 

-3-2-1  0  / 2 J 

0 

Figure 12*2.  Graph of the modified Fs*ssel function of the first fcznd, 

zero order* 

12.3 Primary Processing of Sadar Information 

Primary processing is the first step in receiving target information* 

At this stage, the following functions are fulfilled: 

detecting the useful signal and deciding on the presence or absence 

of a target in the observed region; 

measuring the target coordinates; 

converting the received information into a form suitable for further 

processing and transmitting.it along the conmmmicatiOD channels; this process 

is called coding. 

Sie input signals involved in the primary processing operation are: the 

signal from the receiver channel output (in particular from the detector), 

triggering pulse for the radar, and signals from the angular coordinate 

sensors. Primary processing is  accomplished in one or several successive range 

scans; in principle, this is sufficient to detect and measure the target 

coordinates. With regard ta plan position indicators, primary processing 

may he taken to mean T&*ocessing during one scan. 

12.&. Principles of Automatic Target Detection 

Devices for automatic target detection belong to a class, of decision 

derices which, a»  a result of processing the signal from the receiver channel, 

decide "target*1 or "no target".  When the sum "signal + noise" is observed 

at the output of the receiver channel, the decision should be "target"; in 

the case of pure noise, the solution should be "no target"« Thus, the 

device should be capable of distinguishing -pure noise fro« noise + signal. 

However, because of the random nature o£ these two signals« both noise + signal 

and noise may take on various values (sea Pig. 12*1). But on the average, 
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amplitudes of the SUM noise * signal will be higher than the average value of 

noise, so that in the statistical sense there will be a definite difference 

between theeu 

One. of the variations of the procedure for producing a decision consists 

of the following.  In the region of the signal x(t) observed at the receiver 

output, a certain threshold (lisdt)' xft {Fig. 12.3) is ee-cablished.  Al? 

signals exceeding the threshold X ere considered noise + signal, the device 

signals "target.'" Signals whose amplitudes are lover than the x level are 

considered swise, and the device signals ?no target"; i.e., if x(t)fa  then 

"taraet"; zf x<tKx , then "no target". 

M*  ,--& 

- t-ff 

Figure 12.3. Detection ox a useful signal by establishing a threshold X 

Ihe functional di»**»-a« of a suitable resolving device and oscillogrews 

of the input signal x(t) ana toe resolution signal at the output circuit «re 

shown in Flg. 12.4. 

if \\     A-**» 

Figure 12.4. Functional diagram of A resolving device for detecting & 

target (a) and oscillograna of the input and output sigoali 

(b). 

1 - Resolution device; 2 - Receiver input signal; 3- 
Liaiter; 4 -.Resolution signal; 5 — "XES" at x(t) > Xft; 
€ - "NO« at x(t) < xQ; 7- Threshold *0; 8_ Hesolver" 
input signal; 9 - Resolution signal at the output; 10 - 
«Y£S«; 11 _ "NO". 
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A diode limiter (Fig* 12.5) nay be used as o. revolver. The required 

limiting level (threshold) x is established by potentiometer ÄL, and the 

resolution signal is taken from resistor R . 

fron IFA 

ü) 
Resolut ion 

signal 

Figure 12.5- Diode limiter circuit 

12*5 Detection Errors 

Noise is a. random process; thus some spikes of noise signal nay be so 

large as to exceed the limiting level, and the device will signal "target" 

when thw« actually is no target.  Such an erroneous signal is called a 

"false alarm", and the - probability of a false alarm is qualitatively desig- 

nated F  » 

A similar error may be observed for the SUB "signal + noise" when 

fluctuations and noise combine to oake the sum signal so small that ix falls 

below the x level, and despite the actual presence of a target, the resolver 

wiil show "no target". This type of error is called target omission, and the 

probability of target .omission is designated P. . 
to 

The probabilities of erroneous resolutions may be calculated using the 

equations for probability density (12.1) or its graph. Figure 12*6 shows 

the graph of the probability density for noise and for the sum with v » 3 

with range scan oscillogrsms at the same v • 3« The dotted line shows the 

chosen threshold x . The probability of false alarm, i.e.,' the probability 

that noise will :eed the limiting level x is calculated from 

3»  - Jvi(x)dx (12.3) 
xo 

Graphically P. appears as the area under the curve of noise probability 

density (v - o), shifted to the right from x . 

The probability of 

to jy.<x)dx <12.4> 
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gjil'ei^,*'*j* 

£,"/ •*,'**« 

fAV*W> 

•A *fw;(x}dz 
en # • 

  3BS^^ ."Taroet* 

"False alam1 

"Target 
. Omission' 

Figure 12.6.  Graph of probability density for noiaa and for the sun at 

v • 3 with oscillograms of'range sweep. The regions for 

calculating probabilities of correct and erroneous reso- 

lutions are shown on toe graph. 

This ia  the probability that the sum signal will not exceed the x 

level.  On the craph, P  represents the area, under the curve w . d) in the r ^^" to sa 
interval between 0 and xj>- 

Correct resolution is estimated as the probability of correct detection 

P .. end the probability of correct nondetection P • cd *^ •* • en 
These probabilities are given by 

09 

Pcd - 1 - \o - I W
ai

(x)te' (l2-5) 

• • % 

P   . - 1 - P.    n  k. (x)dx. (12.6) en f a      J   2. 

12*6 The Concept of Optimum Lisiiting Level and Criteria for Determining 

Turning to. Pig« 12.6, it is evident that tho probability of a false 

alarm decreases with an increase in the limiting level x     (shifting the dotted 

line to the right), but along with this, the probability of detection decreases, 

which is of course undesirable. If the limiting level x_ is decreased, the 
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probability of detection increases, but the probability of false alarms also 

increases, which is also undesirable* Thus there are contradictions which May 

be resolved by choosing an optimum limiting level x  • 

To find the optiaua, the criteria of an optimum must he understood, that 

is, the measure used to determine the best or worst limiting level. Criteria 

from mathematical statistics ana used for this purpose and for a large class 

of optimization problems. In the theory of signal detection« the most commonly 

used are the following. 

Weight criterion- Here it is assumed that the device will be the better 

the greater the difference between the probability of detection and the pro- 

bability of a false alarm, taking into account its importance (weight) in the 

resolution. Thus, of all possible devices with difCerenc thresholds the one 

is chosen for which the difference has its maximum: 

P  - IP, • max <12.7> 
ca    i* 

where t is a weight coefficient.  It is chosen on the basis of the undesirability 

or danger of false alarms. 

Mewmann-Pearson criterion* This criterion requires that the allnw«bie 

level of the probability of ftl.se alarm P     be designated« Then the 

device will be considered best which will give tb* maximum probability of 

correct detection under the • condition that the probability of false alarm? 

will not exceed the allowable amount: 

P _ - max for P_ < P-   _ _ (12-8) 
cd fa  fa all 

The allowable level of false alarms is set, as in the proceeding case, 

on the basis of the importance and undesirability of false alarms. 

Ideal observer criterion. This criterion is feasible if information 

on the presence or absence of a target in the scan area covered by the radar 

is known or can be obtained in some way up to the beginning of detection,. 

Such information is expressed by the apriori probability of tha presence of 

a target p and the apriori probability of the absence of a target q - 1-p. 

Then the probability of accepting an erroneous resolution on the presence. *»£ 

a target is expressed by the product qP- , and the probability of another 

erroneous resolution (target ooission) will be equal to pp. • According to 
to 

the given criterion, the best detector will be the one 'which gives a minimum 

sum of the probabilities of erroneous resolutions-: 

qP  + pP  » min (12-9) 

frH«-;— M average risk criterion (Bayos criterion)« Here not only the a 

priori  probabilities, but also the "payment for risk" (cost of an erroneous 

resolution) must be known. If the "payment" for false alarm is designated 

C  and the "cost" of omission is designated C ., then in generating a large 
fa to 
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number of detection operations. the "payment" for 1*1»* alarm on the «.verage 

will be equal to C qP . find payment for omiasioa will be C pP -  Of 

course, the best detection system will be that which requires the lea*± 

average payment fcr these and other errors, i.e. 

Cfa,Pfa + CtopPto = ain (l2-10} 

The meaning of payment for risk, is a difficult factor and should be 

considered a statement of bow dangerous or undesirable a particular error is« 

The criterion of minimum average risk is the mosc common, and all pre- 

ceding criteria may be found as particular cases of it. 

Probability ratio criterion,  Die probability ratio is defined as the 

value w .(x)/v.(x), which is the ratio oi~ the probability densities of one 

and the same signal x under the condition that it is created by a noise • 

signal sum or only by noise. The probability ratio criterion is a corollary 

of the preceding criteria and has the following expressions: 

(12,11) 

(12.12) 

Vsi(3c)  Cfaq 

i       to 

These ratios are found from Eqs. 12.7» 12.9, 12.10, if probabilities from 

Eqs. 12*31 12a4t, and 12.5 ere substituted into them and the conditions of 

maximum or minimum are fcend« 

All these criteria are used for analyzing information processing at 

various stages (primary, secondary, and tertiary). The most convenient crite- 

ria for practical calculations are the Neumann-Pearson and weight criteria* 

12,7- Finding the Optimum Limiting Level (Threshold) 

To find the optima» limiting level x   (or U  ), i* is necessary to 

chose a criterion and use it to find a mathematical expression suitable for 

calculating the value of x__J_«. As an example we shall use the weight cri- 
opt 

terion (12.7) and its corollary (l2.1l). If, in place of w ,(x) and w.(x) 

we substitute their values from (12.1, 12.2) and perform the simplest con- 

version, we obtain Ä 

^ ,T0(rx)S le
V"/2. (12.14) 

If the »qualm sign is put into this expression, we obtain an equation 

for the value of x which is the threshold required for resolution. Considering 
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that th« inequality (12*14) was found from to« conditions for optimum opera- 

tion, w« obtain a mathematical expression for finding the optimum limiting 

level (threshold) 
opt 

O  opt 
2 

To calculate x 
opt 

le (12.15) 

it  is necessary- to have the signal/noise ratio v and 

the importance of false alarms I,  at which the detector will operate. Aft« 

obtaining these, the value of is calculated and the product vx   is 
opt 

determined graphically (Pig. 12.2) or from tables, from which the threshold 

x    is found. 
opt 

To establish the determined optimum threshold in the resolver circuit 

shown in Fig. 12.5* the noise level must be measured. Afterwards, we find 

that U - °iXorrt* Tni* TO1**8* i« **»* optimum limiting level. It is set up 

on potsortiomezer R - 

12.8. Binary-Quantized Signals (BSft) 

The essence of binary quantisation consists of the following: A signal 

a(t) from the receiver output (fron the detector) is applied to the threshold 

device.  At the moment that the signal exceeds the established threshold u . 

a standard pulse ("one") is generated, whose length, amplitude, «ad shape are 

identical each time (Fig. 12.7). 

/    I 

r 

MX.. 
False 

Figur« 12.7.  The principle of binary quantization of signals. 

Thus with binary quantization, resolution is a function of Z where Z can 

be 0 or 1! 

O: «"no target1* 

«target«. 

As a result of binary quantization, the resolution signal is transformed 

into digital form, which s*kes it possible to carry out subsequent information 

processing on a digital computer. 

{: 
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The effect of interference in binary quantization may result in  false ones 

("false alarms*1) or false nulls ("target omission"). Therefore, the thres- 

hold U is established on the principles of optimum operation, as explained 

in the proceeding section. 

A blocking oscillator vith delay (Pig* 12.8) nay be used as the quantizing 

element, where the delay is established in regard to the required threshold with 

the variable resistor R • The blocking oscillator must have a short rise time* 

fJ\K 
«atout B-Q-S. 

Figure 12.3. A blocking, oscillator quantizer schematic. Quantizing 

level U is controlled by R . 

12.9-  Optimum Algorithm for Detecting Stnumcea of Binary Quantized Signals 

As a rule, radar stations operate in such a way that, in tha process of 

scanning a space, each target is illuminated several times; thus the signal 

from the target is not one reflected pulse, but a sequence of pulses« Dstec- 

tion of the target with a sequence of pulses gives better results, since a 

noch larger quantity of information la used for resolution than in the case 

of a single signal» Repeated appearance of a pulse in the same scan region 

essentially increases the probability that there is a target« Furthermore, 

the probability that a false pulse will occur in the saae place each time' 

is small, the smaller the greater the length of this sequence. 

Sequences of quantized signals are an azisuthal sequence of standard 

pulses, and in digital form they are an aaiwnthal, sequence of nulls and 

ones (Pig. 12.9). The value N £a called the width of the sequence:  it is 

equal to the number of positions occupied by one signal, assuming no noise. 

The width of the sequence changes considerably, depending on the power of the 

received signal and the threshold U • 
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Figure 12-9- Rad*r signal:  a) sequence of nonquantized signal«; b) 

sequence of binary quantized signals; c) sequence in 

digital for« 

to algorithm for optisu« detection of a sequence of binary quantised 

*ign*l» is given by 

(12.16) 

where C and or. a-re coefficients; 

3  * 1,   2,   J-.-N^ is the mabtr of positions in the  sequence. 

Detection with-the given algorithm is dor.« by couat'ino the total of one 

signal in the sequence, where eich j» unit is multiplied by it» coefficient 

ay    Further, the total is coMpared with the coefficient C, and, if the sun 

is greater than or equal to C, tb« decision is given as »target». 

the coefficients are calculated fros the equations: 

In 

1-P 

opt: detec- 

C-lnY-^ln—^, 

j«l * 
where Y i» * coefficient determined by the chosen criterion 

tion; for example,  for the weigh*; criterion, Y - 1; 

**! J  ** **** pröo^hiJtity of a true one signal a•-*rinQ at the j» posi- 
tion, it is calculated fron Bq. 12-5,  taking into account tto fact that at 

each position in the sequence there is a unique signal/noise raio; 

F£   is the probability that a false one signal appears;  it is calculated 
fron Eq, 12.3. 

12. lO.     Detection by the  "k of nn Method 

*** nany cases the whole sequence is not used for rMwintion.  but only «. 

Part of • positions, sucn u^ m -* S    irig. 12.10?.    In this case, a- ** a - 
3 
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const may be considered valid on these m positions, and Eq» 12,16 takes the 

form " 
2*/^*' (12.17) 

where k ia  a vhole number coefficient equal,  to C/a,   rounded off to a «hole 

atsia:mo H60C  t 

Figure 12.10.    m positions are taken frooj the sequence of length N 
8 

Equation 12*17 is an algorithm of optimum detection by the "k of mn method« 

Detection by the "k of m" method amounts to calculating the number of one sig- 

nals At • adjacent positions, and if the number of ones is larger than a 

certain set number k (or even equal to k), the device signals "target*1* 

~: 
ij-< 

I 
-j*']-r*j-s 2- 

V MWKUMUjt 

Figure 12.11. Functional diagram of & detector on the kef a logarithm. 

Here x. is the receiver output signal, observed on a fixed 

part of the range. 

1 ~,Quantizer; 2 - DL; 3 - threshold device; k  - resolution; 
5 - setting for •*ktl- 

The algorithm is quite simply executed.  A possible functional schematic 

of a resolution device for m=3 is shown in Pig, 12,11» From the quantizer, 

"aero*" or "one** signals enter the delay lines DL, each of -which delays the 

signals by an amount equal to the pulse repetition rate of the radar station 

X . Subsequently the signals are summed on resistor H, and the resulting 

voltage is applied to the threshold device. The threshold is established by 

a regulator at such a value that, when k or more pulses ("ones") are applied 

to the resistor simultaneously the device operates and signals "target*1. 
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12.11. Probability of Detection and Falae AI am in the "k of a» Method 

The probability of detecting a target by the "k of mn method is given 

by the formula 

Cd *•*   • SI    BX 
x«fc 

where C • xiim-i.il is the number of conbinations of m el« its x  at a time; 

P . ,is the probability of a one appearing initially* 

The probability of a false alarm in the Tcof •" method is equal to 
m_ 

i«k 

where P. is the probability of a false one appearing. 

The probability of a false alarm is reduced by the "fc or »" method. 

12.12*  Automatic Reading and Coding of Range 

Range is proportional to the delay time of the signal reflected from the 

target relative to the triggering pulse; therefore, measuring range amounts to 

measuring delay tine t . 

Figure 12.12 illustrates a variation of a functional schematic for mea- 

suring range.  It includes a time pulse generator (TPG), time pulse counter 

with n trays and a switch with the sane number of elements.  The circuit is 

triggered by a pulse from.the radar station, which fires the pulse generator 

and sets the counter at 0. Time pulses from the generator are applied to the 

first element of the counter.  Consequently, the counter forms a binary number, 

proportional to the time calculated relative to the.triggering pulse« Each 

element of the counter is connected through the switch to a memory device of 

the information processing computer.  Range is read at the moment a. "target" 

pulse arrives from the detector. This pulse opens the switch, and the binary 

number, proportional to range, located at that moment on the counter, is 

transferred int/i the comouter memorv for further processing* 
3  " • • 4 

Joyer fits u yo*o*m*a o A 

I rag 1 /MA 
jAnpM»* 
2-pMCMT • 

7A 3msS*atfxwoc*9 

JCtt Ber»*om MS 

8;   9*w*CjCTi4£U 

Figure 12.12« Variation of a functional circuit for automatic range 
ent. 
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1 "XPGs 2 'time pulses; 3" XPG trigger and O setting; 
^»- triggering pulse; 5 • pulse counter; 6~ switch; 7~ 
from detector; 8 - "TARGET1* pulse; 9 " range code to 
memory. 

The following factors affect the accuracy of range measurement: 

frequency of the pulse generator F_; in the circuit of Fig. 12.12, 

maximum range error is 

G 

to increase accuracy frequency F_ oust he increased; 

frequency stability of the pulse generator; any instability leads to 

a change in the proportionality established for the automatic equipment bet*/een 

the counter code number and range; to decrease errors of this type, the gene- 

rator should be highly »table; 

fluctuations in the "target" pulse along the time axis; the moment the 

quantizer which produces the "target" pulse fires depends on rhe slope of the 

leading edge of tte reflected signal and the noise level distorting the leading 

edge; mean square error of range measurements associated with this factor may 

be calculated by 

• V"3 = 13° vAflMHz] 
where v is the signal/noise ratio; 

Af is the spectral width of.  the reflected signal. 

12*13.  Automatic Reading and Coding of Azimuth 

Measuring azimuth of a target by a plan position indicator radar facility 

amounts to measuring the angle of rotation of the antenna at the moment when 

the center of the sequence is fixed. In this case, the azimuth of the center 

of the sequence should coincide with the geometric axis of the antenna« 

Accurately determining the center of the sequence is a complex problem, since 

interference distorts the sequence, and its boundaries become indefinite, 

thus producing errors in azimuth measurements. 

Several procedures for measuring azimuth have been published. 

Measuring azimuth from the beginning of the sequence«  The azimuth of the 

beginning of the sequence ß. is fixed, and the angle equal to half the width 
• b 

of the directional pattern of the antenna is  added: 
• B   - ft     *    Q'5 

where <a    ,. is the width of the directional pattern, assumed to be const*-. . 

This method is the simplest to put into practice, since it requires a 

However, iseasurement errors 
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«re quite large and are comprised of errors in calculating ß. and errors 

arising from assuming the sequence width to be constant,* although in reality 

it varies. 

Measuring azimuth from the beginning of the sequence taking its width into 

consideration. This method eliminates error due to assuming <p _ constanc. 1 -   "~ 0*5 
The n*ir"th of the beginning of the sequence 0. is measured'and the width of 

D 
the sequence N is calculated. Azimuth is computed by 

3nA 
9-eb* — V 

where n is the antenna rpm; 

F is the repetition rate of the triggering pulses. 

The additional calculation of the width of the sequence results in certain 

complexities in the computer. 

Measuring ay.iwith by the beginning and end of the sequence« In this case 

azimuth is calculated as one half the sum of the azimuth of the beginning ß. 

and end ß  of the sequence 

* K+K 

This method entails fewer errors in comparison with the first method.' but 

it is complex to carry out, since it requires additional memory space for 

storing azimuth £,_ in the calculating process. 

Figure 12.13 shows a possible variation of a circuit for automatic reading 

and coding of azimuth for the first method. It consists of three parts: an 

azimuth pulse sensor, azimuth counter, and switches. Two magnetic discs, 

rigidly fastened to the axis of the antenna, may be used as a sensor. Notches 

(calibration lines) are placed around the edge of disc A, evenly spaced. Mag- 

netic tips are placed above the surface in line with the notches.  When the 

antenna and disc rotate, pulses.are generated in the magnetic tips by the 

notches in the discs; these pulses are subsequently amplified and sent to the 

azimuth counter as azimuth markers (pulses). Thus «* binary number, propor- 

tional to azimuth of the antenna, 'is formed on the counter. 

Sensor disc B has only one calibration line. It is oriented on the 

antenna axis so  that at the moment when the antenna passes through an azimuth 

equal to zero, the disc is located under the magnetic tip and generates an 

"azimuth on pulse. This pulse is necessary to set the azimuth counter to 

"O" and to calculate azimuth from the null position of the antenna. 

The binary number is applied to the switches that are opened by the 

"beginning of sequence'1 pulse coming from the detector. The "beginning of 

sequence"1 pulse coming from the detector. The "beginning of sequence" signal 
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Figurs 12.13. Operating principle of on autooatic nr.inmth, reading 
and coding device (variant). 
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Figure 12,13. Operating principle of an automatic azimuth reading and 

coding device (variant) 

1 ~ Antenna axis; 2 - "0" pulse amplifier; 3 - magnetic 
tip; 4 - B; 5 - &ximuth sensor diace; 6 - azimuth, sensor 
discs; 6 ~ "Timnth pulse amplifier; 7-- ^'«imiith sensor; 
8 - azimuth counter; 9 - switches; 10 - "Beginning of 
sequence: pulse from detector; 11 - binary number, pro- 
portional to azimuth* 

may be formed by a logic circuit "k of m•. At the moment when the switches 

open, the azimuth code number is taken from the counter and transferred to 

the computer memory for processing. 

The accuracy of the azimuth reading depends primarily on two factors. 

It depend* on the number of calibration lines on disc A,  For increased 

accuracy, the number of calibration lines per unit length of the circumference 

may be increased. Accuracy also depends on the precision with which the 

beginning of the sequence is determined by the detector circuit. Random 

appearance and disappearance of pulses on the edges of the sequence due to 

interference has the result that the "k of m" logic circoit cannot detect 

precisely the beginning of the sequence. Therefore the switches will open 

prematurely or too late, causing azimuth to be read with random errors. 

12.14. Secondary Information Processing 

Information obtained during primary processing is not freed from the 

effects of interference which may cause the primary processing facility to 

give false data on the target or to lose data. Furthermore, interference 

causes errors in measuring coordinates - 

Secondary information processing is the following stage of obtaining 

informaticu on the target, and it is designed to eliminate false data, 

restore filtered data from the target and decrease errors in measuring 

coordinates-  In artditic^, other functions may be fulfilled, associated 

with calculating the velocity and course of the target. 

These functions may be accomplished with the results of several scans 

by the radar station: thus secondary information processing may be con- 

sidered to be the processing of information during several scans» 

12.15* Principles of Secondary Processing 

The regularities of positioning false indications and indications from 

a target in each succeeding scan by a radar station are completely different. 

False indications ap£>eer with no relation to each other from scan to scan; 

therefore they are shown1 as random spikes of noise«  Indications from a 
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target are positioned by the nechani.es of the motion of the target   in space; 

consequently there is a correlation between the indications of a preceding and 

succeeding scans.    Actually,  it can be seen from a suitable picture of the 

indicator screen,  that indications fron a target are spread out "along the trace 

of the target notion,  while false indications occur chaotically at various 

places on the screen, 

This difference in the regularities of the positions is at the basis of 

secondary processing. 

Secondary processing operates as follows.    Assume that the observer locates 

three indications fron one target during three scans.    Figure 12.14 illustrates 

these indications,  numbered according to -the scan numbers N,  N-l,  N-2.    Some 

indications show up in the following N+l scan,  and the problem is to determine 

which of them belongs to the target  (trace)   and which are false.    This is done 

in two steps. 

1 o o**am* apWPiwofoüjlM-     _ 
2 *> OBMBIIKI noaaitt alhspa 

3 ^ jxanpanaisupOtOi'RB* twenm 

Figure 12.14« Secondary information processing« 

1 - Preceding »can indications; 2- New scan indications; 
3- Extrapolated indications. 

First, the point at which the future N+l indication is -expected to appear 

is calculated. To do this, a'trace is laid out in the best possible way along 

the three preceding indications, velocity is calculated, and the probable posi- 

tion of the future indication is determined.  It is designated (N+l)  on the 

figure. This step is called extrapolating (forecasting), and the calculated 

indication is the extrapolated point. 

Secondly, the positions of all indications in the new scan are analyzed 

relative to the extrapolated indication, and the signal fron the target is 

chosen from them.  Thin step is Called comparison.  The choice is based on 

comparing the probability that the indication belongs to the trace. That 

indication which has the greatest probability is considered to be the indi- 

cation from the target. For the case shown in Fig. I2*l4, it is focsible to 

consider that indication to be from the target which is located close to the 

extrapolated indication, because the probability of its belonging to the 

trace is greatest in comparison with the others« 
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12.i6.  Model of the Motion of the Target 

For the extrapolating step, the regularities of the notion of the target 

must be known« 

In general, the trajectory of a target is a complex and often random 

function, exceptionally difficult to describe* Therefore in many cases a 

simplified model of target notion is used in practice, most frequently a 

rectilinear, uniform model*  It is always used when the whole trajectory is 

not observed, but only a small portion of it, which is sufficiently accurately 

described by the equation of a straight line. 

In other C£3*s it is assumed that the target may maneuver. Then in the 

limited observation interval, the trajectory of the maneuvering target is 

represented by a second order polynomial* 

Algorithms of the extrapolation step determine the choice of the model 

for target motion. The calculations are simplest for rectilinear uniform 

12.17. Extrapolation of Indications 

The essence of extrapolation is predicting from the previously obtained 

data the coordinates of the next indication. This problem is complex because 

the data used for extrapolation contain errors; consequently the results of 

extrapolation also contain errors, and in many cases have more errors than the 

original data* 

From many methods of calculating extrapolated data, the two most widely 

used may be pointed out. 

Extrapolation on parameters. This method requires that the parameters 

of the trajectory, such as the component velocity vectors V and V , be found* 

If extrapolation is carried to one scan forward, • the A component of velocity 

is approximately equal to 
VSw 

VXN *       T s 

vbere    N is the number of the scan; 

T    is the scan period. 

The coordinates of the extrapolated X indication X   are calculated from 

Xe  = *N * V. 
The Y coordinate is calculated analogously. 

Extrapolating on two indications gives more errors because of errors in 

calculating velocity* Therefore velocity is refinaa leveraged) in each suc- 

ceeding scan by -the forranJ » 
V -V 

v   -v  .   .   •Vl 
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where V   is the average velocity during the proceeding scans without the 

NB indication; 

V ia  average velocity including the Nu indication. 

This nethod gives good results if the target is saving rectilinesrly and 

regularly. 

Extrapolation on several indications. The algorithm of this —thnd can 

be used for maneuvering targets also. Generally 
11 

,Xe -^ T^X., (12.18) 

where n is the number of indications  (scans) used far extrapolationj the 

indication of the preceding scan is given the index n«l; 

1].    is the weight coefficient of the in indication. 

For extrapolating on three Indications for a mrnnaiwrfTrfna target one 

•can forward 

For a maneuvering target 

x. m *» " 3*a " V 
The T coordinate is Calculated Analogously. 

This type of algorithm? is quite simply realized in a digital computer, 

but it requires a large memory if the number of indications n used for 

procMsing   i»   incx-emsed. 

12*18.     Extrapolation Errors 

The following factors affect extrapolation errors: 

errors in measurement; the greater the error in measuring coordinates, 

the worse the prediction; these errors are directly proportional; 

the n<irber of indications' n used for processing; increasing the number 

of indications reduces the prediction error,  and with a very large number of 

indications,   it nay become lower Hun measurement error (Fig.  12.15); however, 

it requires an excessively large computer memory; 

the prediction interval T; the farther into the future the indiraHona 

are extrapolated,  the sharper the rise in error (Fig. 12.16); this effect is 

most severely pronounced in the case of a maneuvering target. 

12.19«    Smoothing 

Smoothing is a special case of extrapolation where the extrapolation 

interval is equal to sere.    It is used when the coordinates of the indication 
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Figure 12.15. Relationship of extrapolation errors to 

tions n used for extrapolation:  a* for a 

target; b- for a maneuvering target 

of indica- 

euvering 

a T   . ZT       J7 

Figure 12.16. Relationship of extrapolation errors to extrapolation 

interval T: a" for a nonmancuvering target; b- for a 

maneuvering target 

•must  be known »ore accurately. Equation 12.18 i« used for smoothing, 

foranlas for calculating bare the form: 

.for a nonmaneuvering "target using three indications' 

for a Maneuvering target using four indications 

and 

12*20. Comparison 

The results of comparing extrapolated indications with newly received data 

tells which indications belong to the trace* This problem is solved with a 

strobe, which is defined as an area constructed around the extrapolated point 

in which an indication from the target may be expected to appear (Fig. 12.17)* 

de method is based en the following logic: 

if the indication falls inside the strobe, then it is considered to be 

an indication from the target; ail remaining signals are assumed false or not 

belonging to tfce trace* 
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if DO indications xaii within the strobe, the extrapolated point is 

accepted ma  the signal from the target; if no indications fall within the strobe 

several times in a row, the target is considered to be lost or the trace was 

falsa; 

if several indications fall within the strobe, the point lying closest 

to the extrapolated point is considered to originate froa the target. 

3tro 

Figure 12.17.  Comparison with a strobe. 

Qiooning the size of the strobe is a contradictory problem.  In the 

interest of raising ehe probability that an indication fron the target will 

fall within the strobe, its dimensions should be increased, but this increases 

the probability that false signals will occur within the strobe, thus making 

A smallei- strobe more desirable.  The. contradictions are- solved by choosing 

the optimum strobe dimensions by using the optimum criteria (see 12*6*  "Uss 

concept of optimum limiting level and criteria for determining optimum"). 

For the came of a normal distribution of measurement «ri-urs and equally 

accurate measurements (where a - o )  the dimensions of a rectangular strobe 

are determined by: 

•AX - AX «s 2.5aY- in* yga2 - 1.8, 

where y is a coefficient determined by the choice of the options» criterion; 

£ is the density of false indications; it is measured by the number of 

indications per unit area during one scan; 

a is the scattering of the indications relative to the extrapolated 

indication; calculated by 

r-rfF77 
where a is the extrapolation error; 

a is the error in measuring'coordinates. 

12.21. Capture of Signals for Processing 

Capture is the first moment of secondary processing«  It mar be 
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Figure 12. iß,. Diagram of the process involved in 

processing. 

1 - first scan signal and strobe 

3 
4 

target capture for 

  _  _    , 2 - second scan signal; 
- extrapolated signal and strobe after second scan; 
third scan signal. 
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automatic or automatic.  In the first case, the operator introduces several 

signals from the same target which he has chosen into the secondary processing 

machine, and he sends the command that initiates secondary processing of this 

group of signals» 

In the second case, the process of automatic capture is initiated by the 

appearance of the first signal (Fig. 12.18).  A large strobe is constructed 

around it.  When a signal of  the second scan falls inside the strobe, an 

extrapolated point and a small strobe are calculated from it and from the first 

signal.  If a signal from the third scan falls inside this strobe, capture may 

be considered to have taken place, and secondary processing is carried out in 

the usual order. If no signals occur inside the strobes, the beginning of the 

trace is considered to be false and processing is terminated. The possibility 

exists that the computer repeatedly captures false signals and that the trace 

they represent is false.  Usually, a false trace breaks off quit« rapidly. 

12.22*  Tertiary Information Processing 

Tertiary processing is analysis of information from several radar stations. 

The purpose of tertiary analysis to collect information from several stations 

and to combine it, forming a general picture of the aerial situation. 

Since the scanning zones of the radar stations often overlap, the same 

target may show up on the displays of several stations.  In the ideal case, 

these indications should coincide. . In practice however, they do not coincide 

because of systematic and random, errors in measuring the coordinates of the 

targets and because of different location times. For these reasons, comple- 

xities arise in combining the information, where it must be decided which 

target is the real one«  Of course, the indications may not coincide not only 

because of the errors mentioned above, but also because there are several 

targets creating these indications. 

This problem is the major one'in tertiary analysis. The folloving 

functions must be accomplished to solve it: 

collect the data from the radar stations; 

reduce the indications to one system of coordinates and to a single 

reference time; 

identify the indications to establish their relationship to the target; 

average the coordinates of several identified indications to obtain one 

indication with more accurate coordinates. 

These functions are accomplished using all components of the indications' 

coordinates, height, velocity, location time, number of targets, relationship 

to the trace, etc. 

In practice, tertiary analysis devices require'special computers. 
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Tertiary analysis is the concluding step in obtaining information on the aerial 

situation. 

12.23. Collecting .Messages about the Target 

Signals sent from a radar station through the communication channel for 

further analysis and processing are usually called target messages«  Collecting 

messages includes accepting the greatest possible amount of data with minimum 

losses.  Losses occur because the analyzer cannot collect all the data supplied 

to it, and part of the data is unused. 

The theory of mass accommodation is used to appraise possible data col- 

lection devices. The basic characteristic of a collector is its relative 

throughout p, calculated as the ratio of the average number of processed 

message* Q to the average number of messages applied to the collector input ^.' 

Messages are usually transmitted in code, such as a binary number. In 

this case, the message consists of several groups of digits (Fig. 12.19) which 

assume a certain meaning. Such a group of digits is called a "word". The 

message includes supplementary symbols, determining the beginning and end of 

each message. The number of digits required to form the message is called the 

length of the message L.  It is easy to find the minimum transmission time T m 
for a messaga,  if the transmission time of one digit t. is taown: 

T    -  Lt.. 

1 2 1 1* <; e, 

B 
C*yme6- 

V= U€AU KoepdyKomti 
Xcptntac- 
pticmutto 
.mum 

HbtV 
BpV3HBir 

b 
9 3 S 1 2 s 8 . 1 1 4 0 1 e 0 0 

c mi 1001 dim wot row QUO 1000 0001 000! 0100 'oooo COT mm 0000 0000 

Figure 12.19. Code message (variation] :' a- meaning of a word; b- 

digital representation of a work; c—digit code« 

1- Supplementary symbol; 2 -target No«; 3 .coordinates; 
4 — target characteristic; 5- location time; 6- supple- 
mentary symbol. 

There may be pauses of length T between meaSAg&B, 
P 

In some data trans- 

mitting systems, the pauses are  of constant length, in other systems, the 

pauses may be of random length.  In these systems, the average message trans- 

mission speed is equal to 
60 :    m       •   • —  •   •• £ messages/min3 , 

m  T [sec] + «x LsecJ 
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where 1  is the average length of randun pauses. 

Messages entering the information processing computer through several 

channels form a stream of messages at its input with a density of 

6 = n. V C messages/mini -. 

where it is the number cf channels. 

The flow is called stationary if its density remains constant with tiwe. 

Bach incoming message should be subject tc* preliminary processing: 

decoding, correction, and entering in the computer memory.  These operations 

require a certain tine T in which the machine is occupied. Uhen the density 
o 

of the message flow is sufficiently great, the machine cannot carry out preli- 

minary processing, and some messages are lost. 

Collecting systems may be of the following types. 

Collecting systems with rejections in which, when the machine is occupied 

at the moment another message arrives, the message receives a "rejection" and 

leaves the processing. 

Collecting system with limited hold.  In such a system, the entering 

message is held in its turn & certain time T if the machine is occupied. If 

in this timo the message is not accepted fox processing,- ii. receives a "rejec- 

tion• and ie lost.  Systems with hold capability have fewer losses than system« 

with rejections» Figure 12.. 20 shows the block diagras of  & collecting system 

with hold.  The message enters the hold register through the receiver, where 

it is stored, a time T .  After finishing the previous information processing, 

the computer replies ready to the inquiry of the holding register. The interro- 

gation device interrogates the holding registers in turn. If a register holds a 

message, it is collected into the computer and processed, after which the cycle 

repeats itself again. 

z n 
l-JOff ftiooop 

exufo- 
mnnri 

• 

apuma 3o*&* 
MM 

^^   )VRßOÜCMO\  

mnurr 

vxcaaa- 
aerlPa 

p° s 
i. 
1 8 

I 9 
3BU 

i CUBKHT 
H/tMB~ 

Ficure 12.20.    Variation cf a block diagram for a- message collecting 

system with hold« 
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1— Message code; 2 - receiver; 3 .No. 1 bold register; 
4 -receiver; 5 -No» 2. hold register; 6- receiver; 7-. 
No. n hold register; 9- ready, signal to interrogation; 
8 — computer; 10- interrogator for hold registers. 

When hold tine T  is ouch lesd than busy time T , the collecting system 

may be considered to be a system with rejection. 

For delay systems, the relative throughput may he calculated from 

P = T"£T- o 

The equation is valid when the message flow is considered stationary and 

messages arrive independently in a random fashion. This is called the simplest 

flow. 

12.24. Reducing Indications to a Single System of Coordinates and to a Single 

Reference Tj-ne 

When indications enter the computer with coordinates measured relative to 

points of the radar station standing, they must be referred to a single system 

of coordinates. 

A geodesic system (latitude, longitude, height above sea level) may be 

used as the single set of coordinates. Curvature of the earth's surface must 

be completely taken into account} however, calculations with such a system are 

complicated, and therefore they are used when the radar stations are separated 

by large distances and errors due to curvature of the earth cannot be tolerated. 

When distances between radar stations are small, a rectangular system of 

coordinates with correction' in height is usually used.  Calculations in this 

system are relatively simple, and errors from substituting a plane surface for 

a sphere may be completely acceptable for solving many tactical and operative 

problems. 

The algorithm for converting in this system of coordinates is illustrated 

in Fig. 12.21 and represented by the formulas: 
X=JICOS S sin 0 + ?) + X*i 
r=^TcostcosC«-rr) + y*; 

jp 

where X, Y, and H are target coordinates in a single system of coordinates; 

X* and Y*   are-coordinates of the standing point of the radar station 

relative to the point of tertiary information processing; 

R, ß, and «c are target coordinates in the polar system of coordinates 

.of the radar station (slant range, azimuth, elevation); 

R is the equivalent radius of the earth; 

or is the angle of approach of the meridians to the width of 

the processing point;- it is considered positive, if the point of the radar 
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station standing is to the left of the axis, and negative if the point of the 

radar station standing is to the right of  this axis* 

Figure 12.21* Conversion of coordinates. 

The readings are converted to a common tine when the indications have 

different location times.  This is necessary to determine the position of the 

processed indications at a certain moment in time. Similar conversion sim- 

plifies identification of the indications. 

As an example we shall examine two indications A and B with different 

location times t and t , which arrive for processing (Fig. 12*22). It ia 

quite possible that these indications are from the same target taken at dif- 

ferent times.  To confirm this statement , we ownrt calculate their position at 

the same moment. If after this, they are quite .dose to each other, it is 

quite possible that ther refer to the same target* 

Figure 12.22. Reduction of two indications to a single time when 

tw > t * b    A 

Seduction to a common time is done as follows: 

Assume a time t, to which the indications are to be referred. Further 

find the difference in time for each ia indication 
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At. - t - t... 
a.       l - 

Then extrapolate the indications to time At., computing sections of the path 

AS. to which «ach indication must be shifted along its trace: 

iS. - V.At.. 
1   i i 

If At. is negative, the indication is shifted in a direction opposite to 

the direction of motion of the target. For this example (Pig. 12.22) the time 

t=t  is chosen as the common time*  Assume that indication B has a later loca- 

tion time, i.e., t > t   The difference at. is then negative, and indication 

B is shifted ,in a direction opposite to the target motion by an amount AS • 

V At.. As a result, we obtain the mutual positions of the indications at time 

After reducing to a single system of coordinates and a single time, the 

indications can te analysed for identification« 

12*25.  Identification of Indications 

In the identification process a decision is produced which establishes* 

how many targets there actually are, if the indications come fron 

several radar stations; 

how the indications are located as to .targets. 

Identification is usually accomplished in two steps: 

Step I:  comparison, as' a result of «feien a first approximation identifi- 

cation (rough identification) is obtained; 

Step IX: distribution, permitting a more precise solution among roughly 

identified indication*. 

Comparison» The basis of this step is that indications from the same 

target should be identical in all components (coordinates, height, velocity, 

etc.). Therefore, deciding whether one indication is related to the other 

may be based on comparing the components of the indications. If comparison 

shows a decided coincidence of all corresponding components, it can be assumed 

that the indications are identical, i.*.,  that they refer to the same target. 

However in practice, iue to errors in measuring and converting to a single 

system of coordinates and a single time, there ia no complete coincidence in 

the indications, in spite of the fact that they come from the same target. 

Consequently« an uncertainty exists, and two competing hypotheses arise: 

hypothesis H  assumes that noncoincidence arose from errors in the 

indications although they come from the same target; 

hypothesis H assumes that noncoincidence arose because the indications 

are from different targets« 

Okoice of the correct hypothesis is based on evaluating the amount of 
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noocoincidence.    Hl* differences  in all components must be established: 

**r -xn «&JT; 

r<r Y„ «A7r 

***,- -H„ *=m 
. . - . <£c. 

where i and r are the numbers of the radar  statica-i»  relaying  indications; 

j and z ere the number of the indications* 

Subsequently the allowable deviation in all components is established 

all     {   all,       all,       all$ 

lb« decision rests on the following logic: IT even one of the component» 

AX, AY, AH exceeds its allowable value, the indications are considered to be 

fron: different targets* Otherwise they are identical« 

If acceptance of hypothesis H is designated 1, and acceptance of hypo- 

thesis H is designated Q, then the identification decision may be written, as 

the product 

H • 3. H a z^z^ijj ..*. 

{1, if AX $AX 

0, if AX > AX 

•<•[:: 

»*u. 

if AY <AY 
all, 

if AY > AY 
all, 

then for H-l, hypothesis H is used, and for H^O, hypet&esis H is used. 

Designating allowable deviations A __ is a contradictory pre Men: 

increasing A .. raises the probability that indications from the same target 

will be identified correctly, but at the same time, the probability ot  erro- 

neous identification of indications fron different targets increases also. 

In this regard, only rough, approximate identification is done in this step. 

The value A ,_ is calculated by 
all 

all    * m   c 

where k is a coefficient chosen in accordance with the required probability 

of correct identification; for fc=3. this probability is close to 1; 

Q    and ff are mean square errors of measuring and converting the indica- 
nt     c 

tion components* 

Distribution*  In many cases, the required region of allowable deviations 

is so large that it exceeds the resolution capability of the radar station by 
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several tines«  Consequently indications from different targets located close 

to each other are usually considered to be identified. In the second stagn ix. 

must be decided how many targets are located in the region of allowable devia- 

tions and how the indications should be distributed by targets. 

Distribution is done by the rules of logical analysis of the indication 

positions. These rules nay be as follows: 

If indications in the region of allowable deviations are obtained from 

-the sane radar station, then the number of targets is equal to the number of 

indications, for it is impossible for one station to transmit different indica- 

tions from one target at a given moment of time. 

If an equal number of indications is received from each radar station, i* 

ia most probable that the number of targets is equal to the number of indica- 

tions from one radar station, since it is not probable that, in the boundaries 

cf a small area, each radar station "sees" only its own number of targets and 

"does not see*1 a target observed by another radar station. 

Indications are distributed by targets by choosing the most probable 

variation. For example, if two radar stations observe two targets, four indi- 

cations will be received at the processing point.  They may be distributed in 

three ways, shown in Fig- 12.23.  Variation III is immediately excluded by the 

first rule of logical distribution given above* The method of a mini»» sum a 

of the squares of distances is used to decide between variations I and XI* 

This requires the following 'operations * 

1. Calculate the distance between indications (see Fig. 12.23) 

S1121* S1222* S1122* S2112* 
2. Determine the sum of the squares of the distances for each variation: 

Variation I.- sjm * S^j 

Variation II: sj122 * S^. 

3. Choose that variation for which the sum is the least. Ibis variation 

is considered more probable. 

The rules of comparison and grouping given above are not the only ones, 

and, depending on the required processing accuracies-,, they may be complicated 

or simplified in calculations. 

12.26.  Averaging Indications 

Aa  a result of identification, information about the target is represented 

by a grcup of indications obtained from different radar stations, usually 

having different characteristics of accuracy. An averaging operation is per- 

formed to- make one (combined) indication out of them. 

The first method of avaragiag amounts to computing the average arithmetic 
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coordinate by 

2*, 

Where m is the number of  indications in toe given, group. 

The formulae are analogous for the Y,   and H coordinates,  velocity V,   and 

bearing 6. 

This method is quite simple in operation with a computer, but it does not 

consider accuracy characteristics of the radar stations, Ihe beat results are 

obtained by averaging by »weighted neans according to the equation 

5V* 

.   Id 
«here a value inversely proportional to the square of the error of measurement 

and conversion of the in indication coordinate is taken as the weight coefficient! 

Error a is calculated from 

•-/•L+i 
In «one simplified cases, it i-B  permissible to us« only the «rror in measuring 

coordinates, which is given in the technical data of the radar station, pro- 

jected to the in indication. 

Gott-     

/ITS   \\js\ 
^ 
•« 
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]  © SA.li - 
Variation I Variation TI   Variation III 

Figure 12.23. Variations of the distribution of the indications with 
with respect to the targets.  Indications are described 
by a two-digit number: the first digit is the number of the 
radar, the second is the number of the indication received 
from the given radar. 

a - Target 1; b - target 2. 



Chapter XIII 

Radar Reliability and Operational Fundamentals 

13-1  Basic Concepts 

Systems and components are the subjects of reliability engineering 

research.  A system is understood to mean the set of objects designed to 

work together to carry out a predetermined taste. - Objects axe understood 

to mean equipments, and sometime» even the environment and the operating 

personnel.  Components are parts of a system designed to function in a 

predetermined, manner. 

Reliability is the capacity of the system (component) to cixry out 

assigned functions under predetermined operating conditions while retaining 

the values of basic parameters within established limits. 

A failure is an event causing the system (component) to cease 

carrying out assigned functions, or the basic parameters to exceed per- 

missible limits. 

A broader concept than failure is the concept of fault. A fault is 

an event during which, any of the initial properties of & system (component) 

are disturbed. To be distinguished are the "primary faults," those 

resulting in failure, and the "secondary faults," those that do not sause 

failures. 

Reliability contains two systems (component) properties; failure-free 

operation, and restorability. 

Failur j-free operation is understood to mean the property of a system 

(component) to retain its ability to function for a specified period of 

time under predetermined operating conditions. 

Restorability is understood to mean the capacity of a system (com- 

ponent) to have its ability to function restored after a failure has 

occurred. 

Restorability includes repairability and serviceability. Repair- 

ability characterises the internal (engineering, design) properties of the 

system (component)* 

Serviceability characterizes factors external to the system (component) 

(qualifications of personnel, organization of service, supply, repair, and 

the like). 

Also to be distinguished are "restorable" (used more than once) and 

"ttonrestorable" (used only once) systems and components.  A radar, for 

example, is included among ihe systems used more than once, whereas, on 

oo-board miasiJ* electronic system is included among the systems used but 



13.2 Quantitative Reliability Characteristics *97 

Kane of index Designations used   Measurement unit. 

Indexes characterising failure—free operation 

Probability of failure-free operation    pit), P(t> 

Probability density of failure-free 

operation f(t) 

Failure rate alt), A(t) hours 

Failure density a<t)a A(t) hours' 

Mean operating tine between failures - 
mean tine to failure Tf 

hour 

Average service life for component T 
AT hour. 

Indexes charactexiziag restorability 

Restoration probability V(T) 

Restoration rate -r(T) hoars'" 

Restoration density *(T) hours' 

Average restoration tin» T 
r 

hours 

Generalized indexes 

AvalI«hi1i ty C 
a 

Probability of normal functioning Pn,(t> 
Downtime ratio Cd 

The probability of failure-free system operation is understood to 

mean the probability that the system «ill function correctly for a pre- 

determined time interval, t, under specified operating conditions, the 

probability density of failure-free operation, f(t), indicates the change 

in the probability of failure-fre- operation with respect to tine. 

The failure probability;, Q(t), is the probability of the opposite 

event tuning place 

Q(t) . 1 - P(t). <13-1> 

The  following formula can be used to arrive at a practical,   approxi- 

mate, determination of the probability of failure-free operation 

P(t) ra Nf - n(t)/Nf, (13.2) 

N is the .number of. systems (components) tested; 

n(t> is the number of Systems (components) failing in time t. 

The accuracy with which P(t) is established through the use of the 

formula at (13.2) will depend on N. and increases with increase in N« 

Failure rate is the differential law for the distribution of time of 

failure-free operation.  Failure rate is the rate of "drop** in reliability- 

The statistical value of failure rate can be established through the 



a(t) = dq(t)/dt *. An/W^At, (13.3) 

where 

An is the number of elements failing in tin« At in tne interval 

(t, t + At). 

Failure rate is a characteristic of restored equipment«  Components 

failing during tests should be replaced with new ones when a statistical 

determination of failure rate through The formula at (13*3) is made. 

Failure density can be expressed as the ratio of the increase in the 

number of failures, An, in the time interval from t to t + At, to the 

number of components remaining in good' working order during the interval 

of time considered 

\(t) «WCHf - n(t}J At, (13-4) 

where 

U9& 

N ~ n(t) is the iiumber of components remaining in good working 

order during the interval of time considered; 

n(t) is the number* of components failing fro* the beginning 

of the test to time t. 

The statistical value of failure density is established through the. 

formula ax (13.4).  Failure density is a characteristic of nonrestorable 

equipment. 

Failure density is sometimes expressed as a sercentage Of 100, or 

1000, hours of operation. 

If a failure density per 1000 hours of operation (\0 is specified, 

a conversion formula 

\ - Wiooo, 
must be used to obtain the failure density (X) per hour* 

Experience in the operation of electronic systems and components 

indicates that a change in. failure density with tine occurs in accordance 

with the law shown in Figure 13-1- 

The dependence A » f(t) has three clearly defined curve sections- 

Figure 13-1- Dependence of failure density,A, 

on tine in operation. 



Section I is the breaking in period. Here an increased failure    ^^9 

density becauso of failure of the weakest components with hidden defects 

is characteristic.  The duration of the period is sometimes hundreds of 

hours, and depends on the production process  used. 

Sec-ion II is the normal operating period, or the established 

operating condition for the system.  A. reduced level, and constancy in the 

failure density, A = const, is characteristic here. This section covers 

several thousand hours« 

So far as Section II is concerned, the dependence of the probability 

of failure-free operation on time is fixed by an exponential lav 

P(t) = e"*1. (13-5) 

Section III is the period during which wear and aging occur. Here 

an increase in the failure density as a result of failure of mass appli- 

cation components is characteristic.  The normal law applies when 

establishing the probability of failure—free operation over this section. 

Mean tine to failure, T_, can be established as the average length 

of time of operation, between failures, using the formula 

where 

n is the number of failures during the test period, t; 

t. is the time of failure-free operation from the (i - l)m failure 

to the iu> failure. 

When the exponential law applies, the mean time to failcre can be 

established as a magnitude the inverse of the failure density 

T£  = 1/A. 

An approximate determination of average service life for components 

can be made through the formula 

r  -J* 
'f 

When there is a known dependence of the probability of failure-free 

operation of a system on time, P(t)t the mean time to failure can be 

established through the formula 

0 

The restoration process simply means putting a failed system, or 

•component, back in service« How long this process takes is established by 

the elapsed time between-failure and the completion of restoration. 



Restoration probability, V(T ) , provides a quantitative -indfnr of the   5W 

probability that the system will be restored in a period of time not in 

excess of a specified Value, T. 

Average restoration time is the average time spent on restoring the 

system, and is found through the expression 

where 

t . is the time spent on restoring the i» failure; 

n  is the number of failures (completely restored). 

If the average restoration time for individual sub-systems is known, 

the average restoration time for the system can be found through the 

formula 

vAl?J ««-»> 

S* 
where 

T . is the average time to restore the im sub-system; 

A.  is the failure density in the i» sub-erstem. 

When the restoration probability _is known, the average restoration 

time can be found through the expression 

T =| [i_ V.($\dx. (13.11) 
o 

Availability is the probability that an arbitrarily taken system 

will be in proper working order at' any moment in time. The steady-state 

(fixed) value of the availability can be found through the formula 

Ca = T^T^ +T. (13-12) 

The probability of normal functioning is a generalized index of 

reliability for multipurpose use systems.  This index takes into con- 

sideration the initial state of the systems as well as its failure-free 

operation and restorability, and is the probability of a complex event, 

including the fact that the systems will be in good working order at the 

beginning of use and will function without failing for specified time t 

P _(t) = C P(t). (13-13) nx      a 

The downtime ratio characterizes the forced downtime of equipment 

because of failures and is established as the probability that at any 

arbitrary moment in time the equipment will be inoperative. 

Quantitative indexes are reliability measures* The correct selection 

of a quantitative index is the basic* correct, •valuation öf equipment 



reliability «hen Cis.onir.s and evaluating equipment reliability.  For     ^ 

example, the probability of failure-free operation during tine of flight 

will completely characterize the reliability of aircraft equipment.  The 

probability of normal functioning will be the index for missile equipment 

for a missile that mint be ready to launch at any time*  The mean tine to 

failure can serve as a characteristic of reliability for unattended equip- 

ment auch as artificial earth satellite equipment, and the like. 

13*3*  Reliability Characteristics and Typical 

Faults in Radio Component« 

The determinant factor for typical radio components is the failure 

density. Generalized data on component failure density, as published in 

the press from time to time, are lifted in Table 13-1- 

Table 13.1. Faiitire Density for Typical 

Radio Components 

Names of components Failure density/hour of operation 

Vacuum tubes (0.001 to 0.345)lO"3 

Resistors (o.ooooi to O.C15) io"3 

Condensers (O.00001 to 0.164} 10~3 

Transformers (0*00002 to 0.064} io"3 

Chokes, induction coils (0.0002 to 0.044> 10 

Relays (0.005 to I.OI) IO-3 

Selsyns, electric motors (0.001 to 0.33) 10"3 

Semiconductor instruments: 

diodes {0.00012 to 0.3) 10~3 

«•3 
germanium and silicon triodes (O.OOOl to 0.9) IO * 

Switch gear (O.OOOOO3 to 0.ÄÖ) 10~3 

Piuos (o.ooooi to 0.091) lO"3 

0. 
-3 

Connections, soldered and wired (0.00001 to 0.01) 10 

Gyroscopes (l to 6) 10* 

Typic.il faults in receiver-amplifier tubes (in %  of total number of 

failures): 

change in parameters and loss of emission - 43 to $l%i 

filament breaks and burning - 20 to 23%;* 

cracks in envelopes, socket breakage, and others, 9 to 12%. 

Typical resistor faults: 

breakage of, or broken contacts - over 30%; 

burn out of conducting layer - 35 to 40Ä; 

•harp ehanves in resistance compared with rated - 5 to 8$. 



Typical condenser- faults: 502 

breakdown in the dielectric - almost 8o£; 

reduction in capacity --15S; 

reduction in insulation resistance - 5%. 

Typical relay faults: 

closed and burned contacts; 

contact springs out of adjustment; 

breakdown of insulation between windings and housing; 

open windings. 

Typical faults in transformers and choices: 

burned out windings; 

windings shorted between turns; 

breakdown of insulation between windings and housing; 

breakdown between turns. 

13.^.  Factors Affecting Equipment Reliability 

Factors affecting equipment reliability can be divided up into two 

groups:  subjective and objective.  The subjective factor depends on human 

activity«  Included here is everything related -to circuit selection 

and design decisions during the design stagey the selection of components 

and materials to provide normal operating conditions, toe organization of 

engineering service, and the operation of the equipment. 

The objective factors are the result of the effect created by the 

environment and related to climatic, meteorological, biological, mechanical, 

and other activities.  The degree to which these factors act depends on the 

efforts made by man tc weaken them. The factors can be broken down into 

design-fabrication and operational, according to the nature of their 

activity.  Design-fabrication factors include those related to the develop- 

ment, planning and building of the equipment.  They have the greatest effect 

on reliability. Operational factors include those affecting equipment use 

reliability.  They include the objective factors that result from the 

influence exerted* by the environment, and the subjective factors related 

to the organization of the engineering service system, repair, provision 

of spare parts, qualifications of the operating personnel, and on other 

questions. 

The probability of normal operation la one of the most complete 

quantitative characteristics of reliability, taking into consideration OS 

it does failure-free operation and reutorability of the equipment.  Its 

magnitude is the result of the effect of two diametrically opposed 

resultant factors, shown diagrammatically in Figure 13*2. 

Destabilizing factors of a subjective and objective nature reduce- 

reliability. At the same time, the efforts of developers and operating 

personnel are directed at increasing reliability. 



Measures leading to an increase in  the reliability level can be divided 

up into two groups in so far as tney affect reliability parameters; 

measures directed at increasing failure-free operation; 

measures directed at improving restorability. 

All these measures should be operable in the development and production 

stage, as well as during operation.  Of particular importance in operation 

are preventive, or adjustment measures, the scope of which and when done, is 

established by the corresponding instructions.  The purpose of preventive 

aaintenance is to avert some vf the failures, and at the same time, to 

increase failure-free operation and reduce equipment downtime during 

restoration« 
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Figure 13.2« 

A - Redundancy 

B - Selection of reliable 

components 

C - Simplification of modes 

D _ Heat protection, sealing, 

shock: mounting 

E - Optimisation of circuits 

and construction 

F . Tests and preaging 

Factors affecting reliability 

G - Static monitoring 

H - Preventive maintenance and 

forecasting 

I -  Increase in failure-free operation 

J - Increase in restorability 

K - Automatic monitoring of parameters 

L - Standardization and unification 

M - ftepairability 

N •> Training cadre*. Optimisation 

©f trouble shooting 



0 - System of supplying spare 

components 

P - Repair system 

Q - Factors for increasing reli- 

ability 

R - Required level of reliability 

nf 
T - Monitoring and evaulating 

ays tea 

U - Destabilizing factor» 

V — Temperature 

V - Moisture 

3t — Pressure 

Y, - Precipitation 

Z - Impurities (dust, sand) 

AA - Radiation 

86 - Biological factors 

CC - Transitional 

DD - Aging, wear 

EE - Objective 

FF - Subjective 

GG - unreliable components 

HH - Abnormal modes 

II - Circuit shortcomings 

JJ - Design shortcomings 

KK - Engineering violations 

LL - Poor production methods 

MM - Violations of operating rules 

NN - Poor quality of mechanical 

servicing 

00 - Careless handling 
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13-5 Computing Reliability Characteristics 

The essence of the reliability computation is a determination of toe 

numerical value* at  the reliability indexes in accordance with the initial 

statistical data for the components making up the system.  The initial 

data for computing equipment reliability are: 

the failure rate. X.s 
i 

number of components V., for each type used in the equipment; 

average restoration time for components, T .. 

Established as a result of the reliability computation are: 

for one-time use systems - system failure rate 

2*. (13.14) 

and tbn probability of failure-free operation of a system P(t) an & normal 

operation section; 

for continuous duty, or repeated use systems - average restoration 

time* T , availability, C , and probability of normal functioning, P(t), 

•r* computed. 

The basic assumptions used in computing reliability are: 

failure of any component will cause system failure; 

failure of any component has no effect on the operation of the 

rest of the components; that is, component failures are considered 

mutually independent. 

An approximate reliability computation is made in the initial stage 

of equipment design. Characteristic of it is that the precise number N. 

and \    in the group» are as yet unknown because the component operating 

modes have not yet been »elected and the final electrical computations for 



305 
the circuits have not yet been made.  The purpose of this computation is 

to inject operational interference into the equipment--design in the 

initial stage and take steps to increase the reliability of the weakest 

units. 

The- sequence in which the approximate reliability computation 

is made 

1. All system components are broken down into several groups with 

approximately the same failure rate. 

2. The number of elements, N., in each group is computed. 

3* Tables are used to find the values, X-, for* the component» in 

each group (by averaging, or taking the extremes). 

km    The system failure rate is computed through the formula at 

(13.14). 

5* The average failure-free operating time is found 

Tf m  l/A. 

£_ The probability of failure-free operation for operating time t 

is computed through 

P(t) = eAt. 

In addition, the following are computed for continuous duty Systeme: 

7-  the average restoration time 

*-2 XV 
a. the availability 

Ca - VTf + V **•' 
9*  the normal functioning probability 

P _<t) = CP(t). 
nf      a 

Data on the number of identical components are not always available 

in the initial design stage« Sometimes only the total number of stages is 

known*  Then, in order to make the computation, what must be known is the 

average stage failure rate, X , and the nucber of stages in the equipment, 

N . 
s 

The final reliability computation is made with design and operational 

factors based on the above explained methodology for making the approxi- 

mation computation taken into consideration* Temperature and duty have the 

greatest effect on component failure rate. Consequently, component failure 

rate is finally comput.-d with these factors taken into consideration. 

The dependence of failure rate on tenperature for various load 

factor, C , values is cf the greatest practical significance* The load 

factor is understood to mean: 

for condensers 

where 

ci - W 

U in the rated voltage for the particular type of ctadenser^ 



U  is the condenser operating voltage in the circuit: 
506 

for resistors 

c. . P-^r, 
where 

where 

P. is dissipated power: 
o 
P is rated power; 

for vacuum tubes 

C, « P, + P + P /P,  + P  + P  , 
1   t        p   g -r   pr   gr 

vbere 

P,, P , and p are toe powers dissipated by toe tube electrodes 
I  p      g 

under the operating conditions (filament, plate, 

and grid power, respectively); 

P_ , P_ , and P  are the rated values of the plate, filament, 

and grid powers, respectively; 

for a relay 

I  is the contact operating current; 
o 
I is the rated contact current value. 

The values for X. are founU fron graphics according to the operating 

tempera-cure and the load factor for each component when the final reliability 

computation is made with duty taken into consideration. 

As before, the formula at (13-1*0 can be used to find the summed 

failure rate for the system. 

The sequence in which the final reliability computation 

is made 

1. Component load factors, C , si-e computed. 

2. The X. = f (C.» t*) graphics are used to find the actual values 

of X. for the specified load factors and operating temperatures. 

3-  The precise number of components in each group is computed. 

4.  The failure rate, and other characteristics, are computed as 

in the approximation uethod- 

The reliability computation with component aging taken 

into consideration 

There is, in addition to the unexpected, failures character-is tic over 

a normal operating period (section II, fig. 13*1), an inherently gradual 

change in the original properties and parameters for each component with 

time, leading to a so-called gradual f ai Isre.  When these will occur is a 

random event, described by the normal law* As a practical matter, it is 

extremely difficult to distinguish between unexpected and gradual failures. 



but it generally is accepted that in a normal period of operation, when     ^" 

X = constant, almost ell failures are unexpected, and the reliability com- 

putation is nade on the basis of an exponential law.  When the period of 

general wear and aging sets in on the nain body of components, the failure 

rate will begin to increase sharply because of gradual failures.  Moreover, 

the dominant failure in many components is the gradual, rather than the 

unexpected.  Included among, these components as a rule are the ulectro- 

•echanical units and parts, the lives of which are fixed by wear and aging 

phenomena* 

2» probability of failure of a component such as this in time t can 

be found through the formula. 

*W-a5->*C*). *->^*?-* Cl5'J5> 

T  is the average life for the component; 

o  is the mean square deviation from the average life. 

the function $Ü0 Is cal?ed the probability integral, and its value 

is found in tables fL,l3* The computation for the probability of failure- 

free operation reduces to finding the function f(X) in the tables* 

the probability of failure-free operation of a system equals 

N if 

POT«np,(Q-n.u£-r<Mtti-. (13-16) 

For the case of identical components 

/»CO-ftS+^iCOI"- il3'l7) 

For a large number of components in a system 

(13-18) 

The sequence in which the computation is made is: 

1. find the magnitude X = t-T  /a from the original values of 
x     avi, i 

T  . and o,; 

2. find the probability integral from the tables Cl»l2; 

3-  find the probability of failure-free operation, P(t). 

13-6 Evaluating Reliability in Operation 
and During Tests 

Tests establish the data for equipment operating tine between 

successive failures, as well ma  the data on restoration time. Naturally 

enough, the greater the number of readings on operating time between 

failures, the more accurate will be the computed aver-age value* 

13» accuracy which the evaluation is made can be established through 

the accuracy factor 6, which depends on the number of experiments and the 

required authenticity Y* The authenticity of the evaluation indicates the mag- 

nitude of the assurance that the true value of the parameter evaluated is within 

specified limiteJ 



For «XM^I«, the DMH tiM to failure is found through the expression 
at (13-6) 50S 

where 

tj, is the total time of serviceable operation; 

n    is the number of failures occurring .in time t_. 

The accuracy in the evaluation can be established by the factors 

*f min = 6,T„ £ T    s 6 T If 2*f '  *t 

Authenticity of evaluation is usually given in the range from 0.9 to 

0.99-  Proceeding fron the specified authenticity fron the curves in Figure 

13-3• ve find the accuracy factor*« 6, and 6_- than the naxinwn and »"'»Wnflw 
1      2 

values for the sought for Magnitude, 

f min 
6iV - Vf- (13-19) 

The magnitudes Tf ^^ and Tf ^^ are the nucericaliy established 

boundaries of the evaluation accuracy, and are called the trustworthy 

boundaries of the sought for parameter, T,. 

Ihe same methodology can he used to evaluate the magnitude of the 

average restoration time, T - The accuracy factors for the evaluation of 

T can also be tablished fron the curves in Figure 13»3-  The scale is 

for the case when the probability of restoration is subordinate to 

is   20 Z 3» 3S 43 41 SSOaimeaa3at\ 

Figure 13-3- Dependence of the evaluation accuracy 
factors 6. and %    on the number of testa for different 
evaluation authenticities. 

A. - evaluation accuracy factors; B- evaluation authenticity! 

T    scale; number of failures, n; E T   scale. r 



Erlang*s lav 

P(r)«I-(l + _*) e~. 

The dwntiw, or the availability, r&tio can be ereluatad similarly. 

Table tf.2 lists the «valuation accuracy factor» for the downtime ratio 

for an authenticity f » 0.9. 

Table 13.a 

Table of accuracy factors for evaluating the C 
d 

paraaet«r with, an authenticity of y  * 0.9 

509 

a i  * 2 
- 
3 ^ 4 6 S 10 12 

*! 
«. 

0,15 

19 

0,32 
7 

0.25 

4 

0,32 

32 

0,42 
2,43 

0.46 
2,18 

0,5 
1,98 

0.S4 

1,86 

tt 14 16 IS 20 25 30 35 40 " 

»1 

.0,56 
1,77 

0.5S 

1.7 

0.6 
1.« 

0,62 

1,« 

0,65 

1..SJ 

0,6? 
1,47 

0,7 
1,42 

0,72 
1,39 

• 45 .  30 tt> 70 80 90 100 203 

0,73 

1,36. 

0.74 
1,33 

0.76 
1,28 

0.78 
1,27 

0.79 
1,25 

0,81 
1,24 

0,82 

1,23 
0,86 

M6 

n 300 400 500 600 700 800 900 lOOO 

0,89 

.1.13 
t     - 

Ml 
0,91 

! 1.1 

0,92 
1,09 

0,925 0,93 
1,075 

0,935 
1*07. 

0,94 

1,099 

RcM£le_l. After «one period of operation of two identical radar 

systems, the following statistical data war« compiled: 

for the 1st system-, n = 20; t^, 

for the 2d system: n^ = 30; t^ - 1000; T_ 

16005 TE1 * 15°i 

50. 

Required with ss authenticity of y  « 0.9 «re the operational reli- 

ability of the aystem and the average number of failing systems UN. 10O 

sets of equipment are in operation. 

Solution. 

1.  Xmt us find . *       , 

tfj =- t^j/l^ . 1600/20 n 8O hours; T Tn* n^ = 150/20 . 7.5 
hours; 

Tfl - 1O0O/1O m  100 hours, T - SQ/lO . 5 hours: 



T    • t^x  * t^ n2 «• n„ > 1600 + 1000/20 + 10 ** 87 hours; 

Tr . T       * Tz/n± * "2 " 15° * 50/20 • 10 M 6.7 hour»; 

Cd  . T^T^  + T    . 6.7/87 + 6.7 AS 0.07- 

2.  Let us find the accuracy factors, 6, and 64, for I. from Figure 1     z      x 
13-3 for n • 30 and y = 0.9 

fii - °-7; 6Z - 1-3- 

The trustworthy boundaries for the parameter T. will equal 

Tf »in " °*7 " ®7 - 61 hours; 

T. „, = 1-3 • 87 - 113 hours. i max 

3- Let .us compute the possible minimum and maximum ralues for the 

probability of failure free operation, P(t) for- any tine t 

~t/rt  »ax ~t/T*  »in 
P_ (tJ - e   f "•*, P . (t) . e   * •*a. 
•ax * Hin 

T 
r 

4.  Let us> find 6  and fi  from Figure 13-3 to evaluate the parameter 

6, » 0.788, 6„ . 1.22. 
l *• 

Toe trustworthy boundaries are 

T      .    = 0.788 •  6.7 «* 5-3 hours, r am 

T »  1.22  •  6.7 co 8.2 hours. 

5-     Let us compote the possible wrftij—im, and waxi—a values for the 

probability of restoration for any tine T. 

6.     Let us find the evaluation accuracy factors A    and 6_ for the 
1 «» 

downtime ratio, O , from Table 13-2 for n • )0 
d 

6X - 0.68, fi2 - 1.47- 

Toe trustworthy boundaries for the availability equal 

Ce min " X * Cd max a X " X-47 ' °^ * °*9' 

C     - 1 - C   .  • 1 - 0.68 * 0.07 fta O.95. 
a max       c azn , 

7* The most probable average number of constantly operating system», 

N , will be within the following boundaries 
o 

N    » NC     a 100 - 0.95 - 95 system, 
o max    a max 

N  .  - MC   .  = 100 * 0.9 - 90 systems. 
o nan    a min 

13.7 Electronic Equipment Redundancy 

The methods used to provide redundancy can be divided into those using 

arme volume of stand-by equipment (a redundancy nleveln)and those using the 

cooditioo of stand-by components while Bain components are functioning pro- 

perly. 



The first of these distinguishes three basic ways in which the main 

and the stand-by components can be included: •* 

general redundancy for an entire system by using identical, 

duplicating* components; 

individual (component by component) redundancy for a system by 

providing redundancy for individual components in that system; 

mixed redundancy, in which individual sub-systems, as well aa 

certain of the primary components, are provided with stand-bys. 

The second cf these distinguishes two different conditions for the 

stand-by components when the main components are in operation: 

constant redundancy, wherein the stand-by components (systems) are 

connected to -the main components throughout the operating period and where- 

in both function under the same conditions; 

redundancy by replacement, wherein the stand-by components (systems) 

do not replace the main ones until the latter fail. 

Characteristic of replaceable redundancy is a condition in which one 

finds the stand-bys under light, or no load conditions, that is when the 

stand-by components are not in operating condition. 

The ratio of the number of stand-by components (systems) to the 

number of corresponding main components (systems, installations), is called 

the redundancy ratio. 

Failure of a main unit, or block will not result in system failure 

when redundancy is built in.  Consequently, the main and stand-by components 

must be considered as being connected in parallel for redundancy.  Failure 

will occur only when the main, and all stand-by components, have failure. 

The probability of failure-free operation of a system with redundancy 

•can, in the case of general redundancy, be found through the expression 

m is the redundancy ratio; 

P. is the probability of failure-free operation of each of the 

parallel circuits (main and stand-by). 

In the case of individual redundancy, tha probability of failure-free 

operation can be found through the expression 

m   f m        \ (13-21) 

*tad=i-n(i-n*v,. 

P.. is the probability of failure-free operation of the i» component 

in the j» circuit] 

n  is the number of components individually provided with stand- 

bys* 



what follows fro« the expressions mt <1J.20) and <0-2>) is that      t-y? 

individual redundancy- provides a great gain in reliability, but realisation 

demands quite a large number of switches.  Unreliability in this device« 

can lead to a considerable reduction in this gain. The moat effective 

approach is to use an unloaded stand-by, bui this cannot always be done 

because this type of redundancy requires a good deal of tine to switch to 

stand-by« 

13.8 Hestorability of Electronic Equipment 

Restorability is a broad concept, encocpaasing the property of the 

equipment itself, as well as the operating procedure, and depends on the 

following principles: 

the training of operating personnel; 

the organizational and engineering measures taken to service 

<ehe equipment and provide spare parts. 

Restorability is a combination of repairability and the maintenance 

measures used. Repairability is understood to mean the design and 

engineering properties of the system characterizing its adaptability to 

the detection and elimination of failures* 

Maintenance measures can be characterized by *a* qualifications of 

the operatino personnel, how the repair supply system is organized and 

others. 

There arc »any systems in which the danger is not the fact that 

functioning has ceased, but how long the system will be shutdown, and this 

tatter is determined by restoration time.  The basic components of the 

restoration time are the time required to find the fault, the time required 

to eliminate it, and the time required to tune and cut in the equipment 

after restoration.  Of these, the time required to find the fault is the 

longest, so proper organization of the process used to find the fault will 

result in a significant reduction in restoration 'time. 

The beat result can be obtained by using systems that automatically 

monitor operability and that will provide information on the failure site 

immediately after a failure occurs.  But failures in the monitoring system 

used must also be taken into consideration when automatic monitoring systems 

are used.  The components in the monitoring system are designed so their 

failure will have no direct bearing on the operation of the main equipment, 

but there is always a logical connection between the functioning of the 

monitoring system and the main equipment. Hence there are optimum relation- 

ships between the complexity and the reliability characteristics of the 

monitoring equipment and the complexity and the reliability of the main 

equipment. 
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When there is no system monitoring, detection of a faulty- component 

reduces to •eking a series of successive taa±B»     Each test provides 

definite information on equipment condition* The process of finding the 

fault can be represented as  a series of tests, as a result of ~hich the 

faulty- coaponent is found. 

15-9 The Methodology Uaed to Shoot Trouble 

The methodology used to shoot trouble is a set of methods and a 

sequence of actions to arrive at the most desirable and fastest way to 

»hoot troubles. 

There are two basic trends in solving this problem at the present 

time: 

develop and use a subjective methodology for shooting trouble 

(a manual method); 

automate the troubleshooting procedure by designing special 

Systems• 

The most logical sequence of tests for shooting trouble in any system 

is one in which the boundaries of the area in which the trouble may be are 

gradually narrowed down until the trouble is localized to a concrete, 

damaged component.  In other words, each successive step is taken on the 

basis of information obtained from the preceding test showing which part 

of the system can be excluded fron consideration because it is functioning 

properly.  The first thing to be found in an electronic system is the 

faulty channel (receiver, indicator, etc.), then the faulty block in the 

Channel, the stage in the block, the component in the stage.  Thus, trouble 

shooting involves a successive division of the system from the initial 

large section and the elimination of properly functioning component*, into 

smaller sections, or areas of that system. 

This logical, planned, succession of tests (verifications) has come , 

to be called the successive approximations method. 

The successive approximations method 

Let some system consist of N = 8 components connected in series. 

Let us assume that the failure probability is equal for all components, 

that is, there is an equal probability of failure on the part of any of the 

components. 

The probability that the failed component will be found by using a 

sequence of random tests equals 1/7*  This means the time required to find 

the trouble is proportional to the number of components less one (the last 

component is not tested) 

Tst = k(N _ 1), 

k is the average time required to make one test; 

T  is the time required to find the trouble by using the sequence 

of tests method. 



The successive approximations method can be reduced to the so-called   5V*1 

mean point method in the special case when we have'no advance information 

(the indications are of normal operation prior to testing). This means 

we make the first test in the middle of the system, between components 4 

and ?• This cuts the boundary of the faulty section in the system down to 

components 5» 6, 7» and 6. The properly functioning half of the system 

(components 1, 2, 3, and 4) is immediately ruled out of the consideration. 

The second test is made by halving the rest of the faulty sections 

in the system.  Thus, to trouble Shoot in a system of eight component», no 

more than three tests will be required. 

The maximum number of tests, m, in this method can be computed through 

the formula 

• - log N/ log 2. 

The time required to find the faulty component is 

T  a km = 1.43 fc leg N- (13-22) 

The successive approximations method is a necessary element of the 

methodology, but is not enough*  If the methodology is to be fruitful, 

definite test procedures (methods) are needed. 

The principal test methods are: 

the switching monitor and control method} 

the intermediate meosurementB method; 

the replacement method; 

the external inspection method; 

the comparison method; 

the characteristic troubles method. 

The switching monitor and control method 

What this method amounts to, in essence, is the use of an evaluation 

of the external indications of the appearance of trouble to successively 

eliminate from consideration the properly functioning sections of the system 

by an analysis of the channel circuits and the use of the operating switching 

and controlling devices, as well as the operating monitoring elements 

(signal lights, built-in instruments, automatic protective devices, and the 

like). 

The channel is understood to mean the aggregation of a set of com- 

ponents carrying out one of the system's predetermined functions. 

The channel schematic must show the concrete cabinets, connecting 

cables, plugs, stages, contacts, and switches in the system carrying the 

particular type of signal. It differs from the block schematic and the 

functional schematic in that it has numbering and installation deaignationa 

for the connecting plugs, cables and contacts« It differs from the installa- 

tion diagrams in that it does not contain the cable runs and the structural 
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members, and finally, differs fron the principal ncbematic in that it does 

not contain stage components -  The channel schematic proridea adequately- 

complete information on the paths followed by the signal.  We should note, 

however, that the channel schematic vill not be completely aatiafactory 

if it does not contain the control and monitoring component« (switches, 

adjustments and monitoring components, and the like). 

Let us take some examples of how the switching monitor and control 

method is used. 

When a signal arrives at the output of a broadcast receiver, the 

receiver must be switched to the record player mode on all bands. The 

appearance of sound in this mode let« us rule out of consideration the 

sections of the circuit from the LF amplifier input to the speaker. 

If there are no signals from one of the channels in the system at the 

receiver output, the "Au-toaatic Frequency Control - Manual Frequency Control" 

switch must be used, setting it to the WC position until satisfied with the 

appearance of signals*  The tests made with this switching monitor rule out 

of consideration the signal channel (the IF amplifier« the detector, the 

video amplifier), and the decision is made to omke the next teat of the 

faulty automatic frequency control channel. 

The switching monitors method is an effective way to use the 

successive approximations method. The method is fast and single for 

checking assumptions as to the status of sections of a system. The dis- 

advantage of thq method is the limited use that can be made of it (only 

sections can be separated, and not the concrete site of the damage). 

The intermediate measurements method 

The essence of this method is to compress the faulty area, or to find 

the failing components, by measuring circuit resistances, supply conditions, 

high-frequency circuit parameters, oscillographing voltages and currents 

at the pin jacks, and at other points in the circuit. Measurement results 

are compared with Charta of resistances, voltages, with mode tables, and 

-with oscillograms* This method is particularly desirable to use in the 

final stage of the trouble shooting, when the boundary of the faulty section 

of the system has been compressed into a block, stage, or circuit, and it 

is necessary to find the failed component, or the reason for the faulty 

operation. Built-in, as well as accessory monitoring and measuring, equip- 

ment is used to make to» tests by this method. . 

The replacement method 

Individual components in the system (blocks, sub-blocks, cable 

connections, vacuum tabes, and the like) are replaced by components known 

to be functioning properly in order to shoot trouble by this method. If 

normal operating Indications are observed after the replacement, the con- 

clusion has to  be that the component replaced was not functioning properly. 



Just where this method will be used when making operating repair« is 

determined by the availability of spare blocks, units« or vacuum tube*« 

The method is most often used when trying to find faulty vacuum tubes. 

When the boundaries of the trouble are reduced to a block the tubes in that 

block are the center of attention (since they are the least reliable of the 

components). As a matter of fact, « whole new set or tubas can be installed 

if tube matching is not required.  The effectiveness of this method ia 

enhanced in the case of sub-block design, and if a second, identical, system 

is available* 

The advantages of the replacement method are the speed at which the 

check can be made, and the simplicity of concluding where the faulty section 

(component) in the system is located.  The disadvantages are the possibility 

of damaging replacement components, as well as a certain amount of ambiguity 

if dorsal operating criteria are not restored after the component is re- 

placed. 

The external inspection method 

This method assumes that a visual inspection of the installation, of 

the cables, and of the other components will be made, as well as a check 

to see if these components, as well as the housings of electric motors, 

generators, reduction gears, and tubes are hot, listening for sparking in 

dischargers and in components in the hioh-frequency channel. This method 

is particularly effective when the trouble is accompanied by indications 

that a failure has occurred. The advantages of this method include 

simplicity and the use of visual means for inspections, but they can be over- 

«valuated now and then and become disadvantages when operating personnel 

spend, entirely too much time trying to trouble shoot using the «sternal 

inspection method. 

The tentative nature of the findings is a disadvantage» The trouble 

can only be found when the external indications are clearly defined, soae- 

thing that does not happen very often« 

The comparison method 

In essence, this method resorts to using a properly operating, identical 

component and comparing its operation with the faulty section in the system* 

This method supplements and simplifies the intermediate neaaurements method» 

and can be used when the components, or systems, are identical. 

The characteristic troubles method 

The essence of this method is to look for the trouble by using known 

indications that uniquely set the particular fault apart from all others* 

A list of these faults, and their indications, is complied in the form of 

a table that can be used for making repairs, or for advance studying. The 

table lists the frequently recurring faults characteristic of the particular 

system cnopping up in operation* These tabulated faults are usually included 

in the operating instructions. 



The disadvantage of this method in the difficulty involved in using   $1$ 

it in practice since the entire list of fault indicators must be reviewed 

until the necessary combination is found. The effectiveness of the Method 

depends on the experience of the technicians using it. 

I^.IO  Pie Troubleshooting Test Sequence 

Three test sequences can be distinguished as applicable to the task 

of troubleshooting in radar equipment. The need for so doing is related 

to the difference in the circumstances preceding the troubleshooting t and 

to the nonidcntity in the probability of one, or of several faults occurring 

simultaneously. Knowledge of the characteristic circumstances very ouch 

simplifies the initial stage of the troubleshooting. 

The following premises (cases) can be distinguished* 

premise I - when signs of trouble appear as soon as the system 

is cut in; 

premise IX - when signs of trouble appear during normal system 

op**rat ion; 

premise III - -when the trouble« without regard for time of 

appearance, is accompanied by indications of an emergency* 

The troubleshooting test sequence when trouble 
occur» after the ay.«tern in  cut in 

Trouble associated with premise I above, occur most often because 

transportation, opening, and adjustment operations are not carried out 

according to the rules« Too( there is quite a good probability that several 

faults will show up aisultaneousiy. Hence, toe troubleshooting sequence 

should be as follows. 

If one is to retain one's perspective when analyzing the criteria 

associated with the trouble, the correctness of the installation in 

accordance with the original provisions for switching and monitoring devices 

must be checked very carefully as a first step.  Improper installation can 

he the cause of false information with respect to abnormal system operation. 

For example, if one were to simply set the "Automatic Frequency 

Control - Manual Frequency Control"' switch on the radar receiver panel in 

the "Manual Frequency Control" position, one would be able to reject out 

of hand the appearance of an indication of false trouble, that of loss of 

observability over this channel. 

If some of the ayeterns are not cut in in the proper sequence, false 

indications of trouble can appear, and in individual cases, so too can 

failures. 

The first thing that is necessary, therefore, is to eliminate the 

effect of possible detuning»9 and to check the supply source voltages, 

mindful of safety regulations while so doing. 



If th« results are negativ« and normal equipment operation is not   no 

restored, the search for the damaged component ia nade a» follows. 

Using the switches, adjustment devices« monitoring equipment, and 

the channel schematic, as well as the switching monitors method, reduce 

the boundaries of the faulty section in the system to the maximum extent 

possible (right down to the stage)« 

Having rid the preceding tests of the indications of false faults, 

the effect of de tunings, and of abnormal supply conditions! and having 

separated the faulty section of the system (channel, block, stage), it is 

now necessary to turn to the principal schematic of the section (component) 

and make an analysis of the indications of damage, and the possible causes 

thereof.  At the same time, the ensuing test sequence is planned and the 

most rational teat methods selected.  The damaged conponent is found, and 

the cause of the failure established, using the intermediate measurements 

method, or other methods. After the damage has been eliminated, the 

monitor measurements in the circuits that have been repaired must be made 

in order to check conditions and parameters and to tune and adjust the 

restored component to its full correspondence with the specified operating 

instructions.  This set of rules is sufficiently general for use in trouble- 

shooting In different types of systems. 

The troubleshooting test sequence for trouble« 
arising during normal system operation 

In the case or premise II, the probability of several faults occurring 

at the same time is slight* Obviously, then the 1st and 2d stages of the 

sequence considered can be omitted.  Troubleshooting must begin by interro- 

gating operating personnel as to the circumstances that brought on the 

trouble* lliis information can be useful becuase it win develop incorrect 

actions taken by operators or technicians. Then an analysis of the symptoms 

of abnormal operation, and further tests, are made in accordance with the 

seqvsnce set forth above* 

The troubleshooting test sequence for troubles 
accompanied by indications of an emeraencY 

The first step to be taken when there are unmistakable signs of 

emergencies is to cot out the system.  Once cut out, the section in which 

the emergency occurred must be given an external inspection. •There are 

individual cases when the signs of the emergency are ill-defined, and in 

such cases, it is necessary to pinpoint the damaged section, and then cut 

out the system (or part of it)- The daa&ged component cannot be replaced 

until the ntLaon  for the faulty operation has been established* 

The general methodology does not free one from talcing a subjective 

approach to the troubleshooting process.  The basis far the process is 

logic-? thought and a knowledge of the system in need ot repair* 



Figur« 13-4 la the troubleshooting sequence (algorithm) for ttw 

general ease (premise I above). The algorithm makes it possible to pro- 

gram an all-pnrpose troubleshooting electronic computer for concreta 
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A - Analysis of indications of normal 

system operation 

B - Bestoration of indications of noraal 

operation by control and tuning organs 

C - Detecting tba faulty component 

D - AiurtyniH of the reason for the fault 

E . Elimination of the fault 

F - Tuning and checking system operability 

Figure 13-4 The troubleshooting sequence in the 
general case. 

13.11  Safety Precautions When Servicing Radar Equipment 

Table 13*3 lists the nature of the action of an electrical current 

on man, according to the type and magnitude of the current flowing through 

him. 

A voltage of 4o volts is- taken to be a safe voltage* 

Systematic i long-term and continuous irradiation of the human organism 

by high-frequency electromagnetic fields in the form of high- and superhigh- 

frequency pulses, as well as in the form of simple high-frequency oscillations« 

can have an unfavorable reaction on the human organism.  The hygienic 

standards for superhigh-frequency irradiation: 
2 

must not be in excess of 10 microwatts/cm  in the case of irradia- 

tion for an entire working day, which figure is the magnitude of the power 

density} 

no mere than 1O0 microwatts/cm in the ease of -irradiation for 

2 hoars; 



2 
no more than 1O0O microwatts/cn for irradiation Tor 12 to 15      «_ 

minute* under condition« in which the use of protective goggles is anndatoryi 

when protective: clothing and goggles are used the level of the 

electromagnetic field can be attenuated 30 db. 

Table 13.3 

Nature of the effect of an electrical current 

Current, ma Nature of the effect of 

50-60 cycle AC DC 

0.6 - 1.5    Beginning of sensation, slight     No sensation 

shaking of the hand 

2-3        Fingers shake badly No sensation 

5-7 Spasms in bands Itching, sensation of heat 

8 - 10      Difficult, but still possible to    Intensification of heat 

tear the hands away from the 

electrodes.  Severe aching of 

fingers, wrists and bands. 

20-25      Hands becaen paralyzed slowly.       Even greater Antonoifi- 

It is impossible to tear the        cation of heat, slight 

hands away fr-c*i the electrodes,      contraction of hand 

Very severe aching. Difficulty     «maclea. 

in breathing. 

50 - 80      Breathing paralyzed. Onset of      Great sensation of beat. 

palpitations of the heart Contraction of hand 

ventricles. muscles.  Spasms, diffi- 

culty in breathing. 

90 - 100     Breathing paralyzed. When for     Breathing paralyzed* 

3 seconds, or longer, paralysis 

of the heart, palpitation Cf its 

ventricles. 

3O0O and     Breathing and heart paralyzed 

•ore      when the action is for longer 

than 0.1 of a second. 

Destruction of body tissues by 

the heat fro« the current« 

The irradiation doses are determined by the power density of the 

supei high-frequency oscillations. 

The power density XI, on the electrical axis of an antenna in the 

far zone can be computed through the formula 
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P  ia the average radiated power in microwatt«* 

R  is the distance from the antenna to the «it» «bare tha 

operating personnel are working, in en; 

G  ia the' antenna gain. 

The formula mt  (13-23) i« only correct for the far zone, that ia. 

L is the horizontal dimension of the antenna mirror, in c»f 

L is the vertical dimension of the antenna mdrror, in cat 

\    is tha wavelength, in emu 

With the antenna radiation pattern taken into consideration, for any 

direction in the far zone 

XI « P G/4nR2 r  (<p«, e»), (13.24) 

9° is the azimuth to the personnel Irradiated with respect to the 

tgwTJt^mi irradiation 5 

B0 is the elevation angle of the personnel irradiated. 

Accidents can be avoided if: 

Maintenance ia not permitted on equipment carrying dangerous 

voltage (over 40 volt»); 

zones in which it is assajsed, or found, that radiation power 

is in excess of 1 milliwatt/en are considered dangerous; 

danger zones are surrounded by warning signs and the presence 

in thee of operating personnel is forbidden except in cases of extreme 

emergency (and then only for the n4"«— — tine needed)} 

radiators (antennas) are not directed at living spaces; 

protective devices (equipment for collective and individual 

protection) against irradiation are nsed| 

protective goggles, glove», and aprona mrm naed when replacing 

catbods ray tubes* 



Chapter XIV 

Electrical and Radio Measurements 

14.1. General Provisions for Measurements and Measurement Units» 

The International System of Units (51).  Bel» and Decibels. 

Electrical and radio measurements are a division of the general science 

of measurements, metrology, and study methods for use in making experimental 

determinations of various electrical and radio engineering characteristics, 

and the corresponding equipment. 

Measurement is a perceptional process involving the making of a com- 

parison between a physical experiment concerned with sane specific magni- 

tude and certain of its values adopted as the unit of comparison. In 

principle, it is impossible to make a measurement without the establishment 

of units. 

If one selects at least three physical magnitudes, X, Y, and Z, arbitrarily 

and independently, to represent certain basic properties of the material 

world (say length, mass and time), all other magnitudes co *Td then be ex- 

pressed in terms of these arbitrarily selected magnitudes and represented 

is the form of a product or the -type 

G - uPlW, (14.1) 

vbare, 

p, q, r are whole numbers, or fractions, positive, or negative; 

k is the proportionality factor. 

Given an arbitrary selection of units for measuring basic physical 

magnitudes, one can find the derived units for measuring all physical magni- 

tudes through equations such as these. 

A set -of measurement units is called a system of units* 

Gn 1 January 1963, State Standard 9867—61 introduced the International 

System of Units ^SI) in the Soviet Union. This is the International System 

adopted at the XXn General Conference on Maasare and Weights (i960)* 

In accordance with this Standard, tho International System of Units 

should be given preference over other systems- of units (the CSS, the MKGFS, 

and others). 

In the SI system the basic unit* ere the meter- kilogram, second, degree 

Kelvin, ampere, and candle. 

Die electrical and radio measurement system of electrical units known 

as the MKSA (meter, kilogram, second, ampertO, and widely used in practice, 

is part of the SI systm« 

Introduced in the so-called rational iz-ed MESA system has been the con- 

version of the formulas for the electromagnetic field equations, involving 
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the Introduction of the factor 4TT in the denominator of Coulomb's law« 

This factor has disappeared fron the many formulas encountered In practice, 

however» 

Basic Unit»  in the MKSA Syst«, 

The meter (m) is a unit of length.'.(a), a length equal to 1650763*73 

wavelengths in a vacuum of radiation corresponding to the transition be- 

tween levels 2p.. and 5d   of an atom of krypton 86. 

The physical basis for expressing the meter in lengths of light wave» 

is the radiation by an excited atom of a quantum of light with constant 

frequency 

where 

h is the Planck constant; 

E. and E are the possible values of the energy of the atoms, called 

energy levels« 

The selected unit of length (the meter, in particular) can be expressed 

in terms of the wavelength corresponding to a particular frequency, y. 

The transition from the international platinum-iridium standard to the 

newly established meter (i960) resulted is increasing the accuracy with 

which units of length can be reproduced by a factor of almost 100« 

The kilogram  (kg) is a unit of mass (a) represented by the mass of 

the international prototype of the kilogram (a platinum weight with a mass 

close to the mass of one cubic decimeter of water at 4°c) « 

The second (sec) is a unit of time (t), the 1/31556925-9747 part of a 

tropical year for 1900, January, 0 to 12 hours ephemeral time« 

The transition from the determination of the second as 1/86400 part of 

mean solar days to the present determination {i960) is related to the estab- 

lishment of the presence of irregular changes in the period of rotation 

of the earth on its axis* The tropical year ±a  the interval between two 

vernal equinoxes* The astronomical determination of the date corresponds 

to noon and 31 December I899, while ephemeral tins is taken as the time 

used to compute the ephenerides, the coordinates of heavenly bodies« 

The ampere (a) is a unit of current strength (I), the strength of an 

unchanging current which, when flowing along two straight parallel con- 

ductors of infinite length and of negligibly small cross section, located 

at a distance of 1 meter apart in a vacuum, would create e force between 

these conductors equal to 2 x 10~7 unit* of force is the International 

-System for mach meter of length* 
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Table 14.1 

Generally  Used Derived Units in the MKSA 
Sy5tea <rationalized) 

Name of physical 
magnitude 

Foramina   for 
dependency 

Dimension of 
Units 

Nastt of unit 

ELECTRICAL MAGNITUDES 

Quantity of 
Electricity Q-It sec x a Coulomb  (c) 

Electrical 
Voltage U-A-/Q 

2«_         -3-1 • »kg* sec     *a volt  (v) 

Electrical 
Power P-UI 2 ,             -3 KJ -kg* sec watt  (v) 

Electrical 
Capacity OQ/U -2 ,_ -1         4    2 

•    «kg    »sec  «a farad (f) 

Electrical 
Resistance R=«/I 2 -    .        -3-2 •  -kg* sec     *a ofaa (o) 

Electrical 
Conductivity g-l/R -2,-1         3    2 a    -kg    -sac «a Sieaans (S) 

Electrical 
Field 
Intensity E-U/e m*kg-sec     «a v- 
Dielectric 
Constant C *ac/s* 

MAGNET; 

J..-1        4    2 • «kg    »sec   »a 

CC MAGNITUDES 

tfm 

Magnetic 
Induction 
Flux « 2 ,             -2-1 • .kg*sec    •» Weber (V) 

Magnetic 
Induction B-f/S* -2    -1 

kg-aec    .a Tesla (T) 

Magnetic 
Field 
Intensity H-i/ara -1^ «/. 
Inductance L—Ej/di/dt 

3                 -2-2 
ar*kg*see    -a henry (h> 

Coaplete tables of derived units are contained in GOST 8033-56, 

"Electrical and Magnetic Units." 

Multiples and fraction« of units (Table 14.2) can be foraed by 

multiplying, or dividing, the basic or the derived, units by a nuaber which 

is a power of base 10* 

A-aorfc- S-areai B of self-induction. 
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Table l4.2 

Prefixes for Forming Multiples and Fraction» 
of Units  (GOST 7663-55) 

Prefix«» 
for Mul- 
tiple «aalt« 

Relationship 
to basic unit 

Designation Prefixes 
for mul- 
tiple units 

Relationsbip 
to basic unit 

Designation 

lera 10" T deci IQ"1 d 

gig© io9 G centi 10-2 c 

•ega 106 M milli 10-3 . 
kilo 103 k micro 10-6 M 

hecto io2 b jfmnn IQ'9 n 

dec* 10 da pico IQ"12 P 

femto* 

etto* 

10-« 

10-18 

f 

a 

Bels and Decibels 

Bels and decibels are logarithmic units of measurement in which it 

has been accepted to express power or potential gradients (magnitudes of 

amplification., attenuation, decay, and the like)» 

The number of bels, S, can be found as the co—on logarithm of the 

ratio of two compared powers 

S - log P^PV (14.2) 

Vhen P_ > P,   (amplification), S ia *, wheu P. < P_   (attenuation), z        1 21 

5 is -. 
A decibel is 1/10» of a bei. The power gradient in decibels can be 

computed through the formula 

S = 10 log P*/*,- (l4-3) 

A magnitude in decibels is often £esd from a conditional initial level: 

such as 1 watt, 1 megawatt, or 10 microwatts. 

The power gradient in terms of potential (giren the condition of 

equality of the resistances on which these powers are based) can be found 

through the fonmula 

S - 2D log UgAf,* (14.4) 

* 1!he prefixes "feato" and "atto" mill be brought in as additional prefixes 

in accordance with the rmc oamsmxj •tlon» of the International Committee on 

and Weights (1962). 
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Figure l4.1*    Graphic for- finding 
decibels. 

a) ratio pyp   er 0,/t^i    b) decibels (db); 
e)  for, 

A log slide rule, or tables, can be used to find the logs of the «um- 

bers when making the computations. 

Special table» and graphics can also be used to find the power gradient 

directly in decibels- (see fig. Xk*i  and Table J.4.3). 

In this case the power ratio sust be ?«*rss*nted as the product of a 

factor (less than 10) by a power of 10* Then the power gradient can be 

found as the sun of decibels corresponding to the factor (fTon the graphic} 

and the deeibela corresponding to the powers of ten (from the table) • 

For example 

P, - 300 watts, P- - 50 •icrowattsi 
l * 

Fj/r^ - 1.67 • 10~7, 

S - 2.2 - 70 - - 67.8 db. 
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Table 14.3 

Finding the Power Gradient in Decibels 

p. 
. v Ikpnua      j      IICPCBM 
DJitoai/wnt     \ Ofteänewn DJMOTWOCTN     pj  nomwotm 

>*-lr) *=? * ft *s I *"? • ä ^ <CT*} 

10» • IM» '200 10-* -10 -20 

10» '90 -  ISO 10-» — 20 , — 40 

XV BO • •    160    : 10-» — 30 — 60 

10» 70 140 io-< — 40 • — 80 

:-io* "60 > 120    ' I0-» — 50 — 100 . 

!0» " M  i 
100 10-« —•€0. -120 

10* .40  '"_- 80 10-" ' — 70 —140 

10» 
'••-.'  ^   '-' 

• -. so     ' 10-« — 80- —160 

iov -       20 40 . 10-" — 30. —180 

...10 *9- •         » :o-» —ICO , —200 

i: •*o 0     ' 
'     -•" 

a) or; b) power gradient* c) fdb]. 

14.2. Measurement Errors 

Any measurement, no matter bow accurate, and how carefully made, 

will have errors.  Conversely, identical results fron repeated measure- 

•ent of a single magnitude indicate low accuracy on the part of the net era 

used, for it is assumed that small changes are hard to detect. 

The absolute error in a. measurement, 1.1 is the difference between 

the instrument reading, a, and the true value of the magnitude being 

X 

x. = Äi - X. (14.5) 

The absolute error in metrology is designated by the symbol A* 

A correction factor is the absolute error taken with the opposite 

sign 

-A • X - «.• (14.6) 

The relative error in the ratio of the absolute error to the true 

•alue of the magnitude being measured 

'8=4••l00$ä^•«7•,OO5*•' (-14.7) 

When the relative error is small it is mere convenient to express it 

directly in relative magnitudes, using the form of inscription ± 3'1C • 

A. reduced error is the ratio of the absolute error to the upper (face) 

value of the readings for the particular meter 

A/« 100%. (14.8) 
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Errors  can be broken down into three groups on the basis of to* 

characteristic in the behavior pattern of their occurrence. 

1. Systematic errors retaining during the measurement process, con- 

stant or changing in accordance with some definite law. They can be 

down Into instrumental, the result of the limited accuracy of the meters, 

personnel, th* result of the imperfections in the sense organs of the 

observer, external., the result of changes in the external environment 

(temperature, moisturs, pressure, etc.), and errors in method, the result 

of inadequate development of the method, or the result of incomplete know- 

ledge of all the factors associated with the particular measurement 

These must be avoided by eliminating the reasons why they occur, or 

by the introduction of correction factors. The presence of systematic 

errors fixes the correctness of the measurements. 

2. Random errors, unavoidable when making measurements, and relatively 

small In magnitude. In the case of precise measurements ehe mathematical 

processing of a series of individual results (a.) of the measurement of the 

same magnitude should be taken into consideration. The most probable result 

of th« measurement is the average of an arithmetical series of 

2*1 : <l4-9) 

n is the number of repmmt-ad mmssnremmnts. 

The mean square error in the average arithmetical value equals 

lerfeeT        its —11 * 

(14.10) 

€, » a. - a  is the residual error which, in the case of a sufficiently 

large number of measurements, fixes the random error as 

a result of the measurement- 

The presence of random errors fixes the accuracy of the measurement* 

3.  Blunders (gross errors) occur as a result of asiccountinga con- 

sidered probable during measurements. Blunders are measurements with 

(14.11) 
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In too ease of indirect measurements, when the result ia found by 

computations based on direct measurements of auxiliary magnitude* ? the 

error can be evaluated through the fonula 

2« + 2«. (14.12) 

6 is the error in measuring one of the m auxiliary magnitudes. 

For example, when voltages are measured with a vacuum tube voltmeter 

type V4-2 (VW-3), with a 1:10 divider there are >.-o independent errors; 

the basic error in the measurement (±3* of the upper limit of the scale) 

and the error in the voltage divider <±2# of the magnitude measured). Mow, 

it the measurement ia of 400 volts on the 50 x 10 - 500 volts scale, we have 

a basic measurement error of. 

end a divider error ol 

V«=±-Tir=3±I5voi** 

*d«±^-±övolts. 

The summed error is t*=± Vl&+8?—±\7     volt» and the result of the 

measurement should be written U - 4oO ± 17 volt» - 

In many cases the relative errors are expressed in decibels,   rather 

than in percentage«..     Im order to convert the values of the error« from 

one of the magnitude* to the other we can use the tarmnlaa 

Mdb) = HHg(i+-^); (14.13) 

MW]-100[aRti!g(i^—l)] (14.14) 

Aa is often the case in practice, the values are tabulated as in 

Table i4.4. 

Table 14.4 

Conversion of errors from decibels' into percentage 

db O.oi 

0.2 

0.1 

2,3 

0,15 

3,5 

0.2 0.5 

V  12,2 

0.8 X,0 

20,2  25,9 

1,2  1,5 

»1,8 V. ,3 
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lA.3*  Direct-reading electrical instrument» 

Direct-reading electrical instruments are the group of devices and. 

mechanisms for Making direct neaBuracnts of acme electrical magnitude. 

These instrumenst have a needle, or an optical device, and a atale for 

reading the indication. 

The instruments in the electrical-Mechanical groups are the ones •oat 

"widely used in practice. They can be broken down into systems such as 

moving-coil, moving-iron, electrodvnamic, induction, and electrostatic. 

Galvanometers (the most sensitive of all the instruments) and logo- 

meters (meters for measuring the relationship between two magnitudes) too 

are built on these systems. 

Basic engineering features of the various systems are listed in Table 

14.5- 

The accuracy class to which a direct-reading instrument belongs is 

characterized by the maximum basic reduced error, expressed la precent. 

Instruments are broken down into eight accuracy classes: 0.05; O.l? 0.2; 

0.5; 1-0; 1.5; 2-5; 4.0. 

The maximum absolute error in measurements made by a direct-reading 

instrument is constant for the entire scale, but the relative error in- 

creases with reduction in the magnitude measured. 

The system to which the instrument belongs,, the accuracy classification, 

type of current, and many of the other of the instrument's characteristics 

are designated by conventional symbols on the fac« (usually on the scale). 

The main conventional symbols, conforming to GOST 1845—59, ar« 

listed in Figure 14.2 

The conventional symbols from preceding GOSXs, differing from those 

indicated, ar« shown in Figure l4.j„ 
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Figur« 1^.2. Main conventional srabola on instrument 

scale» (COST 1845-59). 

A. It«B 

B, Con  sym 

C* Moving-coil  ins-trunieiit 

D. Moving-coil  logoneter 

E. Moving-iron instrument 

F. Moving-ircn  logcmeter 

G. Electrodynacic instruaient 

H. Electrodyfunic logometer 

I. Fcrrodyn—iic in«tn«*ent 

J* Induction instruncnt 

tU Accuracy class for standard- 

ization of errors in per- 

cantaoe of •easurssjsnt range 

L.    Same,  for standardization in 

percentage of length of scale 

M.    Nmal scale position: 

horizontal 

vertical 

tilt at an angle to the 

horizon of 

K.     Direction  in which  instrument 

is oriented ix* the earth's 

•agnetic field 

o.    neasureaent circuit for testing 

with a voltage of npproxinately 

2 kilovolx« 
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P. 

Q. 

S. 

T. 

Ü. 

V. 

v. 

Instrument will not be 

required to test insulation 

strength 

Danger1     Insulation 

strength docs not cor- 

respond to standards 

(symbol  in red) 

Electrostatic  instrument 

Vibration meter 

Thermal converter,   insulated 

Thermal converter, non- 

insulated 

Rectifier, semiconductor 

Electronic converter 

Protection against external 

electrical fields 

Protection against external 

electrical fields 

Z.    Attention!    See supplemental 

readings on the instrument card 

and in the operating instructions 

AA.    Symbol  for type of current: 

direct current 

alternating (single phase) 

current 

direct  and alternating currents 

three—phase current 

three-phase current with unequal 

phase loads 

BB-     Climatic  stability: 

for dry, unheated spaces 

for field and marine con- 

ditions 

for a tropical climate 

(symbol placed after 

instrument type) 

Hav*e***Q*i}e 

• setamaiMK 

B   ttt/frntflif 

P      MMBtT fllUW-Hf 

0 

«m 

TpsupajxtHt mt 

3,     . **W*"r' 

"MtttrtpwiiwnwiiW 

j£ 

(W<VM>i^i A 
Figure 1^.3-. Conventional symbols on the scales of 

instruments from preceding COSTS. 

A. Item 

B. con sym 

C. Normal scale position: 

F. Accuracy class 

G, Three-phase current in the 

case of uneven load 

vertical 

horizontal 

D. Test voltage 

E, Category of protection 

against external magnetic 

fields (example U) 

H. Classification group ac- 

cording *.o operational can- 

ditions (example B) 
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14.4. Measurement of electrical parameters 

Table 14.6 lists data ou the principal methods used to measure the 

various electrical parameters. 

l4.% Oscillooraphy 

Loop (up to 10,<XX> hertz) and electron oscillographs Cup to tens 

and hundreds of megahertz) are used to observe and investigate the shapes 

of couples oscillations« 

Electron oscillographs are used to observe the shapes of, and to 

measure, the amplitudes and durations of periodic and pulse voltages and 

currents, the amplitude modulation factor, the oscillation frequency and 

the phase shift, and to investigate various characteristics* 

The modern electron oscillograph is a complicated instrument and a 

set of basic rules must be observed when it is used: 

the type and frequency (duration) of the sweep must be selected in 

accordance with the process being investigated; 

amplifier must not be overloaded; it is always best to work with 

the maximum division factor at the input; 

the magnitude of the oscilloaram should be set by adjusting the 

gain to 2/3 to 3/4 the size of the screen; 

IP**"'—" synchronized amplitude should be used; 

should always work with mini» brilliance and good focus, since 

tiiis will not only preserve the tube, but will also improve measurement 

accuracy. 

The only way to investigate puls« voltages with high pulse ratios is by 

using & driven sweep. 

Radio frequency pulses with a pulse rate in excess of the upper limit 

of the oscillograph pass band can only be observed after preliminary 

detection* The envelope of the radio frequency pulse is'observed. 

Voltage is measured by making a comparison with a known, calibrated, 

sinusoidal voltage forming the same size vertical oscillogram as the 

voltage under investigation. 

Current is measured indirectly by the voltage drop across a known 

resistance. 

Width is measured by counting the number of calibrated markers witlt 

known width formed by the sweep during the supply of a sinusicdal voltage 

from the width calibrator to the control grid (or cathode) of the tube* 

The measurement error in the case of the oscillograph is an average 

±5 to 10*. 
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lfc.6. Measuring generators 

Special sources of supply, called measuring generators, are widely 

used as auxiliary devices for asking electrical and radio frequency sea- 

A brief listing of data for the main groups of measuring generators 

is contained in Table 14.7. 

14.7. Basic measurements in electronic equipment 

Measuring instrumente are used during toe operation and troop 

repair of electronic•equipment for: 

monitoring the Match between the main parameters of the equipment 

as a whole, and of the individual units, with their rated vaXues; 

tuning the equipment; 

detecting faulty operation. 

The results of the measurements are compared with conditions and 

parameters set forth in the service manuals, or in the operating in- 

structions, and particularly with the so-called voltage and resistance 

charts which show the rated values of these parameters for different 

points in the circuit. It should be borne in mind that the voltage 

charts are made up for taking measurements with an instrument with a 

definite internal resistance (usually one of the types of ampere-volt- 

meters) , so when the measurements are taken with other instruments the 

readings can differ considerably froa those indicated on the chart. 

One of the basic requirements imposed on electrical and radio fre- 

quency measuring devices is that there must be no interference with the 

circuit under investigation when the devices are inserted in the circuit» 

This requirement can be satisfied when the input, or output, impedance of 

the instrument, Z. , is equal to the resistance of the circuit when dis- 

connected at the tin» of measurement, 2.. 
dxs 

Zi» * Zdis' Cl4-15) 

When voltmeters and oscillographs are inserted in a circuit from which 

nothing has been disconnected (Z.. • •) this requirement reduces to a 

need to increase the instrument input impedance. This impedance should 

be minimal for ammeters (Z . • o). 

Üben other measuring devices are used the requirement that Z.  * Z 

is. satisfied if special transient matching devices are used. 

Transient matching devices in the low and high frequency ranges are 

made in the form of a combination of lumped pure resistance and capacitance, 

computed accordingly. Examples of transient matching devices for this range 

in Figure 14.4 
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When the transient matching devices contain R, or C , the voltage 

aero»» the transient device output will differ fron the voltage across ita 

input, and thia has to be taken into consideration in SUIT moasurements» 

When the measuring device (auch as a measuring generator, for example) 

»fust  be uaed under a definite load thia too «ust be taken into considera- 

tion when computing the transient Matching device. 

Two types of transient matching devices are used in the superhigh 

frequency - 

through matching devices (linear sende« directional coupler, measuring 

antenna); 

direct matching devices (waveguides, coaxial, and combination tran- 

sitions) . 

The following instrument measurements, general in nature, are made 

during operation and troop repair of electronic equipment: 

a check to see that fuses are in good condition; 

measurement of supply voltages; 

a check to see that circuits and contracts are in good condition; 

measurement of the resistances between individual points in the 

circuit; 

a check of the manner in which vacuum tube and mi i conductor meters 

are functioning; 

investigation of the oecillograms at the monitoring jacks and at 

other point« in the circuit; 

verification of the serviceability of vacuum tube and seoicooductoi 

measurement of the parameters of reaiatora, condensers, and other com- 

ponents* 

There are individual devices in electronic equipments that require 

the making of a ncmber of specific mojaurementa. 

Basic information on these measurements is listed in Table 14.8. 
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Table 1'*.8 

Measurements in Electronic Equipment 

Name of 
Device 

Parameter Measured Measured Method Equipment Used 

trans- 
mitting 

electrical condition* 
of pulsed magnetrons 

direct measurement 
of voltage and 
average magnetron 
current 

built-in, or 
assigned instru- 
ments for making 
direct measure- 
ments 

magnetic induction 
in magnet gaps 

direct measurement 
of magnetic in- 
duction 

magnetic induc- 
tion instruments 

frequency of gener- 
ated oscillations 

resonance method absorption fre- 
quency meters 
(wavemeter) 

frequency stability frequency measure- 
ment 

absorption fre- 
quency meters 

investigation of 
the shape of the 
radio frequency 
pulse 

osc illographs 

analysis of energy 
spectrum 

spectrum 
analyzers 

generated power indirect vacuum tube volt- 
meters, Nadenko 
voltmeters 

directional 
couplers 

voltmeters with 
solid rectifiers, 
bolometer bridges 

absorbing vails direct current 
bridges 

pulse shape oscillographic 
investigation 

cathode ray 
oscillographs 

antenna- 
feeder 

energy spectrum 

channel match 

sequential analysis reference res- 
with a narrow band onators, oscil - 
device lographic spec- 

trum analyzers 

directional 
couplers with 
thermistor bridges 
measuring lines 

of the 
standing—ware 
ratio 

electrical con- 
ditions of resonant 
dischargers: 
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Table 14.8 (continued) 

Measurements in Electronic Equipment 

Name of 
Device 

Parameter Measured Measured Method Equipment Used 

- current in the 
ignition circuit 

direct measurement microammeters 
in the moving 
coil system 

- leakage power direct thermistor 
bridges 

- losses under re- 
ception conditions 

subst itut ion 
method 

indicators with 
solid rectifieri 
and calibrated 
attenuators 

antenna pattern measurement of 
incoming signal 
level while ro- 
tating the an- 
trana under in- 
vestigation 

signal gener- 
ators and in- 
dicators with 
solid rectifiers 

receiving traveling-wave tube 
electrical conditions 

direct measurement  built-in or 
of filament voltage, assigned direct 
voltages across    reading in- 
tube elements in-   struments 
eluding their sta- 
bility and pulsa- 
tions , collector 
and second anode 
currents 

basic parameters 
of crystal mixers 

reflex klystron 
electrical con- 
ditions 

direct measurement 
of forward and 
back resistances, 
measurement of 
sensitivity at the 
operating frequency 

crystal detector 
testers, ampere- 
voltmeters, signal 
generators, and 
micro-ammeters in 
the moving coil 
system 

direct measurement  direct reading 
of filament voltage, instruments 
voltages across 
resonator and re- 
flector including 
their stability 
and pulsations, 
cathode current 

direct measurement 
of power and fre- 
quency in accord- 
ance with voltage 
across the re- 
flector 

thermistor 
bridges e:< 

quency meters 
(absorption fre- 
quency meters) 
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Table 14.6 (continued) 

Measurement in Electronic Equipment 

Name of   Parameter Measured    Measured Method      Equipment Used 
Jevice 

input circuit fre-    direct measurement   signal generators 
queacy character-     of the voltage a-    and vacuum tube 
istics (meter and    crew the output    voltmeter* 
decimeter bands)       in the case of 

constant voltage 
across the input 
and a changing 
frequency 

amplitude character-   direct measurement    signal generators 
istic, pass band,     of the voltage a-    and vacuum tube 
and gain of the in-   cross the output in  voltmeters 
teroediate-frequency  the case of a 
amplifier change in the vol- 

tage across the in- 
put or of the 
frequency 

gain, amplitude       direct measurement   video frequency 
and frequencychar-    of the voltage a-    generators and 
acteristics of video  crows the output in  vacuum tube volt— 
amplifiers. Quality   the case of a        meters or oscil- 
of reproduction of    change in the vol-    lographs, pulse 
short and long        tage across the in-   generators and 
square pulses put or of the frequen-oscillographs 

cy, osciilographic 
invest igation 

receiver sen-        comparison method    signal gener- 
•itivity ators and micro- 

ammeters in the 
moving coil sys- 
tem or oscil- 
lographs 

receiver noise 
figure comparison method    noise generators 

and 'xicroammetere 
in the moving 
coil system 

indicating pulse width and       osciilographic       cathode ray 
amplitude of the      investigation        oscillographs 
sawtooth voltage 
in the sweep units 

scanning linearity    osciilographic       range calibrators 
investigation       or own marking 

units 

mark, frequency        comparison method    specimen quartz- 
crystal oscil- 
lators and 
oscillographs 
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Table l4»8 (continued) 

Measurement in Electronic Equipment 

Name of 
Device 

Parameter Measured Measured Method Equipment Used 

supply 

amplitude of marks 
in mark units 

length and limits 
of change in delay 
in delay units 

electrical para- 
meters of primary 
supply sources 

parameters of 
secondary supply 
sources 

ose illograph ic 
investigation 

oscillographic 
investigation 

direct measurement 
of output voltage, 
summed load cur- 
rent, and frequency 
of generated 
voltage 

cathode ray 
oscillographs 

cathode ray 
OBCillographs 

built-in direct 
reading instru- 
ments 

-circuit insulation 
resistance 

direct measurement megohmneters 
based on logo- 
meters 

- rectified vol- 
tage and load 
current 

direct ampere-volt- 
meters, electro- 
static voltmeters, 
vacuum tube direct 
current voltmeters 

- voltage and 
ripple factor 

stabilisation 
factor 

power demand 

idle current 

direct measurement 
of the variable 
component across 
the filter output 

direct measurement 
of the voltage a- 
cross the output 
in the case of a 
change in the vol- 
tage across the 
input 

indirect or direct 
measurement in the 
case of normal load 

direct measurement 
in the case of a 
disconnected load 

vacuum tube milli- 
voltmeters 

ampere-voltmeters 

voltmeters and 
ammeters of the 
moving coil type, 
wattmeters of the 
electrodynamic 
type 

ammeters of the 
moving iron type 
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14.8.  Operational monitoring of basic electronic equipment parameters 

Since tbe basic engineering parameters of electronic equipment 

undergo changes in operation, they must be monitored systematically* 

The monitoring system fulfills the following two requirement«: 

the monitoring of the basic engineering parameters with the 

required accuracy; 

in the event the parameters being monitored deviate from rated value», 

it finds the reason for the deviation. 

The methods most widely used to monitor radar are; 

individual parameter measurements; 

direct monitoring of the power gradient. 

The individual parameter measurement method ("instrumental moni oring") 

i» carried out by using a specific set of measuring devices capable of 

making the necessary measurements with specified accuracy. 

The set includes general purpose instrument« dssigned to the radar, 

or available in the monitoring and repair shops), special combination 

radar measuring instruments, as well as built-in measuring instruments* 

The radar measuring instruments include: 

& signal generator for the specified frequent.^- range; 

power measuring device; 

frequency meter; 

spectrum analyzer; 

standing wave ratio measuring device. 

The measuring devices built directly into the monitoring equipment 

can be Broken down into two groups: 

built-in radio frequency measuring devices (frequency meters, 

oscillographs, power measuring devices, and the like); 

built-in direct reading measuring devices for monitoring currents 

and voltages. 

The built-in devices can be used to monitor a single parameter, ur, 

what is more convenient, to monitor several parameters by appropriate 

switching. 

It is desirable to monitor the following when the radar is in operation: 

transmitter pulse power; 

receiver sensitivity or noise 

figure; 

the match in the antenna- 

feeder channel; 

transmitter and oscillator 

operating frequencies; 

magnetron conditions; 

while the radar is in operation 

>  immediately prior to operation 
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the pulse energy spectrum; 

the shape of the modulating and 

high-frequency pulse; 

detector currents (mixer and 

automatic frequency control system); 

heterodyne conditions; 

output, and in part the inter- 

mediate, voltages and currents in the units) 

The instruments most widely used, as well as those used for the 

greatest variety of purposes, during the detection process are the direct- 

reading instruments. Measuring instruments are usually used to check 

assumptions as to the sites of faults, as well as to make final detection» 

Ihere is a need to automate monitoring during the operational process 

because of the complexity of modern electronic equipment, a complexity 

that has converted the equipment into a set of interconnected units with 

tens of thousands of instruments and components, as well as for purposes of 

improving requirements imposed for operational reliability and battle 

readiness. 

Only an automatic monitoring «ysten», and the widespread use of built- 

in measuring equipment, can successfully solve the problem of providing 

timely and objective checks of modern seta of electronic equipment. 

Automatic monitoring systems carry out the .following functioon: 

continuous or discrete (periodic) monitoring of output parameters 

of the equipment as a unit, as well as of the parameters of the moat 

important of the functional units (accessible, and the possibility of 

making periodic measurements of the absolute values of individual parameters) ; 

establish the faulty functional removable units (in the case oT 

modular design, the removable DOdules); 

check the conditions in functional units and stages (establishment 

of the site of and reasons for the faulty operation) 3 

forecase faulty operations that by their nature can be classed 

as gradual failures* 

The method that directly monitors the power gradient involves the use 

of so—called reference resonators (cavity resonators with high Oj connected 

to.the radar's antenna-feeder channel through a transient matching device. 

As the main pulse is radiated impulsing of the resonator occurs and at- 

tenuated oscillations are seen an the indicator screen prior to merging 

into the receiver noise. The  ring time (the duration of the damping 

signal) is directly proportional to the radar's jump in power, expressed in 

decibels: 
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t .. = k p /p.  . = fcs, (i4.i6) 
ring     p  in nun 

These instruments, in addition to monitoring tb« jump in power, 

monitor (with what is comparatively low accuracy): 

transmit!:er power and frequency; 

pulling of the magnetron; 

pulse energy spectrum; 

receiver tuning and. sensitivity; 

local oscillator power and frequency; 

tuning and proper functioning of the antenna transfer switch. 

l4*9. Classification of electrical and radio frequency measuring instruments« 

Radio repair shop measuring instruments. 

Soviet industry mass produces hundreds of different types of electrical 

and radio frequency measuring instruments* 

In accordance with standard specifications contained in No.009.000, 

issued by the State Committee for Radioelectronics of the Council of 

Ministers of the USSR, radio frequency aeasurir 3 instruments for general 

use are classified by purpose into groups that are  assigned specific 

letters. The instruments within each group are broken down by specific 

features, and a number is assigned to each subgroup.  A concrete model of 

an instrument receives it's own number, indicated in the instrument des- 

ignation after the subgroup (after a hyphen); V7-4,. Te-12-1, Sl-6, etc., 

for example. 

Table 14.9 li.scts the designations by groups. 

Table l4.9 

Groups of Measuring Instruments 

Group   Group Name        Sub-    Instrument. Name 
Designat group 
tion No. 

A       instruments for    1     installation for checking ammeters 
measuring current 

2 amneters, direct current 

3 ammeters, alternating current 

4 all purpose ammeters 

V      instruments for    1     installation for checking voltmeters 
measuring voltage 

2 voltmeters, direct current 

3 voltmeters, alternating current 
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Table l4.9- (continued) 

Groups of Measuring Instruments 

Group   Group Name 
Designa- 
tion 

Sub- 
Group 
No. 

Instrument Name 

instruments far 
aeasuring power 

instruments for 
measuring para- 
meters in devices 
with lumped 
constants 

instruments for 
measuring para- 
meters in devices 
with disturbed 
constants 

4 voltmeters,   pulse 

5 voltmeters,  phase-sensitive 

6 voitneters,  selective 

7 voltmeters,   all-purpose 

1 installations for checking power meters 

2 passing power meters 

3 absorbed power meters 

4 bridges for measuring thermistor and 
bolometer power 

5 heads, thermisTor and bolometer 

1 installations for monitoring and 
checking parameter meters 

2 pure resistance measure* 

3 inductance measures 

4 capacitance measures 

5 conductivity measures 

6 pure resistance Deters 

7 inductance peters 

8 capacitance meters 

9 Q-meters 

10 impedance and conductance meters 

11 meters for measuring the electrical and 
magnetic properties of materials 

12 parameter meters, all-purpose 

1 lines, measuring 

2 standing wave ratio and reflection 
factor meters 

3 impedance and conductivity meters 
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Table 14.9. (continued) 

Groups of Measuring Instruments 

Group   Group Nj 
Designs- 

Suto- 
Group 
No. 

Instrument Name 

instruments for 
measuring fre- 
quency 

instruments for 
measuring phase 
and delay time 

instruments for 
observing and 
investigating 
signal and 
spectrum shapes 

instruments for 
observing and 
investigating 
the cuaracter- 
istics of radio 
devices 

attenuation meters 

cable line Beters and testers 

installations far checking frequency 
aeters and for reproducing specimen 
frequeueies 

frequency aeters, absorption 

frequency meters, vacuum tube-counter 

frequency meters, local oscillator 

calibrators, quartz 

installations for monitoring and 
checking instrument* used for phase 

phase meters 

phase shifters, measuring 

correlation meters 

group time delay meters 

osc illographs 

amplitude modulation factor meters 

frequency deviation meters 

spectrum analyzers 

harmonic analyzers 

nonlinear distortion factor meters 

instruments for investigating frequency 
char acteristics 

instruments for investigating transient 
characteristicn 

instruments for investigating phase 
characteristics 

instruments for investigating amplitude 
characteristics 
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Table 2A.9. (continued) 

Groups of Measuring Instruments 

Group   Group Home 
Designa- 
tion 

Sub- 
group 

NO. 

Instrument Name 

instruments, 
special, for 
pulse measure- 
aents 

amplifier». 

instruments for 
measuring field. 
intensities and 
Interference and 

measurements 

measuring 
receivers 

attenuators and 
voltage dividers 

5    noise figure meters 

1 installations for checking 
pulse instruments 

2 time interval (shifts, fronts, pulse 
vioth, etc.) meters 

3 pulse counters 

4 pulse analyzers 

5 delay lines 

1 constant voltage amplifiers 

2 alternating voltage amplifiers, selective 

3 alternating voltage amplifiers, broadband 

4 amplifiers, all-purpose 

1     installations for checking meters used 
to measure field intensity and noise and 
for checking measuring receivers 

2 field indicators 

3 field intensity meters 

4 radio frequency interference meters 

5 receivers, measuring 

6 antennas, measuring 

7 instruments for antenna measurements 

1 installations for checking attenuators 

2 resistance attenuators 

3 capacity attenuators 

4 attenuators, limit 

5 attenuators, absorbing 
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Table 14.9. (continued) 

Groups of Measuring Instruments 

Group   Group Nase 
Designa- 
tion 

Sub- 
group 
No. 

Instrument Name 

components in the 
coaxial and wave- 
guide channels 

generator*. 
Measuring 

instruments for 
measuring the 
parameters of 
tubes and semi* 
conductor in- 

6 voltage dividers 

1 transformers, matching 

2 junctions 

3 transfer switch*« 

k phase shifters 

5 couplers, directional 

6 f-s and ring bridges 

7 heads, detector and sixer 

8 components, connecting 

9 resistances, load 

10 equivalents, antenna 

1 installations for checking measuring 
generators 

2 generators, noise signal 

3 generators, signal 

A    generators, standard signals 

5 generators, pulse 

6 generators, signal, special shape 

1 meters for measuring tube parameters 
and cathode-ray curve tracers 

2 meters for measuring the parameters of 
semiconductor instruments and cathode- 
ray curve tracers 

3 meters for measuring super-high frequency 
vacuum tubes (klystrons, traveling-wave 
tubes, magnetrons, and others) 

Combination instruments are included in the group to which they are 
basic, and have the letter "K** added after the group designation, Ya?-4, 
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GK4-49, for exjdsple.  Models that hare been modernized hare & letter 

added, in alphabetical order, after the number, such as GV-10A, for 

example. 

c\<j instrument names are being replaced with ne» ones, with the 

exception of those taken out of production prior to the introduction of 

standard 019*000. Ihe replacement nanes for some of the instruments 

found in use are listed in Table l4.lO. 

New and 

Table 14.10 

Old Names of Instruments 

Name of Instrument 
Convent zonal Designations for Instrument Types 

New Old 

V, instruments for 
measuring voltages 

millivoltmeter, pulse V4-1A 

voltmeter, pulse V4-2 

all-purpose electrical 
measuring instrument 

VK7-1 

voltmeter, all-purpose 
tube 

V7-2 

voltmeter, tube VK7-3 

voltmeter, all-purpose, 
tube 

VR7-4 

voltmeter, number VK7-5 

M.  Instruments for 
measuring power 

meter, low power M3-1 

meter, low power M3-2 

meter, power M3-d 

meter, high power M3-6 

meter, high power M3-7 

Ye* Instruments for 
measuring the parameters 
of devices with lumped 

MYX-1M 

VLI-3 

TT-3 

VLU-2 

A4-H2 

V0L0-1 

VOTs-1 

IMM-6 

VIM-1 

Dt-5 

IBM-4 
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Table 14.10 (continued) 

New and Old Names of Instruments 

Name of Instrument 
Conventional Designations for Instrument Types 

New- Old 

megahzmeter,   tube Ye6-2 

megohmmeter,   tube YeG-3 

meter,  Quality Ye9-1 

meter,   quality Ye9-2 

meter,   magnetic  induction Yell-1 

meter, magnetic induction Ycll-3 

meter,   inductance and Yel2-1 
capacitance, high frequency 

bridge,  all purpose Yel2-2 

R.     Instruments for 
measuring     the para- 
meters of devices with 
distributed constants 

line,  measuring,  spiral Rl-1 

line,  measuring,   coaxial Rl—2 

1 ine,   measuring ,   coaxial Rl —3 

line, measuring,  waveguide Rl-4 

Ch.    Instruments for 
measuring frequency 

frequency  meter, absorption Ch2-2 

frequency meter, average ch2-3 
accuracy 

frequency meter, average Ch2-4 
accuracy 

frequency meter. low Ch2-5 
accuracy 

frequency meter. average CH2-6 
accuracy 

frequency meter. average Ch2-9 
accuracy 

frequency meter, average Ch2-9A 

MOM-3 

MOM-A 

KV-1 

UK-1 

IMI-1 

IKL-3 

IIYeV-1 

UH-3 

ISI^l 

IKL-112 

XSL-111 

IVLtt-140 

UVR-1 

VST-1 

VST-2 

VHT-1 

VST-DM 

VST-IO 

V5T-10P 
accuracy 
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Table 14.10   (continued) 

New and Old Names of  Instruments 

Name of Instrument 
Conventional Designations for  Instrument Types 

New Old 

frequency meter 

frequency meter 

frequency meter,  heterodyne 

frequency meter,   precision 

frequency meter,   precision 

calibrator,  frequency, 
crystal 

S.    Instruments for 
observing and investigating 
tue shapes of signal3 and 
spectra 

oscillograph,   electron 

oscillograph,  electron 

oscillograph,  electron 

oscillograph,  electron 
low frequency 

oscillograph electron 

oscillograph,  electron 
miniature 

spectrum analyzer 

spectrum analyzer 

distortion factor meter 

Kh.     Instruments for 
observing and  investigating 
the frequency character- 
istics of radio installa- 
tions 

oscillating frequency 
generator  (sweep generator) 

noise-figure meter 

noise-figure meter 

Ch3-1 

CH3-1A 

Ch4-l 

CbA-3 

Ch4-4 

Ch5-1 

51-1 

51-2 

Sl-3 

Sl-4 

S1-5A 

51-6 

SV-1 

S4-S 

S6-1 

Khl-1 

Kh5-1 

Kh5-2 

ICh-6 

ICh-7 

.'G526-U 

WT-D 

GVShD" 

KK-6 

EO-7 

25-1 

10-4 

ENO-1 

&I-1 

EMO-2 

IV-46 

lv-06 

INI-1S 

1021 

iÄSh-1 

IKSh-2 
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Table 14»10 (continued) 

New and Old N&ses of Instruments 

Nave of Instrument 
Conventional Designations for Instrument Types 

New Old 

I.     Instruments,  special! 
for pulse measurements 

range calibrator I2-1A 

U.    Amplifiers, measuring 

amplifier, measuring U2-1A 

P.     Instruments for 
measuring field intensities 
and radio noise 

meter,  field intensity P3-1 

meter,   radio noise P4-4A 

meter,  radio noise P4-5A 

D.    Attenuators and 
voltage dividers 

voltage divider D6-1 

voltage divider Dfr-2 

voltage divider D6-3 

voltage divider D6-4 

voltage divider D6-5 

G• Generator», measuring 

generator. audio : frequency GZ-2 

generator, 
supersonic 

audio and 
frequencies 

G2-3 

generator, 
supersonic 

audio and 
frequencies 

GZ-4A 

genera'cor » 
frequency 

signal , video GZ-7 

generator*, signal G2-8 

generator, signal GZ^-9 

generator. signal ca-12 

generator, audio : frequency SZ-18 

27IM 

28IM 

DJP-5 

IF12-2M 

IP-2ÖM 

DNYe-3 

DNTe-9 

DNTe-6 

DNTe-7 

DNTe-8 

ZG-10 

2S-11 

2G-2M 

100-1 

GMV 

GS-6 

GS-2? 

ZG-14 
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Table 14*10  (continued) 

New and Old Names of Instruments 

Convertional Designations for  Instrument. Types 
Name of  Instrument ,,. 01A 

generator.,  audio and GZ-33 ZG-16 
supersonic 

generator,   standard signal &t-lA 6SS-6A 

combination teeter (radar GK4-3 RX-10 
tester) 

combination tester  (radar GK4-3A KT-10A 
tester) 

generator,   signal,   com- GK4-4 GSK-2 
bination 

generator,   standard signal C*—5 GSS-12 

generator,   standard signal G/»-<i GSS-17 

generator,  standard signal G4-7 GSS-7 

generator,   standard signal Gfc-8 G5S-15& 

generator,   standard signal G4-9 GSS-S7 

generator,  pulse G^-l £6-1 

generator,   pulse,  miniature G5-O MGI-1 

generator.,   pulse,  miniature G5-15 MGI-3 

L.    Instruments for 
measuring tube and semi- 
conduetcr meter parameters 

tester, radio tube, small Ll-1 IL-13 

tester, radio tube Ll-2 IL-14 

tester,  radio tube,   all- 11-3 MTLU-1 
purpose,  small 

tester,   flat crystal  triode L2-1 TPT-1 
parameters 

Radio shops,  equipped with & -wide variety of measuring instruments, 

are widely used in connecrtxen with, the operation «nd repair of electronic 

equipment.    Basic data on some of the instruments are listed in Table 14.11 

(the old factory designations for the instrument» ere given in parenthesis), 
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Table 14.11 

Basic Data On Selected Measuring Instruments 

Type of Name of Instrument      Basic Engineering Characteristics 
Instrument 

PHT-70 

AV0-5M 

switchboard 
thenaoelectrie 
system 

ammet er—voltmeter 
("avometr") 

Xs-57 ammeter-voltmeter 
("avooetr'1) 

V3-10A 
(IVP-3A) 

V4-2 
(VLI-3) 

VK7-9 

meter,   receiver 
output  (volt- 
meter with solid 
rectifiers) 

voltmeter, pulse, 
vacuum tube, vith 
1:10 divider and 
additional  cap- 
acitive dividers 
D6-1   (DNYe-3)   and 
D6-2  (DNYe-9) 

all—purpose vacuum 
-tube voltmeter 

KL103 

M1101 

meter, resistance, 
ground 

measurement liinits 1 to J amps, accuracy 
class 2.5, operating frequency 50 Hz to 
7.5 MHz 

measurement limits up to 6000 volts, AC and 
DC, 60 microanps to 12 amps DC, 3 milliampa 
to 12 amps AC, resistance 3 ohms to 3 megohms, 
measurement error on DC ± 3%, on AC ± 4%, 
when measuring resistance ±2.596 the length 
of the operating part of the scale, input 
resistance on DC 2O0O0 ohms per volt, on 
AC 2000 ohms per volt 

measurement limits up to 600 volts, AC and 
DC, up to 1«5 amps AC and DC, resistances 
up to 3 megohms, capacitance up to 0-3 micro- 
farads, level of transmission,' attenuation, 
and gain from -10 to +12 db, measurement 
error on DC ± 1.5%, on AC ± 2.5%, "dien 
measuring resistance ± 1.5% the length of 
the scale, capacitance, level of trans- 
mission, attenuation, and gain ± 2.5% length 
of scale; input resistance on DC 20000 ohms 
per volt, on AC 2000 ohms per volt 

limits of measurement from 50 millivolts 
to 300 volts, basic error in measurement 
in the frequency range from 50 Hz to lO 
kHz not in excess of ± 4%, in the frequency 
range from lO to 20 kHz not in excess of 
± 8%, operating frequency 50 Hz to 20 ^z 

limits of measurement up to 150 volts, with 
a 1:10 divider up to 500 volts, with a 
D6-1 up to 5000 volts, with a D6-2 up 50000 
volts, basic error ±(3 to 4)56, divider error 
up to ± 10%, pure input resistance 0*5 
megohm up to 4 MHz, and 0.2 megohm up to 
10 MHz, input, capacitance 12 picofarad 

limits of measurement of DC 30 millivolts 
to 500 volts (up to 20 kilovolts with a 
DN-1 divider), of AC 100 millivolts to 1000 
volts, resistance 2 ohms to 1000 megohms, 
measurement error of DC ± 2.5%, AC ± (4 to 
€)%, operating frequency 20 Hs to 700 MHz, 
input resistance on DC 15 megohms, on AC 3 
megohms 

limits of measurement 0.1 to 50 ohms, basic 
error within the 0.1 to 10 ohms range ± 5% +O-I ohm 
in the 0.5 to 50 ohm range ±10% + 0.5 ohm 

megohmmeter, logome- limits of measurement IOO, 500, 1000 megohms 
ter base with hand   (for different modifications), operating voltages 
Generator ICO. 5O0- 1000 volts, resnectivelv. basic 
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Table 14.11   (continued) 

Basic Data On Selected -Heasurino Instruments 

Type of Name of Instrument       Basic Engineering Characteristics 
Instrument 

error t±% o£ length of scale 

Ch2-6 frequency meter, range of measured frequencies 330 to 675 
(VST-DM) average  accuracy MHz   (85.7 to 44.4 cm) ,   basic  error ± 0.05%, 

sensitivity no worse than 0.2 milliwatt 

Sl-20 oscillograph with 
all-purpose sweep 

sweep 0.025 microsecond/cm to 10 micro- 
seconds/cm,   pass band IO Hz to 20 Mhz and 
15 Hz to 2 MHz,  sensitivity IOO and 10 
millivolt per cm,   input  resistance 0.5 
megohm, input capacitance 40 picofarads, 
error in amplitude and width measurements 
± 5% 

Khl-l 
(1021) 

frequency sweep 
generator 

frequency range 10  to  100 MHz,  frequency 
deviation 0 to 15 MHz, frequency modulation 
222C Hz, output signal level 10 microvolts 
to O.I volt 

GZ-33 audio and super- frequency range 20 Hz to 0.2 MHz,  output 
(ZG-l6) sonic frequency 0*5 to  5 watts,   error in frequency for 

generator installation (o.02£ + i) Hz,  output ±2.5% 
Cluvel),   ± (0.5 to. 1)  db   (attenuator) 

G4-42 generator,   standard    frequency range 0*012 to 10 MHz,  amplitude 
signal modulation possible,  output O.I microvolt 

to O.I  volt,   75 ohms.,   error in frequency 
for installation ±1%, output ±4% (level), 
±11* (attenuator) 

64-44 generator,   standard    frequency range 10 to 400 MHz,  amplitude 
signal and pulse modulation possible,  output 0.1 

jnicrovolt to 0.1 volt,   75 ohms,   error  in 
frequency for installation ± 1%,  output 
±10* (level),  ±(0.7 to 1-5) db (attenuator) 

G4—31 generator,   standard    frequency  range 0.15 to 1   gigahertz,   am- 
(GSS-I5A) signal plitude and pulse modulation possible, 

output 10~® to IOO microwatts,  1 watt, 75 
ohms,   error in frequency for installation 
±1%,  output ±1 db  (level),  ±1.3 db 
(attenuator) 

G5-15 
(MGI-2) 

small pulss 
generator 

duration of generated pulses of both po- 
larities O.I to 10 microseconds, repetition 
frequency 4o Hz to 10 kHz, output 10 to 100 
volts,  installation error 10* ± 0,03 
second 
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Table 14.11 (continued) 

Basic Data On Selected Measuring Instruments 

Type of    Name of Instrument  Basic Engineering Characteristics 
Instrument 

Ll-3     small tube tester,  measurement of following tube parameters: 
CMILU-1)    all purpose 

diodes - emission current, or anode current: 

triodes and combination tubes - anode 
current, second grid current, reverse current 
of first grid, steepness of the character- 
istic curve for the anode current, internal, 
resistance; 

statailitrons - ignition potential, stabil- 
ization, voltage, change in stabilization 
voltage vith change in current; 

kenotrons - rectified current 

L2—1      tester, flat        measurement of the following parameters: 
(IPT-1)    crystal triode 

parameters current gain in event of a short circuit 
in the collector circuit a • 0*9 to 1, 
measurement error ±5^5 

reverse conductivity idle in emitter cir- 
cuit h__ • (0«4 to 4)10*6 ohm, measurement 

error ±10%; 

initial collector current when no emitter 
current is flowing I  = 0 to 50 microamps, 

measurement error 12.5% 

UP0-1M     all—purpose        electrical strength can be tested at the 
test installation   operating voltage (AC and DC) up to 10 

fcilovolts, power transformer rating 1 kva. 

The chief possibilities for making measurements and testa of equipment 
with these instruments, in the shop, as well as in the field, are listed in 
Table 14.12. 

Table 14.12 

Principal Parameters and Measurement Limits for Miscellaneous Instruments 

Parameters and Measurement Limits Measuring Instruments 

Direct current: 
75 microamps to 1-5 amps Ts—57 
6o microamps to 12 amps AVO-5M 
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Table 14.12 (continued) 

Principal  Parameters  and Measurement  Limits for Miscellaneous Instruments 

Parameters and Measurement Limits Measuring Instruments 

Alternating current: 
0-5 milliamp to 1.5 amps 
3 milliamps to 12 

DC and  AC voltages: 
75 millivolts to &X> volts 
O.l volt to 6 kilovolts 
30 millivolts to 30 kilovolts 

Voltage,  nigh frequency, up to 700 MHz-lOO 
millivolts to 1000 volts 

Pulse'voltages, 0 to 50 kilovolts 

DC resistance: 
3 ohms to 3 megohms 
up to 1,000 megohms 

Electrical  strength of  insulation up to 10 
kilovolts 

Correct functioning of electrical  circuits 

Frequency measurement  350 to  675 MHz 

Pulse measurements 

Correct functioning of pulse circuits 

Correct functioning of audio frequency channels 

Response and correct functioning of high frequency' 
amplifiers 

Visual tuning of broad hand XF amplifiers 

Measurement of modulation depth 

Check of receiver amplifier and low powered 
oscillator 

Check of crystal triodes 

Ts-57 
AV0-5M 

Ts-57 
AVO-5K 
VK7-9 

VK7-9 

V4-2 

AV0-5M, Ts-57 
MU01,   VK7-9 

UPU-1H 

M1101, AV0-5K, Ts-57 

Ch2-6 

si-ao 

G5-15, Sl-20 

G3-33, Sl-20 

G4-42, G4-44,  GV-31 

Khl-l 

G4-42, Sl-20 

Ll-3 

L2-1 

14.10. Maintenance of Measuring Instruments and Checking Measurement Accur&cy 

State supervision of the condition of, and checking on, measures and 

measuring instruments« is exercised by the State Committee on Standards, 

Measures, and Measuring Instruments. The corresponding supervision in the 

armed forces of the USSR is exercised by the Inspection, for the Supervision 
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of Measures and Measuring Instruments of the Ministry of Defense of the 

USSR. 

Military units can use only those measuring instruments, that are in 

good wonting order, read correctly, and ere authorized for use in the armed 

forces of the USSR. 

All measures and measuring instruments are broken down into standard 

and working types. 

Standard instruments are instruments that are specially selected, 

tested, and supplied with correction charts. These are of the highest preci- 

sion, and used only to cheek working instruments. 

Working instruments are those used to make direct measurements. 

All measuring instruments are subject to a mandatory {working instru- 

ment) or state (standard instrument) check at predetermined times set for 

each type of instrument {usually once every year or two years)« The check 

is made by organizations designated by the Ministry of Defense of the USSR, 

or by the State Committee n Standards, Measures, and Measuring Instruments* 

Military unit personnel and equipment can be used to deliver the in- 

struments for check and to ship them back. A seal Is *ffix:sd to checked 

instruments, and units must not tamper with it. 

Faulty and inaccurate instruments, those -tot checked at the timed 

specified, as well as instruments about which there are doubts as to cor- 

rectness of readings, are to be withdrawn from use and repaired, adjusted, 

and checked for correct readings. 

Measuring instruments require particularly careful handling.  Instru- 

ments must be protected against jolts and shocks, and dust, moisture, and 

dirt must be kept out. 

Instruments should be used in the temperature range from +10* to +30°C, 

and in humidity of from 60 to 7556 (exceptions are special purpose instruments). 

It is permissible to expose an instrument to temperatures from -40* to 

+40*C, and to humidity as high as 95%, for brief periods of time, but in such 

cases the instrument should have been subject to normal conditions for at 

least 7k hours prior to use. 

Military units may decide to make minor repairs, those that do not re- 

quire breaking the seal. 

Measuring instruments should be stored in dry, heated spaces in cabinets, 

or storage boxes* Acids, lubricants, and storage batteries will not be 

stored in these spaces.  Such storage is in fact prohibited« 

Measuring instruments are transported in their storage boxes which, in 

turn, are stored in packing boxes. 
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Chapter XV 

Cybernetics and Digital Computers 

13-1* The Subject of Cybernetics 

Cybernetics is the science of control processes*!  It studies th* general 

laws involved in the translation o£  information into complex controlling 

systems (ttacnincs» living organisms, society). 

Questions ccncemed with control are the subject of investigation oy a 

number of sciences, including, for example, the theory of electronic computers, 

communication theory, the theory of automatic regulation, and others.  As dis- 

tinguished from the sciences indicated, cybernetics studies control processes 

in general, rather than in concrete systems, and as it applies to any control 

process, regardless of the physical nature of that process. Whereas the above 

mentioned sciences study what is primarily the internal structure of a partic- 

ular controlling system, cybernetics is  primarily interested in the general 

laws governing the functioning of complex control systems. 

The approach to th'^ study of the processes involved in the translation 

of information into controlling systems that is characteristic of cybernetics 

is sometimes called the "black box'* method in the literature, and the essence 

of this method ia as folios. 

The control system is represented in the form of some device (the "black 

box") with inputs through which the external medium can act on the system, 

and outputs for the reverse acticn of the system on the external medium (fig. 

15-1). 

From the point of view of cybernetics, the system studied can be fully 

described by laws establishing the dependence of the output information on the 

input information» 

If two control systems have identical laws for the translation of in- 

formation they ore considered as equivalent, so far as cybernetics is concern- 

ed, even though they can. generally speaking, be significantly different in 

their physical nature. 

Thus, cybernetics studies control processes from the informational point 

of view- 
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Figure 15«1* Conventional depiction of  a control system. A - input 
information;  B - inputs;  C — system;  D - output information. 

Figure 1*5.2. Conventional depiction of a complex control syst« 
A - input information; B - feedback; C - complex system; • D - 
output information;  systems numbered 1, 2 , 3* 

Systems used to process information can be interconnected to form a new, 

complex, controls/stem. 

Figure 15-2 shows a complex control system consisting of three Systems, 

1, 2, and 3* The individual systems within the framework of a complex control 

system are called its elements. 

Information translation  systems can be connected up in three different 

ways:  in series, in parallel, and with feedback. In Figure 15*2 the systems 

(elements) numbered 2  and" 3 are connected in series, 1 and 2 ^re connected in 

parallel, and 1 and 3 are connected with feedback. 

Feedback is of particular significance in cybernetics, because most control 

processes are processes with feedback in them.  In the broad sense of the word, 

feedback can be considered as taking place when two systems interact.  Let us 

take the exa-apls of the operating principles of .the automatic pilot (control 

system) installed in an aircraft (controlled*system). fchen the aircraft dev- 

iates from its assigned course a signal, characterizing the magnitude of such 

deviation (the error signal), is fed into the automatic pilot input.  The auto- 

matic pilot produces output signals that are fed into the aircraft .rudder control 

system, causing the aircraft to change course in a direction such that the error 

signal is reduced. 

Feedback plays a big part in living organisms as well because many physio- 
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logical process** cm bo considered to be processes taking place in a.  feedback 

system.  The processes involved in the formation of conditioned reflexes and 

training, for example, are based on obtained feedback signals confirming the 

correctness of the action taken. 

Becaub* cybernetics studies control processes in systems in the abstract, 

as opposed to their physical essence, one must introduce some procedure for 

describing the laws that are involved in the information translation process 

that does not depend on the structures of the systems under investigation. The 

theory of algorithms deals with the study of formal methods of information trans- 

formation. 

The concept of the algorithm is the central concept in this thevry« With- 

out pretending to strictness, algorithms can define the totality of formal rules 

in accordance with which, information translation is carried out. 

From the point of view of cybernetic», the information translation algorithm 

realized by some control system (or its elements) completely characterizes the 

ays tan (its elements). 

Let us made a summation. What follows from the definition of cybernetics 

as a science is that the object of its investigation is complex control systems. 

At the same time, cybernetics digresses from the physical essence of the system 

under study and presents it in one of the following two forms: 

in the form of an abstract drvice for -translating information ("black. 

box*1), the functioning of which can be described by some algorithm; 

in the form of some combination of simple systems for translating in- 

formation (of elements), tue functioning of which can be.described by definite 

algorithms. 

This formolization of the object of investigation on the part of cybernetics 

can prove to be extreeely fruitful.  It does not enable us to study each concrete 

control system individually, but to investigate the common properties of a great 

many systems* This is precisely vhy cybernetics is defined as the science of 

general laws for translating information ic control systems. 

Data on the control system can be incomplete in the general case- For 

example, the structure of the system can be known, that is, the algorithms 

for the functioning of its elements, and ways in which they combine with oacn 

other, but the algorithm for the functioning of the systex as a whole is not 

known*  In other cases the algorithm for the functioning of a complex system 

can be known, but the algorithms for the functioning of its elements, or the 
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ways in which they combine with each other, are not known. 

And as a result, one of the central tasks of cybernetics is to investigate 

control systeos in order to determine the unknown characteristics of those sys- 

15.2.  Basic Tasks of Cybernetics. 

The cybernetic approach to the study of control systems can be broken down 

into three main tasks: 

system analysis; 

system synthesis; 

system modeling. 

Analysis of Control Systems 

The analysis task is one that arises in the study of already existing 

systems for information translation.  The purpose of the analysis is to un- 

cover unknown characteristics of control systems.  If a system with a known 

structure is given (a set of elements, and the ways in which they combine with 

each other« is  given)» the analysis task involves a determination of the in- 

formation translation algorithm for that system. 

Analysis tasks can also include the separation of the component parts of 

a system within the limits of that system, the exposure of certain unknown 

links between them, and others. Different analysis tasks are widely known in 

many fields of science and engineering. 

The special feature of analysis in cybernetics is that the analysis process 

deviates fron the-physical nature of the elements in the system, and investigates 

the general laws covering information translation in the system as A whole, and 

in its component parts. 

Synthesis of Control Systems 

In some respects the task of synthesis of control systems is the reverse 

of the analysis task in its relationships. 

The synthesis task can be formulated as follows.  A certain set of elements 

{of simple systems for information translation) is known, and must be used to 

construct a control system that will provide the specified information translat- 

ion algorithm. 

The synthesis task usually has several solutions, giving rise to the 

problem of selecting the optimal solution. 
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Criteria ordinarily used to establish the quality of control systems are 

system simplicity, reaction time, reliability, and accuracy« Ii*e important 

task of equivalent conversions of control systems arises in connection with the: 

problem of optimization. 

Control systems are said to be equivalent when they have the same lavs 

for information translation*  Questions concerned with synthesis are of great 

practical value for the designing of various types of control systems. 

Modeling of Control Systems 

Vhen the control system is extremely complex, or little access can be 

had to it so analysis and synthesis methods can be used for investigative 

purposes, the replacement of the rystem by some model can often be desirable* 

A model is a comparatively simple system that functions in a manner similar 

to the functioning of the original, and the process of designing the model is 

called modeling- 

Cybernetic modeling is most often done by programming a universal digital 

computer»  Various random factors (noise, interference, equipment failures, 

and others) can effect the operation of control systems. In auch cases, the 

statistical tests method, also known a3 the Monte Carlo method, can be used for 

modeling.  Handom number transmitters are used to produce the random magnitudes 

in models, or  they are formed by using a special program for the electronic 

computer on which the modeling is done. 

The modeling of various biological .processes, including certain functions 

of the nervous system and the brain, are of great interest to cybernetics. 

Modeling, as a method for investigating control systems, is widely used in 

various branches of economics, science, engineering, and in military affairs. 

15-3. The Mathematical Apparatus of Cybernetics. 

The mathematical apparatus of cybernetics, which includes a number of 

branches of mathematics, has been created to investigate the general lavs in 

accordance with which information is translated. 

Information' Theory 

Any control system that is the abject of investigation by cybernetics has 

inputs and outputs by means of which it is related to the environment. 

This relationship is brought about by signals. A signal is any action 

that can be fed into the system inputs or observed at the system outputs. For 
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the input signals to a television set are tue radio waves, and the outputs are 

Che pi.cx.ure and the sound.  The input and output signals associated with dif- 

ferent systems CPJI be mechanical forces, electrical voltages» or currents, and 

the like. However, in the cybernetic approach to the investigation of control 

systems the physical nature of the input and outout signals is rejected, and 

the one characteristic of the signals, called the amount of information. Is used. 

The amount of information is a measure of signal variety. 

The aaount of information is primarily dependent on the number of different 

signals the sources of information can form. 

Cybernetics has adopted the coding of each signal vith & predetermined sym- 

bol, such as a letter, number, or some sequence of letters, or numbers.  If 

each symbol car. appear with the same probability, the number of different symbols, 

N, uniquely determines the amount of iiformation from t he signal source.  And in 

this case, the amount of information, I, is equal to th>? logarithm of the number 

of possible symbols 

I - log N. 

The base of the logarithm is what establishes the unit by which the amount 

of information is measured. Information is most often measured in binary units, 

so in the case cited, the base of the logarithm, a, is equal to two. By way of 

an example, the high and low levels Of voltages are coded with the symbols 1 and 

0, respectively, in electronic digital computers. An information source produc- 

ing one of two possible symbols with equal probability of doing so can be char- 

acterized by an amount of information equal to one binary unit. 

If a source forms eight equally probable symbols, the amount of information 

equals three binary units 

log28 = 3. 

If the probability of the appearance of different symbols is not the same, 

and as an example let us take the probability (frequency) of the appearance of ' 

different letters in words, the amount of information can be established with 

the distribution of .the magnitude ot  the probability with respect to the symbol 

taken into consideration. 

Thus, using the apparatus comprising the theory of information, cybernetics 

abstracts from the physical sense of signals and considers only the information 

those signals contain. 

The information is presented by a set of symbols called an alphabet. Host 

widely used in cybernetics is a two-letter alphabet containing the symbols 0 and 

1. 

Any sequence of symbols is called a ward in the particular alphabet» 

In cybernetics, questions concerned with the transmission and translation 

of information reduce to questions concerned with the transmission and trans- 

lation of words in some alphabet. 
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Theory of Algorithms 

Ve have defined the concept of the algorithm as a system of rules in accord- 

ance with which information is translated.  Known in mathematics, for «Kample,' 

are algorithms for doing arithmetical tasks with numbers, square rooting algor- 

ithms, differentiation of functions, and others. 

The technica1 sciences, a good part of which is devoted to the study and 

development of algorithms for computing various structures, and for designing 

equipment, provide us with a multiplicity of examples of algorithms- 

Algorithms equated to the effective control of troops are of great import- 

ance ±rx  military affairs in arriving at successful solutions to  combat missions. 

The anti-aircraft defense system (PVO) uses algorithms for guiding missiles to 

enemy air targets, algorithms for processing information dealing with the air 

situation, and target distribution algorithms« 

Universal algorithms are of particular interest to cybernetics-  Universal 

algorithms are those that can be converted into any other algorithms. Units 

realizing a universal algorithm can, in principle, perform any information pro- 

cessing established by known algorithms. 

Modern universal electronic digital computers have the remarkable property 

of algorithmic universality. It is because of this property that universe! 

computer« are used in all fields Of science and engineering. Electronic digital 

computers can solve computational, as well as logical, problems, exercising 

control and planning in economics, helping commanders to arrive at a decision, 

translating texts from one language to another, and the like. 

The human brain too is a universal information conversion device.  In this 

connection, cybernetics! has raised an extremely important, and interesting, 

problem, that of the relationship between the brain and a machine* 

Mathematical Logic 

The basic task, of mathematical logic is one of analyzing mathematical 

considerations and mathematical concepts. 

The founder of mathematical logic, George Boole, developed one of the 

basic divisions of the subject, that of the algebra of logic, which, today, 

is also called Boolean algebra. 

The algebra of logic analyses different formulations (propositions). All 

propositions in the algebra of logic are broken down into two classes;  true, 

and false. True propositions are assigned the symbol 1, false ones the symbol 

O. 

The logical operations performed on propositions, conjunction, disjunct' 

ion, inversion, and others, are included in the algebra of logic. 
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The conjunction "of two propositions is the conventional speech equivalent 

of connecting thcae propositions by the conjunction "AND," disjunction the 

corresponding connection by the Link "OR," while inversion signifies the neg- 

ation of the particular proposition. 

Various propositions can be represented in the form of formal mathematical 

expressions that can be subjected to a variety of conversions, given the assist- 

ance of the algebra of logic. 

Mathematical logic is used in cybernetics in modeling certain thought pro- 

The division of mathematical logic known as Boolean algebra is widely used 

to solve problems concerned, with the synthesis and analysis of control systems. 

Optimal .So Lutions Through Mathematical Methods 

.Tasks of the best possible construction of control systems are often carried 

out in cybernetics. In so doing, widespread use is made of optimal solution 

methods developed in such divisions of mathematics as game theory« linear and 

dynamic programming, and the queueing theory. 

The game theory studies situations in which opponents with opposing goals 

collide.  It is the task of the game theory to establish those courses of act- 

ion providing the best advantage for each of the protagonists. The game theory 

must take into consideration in its solution counteractions by the protagonists, 

elements of randomness, and th-> degree of completeness of information on the 

behavior of the opposing sides. 

So-called two—person games with a zero sum are of the greatest interest in 

military affairs,  in these games we have two sides, and the gain made by one 

is precisely equal to the loss inflicted on the ether. 

Game theory is what makes it possible to determine the optimal strategy, 

that is, -that method of conducting the game that will yield a mtvi•""1 average 

gain to one of the sides after a great many repetitions of the game* 

Linear programming theory leads to a solution to the problem of optimal 

control of various processes that can be specified by a system of linear in- 

equalities and equations. 

Typical of linear programming are transportation problems in which the 

most advantageous variants in the delivery of cargo from several points to 

different consumers can be established. 
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Linear programming methods can also solve problems concerned with the 

optimal distribution of forces Against enemy targets. 

As often happens when arriving at the solution to optimal control, there is 

no immediate decision, but rather a gradual, step by step, one. The stt-dy of 

step-by-step solutions • optimal in some particular sense, is the subject »r 

dynamic programming. 

Dynamic programming methods are used to solve problems concerned with estab- 

lishing the optimal sequence in which combat forces are to be used during an op- 

eration, the optimal use of reserves during -the various stages of the battle, and 

others. 

The Queuing theory enables us to find the most rational method of building 

a system designed to satisfy requirements arising on a random basis. 

The queuing theory helps» establish the most effective method of reflecting 

the flight of an air enemy, the optimal forces, communication channels, the op- 

timal reserve method, and others« 

Control System Theory 

Just as in the case of cybernetics, the objectives of control system 

theory research are the control systems. But as distinguished from cybernetics, 

which studies abstract systems represented by mathematical models, classic con- 

trol system theory investigates concrete systems used to provide automatic reg- 

ulation. 

The theory of discrete control systems is highly important in cybernetics. 

In this connection, one must set apart a special mathematical discipline, that 

of the theory of finite automatons, studying s. special class of discrete systems 

for translating information. 

A finite automaton is a system that can shift from one condition to another - 

under- the influence of the input information, and, using these shifts, remember 

and reprocess the information feed into its input* 

Finite automatons are systems the synthesis and analysis methods for which 

have been the most completely worked out, and thus have great value for cyber- 

netics* 
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15.4.  Cybernetics in Military Affairs. 

Today the use of new methods for controlling troops and military equipment 

through the achievements in the fieldsof electronics and cybernetics is becoming 

more and more widespread. 

Milixary cybernetics, because it is one of the applied trends in cybernetics, 

is concerned with the study of automating troop control processes. 

The goal of military cybernetics is to achieve tee m«-i-»n" effectiveness 

in actions taken by troops and in the use of weapons, with scientific methods 

of conducting operations and the use of the most modern technical media for 

controlling, assembling, and processing information, as the basis. 

Methods used to arrive at the optimum decisions concerned with control of 

troops are the content of th* division of military cybernetics called the op- 

erations research theory. " 

*  Methods encompassed in operations research theory are not only used in mil- 

itary affairs, but in various other areas oT science and engineering as well. 

Generally speaking, operations research is referred to as a science concerned 

with rational methods of organizing purposeful human endeavors. 

Operations, from the standpoint of military cybernetics, are any measures 

united by a single thought, and aimed &t achieving a definite goal. 

The first step in using methods encompassed oy operations research theory 

is to construct a simplified arrangement, or model, of the operation.  A model' 

is a mathematical description of the operation that takes into consideration 

the basic factors that will affect the outcome of the operation, and discards 

those factors that can be said to be secondary in importance. 

T^ie effect of random factors of different kinds are usually taken into 

consideration in the course of building the model of the operation. Consequent- 

ly, the basic mathematical apparatus used in operations research is the prob- 

ability theory, a science that studies random phenomena and the behavior pat- 

terns inherent in them. 

Different criteria are used to evaluate the effectiveness, of an operation. 

The basic criterion of effectiveness is the probability of carrying out the 

combat mission. 
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Investigation of a model of an operation by using the criterion of effect- 

iveness involves a determination of the most rational method» for using manpower 

and equipment. 

One of the important trends in military cybernetics is the automation of the 

control of troops by using electronic digital computers. The computers are used 

to plan and prepare for the operation, to assemble, process, and reflect informat- 

ion for use in arriving at decisions for the different operational and tactical 

missions in question. 

Very high-speed electronic computers make it possible to read out a great 

many variants for conducting combat operations in a very short period of time, 

to compare them with each other, and to select the best decision. 

15.5-  Digital Computers- 

One of the most significant technical Achievements of our time has been 

the development of universal digital computers. 

The appearance of high-speed electronic digital computers has made it poss- 

ible to automate the mental activities of man in the most diverse fields of 

science and engineering. 

The wide-ranging capabilities of modern computers are the result of three 

outstanding characteristics: 

universality; 

very nigh operating speed; 

high degree of accuracy. 

The universality of computers is what make* it possible, at least in prin- 

ciple, to automate any field of human endeavor based on information translation. 

Universal computers can solve problems that are purely computational in 

nature, problems concerned with the planning and control of production, they 

can translate one language into another, and they can solve a variety of military 

problems. 

The universality of computers is based on the use of the programmed control 

principle, and on a set of operations they can carry out. 

The speed at which digital computers function can be evaluated by the number 

of operations completed in unit time. 
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Modern electronic digital computers complete tens and hundreds of -thousands 

of operations per second. 

All magnitudes with which operations are performed in electronic digital 

computers are represented by numbers. The computational accuracy depends on 

the ordered state of the numbers.  A highly accurate computation can be obtain- 

ed by selecting the number of orders lnrge enough« 

15.6. Block Schematic of an Electronic Digital Computer. 

Modern universal digital computers have five basic devices: 

the memory; 

the arithmetic device; 

the control device; 

the input device; 

the output device. 

Figure 15-3 is a simplified block schematic of an electronic digital 

computer. 

Figure 15.3. Simplified block schematic of an »lectronic digital 
computer- A - signals to operator;  B - action by operator;  C - 
control device;  D - external memory;  E - sign of result; P - 
address commands;  G — number's;  H — numbers and commands;  I — op- 
erative memory;  J - arithmetic memory;  K — commands;  L - operat- 
ion code;  M - input device; N - output device* 

The memory is designed to store the original information, the intermediate 

and final results of solutions to problems, and the program for making the 

computations. The memory consists of separate cells which assume numbers 

called addresses. 

The basic charactleristics of a memory are capacity, and access time. 

The capacity of a memory is the number of numbers that can be stored in 



in the memory at any one time. 

The access time is the time required to select numbers from toe memory, 

or to record them in the memory. 

The memories of modern universal electronic digital comp-iters have high 

capacities, and short access tim*s. This is what results in the electronic 

digital computers being so high speed, thus making it possible to use them 

to solve complicated problems requiring tbp storage of great quantities of 

data. 

However, there are major difficulties involved in engineering memories 

with high capacities and short access times, and it is for this reason that 

electronic digital computers usually have two types of memories: 

an external memory, sometimes called the store; end, 

an operative memory. 

The external memory has a high capacity (up to several million numbers), 

but the access time is long, as long as several minutes for certain types of 

external memories.  External memories are usually in the form of magnetic 

tapes and magnetic drums. 

lae operative memory has a comparatively low capacity (several thousand 

numbers), and a short access time (in units of microseconds). The operative 

memory in modern electronic digital computers is made up of ferrite cubes* 

The arithmetic device is designed to complete the arithmetical and logical 

operations with the numbers.  The information to be processed is fed from the 

operative memory into the arithmetic device» The results of the arithmetical 

and logical operations are bacic-recorded in the operative memory. The oper- 

ational sequence in the arithmetic device is established by signals supplied 

by the control device.  In turn, certain signs for the results obtained (the 

sign for a negative number, the sign that the order network is overflowing, 

and others) are fed from the arithmetic device into the control device* 

The control device ensures operation of the electronic digital computer 

in accordance with the program specified. 

The basic functions of the control device are to: 

control the processes involved in access to the operative memory; 

control the exchange of information between the operative memory 

and the external memory; 

generate the control signals for carrying out the operations in 
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the arithmetic devicej 

control the processes involved in information input and output. 

The input device is designed to transmit the original data and the program 

for the computations to the computer memory.  The information going into the 

computer is put in by the operator on perforated tape., or on punched cards, in 

the form of a system of holes.  The input devices translate this information 

into electrical signals which are fed into the computer memory. 

The output device is designed to generate the results of the solution to 

the problem in the form of numerical, alphabetical, and graphical material 

printed on paper. 

The programmed control principle.  A problem committed to an electronii-. 

digital computer is made up in the form of a program. 

A progras consists of a sequence of commands (orders) that establish the 

course of the computational process in the computer. 

A command is a special code that establishes the type of operation, and 

the numbers, to be used to do the given operation.  The command has two parts, 

the operational part, and the address part. 

The operational part of the command contains the operation code, which, 

when acted upon, delivers the command given. The operation code is the ordinal 

number of the command in the electronic digital computer's command system. 

The address part of the command is used to allocate the addresses of the 

cells in the operative memory in which the information subject to translation 

is stored. 

Commands are broken down into single-address r and multiaddress, depending 

on how many addresses they contain.  Two— and three—address commands arc  the 

most widely used of the multiaddress commands« 

A schematic representation of a three-address command is shown as Figure 

15.4- 

Operation Al A2 S 
Operation code 1st address 2nd address 3rd address 

Figure 15-4.  Schematic representation of a three—address command* 



The operation code (multiply, add, shift, and so forth, for example) is 

written down in the operational part of the command. 

The numbers (addresses) of the cells in the operative memory in which the 

numbers to be used in the operation are stored are written down in the first 

and second parts of the command (A  and A ).  Written down in the third part 

(A,) is the address of the cell in the operative memory in which the results 

of the operation are located. 

In the single-address computer the command contains the operation code 

and one address. So, in order to carry out an operation with -two numbers, 

what is needed in the general case are three commands, two to select the num- 

bers for use in the operation, and one to register the result. 

The electronic digital computer utilized two methods of carrying out 

commands, natural and forced. 

In the natural method, all the commands in the program are sent to the 

cells in the operative memory one after the other in an ascending sequence of 

numbers.  When the command placed in the cell with address n has been carried 

out, the computer automatically shifts to the cell with the address n + 1, 

etc., until such time as a special command changing the natural sequence of 

carrying out the command (commands for conditional and unconditional trans- 

fer, for example) is received. 

In the forced method of carrying out a command, each command, in addition 

to its basic content, indicates the number of the cell in the operative 

memory from which the next  command must be selected.  The forced method of carry- 

ing out commands is most often used in two- and four-address computers. 

lp.7*  Principal   features of the electronic digital computer» 

The principal features  of modern electronic digital computers include: 

a numerical system; 

a method for representing the numbers; 

c- form for representing the numbers; 

a system of operations; 

high speed; 

orderedness; 

memory capacity. 

Numerical System 

A numerical system is understood to mean a method for coding numbers by 

a cipher., or digit. 
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The number of different digits used in a numerical system is called the 

basis of the numerical system.  For example, ten different digits,  0, 1, 2, 

3, 4, 5: 6, 7, S, and 9, are u^cü in the generally accepted decimal number 

syatem.  A ternary number system with digits 0, 1, 2, or -1, 0, *1, is used 

in the "Setun*" electrcnic digital computer. 

Each number in a numerical system can be coded by a predetermined sequence 

digit. 

Most existing electronic digital computers use a binary system, in which. 

two digits,  o and 1, are utilized. This is done primarily because of the 

ease with which the arithmetical and logical operations can be carried out with- 

in the framework of the binary system, and because of the widespread use of 

two-position components (triggers, ferrates, and others) 

In the binary system a number is represented by a predetermined Sequential 

digit, o and 1. Each position assumes a serial number, called a bit. 

A binary number ha/-, n whole, and m frfictional, bits, written in the following 

form 

a . ••• a. •»• a,a_, a> _ •-.• a  ., 
n-1     i     10-1     -m 

where a.   equals O ai<l 1. 

All that need be done to translate a binary number into a decimal notation 

ii  =o write it in the form 

*%_,... at... rtjffQ, a-x... 8.i = a1.12'-| + 
-f - -r a& + •_ + ap + a£* + fl_,2-> + „ -f fl-«2-" 

Example. Represent the binary number 71011, 101, in a decimal code. 

Solution. 
llOlKw.fi, = 1-2* + I-U'+-0-V + 1-2'+ 1-20 + 1-2-'-*- 

+ Q-,i-'+]'.2-i=271G23<10r 

A sequence of integral decimals from 0 to 10 in the binary system can be 

written in the form 

0; 1; 10; 11; 100; 101; 111; 10O0; 1001; 1010 . 

The arithmetical action on the numbers in a binary system is carried out 

in accordance with rules similar to those developed for the decimal system. 

Addition and multiplication tables are used in the binary system as follows; 

Addition Table Multiplication Table 
0-}-0 = 0 o"xo = o 
0 + 1 = 1 OXI=O 
I+O=: xxo=o 

_-••••-- »4-1=0 1X1=1 
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Example, Add the binary numbers 11101, 01, and 1001, 101. 

11101-01 
+   1001-101 

100110.111 

Example« Multiply the binary numbers 101.1 and 10.02 

If 1.1 
•x. 10.01 

1011 
0000 

0000 
1011 
11O0.0I1 

The binary-decimal notation is the one most often used with, -^ectronic 

digital computers.    This system is,  in essence, the conventional decimal 

system in which all the digits    are represented by four-digit binary codes, 

called tetrads, 

0=0000 5=0101 
1=0001 6=0110 
2=00:0 7=0111 
3=0011 8=1000 
4=0100 9 = 1001 

Example.    Write the number 85*3 in the binary-decimal notation. 

S^aj =1«00101 .OKlp,,,,. 
"V    5     3 

Methods Used to Represent Numbers, in an Electronic Digital 
Computer 

Three methods are used with electronic digital computers to represent 

positive and negative numbers: 

direct code; 

one's code; 

two's code. 

A sign digit, placed in front of the high—order numeric digit, is intro- 

duced when numbers arc represented in the direct code. A plus si-gn usually 

represents zero, and a minus sign usually represents the units in the sign digit. 

For example, numbers A s +i3-5/10\ = +110-1,1,_., and B = 
_13-5/10^ = 

-1101,1(2) will be written in the form [A] . 0-1101,1,-,, CB] = 1.1101,1.,.. 

A summer and subtracter must be available in the electronic digital com- 

puter's arithmetic device when addition and subtraction of numbers represented 

in a direct code is done.    Representation of numbers in the one's and 

two's codes results in replacement of the subtraction by addition. 
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The one's code for positiv« numbers coincides with their direct code. 

When the translation of negative binary numbers  ia from the direct code into 

the one's code, the one must he left in the sign position» and the zeros in 

the digit positions in the direct  code oust be replaced by ones , and the 

ones by zeros. 

For example 
U]d = °.wii,oiC4),     ^Ws • o.ioii,oi(2)1 

tB]d   = 1.1011,101(a3,      CBJone,s  =  1.0100,010(2) 

The  addixion of  numbers represented  in the one's code is  carried out in an 

electronic digital computer in a summer vith end-around carry.     In these summers, 

when ones of the carry from the sign position crop up they are translated into a 

low-order digit and summed with the results already obtained. 

Example^    Add  two numbers,   1.1010,   ^°^{^\  sa^ 0.1O11,  OlOlfoi»  re~ 

presented in the one's code 

CA3      .    = 1.1010,1100,.,, one's 1 [2) 
CB]     .   - 0.1011,oioi,rt, one's I _(2)_ 

10.0110,0001 
end-around carry 1 

CAJ      , +CB3      .      - 0.0110,0010,„. one's        one's * (2J 

The two's code for positive numbers coincides with their direct code. 
In order to represent a negative binary number in the  two's code it is necessary 

to make  up  the one's code,   add a low-order unit to it and write the unit in the 

sign position. 

Example.     Represent the number tAj.   = 1.1010,   1100..«  in the two's code 
(2) 

£A3, = 1.1010,1100,... 
d 12, 

UW» -1-OM1.WOOU) 

The addition of numbers represented in two's codes is carried out in summers 

without end-around carry. When ones of the carry from the sign position crop up 

they are dropped. 

Example-  Add the numbers 0.10101,01,,,, and 1.10101,10,,,,. represented in 

the two's code 
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CA3two.a^0-1Q101<01(2) 

CBl  ,  = 1.10101,10,al two's (2) 

CA two's^-'two's = 10.01010,11(2) 

1 dropped 

two's     two's [2, 

The number of positions available for representing numbers in an electronic 

digital computer is limited, so it is possible to obtain a result that exceeds 

the maximum number that can be written in the computer's position network when 

two numbers with identical signs are added. The computer's position network 

overflows. 

Modified codes are introduced "to establish the fact that the position 

network ha3 overflowed. Code modification involves the introduction of two 

sign positions. Any of the three codes, direct, one's, two's, can be modified. 

Positive numbers in the modified codes have two zeros in the sign positions, 

while negative numbers have two ones.  Different numbers in the sign positions 

indicate overflow of the position network. 

Example. Add the number 11.0101,01.., and 11.1011,11, ., represented in 

a modified -two's code 
BOd lA]W. - "-«O1.01(a) 

CBCS " "-«>"."(2, 
j-   -mod -   -mod 
UJtw«s * two's = U.00Ol,00(£) 

not overflowing 

Example. Add the numbers 00.0010. ,  and OO.OllO,«,, represented in a 

modified two's code 

CA]^    = 00.1101,,, two's (2) 

»?!*,     = 00.0110,,, two's (2j 

two's two's (2} 

overflowing present 

Forms for representing the numbers 

Numbers are represented in two ways in electronic digital computers. 

One is "the natural form of representing numbers, used in computers wi-tL a fixed 

point, the other is the normal form, used in a computer with a floating point. 
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In the case of the natural form of representing numbers, the position of 

the point in the position network of the computer is fixed.  In order to sim- 

plify the -selection of the scale factors during programming, as well as in order 

to elioin-.c certain possible cases of overflowing (when multiplying, for ex- 

ample), the point is fixed between the sign digit and the more significant digit. 

Only proper fractions can be written in the position network in this case. 

Figure 15-5 shows a schematic representation of how the number -0.101101/-* 

is written in the position network of a computer with a fixed point.  Scale 

factors such that any numbers cropping up during the computation process will 

be lesf than one are introduced during the prograotaing of an electronic digital 

computer with a fixed point. 

'I'I'I'M4 
Figure 15-5.  Schematic diagram of how the number -0.101101,.^ is written 

in the position network of a computer with a fixed point. 

The so-called normal form is often used to write quite large, or very 

small, numbers 

-390OO0(lo) = -39-10
4 , 

0.00000125/lo) = 0.125-io~
5 - 

When this manner of writing is used the v<alue of the number depends on the 

mantissa and on the number order. 

In the above-cited examples, the mantissas are -39 and 0.125, and the 

orders are 4 and -5- 

Numbers in normal form are not uniquely expressed. For example, the number 

31,,_, can be written 
(10) 0       1        2        _3 

31- , = 31-10 = 3-1-10 = 0.3-1-10 = 0.031-lQ^- 

the position, of the decimal point in the mantissa chances according to the 

magnitude of the order. Hence a computer using the normal form for representing 

numbers is called a computer with a floating point. 

When binary numbers are represented in the position network of a computer 

with a floating point, the magnitude of the order is usually selected such that 

the mantissa of the number is a proper fraction, in  which one can be written 

as the high-order digit. A number in this form is called normalized. 
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'l'\'\*\f\*\'\r\*\'\'\l'lQ\f\*\*\ 

Figure 15-6. Schematic diagram of how the numbers -1101, 01101,   in 

normalized form are written in the position network of a computer with 

a floating point. 

Fxgure 15-6 is a schematic representation of how the binary number -1101 

01i01(2) in the noraali»ed form -0.110101101.2 is written in the position 

network of a computer with a floating point. 

Computers with a floating point have a wide range of represented numbers, 

so scale factors are not introduced in the usual course of programing tasks 

for these computers. 

When arithmetical operations are performed with the numbers in electronic 

computers with a floating point it is necessary to translate the mantissas, 

as well as the orders. This complicates the structure of the arithmetical 

device and reduces machine speed. These disadvantages are not present in 

computers with a fixed point. 

System of operations 

Digital cooputers can perform a limited number of very simple operations. 

The totality of the very siaple operations performed by the computer is called 

the system of operations. The system of operations performed by a universal 

computer should satisfy two basic requirements:. 

realization of any algorithms for translates information (the property 

of universality); 

simplicity of programming the electronic digital computer. 

Itoiversality on the part of an electronic digital computer is provided by 

a comparatively small set of operations. 

For example., it is possible to build a universal electronic digital com- 

puter with a set of operations as follows: 

tne operation of forwarding the contents of any cell in the memory to 

any other cell in the memory; 

the operation of discrimination; 

the operation of readdressing; 

the operation of shutting down the computer. 

Any universal computer can also have the capacity to perform the inform- 

ation input and output operations, in addition to those listed above. 
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But in general the program for a small number of operations is cumbersome 

and the programming process is significantly complicated. 

This is why moaern universal electronic digital computers have a branching 

system of operations. 

The "Ural-2," an electronic digital computer, has 4l operations, for 

example. 

All operations can be broken down into four main groups: arithmetical; 

logical;  control operations; and forwarding operations. 

Lot us list the most characteristic operations in these groups« 

Arithmetical operations: 

addition; 

subtraction; 

multiplication; 

division. 

Logical operations: 

number shift; 

separation of parts of a number; 

comparison of two numbers. 

Control operations: 

discrimination? 

unconditional transfer of control; 

readdressing; 

stops. 

Forwarding operations: 

transfer from the arithmetic device to the operative memory; 

transfer from the operative memory to the arithmetic device; 

transfer from the operative memory to the store; 

transfer from the store to the operative memory. 

The principal characteristics of Soviet electronic digital computers are 

listed in Table 15-1. 

15-B.  Electronic Digital Computer Elements. 

Modern digital computers contain a great many radio components. For ex- 

ample, the number of transistors (tubes) is in the thousands, and the number of 

diodes, resistors, capacitors ia in the hundreds of thousands. Nevertheless., 

the number of different types of eleo&nts used in the electronic digital computers 

is small- 
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The elements contained in an electronic digital computer can be broken 

down into two groups;  logical elements, and memory elements. 

So far as the logical elements are concerned, the input signals at some 

moment in time are uniquely fixed by the values of-the input signals acting 

at that very same moment in time. 

So far as the memory elements are concerned, the output signals depend 

on. the input signals, as well as on the condition of the elements. 

Every element in an electronic digital computer forms two types of sig- 

nals, one of which corresponds to the number O, the other to 1» 

The physical analogues of O and 1 can be low and high potentials, or 

the absence or presence of pulses (in tube and transistor circuits), osc- 

illations with phase O, and phase rr (in parametron circuits), and others. 

The set of elements from which the digital electronic computer circuits 

are assembled should have the property of functional completeness» 

Functionally complete sets of elements are those fron which it is poss- 

ible to build any circuit for the conversion of digital information. 

One of the most widely used sets of elements contains three logical 

elements;  a coincidence circuit (AND element), a separation circuit (OS 

element), an inverter (NOT element), and one memory element, such AS a trig- 

ger, for example. 

AND Element. The 'operation of the AND element with two inputs (x «nd y) 

2.S described in Table 15-2- The output signal from the AND element is only 

equal to 1 when both input signals have a value equal to 1. 

-id 

T 
•*£g 

Table 15-2 
Operation of the AND Element 

X o 0' . ! . 
1 

y 0 1 0 . 1 ' 

*y 0 0 0 1 

Figure 15-7-  Diagrammatic layout of 
the AND element. 
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Figure 15-7 is the diagracraatic layout of the AND element. 

If a low potential (code 0) is Ted into one of the Circuit inputs, the 

corresponding diode opens and a low potential (code 0) is picked off the cir- 

cuit output.  It is only when high potentials are present at both inputs that 

the diodes will be closed and that a high potential (code 1) will appear at 

the output. 

OR Element. The operation of the OR element with two inputs is 

described in Table 15-3. 

High potential fed to any element input (fig. 15-8) is transmitted to 

its output. 

Table 15-3 
Operation of the OR element 

X 0 0 1 ! 

y 0 I 0 1 

xvy 0 1 1 1 

Figure 15-8. Diagrammatic layout 
of the OR element. 

NOT Element is an inverter made in the form of an amplifier with an odd 

number of stages. When, a high (low) potential is delivered to the inverter 

input there iill be a low (high) potential at its output. 

Triggers are elements with two stable states. 

When the trigger has three inputs, one input is used -no set the trigger 

in the 0 state, another input is used to set the trigger in the 1 state, and 

the third input is the inverting input. When pulses-are fed into the invert- 

ing input the trigger changes state with each pulse. 

A trigger with two inputs only has adjusting inputs, and a trigger with 

one input only has an inverting input. 

15-9- _Electronic Digital Computer Blocks 

The following blocks are those most widely used in' electronic digital 
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computers: 

pulse  counters; 

registers; 

decoders; 

summers. 

Pulse counters are used to count the number of pulses fed into the count- 

er   input.     The results  of  the pulse  count  are  usually recorded  in the form of 

a binary code for the number of pulses fed into the input. 

Figure 15.9 i* the structural layout of a three-digit summing counter. 

3o"e3v   outputs 

triggers 

*&• 

pul 

Figure 15-9-    Structural     layout of a three-digit summing counter. 

Prior  to operation all the counter's triggers are zeroed by a y    pulse. 
o 

Trigger Tr  changes state with the arrival of each 
o 

Pulses, x, to be counted are fed into the inverting input Of the lew-order 

digit trigger, Tr 

pulse.  Trigger Tr will only change state when trigger Tr  is in state 1, 

and a pulse is fed into the counter input because it is only in this case 

that a pulse to be fed into the inverting input of trigger Tr  can be formed 

at the output of the coincidence circuit, P  . If triggers Tr and Tr, are 

in the 1 state at the time of arrival of x pulses« circuit P., causes trigger 

Tr to function. 

As the pulse counting process proceeds the trigger outputs provide an 

ascending sequence of numbers in a binary co£e. 

This type of counter is called a summing counter. 

Electronic digital computers also use subtract counters that count pulses 

in a descending sequence of numbers, and reversible counters that sum, as well 

as subtract. 

Registers. 

a register. 

A storage device designed for storing one number is called 
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One trigger cell is used to store one digit of a number. The number of 

trigger cells in a register equals the number of digits in the scored binary 

number. 

Registers can be parallel or scries, depending on the method used to 

feed the number into the register. 

A number is recorded in the parallel register (fig. 15-10) by using the 

P circuit, into one input of which is fed the digits of the nuuber, and 

inro the other the number record control signal ty^)- lf  SOBe one of xhe 

digits ol the number is l, the output of the P circuit, into the input of 

which the particular digit had been fed, will develop a signal that vill set 

the corresponding trigger cell in the 1 state. 

Delivery of the cede stored in the number register is by the use of 

circuit P, controlled by the number delivery signal (y .) nd 

The trigger cells are zeroed by the y    signal prior to the reception of 

a new number. 

outputs Buxarkt 

*,  D2 '/   Dl 

Figur« 15.IO.    Structural layout ox' a parallel register. 

outputS Su*oiU* 

T^     f __ 

&7] 0 T"I  £2 
tyJ-TY SP 

-oJJC 

Figure I5.II-  Structural layout of a series register. 

The series register (fig. 15.11) has one input that receives a series code 
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in the number record mode. The register is fed a shift pulse, SP, after 

delivery o;" each digit in the number, and this setsall trigger cells in the 

0 state.  If one of the triggers is in the 1 state the delivery of the shift 

pulse changes that particular triycer to the 0 state and a signal forms at 

the trigger output that shifts the next trigger in line to the 1 state.  This 

is what provides for the movement of the digits in the number through the 

register's cells. The delay lines between trigger cells in the register pre- 

clude the pulses coinciding in time at the trigger inputs. 

A series, or a parallel, code can be used to deliver the number frcm a 

series register. 

n pulse shifts are fed into the register in order to obtaiu delivery of 

a series coded n-digit number. 

The register has additional circuits, P  (see fig. 15.103» controlled by 

the number deliver signal for purposes of delivering a parallel coded number. 

Decoders.  Decoders,  or selective circuits, function as follows. 

The delivery of son»? combination of binary signals to the decoder input 

will result in a signal appearing at but one output« The number of decoder 

outputs equals the number of different combinations of binary signals- it is 

possible to deliver to the decoder's input. 

If it is possible to fe*d any combination of binary signals (the number of 

such combinations equals 2 ) into n decoder inputs, the number of decoder out- 

puts will equal 2 .  Decoders such as these are classed as complete decoders. 

Diode decoders, and ferrite core decoders, are most widely used in 

electronic digital computers. 

The decoder has an input register and a matrix that is a set of coincidence 

circuits. 

Figure 15.12 shows the structural and diagrammatic layouts of a three 

input decoder. 

There is only one coincidence circuit, at all inputs to which there are 

high potentials, for each combination of input signals. There willr there- 

fore, be a nigh potential at the output of this circuit. 
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ra^r'-    -VTj 

QT 

(b) 

J_L 

t_ K 
FT 

J^I 
^ 

r r-—* 
n -~~*4 

r 

Figure 15-12. Three input decoder, a - structural layout, 

b - diagrammatical layout. 

SttaoSb!   outputs 

A», 

fc >3», 

rr 

Jnd 

»9 
Tr 

.0Rg_J 

Figur* 15-13. Structural layout of a summer with parallel 

input of summand digits. 

Decoders are used in electronic digital computers to select the memory 

cells for recording and information readout by specific address, for process 

ing control signals by codes used in the particular operations, and in the 

output device for printing control. 

Summers. The summer is the basic component in the electronic digital 

computer's arithmetic device. Summers with a parallel input of summand 

digits are the type most widely used (fig. 15*13). 
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The sumiier circuit consists of triggers into toe inputs of vhich are 

fed the aunmaod digits, and carry circuits. 

Each trigger of the cumulative summer has two basic functions;  summing 

of numbers in « given order, and storing the results obtained« 

Two numbera are added in the summer in four tine steps. 

During the first sucn step all 

During the second step the digits of the first su—and arc fed into the 

trigger inputs. All triggers receiving a signal corresponding to 1 at their 

inputs are shifted to the 1 state. 

During the third step the digits of the second a*—and are fed into the 

trigger inputs.  Triggers signalled corresponding to code 1 change state. 

A carry signal, fed into the trigger inputs from the high—order digits, ap- 

pears at the outputs of the triggers that have shifted from state 1 to state 

0. 

During the fourth step the results are removed by signal T.- 

The major shortcoming in the summer shown in Figure 15-13 i» it» compar- 

atively slow speed, explained by the fact that the carry signal moves from 

trigger to trigger in turn» 

This is why ejam<rs  with simultaneous carry are quite frequently used in 

electronic digital computers. Special logical circuits are inserted in the 

carry circuit to provide "for simultaneous carry* 

If a sequence of several numbers is fed into the summer input the summer 

will accumulate the result? cf the addition of these numbers.  This is why 

a summer of this particular type is oa' 1 *•«* a cumulative summer. 

There are combination typ* summers as well, based on logical circuit» 

(without triggers). Both summnnds are fed into the input of the combination 

summer simultaneously, and the result of the addition will appear at the 

output at the moment the summands *rK  delivered. 

Summers with a series input of summand digits are sometimes used in slow 

speed electronic digital computers in order to save oa equipment. 
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15*10- Rrinciples on Which the Main Units in the Electronic Digital Computer 

- , r- are Based 
r 

Memories 

There art a great many different types of memories, differing fro« each 

other with respect to operating principles, purpose, and parameters. 

Ferrite, magnetic arum, and magnetic tape memoj 

widely used in modern electronic digital computers. 

ies are the types most 

The ability to use ferromagnetic materials for remembering information 

is based on the fact tnat these materials have two stable magnetic states, 

one of -which can "be uaed to store the 0 code, the other to store the 1 code. 

%*• 

*2* 

read-out winding 

*,* 

fatuaeKcaettemtaa  compensation 
winding 

figure 15-14.  Schematic diagram of an individual matrix for 
a matrix memory. 

Ferrite cube.  The ferrite cube is the main type of operative memory 

used in modern electronic digital computers. This type or memory ha» a 

short access time, and this is constant during access to  any cell in the 

laemory. 

The ferrite cube memory is & ferrite torus with control vindirgs. 

Toroidal cores are connected up into a cell, and the number of cores in 

a cell is equal to the number of digits in t—e numbers in the electronic dig- 

ital computer. 
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The number of cells in A cube is what determines its capacity* 

Xjtrix memories and type z memories differ in the manner in which, they 

record and are read out. 

Design-wise, the matrix memory is made ir the form of individual matrices 

each at  which combines the cores of all the cells designed for storing the 

same nuaber order.  The number of matrices is equal to the number of digits 

in the numbers in the electronic digital computer. 

Fo^r buses, two coordinate ix  and y), a read-out, and a compensating, 

pass through each core of the matrix (fig. 15-14). 

The matrix memory functions on the coincidence of currents principle. 

Let us review the principle involved in recording and reading out inform- 

ation with the matrix memory. 

Let us say, by way of an example, that we must record code 1 in the sixth 

core (fig. 15.1**)- The record signals are fed over the coordinate buses x 

and y- to the particular core found at their intersection. The record signal 

fed over each of the coordinate buses has two pulses, one negative, the otner 

positive, with amplitude X /2. The amplitude of the current pulses is select- 
m 

ed such that only that core found at the intersection of the selected coordin- 

ate buses is r«magnetised. 

The sixth core is zeroed by the negative record pulse, while the positive 

pulses change it over to the 1 state. 

A negative pulse with amplitude 1 /2 is  fed to the compensating bus while 

code 0 is being recorded by the positive pulses along the coordinate buses. 

At the same time, one of the positive pulses is cancelled out and the cor« will 

remain in the 0 state. 

Negative and positive current pulses are fed to the corresponding coordin- 

ate buses for read-out of information from the core selected. 

The negative pulses cause the read-out to occur, while the positive pulses 

restore information previously recorded in the core. 

If ,the core selected were found to be in the O state, the negative pulses 

would have no effect on its state, and no emf would be induced in the read-out 

winding. 
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If the core is storing code 1, the negative pulses cause the core to 

change to the O state, and a pulse will appear in the read-out winding. 

Since ferrite hysteresis loops are not strictly rectangular, cores in- 

duce an interference cmf in the winding under the effects of the half-curr- 

ents. Compensating cores, strobing, and integration of the output signal 

are used to reduce the level of interference« 

The type z memory is made in such a way that the read-out current will 

only act on the core of one numerical cell at a time. A simplified struct- 

ural layout of this device is shown in Figure 15.15« 

f /s 7* 
Figure 15-15- Simplified structural layout of th«; type z 

memory. 

All the cores in each of the numerical cells thread a single winding 

connected to a ferrite core transformer tap  and"  serving to select the 

cell, and called a coordinate transformer'.  All coordinate transfurners are 

combined into a matrix so a cell can be selected on the current coincidence 

principle to record, or read-out, a number. 

Each coordinate transformer is threaded by three buses;  two coordinate 

{ac and y), and an output (z). 

Two pulses are formed in the z winding of the selected coordinate trans- 

former;  a negative one with amplitude I , and a positive one with amplitude 
m 

V2- m 
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The negative pulse zeroes all the cores.  At the save tim*», pulses occur 

in those read-out windings that, pass through the cores and are in the 1 state. 

The positive pulses record or restore information. 

In order 10 record rnde 1 in the core (or to restore this code after 

read-out), a positive pulse with amplitude I /2.1s fed to the record winding 

at the same time that the positive pulse with amplitude I /Z  is acting in the 
m 

z winding.  Current coincidence will cause the selected core to convert to the 

1 atäte. 

There is no pulse i:i the record winding vhen O is being recorded (or re- 

stored ) . 

The special feature of the operation of the cell in the type z memory is 

that the load resistance of the coordinate transformer will change with the 

code recorded in the cell. Compensating cores (fig. 15-16) are inserted in 

each cell, in addition to the working Cures, in order to stabilize the load. 

The capacity of an electronic digital computer ferrite cube is several 

thousand numbers. 

o *0 worXin«. cores 
Pa6o*ve erpi/e—nfu 

~n ^3 
n   H   n- 

VprjwiHtr* 

compensation cores 

Figure 15-16- Simplified layout of an individual cell in a type 
z memory. 

Magnetic drum.  The magnetic drum is used as an external memory in modern 

electronic digital computers, as well as an operative memory, but a slow-speed 

The magnetic drum is a cylinder, the surface of which is covered with a 

magnetic medium.  Information is stored on the surface of a magnetic drum in 

the form of magnetized segments. < 

Magnetic heads record and read-out the information. 

Vhen information is being recorded the current flowing through the magnetic 
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heads creates a magnetic field," and this in  turn forms a ue.gneti.zed segment 

on the surface of the drum. 

During read-out, the maqnetized segment, passing under the magnetic heads, 

induces a voltage ir. "them corresponding to the 0 or 1 signal. 

The information is in the form of tracks around the periphery of the mag- 

netic drum.  The density with which the binary signs are recorded along the 

tracks determines the speed of rotation of the magnetic drum and the length of 

the code pulses. 

The rate of rotation of the magnetic druc in modern electronic digital 

computers is between. 100 and 2000 rpm, and the density of the recording along 

the tracks is from 2 to 30 pulses/m». 

The transverse density of the recording (the density of the recording with 

respect to the cylinder's generator) is 2 to 10 tracks/cm. 

These characteristics make the capacity of the magnetic drum type memory 

several hundred thousand binary 3igns« 

Spot marks are made on the surface of the magnetic drum and are used to 

form synch pulses which are fed to the cell address counter in order to gain 

access to, or record, a number at a particular address. The reading on the 

address counter corresponds to the number of the cell that is positioned 

under the beads of the magnetic drum at the particular moment in time« 

The magnetic drum is included among the cyclic access memories. The 

period during which access is had to the cell is fixed by the drum diameter 

and the revolution rate. 

Magnetic tape- Magnetic tape memories are the most widely used type of 

external accumulator associated with the electronic digital compute . 

The chief advantages of the magnetic tape memory are: 

high capacity memory, reaching hundreds of thousands of numbers; 

highly reliable storag* and delivery of information; 

simplicity. 

The magnetic tape is an elastic base with a ferromagnetic coating. Hag- 
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netic heads are used to record, read-out, and erase information on the magnetic 

tape. 

The tape is divided up into zones for convenience .of access.  The address 

code 01* the zone is recorded At the beginning Of each zone. 

The information is located on tracks on the tape under the magnetic heads. 

The chief disadvantage of the magnetic tape memory is the long access time. 

Arithmetic Device 

The arithmetic device in the electronic digital computer is designed to 

carry out arithmetical and logical operations. The arithmetic device can 

be of the parallel, or series, type, depending on the method used to intro- 

duce the numbers. 

The parallel arithmetic device operates on all the orders of numbers sim- 

ultaneously. The series arithmetic device operates on the numbers in turn« 

usually beginning with the low order ones. 

High-speed, parallel devices are the ones most widely used. 

The main unit is the summer. The device also contains registers for 

storing the original numbers, as well as the intermediate and final results. 

The structure of the arithmetic device depends or the manner in which the 

numbers are represented. The arithmetic device has two summers in a machine 

with a floating point, a mantissa p JBBoer, and a sequence summer. 

The arithmetical and logical operations performed by the device can be 

broken down into a series of elementary operations called microoperations- 

Por example, microoperationn include Zeroing the arithmetic device's regist- 

ers and summers, receiving the number code, shifting the number code to the 

low, or high, orders,- and delivery of the result code. 

The microprogram is the predetermined sequence of microoperations performed 

by the arithmetic device.  For example, the following microprogram can be used 

for addition in the arithmetic device: 

setting the receiving register and the summer on 0; 

transmitting the augend code from the operative memory to the register; 

-transmitting the augend code from the register to the summer; 
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setting the receiving register on 0; 

transmitting the addend code front the operative memory to the 

register- 

transmittir.«: the  addend  code  from the register to the  summer; 

transmitting  the  sum obtained from  the  summer  to  the  operative 

memory. 

Completion of the microprogram  is  through  the use of signals  generated 

in the local control unit of  the arithmetic device. 

Control  Device 

The control  device  is designed  to automatically carry  out   the program 

and coordinate the operations of all the devices in the computer. 

The control device carries out the following basic functions: 

computer starting  and  stopping; 

inputs of original  data and  programs  in the operative menory; 

automatic completion of the program; 

delivery of results; 

monitorinn th<» pr-ocps^ep  involved in carrying out  the program. 

Commands are used to enable the control device to carry out programs 

automatically.    As the process is carried out the control device selects 

the command from the operative memory,  generates the control signals needed 

to carry out the command,   and prepares to select the next command. 

The following basic units are contained in the control device: 

the command register; 

the operation code register,   and  the operation decoder; 

clerk, pulse unit; 

command counter. 

The control device also includes a control and signal panel,  a start- 

stop unit, cyclic operation block,  and other blocks. 

Let us see how the control device carries out a three-address command. 

The  address of  a command for access  is  stored  in the command counter. 

The cot^nand code for   this  address  is fed from the operative memory  to  the 

command register-    The command register has two sections,  one operational, 

the other address.    The operation code is fed from the command register to 

the operation register,   and  the  address code  is fed to  the  address register 

in the operative cemory*     The numbers concerned with the operation are fed 

from the operative memory to the arithmetic device by address codes.    The 
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operation cod^ is fed from the operation register to the decoder* The number 

of decoder outputs equal* the number of operations carried out by the electronic 

digital computer. 

The signal for the particular operation, subsequently led to the local 

control bloc* in the arithmetic unit, is formed at one of the decoder's output 

buses according to the operation code. The local control Mode in the arith- 

metic device forma the microprogram for carrying out the particular operation 

in accordance with the operation signal. When the arithmetic device has com- 

pleted the operation the result is recorded in the operative memory according 

to the address indicated in the particular command* 

At the enu of the cycle twe read'ng on the command counter, which is stor- 

ing the command in progress, increases by one.  It can be anticipated that it 

is possible to change the command counter reading by a number different from 

one. This is necessary when carrying out a command for conditional and un- 

conditional transition. 

Control signals, formed by the dock pulse unit, ensure that the sequence 

in which the control device functions to carry out commands i* followed. 

Input and Output Devices 

The input device is designed to transcribe the original information 

from punched tape (punched cards} to the electronic digital computer memory. 

The punched tape is a carrier of information. Numbers and commands, re- 

presented by combinations of 0 and 1, are present on the punched tape in the 

form of a system of holes [perforations) positioned in several rows. The 

presence of a hole in & corresponding position usually signifies 1 in a pre- 

determined order of numbers, with absence of a hole depicting zero. A spec- 

ial electromechanical device, a perforator, punches the holes to transcribe 

the information onto the tape. 

Photoelectric equipment is used to read-out information from modern 

electronic digital computers.  This method moves the translucent tape In 

front of an illuminated slot for the read—out.  Every time & hole passes in 

front of the slot the light flux strikes the photoelectric cell and is con- 

verted into an electrical pulse. Read-out can take place at a rate of 600 

signs/second. 

Punched cards are used in soce electronic digital computers for inform- 
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at ion input.  The advantages of the punched card over the punched tape is that 

damaged cards can be replaced, and it is more convenient to rearrange thee, when 

changes in the information they contain are made. 

The output device usually consists of three main blocks: 

the register block; 

the local control oldck; 

the printer. 

The register block is designed to receive the numbers, convert them into 

an, octonary, or a binary-decimal, code, and produce the control signals for 

the electromagnets in the printer. 

The local control block selects the type of printing to be used* in 

the octonary code, or in the decimal code, and others. 

Tvo types of print-ars are used, bar and wheel. Bar printers can print 

1 cr 2 numbers per second, while the wheel printer can print JQ to 40 num- 

bers per second. 

Photographic adapters, cathode ray tubes, electronic recording potentio- 

meters, and other instruments, can be used as the output devices in special 

purpose electronic digital computers. 
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Chapter XVI 

Fundamentals of  General   Information Theory- 

lb.!     3asic  Definitions 

Communication system.     A communication system is understood "to moan 

all of the devices and f^cilites required to transmit messages from sender 

to receiver.     A oeneralized communication system can be shown in block 

sc ematic form  (fig- l6-l)- 

1 fißlnpQnu- 
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1 < 
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Figure 16.1. Block schematic of a communication system. 

1 - sender; 2 - transmitter; 3 - conucuilication 

line; 4 - receiver; 5 - noise source. 

Transmitter. The transmitter is a device that processes messages and 

produces communication signals in a manner ostablish«»d by -ehe particular de- 

sign. 

Receiver. The receiver is a device that converts the communication 

signal received and restores the signal message. 

Noise source. Noise is always present in a communication system. The 

effect of noise on the useful signal is to distort the message transmitted 

when the message is received at the receiver input. The degree to which the 

incoming message corresponds to that sent establishes communication authentic- 

ity, and the capacity of the system to provide authentic communications in 

the presence of noise is called system noise immunity. 

Communication channel.  A communication channel is- understood to mean 

the totality of equipment used to ensure the independent transmission of the 

particular message over a common communication line in the form of correspond- 

ing communication signals» 

Communication signal.  In electric communication the signal is understood 

to mean the electrical distrubance uniquely reflecting the message.  Com- 

munication signals vary greatly in shape, and arc voltages, or currents, 

that changes in a definite manner with the passage of time. 

Message.  In information theory the message is understood to mean the 

totality of the information that can be transmitted to a receiver, or in 

other words, the message is everything that lends itself to transmission. 
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In remote control systems the message is a limited number of previously 

conventionalized, commands., and in telemetry the result of a measurement in 

some magnitude. 

In telegraph communication the message is any text written in a pre- 

determined alphabet, and in telephone communication the message is any sound 

(speech., music) in a predetermined frequency band. 

In facsimile communication the message can be any text, drawing, photo- 

graph or picture, or images on ordinary or special paper, in a definite for- 

mat. Television communication is any fixed or moving image projected onto 

the transmitting tube. 

When messages are transmitted, the random nature of their appearance is 

intrinsic.  Actually, if there were laws enabling the receiver to visualize 

how the message was going to appear at any given moment, the transmission 

of messages would provide no new information. 

Information.  Information, insofar as information theory and the trans- 

mission of  messages is concerned, is understood to mean data concerning the 

results of some event which should take place, or has already taken place, 

but the outcome of which had not been known ahead of time.  Information d-y- 

livered from the message source is included in human speech, in the reading 

of a measuring device, in a telephone call, telegram, or radio message, in 

facsimile broadcasts, television and radar images, and the like. 

Any message contains some useful data (information) 

Information Content. General information theory measures the infor- 

mation content in binary digits. It is abbreviated as b.d., or bit» The word 

bit stems from the abbreviation of the words binary digits in, the English 

language. 

»hen the case is one of equally probable messages, the numerical measure 

of the information content, I, can be token as the binary logarithm of the 

number of possible aessaees" N: 

If N = 2, 

I = log2 V  [bits]. (16.1) 

I = log 2 * 1 bit. 

Therefore, it is accepted that the unit of information content is that 

information content that does away with the ambiguity in the selection of 

one of two equally probable outoczes.  This unit for the information content 

is called the binary digit, or bit. 

Each of N messages can be transmitted in the form of a coded combination 

of length n, which is a combination of m possible symbols, that is N = m . 

Now the information content in a message made up of n symbols will be equal to 
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I - n lo^ m £bits}. (16.2) 

Cue binary puls« contains oae bit of information, that is, if » => 2, 

n  = 1,  then 1=1  (because logJ2 = D- 

Xa binary .ryirtcmj the infomstinn content in equal to tike imamier of 

pulses,   I   • n. 

In the general case tbe probability of the appearance of different 

elements (different •engages) can be unequal.    For i IT map! I I , tbe letters nost 

often encountered in wards in tbe Russain language are O,   A,   E. H,   and those 

least often encountered «re X,4>» Ill 

Hie following formula can be ased to find the information content 

/=«2flilP&-f tbi**3 Ü.6.3) 

n is the number of elements in tbe message; 

m is tbe total nonber of possible element states; 

p. is tbe probability of tbe appearance of tbe im element state. 

de forsnla. at (l6_3) is correct for sufficiently long •canages 

It is correct as an average for snort axssages« 

If the probability of sone element is equal to 1 (p. = l), the informa- 

tion content will be equal to zero (I = O). Ibis im only natural, because 

in this case the situation is completely clear ahead of time, and the message 

will provide nothing new« On the other hand, when all the elements are equal 

in probability* the situation has its greatest ambiguity and the information 

content becomes maximw». HK formula at (16.3) is converted into tbe expression 

at U6.2). 

Entropy.  Information theory uses a magnitude that defines the specific 

information content arriving per element in the message 

F       r=i^lo&77 :bits/elenent3.   U6.M 

In the special ca»e of equally probable elements 

F = J- = log., m;CbitÄ/elemeBt3    U6.5) 

de specific information content is only dependent on-the properties 

of the message source»  Conventionally, this magnitude is called entropy 

of the message source. The dependence of the entropy, I', on the probability 

p.,  of one of two messages (s = 2) is shown in Figure 16.2.  System entropy 

(the entropy of the message aonrc«) is niximm when the events mre  of *q^M 
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probability, and equals zero when one of the probabilities xs equal to one. 

Tims, nonhomogeneity in message elements reduce» the information con- 

tent of a message, and this mattes it possible to speed up message trans- 

mission. 

0  QJJUVaMaUQjniiUfi  Pt 

Figure 16.2. Dependence of the information content 
arvivicg per message element on the 
probability on one of two messages. 

lG.2  Principal Characteristics of Signals and Communication Channels 

Signal volume and channel capacity,  Vhen solving practical problems 

stemming from general information theory, the signal is characterized by 

the volume, V , equal to the product of three of its characteristics; signal 

length T , signal spectrum width,AF , and excess H : 

V - T AF H . (16.*) 
s   s s s 

The product of these three magnitudes plotted parallel to "the axes in 

a Cartersian system of coordinates is, geometrically, a parallelepiped with 

sides T , AF , H , and hence the produce is called the volume of the signal. 

Signal length defines the interval of time over which the signal exists. 

Signal spectrum width is the interval of frequencies within which the 

frequency .spectrum-limited communication signal is located. The real com- 

munication signal is contained within the spectrum ol frequencies within the 

communication channel pass band. 

The excess of average signal power, P , over abtragt noise power, P , 

is found through the expression 

Hs = log P/Pj- (16.7) 

The minimum average signal power should be greater than the average 

noise power. 

A communication channel, by its physical'nature, is in a condition to 

pass effectively only signals, the spectra of which are in the limited 

band AF , for & permissible range of change in power, H ,. and which is 

determined by the difference in the aariaun permissible signal level in 
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the channel and the noise level, normalized for the particular type of com- 

munication channel. .Moreover, the communication channel is made available 

to the message sender for a completely established period of time, T „  Con- 

sequently, the concept of channel capacity, V , is introduced in the general 

theory of communications by analogy with the signal, and is defined as the 

product of the three channel characteristics mentioned 

V  = T &F H . Cl6.3} 
c   c c c 

A necessary condition for the transmission of a signal with voj\sae V 

over a communication channel, t>.a capacity of which is equal to V , is 

v s v , or 
c    s 

T £F y   a T nF H . (16.9) 
c   c  c    s  a    s 

The physical characteristics of a signal can be changed, but if they 

are,a reduction in  one is accompanied by an increase in another. For 

example, if a signal is recorded on a magnetic tape at slow speed and is 

then reproduced at high speed, the signal length will be reduced, but its 

spectrum width will be increased by an equal factor. 

Traffic handling capacity and transmission speed.  Traffic handling 

capacity of a communication channel is understood to mean the number of 

messages that can be transmitted in unit time with the required degree 

of transmission accuracy.  In other words, the traffic handling capacity 

is the limiting speed at which information can be transmitted. 

The limiting traffic handling capacity depends on the channel band- 

width, as well as or. the signal noise power ratio, and is found through 

the formula 

C   = £\F log. (1 + P/P  ) Cbits/second],      C16.IO) 
max    c    z      s    c 

where 

P and P    are the average signal and noise powers, respectively; 

AF  is the channel bandwidth. 
c 

The expression at (16.10) is called the Shannon formula and is correct 

for any communication system when fluctuation noise is present. 

Xhe following expression is convenient to use for practical computations 

C•« - 1-44 ***  lo* (1 * e2iP>' (16.11) wtj^ c 

where 

AP is the difference in the signal and noise levels, in nepers. 

Modern telephone channels,which hare AP = (4.5 to 5*5) nepers, can 

theoretically reach a traffic handling capacity of iO to 50 thousand bits 

per second. However, modern systems used to transmit information over 
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telephone channels have a capacity of no more than jioo bits/second. Thus, 

the Shannon formula suggests an extremely significant future increase in the 

traffic handling capacity of information transmission sy.ftema. Moreover, vhat 

also follow« from the formula is that authentic transmission of messages can 

take place even when P < P _ s        n 
In telegraphy the traffic handling capacity is characterized by tele- 

graphic speed, and this is defined as the number of elementary code pulses 

that can be transmitted in one second. The unit of speed in telegraphy is 

the baud, that is, the telegraphic speed at which one elementary pulse of 

current is transmitted in one seccud. 

Accordingly, telegraphic speed is 

B = 1/T  [baud]. (16.12) o 

where 

T  is the length of the elementary current pulse, in seconds; 

So far as the telegraphic speed limit is concerned, the length of an 

elementary pulse, T , can be equal to its rise time, t . o r 
The length of the rise is fixed by the channel band width, AF t and is 

approximately equal to: 

when modulated signals with two side bands are transmitted 

t  = 1/AF ; 
r c 

when transmission is with one side band, or is of unmodulated direct 

current pulses 

t • 1/3&F . • 

Accordingly,  in telegraphy,  the maximum transmission speed  is equal to 

B „ - 2^,,- (16.13) max c 
This formula, called the Nyquist criterion, is of great value in com- 

munication engineering. 

Since one elementary pulse carries one bit of information, the traffic 

handling capacity of a binary channel will equal 

C   - B   - 2AF tbits/sec3. (l6.l4) max   max     c     ' 
Practical transmissions are made at slower speed, so a satisfactory 

shape of incoming signals can be expected without the use of special cir- 

cuits. It is believed that it is sufficient to provide for the transmission 

of three 'harmonics of the fundamental signal frequency, that is 

^c »in • 3Pr <16-1« 
where 

AP   .  is the minimum channel bandwidth; C mm ' 
F is the fundamental keying.frequency, equal 

graphic speed (F £ hertz] = B Chauds2/2). 

to half the tele- 
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Consequently 

AF   . * 3 B/2 - 1.5 B 
c Bin 

Transmission speed in bauds, and traffic handling capacity in bits per 

second, connot coincide in binary systems because of tlie transmission of 

service information (of synchronir.iag  pulses) and of excess inforauttion 

during coding.  Therefore, the traffic handling capacity in terns of useful 

information is usually lower than, the telegraphic speed 

C   = n  A*, (16-16) use   use t 

where 

n   is the xuK&ber of pulses of useful information transmitted; 
use 
T is  the duration of the transmission* 

Transaission levels« In wire communication the power at the Bending end, 

equal to one milliwatt, and called the zero level (P * 1 milliwatt = lO 

watt) , is taken as the original magnitude for power comparison purposes.  If 

the line input resistance equals R.  » 6oO ohms, the zero voltage level is 

U = 0.775 volt, and the zero current level is I = 1*29 milllamps. 
o o 

It is convention to use a logarithmic scale to compare powers, and the 

level, expressed in nepers (units of level), can be found through the formula 

pCnepers] =* l/2 log P /P  » l/2 log PVl milliwatt.   (l6.1?) 

where 

P is the power at the termination., expressed in milliwatts* 

If the level is expressed in decibels, then 

p Cdb] - lO log PVl milliwatt. (l6.l8) 

The conversion from one set of units to the other can be made through 

the following equalities 

1 dfc = 0.11? neper, 

1 r.cpcr m  8.68 db. 

The difference in levels at the input and output of a communication 

channel is called the overall line attenuation. According to prevailing 

standards the overall line attentuation for telephone channels whould range 

between 0.8 and 1.0 neper. 

If the power at the sending end is P , and the power at the termination 

is P , the attenuation in nepers wili be 

b [nepers] = 1/2 log P/^- U6.19) 

Sioilarly for the voltages 

b Cnepersl - log U /Ur t 
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and for currents 

b Lneper*j = log 'Ä/Tfc- 

Amplifiers are inserted in the line to compensate for signal attenua- 

tion on long lines.    Äe overall line attenuation,  b , for toe entire ram 

«miration Channel can be found as the algebraic  son of the attenuation,  b. 

and the nein, £., for toe individual .section*. 

tb=K -S*-—35^ U6^£>> 

Channel frequency response curve.  de plot of tne overall line 

attenuation in terms of the frequency is called the oo—nxcatt ion channel 

frequency response ciiTT*. 

In a telephone ****(—*+}  the frequency band bounded by the frequencies 

on which the overall channel attenuation frfwlt the channel's overall at- 

tenuation at a frequency of 800 bertx by 1 neper is called the band of ef- 

fectively transmitted frequencies. 

Fiacre 16.3 «how» the plot of the overall line attenuation in terms of 

the frequency (the limits of permirsible deviations fear a standard tele- 

phone channel vith a frequency hand from 300 to 3J*00 hertz). 

Channel amplitude response carve. The plot of the transmission level at 

the output of a. channel (or the increase in its averall l\ne attenuation) 

in terms of the magnitude of the level at the input is understood to be the 

channel amplitude response curve.  Inflection of the amplitude response 

curve is permissible for values of the level at the input of at least *O.S 

nenher if nonlinear distortions are to be avoided in the standard telephone 

f^ff•! phase response carve end aroap porpagation tine. The rharmel 

phase response curve is understood to be the plot of the phase shift, 9, 

between the omcillmt ions at the channel input and output in terms of the 

carrier frequency «. 

Figure 16.3- 
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Dependence of the overall line attenuation 
on the frequency for a normal telephone channel. 
The channel frequency response curve should fall 
between the hatched boundaries. 
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Figure 16.4.  Pha^e response curve for a telephone 
channel. 

If the phase response is linear over the entire spectrum of transmitted 

signal frequencies the signal will he transmitted without distortion and 

will appear at the channel output after time interval T , which is called 

the group propagation .time 

T  = dCp/dtD. 

Group propagation tine is the time interval between signal delivery 

to the input to appearance at the channel output of the maximum energy of 

some group of oscillations within a sufficiently narrow band of the spectrum. 

If the phase response curve is nonlinear, the group propagation time 

will depend on the frequency and on the different groups of signal frequency 

components delivered to the channel output at different tines. The result 

will be signal distortion. 

In real communication channels the minimal nonuniformity in the group 

propagation time takes place in the middle of the curve (fig. 16.4). This 

is why the center of the channel band is used to transmit telecode signals. 

16.3  Converting the Message Into a Signal 

Messages to be transmitted are usually nonelectrical in nature. A 

text, for example, is a set of characters (letters and punctuation marks), 

and sound is a change in pressure in terms of time, etc. The communication 

channel can only transmit the electrical reflection of the aussage, the 

signals. 

The porcess of converting a message into a signal involves three op- 

erations; conversion, coding, and modulation. 

Conversion 

The conversion of  a message into a comma in icat ion signal involves 

translating nonelectrical magnitudes., those including in the original mes- 

sage, into electrical ones.  For example, a'photo electric cell is used to 

convert the image reflected from an object by a beam of light into the cor- 

responding electrical oscillations. 
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Coding 

Coding is the building of the message, or signal 1 on a definite 

principle. A code is a combination comp^isd of different elementary 

signals.     The p^rxicular code selected must provide: 

diversity of code elements so the receiver can react to the  individual 

elementary sigrals contained  in the code; 

simplicity  in building the code,   that   is,   use of a minimum numbur of 

code elements  (of a base)   and the maximum number   (index n)   ox' possible com" 

binations of electrical   transmissions,   in accordance vith the needed number' 

N,   of meaningful messages 

X  = m\ (16.21) 

Telegraph type printers use a uniform,   five—unit code for each char- 

acter.     The nuntpr of  elements in the code is m = 2  (binary code).     The 

number of elementary electrical transmissions is a * 5 (five-element code)« 

Then 

S = mr"  = 25 
32- 

This five-element  binary code can transmit 32 different characters 

(messages). 

Uniform codes.     Uniform codes are those   in which each code combination 

consists of the same number of elements,    A five-element telegraphic cod« 

(fig.  l6.5)   is  an example.     Tie digits can be transmitted by a positive 

pulse,  zero by negative pulses of the sane length«    Hie transmission by a 

positive pulse, zero by negative pulses of the same length.    The trans- 

mission time for any eode combination in a five-element code equals 5 
n. -        TO 
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Figure 16.5. Selected combinations cf a 
uniform five—element code. 

A six-element unifrom code can be built in the same way, so 2 =64 

different combinations can be transmitted. The process for a seven-element, 

etc., code is similar* 
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**iiforn codes make ix comparative! y simple to build transmitter and re- 

ceiYcrs Tor automated and automatic discrete communication systems, 

Nontmifora  codes-   Mammiform codes are those in which the code com- 

binations differ from each other, not only with respect to the interposition 

of zeros and digits, but also in their numbers. 

A typical example of the nonuniform code is the Horse code, in which the 

elements in the code combinations of digits and zeros are used in but two 

combinations; singly (1 and O), or in triplets (ill and OOO).  The signal 

corresponding to one digit is '•ft?!*** a dot, that corresponding to three 

digits a dash-  The zero element is used to separate a dot from a dash, a 

dot from a dot, and a dash from a dash* A set of three zeros ends each code 

combination, thus simply separating one code combination from another. Fig- 

ure 16.6 ?s an example of a Morse code combination. 

B 

1.1...1.. 
# 0 1 / r   000 ^t 

j 0 a 0 

. innn 
/  t  1   0   7   0   t 0  1   $ 0» 

Figure I6.6.  Selected combinations of a non- 
tmifom Horse code. 

The time required to transmit each of the characters in the Morse code 

is different* The shortest combination in the code' is the letter E, with a 

length equal to 4  , and the longest is 22  (the number O)* 

Given the structure of the Russian language, the average for transmitting 

by Morse code is some 9-5 elementary pulses per character, making it a less 

economical code as compared with the five-element uniform code.  The advant- 

age of the Marse codä is that it can be received by ear, hence is widely 

used in radio Communications for sending by key and receiving by ear* 

Modulation 

Modulation is the effect on one of the parameters of the signal carrier 

resulting from law governing the change in the function reflecting the aes- 

sage transmitted over the communication channel. The transfer agent used 

in electric conmunication is direct current, high or low frequency alter- 

nating current, or a periodic sequence of short pulses* 

Pulses of code combinations can be transmitted iirectly over lines 

passing extremely low frequencies, such as physical lines,.or cables, for 
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example.  If the transmission must be Bade over telephone channels, which 

«ill not pass very low frequencies, recourse is had to modulation of one of 

the parameters of a harmonic oscillation called tire carrier 

«<0 = tf*an(«f + «Ot' (16.22) 

where 

U is the amplitude; 
m 
CD is the angular frequency; 

(p is the initial phase of the oscillations. 

Modulation can be amplitude (AM), frequency (FM), or phase (PM), de- 

pending on the parameter modulated. 

Amplitude modulation« A radio-frequency oscillation, the amplitude of 

vhich changes according to -the law governing the modulating voltage-, is 

said to be amplitude modulated» For example, an oscillation with carrier 

frequency f can be changed by the amplitude of the oscillations occurring 

in accordance with the law governing the modulating frequency f (fig. l6*7) 

VTN 

ÜJU 

Figure l6-7- Oscillograras of amplitude modulated 
oseillettons. 
a. - carrier frequency oscillations; 
b - modulating frequency oscillations; 
c - amplitude modulated signal "ith mod« 

ulation factor less than one; 
d - amplitude modulated signal with 

modulation factor greater than one* 
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Tue modulation factor, m = AU/U £ 1, oust be less than one, or at the 
si 

very worst equal to one, in order to transmit the signal without distortion. 

When ro >  1, ovcraodulation occurs, and the envelope of the amplitude modulated 

oscillation does not repeat the shape of the curve of the modulating vol- 

cagc, and signal distortion will result.  The practical modulation factor 

,is taken as equal to 0.8 to 0.9. 

The amplitude modulated oscillation consists of three components in 

the simplest of cases, when the modulating voltage is a low frequency sin- 

usoidal oscillation; a carrier frequency oscillation, and two side fre- 

quencies Cfig.l6.8).  If the modulation is by the frequency spectrum, as 

is the case when speech is transmitted, the amplitude modulated oscillation 

will consist of the carrier frequency oscillation and two side hands 

(fig 16.9). 

If the modulating signal is designated x (t), the expression for an- 

AM signal will he in the form 

«CO - V* [ 1 + tttx (/)] sin («* + <?„). (16.23) 

When binary signals are transmitted m = 1, so 

«<0 « Vn [1 -r x CO] sin (** + ?o3. U6.2O 

The amplitude of the modulated signal will change from 2U  to zero. 
m 

The width Of the frequency spectrum of an amplitude modulated signal 

is twic* that of the ma.xiini.ijn modulating frequency.  For example, if th* 

maximum transmitted speech frequency is equal, to F = 3_4 kHz, the width of 

the spectrum of the amplitude modulated signal will be AF = 2F = 6.Ö kHz- 

Kwi 

Figure 16.8. Frequency spectrum of an 
amplitude modulated signal 
when the carrier is mod- 
ulated by a single audio 
frequency. 

4 

bd 
Figure 16.9. Frequency spectrum of an 

amplitude modulated signal 
when the carrier is modulated 
by the audio frequency spectrum. 
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Single-sideband modulation, Sinc.e-sideoand modulation is a. type of 

signal transmission in which the transmitter radiates only a single side- 

band with -ehe suppressed carrier (the pilot signal), or without it (fig. 16-10) 

LEs_ 
Figure 16.10. Frequency spectrum in the case of single- 

sideband modulation. 

In the receiver the carrier frequency from the local oscillator is 

added to the incoming single sideband signal and the audio frequency spectrum 

is restored in the demodulator. 

The advantage of single—sideband modulation is that the band of fre- 

quencies radiated by the transmitter is halved so transmitter power can be 

used more effectively because it is expended on radiating the single side- 

band and this, in turn, increases reception noise resistance because of the 

narrowing of the passband. 

A disadvantage that must be pointed out is the extremely regid demands 

imposed on the frequency stability for the transmitter and the receiver's 

local oscillator, because this serves to complicate the equipment and increase 

its cost. 

Frequency modulation. Uhen frequency modulation is used, the amplitude 

of the oscillations of the carrier frequency remains constant, but the fre- 

quency changes according to the law reflecting the nature of the modulating 

voltages (fig- l6.1l). 

A frequency modulated oscillation can be represented in the form of a 

vectcr of fixed length swinging around its initial position with an angular 

frequency Q (fig. 16.12). The maximum angle of deflection is C  = m, (the 
ml 

modulation  index)   and it can be defined as the ratio of the amplitude of the 

change in the frequency,   u),»   to the angular frequency of the sodulation Cl. 

mf  '  °o/ß ' td/fF' C16-25) 

The modulation index characterized the modulation depth.     If the amp- 

litude of the change in the frequency,  f      or,  and this is the same thing, 

the frequency deviation is less than the modulation frequency,  that   is,   if 

f , < F,   the modulation  index will  be a. < 1.     In this case the vector, 

swinging near  its middle position,  will be deflected from it by an angle 

less than 57°-    This is called narrow band frequency modulation and occupies 

the same frequency band as is found  in amplitude modulation. 

But   if f    > P,   the maximum angle of deflection,   o    = m_,   can be larger 
O *Q X 
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than 360*, vita tbe result That the vector, rotating around its middle position, 

will complete more than one full turn to some particular side.  This is called 

broad band frequency modulation and covers the frequency band equal to approx- 

imately double the deflection frequency, 2frt- 

Th<* width of the spectrum of a frequency modulated signal can be de- 

fined accurately enough for practical use through the approximate formula 

AFä; 2P (1 -J- at, -f- Vmj), (16.26) 

where AF is the width of the spectrum of the frequency modulated signal; 

P  is the modulation frequency; 

m, is the modulation index. 

'[www*-« 

Figure 16.11.  Oscillograms of frequency modulated 
oscillations. 
a — carrier frequency oscillations; 
b — modulating frequency oscillation; 
o - frequency soeolated signal. 

\ 

M/ 
Figure 16.12. Vector representation of a frequency 

modulated oscillation. 

Phase modulation.  Phase modulation can be considered to be a variety 

of frequency modulation, with the phase of -the high-frequency oscillation 

changing.  Whore phase modulation differs from frequency modulation is in 

pliaso modulation being defined by the annular deflected of the vector 

resultant from the position of the carrier frequency, whereas frequency 

modulation is defined by the rate of thin deflection, that is, by the derivative^ 

of the phase in terms of tin«. 



When a pure ton« is modulated it is difficult to conclude ho* it vas 

nodulated, in frequency, or phase, 3'ust from the nature of the oscillation 

and its properties.  In both cases the vector {fig. .16*12) swings relative 

to its initial position in a manner such that angle 9 will change with respect 

to time according to the law 

cp = m, sin Ot in the case of phase modulation; 

O » o> A* ^°  u- *"* ^ i° **** case of frequency modulation. 

The difference: between frequency and phase modulation will only show 

iip in the event there is a. change in the frequency of the modulation, or 

when the frequency band is modulated. Then too, frequency and phase mod- 

ulation differ in  ihe manner in which the modulation is carried out. In 

the case of the former the direct effect of oscillator- oscillations on the 

frequency is used, whereas in the case of phase modulation the oscil- 

lator is modulated in a phase modulator. 

In general, if t&e modulating signal is x (t), the expression for find- 

ing the signal in the case of phase modulation is in the form 

a (0 - Um sin \mt + A?*(Ö|. tLtJXr) 

where 

o<p is the phase deviation. 

the condition Aq> s 90° must be satisfied in order to avoid overaodula- 

ticn. 

Phase modulation is accompanied by a change - in signal frequency, be- 

cause, by definition, frequency is the rate of chano« in phase in terms 

of time 

(16.28) 

In- the case of phase modulation of the frequency 

The changing frequency is called the instantaneous frequency, and the 

changing phase is called the present phase 

•w-J-m* exe.») 
Phase modulation  is not used for transmitting speech,   and  it is only 

recently that it has been used in discrete  i-immmuiii. at ion systems to transmit 

binary signals (see keying, or on-off modulation). 
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Figure 16,13.  Cscillograms of different types o£ pulse modulation. 
a - modulating voltage; b - clock pulses; c - amp- 
litude modulated pulses;  d - pulse length modulation; 
e - frequency modulated pulses; f - phase modulated 
pulses* 

Principal types of pulse modulation.  A distinguishing feature of 

pulse communication engineering is the use of a periodic pulse train a» 

the message transfer agent, characteriz^ed by the folloVing parameters: 

pulse height (amplitude), h; 

pulse length, T; 

pulse repetition rate, F = l/T; 

position of the pulses in terms of time relative to the position 

of the pulses of an unmodulated train, that is, the pulse phase. 

If we change one of the aLove parameters by the modulating function ve 

can obtain four principal types of pulse modulation Cfig. 16.13)= 

amplitude pluse modulation APM; 

frequency pulse modulation, FPM; 

phase pulse modulation, PPM; 

pulse length modulation, PLM. 

Signal quantization-  Signal quantization is the presentation of a 

continuous signal in the form of a discrete one.  In practice, this is done 

by replacing the continuous physical magnitude by a finite set of its values 

tquantized levels). 
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There  jre two q1un.ti2a.tion cases;   in  terms  of  level   (fig-   16.14»)   and   in 

•terms of time  (fig.  16.15) -     In the figures X(t)   is the continuous signal  and 

S{t)   represents the discrete values of the continuous signal 

x(ti 
1             J— 

1   / V 
t    A    - 1 
i /!                        \l 
i'l 

 *-/• 

Figure 16-14.  AM exapnle of level amortization. 

Figure 16.15- An example of time quantization. 

In the case of level quantization, the discrete signal remains un- 

changed until the value of the continuous signal reaches some present mag- 

nitude, and this cxn  be at any moment in time. 

In the case of time quantization, the magnitudes of a continuous signal 

that exist at a present moment in time are recorded. The discrete magnitude 

can he rounded to the nearest quantization level in this case. 

In the case of combination quantisation, the signal can be quantized 

in terms of time and, in addition, its value can be level quantized at 

time paints. * 

V.A. Kotel'nikov's theorem.  If the function X(t) contains no frequency 

higher than F hertz, it can be completely defined by the sequence of its 
m 

values at a moment in time read, one to another« by l/SF second. 
D 

Kotel'nikov's theorem points out that given these conditions, the 

transmission of a continuous signal can be reduced to the transmission of 

individual pulses, or of code combinations. 

A continuous communication signal is a function with a limited spectrum, 

so, in accordance with Kotel'nikov's theorem, there is no need to transmit 

all the values of the function in order to completely define the curve of 

the function X(t; at the receiver.  It is sufficient to transmit the in- 

dividual, instantaneous, values (fig. I6.16) read at time intervals 

At = l/2üF, 

where 

AF is the spectrum width for the function. 

The readings are most usually taken as the width of the spectrum for 

the function. The .-lumber of sample values can be computed through the 

formula 
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AT~X=24/T\ <i6-3l> 

wfc^re 

X is tie United interval during whi«»>i the function X{t)   is coacidered. 

«*1 

at 2&t tat sat S6t not ear 

Figure l6.l6* An exaaple of the 
of a. continuous function by its 
discrete values. 

Figure 16*17* Curve of the function of the 

The auxiliary function (the function .of the readings) 

116-32) 

using its values is used for an analytical definition of the function X(t) 

at the noment of the reading. 

The curve of this function is shown in figure 16*17 • 

The function of the readings has a unifora spectron in the frequency 

band fro« OtoF. At point t T<0J = 1, and a* point t = not = nl/2F 

the function Y{ndt) = o. Here n is any integer (positive or negative). 

Cta the basis of what has been said in the foregoing, the present signal 

x(t) can be represented by the following SOB 

U6.33) 
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n&t are the reading r*""*" Along the t axis. 

The expression at (16.33) accurately defines the function X (t) at any 

t_ 

The value of fcstel»niVw's theore» for communication theory and engine- 

ering is that based on It, the transmission of a continuous message reduces 

to the sane situation tiiat pertains in the case of the transaission of a 

discrete aussage, or, putting it another way, in both cases the -transmission 

reduces to one of transmitting a discrete sequence of numbers. This theorem 

is the basis for all pulse communication. 

The necessary pulse repetition rate (the clock rate) can be found through 

the formula 

1  ^ (16.34) 

Pulse-code modulation.  Pulse-code modulation is understood to bean the 

transmission of continuous functions by a binary code. 

In order to obtain pulse-code modulation, the signal being transmitted, 

(fig. l6.lSa) is level (or time) quantized. The quantised level values 

(fig. I6.I&0) in this case arc represented by a sequence of numbers, 5t 7» 

9, 6, 4, 2, recorded in a binary counting system. This series can be 

written in the form of four-digit numbers as follows: 0101, 0111, 1001, 0110, 

0100, 0010. 

IÄÖ 

a 

• 

] . 1  1 
Figure l6.l8.     An example of pulse-^ode modulation 

a - continuous function of a message; 
b — quantized values of the function. 

*tnnj   Lnrui m • 
wtataiifiootoitso t00o0/0 

Figur« 16*19 • A pulse-cod> modulation cosnamicat: 
signal. 
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Assuming th«*t 1 designates the positive train, and that 0 designates the 

negative, we obtain a combination of direct current transmissions (fig. 16.19) 

transmitted over the communication channel. 

Accordingly, quantization provides us with a way to reduce the number 

of different numbers subject to transmission to some finite magnitude », 

which expresses the number of permissible levels there are on tl.e quantiza- 

tion scale. 

If a quantization step is taken as 1, (S'-l) will be the notation for 

the largest quantized number. The necessary nuxber of characters, n, in 

a binary code combination can be found from the relationship N- 2 , from 

whence 

. * = tofi"- (16.35) 

If n is not a whole number it is rounded to the nearest larger whole 

number. 

The .selection of the number of levels, N, must give consideration to 

the fact that th<* fewer the quantization steps, that is, the greater the 

number of quantization stages., the more accurately the particular function 

(the continuous signal) will be transmitted. However, increasing the number 

of stages requires that the code combinations be increased, and this is un- 

desirable* A compromise solution is arrived at experimentally« For example, 

it has been found that satisfactory speech quality in voice transmissions 

can be had when n ^ 100. Hence, it follows that a telephone conversation 

can be held when the pulse-code modulation uses a seven-unit binary code 

because N - 27 - 128. 

Pulse-difference modulation. Pulse-difference modulation is under- 

stood to be the transmission of the increments of the quantized levels of 

a contiguous signal through the medium of pulses with a calibrated shape 

and based on the "pulse - no pulse" principle. Here it is not the signal 

values proper that are quantized and transmitted, but their increments 

relative to the preceding values, that is, the difference between these 

values. The quantization is done over calibrated time intervals. This 

type of modulation is sometimes referred to as "delta modulation," because 

in mathematics the increment is designated by the Greek A  ("delta") • 

The principle on which the modulation is based is as follows. The 

voltage of the primary signal is compared with the auxiliary voltage gen- 

erated in the equipment in the form of a step function that approximately 

reproduces the signal shape (fig. 16.20).- 

The length and height of the step are constants. The comparison is 

made automatically at a time interval, the frequency of which is a multiple 
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of the clock frequency.  If the signal voltage (curve l) exceeds the step 

level at the time the step is completed, that is, there is a positive in- 

crement, the auxiliary voltage win increase in a bound to another step 

(curve 2).  Accompanying the positive bound of auxiliary voltage is the 

appearance of a calibrated pulse positive polarity at the output of the pulse 

modulator.  If, on the other hand, when the step is completed the signal 

voltage is lover than the step level, that is, the ir^crement is negative, 

the auxiliary voltage will drop one step, and the poise at the modulator 

output will have a negative polarity (fig, 16.20b). 

Only the positive pulses will be transmitted over the communication 

channel (fig. 16.20c). 

MLL 
Figure 16.20. Signal conversion in the case of pulse- 

difference modulation. 
a — signal subject to "transmission (curve 
l) and auxiliary voltage (curve 2); b - vol- 
tage at the pulse modulator output; c - com- 
munication signal. 

Keying 

If information is coded in binary codes, the modulated parameter can 

only take two different values* One corresponds to the transmission of 0, 

the other to the transmission of 1. This special case of modulation is 

called keying. 

Figure 16.21 shows the characteristics of the various types of keying. 

If the information transfer agent is  direct current, the signal will 

have the shape shown in Figure 16.21a, provided the keying is done by the 

magnitude of the voltage, and will have the shape shown in Figure 16.21b 

if the keying is done by changing the direction of the current. 

The transmission of this combination when alternating current is used 

as the transfer agent is brought abvut in a different way, and depends on 

the type of keying: 
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in the case of amplitude-shift keying, by the transmission of the 

carrier  frequency for T     if 1   is being transmitted,   and "by the absence of 

the carrier  frequency  if 0  is being  transmitted   (fig-  16.21c); 

in the case of  frequency-shift keying,   by the transmission of the 

carrier frequency,   f,,  corresponding to I, and by -£he transmission of fre- 

quency f„,  corresponding to O  (fig.  l6.21d>,  with the result that here the 

beginning of  the transmission of, an element  in the coded combination dif- 

ferent  from the preceding one can be characterized by a transition- from 

frequency f    to f„,,  or frost f. to f _ ; 

in the case of phase-shift keying, by changing the phase of the 

carrier with each transition from state 1 to state 0, or vice versa (fig. 

I6.21e>. 

Figure 16.21.    Types of keying. 

a - amplitude-shift keying of direct 
current in one direction;    b - amplitude- 
shift keying of direct current in both 
directions;     G - amplitude-shift keying of 
alternating currer.t;     d  - frequency-shift 
keying of  alternating current;    e - phase- 
shift keying of alternating current;  f - phase- 
difference keying of a alternating current. 

The last  of the foregoing  types of keying  listed is the most resistant 

to noise. 

There are practical difficulties involved in the realization of phase- 

shift keying because when there is a change in the phase of a linear signal 

by more than 90* the phase of the incoming pulses will change l8o°  (negative 

work). 
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This drawback can be eliminated by using relative phase-shift keying 

(fig-  16.21  f),   in which  the phase cf  the carrier changes as each 1  is 

transmitted,  rather than when the character transmitted ehanges. 

This method of signal formation provides for stable operation of the 

receiver when there are phase jumps in the signal on the channel. 

Wien discrete signals are transmitted by conventional AM, FM,   and PM 

methods the reception process reduces -co comparing the signal parameters 

with the receiver parameters.     In the case of AM,  for example,  the signal 

amplitude  is conpfjrcd with the receiver threshold;   in the case of VS the 

signal  fre-^uency  is compared with the center frequency of the detector*,  and 

in the case of PM the signal phase is compared with the local oscillator phase. 

Relative phase-shift keying results in a comparison being made in the 

receiver between two adjacent transmissions,   and act in a determination 

being made as to the absolute value of each transmission,   so in this type of 

keying there can be no "reverse operation"  (no negative work}* 

Spectrum Vidth and Telegraphy Speed 

This section will discuss the basic relationships existing between 

signal spectrum width, and telegraphy speed for the various types of keying. 

The Amplitude-shift Keyed Signal   Spectrum Width 

When transmission  is by direct  current     transmissions over wire lines, 

and the transmission of the third harmonic,   inclusive,   is taken into con- 

sideration 

AT - 3F    = 1.5B [hertzl, Cl6.36) 

where 

"P    is the fundamental keying frequency,   in hertz; 

& is the telegraphy speed,  in bauds. 

In the case o£ amplitude-shift keying in radio communications 

Ä^AM = 6P1 = 33 rhertz}. (16.37) 

The greatest signal spectrum width corresponds to the transmission of 

a series of alternating transmissicns of 0 and 1  (fig. 16.22). 

UM 
Figure 10,22- Periodic pulse train- 

Vertical : Hertz. 

The signal band can be reduced if some method that will lessen the effect 

of stretching the transmission, front is used. This includes the "contracted 

contact method" and the integral reception method. 
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The first  of these envisages strobing the center,   that   is,   the least 

distorted,  section . f the transmission and deciding on which character in the 

incoming transmission  to take as a result of the strobing. 

In the second method the decision with respect to the character is made 

on xh<* basis of the results obtained from integrating the transmission, as 

a whole. 

Quality reception can be had for a signal .spectrum width 

ÄFAM =  <-1"1 t0 1"£j B Cn«rtxJ. U6..38) 

In single-sideband systems for the transmission of binary signals,  the 

value o£ the required channel  band when one sideband  is completely suppressed 

is 

d^AM gsb = (0.5 to 0.6) B £hertz3. (16.39) 

The frequency modulated signal spectrum width. In the case of fre- 

quency-shift keying the transmission of carriers £. and f * correspond to 

elements 1  and 0-     The difference Af K-.*.-.   s -^o ~ ^i   *s ca^^ *^e spacing, 

or the shift in frequencies,  and the magnitude f. - if . .»./2 * trt - f./2 
o    shift     2 1 

is called the frequency deviation. The ratio of the deviation to the fun- 

damental keying frequency is the frequency-shift keying index, m » *V^"i " 

The FM signal spectrum width, with the transmission of the third 

harmonic taken into consideration is 

^FM * £ Cfd * 3V = **"d * 3B = ^shift + 3B rhertz;i  Cl6*<tf>) 

The greater the frequency deviation the easier it is to distinguish 

the transmissions from each other upon reception. But this increases the 

band occupied by the signal, increasing the noise level. 

It is recommended that the deviation be selected or. the basis of 

fd > Fi/2k or "f > l/2k' 
where 

k = T  /T is the permissible time dominance, that is, the maximum 

ratio of length of the distorted section of the transmission, T,. , 

to the entire length of the transmission, T • 
o 

m_ is selected small in systems for transmitting data over narrow 

band channels in order to increase the traffic handling capacity,  and the 

iH^ac-iaiiim capacity in the case of narrow band FM is achieved when 

A^FM = SPj^ =  (1-1 to 1.2J B Cbertz}. U6.41) 

Consideration must be given to the fact that resistance to noise will 

be low, however. The effective band in the case of narrow band FM can be 

found through the formula 
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AP. FH 
2ÄP.„ = (2.2 to 2.4.) B Chertz:, 

AH 
(16.42) 

FM radio lines have a deviation selected several time;, greater than is 

the case for narrow band FM, and the frequency band can be found through 

the formula 

^F^2Fl/~i^^mj  Ehertzj. (16.43) 

The phase-shift keyed signal  spectrum width.    Modern data transmission 

systems using the phase-shift keyed method limit the channel pass band to' 

that ensuring transmission of the first harmonic of the keying frequency,   F 

Given these conditions,   the hand covered by the signal  is equal to 

AFr 2P     = B [hertzj (16.44) 

An even, greater reduction in the band can be arrived at by using 

single-sideband transmission of phase—shift keyed signals. 

16.4.     The Multichannel. Communication Principle 

Multichannel communication is communication between  several pairs 

of correspondents  (senders and receivers]  over a common line. 

Figure 16.23 shows,  in general form,  a block schematic of multichannel 

communication.     Signals from all n channels are summed and transmitted over 

the communication line.    The receiving end must have a device for separating 

the signals corresponding to the different channels. 

a;•£*>« I ! "JiltWjJ fijtt&s •  J /*-_„__ . ] 

\JL_1   g-"-j"-f" A6s-e-m n 

Figure 16.23- Block schematic of multichannel communication. 
a — subscribers;  b - transmitters;  c — summer; 
d - receivers;  e - converter; 

Separation of the signals in the different channels must clear the 

signals in the particular channel from the interference created by the 

signals in the other channels, in so far as this is possible, hence the 

shape of the signal used for multichannel communication is selected so the 

interference between channels will be minimal. 

Frequency Separated Channels 

The essence of the frequency method of separating channels is as fol- 

lows.  Since the real communication signal contains the overwhelming portion 

of its power within the limits of the width—limited frequency spectrum, 

the organization of multichannel communication for transmitting signals 
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assigns a definite section of the common band of frequencies used, to each 

channel• 

Thus, the transmitter for each sender should send signals over the 

communication line, the frequency spec true of which will fit. completely 

within the frequency band assigned to the particular channel. 

There win be a set of voltages, or currents, at the receiving end of 

each channel on all frequencies forming the linear signal of multichannel 

communication. The receiver contains a frequency filter, the purpose of 

which is to separate out the voltage of the frequencies that reflect the 

message for the specific sender, and to suppress the voltage of the other 

frequencies.  The frequency filter in each channel will only pass the 

frequency spectrum for its channel, and will not pass the frequencies on 

the other channels. The separation of signals by using frequency filters 

is called frequency separation. 

Figure 16.24 shows the spectra of signals in a two-channel communica- 

tion system with frequency separation. 

The first channel carries the frequency band from f. to f• , and the 

second the frequency bond from f£ to f'a; that is, the signals in  the first 

charm»! have spectrum A?., while the signals in the second channel have 

spectrum AFfi. 

Uw 

EL 
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Figure lb.24. Spectra cf signals in a. two-channel communication 
system with frequimcy separation. 
a - first channel signal frequency spectrum; 
b - second channel signal frequency spectrum; 
c - linear signal; d- filter frequency curves; 
s - signal at the output of the first filter; 
f - signal at the output of the second filter« 
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The condition of separability of signals in this case reduces to pre- 

venting the frequencies in the AF spectrum from entering the AF  spectrum, 

and vice versa.  In other words, spectra AF and AF,, cannot overlap. 

Transference of the signal upward through the spectrum during trans- 

mission, and the reverse conversion upon reception, is carried out by sub- 

carrier frequency oscillators and Modulators.  Oscillator frequency drift 

should not exceed ±2 hertz. 

The attenuation of filters in the pass band cannot be greater than 

0.3 neper, but outside the pass band should be 7-55 nepers. 

Time Separated Channels 

Based on V. A. Kotel'nikov's theorem, any continuous function with a 

limited spectrum <-.an be represented by a train of discrete pulses. Pulses 

received at the point of reception can be completely restored to the trans- 

mitted function*  The use of pulse methods for purposes of transmission 

(fig. 16.25) make the organization of multichannel communication with time 

separated channels feasible. 

fißUCK 
minj 

fcanr- 
a 

Figure 16.25. Block schematic of multichannel communication with 
time separated channels. 
a - subscriber; b - transmitter; c - distributor; 
d - receiver. 

In time separated channel systems the communication iine utilizes a 

distributor, D, to permit signals from different senders (subscribers) 

Distributor D is at the receiving end, and to be transmitted in turn. 

has the capacity to make a time selection, or, in other words, to separate 

the- signals fron the different channels. Each channel is thus assigned a 

definite section of the total time the line is in use. 

Complete separation of the signals requires that distributors D and 

D- rotate at identical speeds (in synchronism). Moreover, the distributors 

should connect to the line either the first pair of subscribers, or the 

second, or, in other words, they should operate in phase. 

When time separation is used the signals belonging to a particular 

channel arc transmitted during a time interval that is free of signals from 

other channels* The condition of separability of signals in the case of 

ti^e separation reduces to preventing signals in the different channels 

from overlapping in time 

In the case of the transmission of a telephone signal, the spectrum 
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cf -which is between 300 and 3^00 hertz, the frequency at -which the coman.mic.a- 

tion channel is cut in should equal 6.8 kHz, based on Kotel'nikov's theorem. 

In practice, the switching frequency is taken equal to 8 kHz. Electronic 

distributors are used at these switching frequencies* 

Time separated channels are widely used in communication and remote 

control systems.  The communication systems with time separation in use at 

the present time do not have more than 24 channels. This limitation is 

associated with the need to use extremely short pulses.  In remote control 

systems the number of channels are many times greater because the signals 

can he limited to low frequency on the order of 10 hertz. 

Combination Separation 

Combination separation of signals is based on the difference in the 

combination of signals on the different channels. Let us suppose we have & 

two-channel system with a binary code with elements 0 and 1 in use on both 

channels. It will then be possible to have four different combinations of 

signals in both channels: 

Commun ic at ior. 
Channel 

Combination of Signals 

ja l a 2 »3 N< 

Sn-tSnil i:::::: 
äum of  s?.qnals   ' * 

0 
0 
0 

i 
0 
1 

0 
1 
1 

i 

i 
2 

As will be seen from the table, if we take a signal equal to 1 we do 

not know the channel to which it belongs, but by referring to the tables w© 

see that all four combinations differ from each other. Therefore, instead 

of a summed signal we must transmit the number of the combination because 

this number uniquely determines the signal in each channel. Thus, the task 

reduces to one of transmitting four numbers, and they can be transmitted in 

a variety of ways Coy any code and modulation). This type of transmission 

wakes -the linear signal a reflection of a fixed combination of signals for 

the different channels. 

Two-channel frequency telegraphy is a known example of combination 

separation,  here four different frequencies, f , f , £    and f, are used 

for the transmission.  In the general case of an n-channel system with 

code base m, it will be required that a linear signal consisting of N=m 

different combinations be transmitted.  Each combination will correspond 

to a signal for a predetermined channel. 

Two-channel frequency telegraphy increases the -traffic handling 

capacity of the channel by a factor of two as compared with single-channel 
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operation. But this also requires an expansion in the channel pass band by 

a factor of approximately two, and this leads to some reduction in the 

noise resistance. 

16.5- Transmission of Radar Information Over Communication Channels. 

Transmission Over Broad Band Channels 

Radar information can be transmitted over broad band communication 

channels by direct translation, or by television. 

In the case of direct transmission of radar signals the information con- 

tained in each individual pulse reflected from the taxget can be transmitted 

ever the communication channel. The frequency band needed for the undistorted 

transmission of a pulse of lenght T can be found through the relationship 
P 

AF « 1/T . (16.45} 
c    p 

Transmission of pulses with length T  ^ 2 to 0.2 microsecond requires 

a, communication channel frequency band of AF '0.5 to 5 KHz, respectively. 

Since other signals besides target pulses should be transmitted over the 

communication channel, the total band of the combination signal in broad 

band systems using direct transmission can reach 10 MHz and higher. 

In the television method of transmitting a radar image the frequency 

spectrum band can be established by the highest transmitted frequency, and 

this can be computed through th* formula 

f „ = 1/2 n±V (16.46) 
max       z 

where 

n is the total number of television image resolution elements; 

f is the frame frequency. 

The number of television resolution elements in standards accepted for 

modern television definition is approximately equal to n = (3 to 4) x 10 , 

and the frame frequency, is f. = iF = 4 to 6 MHz. 

'fhe use of broad band methods of transmitting radar information re- 

quires special, broad band communication channels. 

Transmission Over Narrow Band Channels 

When a narrow band communication channel is used to transmit radar in- 

formation there ar&  various methods used to convert this information into 

a narrow band signal, most of which are based on the integration of the 

train of pulses received by the radar receiver during the time the targd is 

illuminated. This train of pulses lights up a definite section of the 

indicator scope, the limits of which are fixed by the radar*s resolution in 

range, &K. and azimuth 63.  Each light-struck section of the scope can be 

considered to be an image element subject to transmission over a communica- 

tion channel, one per radar scan period, for example. 
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If the  image of  an entire PPI  ACopc must be transmitted,   the number of 

iaiage  elements can be computed through the formula 

n   = 360V<?o_5p  - ^c^, (16.47) 
where 

R        is the maxinua radar detection range; 

=?Q  pp is the width of the pattern in the horizontal plane at half power; 

T     is the pulse length; 
P 
c  is the speed of Üyht. 

If a radar is considered  as a device establishing the presence,  or 

absence,   of a Target   in each element of the  image,   the total   amount of 

information equals the number of image elements,  I = a,  and the required 

pass band will  then be equal to 

C = n/T    = I/T , (16.48) 

where 

T    is radar scan time,  that is,  the time required to transmit the in- 

formation. 

Shannon's formula yields the pass band 

C = AF log..   (1  + P/P ). (16.49) c       * c    n 

Equating the right hand sides of these last two equations to each 

other, we can find the required frequency band for the communication chan- 

cel as 

AF = l/t    log2 (l + P^/P )Cl»ertal- (16.50) 

Thus, with the integration of the train of pulses reflected from the 

target during the time it is illuminated taken into consideration, the 

required width of the communication channel pass band can be reduced to 

a magnitude not exceeding several tens of kilohertz. 

Devices that narrow the frequency band make it possible to use tele- 

phone communication channels with pass bands of 0.3 to 3.4 kHz to transmit 

information. 

Another method of transmitting radar information over narrow band 

communication channels is one based on the transmission of target coordinates 

in the form of coded digital values. 

Digital systems, or discrete systems, for transmitting binary information 

are readily mated to computers that establish target movement parameters. 

The communication channel in digit«: systems in only loaded when there are 

targets, that is, it will not transmit excessive information.  It is this 

latter that permits the designing of channels for transmitting digital 

systems at «low transmission speeds, and., as a result, with a narrow pass 

band. 



The communication channels  ir.  the United  States  semiautomatic  antiair- 

craft defense  systems known  as SAGE, are an example of the use of digital 

methods to transmit radar  information»     Figure  16-26 shows the   intercon- 

nection between the individual  elements of the guidance center of this 

system.     The number of communication lines for one.guidance center is on 

the order of  600.    Data are transmitted at a rate of  1300  to  l600 bits per 

second over telephone channels with an error probability of 10 

Figure 16.26-    Simplified schematic diagram of the interconnection 
between  the  individual  elements  in a guidance center. 
a -  information source;     b - communication channels; 
c  -  electronic computer;     d  - data evaluation and 
decision;     e - active AA defense equipment And other 
equipment in the guidance center. 

16.6.     Immunity of Communications to  Interference 

The immunity of communications to  interference is the capacity of the 

communication system to resist the distrubing effect of interference.    In- 

terference is any effect on a receiver (other than the effect of the useful 

signal)  that causes the output device to function. 

The quality of a discrete communication channel  is characterized by 

the  authenticity factor,   expressed  in  'terms of the ratio  of the number of 

correctly received characters.  A,  to the total number of characters trans- 

mitted,  St 

K    - VN- (16.51) 

Immunity to interference depends on the type of modulation used, the 

coding method, the receiver circuitry, and many other factors. 

Interference with radio reception takes many forms-  It can take the 

form of stray electromagnetic fields acting on the antenna at the reception 

site, distortion in transmission caused by unstable conditions in the prop- 

agation of radio waves, thermal noises in the receiver, and other causas. 

So-called fluctuating interference of the "white noise" type, con- 
—12 

sisting of individual, very short pulses (lengths on the order of 10 

second) with amplitudes that changes at random" with time, has a very special 

place among all of the possible types of interference. An oscillugram of 

white noise is shown as Figure 16.27- 
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m±~ 
Figure 16.27-  Oscillcgram of interference of the "white 

noise" type. 

White noise has a uniform power spectrum over a very broad (practically 

infinite) frequency band. 

White noise results fron the thermal movement of elementary particles 

of matter.  Since this movement is always in evidence, practically speaking, 

white noise is, in principle, a source of interference that is impossible 

to eliminate. The special part plnyed by white noise can be expalined too 

by the fact that it is the principal source of interference that bears on 

receiver sensitivity.  It is for this reason, that in' general information 

theory the effect on the transmission of messages is considered to be due 

primarily to fluctuating interference of the white noise type. 

At the basis of »11 methods used to imporve immunity to interference is 

the principle of increasing the excessiveness in the message transmitted, 

or, and this is the same thing, the principle of increasing the signal 

volume 

V = T AF loSo P /P . 
s   s s  "2 s/ n 

As vill be seen from this formula, it is possible to increase signal 

volume by increasing the length of the signal (the time of transmission), 

the signal frequency band, and the ratio of the average signal to noise 

powers. 

The improvement in immunity to interference through the frequency band 

can be- achieved by using broad band types of modulation (frequency, and all 

types of pulse), and by increasing the signal/noise ratio by reducing the 

level of noise and increasing transmitter power. 

Moreover, an improvement in immunity to noise can be arrived at by 

using noise immune codes and, special methods of receiving weak signals, such 

as the filtration of periodic signals, accumulators, narrow band reception, 

broad band - clipper — narrow band system, and others. 

The method that uses the filtration of a pc-riod signal is based on tba 

difference in the power density spectra Cfig. 15.28 J of the useful periodic 

signal and the white noise type of interference. 

As will be seen from the figure, signal separation requires that the 

mixed signal and noise be fed into a riarrow band filter with a frequency 

curve Cfig. 16.23 d). The narrower the filter pass band, the more effective 
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will be the separation of the signal from the noise. 

If the filter pass band is &F., and the noise power in the unit element 

of the band is G , the power of the noise at the filter output will equal 
P 

P    = G AF,. (16.523 n        pi 

The signal/noise ratio  at  the filter output  will   equal 

(P /P ) = P /G AF_. 
3      '.   out S*     p     f U6.53; 

The filter pass band, &Ff is selected in practice on the basis of 

= 1» 

Then 

&F  = 1, where 1 is  signal length 

(P/P ) m  - PJO    T. 
3   rv out   sr p 

This expression indicates that the ratio of the average signal power 

to the average noi&C power at the filter output increases in proportion to 

signal length. Consequently, immunity to noise increases with increase in 

signal transmission time. 

ifcM 

TX 
-*-/ 

Qe(f)    .       toetf 

oc**fr) 

MO 
•~F 

Ü -=^/ 
Figure 16.28.  Power spectra 

(a - noise; b - signal; c - sum of 
sicial and noise) and the filter 
fr^uency curve (d). 

16.7. Error Correctly Codes 

Error correcting codes are codes used to detect and correct errors in 

incoming code combinations. 

Error correcting (anti-interference) codes improve the authenticity of 

information reception because of the use of excessive«ess. 

The essence of error correcting codes is contained in the fact that of 

the total number of code combination that can be made up from an n-element 

code, X = 2 , for the transmission of information, there are only those K 
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combinations in which one combination would not exceed the other, given dis- 

tortion of k elements. 

The efficiency and effectiveness of codes with error detection can be 

assessed hy the excessiveness factor (K )   and the error detection factor 

The excessiveness factor is 

K^ = 1 - log2Np/loC£N; <l6.5« 

where 

N = 2* is the total number of combinations that can be made up of an 

n-elemenx code; 

X is the number of combinations used. 
P 

The error detection factor is 

Ked s  L/L * M' (16-55) 

where 

L is the total number of distorted combinations, errors in which can 

be detected; 

M is the total number of distorted combinations, error« in which can- 

not be detected. 

Error detecting codes. In constructing a single-error detecting code 

it is necessary to use only those combinations for which the minimum number 

of elements, d, by which cn*i  coded comtjir-ation differs from another equals 

twe Cd »2). 

If the total number of possible code combinations is N ^ 2n, the number 

of combinations that will differ from each, other by two positions will 

equal X    = 2n_1. 
P ,3 Let there be a three-element code, N = 2    =8.    Let us select of these 

eight possible combinations 

000, 001. 010, 100, 011, 101, 110, III 

those differing from each other by at least two elements 

000, 011, 101, 110. 

Now, if it is stipulated that the four combinations selected are per- 

mitted, but the others 

001. 010, 100, 111 

arc forbidden, any single error in the permitted combinations will convert 

them into forbidden combinations. Incorrect recording of a character will 

not occur. 

As we see,  this code is a code with an even number of ones.    Note that 

it can,  however,   be formed by adding one eleiaent   (1 or O)   i.e. "t^e combina- 

tions of an n-element code such that the number of all the ones in the new 
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code [(n + l)-digit number! will be even. 

For example, we have the code combinations of a uniform five—element 

code 10000, 00110, 01101, 01010. 

If one more character Cl or O) is added to each combination so that the 

number, of ones in the code combination formed is even, we obtain new six- 

element code combinations 
100001, 001100, 011011, 010100. 

A code such as this permits the detection of an odd number of errors in 

incoming elements, that is,the appearance, or the disappearance, of an odd 

number of ones. 

Codes with a constant number of ones in the combinations are used to 

detect single, double-, triple, etc*, errors»  A typical example is the 

seven-element code with a ratio of ones and zeros equal to  3:4 (each code 

combination contains three ones and four zeros]- 

The immunity to interference of codes with a constant number of ones 

and zeros is much higher than is that of codes with on« element added* 

'The repeating code has the highest impunity to interference. The basis 

of the construction of- this code i.s  the use of methods for repeating the 

original combination in a direct, or in an inverted form, depending on 

whether the number of ones is even or odd. 

Error detecting and correcting codes« What follows frcaa coding theory 

is that use of combinations in which d = 3 will result in the construction 

of a single-error correcting code, or a double-erro' detecting code. 

If the total number of code combinations is N ° 2n, the number of 

combinations, K , differing from each other by three positions (d =3), 
p n-2 will equal N = 2.      . Suppose we have a three-element code. Cf the eight 

combinations in the three-clenent code, only two (N • 2) for which d = 3 
P 

can be selected. Let these combinations be 010 and 101. 

Xow let us suppose that during the transmission over the channel the 

first element in the 010 combination has been distorted and* is received .is 

110. Comparing the combination received element by element with each of 

those use, we find that it differs by but one element froi the first com- 

bination, and by two from the second. This will tnen lead to the con- 

clusion that 010 was the combination transmitted and that the first element 

was the one distorted, and so must be changed to the reverse element. 

The detection and correction method considered is readily realised 

when N £4. 
P 
Other methods of constructing error detecting and correcting, codes are 

used in the case of larg** H  CN  = 32, N = 64, etc.].  One example is the 
P  P       P * 
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chain code which corrects statistically independent as veil as group errors. 

The principle behind the construction of the chain code is that, there 

is a check symbol between each two inforciational symbols with the check 

symbol formed by checking the evenness of the two information transmissions. 

The information symbols are separated from the check symbols at the re- 

ceiving end. The control symbols are formed from the information symbols 

received using the same rule as that applied at the transmitting end, and 

Lhese control symbols are then compared with the check symbols received. 

If the control symbol does not match its corresponding check symbol, an 

error is indicated and is corrected. 

Special systems can also be used to imprcve the immunity of communica- 

tions to interference. These include systems with automatic interrogation 

and repetition of a signal in distorted code combinations, systems for 

transmission with information feedback, and others. 

Two communication channels are needed for the operation of the systems 

names._ Information is transmitted over one of them, while either an interroga- 

tion signal (in the first system) or a feedback signal (in the second system) 

is transmitted over the other. The decision as to the correctness of re- 

ception is made at the receiver in the first case, and at the transmitter in 

the second. 

Thus, depending on the method used for the noise immune code, all 

systems transmitting binary information can be divided up into two groups; 

systems without feedback, in which an improvement ia the authenticity of 

the transmission is achieved by using an error-correcting code, and feed- 

back systems, the authenticity of transmission in which can be improved by 

repeating the signal in case a distorted combination is detected« 

l6.8.  The Future of Information Transmission Systems 

The foreign press has described the fundamental principles of two 

future information transmission systems; broad band radio communications, 

and synthetic telephony. The former has better secrecy and interference 

immunity.  It provides authentic reception of signals, the level of which 

is considerably below the noise level. The latter provides for a sig- 

nificant reduction in excessiveness when transmitting speech signals. 

The Broad Band Radio Communication Principle 

The principle of assigning individual correspondents to predetermined 

narrow sections of the frequency band is the basis for present day radio 

communications. Improvement in immunity to interference is  arrived at by 

transmitting narrow band signal•? covering a minimum band in the frequency 

spectrum for the specified transmission speed. 
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There have been recent reports that a significant improvement in immunity 

to interference and in secrecy can be obtained by the use of broad band sig- 

nals*  111 these broad band communication systems each transmission (1 or  0) 

corresponds to the simultaneous radiation of a whole series of components, 

located in a predetermined manner along the frequency axis,  the energies 

of which are summed coherently upon reception.  At the same tine, broad 

band signals from several stations that overlap each other can be trans- 

mitted simultaneously within the limits of the band, £F, used. 

Figure 16.29 is the block schematic of one channel of a very simple 

broad band system for transmitting binary signals. The operating principle 

reduces to the following. Broad band signals f (t) and f.(t) are formed 
o       I 

on the transmitting sides of generators 1 and 2. These signals can be two 

different realizations of fluctuating noise, limited by the channel band 

AF. 

fg(0 

r,ft) 

TH^ 

Figure 16.29. Block schematic of a broad band system for 
transmitting binary signals 

Transnissions f Ct) and f, (t) of length t each are put on the radio 
o       1 s • 

link in accordance with the message transmitted. 

The incoming transmissions are fed into the inputs of two correlators 

(3 and 4), each of which consists of a multiplexer and a integrator« A 

local reference signal, which is a copy of f (t), acts at one of the cor- 

relators in synchronism with the incoming signal, and a reference signal 

which is a copy of f Ct) acts at the other. 

The output voltages from both correlators, which are in proportion to 

the degree of correlation between the incoming signals and the reference 

voltages, are fed into the comparison stage, 5. The polarity of the out- 

put voltage from this stage 6, depends on which of the correlators yielded 

the greater degree of correlation. This latter is determined by the type 

of incoming transmission (1 or 0). 

• Multichannel communications can be provided by one link by using the 

same band. Signal separation can be provided by the selection of the dif- 

ferent realizations of broad band signals, designated as 1 or 0 in each 

channel. 
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The Synthetic Telephony Principle 

Human speech is made up of sonorous sounds formed by the vocal chords, 

and noise sounds forxed by the passage of air in the gaps between the teeth, 

the tongue, and the palate. Sjnouous sounds (all the vowels and the vocal 

consenants L, M, N) have a discrete spectrum and contain a fundamental tone 

(individual for every person) and a great many harmonics, or overtones. 

Man's fundamental voice tone ranges from 10O to 250 hertz, woman's from 200 

to 450 hertz. Noise sounds have a continuous spectrum. Noise sounds in- 

clude Sh, S, P, Shch, and there are different combination, sounds (R, Kb.* £)• 

The significant information contained in speech can be transmitted by 

changing the spectrum envelope. The frequency of the fundamental tone and 

its change with time contains the information on the individual character- 

istics of the speaker's voice. Thus, rather than sending a speech signal 

reflecting informaticn concerning the spectrum envelope, the frequency of 

the fundamental tone, and the nature of the sounds (noise or tonal).  Speech 

can be synthesized at the receiver end by correcting the oscillations from 

the local generators of audio frequencies with these signals. Since the 

change in the spectrum envelope and in the fundamental tone takes place 

very slowly during the conversational process (at a frequency not in excess 

of 20 hertz), transmission of synthesized speech can be accomplished in a 

very narrow frequency band. 

Devices that make reality of the synthetic telephone principle (fig. 

16.30) are called vocoders ("voice coders"). 

Sand pass semi-vocoders, in which the frequency of the fundamental 

tone transmits the frequency band of unconverted speevu, have received the 

broadest practical application. 
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Figure 16.20»     BJock schematic of synthetic telephony. 
a - band pass filters; b - fundamental tone; 
c - hertz; d - frequency meter5  e - lov-pass 
filters;  f - multiplexer;  g - separator;  h - delay 
line;  i - modulator; j - speech signal source; 
Jc - discrete signal generator; 1 - noise signal 
generator 
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A bandpass filter at the transmitting end separates and transmits the 

components of the low-frequency portion of the spectrum containing the fun- 

damental tones, or their second harmonics (the fundamental band) through the 

multiplexer to the comutunication channel. The rest of the speech signal is 

divided up into a series c£ frequency bancs by the band pass filters (vocoder 

channels). The outout signals from the filter are detected, smoothed by the 

low-pass filters, vhicn have a band pass o.r approximately 25 hertz, and fed 

into the communication channel through the multiplexer. The voltages 

across the low-pass filter outputs are proportional to the averag&d smoothed 

levels of the speech signals in the corresponding frequency bands* 

At the receiving end the• separator separates the unconverted speech 

signals from the vocoder channel si-;nals.  '.."he former are fed into the 

speech signal source, which consists of a discrete signal generator and a 

noise signal generator. Broad band tonal s;gnals, containing the many 

harmonics of the fundamental tone, are formed as a result of the nonlinear 

conversion of the fundamental band signals in the discrete signal generator. 

The unconverted speech signals fulfill the role of the tone/noise 

signal. When there is a sharp reduction in their level the noi.°£ generator 

is automatically cut in. The broad band sigial is fed from the output of 

the speech signal source through the band pass filters to the modulators 

which are controlled by the signals from the corresponding vocoder channels 

and reflect the cahnge in intensity of the speech signal in the particular 

voice. The signals obtained as a result of *:he modulation are similar to 

the signals at the outputs of the band pass filters of the corresponding 

vocoder channels on the transmitter side. They are fed through the band pass 

filters to the output vhere they are summed with the unconverted speech 

signals. 

A delay line is inserted to provide synchronism between the summed 

signals in the circuit carrying the unconverted speech signals- 
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Chapter XVII 

Radar Systems and Antimissile Defense Facilities 

17-i.  Social Features of Ballistic Missiles and Their Principal Characteristic! 

Missiles today are the main weapon used by modern armed forces. The 

battle properties of missiles are sharply different from all the other types 

of weapons that have ever existed, and this has considerably increased the 

degree of surprise of an attack and has created great difficulty in organiz- 

ing the fight against missiles. 

Ve will consider, in briei", the principal weapon in the huge arsenal of 

missiles that will be used in an air-space attack, the ballistic missile. 

Missiles whose trajectories (other than the active section) are those 

of a freely tossed body, are known as ballistic missiles. Co the basis of 

this definition all unguided and guided missiles for a wide range of missions 

and with various ranges can be included among the ballistic missiles,. This 

would be inaccurate, however, because the term "ballistic missile" has been 

accepted as applying only to guided missiles with a separate head and a 

range on the order of hundreds and thousands of kilometers. 

There are in existence today ballistic missiles with a range of from 

160 km to 16,000 km and more. The principal tactical and technical data on 

optimal trajectories of some foreign missiles are listed in Table 17-1* 

The optimal trajectory- of a ballistic missile is the elliptical tra- 

jectory fcr movement along which the missile requires a minimum expenditure 

of energy. 

The ballistic missile, as a means of making an air-space attack-, has 

many basic differences from modern aircraft, not only with respect to the 

nature of the flight itself, but with respect to design formulations. Mis- 

sile flight takes place for the most part (with the exception of the initial 

active section) along the elliptical ballistic trajectory. The curvature 

of the ellipse, and the position of its plane in space, are fixed by the 

magnitude and direction of the missile's speed vector at the end of the 

active section of the trajectory. The predominant part of the trajectory 

of the ballistic missile occurs at tremendous altitudes, in the discharged 

atmosphere, where the missile head has very high speed, so the ballistic 

missile is less vulnerable than any medera aircraft. 

The heads of ballistic missiles hare comparatively small geometric 

dimensions and, as a result, small reflecting surfaces. This makes it very 

difficult to detect them with radar, or by any other system. At the same 

time the strength of the heads is such that it is also difficult to neutralize 
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them, or to destroy theo in flight. 

IJallistic missiles can be used at ant time of the year,   at any time of 

the day, in any weather, and can be launched from the ground, fron under- 

ground, free: submarines, for surface launchers, and from aircraft.. Missile 

Strikes can be expected from practically and direction.  This makes -the fight 

against thea much more-difficult and complicated. 

The use of tremendously powerful atonic and thermonouclear charges on 

ballistic missiles requires that the defending .side destroy all attacking 

missiles, and not just some of them.  At the same time destruction should 

take place as far away from the targest being defended as possible. 
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Figure 17.1» Principal types of radar jamming for antimissile defense. 
a - electronic jamming; b - active; c - passive; 
d - narrow band; e - broad band; f - small false targets; 
g - large false targets;  h - puls«;  i - continuous; 
Ö - noise; k - switching;  1 - pulse; a - noise; 
n - dipole reflectors; o - fragments from the exploded 
casings of ballistic missiles;  p - inflated conical 
balloons;  q. - missile traps;  r - false head sections; 
s - antiradar missiles- 

The probability of ballistic missiles getting through to targets defended 

by air and' antimissile defenses is greater than that attributable to military 

aircraft, the more so because missile -trajectories can differ greatly once 

they enter the dense layers of the atmosphere, -where such trajectories can 

be disturbed, or smooth. The heads of ballistic missiles can change direc- 

tion radically in flight by using, a small on-board motor, or they can man- 

euver ia the dense layers of the atmosphere by using aerodynamic forces_ In 

this way the heads of ballistic missiles can be aimed at a new target to 

destroy and negate any results that may have been obtained from tracking the 

head and a/.y calculations, already made in an effort to fix the anticipated 

point at which the warheads of attacking missiles should be intercepted. 

American specialists are presently intensifying their efforts to build man- 

euvering head sections fox their ballistic nLs&iles  "Minuet «man-2" and for 
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the ballistic missile "Poseidon" they have developed. 

The head a of ballistic missiles can. he fitted with special screens for 

protection against radiation, and their reflecting surface can be artificallj 

reduced by ablation coatings, thus greatly reducing their vulnerability and 

the range at which they can be detected in particular.  Xor can the fact that 

the heads of ballistic missiles can be fitted with gear to create a variety 

Of types of interference Cfig. 17-1)* passive and active, be ignored.  False 

targets, or special missiles designed to destroy antiaircraft and antimis- 

sile defense radar systems, can be present in the ballistic missile flight 

area, ^tissues such as these, or the false targets, can be launched before- 

hand, or can separate from t*ie head Of the ballistic missile prior to the 

entry into the dense layers of the atmosphere. 

The far from complete technical information thus far cited for the 

ballistic missile leads to the conclusion that ballistic missile detection 

along the trajectory, recognition of the true target,and finally, destruc- 

tion or neutralization of the war head is an extremely complex mission, one 

requiring the use of tremendous numbers of men and equipment to carry out. 

17-2-  Antimissile Defense and its Mission 

In accordance with the classification adopted abroad., the air space 

can be broken down into regions by altitude, as shown in Figure 17*2, and 

all attack weapons can be broken down into aerodynamic, ballistic, and space. 

On this basis then, the defense against the attack weapons can be called 

antiaircraft defense, antimissile defense, and antispace defense* 

Antimissile and antispaee defenses, as they are understood today, are 

complicated combat operation installations designed to provide timely warn- 

ing to the military command of the initiation of an enemy nuclear missile 

strike and to break up nuclear strikes against important targets. The anti- 

missile defense and antispace defense systems must have detection equipment 

capable of detecting ballistic missiles, and of tracking them over the entire 

trajectory, if this mission is to be carried out. 

The process involved in coping with the ballistic missile in flight, 

despite all of its extreme complexity, reduces to solving the following 

basic problems, if one were to formulate them in brief: reliable detection 

of the ballistic missile; accurate determination of the trajectory; recogni- 

tion of the target; interception and neutralization or destruction at ac- 

ceptable distances from the targets being defended.  All these problems can 

be resolved, but only if the antimissile defense systaa is in constant 

combat readiness, is equipped with reliable equipment for early detection, 

target recognition, and high-speed electronic computers for different purposes, 

so that the entire defense system can be fully automated* 
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Figure 17.2. Schematic diagram of the classification of the air 
space by altitude. 
a — region of flights of aerodynamic vehicles; 
b - near-ground space; c - near space; d - far 
space;  e - interplanetary, or outer space. 

17.3- Types of Antimissile Defense 

The present opinion of foreign military specialists is that it i-* 

possible to build two types of antimissile defenses, known as the duel 

system, and the screening system, with the duel type system further broken 

down on the principle of survivability of the targets being defended into 

an antimissile defense system for sheltered positions, and an antimissile 

defense system for large populated areas. 

The Duel Type Antimissile Defense 

The conventional duel type antimissile defense system envisages the 

use of interceptor missiles (antimissiles)launched from ground, or under- 

ground launchers to meet the target in accordance with a previously computed 

guidance program. The antimissile defense system is located around the 

targets being defended and is designed to destroy the heads of ballistic 

missiles on the final ley of their trajectories at a distance such that 

there will be no danger to the targets, or to the system itself, as a result 

of the thermonuclear explosions of the warheads carried by the ballistic 

missiles, and by the ant imi sail es. 

The country's missile defense, in the case of use of the duel system, 

obviously will be the totality of the aggregate of defense ccawlexes pro- 

tecting all the most important administrative and political, industrial, 

and military targets. 

The antimissile defense system should be able to perform the following 

basic missions: timely detection of attacking ballistic missiles such that 

there is enough time to prepare the active protection facilities; reliable 

recognition of the real targets and highly accurate determination of their 

trajectories so the guidance for, and the moment to launch, the antimissile 
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can be programmed. These mission.;» are the passive parr of the antimissile 

defense.  The active part of antimissile defense involves solutions to the 

following problems: interception by the antimissile of recognized targets, 

and the-ir cestruction, or neutralization. Time, speed, and target maneuver- 

ability on the final leg of the trajectory are all factors of great importance 

in  arriving at a positive solution to all the missions assigned the duel type 

antimissile defense system. 

The Screening System for Antimissile Defense 

The screening system for antimissile defense can be a wide barrier, or 

screen, in the discharged layers of the atmosphere, capable of destroying 

all missiles flying through it. This screen should be set up beforehand 

and maintained for extended periods of time. This antimissile defense 

system has many advantages. 

Whereas it is desirable to orient the duel type system in the direction 

from which the attack can be expected beforehand, knowledge of the attack, 

and the nature of the movement of each of the enemy missiles, are not re- 

quirements when the screening system is used.  The requirements in connection 

with long-range detection too can be greatly reduced when this antimissile 

defense system is used. 

Just how is the battle-capable screen set up? That still is the problem. 

Foreign specialist now believe that this type of screen can be set up by 

using maneuvering satellites which should home on the ballistic missile, or 

satellites carrying antiraissiles, or any other weapons capable of destroying 

or neutralizing the heads of ballistic missiles. A satellite screen can 

obviously provide antimissile defense on a local, as well as on a state, 

or even continental scale.  According to rough estimates, this would require 

the use of several thousand satellites spinning in different orbits com- 

puted so that enemy ballistic misslies would come within range of possible 

destruction by just one satellite. 

Screening systems for antimissile defense capable of destroying bal- 

listic missiles can literally be set up over all sections of ballistic 

missile trajectories, and this is the great advantage of this particular 

system. 

17A- Detection of Ballistic Missiles in Flight 

The flight of a ballistic missile can be detected by the energy radiated 

by the flying missile, by the energy reflected, and by the disturbed environ- 

ment as it is traversed by the flying ballistic missile, or its head. Figure 

17.3 is a diagram that is a visual explanation of the various phenomena 

occurring during the flight of a ballistic missile, and which can be used 

for long-range detection of the missile in flight. 
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Figure 17-3* Schematic diagram of possible ways in which to solve 
the problem of detecting ballistic missiles in flight. 
a - detection of a missile in flight; b - reflection 
of energy;  c - radiation of energy;  d - disturbance 
of the environment;  e - sound; £  - light; g - radio 
waves;  h - other types of energy;  i - sound;  j - 
light; k - electromagnetic oscillations;  1 - infrared 
rays;  in - nuclear radiations; n - earth's magnetic 
field; o - Ionisation of the air; p  - change in the 
chemical composition of the air; q - shock waves; 
r - other disturbances. 

Foreign specialists are now giving intensive study to every possible 

method and way tc detect ballistic missiles, but as yet most of the signs 

that could be used to detect a missile have been so little studied that as 

a practical matter there is no possible way they can be used in an anti- 

missile defense system* 

Press reports say that work, is in progress on experimental models of 

equipment for detecting ballistic missiles in flight that are based on the 

use of such phenomena as the distortion of the earth's magnetic field, change 

in the atmosphere's parameters, and even the propagation of sound waves, 

something that is generally thought to be unsuited for this purpose. These 

methods have been named, magnetic« barographic, and acoustic, respectively. 

However, methods based on the use of radio waves, light and infrared 

radiation have found practical application lor detecting ballistic missiles 

in flight in the antimissile defense system. The latter two of these methods 

are considered to be secondary methods because their effectiveness depends 

on weather conditions, and this is a significant drawback as compared with 
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the generally known, and well studied radar method, which has long been used 

successfully in air defense systems. 

Thus, the current stage of development of antimissile defense uses 

long-range, high resolution radar as t.ie primary means of detecting ballistic 

missiles in flight. 

17-5-  Requirements Imposed On Antimissile Defense Radar 

The characteristics that establish the capabilities of combat utiliza- 

tion of radar in an antimissile defense system depend primarily on the specific 

purpose for which the radar is intended within the overall defense complex. 

All radars in a duel type antimissile defense system can be broken down by 

purpose for which intended into warning, early warning, tracking, recogni- 

tion, and guidance. This breakdown is explained by the principal differences 

in the characteristics of the radars used to carry out concrete antimissile 

defense missions, something that will be discussed in detail during con- 

sideration of one of the versions of an already developed American anti- 

ballistic defense system. 

Particular attention in designing the radar for use in the antimissile 

defense system is devoted to providing the answers to such questions as 

how to increase the range, improve the accuracy in determining coordinates» 

increase resolution and selection of the ballistic missile head against 

a background of false target«. The following methods are used in arriving 

at successful answers to these problems in the course of developing radars 

for use in an antiballistic defense system: Increasing the sizes of the re- 

ceiving and transmitting antennas; increasing the pulse and average powers; 

reducing the noise in the receivers; modernizing the methods used to gather 

and process information. 

The radars in the antimissile defense system use all of the latest 

acheivements of radar engineering, such as molecular amplifiers, optimal 

filters, pulse compression methods, the floppier method of measuring speed 

by the use of the correlation technique, predetection recording of infor- 

mation on all target parameters, phased antenna arrays, and the like. 

Just what should the maximum radius of the radar detection and track- 

ing range he for radar used in the artiballistic defense system? 

As has already been reviewed (table 17-1] the maximum altitude of the 

optimal trajectory for the long-range ballistic missile is approximately 

I3OO to 140O km.  It is a known fact that conventional early warning radars 

operate on frequencies in the quasi-optical portion of the spectrum (about 

100 MHz and higher), and that there mast be line of sight between the target 

and the radar in order for the radar to detect any target. The formula at 

(2.1) can be used to find the line of si^-t distance, with refraction taken 

into consideration. 
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Computations reveal that at altitudes of 13QO to l4oo Ion the head of 

the ballistic missile can be detected at a range of approximately 4600 to 5000 

km from th-s radar. This distance will be less for all points on the descend- 

ing branch of the trajectory. Hence» the range of a radar used in an anti- 

missile defense system should be at least 'i&00 to 5000 km. 

The present da> level of electronic development is such that it is 

possible to build radars that can detect small targets at ranges out to 5000 

km, and in fact there are radars in use providing early warning of ballistic 

missiles with ranges of from 4500 to 500O km. 

How much warning time can an antimissile defense system expect in terms 

of the range at which a ballistic missile is detected? 

The answer can be obtained by analyzing the ratio between warning time 

and ballistic missile detection range (table 17-2). As will be seen from 

the table, in order for an antimissile defense system to have 15 minutes 

warning, which is, in the opinion of foreign specialist, the minimum time 

needed to prepare the active defense, and to carry out certain of the measures 

in use to shelter the population, the system utilized by the antimissile 

defense for detection purposes should positively detect a target with a 

small radar cross section flying at 6.8 to 7-9 Ion/second at ranges of from 

4500 to 5000 km. This is one of the principal requirements imposed on 

target detection and tracking radars in the antimissile defense system. 

The maximum speeds for the automatic tracking of a target in range 

are (dR/dtJ      , and in angular coordinates (dS/dt)     , ; Cde/dt) 
nax auto' ** ^'   pax auto        max auto 

for the radar in  the antimissile defense system should be large enough so 

target tracking will be stable as the target moves at entry speed on any 

course within radar range. 

Table 17-£ 

Relationship between warning time and range 
at which -the ballistic missile is detected 

^4*ange at -whi '.h 1. •• 

wan.J^oal 1 istic 
^tim^fJei minutes    ^^g 

2 50 100 .500 1000 2000 sooojsooo 

1 
10 000 13000 

0,5 35 45 90 100 !20 no 200 270 320 
I _ SO IKO 190 230 320 380 £00 610 
2 .  . _ 300 320 400 fiOO 700 . 900 940 
5 :_ _ _ BOO 1000 1300 1700 1600 2200 

10 3100 3400 3600 .4300 
15 4500 4fi00 4S00 .5000 
20 

- 
6200 6600 7200 

Note; The computations in Table 17.2 are made for a ballistic 
missile with optimal trajectory. 
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Tht: requirements with respect to resolution and accuracy in establishing 

coordinates are high. Antimissile defense radars usually find target azimuth, 

elevation, range, and speed. 

The operating limita of a radar, in terms of the angular data, that is, 

the scan sector in azimuth and elevation, depend on the purpose for which 

the radar is intended, and on the principal characteristics of the ballistic 

missile. Radars in the antimissile defisr.se system are sector, or circular 

scan types, and the scan period should be short enough to preclude missing 

a target, yet provide the most accurate attainable inforaation on the tar- 

get's position in space. 

Any one of these characteristics can become decisive in assessing the 

combat features and capabilities of a radar, depending on the purpose for 

which it ia intended in the antimissile defense system. 

In view of ^he extreme complexity of the radars used in antimissile 

defense systems, and in view of the high order of the requirements imposed 

with respect to their tactical and technical characteristics, limitations 

as to size and weight are not considered significant.  All of the radars 

in antimissile defense systems are usually installed in fixed, open or covered, 

structures. 

17.6. The Sole and the Place of the Radar System in the Overall Complex 
of  Antimissile Defense Facilities  

The antimissile defense radar system is the totality of radio en- 

gineering facilities dispersed over the terrain within the framework of a 

definite concept, and designed to provide radar support for the antimissile 

defense's active facilities« 

The components in the antimissile defense radar system are: the radar 

field for the detection and recognition of air and space targets; the auto- 

matic system for collecting and processing radar information; the system 

for reflecting the air and space situation, and the system for controlling 

the operation of all the radars in the antimissile defense system. 

All of these components are closely linked, so- a breakdown in one can 

result in failure of the mission assigned the antimissile defense- radar 

system. 

The radar system is one of the important component parts of the anti- 

missile defense complex.  It is this system that must solve the following 

main problems: timely detection of air and space targets; establishment 

of the trajectories of ballistic missiles attacking, or simply flying over 

the territory of the country in any azimuthal direction, as well as flight 

speed and place of fall. All should be solved successfully in a very short 

period of time so the antimissile defense commander has the maximum time on 

his side to take active defense measures* 
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17-7- A tiorking American Antimissile Defense System 

The United States mobilized a large army of scientists and specialists, 

as veil as the latest achievements of science and engineering to solve the 

antimissile defense problem. Moving into this area are newer and never 

projects. -t is true that some have quickly been consigned to the archives, 

but there are those that took many years to bring about. 

The American antimissile defense system developed over the last ten 

years includes: 

a passive defense system - a ballistic missile early warning 

system of the BMEWS t>pe; 

an active defense system - a system for recognizing and destroying 

ballistic missiles of the "Nil* Zeus'- and "Nile X" types. 

The entire process of detection, recognition, and destruction of a 

ballistic missile in the workable /jnerican antimissile defense system 

can be seen fro» the diagram shown, in Figure 17.4. 

17-8- Ballistic Missile Early Warning System 

Utilizing its geographic potential, the United States has built radar 

stations for detecting ballistic missiles at considerable distances from 

its borders. The American 3MEWS system has four ballistic missile early 

warning stations (the first of which is located in Greenland, the second 

in Alaska, the third in northern England, and the fourth on United States 

territory, in Florida), an operations center for control, and communication 

systems. 

Figure 17.k*     Schematic diagram of an operable American antimissile 
defense system. 
1 - ballistic missile in flight; 2 - early warning radar 
in the BMSU'S system;  3 - target tracking radar in the 
BMEWs system; 4 - ballistic missile head;  5 - detection 
radar in the active antimissile defense system of the 
"Nike Zeus" type;- 6 - target recognition radar in the 
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"Nike Zeus" system: 7 - target tracking radar in the 
"N'ike Zeus" system;  S - "Nike 2eus" antimissile guidance 
radar;  9 - "Nike Zeus" antimissile;  10 - point at which 
antimissile and ballistic missile head meet;  11 - multi- 
puipose radar in the "Nike X:: antimissile defense system; 
12 - launch radar in the "Niks X" system; 13 - "Sprint" 
antimissile in flight;  l4 - point at which "Sprint" anti- 
missile and ballistic missile head aeet in the dense 
layers of the atmosphere. 

The sectors covered by the first three of the BMEWS radar stations are 

oriented in a northerly direction, the fourth in a southerly direction. 3ne 

BMEWS should detect long and medium range ballistic missiles in the event 

of an attack on United- States territory from the north, or from the south,, 

at the maximum 15 to 17 minutes prior to the missiles reaching their targets. 

During this time the combined antimissile defense command in the United 

States should take necessary measures for defensive and retaliatory actions. 

• 
a 

© 

H • * ' 

* u ? 
a   J ' 

Figure 17-5-     Schematic  diagram of one of the firs».  BMEWS. 
stations. 
1  -  AS/FPS-50 radar antenna;     2 - building 
housing the AN/FPS-50 radar;    3 - AN/FPS-4Q 
radar;    4 -  IBM-70$0 computer  (two); 
5 -  buildings housing  shops and personnel; 
6 -  concealed approaches. 

The structural arrangement of the first two BMEWS radar stations differ 

sharply    from the third,  and particularly the fourth of the stations.    The 

first and second stations have tvo radar systems,  the third and fourth but 

one.    The first station has four AJI/FPS-50 and three AN/FPS-49 radars, 

while the second station has three AN/FPS-50 and two AN/FPS-49 radars.    The 

third station only has three AN/FPS-49 radars, while the fourth station has 

one multipurpose radar with a    phased array   (AR/FPS-85)m    The BMEWS stations 

have complicated  electronic computers,   automated  systems for collecting data, 

and  special  communication  systems,   in addition to their radars. 
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Figure 17-5 is the schematic of one of the first of the 5MEW5 stations. 

Missions af the BMEh'S radar station.  The first system of radars detects 

the ballistic missiles making the strikes and evaluates the possible strength 

of these strikes».  The second system of radars makes an accurate determina- 

tion of the nature of the targets, that is, makes the preliminary recognition, 

and issued highly authentic information on the trajectory over which each of 

the targets is moving. 

The same radar system carries out these missions in the third and 

fourth BMEUS stations. 

The AJJ/FPS-50 Surveillance Radar 

The AN/FPS-30 radar is used in the radar systaa in the first BMEWS 

station.  Figure 17.6 is the block schematic of the radar, which is coherent- 

pulse radar operating in the decimeter band and searches a 38* sector in 

azimuth with electrical beam switching. The radar forms three fixed partial 

patterns i^ the plane of elevation, £-5 to 3° wide.  Pattern width in the 

azimuth plane is 1°. Consequently, when the amplitude method is us^d to 

measure the angular data of the target, the accuracy of this radar in de- 

termining the azimuth is higher than that with which the elevation is de- 

termined. Figure 17-7 is the radiation pattern for the «i/FFS-50 radar. 

fSzorrzK hzaMyvn 

npuoomi» 2-tt Ayva cbCMsr h HtJt 
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CuanoKo rionmpaiur\ 

fKttcnpaaHeaneü 

Anepeäanmx Hsjpe 

ncptfooHUH Z-&*nt 
QepeBasmur J-Jcg"«j 

CUOXMB 
avmcitirw 

Mtrtnmuä 

Figure 17.6,     Block schematic of the AN/FPS-50 radar, 
a - antenna switch;    b - receivers of 
1st,   2nd and 3rd beams;     c - transmitters 
of 1st,   2nd and 3rd beams;     d - data col- 
lection system;    e - systftm for monitoring 
and detecting faults;    f - supply system; 
g - computers;     h - to central computer; 
i - local  indicator. 

Radar pulse power is 10 megawatts* with the average power 600 kilowatts. 

Pulse length is 2000 microseconds,  and range is some 300 km.     The radar has 

eight operating klystron transmitters,  and the same number on standby 

The block schematic of the AN/FPS-50 transmitter is shown in Figure 

17*0*    The transmitter radiates from a fixed antenna with truncated parabolic 

reflectors 50 meters high and 120 meters long*    Four radar antennas at the 
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fir-st  of  the BMEU'S  stations  scan a  150°  arc   in j-iimuth,   whale three antennas 

at the second station scan a 110°  sector. 

ICBM 

Figure 17.7-     AN/FPS-50 radar radiation pattern. 
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Figure 17.8- Block schematic of the AN/FPS radar trans- 
mitter. 
a - quartz crystal oscillator;  b - frequency 
multiplier;  c - voltage amplifier; d - power 
amplifier (klystron)$ e - to antenna; f - trig- 
ger pulse;  g- - modulator. 

The radar fixes target azimuth with respect to the center of gravity 

of the pulse packet reflected from the target at  the moment the radiation 

pattern beam passes through, and fixes the elevation by the number of the 

beam the target entered. Doppler frequency shift is used to establish 

tax-get speed in the direction of the station. 

Special waveguide distribution switches are used to switch the 

AN/FPS-50 radar from the transmit mode to the receive mode. 

The receiver i.s  a superheterodyne type (fig. 17.9) consisting of 

a high-frequency amplifier, mixer, local oscillator, intermediate frequency 

amplifier, ana Doppler frequency analyzer.  All of the components in the 

functional schematic are standard, with the exception of the analyzer. The 

analyzer is a set of low-pass filters» the frequency curves 

for which partially overlap. The analyser filters provide an overlap for 

the whole band of possible Doppler frequencies. The maximum value of 

signal amplitude is obtained at the output of this filter, the resonant 

frequency of which coincides with the signal frequency. All the filters 
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are numbered, and the number of the filter at the output of which there is 

a maximum signal carries the information on target radial speed. 

f^eOWtpBKMOf« 

Figure 17.9-    Block schematic of the AN/FPS-50 radar 
receiver, 
a - from antenna;     b — high-frequency 
amplifier;     c - mixer;     d - local  oscil- 
lator;    e - intermediate frequency amp- 
lifier;     f - Doppler filters;     g - com- 
mutating switch;    h - to information 
removal  system. 
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Figure 17-10. 

Receiver sensitivity is P 

An example type schematic of the primary 
processing of radar Information at a BMEWS 
station. 
a - from commutating switch;    b - threshold 
detector and coder;     c - range measurer; 
d - correlation circuits;     e - to output 
switch;     f -  coded  signal,   N-filter amplitude; 
g - coded signal,  N-filter amplitude, range; 
h - coded signal,   N-filter amplitude,   azimuth, 
range. 

= IO"      vatt.    The potential for the 

AN/PPS-50 radar is 2ftO db when the noise figure is 5 db. 

The information contained in the receiver signal   is extracted from 

it by an automatic processing  system which provides for data removal, 

preliminary processing,   and conversion of the continuous data into digital 

data for transmission to the station's electronic computer.    This system 

(fig.   17-10;   is a complex of high-speed computers located between the 

radar and the station's electronic computer. 

Data on range,   speed,   and target azimuth are recorded in a magnetic 
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block in the time memory for purposes of verifying their correlation with 

prec eding   signal* reflected  from the same target  after  one scanning cycle. 

There  is  a preliminary     sifting  out  of  signals that carry no     information 

on the ballistic targets,  the result of the correlation,  and only data on 

potentially dangerous targets is fed into the input of the electronic 

computer   in  the BMEW5  station»     This  information  is. subjected  to additional 

correlation in the electronic computer to filter out with greater reliability 

those  signals earring no  information  on ballistic  targets.     The station's 

electronic  computer then uses the signals  on potentially  dangerous targets 

to  produce  the  commands  for guidance to the target  far the  AN/FPS-4C, 

tracking radar. 

The  AN/FPS-49 Tracking  Radar 

Tbo  second  of the radar  systems  in the BHEWS  station has AN/FPS-4° 

radars designed to track targets, make an accurate determination of the 

coordinates of targets that have been detected, make a preliminary iden- 

tification,   determine the points of fall  of the heads  of ballistic missiles, 

and provide target acquisition for the radar facilities for surveillance of 

the active antimissile defense systems.    These    radars can also operate 

in the surveillance mode,  and can scan and search for targets independently,  as 

is the case at   the third BMEUS  station  in England.     The  AN/TOS-49 radar  is 

a monopulse radar operating on two frequencies,«!* in the long wave portion 

of  tfc*  dec7jnet«±i-  band,   and   the   other   in the  short wave portion  of  the same 

band.     The  frequency band width  is from 30 to 3000 MHz. 

The radar has a rotating antenna with a parabolic reflector  (the scan- 

ning zone in azimuth is 36°*,   the elevation 90*),   so either circular or 

sector  »can can be used.     The width Of the antenna radiation pattern  in 

both planes is about 2°.    Range is approximately 4800 km.    The pulse power 

of the  kylstron transmitter  is on the order of 10 megawatts.     The parabolic 

antenna has a diameter of  25 meters  and  is  installed under a radome which 

protects it from the harmful effects of atmospheric conditions.    A special 

hydraulic  system drives the antenna. 

The AN/FPS-49 uses optimal filtration of frequency-modulated radio fre- 

quency pulses and their compression in length, thus providing long range and 

good resolution. 

It Vt^-i been reported that the AN/FPS-49 radar installed in the third of 

the BM3JS  stations has been greatly modernized.     This radar operates on fre- 

quencies of 425  and  I32O MHz in the monopulse mode with a repetition frequency 

on 15OO Hz.    The pulse compression ratio is 5°.    Parametric amplifiers are 

used in the receiving system,   so signals with 10        watt can be received. 
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Two radars are used for surveillance,   one for target tracking»    Signals 

reflected by Targets are received by the radar are fed fro» the receiver out- 

put  to the sj'stüin that makes the pickup and does the preliminary data proces- 

sing,  then to the BMEWS station's electronic computers, which establish tar- 

get trajectories,  compare them with ballistic missile  trajectories contained 

in the computer memories,  separate the dangerous targets,  determine the point 

of fall of the heads,   and the area from which the ballistic missile was launched. 

The All-purpos<: AN/FPS-85 Radar 

The Xi/FP5-&5 radars comprise th.e basic radar system for the fourth BMEWS 

station and is designed for surveillance,   tracking,   and recognition of bal- 

listic missiles and space vehicles crossing the equator and headed for the 

United States.    This station is the southern early warning system.    The 

A.\YF?i;-85 radar operates in the decimeter band,   ha$ a frequency band width 

ol   400 to ^00 MHz,   and has a range of some  6,000 km  (according  to recent 

data the range can evidently be increased to 18,500 km).    The radar simul- 

taneously scans a 6o*  sector in azimuth.     For the future the American  spec- 

ialists plan on installing six AH/FPS-85 radars capable of scanning all of 

the space above the equator in the fourth BMEW£ station. 

It  is reported that the AN/FPS-85 can detect,  track,  and recognize a 

great many targets  (over 100) all at the same time. 

The phased transmitting antenna array is square,  measuring 40 x 40 

meters,  the antenna array is 30 meters high, and the angle of inclination to 

the horizon Is 45*.    There are 3200 electronic  switching  elements forming 

the controlled radiation pattern,  and there are the same number of trans- 

ceivers.     The radar* s transmitting antenna array radiates a flat phase front 

to form the radiation pattern.    The beam of the radiation pattern in this 

case is normal to the phase front and is controlled by the introduction of 

the corresponding phase delay between the elements in the antenna array, 

so that the phase front  is tilted in the desired direction.    Figure 17-11 

shows the schematic for beam control over the azimuth and vertical channels. 

A delay line with taps  is used to rotate the beam.     Each tap corresponds 

to one row,  or column in. the antenna array.     One delay line is ':;«d for beam 

control  in the. plane of the azimuth,  the other for control in the vertical 

plane.     In order to turn the radiation pattern to the desired heading the 

prograa=-..r selects the corresponding  frequency,   which is produced by the 

generator with the help of the digital  selector.     The selected frequency  is 

mixed with the fixed frequency and the intermediate frequency thus obtained 

is fed into the delay line with the takeoffs.     The signal from the output 

of each takeoff- is once again nixed with the selected frequency in order to 
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obtain the initial frequency, £  , and f with a phase shift that will depend 

on The frequency selected by the digital selector. 

reifepcmgjt 
K xcwuty yzßz nttma.   0 

— } x /a>o'jf sent j*xmz d 

£ Dm KZMIAZ yens neona. 

£<*. £c«, £<«. 
****** 1 \fa   e,| |_ I  

-<2H-*     L^ 
Figure 17-11-  Schematic diagram of radiation pattern beam control 

for the AN/FPS radar. 
a - frequency generator;  b - to elevation channel; 
c - digital frequency selector; d - to elevation 
channel;  e - mixer;  f — from elevation channel; 
g - 'telay line with taps. 

A similar process is carried out for each coordinate of beam control of 

the radiation pattern. The receiving antenna used with the AN/FPS-85 radar 

has a phasad array in tha form of a circle with a diameter of 58.5 meters. 

This radar can operate automatically and can he controlled remotely from the 

ar.tinxissile defense comnand post. Upon command the radar will switch from 

the search mode, which, *& optimal f^>r ballistic missile surveillance, to the 

search mode for space vehicles.  The radar automatically adjusts output 

power according to whether it is operating in the search or the surveillance 

modes, and exercises constant control over its parameters, such as phase, 

amplitude, and stability of operation of. transmitters, as well as over 

receiver thermal noise. 

BMEWS Electronic Computers 

Every BMEVS station has two special electronic computers of the IBM-7090 

type in addition to the radar already discussed. These computers operate in 

parallel on real time and monitor each other. The speed of the computers is 

su^h that 200,000 operations per second can be completed and the memory is 

designed for 32,7£*i 10-digit numbers. The tasks "the computers can perform 

were discussed above. Let us review, briefly, bow the computers operate. 
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Figure 17*12* Schematic diagram of radar data processing 
by -the BMSWS computer, 
a - pielcoff and information system; 
b - output switch;  c - correlation from 
cycle to cycle (filtration of meteorite 
and polar light noise);  d - recognition 
by one beam (filtration of satellites) j 
e - correlation from beam to beam (more 
precise filtration of satellites); 
f - correlation to adjacent beams 
(precise filtration of satellites); 
g - prediction of point of fall (fil- 
tration of safe ICBM);  h - to central 
computer. 

Target data are brought into the computers from each of the BMEMS 

radars through a special pielcoff and preliminary processing system. The 

computers made a successive correlation of the signals, higure 17*12 is 

the schematic of hov radar data are processed in ar. electronic computer. As 

vili be seen from the schematic, the first operation performed by the com- 

puter is signal comparison over several scan cycles. This makes it possible 

to eliminate from further processing some of the false signals produced by 

polar lights and reflections from meteorites. The succession of operations 
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performed by the computers envisages separation of ballisxic targets from 

•artificial .-satellites by checking speeds, changes in range ami in angular 

data.  Dynamic characteristics of the targets arc established.  All of 

xhese operations arc performed on the basis of the information received 

during the period while the target is in one oi" the radar beans-  As a 

result of these operations, over 90Ä of the signals that are not those 

reflected from the ballistic missile are screened out.  In order to further 

screen out som*- of the regaining false signals the station's computers 

coagute the value of the coordinates of the assumed position of the bal- 

listic target in the second radar beam and compare then with the measured 

ones, as is shown in Figure 17-13.  And based on the data obtained as the 

target intersects all the radar beams, the station computers establish the 

trajectory with great accuracy, as veil as the probable launch area and the 

area in which the missile will fall. 

Figure 17-13« Diagram of parameter comparison in the BM2WS 
computer. 

lu, 2u, 3u - computed values of the coordinates 
in the upper beam in terms of the lower beam 
information (ll, 21, 31); l'n, 2'u - measured 
coordinates of upper beam; target 3 - false, 
because the upper beau cannot be confirmed (there 
is no 3'u). 

The final computer operation involves the production of two types of 

coded messages concerning the targets for transmission to the antimissile 

defense command and to the Pentagon* One message contains information as 

to the number of threatening targets, or of the level of the threat, while 

the second contains information on probable areas subject to attack, time ' 

of the attack, and the areas from which the ballistic missiles were launched. 

The results of the computations made by both computers are fed to a 

comparator.  When the divergence in the results are of a magnitude in excess 

al  permissible limits a device for automatically checking the computer is 

cut in and determines which of the computers is in error, finds the circuitry 

faults, and cuts nut the particular computer. The corresponding computa- 

tions are shifted to the computer that is functioning, normally.  It must 
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be pointed out that the system used to automatically check the computer also 

makes it possible to simulate missile attack conditions. 

operation of all SMEWS station radars and electronic computers is 

checked by a simulator at least once a day. In the ever.t a real attae'e 

is pecked up while the check is being made all the.station's radars auto- 

matically shift to the working search and target acquisition mode. 

System Operations Center 

The Operations Center of the ballistic missile early warning system is 

in Colorado Springs.  Information from all four of the BXEWS stations are 

fed into it. The Center has decoders, electronic computers, and special 

indicators. 

After the information received from the BMEWS stations has been decoded 

and mutually correlated, it is reproduced on indicators and on a special map 

of the world. The potential threat thus presented is evaluated and a de- 

cision made. The Operations Center also has special equipment for simulating 

the flight of a ballistic missile and is used to train personnel. 

The transmission of information from all four of the SMEWS stations to 

the Operations Center is via special communication links with very rigid 

specifications with respect to transmission speed, accuracy, and reliability. 

The communication links from each of the BMEXS stations to the Operations 

Center are duplicated and they run in different geographic directions.  A 

wide variety of types of communications, including radio relay, tropospheric, 

and cable (land lines, underground lines, and submarine cables), are used 

to ensure optimal operation conditions. This considerably improves re- 

liability in receiving information from BMEWS stations. 

The foreign press, in addition to commenting on the advantages of the 

BMEWS, has also commented on its drawbacks, including vulnerability of the 

stations, the narrow sector of space being monitored, the limited range of 

direct visibility, and others. 

The United States has decided to build an early warning system con- 

sisting of radars operating on the return angular inclination sounding 

principle [over the horizon! and of artificial reconnaissance satellites of 

the "Midas" type equipped with special infrared equipment for detecting 

ballistic missile launching«. This will be in addition to BMEWS. 

17-9-  Early Warning Facilities 

The facts of successful radio communication over vast distances, 

many times in excess of line of sight distance, have long bee1-, known. The 

explanation is that there are several ionized layers in the eartVs upper 

atmosphere capable of reflecting short radio waves. 
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The earth's surface,   too,   is capable of reflecting  electromagnetic 

energy,   as research has .shown.     Hence the earth's surface and the ionized 

layers of  Che uinosphere form a unique waveguide.     A radio signal moving 

along this waveguide can circle the earth and be received by its station 

in weakened  torn alter repeated reflections from the  earth's  surface and 

from  the  ionized   layers  of  "the  air. 

The .Americans,  using the return angular inclination sounding principle, 

built  radars designated TEPEE and MADRE.     Figure 17-14 is a schematic 

diagram of the principle upon which these radars function.     MADRE is an 

improved version of TEPEE,   so we will briefly review the former of the two. 

MAD9E,  a return angular inclination sounding radar,   is designed to 

detect ballistic missile launching* from the signal reflected from the 

ionized column of exhaust gases from the rocket motors,   as well  as nuclear 

explosions art ranges up to  6,000 km  (according to some estimates made by 

American specialists, the detection range can apparently be increased to 

12,000 km}. 

The   following characteristics of the MADRE radar are known*     Its 

range resolution is 16 km,   its angular resoltuion is 1-5*.    The beam width 

of the radiation pattern in the azimuth plane is 6 to 12°,  and 12-to 24° 

in the vertical plane.     The radiation pattern changes with the operating 

frequency selected.    The latter is 20 to 30 MHz.    The radar operates in 

the short wave band,  the -transmitter pulse power if 5 megawatts,, the average 

power is 100 kv, the pulse length is 100 microseconds, and the repetition 

rate is  ISO Hz. 

In order to ensure reliable separation of the true signal against the 

noise background,  the MADRE radar must illuminate a specified area for 20 

seconds,   after which the transition is made to scan the next  space. 

The main drawbacks in return angular inclination sounding .radar, 

according to the foreign specialists,   are the dependence of the quality 

of operation on ionospheric perturbations,  the extremely poor accuracy, 

and resolution,  aud the impossibility of tracking a ballistic missile over 

the passive section of the trajectory. 

Despite these serious drawbacks,   the United States is currently working 

hard to design better models of these radars to supplement the ballistic mis- 

sile  early warning   system  and make  it  possible  to detect  different types of 

missiles immediately after launch.    This will result  in a greatly increased 

warning time. 

The early warning system based   on the MIDAS artificial satellite is 

designed to detect the.launching of ballistic missiles anywhere on earth 

from their infrared radiation.    This task can be carried out by several 

thousand satellites spinning in the most diverse orbits. 
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Figure 17.14.  Schematic diagram of the operating principle 
of the return-oblique sounding radar, 
a - TEPEE radar; b - ionospheric layer; 
c — ionized tail of an ICBM. 

The press reports that in carrying out their MIDAS program the Americans 

ran into difficulties, not only of an economic nature, but also because the 

capabilities of present day infrared equipments and recognition systems are 

inadequate* Separating %he true signal from the ballistic »issue out of 

the background of the different noise» caused by infrared radiations from 

a variety of ground targets has proven to be extraordinarily complex and 

is still an unresolved problem. Hence, in 1962, the MIDAS launches were 

stopped/.a*d in 1964« the MIDAS program was put in the experimental cat- 

egory. Wide ranging additional research along these lines is underway at 

the present time. 

17-10. Active Means in -the Antimissile Defense System 

The early warning and long-range ballistic missile detection systems 

would provide the antimissile defense command with enough lead time before 

a nissile attack to put all of the antimissile defense's active systems 

into action. 

As &  result of many years of tests of individual models of an active 

antimissile defense system, -ehe United States Department of Defense arrived 

at i conception with respect to the building of two antimissile systems, 

ar>. antimissile defense system for large populated centers of the Kike 

Zeus type, and an antimissile defense system for concealed coabat positions 

of the Xlke X type*  The combat utilization of the two systems is conceived 

as in echelon; the Kike Zeus antimissile defense system for the interception 

and destruction of targets at relatively long distances and at relatively 

high altitudes, and the Nike X antimissile defense system for a follow-up 

attack at targets that have escaped destruction a* lower altitudes. The 
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As.uric.ir.» pi.«-, on using the improved readiness antimissile defense system 

they hive already developed,  the AHPAT type, at these same low attitudes in 

cos«? of a mass ballistic missile attack. 

17-11-  The .\ikc- Zeus System 

As soon as the ballistic missile is picked up by the 3XEWS and has 

been preliminarily identified, data on it are transmitted not only to the 

antimissile defense command post, but also To the early warning radar in 

the \ikti £i_-us active antimissile system, which has not yet been accepted 

as part of the arsenal, but which is the only system in the United States un- 

dergoing complex range testing and is the basis for future antimissile 

defense modifications. 

Figure 17.15 is a schematic of the operation and composition of the 

equipment for a .Vike Zeus antimissile- system station. The main equipment 

for a system station includes four radars, two specialized high-speed 

electronic computers, two antimissile batteries, and special communication 

links. 

The station's radars are faced with the tasks of picking up the target 

already recognized by the SKEWS at ranges out to IJOO to l60C km, recogniz- 

ing it, and tracking it accurately, as well as controlling the flight of 

the antimissiles to intercept and destroy the target. The Nike Zeus anti- 

sissile system station functions as follows (fig- 17.15)- 

inforuation on the approaching target is fed from the surveillance 

radar to the electronic computers to process the data. The computers are 

located in the Operations Center of the Nike Zeus station. The output 

data from the surveillance electronic computer (4) is fed to the target 

recognition radar and to the intercept electronic computer (3)*  The 

target parameters obtained from the surveillance radar and from the-recog- 

nition radar are fed into the intercept electronic computer where they are 

compared with the parameters of known ballistic targets contained in the 

computer's memcory.  If the target proves to be -the head of an enemy bal- 

listic missile, data on it are fed from the intercept computer output to 

the target tracking radar, and when information is received from this radar 

an accurate computation of the trajectory being flown by the ballistic 

missile head and by the antimissile, as well as of the point of interception 

for the destruction of the recognized target, is made. 

The data obtained from the intercept computer are transmitted to the 

antimissile guidance radar and at a predetermined moment in time this 

computer gives the launcher the command to launch the antimissile.  The 

warhead carried by the antimissile is exploded at the computed point of 

encounter by a command transmitted over the radio link from -toe ground. 
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It tftu •• to 5 minutes from the time the ballistic target is picked up 

by xhe Nike Zeus system TO intercept it. The Nike Zeus system is completely 

automated. 
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Figure 17-15-     Schematic diagram of the composition and 
operation of the facilities in a Niki Zeu? 
system station. 
I -   ICBM surveillance radar;     2 - transreitter; 
3  - receiver;     k -  surveillance electronic 
computer;     5 ~  intercept   electronic computer; 
6 - recognition radar;     7 - target tracking 
radar;     8 - antimissile tracking  radar; 
9 - antimissile  launch site;     10 -   ICBM head; 
II - false targets;     12 - antimissile in 
flight. 

The Warning and Acquisition Radar 

This radar is an intermediate link between the active defense center 

and the SMEWS stations.     The warning radar pulses using  the pulse com- 

pression technique.     Radar range is l600 k»,   so the Kike- Zeus can,,   by  it- 

self,  destroy ballistic targets without using the information from the early 

warning stations.    This range is the result of high power radiation by the 

transmitting system and the use of methods for obtaining optimal reception 

of reflected signals.     Radar pules power is 50 megawatts,   so separate trans- 

mitting and receiving antennas are required.    They are set up 300 meters 

apart to decouple the radar's receiving and transmitting channels. 

Figure 17.16 is a block schematic  of the warning  and acquisition 

radar.     The transmitting antenna consists pf^vfaree radiating  arrays,   each 

of which is 24 meters long,   and almost 4 raettrü wide«    They are arranged 

to form what is essentially an equilateral triangle (fig.  17.1c").    The 

formed beam of the radiation pattern is narrow in the horizontal,   and wide 

in the vertical  plane.     This makes it possible to use the amplitude method 
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Figure 17.l6_     Block schematic of the warning and acquisition 
radar  in the Xike.  Zeus  system. 
1  -  transmitting  section;     2  - pulse-network 
modulator;     3  -  superhigh frequency  generator; 
4 - antenna;    5 - frequency modulator; 
6 - receiving section;    7 - timer;    8 - auto- 
matic coordinate measurer;    9 - to defense 
center computer;     10 - automatic warning 
system;     11 - optimal filter;     12 - IP amp- 
lifier;     13 - mixer;'    14 - KF amplifier; 
15 - antenna. 

The transmitting antenna is located on the roof of the building 

housing  the transmitter.     The building   is   surrounded by a metallic grid 

some 20 meters high.    This grid eliminates reflection.• from nearby objects 

and assists in the formation of the radiation pattern.    The transmitting 

antenna rotation rate is  10 rpm. 

The receiving  antenna is  a Lunberg  lens   (fig.   17.17)-     I*   is a solid 

hemisphere,   24 meters  in diameter,   in design.     It consists of foam plastic 

cubes,     the edges o.r which are 45 cm long.    Total antenna weight is 1000 

tons.    The antenna is installed under a radome 33-5 meters in diameter. 

Figure 17-17*     Schematic diagram of the receiving 
antenna for the warning  and acquisition 
radar in the Nike Zeus system. 
a - Luhbcrg  lens;    b -  feeder  system; 
c  — to receiver. 
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The rudif transmitter radiates frequency—modulated pulsed oscillations. 

The generators of x-he high-frequency oscillations are floating—dri.lt power 

klystrons.    The radar operates in the decimeter wave band and the pulse 
compression ratio is 100.    A special feature of the radar is the use of 

h£gli-frcqttdi=cy molecular amplifiers with optimum filters.     This almost  doubles 

the receiver system sensitivity as compared with conventional receiver 

systems used  in radars. 

The signal  is red from the output  of the optimum filters in the 

rzdzr's receiver system to the ir-f ormat ion system, which is a set of 

devices for automatically defecting and measuring coordinates.     The 

devices will only pass a signal when the latter exceeds some predetermined, 

assigned level  establishing the probability of a false alarm.    Vhen the 

.signal   is passed through this circuit it  is fed to the coordinate measurer 

which fixes  the position of the ballistic missile in space and converts 

the position information into a form convenient for transmission to the 

detection electronic computer in the Operations Center of the Niki Zeus 

system. 

Target Recognition Radar 

Detection of ballistic missile and reliable tracking  of them depends 

on the interference that vill accompany the ballistic targets over the dif- 

ferent sections of the trajectory,  and these can be very different indeed. 

Figure 17-1 classified interferences. 

It should be pointed out that recognition of a target,   once it is 

detected,   is one of the chief tasks on an antiballistic missile defense 

system.    Target recognition is the capacity of an antü.rJ.listic missile 

defense system to classify  individual objects in. a group of targets and 

separate out those that have ballistic missile characteristics»    All 

targets thus separated should then be considered as ballistic missiles and 

destroyed by the antiballistic missile active facilities- 

Figure 17.13 is the block schematic of the target recognition radar 

in the  Nike Zeus antimissile system.   The radar comprises a transmitter, 

receiver,  and antenna system.    The transmitter uses aaplitrons which,   in 

the 10 cm band,   cart develop power on the order of several megawatts with 

80?£ efficiency.     The recognition radar has much better resolution,   so far 

as angular data are concerned,  than do the existing detection end acquisition 

radars.    She high resolution is primarily the result of the special  antenna 

system design. 
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Figure 17.18.  Block schematic of the target recognition 
radar in the Nike Zeus system, 
a - multifrequency transmitter;  b - timer; 
c - master oscillator;  d - power amplifier; 
e - multichannel receiver;  f - information 
processing system. 

Figure 17-19- Sean forming diagram for the target recognition 
radar in the Nike Zeus system. 
1 - real exciter;  2 - parabolic mirror: 
3 - hyperbolic mirror-  4 - imaginary exciter. 

The spherical waves radiated by the primary exciter strike the 

hyperbolic mirror, which is the secondary exciter, and as they sre  re- 

flected from it fora a spherical wave front, the center of which is at 

the point where the imaginary exciter is located (fig. 17-19). 

The entire breadth of the radar's transmitting antenna can be used 

to radiate high frequency energy. The frequency is stepped up gradually 

until the radar forms 12 narrow beams.  This gives the radar greater res- 

olution than when the radiation pattern is formed of just one broad beaa. 

Antenna« such as these have certain structural advantages, the most .important 

of which ia the optimum amplitude of distribution in the aperature, and great 

sensitivity whi-xi measuring angular coordinates. 

The radar has equipment for rapid processing of incoming information, 

in addition to the basic systems that are direct components of the radar's 

functional schematic. 

The information' processing schematic is shown in Figure 17-20- 
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Figure 17-20-  Schematic diagram of how radar information is 

processed by the target recognition radar in 
the Nilse Zeus system. 
a - information processing system;  b - target 
descrioination by nature of secondary radiation; 
C — target discrimination by ballistic coefficient; 
d — ttirget discrimination by loss of kinetic 
energy, 

Ulnen a target is observed at long range the recognition, is the result 

of the nature of the secondary radiation.  A comparison is nov mode of the 

laws obtained when studying the reflecting properties of various bodies. 

The result is preliminary information on the number of .real and false 

targets.  Thiü completes the first stage of information processing.  The 

second stage begins with the entry of the ballistic missile warhead into 

the dense layers of the atmosphere (at altitudes between 120 to 100 Ian). 

This is the stage during -which the second and third logical units in 

the rapid processing equipment begin to function. The second solves the 

problem of recognition by analysis of the braking laws and rejects all of 

the obviously false targets. The unit continues to function until the 

ballistic missile warhead is at an altitude of approximately 80 Ion. when 

this unit ceases operation the number of targets subject to further analysis 

has dropped sharply. 

The third logical unit separates targets with the same mass ballistic 

coefficients- Here the lavs of change in. reflecting surface and dimensions 

of the jet trail with altitude are used. Information analysis by the third 

logical unit -should result in complete separation of the ballistic missile 

warhead from all false targets. 

Foreign specialists feel that the target recognition radar does not 

provide reliable recognition of ballistic missile warheads against- a back- 

ground of false targets as experience has demonstrated, and that the re- 

liability imputed to it ±s not justified. 

Target Tracking Radar 

Once the ballistic missile •warhead has been recognised data concerning 

it are fed into the target tracking radar in the Nike Zeus antimissile 

system.  The target tracking radar is a monopulse type with a pencil-beam 

pattern and a range of about 1000 km. Transmitter pulse power is 20 

megawatts. 

The transmitter forms long pulses.  Antenna gain is 35000.  The antenna 
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5^ parabolic wixh a. diameter of 7.6 meters under a special radome, thus 

eliminating wind loads on the antenna and at the same -time increasing the 

accuracy u-ith which angular coordinate* are measured-  Errors in measuring 

the coordinates 02 the tracked target are not in excess of 5 -meters in ran^e 

ind 20" in angular coordinates. 

The high resolution is the result of using the pulse compression 

method, in which the compression factor is 100- • 

0r.ee the tracking radar has locked on there is continuous transmission 

of coordinates from it to the input of the intercept electronic computer, 

which establishes the trajectory over which the tautet is moving, the anti- 

missil« launch tine, and thu point of impact. 

The radar can only track and provide information to the intercept 

computer o» one target. This is considered to be the greatest of its drawbacks. 

one which, in the «vent o£ mass attacks, will -esult in saturation of the 

Nike Zeus system  and in failure to carry out the combat mission. 

The Antimissile Guidance Radar 

Data fron the intercept computer is fed to the Nike Zeus antimissile 

guidance radar continuously. When the antimissile is launched the radar 

locks on and guides the antimissile to the point of impact and at the proper 

moment in time issues the command to explode the antimissile*s warhead. 

A dual-beam guidance command system is used to guide the antimissile 

to the target.  The last stage of the antimissile has a radar respoader, 

the purpose of which is to increase the antijam properties of *h* cnannel 

monitoring the flight of the antimissile. The signals fed tc the receiver 

ir. the guidance radar from the responder are greatly in excess of the 

internal receiver noise and this results in reliable control of the anti- 

missile flight over long distances from the radar (300 to  350 Inn). 

Target Intercept Electronic Computer 

The target intercept electronic computer is the brain of the entire 

Nike Zeus antimiss^J K  system.  The computer makes it possible to exchange 

information between all radars and the control point. 

The high-speed computer performs 2000000 operations in a second. The 

machine only needs 2_8 microseconds to select data from the memory storage. 

Over 90% of the components are standard electronic blocks in which semi- 

conductors are u-sed.  All of the electrical connections used in  the computer 

are in the form of specially designed joints providing highly reliable 

contacts. The period of failure-free operation is 600 hours. All target 

data supplied the computer from the Nike Zeus radars are introduced into 

the computer in coded form by magnetic tape. 
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Thanks 10 the modular design and the use of rue built-in -acuities 

ior detecting faults, the monitoring and Technical servicing of the inter- 

cede electronic coaputer is virtually completely automated. 

The Nike Zeus Antimissile 

In Cosign, Xüe Zeus (fig. 17.21) is a three-stage missile with solid 

fuel engines.  Missile length is l4_7 meters, launch weight is 10 tons, 

•aximix firing range is estimated at 3^0 to 350 km, reaching an altitude of 

150 to 200 km, and a flight speed of wer Mach 4. 

The first and seconu states of the antimissile are the launch boosters 

and have powerful powder jet engines with a thrust of 200 and l£o tons. 

Figure 17.21.  Overall view of the Kite 2cus anti- 
missile. 

The third stage of the antimissile consists of four sections. She 

nose section with the nuclear warhead, the engine section, the section 

containing the hydraulic drives for the fxns, and the after instrument 

section with the equipment in the control system and the electrical supply. 

The design of this stage is based on the appearance of the "weft" of 

a fabric. A gas dynamic system is used to control the antimissile because 

maneuvers take place outside the atmosphere's dense layers. The guidance 

jet cn;jino consi.sts of a spherical ooiubmtion chamber and four rozatable 

no/./.li;a located in the body in front of the fins.  The fin« arc tiltcJ in 

the required direction P.S  the control engine nozzles are tilted to create 

the controlling forces and moments in accordance with commands received 

frcm the guidance radar.  The direction of the vector of forces acting on 
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nhe onx i:ni ss 13 i»   is changec     thus causing the corresponding maneuver.     The 

time at vnlch the ecsc-and for controlling the flight of the antimissile is 

iä^uuu   zzlii^a   Zha ziasile'ä  ir.aneiivcrabiHi.y  into  consideration. 

The oloctronic equipment in the control system is located, in the after 

coaparEnciiL   of  the  antimissile' s third  stage and comprises the following 

main components: a recoiver-responder; eommand cor.trol receivers and aop- 

lifiers;   the reference gyro plate;   synchronizers;   supply sources;  and the 

electrical circuits connecting all the equipment.  . 

An  important feature of the Nike Zeus  is that   it reaches supersonic 

speed  even while in the relatively dense layers of the atmosphere',   the 

result  of the high acceleration.    This is why the lines of the anti- 

missile  are smooth,   and the outer surface is co-.-ered with a special 

layer of fused heat-protecting material. 

The antimissile has an automatic,  programed,self-destruct  system. 

The-signal to set the self-destructor is issued at the fifth second after 

launch and the antimissile remains in that condition for 11 seconds.     If 

an emergency arises during  that period of time the antimissile self- 

destructs. 

The Nike Zeus antimissile battery has 24 stationary underground 

launchers.    The launch of any particular antimissile is by command from the 

intercept eompircer, which issues the launch, command to the battery at the 

particular o'^ant decided upon by the situation in the air.    The anti- 

missile is launched from its shaft vertically and by the time the boosters 

have burned out has reached a speed of almost 1 to/second.    The antimissile'* 

vorbei is detonated in the vicinity of the meeting point upon command from 

the guidance radar. 

Each installation in a Kike Zeus system has two batteries,  controlled 

i'res one control post.    The entire process of locking on to the ballistic 

missile warhead by Kike Zeus antimissilcs is completely automated,  but 

manual  control  of system operation is available  in case of necessity. 

The battery control post has a special  scope providing a three- 

dimensional  image of target and antimissile.    This scope is used for 

constant visual monitoring of the progress of interception and target 

destruction. 

Test results have revealed that Kike Zeus is comparatively incrtial 

and not moucuvcrablu enough to ensure interception of a ballistic target 

at various altitudes.    Work is in progress to eliminate these drawbacks. 
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17.12. The Nüce X listen 

The Nilce X development in tue United States began in 19Ö3, as a*1 

extension o;T the program 10 crease a reliable antimissile defense complex. 

Nike X, as on antimissile systeci. is designea to protect underground 

cocmunicatio.-is stations, command posts- and underground battle stations of 

ICSMs against medium- and long-range ballistic missiles.  It is believed 

that the system can fight a great many recognized ballistic targets simul- 

taneously. 

Inculded in the Nike X system is a control center with a multifunction 

array radar (MAR), and high-speed electronic computer complex, a missile 

site radar vXSP.), fs-r launch purposes, and a battery of SPRINT type antiais- 

siles. 

Nike X can have less rigid specifications than can the antimissile 

defense system for the heavily populated centers, the Kike Zeus. 

• This stems primarily from the small area defended.  Here the attacking 

ballistic*=issiles vould have to fly through a narrow corridor, the so- 

called attack corridor.  The American specialists are assuming that because 

of the narrowness of the attack corridor the problem of detecting the target 

is simplified, and that the interception of targets at low altitudes (15 

to 20 km} can simplify their recognition because false targets accompanying 

the warhead will differ from the warhead»s characteristics for entry into 

the atmosphere and flight in the atmosphere because of the differences in 

weights and coefficients of drag. 

Experiments conducted in the United States have revealed that when 

there is a 20=1 ratio between the warhead nass and the frlse target mass 

the difference in trajectories is enough to afford'recognition of the ballistic 

missile warhead at altitudes of from 60 to 80 km- Vfc.cn *ne ratio is 

smaller, recognition is not possible until the altitude is in the 25 ;o 

*k0  km range. 

.Moreover, at low altitudes the zone of probable target interception in 

the air space is smaller, and this makes for increased fire power for the 

installed numbar of antimissiles and for more reliable target destruction. 

The less rigid specifications for the Nike X system have simplified 

it and made it cheaper than the Nike Zeus system. 

The radioaleetronic equipment and the SPRINT antimissile have already 

been developed for the Nike X system and have already been, or are in the 

process of, independent tests on united States ranges. 

The MAS. (Multifunction Array Radar) 

This radar is designed to detect, recognize, and track ballistic missile 

warheads. 
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The XAK. main components include the antenna with phased array, a trans- 

ceiver, equipment for processing rad^r information, and radar control equip- 

jsant. MAR operates in the centimeter hand (from 19-3 to 76.9 cm), and its 

range is some 1200 km.  Because of the rapidity of electronic control of 

thi. antenna radiation pattern one beaa will be able to track several tar- 

gets, and <:he possibility of forming several beans with, individual control 

of each beja ensures that search and tracking functions when a great *...*-y 

target* are involved can be combined in one radar. 

The radar antenna array consists of several thousar.d elements about 

half a wavelength apart. The sun of the powers of the individual elements 

in the array results in the obtaining of a high output power from tha final 

average power amplifiers.  Pulse power is 100 megawatts, average power is 
i 

10 megawatts. 

Each element in the antenna array is connected to the phase controller, 

consisting of a large number of waveguide sections that are cut in by 

switching diodes, so it is possible to regulate the iia&  of arrival of the 

signal from the transmitter for e»ch of the radiating elements in the 

antenna. This control method reduces the level of the KAR side lobes to 

35 db. 

The phased antenna i3 not critically sensitive to failure of a par- 

ticular antenna element, and the radiated power in practice is  limited only 

by the total number of active elements in the antenna, array.  Direction of 

radiation can be changed I80*. 

All of the radar equipment (with the exception of thfc flat screen of the 

antenna array) is underground in a concreted shelter. According to state- 

cents made by American specialists, the radar performs fin« horiton scan- 

ning at elevation angles of 1 to 3°. This is why, in their opinion, the 

Nike x antimissile system should be able to fight ICBM (including missiles 

with low trajectories), medium range ballistic missiles, and missiles 

launched from submarines and underwater launchers. 

The equipcent for processing the radar data is such that information 

on azimuth, elevation, range, and recognition results can be processed, on. 

a preliminary basis, coded, and transmitted to the electronic computer 

c«i[)l<-K iii. tl;n Nike X system. 

Ki i*:li'uui«: CHM|»JL<T C^HW>1<-K 

The  electronic computer complex in the Kilce X system is under develop- 

ct-nt.    It is> designed for processing all the radar information fed from the 

Nike Zeus ind Kike X'stations,   for developing the command to launch anti- 

oi»«ilcs,  and for controlling them is flight.    The complex speed should bo 
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such as to handle 6 billion operations a minute, and the program ir.pn» 

frequency should be ICO >2-iz.  The complex will use 25 processing devices, 

64 program accumulation units, 64 operant accumulation units, and 4 16-chan- 

nel units -or datA input £Ad readout.  Complex memory capacity will be 

524,-88 32_die;it words and will provide nondestructive information readout. 

The oporar.t memory too win have a capacity of 524.2SS 32-digit vords, out 

the readout will be destructive. 

The unusual complexity of this future computer complex for the ^ike X 

system is creating a very serious problem, that of providing reliable 

operation, -hereas the electronic computers already in use in the American 

ballistic missile early warning system are designed to permit but. one briöf 

error in 24 hours of continuous operation, the electronic computer complex 

for the Nike X system would make 1000 errors in one hour of operation, 

given equivalent parameters. This is why the complex designers are looking 

for- different ways in which to bring about a sharp reduction in the number 

of errors. A complicated system of detecting errors, for indications of 

parameters, and for establishing the defect site and element, is under 

development. >toreover, programs, and particularly important data, will 

be accumulated in several memories in order to avoid their complete loss 

in event of damage, or breakdown in one block, and thus provide greater 

complex reliability. 

Tne specialists assume that as a result of these measures the break- 

down in one, or in several elements, in the complex will not interrupt 

its operation, but will only result in a loss of speed. 

The irersncons speed and reliable operation of the electronic computer 

complex in the Xike X system will ensure interception of ballistic missile 

warheads in the dense layers of the atmosphere by the higi._y maneuverable 

SPRINT antimissile in a minimally short period of time, according to 

the American specialists. 

The MS3 Launch Radar 

The MSS type launch radar in the Nike X antimissile system is designed 

to guide the; antimissile to recognized ballistic targets.  The radar is 

under development, like the XAR and will have a phased antenna system 

that will enable it to simultaneously guide a great cany active weapons 

to intercept, and will increase the effectiveness with which targets are 

destroyed. 

Independent test are currently in progress with the KSR. 

The SPRIXT Antimissile 

The time remaining from the time of recognition to the time of intercept 

of the warheads of ballistic missiles is 15 to 20 seconds for the Xike X 
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figure 17-22.     Schematic diagram of the overall 
.Appearance of the SPRINT missile. 

antimissile system,   thus considerably  increasing  the requirements imposed an 

the antimissile. 

The SPRIXT antimissile  (fig.  17-22}   is a single-stage missile vith a 

ir.avinwn firing  rüRQC of  150 ion,   and an  intercept height  of 30 TO 50 km.     The 

engine develops a thrust  of JJ00  ions and burns  a solid,  highly economical,   two- 

eosponent fuel.    One of the features of the SPRINT propulsion plant is the 

shape of the fuel charge.    Xt must burn rapidly and be able to wHnsrand the 

the forces resulting from the high initial accelerations.     It is reported 

that SPRIXT will accelerate -LO 80 to 100 g  in 2 to 3 seconds, and that it 

has a maximum flying speed of over 3 km/second. 

SPRINT weighs but 6 tons, thanks to the single stage and the such simp- 

lified on-board control system. The antimissile is 8.2 meters long, and the 

ngy'-n'^T üaneter of the body  is  1.4 meters. 

SPRIXT viii be stowed in shafts at battle stations and will be launched 

by compressed air,   or gas.     The cruise engine cuts in at  some altitude «bove 

xhe earth's surface.    Control of the antimissile is by command from, the guidance 

system co the aerodynamic  rudders.     The antimissile carries a thermonuclear 

warhead.     It  is reported  that  SPRINT has successfully passed independent range 

tests. 

17-13-     The- A.7PAT Type Improved Readiness Antimissile Defence System 

The question of protection against t massive ballistic missile strike 

continues to disturb foreign military specialists.     The United States 

Department  of Defense has contracted for the development  of the third  ARPAT 

type  antimissile defense  sysxem designed to destroy ballistic missile war- 

heads or. the final section of the trajectory in event of a massive strike when 

the Nike  Ecus  and Nike X systems cannot destroy all the targets. 
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According to the ARPAT project, the ballistic missile warheads will be 

fired at by so-called "shrapnel" antimissiles weighing some  20 to 25 kg, 

launched with supersonic speed from a mi^aile carrier, when the warheads 

crrcer the dense layers of the atmosphere. 

Plans call for the installation of several tens of these antimissilcs 

on each carrier- The antimissiles will be .spheroidal, or elliptical, in 

shape. Their in flight range will be 10 ~o 15 km- They will have an engine, 

infrared and ultraviolet systems for honing, and control jet nozzles. 

Plans for the combat use of "shrapnel• antimissiles as follows. The 

missile carrier will be taken to an altitude of from 6 to 30 km in such a. 

way that it is somewhat lower than the targets and several kilometers away 

from thoo.  Carrier speed will now be reduced gradually by a special braking 

engine and when the carrier speed equals zero all of the "shrapnel" anti- 

missiles will be launched as a salvo against the group of targets detected. 

ARPAT should be highly reliable and should supplement the Nike Zeus 

and Nike X systems.  This is why there is thinking about combining all 

three antimissile defense systems into one» 

Naturally, the appearance of three types of antimissiles systems has 

placed different assessments on their advantages and disadvantages, and 

these assessments have considered the technical, economic, and strategic 

aspects of the overall problem of antimissile defense. 

The decisive factors in favor of building the Nike X antimissile 

system are considerations that are strategic in nature. The American 

specialists feel -that the Nike X system will be an important "deterrent" 

factor and will make it possible to create reliable and invulnerable forces 

for inflicting a "retaliatory" nuclear missile strike. This is why today 

the American militarists primary attention is devoted to the Kike X anti- 

missile system, although work on improving the Nike Zeus system has not ceased, 

nor has the development of the ARPAT system. 

Recently available press reports have made it known that a decision has 

been made "to combine the Nike Zeus and Nike X active antimissile systems into 

one antimissile complex which would carry out the missions assigned both 

.systems.  It appears that the combined system will make full use of the radio- 

electronic equipment in the Nike Zeus system, the SPRIXT antimissile, with the 

batteries of modernized Nike Zeus antiaissiles considered supplementary. 

The combined complex installa-tior.. -hich would, as before, be called the 

Nike X, would be counted on, it appears to defend an area of the United 

States encompassing the territroy of three to four states 

The most varied of antimissile defense projects and schemes are under 

intensive study, but in the opinion of the Americans themselves, all that has 
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roäulxed  zlius »ar  i» an expansion of their own   idea o»  how extraordinarily 

coü^i.cs  antiriiäsile deiaM problems ire,  vililc ax the sacc tic», bringing 

.'j0u;   cvur. uorc -tni core difficulties taa- American science am! engineering 

arc  in no condition to cape with at  the present  time- 
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